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will be of infinite advantage towards a right commence-

ment of the consideration oi the future , if we enter on it

with a deliberate and thorough conviction of our having

been right all along in our interpretation of the past :
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PART VI.

FROM APOC. XIV. G AND XVI. 13 TO THE END.

THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE.

FROM A. D, 1830 TO THE MILLENNIUM AND FINAL JUDGMENT.

CHAPTER I.

REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE IN THE PARTS PRECEDING;

AND HIGH PROBABILITY OF OUR PRESENT

POSITION BEING UNDER THE LATTER

HALF OF THE SIXTH VIAL.

We are now about to enter on the vith and last Part of

this Commentary :—a Part to which, having mainly re-

ference to tilings future, very much of a new character

must of course attach : as we shall no longer (at least after

the present and next chapters) have the verifying test to

appeal to, point by point, of agreeing prophecy and his-

tory ; but only from the prediction itself to infer, with

more or less of the uncertainty of conjecture, the nature

of the things predicted.— Preparatorily, however, to en-

tering on this new field of inquiry, I have to request the

reader to look back with me, and consider attentively

(though as much as possible in brief) each principal step

of the way we have travelled thus far, and the manifest

sufficiency of the evidence that has guided us on it. It

will be of infinite advantage towards a right commence-

ment of the consideration o{i\\Q future, if we enter on it

with a deliberate and thorough conviction of our having

been right all along in our interpretation of the past

:

VOL, IV. " B



2 REVIEW OF EVIDENCE. [pART VI.

and of our being almost beyond a question at that pre-

cise position in the Apocalyptic prophecy asserted at the

head of this chapter ; from the which position we are

about very soon to commence our glancings into futurity.

On looking back, then, he will observe that on the

simple theatric scene ' (if I may so call it) of a temple in

the foreground, like that of Jerusalem (with its court, and

holy place, and holy of holies) to represent the Church

in its various parts and characters,—and a world out-

stretched beneath and around, in miniature but living

landscape, with its land and seas and rivers, to represent

the world of the Roman Empire,—the first act of the

prefigurative drama (a drama written apparently on a

scroll within and without, and divided into septenaries of

Seals, Trumpets, and Vials, of which the Trumpets were

all included in the 7th Seal, and Vials in the 7th Trum-
pet,^)—I say that the first act of this drama began

by the going forth, one after the other, on the successive

openings of the four first Seals in the scroll of futurity,

(and probably upon that Roman world in landscape,) of

four horses, white, red, black, and livid pale ; each bear-

ing its own rider, marked by his proper badge ; and with

brief explanatory words accompanying the exhibition.

After which, on the opening of the fifth Seal, a voice,

as from murdered ones beneath the great altar in the

temple-court, was heard crying out, " How long, O Lord,
holy and true, dost thou not avenge our blood against

them that dwell on the earth :

"—and then presently,

on the sixth Seal's opening, a revolution sudden and
universal appeared before the Evangelist to pass upon
the symbolic earth, and its associated heaven and hea-

venly luminaries : a revolution whereby the enemies of
the Lamb, it was declared, were overthrown ; and con-

secpiently, it might be inferred, their political supremacy
and system done away.—So ended the first act of the

drama.

' See Vol. i. p. 100.
- The reader will Imve the goodness to refer to the Exposition, as well as to

the Chart at the beginning of this Work ; in explanation, in all its various
points, of the sketch of evidence following.
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And in explanation of the four earlier of these prefi-

gurative visions it was supposed, as a first preliminary,

that the horse in every case represented the Roman people,

in their character of a martial military nation : the sup-

position being made not gratuitously, or merely because

of the apparent fitness of the symbol, but on the evidence

of its being a symbol so applied by the Romans them-

selves ; an evidence exhibited to the eye once on Roman
standards, and still on Roman medals.^ Which premised,

—forasmuch as the colour on the successive horses, in-

terpreted agreeably with the Roman and Greek under-

standing of them, did conjunctively with certain expla-

natory words in each case accompanying, indicate states

respectively of national triumph happiness and prosperity,

of bloody civil war, of impoverishment and want, and of

extraordinary mortality,— this last by the agencies of

sword, famine, pestilence, and wild beasts, such as to

cause in the horse the hue of a body in dissolution,— it

was inferred that successive seras of prosperity, civil war,

impoverishment, and mortality corresponding, were por-

tended to the Roman Empire : the first to begin very

soon, according to the revealing Angel's express pre-in-

timation,^ after the time of St. John's banishment in

Patmos ; the rest to follow in succession. Can we well

have been wrong in these our inferences as to the mean-

ing of the symbols ?—And what then the result of ap-

peal to history, in verification of them ? It was found

that Gibbon marked out four seras, or epochs, in the

Roman imperial history, precisely agreeing with the pre-

figurations :— the 1st, one of early triumph and continued

general happiness, unexampled, he says, in the world's

history, beginning from Nerva's accession, the very next

year after St. Johns seeing the vision in Patmos, and

lasting eighty years and more, to the death of the second

Antonine :—the 2nd, one of civil war and bloodshed,

almost as remarkable, beginning in the reign of Anto-

nine's immediate successor Commodus, and extended,

2 Apoc. iv. 1.—See Vol. i. p. 110.

B 2



4 REVIEW OF EVIDENCE. [PART VI.

with intervals of intermission, some fifty years and more

onward :—the 3rd, one of fiscal oppression, and conse-

quent impoverishment and distress of the Roman people,

dated by Gibbon from a memorable edict of the Emperor

Caracalia, issued towards the close of the first quarter

of the third century, and noted by him as one of the

permanent causes of the empire's decline :—the 4th,

beginning about twenty years later, one of some twenty

years and more of continued mortality, through three

chiefly out of the four predicted agencies of destruction
;

to an extent such, he says, that we might suspect from

certain statistical tables, " that war, pestilence, and famine

had consumed in a few years a moiety of the human
species ;

" and with such effect on the empire as to make
it seem as if " approaching to the last and fatal moment
of its dissolution,"—Yet more, whereas it seemed rea-

sonable to suppose that in perfect prefigurative pictures,

such as all must be that have a divine original, not the

mere nature only, but the instrumental causes also, of

these states of prosperity or of suffering, might probably

be revealed, and the riders of the horses, characterized

by their respective badges in the vision, appeared to be

the fit symbols to foreshow it,—a comparison was in-

stituted in each vision between the prophecy and the his-

tory on this point also. And on examination it appeared

that whereas, according to Gibbon's declaration, the in-

strumental causes of the ichite of the first oera were the

jive good emperors from Nerva to the 2nd Antonine in-

clusive (a line united as one by successive adoptions, and,

as traced up to Nerva its head, of Cretic original,)—of

the red of the second sera those that had the power of

the sword, i. e. the military power, including its chief

Generals very specially,—and of the black of the third

sera the Provincial Governors, in their several provinces

of administration,—so 1st the croiun (the imperial crown)
given to the rider of the white horse did in fact mark
him out as the representative of Emperors, and the boiv

in his hand (strange as this might appear) as the repre-

sentative, according to clear antiquarian evidence, of
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persons of Cretan provincial origin : —2nd the sioord

given to the rider of the red horse (the word given,

where used and where omitted, should not be unnoticed)^

marked him out as the representative of the soldiery

generally, and more particularly of the Praetorian Pre-

fects and Imperial Lieutenants ; these being at Rome
and in the provinces respectively the only functionaries

invested with the judicial power of the sword, over the

soldiers, as well as military use of it against the enemy,

and in token thereof solemnly presented with a sword,

within or outside of the w^alls of Rome :—3rd, the holding

of the balance, and the words addressed to him from the

throne respecting the corn, wine, and oil, did as distinct-

ively mark out the rider of the black horse to be the re-

presentative of Roman Pro?;mdaZ Governors: the balance

being the emblem struck by them frequently on their own
coins, in promise of equity of administration, upon their

appointment to office, (on which, as on other points, me-

dals were exhibited to the reader's eye in evidence,) and

the words from the throne almost the very words ad-

dressed by the Roman law (as well as by that equity which

is ascribed to God's throne in Scripture) to these provincial

administrators.—As to the rider of the fourth horse, his

name and appearance Death, might have been supposed

sufficient of itself to indicate that he was the personifi-

cation of every destroying power of human life. As if

however to guard against the view of him as a mere
destroyer oi political life, Hades, or the Grave, was seen

1 In the vision of the first Seal the rider, as first seen, held a bow ; then a

crown was given him. Agreeably with which, the badge of the bow attached to

Nerva /rom his birth, as being of Cretan family; and of course while yet a mere
general, so as during St. John's imprisonment under Domitian, in the Roman
army- Then presently a crown wasg-M>en him : he being not born to the empire,

and so possessor of the crown, on Domitian's decease, by hereditary right ; but
presented with it by the senate and army-

In the vision of the secoMiZ Seal the sword was given to the rider ; so as, we
have seen, the emperors gave it to the Imperial Lieutenants and Praetorian Pre-

fects. The which receiving it was a distinctive by comparison with the emperors
themselves : forasmuch as the latter had of course the power of the sword also ;

only this not as presented them by another, but as attached to their imperial

office.

Once more, in the vision of the third Seal the balance is spoken of as held Inj

the rider, not given him :— this being a symbol adopted by the provincial gover-

nors IhcmselvesT-
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to follow as his badge ; the gaping recipient of the spoil

of corpses.^

Such was the conclusive, I may say the extraordinary,

evidence, (with above twenty searching tests to try it, 2)

on which our interpretation of these first four Seals

rested ; and by them we were brought down, in the Apo-

calyptic figuration of the fortunes of the Roman Empire,

to within a very few years of Diocletian's accession :

—

of Diocletian, the restorer of the fallen and all but dis-

solved empire ; though with a new form of government

thenceforward, and under a tetrarchy of emperors, not

(as before) imperial monarchy. And still the same con-

clusive evidence from history attended us in our exposi-

tion of the visions of the two Seals remaining. For as,

on the fifth prophetic Seal opening, the crij ofsouls under

the altar betokened an (sra of martyrdom and bloody

persecution of Christians, to follow quickly after the

mortality of the seal preceding, so we found from history

that Diocletian's reign was famous (or rather infamous)

for the most terrible, bloody, and effective of all the

imperial persecutions of Christianity : insomuch that its

gera was named and celebrated in after ages as the " f^m

of martyrs ;
" and that imperial monuments of the day,

still extant, proclaimed its success in the extermination

of Christianity.—And whereas the vision of the sixth

Seal prefigured, as next to follow, a revolution in the

Roman world, whereby the enemies of Christ and their

whole supremacy and polity would be swept away, so,

immediately after Diocletian's persecution, the ever-me-

morable revolution took place under Constantine :—

a

revolution sudden, and accomplished through fierce wars,

in which the forces on either side were recognized as re-

J^

Comp. Apoc. XX. 13, " Death and Hades gave up the dead that were in them."
- Including the emblems of bow, crown, sword, balance,—the several colours

of the four horses,—the different characteristic words addressed to the rider of
the black horse,—the different agencies of destruction noted under the fourth
horse,—and order of succession of the four symbols.—What would mathemati-
cians say of the probability, on the doclrine of chances, of such a series of things
all falling out precisely according to the prediction?

Mr. Arnold's partial attack on this evidence, since the publication of ray 1st
Edition, compared with my Reply, has I believe only shewn more strikingly in
the event, its unimpeachablcness and strength.
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spectively the champions of Paganism and Christianity :

the result of which was, that within some ten or fifteen

years after, the whole power of Paganism was swept from
its elevation in the political' heavens ; and ere the lapse of

a half century more, nearly the whole Roman Empire, in

respect of religious profession, converted into a Chris-

tianized kingdom.

On the whole I can scarcely conceive any thing more
perfect and complete than the direct evidence on which

our interpretation of these six Seals, constituting the

FIRST ACT of the Apocalyptic drama, was founded. And
the proof by exhaustions will only appear in every way
confirmatory and corroborative. For (not to speak of

the other Seals) I will venture to say there can be found

no empire^ or political body, in the whole history of the

world, to which the emblems of even the onejirst Seal

can with strict propriety be applied but the Roman ; nor

any one (lera in Roman history, but that to which I

have applied them. And if, turning aside from the

Roman application, we consider the attempts made by

some (in the want of a satisfactory Roman solution,

heretofore unknown) to explain the visions of the six

first Seals as prefigurations of the fortunes of the Church,

there will be found in all the attempted solutions such

disagreement with fact, such inconclusiveness of reason-

ing, such a perversion of the plain meaning of the sym-
bols, such self-contradiction, and even, it may be added,

such unsound and hazardous theology,—that a reason-

able mind will only, I think, turn back the more deeply

convinced from them, that the Roman solution which I

have given is, and can alone be, the intended and true

solution of the six first Seals of the Apocalypse.^

The evidence of our first part having appeared thus

' See my critical notice of this scheme of interpretation of the Seals in the Ap-
pendix. My respect for the expositors who have advocated it, while requiring

tliat it should not be overlooked, might also have induced me to avoid any very

searching examination into it. But a deep sense of the injury it has done, and
still does, to Apocalyptic interpretation has determined me to make it fully and
at large. _
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convincing, and the fulfilment of the Apocalyptic pre-

figurations been thus clearly traced down in history to

the memorable epoch of Constantine and his successors

overthrowing the before-dominant Paganism, and Chris-

tianity becoming estabhshed in the Roman Empire,—we

were immediately after it called to consider another very

different and most remarkable vision ; without the right

understanding and constant recollection of which, it will

be impossible to enter fully into the meaning, spirit, and

(if I may so say) philosophy, of the series of prefigura-

tions following. The inhabitants of the Apocalyptic or

Roman world were now alluded to under the emblematic

appellation of the tivelve tribes of Israel ; (the one desig-

nation and the other being applied indifferently to the

people marked out as the object of the coming judg-

ments' ;) and at the same time the Angels of the four
winds depicted before St. John, as agencies charged with a

destroying commission (destruction from abroad, it might

seem from the figure of the winds) against them :—of

the former of which intimations the obvious explanation

was seen in the historic fact of the Roman world having

become Christianized in profession, in the course of the

wonderful previously depicted revolution : of the latter

in the fact of a notable departure from the Christian life

and faith occurring in the Church, soon after its esta-

blishment on the ruins of Paganism in the Roman Em-
pire ; such indeed as to constitute an incipient apostacy.

—And then, ere the Angels could let loose their tem-
pests, another and greater Angel, described as having
the seal of the life-giving God, appeared rising from the

East ; who, after charge to the destroyers to refrain till

the sealing work was done, proceeded to seal a certain

small, but perfect number, 144,000; as an election,

not out of the heathen world, but out of the mass (so it

was proved on grammatic evidence^) of the professing

Israel. Consequent on which there was added another
evidently connected, and as evidently prospective or an-

' Vol. i, p. 229—2.53. '

Jbid, p. 233
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ticipative vision, respecting the ultimate salvation and
introduction into paradisiacal blessedness of a certain

palm-hearing company; depicted as a multitude innu-

merable, out of every nation and kindred and tongue,

that had washed their robes, and made them white in

the blood of the Lamb : the which company, it was
evident, was of the same class as the sealed ones ; only

made up, as would seem from its number, of their many
successive generations, and gathered (in part at least)

out of a world larger and more various in its population

than the then world of vision. So the continuous pre-

servation of this election of grace was foreshown to the

Evangelist, through all the seductions of the apostacy

within, and the desolating judgments from without, even

to the final consummation :—it being further intimated

however, that they would be thus preserved to blessed-

ness, only as saved ones out of a great,—indeed the

great tribulation ; the same that had been predicted to

the souls of the martyrs under the fifth Seal, and which

was to be greater even than that experienced by those

martyrs themselves,—These three points, viz. the early

apostatizing of the Christianized Roman Empire,— the

consequent issuing forth of Providential judgments

against it,—and the preservation of a faithful remnant

through them all, were facts, I conceive, hereby made
as clear as they were important. And they constituted

in fact, the triple heads of all that followed in the pro-

phecy.

Besides which there was from the ecclesiastical history

of the period reflected back such a light on this vision,

as to suggest its having a yet further meaning ; and fur-

nishing hints on two other points of very great interest

and importance, concerning both the apostacy and the

election saved out of it.—Thus, Jirst, there appeared

evidence of its foreshowing the very nature of the inci-

pient apostacy ; as originating in an undue and unscrip-

tural estimate of external church privileges, (especially of

the opus operatum of baptism,) and of the priesthood as

the necessary and only channel of grace:--=the proof
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arising out of a most remarkble parallelism/ in respect

of some eight or ten particulars, between what is noted

in the scaling and palm-bearing visions as effected by

Christ and his Divine Spirit in the 144,000, the election

of grace, or true Israel, distinctively and alone, and

that which history reports to have been more and more

regarded, in the current estimation of the age referred

to, as effected through priestly agency in all baptized

Christians by the very baptismal ceremonial, and the

subsequent application of other sacraments, in case of

their correct observance of church ordinances. It was

just such a parallelism of particulars, in the way of

allusive contrast, (I beg the reader to mark the suffi-

ciency of the test,) as at once convinces the student, in

the absence of direct historic testimony, that the Atha-

nasian Creed must have been drawn up with allusion to,

and in condemnation of, the heresies of the Arians,

Eutyches, and Nestorius ; and would convince him also,

if their history were wanting, (which it is not,) that the

Articles of the Church of England were drawn up in

opposition to those of Popery and Trent.

—

Secondly, the

very manner and means seemed also hinted, by which

Christ's remnant would be preserved, both then and thence-

forward, from the infection and deadening influence of

this ever-growling ritualist apostacy : viz. by a discovery

at that pera to be specially vouchsafed the true Church,

of the doctrines of grace—of electing, enlightening,

life-giving, justifying, saving grace, according to God
the Father's choice, by God the Spirit's influence, and
through God the Redeemer's blood and righteousness :

—precisely such a revelation as the sealing and palm-
bearing visions conjointly signified. For just as, at this

point in the Apocalyptic prefigurations, the electing and
sealing vision was pictured before St. John, so, at the

corresponding historic period of which I speak, a revela-

tion of precisely similar character was made, through
the great Augustine principally, to the true Church of

' Vol. i. p. 24;;—252.
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God ; a revelation which is found to have furnished, for

centuries after, the doctrine on which it fed, and through

which mainly it was preserved alive, in the wilderness-

state of a general surrounding apostacy.

Nor must I omit to add that, as the appended vision

of the palm-bearers carried St. John's views far onward,

when they looked into the probable future fortunes,

duration, and extent of Christ's true Church, until its

presentation before God, after perhaps a long time of

tribulation, and entrance into blessedness,—so at the

end of the fourth century, when the storms of invasion

were on the point of sweeping over the Roman Empire,

the views of Christians, which had before limited the

earthly duration of the church, and its time of trial in

the world, to that of the then Roman Empire, became
enlarged, and looked far onward to the final blessed

issue : still chiefly through the teaching of Augustine.^

In the conclusions thus formed respecting the Apoca-

lyptic visions shown to St, John, as not merely prefi-

guring facts, but facts as they would he seen by the true

Church of the time figured, it was presumed that he saw
these visions, not as a mere individual, but as a symbolic

man ; i. e. as the representative of Christ's true Church,

or of its chief ministers and seers of the true apostolic

succession, in each successive age presignified. But this

was no unwarranted presumption. It was one shown to

be agreeable to the analogy of other prophecies,^ above

all (as afterwards strikingly illustrated^) to that of the

Apocalyptic prophecy itself:—not to add that it accorded

also with the belief and interpretation (however imper-

fectly carried out) of the earliest patristic, as well as of

many of the more eminent later expositors.

And so (after a brief introductory notice of a vision

of incense-oifering in the Apocalyptic temple, which on

the same principle of allusive contrast seemed to hint

that, while the saints still approached God in prayer

^ See the second Section of the Sealing Vision. ^ Vol. i. p. 263— 2fi5.

^ Viz. in the prefigurations of the Reformation. Seethe summary pp. l.'i, ir>.

iufrSi, —
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through Christ as then' Mediator , the rest, though dialled

Christians, would have forsaken and be neglecting his

mediatorship,— an intimation verified in the sad and

ever-increasing tendency of the professing church at the

close of the fourth century to saint-mediatorship,^)—

I

say, after this the prophecy was seen to proceed to the

development in symbolic visions of the judgments of the

seventh Seal, now at length opened :—^judgments seven-

fold in number, as marked in limine by the provision of

seven trumpet-angels, to sound forth the appointed times

successively of their infliction ; and in character judg-

ments as of tempests, from the agency of the four tem-

pest-angels charged, we before saw, with the fury of the

four winds of heaven against apostate Christendom.

—

Those of the first four trumpets being depicted as judg-

ments of desolation on the third of the Apocalyptic (or

Roman) earth, the third of the sea, third of the rivers,

and third of the sun and stars, corresponding,— in the

which the local scene of infliction was the thing most

strikingly marked in the prophetic description,—they

were explained of the four several successive and not

uncorrespondent Roman desolations of the Western Em-
pire, by Goths, Vandals, Huns and Herulians, on its

land territory, maritime colonies, frontier river vallies,

and high authorities of state, respectively :—a celebrated

tripartition of the Roman world (elsewhere in the pro-

phecy strikingly referred to.) the Western third of which
embraced the provinces of what was afterwards the

Western Empire,^ furnishing a precise literal explanation

of the Apocalyptic third part ; and the principle of con-

struing such territorial divisions, and the localities of

land, sea, and rivers, literally,^ though in symbolic pre-

' See Vol. i. p. 302—309.
2 It was shown that even after the bipartition of the Roman Empire, the West-

ern Empire had in the first instance only part of the intermediate or Illyrian

third: and at the time of the third Trumpet's desolation by Attila, only the
European territory originally assigned it in the tripartition. See Vol. i. p. SSI-
SBC.

3 I mean lilcvalbi, as fixing the locality intended. There may still attach a
symbolic meaning to the term,—the sea or river, for exami)lc, as symbolizing the
peo]ile on or near it. So the fmnticr rirers of the third Trumpet and Vial, and
again the Euplirntvs of the sixth Trumpet and Vi;U, wire expounded literally as
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dictions, being proved accordant with the general ana-

logy of Scripture prophecy :—not to add that the truth

of our interpretation was further corroborated by the

equally successful application of the same principle of

interpretation to prophecies very similarly expressed in

the four first Vials}—Next came the judgment of the

fifth Trumpet. And we had the tests of its position in

Apocalyptic chronology, the Arabian character of its

prefigurative symbols,^ its accompaniment by, and ori-

gination out of, some false religion from the pit of the

abyss, as well as the general character of the plague, its

well-defined period of intensity, and well-defined limits

to its destroying power,—we had, I say, all these con-

current marks,—marks which I think cannot possibly be

mistaken,—whereby to identify it with the irruption and

desolations in Roman Christendom of the Mahometan
Saracens.—Nor was the evidence dissimilar or inferior

on which we explained the sixth Trumpet"s plague of the

Turks. Its declared local origin from the Euphrates,

its apparently implied connection with the plague of the

previous Trumpet, the several particulars of its composite

symbol, some very remarkable,—as that which described

sulphur, fire, and smoke to proceed from the mouths,

and authority and power of injuring to attach to the

tails, of the symbolic horses in vision,^— its destined

office of destroying the third part of men, (the Eastern

or Greek third, nearest Euphrates, it would seem) and

the remarkable period of time that was to elapse from

the commencement to the final accomplishment of its

work,— all concurred to assure us that we could not be

in error in interpreting this plague of the Seljukian and

Ottoman Turks.

On the sufficiency of the evidence of the third part

to their geographical position, but figuratively as meaning the people near them.
Which last has been done not by myself only, but by those who most carefully

avoid the literal local principle of exposition in the three first Trumpets. And
does it need to say that in so expounding the Apocalyptic Euphrates, they vir-

tually acknowledge the correctness of the principle contended for ?

' See Vol. iii. pp. 299, 322, 327, 335.
'^ See Vol.i. pp. 402—408. 3 See \b. 477—482,
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of our Exposition, and certain reference of the prophe-

cies it embraces to the Reformation, the reader, if

satisfied thus far, will not, I think, long hesitate. The
prophecy turns from speaking of the destruction of "the

third part of the men," or Eastern Roman Empire, to

what it calls " the rest of the men,'" i. e. of the Roman
world ; which can only mean those of Western or Papal

Christendom. And, after briefly sketching their religious

state as that of an awful apostacy, long before begun,

and even yet unrepented of and persisted in,—an apos-

tacy exhibiting itself chiefly in five several points, all

and each of which were shown, on the fullest clearest

evidence of history, to have characterized Papal Chris-

tendom, both during the 400 years (from 1057 to 1453)

of the Turkman's destroying progress from Euphrates to

Constantinople, and also throughout the remainder of

the 15th century, which followed after the fall of that

Greek capital,—there was next after this, I say, a vision

exhibited on the Apocalyptic scene, ^ as sudden as glo-

rious, of Christ descending on the earth, revealed in

light as the Angel of covenant-mercy and Sun of right-

eousness, with a book opened in his hand, as if for men
to read it,—apparently the Bible or gospel part of the

Bible :—a picture as fit, I think, as could have been de-

vised, to depict the heaven-sent outbreak of gospel-light

at the Reformation, on the opening of the 16th century.

Then,—whereas the Angel's planting his feet on land

and sea, as if to claim them to himself, and roaring like

a lion, as if against some enemy, seemed to imply the

fact of some usurper having at the time appropriated his

rights and kingdom,— so we saw from history that not

only did such a usurping Antichrist then exist and tri-

umph : but that actually, at the exact epoch correspond-
ing with the vision, he permitted himself to be represented

before Europe in gorgeous paintings, on a high festival

day at Rome, almost precisely as Christ was represented

here •,—his face radiant as the Sun of Righteousness, the

' Apoc. ix, 20. I Apoc. x. 1.
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covenant-rainbow formed by the refraction of his solar

light, his feet planted one on the land, the other on the

sea, and his voice uttered as of a lion roaring, against

all opposing enemies.^ Can we conceive evidence, of

the nature of allusive contrast, more extraordinary ?

—

As to the sequel of the vision, we saw that it needed but

the application of the expository principle before noted,

of St. John's seeing and hearing what he did as a sym-

bolic character, the representative of Christ's true Church,

or more eminent ministers at the time figured,^—to solve

all its difficulties, and trace in it, point by point, the

chief successive steps and epochs of the Reformation.

Just as St. John saw and hailed that vision of gospel-

light, so Luther (and other servants of God after him)

saw and hailed the similar revelation given in their time

of Christ as the Sun of Righteousness. It was the first

epoch of the Reformation.-^—Just as St. John heard and

re-echoed the cry of the Lion of the tribe of Judah, vin-

dicating the world to himself, and when seven extraor-

dinary thunders, with pretensions as from heaven,

sounded in answer, though at first about to receive and

write them, was presently taught to view and seal them
up as of no heavenly origin,—so we saw most strikingly,

that after Luther had sounded forth 'with lion-like cry

Christ's rights and claims against the opposing Romish
claims preached by Tetzel, when the Papal thunders from

the seven hills pealed against him, he was in the first

instance prepared to receive and submit to them as a

voice from heaven, but was presently taught his error,

and to recognize them as the voice of Antichrist :

'^— this

being the second epoch of the Reformation.—Just as

(after an animating intimation of the time of Christ's

final coming and triumph being not so very far off, an

intimation realized in the prophetic views of Antichrist's

near destruction next given to the Reformers ^) St. John

was bidden to take the open book out of the Covenant-

Angel's hand, and, after eating it, afresh commissioned

1 See Vol. ii. p. 55, &c. Mb. 110, 111. 3 ib. p. 88, &c.
^ lb. p. 112, 117. 5 Apoc. X. 6 ; ib. 126, &c.
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to fulfil the prophet's office,—so Luther, excommunicate

and degraded from holy orders by the Pope and Papal

prelates, was in the Wartburg castle monished from hea-

ven to take the Bible in hand, digest, and translate it,

as the only rule for Christ's ministers and people ; and

then, as under a new sufficient and special commission

from his Master, to fulfil (together with others similarly

excommunicate and interdicted from Papal orders) the

functions of reformed preacher and evangehst.^—Just as

St. John had next a rod, or staff of magisterial or ec-

clesiastical authority, given him, with command to rise

and measure (or define) the mystical Apocalyptic Tem-
ple, and at the same time authoritatively to eject as hea-

thens certain occupants of the outer court (together with

the outer court itself) who, it was added, had been for

some time before trampling down the Holy City, or

Polity of the saints,— so we saw that, as the next step

in the history of the Reformation, the rod of princely

or ecclesiastical authority was in Saxony, Hesse, Bran-

denburgh, and other kingdoms, given into the hand of

Luther and other anti-Papal ministers, with a view to

the definition and constitution of Christ's orthodox
Church,—its re-formation in fact,—and the casting out

from its pale of the Papists and their religious system,

as antichristian and heathenish.^—Once more, just as

St. John's attention was next directed to the history of

the two Witnesses, retrospectively narrated by the Cove-
nant-Angel, as of those that had borne commission to

testify for Him through the darkness and dangers of the

1260 predestined days (or years) of Gentile domination,

—so, very quickly after the regular ecclesiastical consti-

tution of the Reformed Church, its doctors and ministers

were directed to explore, and at length to set forth in

writing, the history of a line of witnesses for Christ,

from the early commencement of the apostacy, through
all the dark succeeding ages of the domination of the

Papal Antichrist.'

' Jb. \C,>, dx. - lb. 179, &c. 3 lb. 190—192.
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As to the fact of such a witness-line having existed,

the evidence in proof, which detained us for a length of

time, appeared sufficient ; though for the earlier centuries

not perfect, or without lacunae.^ And on the rest of

their history, figuratively given in the Angel's narrative,

— viz. with respect to the Beastfrom the abyss (an anti-

christian enemy now first spoken of) making war upon
the two symbolic Witnesses, so soon as they should

have completed their testimony, and conquering, and at

length killing them, and amidst a gathered concourse of

its partizans triumphing over their dead corpses, and

then, in just three and a half days after this, their re-

viving to the enemy's dismay in strength and vigour

greater than before,—on all these points, turning to our

line of actual evangelic witnesses, we found the historic

parallel complete even to the minutest accuracy : per-

secuted as it appeared they were by the Popes, whom
that Beast from the abyss (it was afterwards shown)
figured, so soon as they had completed their protesta-

tion by denouncing Rome as Antichrist,^ and at length

exterminated or reduced to silence :—of which last fact

evidence having appeared at a very notable and well-de-

fined epoch, the victory was then forthwith proclaimed

and rejoiced over : viz. in the conclave of the celebrated

5th Lateran Council at Rome; precisely ^/jree and a half

years, even to a day, before Luther's protest, and the

ever-memorable outbreaking again of anti -Papal witness-

ing at the Reformation.^
At this point the Angel's retrospective narrative having

been brought down so far, as to blend both in time and

subject with that of his own previous figurative descent,

revelation of Himself the Saviour, exposure of Rome's
seven mock thunders, re-commissioning of the apostle

John in his symbolic character to the prophetic office

and direction of his regard to the subject of the Wit-
nesses,—the course of emblematic figurations was re-

sumed.* And whereas the resumed vision, combining

1 lb. 204, &c. - lb. 364—366. ^ lb. 29.3.

•» lb. 397, &c.

VOL. IV,
"

C
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the two subjects, did next represent the two revived

witnesses as summoned to rise up, in the cloud which

formed the Angel's mantling, to the firmamental hea-

ven of vision,^ and thereupon an earthquake occurring,

and a tenth of that great city falling by it wherein the

witnesses had been slain, and seven chiliads also being

destroyed, apparently of the same great city,—so we saw,

in the history of the times of the Reformation, that its

next marked step of progress was in the ascent of the

Protestants, (or, according to the word Protestant's

etymological meaning, of anti-Papal witnesses,) to

power and dignity in the political heavens of Western
Christendom ; alike in Saxony, Hesse, Prussia, England :

— connected with which last event was the Revolution

in which Papal England, the tenth kingdom of the Pope-
dom, fell ; followed by the loss to the Popedom of the

seven Dutch United Provinces, presently after also : each

state an ancient European tribual subdivision, analogous

to the Jewish Chiliad.'^

A chronological note was added at this close of the

vision ;
" The second woe hath passed away : behold the

third woe cometh quickly." Just agreeably with which
it appeared that the earthquake of the Reformation, and
wars which rose out of it, did not end, nor the consoli-

dation of the Reformation become complete, in Germany,
Holland, and England, till the Peace of Westphalia,
A.D. 1648, and accession of William the Third, A.D.
1688, to the English throne :—an sera immediately pre-

ceding those defeats of the Turks by Prince Eugene,
after which they were never more a terror or woe to

Christendom.-^—By this chronological Note the conclu-
sion of this division of the prophecy was distinctly de-

fined, and its evidence too made complete. Nor, on re-

viewing the latter as a whole, do I fear that it will seem
presumption if I confidently ask the reader. Is it possible

that in our application of the prophecies so reviewed
to the Reformation, (the chief subject of our second
Volume,) we can have been mistaken ?

' lb. 400, &c. - lb. p. 408, &c. 3 ih. 422, 423.
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And so we were brought to the fourth part of the

prophecy : that whereof the great subject was the Beast
from the abyss ; the same that had slain Christ's two

Witnesses.—The Apocalyptic series of prefigurative

visions, thus far (as explained by me) continuous, was

broken off abruptly, we saw,- to introduce it: immedi-

ately after a passing mention of the seventh Trumpet's

sounding on the scene of vision, and a certain significant

opening of the temple-gate, and also certain attendant

thunderings lightnings and voices, which together gave

no equivocal anticipatory indication of what that Trum-
pet would include ; viz. destruction to Christ's enemies,

and triumph to his Church. And in the supplemental

Part now begun, containing the Beast's history, we saw

evidence of chronological parallelism with the two Parts

preceding, (especially from its including the same notable

period of the 1260 days, or years, previously mentioned,)

such as could not be mistaken : the which structure of

the prophecy in two parallel lines would, it seemed, most

exactly suit the form of the scroll whereon the prophecy

was written, by supposing the former series of visions,

with their sequel, to have been written on its one side,

the present series on its other ; agreeably with the spe-

cification, otherwise almost meaningless, of the seven-

sealed scroll being written both within and without."^

As to the seven-headed ten-horned Beast itself, or ra-

ther that which the Angel (by a common figure) used as

its equivalent, and chiefly or altogether regarded in his

description, I mean its eighth or last ruling head,^—the

fact of its symbolizing the line of Roman Popes, from

soon after the rise of the Romano-Gothic kingdoms of

the 5th and 6th centuries, appeared on the following

evidence.— 1st. Their throne was locally the seven-hilled

city ; so as was the Beast's.*—2nd. Their supremacy,

like the Beast's was chronologically the eighth regularly

1 Vol. iii. 1. Mb. 2.

^ Apoc. xvii. 11; "The Wild Beast that was and is not, even he is the eighth."

It is the figure of putting the head for the whole body : as (Dan. ii. 38) Nebu-
chadnezzar for the Babylonian power which he directed.

^ Apoc. xvii. 9. See Vol. iii. p. 94.

C 2
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constituted authority that held supremacy on those seven

hills. The which notable fact appeared thus. Kings,

consuls, dictators, decemvirs, and military tribunes made
up the first five, reaching to the time of Augustus ;

'

and the Imperial regime then introduced, agreeably with

the Angel's notice of it as the ruling head in St, John's

time, the sixth.'^ Then the seventh,—a head which was

to come afterivards and to continue but a short time,^—
was shown to be the short-lived imperial tetrarchicalform

of government introduced by Diocletian :
* this being the

next new form according to Gibbon ; and answering to

the Apocalyptic type, not merely in the two above-noted

points, but also in respect of two other most notable

characteristics as follows. The Jirst that of being the

last ruling Pagan government established in Rome, and

the same that fought the imperial battle with Christianity:

just as the Apocalyptic Dragon, the Beast's precursor

and symbol of Rome's Pagan rulers, fought the battle

against the sun-clothed travailing woman in vision under

his last or seventh head, for he had but seven heads in

all ; (a head identical evidently with the Beast's original

seventh, which already on his first emergence appeared as

that which had been cut down by a sword :)—the second

that of having the diadem for a badge, a badge assumed
by Diocletian, in contravention of all the old Roman
habits and feelings ; which selfsame badge the pictured

Dragon wore in his conflict wdth the woman, and until

his dejection from the symbolic heaven, presently fol-

lowing.^—After which, ^—this seventh head having been
"wounded to death " by the Christian imperial sword,
and a local interregnum, if I may so speak, having followed

of some two centuries, during which, most remarkably,
the ruling Christian power forsook, even as if it shunned,
the seven-hilled city for the capital of its residency,*^

—

after this, I say, an eighth head appeared on that same
locality, in the Bishops or Popes ofRome : it being under

' According lo the enumeration, it is to be remembered, of Tacitus.
' lb. y8. 3 Apoc. xvii. 10. ^ lb. 103—105.

•^ Jb. 104, &c. 6 lb. 100.
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them (as Papal writers themselves represent it) that

Rome again rose to supremacy, had its deadly wound
healed, and became thenceforward a second time mistress

of the western world. ^ So, I say, was the second point

of parallel proved between the Popes and the Apoca-
lyptic Beast.—3. The Popes received in the sixth cen-

tury the allegiance of the ten Romano- Gothic kingdoms
that had then risen in Western Europe, as their acknow-
ledged spiritual head

;
just as the Beast's eighth, or neiu

seventh head, had ten kingly horns growing out of it.^

—

4. The Popes had even at that early time assumed the

extraordinary title, and asserted pretensions to the ex-

traordinary authority of, Christ's Vicar :
^ a title and

character so precisely accordant with that of the pre-

dicted Antichrist, (whose empire, it is allowed on all

hands, the Apocalyptic Beast's signified,) that even men's

imagination itself has failed of suggesting any other

equally so."^— 5. Their character answered to the Beast's,

in respect both of their speaking great things (great such

as no mortal man ever before presumed to speak) and
blasphemies ; ^ and also of their oppressing, conquering,

and destroying Christ's true saints. — 6. With regard

to the time of their religious supremacy, it continued

established in Western Christendom, from its rise in the

6th century, before mentioned, to the outbreak of the

French Revolution in 1789, a period of just 1260 years: ^

the very same that was declared to attach to the supre-

macy of the Beast in vision.

Besides all which evidence, there was the subsidiary

proof of the Papal Antichrist having for his main-prop

the allegiance of the long apostatized Western Clergy, re-

gular and secular ; just as the Beast had the two-horned

lamb-like Beast, or False Prophet, for its chief sup-

porter ; and of their jointly recurring to the artifice

Mb. 111,112. Mb. 113, &c. Mb. 123— 131.
* See my observations on the word Antichrist's two peculiar meanings, Vol.

i. pp. 67, 68 ; and consider, in respect of either, the inappropriateness of the In-

fidel Antichrist imagined by some modern commentators. '•' Vol. iii. 145, &c.
® The fact of a day meaning a year in these prophetic periods I consider to

have been completely proved in Part iv. Chap. ix. § 1.
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of representative General Councils of the Popedom, to

strengthen it; just as the Beast and False Prophet to the

Beast's Image :— to which symbolic Image these General

Councils were shown to answer, in all the six or seven

particulars predicated of it in the prophecy ;
^ as also the

Papal Clergy to the four or five predicated of the Lamb-
personating Beast, or False Prophet."^—Finally, there

was the evidence of the name Lateinos (the Latin man)
— that which contains the enigmatic numeral 666, and

was suggested by Irengeus as very probably the Beasfs

name intended in the prophecy,—being the very most

appropriate appellative of these Popes of the Latin

empire ; and a name, in solution of the Apocalyptic

enigma, altogether as unobjectionable, it was shown, as

appropriate.^

By this description of the Beast and Beast's kingdom
and people, and a brief counter-sketch of the Lamb and
his kingdom and people,—especially with reference to

some joyful epoch, ecclesiastical and political, in their

history, during the Beast's reign, just such as occurred

at the Reformation, as well as to a period of religious

lukewarmness and want of understanding, on the part of

many of its professed supporters, following it, such as

in the new Protestant churches too soon had its fulfil-

ment,'*—we were brought down nearly to that epoch of

the seventh Trumpet's sounding, at which the former

prophetic series some little time before, had broken off;

and by the vision next immediately following, viz. of an
Angel flying through heaven with the gospel to preach

to every nation and people, into its very cera :—one prin-

cipal characteristic of the seventh Trumpet being that

of a Trumpet of coming jubilee to the world, when the

temple of his true Church would be wide opened to it;

and one principal vision, connected with the period of

its judgment- vials outpouring on apostate Europe, that

of harpers of the same class as the Lamb's followers,

* Sec Fart iv. Ch. vji. - See Part iv. Cli. vi.

=» lb. Ch. yiii. " lb. Ch. X.
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preserved and detached from the apostacy, singing songs

of missionary spirit and jubilean anticipations. ^

As to the evidence on which we explained the earth-

quake of this Trumpet, and judgments of its first five

Vials, of the French Revolution and desolating European

wars that arose therefrom, it will be yet fresh in the

reader's remembrance. Suffice it therefore to suggest

how those judgments were shown to have fallen geogra-

phically on the land, sea, old boundary rivers, symbolic

sun, and seven-hilled throne of Anti-Christendom, (very

much as on corresponding localities under the corres-

ponding Trumpets,) alike in the order of the prefigura-

tive Vials, and with that kind of infliction that they

respectively indicated : moreover how we were thereby

brought down in European history to the very eve of

the drying up of the Turkman dominion, which com-

menced A. D. 1820, in Europe; an event which so

strikingly answers to the sixth ViaVs symbol, (the drying

up of the flood from the Euphrates,) as almost, even in-

dependent of the context, to force itself on the mind as

that prophecy's fulfilment.^—Besides which, the whole

sera was shown to have been one of revival of religion

in Protestant Christendom, or at least Protestant Eng-
land, resulting in an outburst of evangelic missions un-

precedented in history ; '^uat such (I beg attention to this

palpable coincidence) as we saw a moment since was

also prefigured in the Apocalyptic prophecy as an accom-

paniment of the sera of the seventh Trumpet, and its

constituent Vials.

So ends our review of evidence. And I trust the

reader's conclusion, after testing each link of the chain,

will like my own be this :—that, continuously from

St. John's time to the present, the chain is unbroken;

that the Apocalyptic visions are proved, in a double line

of prophecy, to have depicted with the most wonderful

accuracy the chief events, secular and ecclesiastical, in

the history of Christendom ; and that our position in

• Apoc. xi. 19, XV. 2—5. See Part v.Ch. vii. - See Part v. Ch. vi, § 2,
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the prophecy began from the year 1820 to be under the

sixth Apocalyptic Vial, and its primary symbol of the

drying up of the Euphrates, in the one series ; as we
were also then, and had been for some thirty years pre-

vious, under that of the Angel flying abroad with the

everlasting gospel, in the other.—The only question at

this point seems to be, whether we may not in the course

of the last ten or fifteen years have advanced a step fur-

ther : viz. in the last-mentioned series to the vision of

the second Angel crying against Babylon ; in the former

to the notice, next following that respecting Euphrates,

which describes three unclean spirits likefrogs as appear-

ing to issue out of the mouths of the Dragon, Beast,

and False Prophet, towards the close of the same sixth

Vial ; to the effect of gathering together the kings and
people of the whole world to the war of the great day of

God Almighty.—The consideration of this point, with

a view to the more exact fixing of our precise present

position in the prophecy, will be the fit sequel of the

present chapter ; and fit preparation for looking into the

future, in those that follow.

CHAPTER II.

PRESENT POSITION OF CHRISTENDOM UNDER THE THREE
FROGS OF APOC. XVI, AND SECOND OF THE THREE
ANGELS FLYING IN MID-HEAVEN OF APOC. XIV.

§ I. THE THREE FROGS.

" And I saw come out of the mouth of the Dragon,
and out of the mouth of the Beast, and out of the
mouth of the False Prophet, three unclean spirits like
frogs : for they are spirits of Dnemons, working mira-
cles, (or signs^) which go forth to the kings of the whole
world, 2 to gather them together to the war,^ of the great
day of God Almighty." Apoc. xvi. 13, 14.

^
So Scholz and Treadles ; reading simply $a(Ti\iis ttjs oiKovixevtjs ^Atjs.

• fts TUf TtoAt/xov. The idea of coniinuily may attach to this word TroAe/uos, or
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By this very remarkable symbol, which I think it

may be well to consider first in this Chapter, there

seems evidently intended some most extraordinarily

rapid, wide-spread, and influential diff^usion, throughout

the whole Roman, or perhaps rather the whole habitable

world, ^ of three several unclean or unholy principles,

suited in character to the Dragon, Beast, and False Pro-

phet, from whom respectively they appeared to emanate

:

but all alike directed and speeded on their course by

spirits of hell f and all alike, in respect of the earthly

agencies employed to propagate them, resembling /ro^5,

the well-known type of vain loquacious talkers and agi-

tators, deluding and seducing the minds of men.^—Now
by the Dragon we know to have been meant (for the

Angel tells us so) that old Serpent the Devil ; in earlier

days enthroned (in place of the heavenly rightful mo-
narch) in the Paganism of ancient Rome ; and thus, in

a vision picturing it as at the opening of the fourth cen-

tury, represented with the covering skin, characteristic

of that Pagan Empire, of a seven-headed ten-horned

Dragon : of which covering howev^er, from after the

time when he delivered up his seven-hilled throne and
power to the Beast, we may perhaps suppose him to

have appeared divested. "^ Again by the Beast, or rather

its literal English rendering war ; which does not to the word battle given in

our authorized translation.

1 From after the opening of the prefigurative visions in chapter vi of the
Apocalyptic Book, the word constantly, if not exclusively, used for the Roman
earth is y-q. The word oiKov/xevr) is only used here, and in xii. 9, where the Dra-
gon is described as deceiving ttji/ oiKovfj.evTiv dXrjv.—It was also used in chap. iii.

10, of a trial which was to fall ein ttjs oiKovfji.evr)s 6\r]s. But this, whatever the
meaning, was before the opening of the prophetic part of the Book.

- This is well illustrated both by what St. John says oi lying spirits, that had
gone forth in his day ; the reference being to certain antichristian and false

theological doctrines and principles of the time, of which earthly teachers were
the visible propagators, but evil spirits the real ones : and by the vision of
Micaiah, in which it appeared that a lying spirit had gone forth, and spoken by
the mouth of the lying prophets of King Ahab, to draw him to the battle of Ra-
moth Gilead. See 1 John iv. 1, &c, and 1 Kings xxii.

3 Daubuz cites the two following references to the symbol from ancient writers
in illustration : 1st. Cicero ad Attic, xv. 15, saying Ranee prtropevovat, of certain
vain prating demagogues of the day: 2. Artemidorus ii. 15, who expounds the
figure thus ; Barpaxoi Se avSpas yoriTas Kai $wfJi.oAoxovs n-poarjixaivovaL' " Frogs
signify impostors and flatterers."—To understand the force of the emblem, a
person sliould have heard the frogs of southern Europe.

* Compare Apoc. xii. 17, xiii. 2.— So, when again spoken of as seized and
bound by the Angct, Apoc. xx. 2, 1 should incline to suppose that he did not ap-
pear with his old covering of the dragon-skin.
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(according to the Angel's definition of the thing intended

in his description ') the Beast's eighth ruling head, we
saw, on I think irrefragable evidence, that the Popes of

Rome were meant, from and after the time of their oc-

cupying the Dragon's throne and empire in Western

Christendom :—and, once more, by the two-horned

lamb-like Beast, or False Prophet, the apostate Hie-

rarchy and Clergy of the Patriarchate of Western Eu-

rope, from and after the time of its subjection and official

attachment to the Romish Popedom.^—What then (if

this be correct) the three spirits, or principles, that may
be considered most fitly characteristic of these three

several actors on the scene,— the Devil abstractedly, the

Papal Antichrist of Rome, and the Clerical corporate

Body of the apostate Romish Church ? To myself, with

reference to the tivo first, the answer seems simple and

obvious :—viz. that the one from the Dragons mouth
is the principle of injidelity, with its proper accompani-

ments of blasphemy and proud rebelliousness of spirit

against rightful authority, alike divine and human
;

" By which sin fell the angels :"^—and the one from the

Beast the pure direct principle of Popery, based on its

fundamental antichristian dogma of the Roman Pope's

being Christ's Vicegerent on earth. The only difficulty

in the case seems to be that of assigning to the third

spirit,—or that which issued from the mouth of the

False Prophet,— a distinct and independent character ;

whereas the two-horned Beast was before described as

very much the organ, agent, and instrument, as well as

chief supporter, of the Beast, its principal. It might

' Apoc. xvii. 11. See Vol. iii. Note 2, p. 92.
2 It may be worth the reader's while again to consider, and satisfy himself on

the exposition given to thiscflFect, Partiv, Chap. vi.

3 Compare 1 Tim. iii. 6, " Lest, being lifted up by pride, he fall into the con-
demnation of the devil ;

" and the notices of the fall of the lost spirits from their

once high estate, given 2 Peter ii. 4, Jude 6.—So the Homily against Rebellion

represents Satan as its first author ; and connects the sin of rebellion against

men with that of rebellion against God. " The first author of which rebellion

was Lucifer, first God's most excellent creature and most bounden subject ; who,
by rebelling against the majesty of God, of the brightest and most glorious angel

is become the blackest and most foul fiend and devil.—Here you may see the first

author and founder of rebellion ; here the grand captain and father of rebels."

—

See the illustration given Note p. infik.
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seem supposable however, from the new name now
given to this agent in the prophecy, viz. the False Pro-

phet, the generic title of an apostate Priesthood,^— that

a certain larger measure of independency and distinctive-

ness of character than before might now attach to it.

And with a great proportion of the Romish hierarchy

and clergy, from the effect of the earlier vials of judg-

ment outpoured in the revolutionary wars on the Pope-

dom, this has become the fact. Which being so the

false ultra high-church spirit, if I may so call it, of the

Priesthood of the Apostacy, suggests itself as the fittest

antitype to the symbol ; this being its most characteristic

spirit, and that under the influence of which the aposta-

tized priesthood have been ever wont to exalt themselves,

and the church of their ministrations,—with its rites,

sacraments, authority, dogmas, and traditions,—to the

disparagement and even supercession of Christ's own
word, work, and Spirit, in the things of salvation : at

first (I refer to the 4th and 5th centuries) so as to pre-

pare for an earthly Antichrist^ in Christ's place ; and

afterwards, on reorganization in subserviency to Rome,^
so as to form his chief support.

Such, I say,— if the Dragon, Beast, and False Pro-

phet mean what I think it proved that they mean,*

—

1 So Vitringa, p. 1117; " Doctores illi falsi qui, in ipsS. Evangelii clarissima

luce, non destiterint su^ eruditione, eloquenti^, et auctoritate falsse doctrinae

religionis patrocinari, et plebes credulas detinere in perniciosis erroribus."
2 See Vol. i. pp. 379—381. ^ See Vol. iii. p. 161—169.
* A different view of the Dragon, Beast, or False Prophet, will of course in-

volve a different view of the spirits that proceed from them.—For example, they

who explain the Beast of the Secular Empire of Western Christendom cannot ex-

plain the spirit that issues from its mouth of Popery. What however it may
be, this class of commentators is not agreed. Mr. Cuningharae (who, by the

way, explains the draconic spirit as I do*) says that the Spirit from the Beast is

despotism,—Mr. Bickersteth that it is lawlessness.

I trust the reader has long since made up his mind on the palpable incorrect-

ness of this explanation of the Beast. The Beast was to last 1260 years in ac-

knowledged supremacy : whereas the Holy Roman Empire from A. D. 800, the

date of its establishment by Charlemagne, to 1806, the date of its termination,

lasted at the utmost but 1006 years, and in the course of that period suffered an

interregnum of above seventy years.—Further the Beast was to be the object

of wonder and worship to all the inhabitants of the Roman earth ;
whereas

* His three spirits are, 1st, Atheism, or Anarchy and Infidelity, 2nd, Despo-
tism, 3rd, Popery ;—Mr. Bickersteth's three are, 1st, Infidelity, 2nd, Lawless-
ness, 3rd, Popery.
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appear to me to be the three principles or spirits in-

tended :—spirits in regard of which the prophecy inti-

mates that they would act with unity of effect, if not of

purpose ; viz. so as to gather the powers of the world,

just as Ahab^ was seduced by a lying spirit to Ramoth
Gilead, (whether altogether as antagonists against Christ

and his cause, or in part as antagonists, in part spec-

tators only,^) to the coming great day of conflict.

—

And if these be the spirits intended,—spirits to go forth,

let it never be forgotten, after a certain progress made
in the drying up under the sixth Vial of the Turkman
flood from the Euphrates,—can we well mistake in be-

lieving that within the last ten or fifteen years, the pre-

cise period marked out in the prophecy, there has been an

outgoing of that which has remarkably answered to

them ?

Let our retrospective sketch commence from about

the year 1830 ; at which time, it may be remembered,

the predicted drying up of the mystic Euphrates had ex-

hibited itself alike in Greece, in the trans-Danubian

Turkish provinces, and in Algiers. I commence from

that epoch, although the risings of each of the three

spirits might indeed be dated somewhat earlier, because

about that time there occurred certain momentous poli-

tical changes in France and England, the two most in-

fluential powers of Western Christendom,—in France

that of its second democratic Revolution,^ in England
those of the Roman Catholic Emancipation Act "* and

the Reform Bill,^—whereby the issuing forth of the

three unclean spirits (already spawned) in that new rela-

(luring none of these 1006 years had the secular empire the worship of Western
Christendom (though the Popes were the object of it strikingly) ; and during the

greater part of its duration, it was not even the most eminent or powerful of the

ten kingdoms.—Yet again, neither was the Frankik or Germanic empire the

Beast's eighth head, nor was its throne on the seven hills. See the last paragraph

in Vol. iii. Note 4 p. 157 ; and my observations ibid. p. 102.
' 1 Kings xxii.

- The kings gathered by the three spirits were to be the kings of the whole

oiKovfKvt} ; those engaged in conflict with the Lamb, the kings of the 7rj. If

therefore the first term be considered to have a larger meaning than the other,

(see Note 1, p. 25 suprk) there may be some such distinction as that suggested

in the text. '< A. D. 1830. ' A. I). 1829. ^ A. D. 1832.
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tionship to each other of which I shall presently have to

speak as indicated by the Apocalyptic prophecy, was

eminently accelerated and helped forward.—And in our

sketch let us more especially mark their actings in our

own country : not merely because it is that about which

we must ever nationally feel the greatest interest ; but

yet more because, it being the chief asylum of true reli-

gion, and central point whence the actings for the evan-

gelization of the world had for some time previous been

proceeding, we might almost a priori have expected that

the Dragon would mark it out as, above all other coun-

tries, that in which it would need that he should exert

his deepest subtlety and mightiest energies.

1. Thus then as to ih^ first spirit,—that of democra-

tic infidel lawlessness and rebellion,—when it had crossed

the channel, after overthrowing the Bourbons in France,

and the Dutch dynasty in Belgium, can we forget its

sudden furious outbreak, as exhibited at the mooting

and during the progress of the Reform Bill?—How the

public mind in England was agitated and blindly im-

pelled by it, almost like the herd that the legion of

spirits impelled into the Lake of Gennesareth ; and

rank and property, church and state, alike endan-

gered by it, till the Premier himself, the ostensible

author of the Bill, quailed and fell before the tempest

:

—how the too frequent conjunction of the radical and

the infidel (the joint characteristics, as I conceive, of the

spirit from the Dragon) was both within Parliament and

without it, under the falsely assumed appellative of libe-

ral, marked prominently ;
^ and their incessant croak-

ing cry, like that of the frogs from the Stygian pool

of the Greek dramatist,^ heard addressing itself to the

masses, Agitate, Agitate !—how legislators, and even

peers, as men infatuated, stood in their places in Parlia-

ment advising passive resistance to the law ; and others,

' Of course I do not speak of all. I am fully aware of there being some
eminent exceptions, and where even strong democratic political principles were
united with sincere reverence for religion. ^ In the ffarpaxut of Aristophanes.
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with yet clearer token of the spirit speaking in them,

suggested recourse to physical force, and even murder

:

—how our Church,—a Church in its scriptural Articles

and Liturgy surely the very pillar and ground of the

faith,—was marked as the special object of enmity and

attack ; its property saved with difficulty, its prelates in-

sulted, and even within the House of Lords itself admo-
nished to set their house in order :—how the general

mass of the dissenting body was infected with the spirit;

'

and many dissenting ministers (not of the Socinians

only, but even of the more orthodox sects) instead of

confining themselves, like the most illustrious of their

predecessors, to the work of evangelists at home, and
the promotion of evangelic missions abroad, became
strangely known as political agitators : latitudinarianized

in their religious associations, if not their religious pro-

fession, to an extent such as to make them seem parti-

zans of infidelity ; and with language too often of the

very gall of bitterness against the English Church. By
many, I am persuaded, what was said and done was all

under a temporary infatuation. But this only the more
strikingly illustrates the influence on them of a mighty
spirit of delusion. Nothing, but an hypothesis, like

what the text suggests to us, of the outgoing of such a

spirit over the land, can account for the phenomenon.
" I never said," are the reported words of a late lamented
man of genius,'^ " that the vox populi was of course the

vox Dei. It may be. But it may with equal probabi-

lity be the vox Diaboli. That the voice of ten millions

of men calling for the same thing is a spirit, I believe.

But whether that be a spirit of heaven or of hell, I can
only know by trying the thing called for by the prescript

of reason and God's will." So the Reform mania was
in his judgment a spirit's voice. And tried by his tests,

(they are Scriptural tests) who can doubt whether it was
a spirit from hell, or from heaven ?

' The Wesleyans, at least their leaders, were an honourable exception ; and of
other dissenters many most respectable individuals. I speak of the generality.

- Coleridge.
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That fearful crisis may for the present seem to have

passed : and through God's mercy a re-action has taken

place, especially amongst the middle classes, in favour

of order, of the constitution, and of the Church ; whe-

ther altogether in favour of true religion is a different

question, partially to be considered under another head

in this Section.—But the unclean spirit from the Dra-

gon's mouth is not silenced. It is still well known to be

active among the lower orders. Socialism and Chartism,

the Political Unions, Anti-Corn Law League, and other

such like revolutionary combinations, with their machi-

nery of agitation and inflammatory haranguings,—haran-

gues from which the more than half prompting has not

been excluded, after the old radical-papistic models, even

to assassination and murder,'^ suggest thoughts and re-

collections too clearly proving that the infidel revolu-

tionary spirit is yet abroad in our land.— It is the age of

Journalism; and the Draconic Spirit must have its jour-

nals and newspaper organs, as well as its mob orators.

^

There is one that calls itself The Atheist and Repuhli-

can ; as if to illustrate the fact of the two characters

being one in spirit, so as I have represented it :
^ a Jour-

* "What illustrations have we seen of the practical working of this spirit in the

outbreak of the manufacturing population in the autumn of 1842, and in the

more recent assassination of Mr. Drummond! The Manchester Courier, com-
menting on this last mentioned catastrophe, has justly observed that the stories

of murderous plots against the Queen's ministers, told app/wing-/?/ to their in-

flamed hearers by the agents and partizans of the Anti-Corn-Law- League, and

other Associations of similarly questionable character, may most probably have

been that which ^rst suggested the idea to the wretched assassin. It mentions

names of parties who have so spoken : and, sad to say, there figures that of one

dissenting minister (I will not give the name) in the number.—In late debates

Lord Brougham made indignant allusion to the same parties and principles in

the House of Lords, and Mr. Roebuck in the House of Commons.
With regard to the Dissenters Mr. Bickerstcth thus expresses himself. " This

unclean spirit (of laivlessness) has found its more appropriate scene of tempta-

tion among the dissenters, as that (of Popery) has among us." Sermon before

the Protestant Society, p. 26.
2 I abstract, in what follows, very much from Mr. Bickersteth's Sermon before

the Protestant Association.
^ The following awful placard, taken from the shop of a miserable incendiary

of this character, and exhibited before the magistrate in Bow-street, will too well

illustrate my sketch of the spirit spoken of.

" What is God? The Tyrant-Idea personified.—V^hat is the God-Idea pro-

mulgated for ? To subjugate the many for the benefit of the few.—How is this

contrived? The God-Idea conveys the notion of superior and inferior
;
produces

worship, prostration of intellect, and subjugation."
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nal which speaks of having thirty able contributors,

and boasts of all Continental Christendom, and a large

part of England as its own. There is another, a Sun-

day paper, called the Weekly Dispatch, of much the same
irreligious democratic character, and of which the im-

mense circulation is notorious : then the Northern Star,

and other such like, the organs of the Chartists ; and
again the Oracle of Reason, and other weekly penny

publications : of which the character is such, that Mr.
Bickersteth expresses his astonishment how Satan could

have so dropped the veil, and openly manifested his

spirit of lying and blasphemy.^ Lord Ashley not long

since told in Parliament of halls opened for factory ope-

ratives, including children, in which infidelity and sedi-

tion were as a wild and satanic spirit, infused into them.

And earlier in the period under review the publication of

the Neiv Moral World was the exponent and the infa-

mous organ of the polluted sect of Socialists : the head

of which sect, Robert Owen, was actually introduced

(the fact, as a sign of the times, is not one to be forgot-

ten) by England's Prime Minister to England's maiden

Queen ;
^ and so this unclean spirit, like the Egyptian

frogs, brought even into king's palaces.

It is needless to observe that, throughout the period 1

speak of, the same spirit has been abroad on the Euro-

pean continent. In France the revolutionary secret so-

cieties, the spirit of its journals, and character of its most
popular literature,—alike novels, romances, dramas,

poetry,— all tell the tale too well. And the multiplied

attempts made on the life of the French King, or of

others of his family, have been but ebullitions of it.^ The

' Ibid. p. 10. He observes that our Lord's incarnation, that highest act of
God's love, is the constant subject of denial and ridicule, mockery and blasphemy.

- The writer of an eloquent Article in the Edinburgh Review, headed " the
Clapham Sect," objects to this notice of Lord Melbourne. Hut I really cannot
sec why. Supposing him to have known Mr. Owen's principles, [and how could he

have been i<^norant of them ?) the fact was surely a most extraordinary one : and,

as one by no means insulated in character, but rather consistent with a political

principle extensively followed out by the then rulers, of discarding all views of re-

ligion and morals in politics, was characteristic as a sign of the times.
•^ Let me call attention to the following very striking declaration of the

Procurcur-Gencral, on the trial of Quenisset before the French Chamber of
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same in Spain, Portugal and Italy; intermixed with

another spirit of which I shall have to speak presently.

Of the German cognate school of neology the name of
Strauss will suggest the horrid impieties : and Switzer-

land, and its Genevese Canton more especially, have
been agitated, and in part revolutionized, by the repub-

lican spirit within it.—Nor this alone. The unclean spirit

from out of the mouth of the Dragon, as well as the two
other his companions, was apparently to have a wider

range than the old Roman earth. It was to go forth

to the kings of the ivhole world. And I must not con-

clude this head without observing on the manifestation

of its speeding forth far away, even as far as India. On
the renewal of the East Indian Charter in 1833, and
when restrictions on the trade previously existing were

removed, the opportunity was seized to send out thither

bales of the works of Tom Paine, and other such like

infidel revolutionary publications. And with these Cal-

cutta was immdated, as Dr. Duff proclaimed in 1837 with

burning eloquence, to seduce and poison the youthful

mind of India
;
just when intellectually awakened to see

the falsehood and absurdity of Hindooism, and wooed by

the according voices of the Christian missionary and
the everlasting Gospel, to turn from vain idols to serve

the living God.—^Indeed from all the three Indian Pre-

sidencies the same report has been brought. In all of

them,—and in other of our colonies also,— the same
spirit is still rife from out of the mouth of the Dragon.^

2. Nor, secondly, has the spirit of Popery,—the

spirit from the mouth of the Beast,—been within the

last fourteen or fifteen years less active and stirring. I

refer chiefly under this head to what has emanated
directly from the Popes and Papal Court at Rome.

Peers in December 1841, for shooting at the Due D'Aumale ;—striking espe-
cially from its use of the precise Apocalyptic symbol of the first Vial. " France
has in her bosom two corrosive and torturing sores; and as long as they exist,

we can never rely on a continuance of tranquillity : first, the secret revolu-
tionary societies ; next, the inflammatory puhlications, which incessantly incite

anti-social passions, hatred against all that exists, and the wish to destroy."
' For further evidence on this head, see Lord's Ashley's speech of Feb. 28, 1843.

VOL. IV. D
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But let me first call attention to the new association

in which this spirit was now apparently to go forth in re-

vived wonder-working energy ; new as compared with the

times of its more early power and rule. In those earlier

times the Dragon seems represented as hidden and in

the back ground :'—working indeed, and deceiving the

so-called Christian world : but doing this indirectly,

and through the medium of the Beast his creature
;

which latter was the only ostensible power dominant.

But here it is in ostensible conjunction with the Dragon
that the Beast sends forth his spirit : as well as in con-

junction with that of the False Prophet, his old ally and

servant, though now bearing a distinctive character.

Indeed the Dragon's spirit is mentioned first, as perhaps

the most potent of the three.— It is, I say, in this com-

bination that the spirit of Popery is prefigured as pre-

paring to fight its last battle. And this, like the spirit

first mentioned, after the symbol and acting of thefrog :

that is, not, as once, by the dictum of its will, and the

sword of the subject civil power to give it effect ; but

rather by agitation, and incessant appealings, inflamma-

tory or seductive, to the ears, ignorance, prejudices, and
passions of the multitude.

And thus, I conceive, what the Popes did after their

restoration to the Romish See, before the outpouring of

the sixth Vial, must be considered as but preparatory to

the fulfilment of the part figured in the prophecy of the

text. I refer to that which I have already noted,—their

issuing, forthwith on their resettlement at Rome, of ofiicial

bulls allocutions and indulgences, asserting or implying all

their old pretensions, as those that bore the character of
Chrisfs Vicar'^ (rather of Antichrist) ; and their re-institu-

tion of these Inquisitioyi and these Jesuits : the latter such
reckless agitators for the advancement of Popery, that

Vitringa thought the three frog-like spirits might one
and all be in his time discerned in them.-^ I say, I re-

' Not a word is said of the Dragon coming ostensibly on the Apocalyptic scene
of action, from after his giving to the Beast his throne, &c. Apoc. xiii. 2, till now.

2 Sec Vol. iii. p. 364, &c. » In Apocal. p. 975.
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gard this as but a preparatory step to their fulfilment of

what concerns them in the prophecy of the text : the

authority they then sought to exercise being after the

old model, and without the co-ordinate and associated

power of the spirit from the Dragon, in ostensible alli-

ance.—Hence though alike in France under the Bour-
bons, Spain under Ferdinand, and Portugal under Don
Miguel, (not to add also in Bavaria, Austria/ Sardinia,^

Naples,) there was a marked revival of Popery, and in

some cases even the Inquisition was again brought into

active operation,^ yet, this being contrary to the spirit

of the age, a popular re-action ensued, and the legiti-

mists, its friends of the old regime, were driven from
their kingdoms.—But, in the mean while, the unclean

spirit from the mouth of the Beast had been essaying its

strength, conjunctively with that from the Dragon, m two
countries under Protestant government, viz. Ireland and
Belgium : and the essay had been in either case crowned
with success. After the agitation of Ireland to its very

centre for years, chiefly by united Romish priests and
revolutionary demagogues, the Roman Catholic Eman-
cipation Bill was past in 1829, as a preferable alternative

to civil war :* and the next year, through the united

action of kindred spirits, the Dutch Protestant King
was expelled from Belgium,—Whereupon,— notwith-

standing the almost cotemporary expulsion from France

of its friends the Bourbons by a similar but sole domi-

nant democracy,—the Papal Court, after hesitating for

a while what course to pursue in the new conjuncture,

being brought to a conviction that democracy was in the

ascendant in Western Europe, and finding that the

French people, all democratic as they were, professed

Catholicism as the religion of the great majority of the

nation, and that its King of the Barricades himself every

way courted the Papal Church and Hierarchy,— I say

1 See Vol. iii. p. 3G7. - See ibid.

^ lb. 366. Mr. Wilberforce notes in the year 1819 hearing from a gentleman
from Spain, that the Inquisition had then begun to fulminate in that country
against the damnable errors of Luther. Life, v. 17.

^ So (if I remember right) the Duke of Wellington.

D 2
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under these circumstances the resolution was taken by

it to shape its policy conformably.^ As the Dragon,

having learnt from the results of the first and great

French Revolution that he could not let loose on Chris-

tendom his democratic atheistic spirit, all unmodified

and alone, without the danger of a re- action following,

in favour of order and perhaps even of true religion,

(for religion, in some form or other the human soul

craves after,^) saw that an alliance was needed with his

creature the Beast, and accordingly planned it in charac-

teristic subtlety,—so the Beast perceived also its advan-

tage, and accepted the alliance offered :— it being obvious

that it was one intended to be open or more covert* ac-

cording to circumstances ; not perhaps without tempo-

rary quarrels, such as the better to mask the combina-

tion :^ and offering a double seduction from the truth

and gospel of Jesus, according as either infidelity or

a corrupt antichristian Christianity might best suit

the character of the country, the times, or the indi-

vidual.

' In the want of a direct account of the Conclave in which the matter was
discussed, and the resolution taken, which I have seen, but forget where,—let

me give the following extract from the Quarterly Review for June 1844, p. 165,

on the point refered to, " There is an increasing disunion," it says, " in the

Papal Councils. The doctrines of La Mennais have made great progress ; and
Padre Ventura, who was silenced because of the countenance he gave the French
Abbe when at Rome, is again in favor, and preached the Quadragesimal sermons
this year. Hence the O'Coniiellite faction in Rome, which has always been
opposed by Father Routham, General of the Jesuits, as being against all govern-
ment in Church and State, while assuming the mask of attacking only the su-

premacy of an /it'rehVa/ Church, has gained much support. That O'Connellite

faction has, we grieve to say, been taken up by all the English Roman Catho-
lics; and the admirers of La Mennais are talking more composedly of the pos-
sibility of their throwing off all connection with governments every where, and
placing themselves at the head of the revolutionists throughout Europe."
The writer adds ;

" Some such desperate plunge seems indeed the natural
death of a system so mighty, and with so mucli vitality as the Papal system still

possesses. It cannot die the way of all flesh, and expire like a candle burnt
down into tlie socket, with a bright perhaps but momentary glare. It must die in

a convulsion, and such a convulsion as will shake Europe to its foundation."—

I

add this Paragraph for comparison and contrast with what Scripture prophecy
says of the end of the Popedom.

It is observable that in the Pope's encyclical Letter of 182.5, they who preached
against the union of Church and State were represented as the authors of all mis-
chief: but never more so since 1830.

- So Homer, one of Nature's truest poets ;

0€ccjj' y^^anea' avOpwiroi.
^ So, lately, in France and Switzerland. [2nd. Ed.]
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It was after this that the unclean sph-it from the

mouth of the Beast, the Papal Antichrist, sped forth with
that rapidity and power over the earth, that has of late

years so astonished the minds of men.
In England, (where, as before, I wish particularly to

trace its movement,) the Reform Bill having been past

in 1832, through the conjunction of Romanists (now ad-

mitted into Parliament) and the several sections of self-

styled liberals and democrats, results succeeded such as,

in a manner and measure little anticipated, to strengthen

the cause of Popery, alike in this country and abroad.

—

At home, through the near balance of parties, the turn-

ing of the scale of political power was found to be in

the hands of the leader of the Irish Papal party : and
thereby, substantially, very much of the power of the

Government itself devolved on him. Hence in the

House of Commons the deference paid to Romish prin-

ciples, discouragement of all upholding of the true re-

ligious principles of Protestantism, and not infrequent

assertion (amidst the applause alike of the Romish and
the democratic delegates) of the obscurity of the Bible,

the equal probability of truth in the most contrary

views of its essential dogmas, Popish as much as Pro-

testant, and propriety therefore of a man's following the

way of his fathers:'—assertions directly insulting, we
may surely say, to Him who gave the Bible,^ and fitted

to awaken feelings of the need of a surer guide to the

interpretation of Scripture than Protestantism could

^ As a late example take the following from Lord Howick, in the Debate on
the Irish Question, Feb. 19, 1844. "The Right Hon. gentleman (Mr. Shaw) said,
' We take our stand on the broad ground of religious truth.' If there were want-
ing one thing more than another to make the maintenance of an Established
Church oflFensive to the Irish people, it would be the employment of this argu-
ment. It was as much as to say that the Catholics were wrong, and the Protes-
tants rig-ht. What right had he to assume that the Catholic faith was false ?

More than half the world adhered to it."
" In the case of a letter or document written by a parent to his child, on a

matter avowedly most deeply aflfecting the child's well-being, would not that
parent think it insu'thig, were a person to assert that he had deliberately so

written the letter as that the child might take it as well the wrong way, as the
right one ; and that even on occasion of the child's application to himself for

explanation, he still, notwithstanding his direct promise to the contrary, left

the child in doubt?
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offer ; that is, if the Bible were indeed the word of

God. So alike in the Houses of Parliament, and

throughout the country, while Infidelity was encouraged

on the one hand, Popery, with its sure rule of faith, was

encouraged and strengthened on the other. And now
Romish chapels and convents and colleges sprang up
with increased rapidity over England.' Conversions be-

came frequent. The press gave its powerful aid to the

cause. Roman Catholic reviews, magazines, and news-

papers,—many characterized by exceeding subtlety of

argument, and not a little display of learning,^—as well

as cheap religious controversial works,^ and tracts fitted

for the multitude, obtained, and have ever since conti-

nued to obtain, wide circulation among Protestants :

and romances, and novels, and works on poetry, his-

tory, music, architecture,"^ all of the same character,

' The Reformation Society lias published maps from time to time, in the
course of the last fifteen years, illustrative of this their rapid and continued in-

crease.—The Catholic Directory for 1843, in a list corrected up to the present
time, enumerates 571 Roman Catholic cliurches or chapels, 9 colleges, 22 con-
vents and monasteries; and states the number of the Romish missionary priests

in Great Britain at 733. The splendour of some of the churches is made a
matter of boast in it : especially of the new Metropolitan Popish Cathedral in

St. George's Fields, which is to tower higher, when complete, than any London
church but St. Paul's. To attract subscribers to the church-building, it promises
in various cases that monthly masses, or an annual solemn requiem, shall be cele-

brated for the souls of the donors.
" Mr. Bickersteth, in his late Sermon, p. 13, enumerates the Dublin Review,

the Roman Magazine, the True Tablet, the Catholic newspaper, Lucas' Penny
Reader, the Tracts of the Catholic Institute, (a notice of which I see in the

Catholic Directory for 1843, p. 184) and many others. He adds tliat the " Ca-

tholic " is published every week, having twelve quarto pages of close print,

and containing reviews of modern books, Protestant journals, and bishops'

charges, &c. written with much subtle cunning and sarcasm ; and that it is

sent gratuitously to every Romish priest in Great Britain and Ireland, and to the

heads of every Popish college and Institute for education in the United Kingdom.
In another place (p. 35) Mr. B. gives an extract from the Phoenix of Ai)ril 10,

1840, an Edinburgh Romanist paper, very characteristic of the union of Popery
and democracy against our venerable Church. " Is this the tenth year of eman-
cipation, and do we yet endure tithes and clnirch rates ? But the system is to

be extended . — 16,000 churches of error and falsehood, supported by insolent

robbery and oppression, are not enough. Hundreds, nay, tiiousands more
wrung from the sufferings of the poor Catholic and Dissenter, for the dispensa-

tion of doctrines which he abhors ! .... It must not, shall not be. Above
all inic|uity is the Established Church of England, founded in fraud, cemented
with blood, and prolonged by in-norance ; existing through more than Cartha-
ginian perfidy and cruelty. Delendaest Carthago."

3 E. g. the Derby cheap Reprint of Standard Roman Catholic Jforks: in which
large works like Milncr's End of Controversy are priced at hut a shilling.

• E. g.The Broad Stone of Honour, Geraldine, Pugin's Ancient Cathedrals
and other such works, in the various departments of literature.
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helped forward the movement.—Meanwhile in Ireland,

Popery was rampant. And as the unclean spirit, speak-

ing from the altars of the Popish chapels, swayed and
infuriated the blind multitude that worshipped before

them, the Protestant clergy, in respect of their property,

and sometimes even of their lives, were almost treated as

without the pale of the law : their institutions for edu-

cating the poor in gospel-truth forced too often to give

place to the unclean teaching of Popery ;' and the death's

head and cross bones held out in terrorem against all

who might attempt to withstand its political projects.

—

Yet again to the vast English foreign colonies the same
spirit had now the opportunity of speeding forth in

power ; to India, Austraha, New Zealand, the Cape,

Canada, Newfoundland :^—every where Romish bishops

and priests, salaried by Government, though with instruc-

tions from the Pope,^ on their settlement organizing the

Romish interests ; seizing if possible on the education,

influencing newspapers, and, in case of popular institu-

tions, agitating for political power, in conjunction (wit-

ness the late histories of Canada and of Newfoundland)
with the democratic, perhaps too the anti-English "* ele-

' How unclean the fountain at Maynooth , the name of Dens may suffice to

show. And if such the fountain, what the streams ?—The Bishop of London, in

his late Charge, speaks of the Jesuists as "directing the education of a great part

of the people of Ireland, as well as of many of the sons of the Roman Catholic

nobility and gentry of England ;
" and adds a quotation from the ArrSt of the

Parliament of Paris In 1 762, characterizing them as a sect " d'impies, fanatiques,

corrupieurs." p. 75.
2 In the Catholic Directory for 1843 I see a startling list of " Catholic Bishops

and Vicars Apostolic," in the British colonies and possessions. The sees or loca-

tions enumerated are, Australia and Van Diemen's land, Calcutta, Madras,
Bombay, North India, the Western Oceanica and Cape of Good Hope, the two
Canadas, Hudson's Bay, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, Jamaica, Trinidad, Guiana,
Gibraltar, Malta, Zante.

3 In a late paper, for example, I see a notice from the Univers, French jour-

nal, of M. Folding, Archbishop of Sydney, in Australia, visiting the Pope before

departure from Rome, and receiving his final instructions. It is added that four

Italian missionaries go wit^i M. Folding, to be followed by several others of the
same order of the passion.

* In Governor Fitzroy's despatch for New Zealand, printed by order of the
House of Commons, and dated Sept. 16, 1844, there occurs the following notice

respecting certain disturbances there, broken however by asterisks. " The late

disturbances at the Bay of Islands were caused chiefly by * * * exciting the na-
tives to resist British authority. I should be sorry indeed to find that any of the

Roman Catholic missionaries have contributed to excite such a feeling. * * *

They have circulated small books in the native language, printed at their own
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ment.— Such has been our own experience of the actings

and energy of this unclean spirit during the last ten

years.

Nor has France less prominently in her sphere helped

forward the unclean spirit from the Papal Antichrist :

—

at home admitting indeed conjointly more of the coun-

ter-element of infidelity resisting and opposing ;
' but

abroad helping the cause heartily even more than Eng-
land : the English Government under the Reform Bill

having only forwarded its interests in conjunction, and

on the same footing, with those of the Protestant

Church and Protestant Sects of this kingdom ; but

France furthering them distinctively and alone. I refer

not so much to what it has done in more distant parts

of the world ;
^ as, for example, in its Indian factories,

in China,-^ in the Sandwich Islands, and just lately in

the Marquesas ;"* sending out Romish missionaries, and

establishing and forcibly protecting Romish missions :

^

press, the contents of which are considered to be very objectionable : and though
confined, it may be said, to religious questions, there are passages which in my
opinion have a direct tendency to cause a bad feeling to the English generally."

1 Michelet, in his late work, " Des Jesuites," thus applies the Apocalyptic figure

of the first Seal to the corrupt workings of the revived Jesuit system in France.
" If God mean to strike us again, I pray that it may be with the s^rord. The
wounds of the sword are frank and clean, which bleed but heal. But what can
a nation do with disgraceful concealed sores, which grow old, and gain upon the
system daily ? From such corruption the worst to fear is the spirit of police in

religion, of pious intrigue, the spirit of the Jesuits. Rather may God lay upon
us ten times all forms of tyranny political and military, than suffer such a ty-

ranny to pollute beloved France. A tyranny has this at least of good in it, that
it often rouses the national sentiment ; and they break it, or it breaks itself. But
if this sentiment be extinguished, if the gangrene gets into our flesh and bones,

how then will you get rid of it ? Now an outward tyranny contents itself with
the outward man, the actions. But the police attacks the thoughts. The habits

of thought become gradually changed under it, and the soul is injured in its

dei)ths."
-' On which compare Buonaparte's Institution for Romish Missions under

much protection noticed in the Note p. 3.59, Vol. iii.

•' Thus I read in some of the late papers (Evening Mail, Jan. 9, 1843) that
eight clergy from the Seminary of Foreign Missions, (the Parisian Seminary, I

presume, of which more in the Note 1 p. 43) had arrived at Bourdeaux, to sail

by a French merchantman for India, en route to China.
•• The King's Spctch states that the Marquesas islands were to be fully gar-

risoned by the French; and, the papers add, with a sufficient number of Romish
priests accompanying, for the conversion of those groups of islands.

* The Appendix to the Report of the American Board of Missions for 1841
gives account of the Sandwich Islands' affair. Some Roman Catholic priests had
been Vanished from them. In July 1839 Captain Laplace arrived in a French
frigate, to demand satisfaction on tiic part of his Government; threatening hos-
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—but more especially in the manner in which it has

supported the Papal interest, and professed itself its pro-

tectress, in the countries nearer home bordering on the

Mediterranean. Alike in Algeria, now a new Papal

Episcopate,^ and Abyssinia, in Syria and in Egypt, in-

deed throughout the territoritics of the Turkish empire

generally, the unclean spirit from the mouth of the Beast

has, under these auspices, made its voice to be heard

with long unwonted power. ^ The French flag waves

over the Roman Catholic churches and convents of

Syria. ^ Democratic France boasts to be the protectress

of Catholicism.

It does not need that I speak of the activity and

progress of Popery in other countries, during this same

period. Suffice it to say that other European Roman
Catholic States have not been wanting in giving their

support and aid to the movement ;* and that the United

tilities unless the king consented to a treaty, guaranteeing the freedom of Ca-

tholic worship to natives as well as foreigners, and assigning a piece of land at

Honolulu for the erection of a chapel. The king was compelled to make the

treaty, and to give Capt. Laplace a deposit of 25,000 dollars, to be retained until

the satisfactory fulfilment of the treaty.

Since this was first written, the history of Tahiti, and of the French Protec-

torate with its Roman Catholic missionaries, has become too notorious. [2nd Ed.]
' Late accounts relate the journey of the French Bishop of Algiers to Pavia for

a bone of St. Augustin : the verification of the precious relic in the presence of

a Papal envoy ; its reception on his return at Toulon by the troops under arms ;

and conveyance with the Bishop to Algeria, there to be deposited in a church

building, or to be built, at Hippo.
2 " During the last two years," writes Dr. Crawford, " the Church of Rome

has been continually sending missionaries of both sexes, and adapted to all classes

of society, into Syria, Egypt, Persia, Abyssinia, and every accessible district of

Asia. A society of Jesuits from France purchased a few years ago a house and
premises near Beyrout, to found a college for the general education of the natives

of Syria ; and it was lately announced that they had already above 120 pupils,

and that their college was daily increasing. The Univers of February 1842 con-

tained the following announcement. ' Alexandria, as well as Constantinople

and Smyrna, is about to possess establishments of Lazarists and Sisters of St.

Vincent de Paul, from France. The French Government has purchased from
Mehemet Ali an extensive piece of ground, for the purpose of erecting a building

in which the Lazarists and Sisters of Charity may give instruction to the youth
of both sexes.'

"

3 This was officially stated by M. Guizot, in a late Debate on the Address in

the French Chamber of Deputies : in reply to M. David and others; who had
charged the French Ministry with the abandonment of the Protectorate of the

Catholic subjects of the Porte, assigned to France by the concessions of various

Sultans, some of a remote age.
• As I revise my Work for the 2nd Edition, 1 have forced on my notice the

restoration of the unsold property of the Romish Church under Narvaczand the
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States of North America may be mentioned as very

prominently one of the foreign local scenes on which it

has been exhibited.'—Let me only further add, that, to

mar the work of evangelic Protestant missions, and stop

the progress of the everlasting Gospel, has been proved

in every case one primary object of this spirit from the

Beast's mouth issuing forth.^ And, on the whole, such

has been its support,—funds to the amount of near

£1,000,000 sterling a-year being now, it is said,^ the

Queen Mother in Spain ; and the case of Dr. Kelley, as considered and decided on
in the Portuguese Courts at Madeira and Lisbon, showing that intolerance of

Protestantism, if preaching or speaking openly, is still regarded and acted on as a

law of Portugal.—Moreover, as regards Austria, I see in the Record of April 25,

1844, an extract from the Gazette des Tribunaux, announcing that the Emperor
of Austria has published an ordinance interdicting, under the severest penalties

of fine and imprisonment, any Austrian Catholic subject from embracing Pro-
testantism, without having previously obtained express permission from the Go-
vernment ; which permission will not be granted, except in serious circumstances
and until the competent authorities shall have admitted the necessity for such a

change. The banishment of the Zillerthal Protestants from Austria dates a little

earlier.

' Bishop Macilvaine, when in this country four or five years since, gave some
interesting information on this point; mentioning, among other illustrative facts,

and as from personal knowledge, the circumstances of 30,000 dollars having been
lodged in one of the States' bank, (a sum furnished, he believed, principally by
the Austrian Propaganda,) for the purpose of assisting the building of Romish
Churches there, and otherwise promoting the Papal interests.—Since then the
political influence of Popery in the States has greatly increased ; almost uni-

formly, I believe, in alliance with the extreme democracy.
Mr. liickersteth, in a Note to p. 19 of his Protestant Association Sermon, illus-

trates the same fact from an account, given him by the Rev. H. Caswall, of the
Jesuit Establishment at St. Louis, the capital of Missouri, on the Mississippi in

the far West. This cathedral, which cost 80,000 dollars, is crowded to excess,

Mr. C. states, every Sunday, six times during the day ; both Matins and Vespers
being performed to three different congregations, German, French, and English.

The University is greatly in advance of the Protestant Kemper College ; one of
the Jesuits attached almost constantly traversing Papal Europe to obtain dona-
tions : and, he adds that, out of 30,000 in St. Louis, 14,000 are Papists.

- There is scarce a Protestant evangelic Mission, I believe, which has not felt

this. The Sandwich Mission is but one example among many. Australia, New
Zealand, India, North America, Newfoundland, have all experienced it. In
Abyssinia the Jesuits succeeded in expelling for a while the Church Missionary
Society's missionaries. In Alexandria and Syria they were, as above mentioned,
seeking to supersede the Protestant missionary's work: and, once more, with
reference to the Anglo-Prussian bishoi)ric at Jerusalem, the French and Russians
jointly,—the one as protectress to the Romiah religion, the other to the Greek,
—prevented the Porte from agreeing to its establishment, except on condition of
the Bishop confining himself to the care of those over whom the other churches
of the East cannot rightly claim jurisdiction. Indeed Sir R, Peel, Feb. 28, 1843,
stated that the Porte had formally sanctioned neither our bishop nor our church
building there. See the Letter of Viator, Record, No. 1579.

Since this was written the British Ambassador at Constantinople is said to
have succeeded in obtaining the Firman required. [2nd Ed.

j

=' So Viator ibid. " Provided with one uiillinn .slerlivg annually for thc^projia-
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Papal revenue in aid of Propaganda objects,—and such

in different foreign countries its prospects of success,'

—

that both at Rome and elsewhere the expectation has

gation of the Romish faith, and assisted with the pohtical influence of all the

Roman Catholic countries of Europe, especially of France," &c. In this, Viator

subsequently states, (see Record, No. 1585) that he includes the surplus revenue

derived to the Pope from both the taxes and ecclesiastical lands of the Papal

States, (applicable, and in great measure applied to Propaganda objects,) as well as

the proceeds of the Propaganda Societies, now immensely increased through the

efforts of the Jesuits. In his statement of j£l,000,000 being the annual sum
applied, he was guided, he says, by the opinion of a person who, during a long

residence at Rome, had the best possible opportunity of obtaining accurate in-

formation on such subjects: adding, however, that there are no well authenti-

cated documents from which to learn the income ; those published by the Papal

Government being notoriously untrustworthy.

Mr. Bickersteth thus estimates the revenue, and speaks of the formation of one

Propaganda Association. " In 1822 the Society for the Propagation of the Faith

was formed to counteract Protestant missions. It has adopted our plans. It

raised in 1841 £\ 10,000, and has stated its expectation of raising its income to

£600,000." Ibid. p. 12.

He means that of Paris and Lyons (with an English Branch formed in 1838)

which was in 1822 established, or rather I presume re-established, after tempo-
rary suspension during the French revolutionary wars. (See the Note Vol. iii.

p. 359, a little while since referred to.) The reader is doubtless aware that the

great Roman Association, or rather Congregation Dc Propaganda Fide, dates its

formation about two centuries back. It was founded in 1622, and richly en-

dowed by Gregory XVI, its Committee (or Congregation) of management being

thirteen cardinals, two priests, one monk, and a secretary ; its object the propa-

gation and maintenance of the Romish religion in all parts of the world. Its

riches and possessions were prodigiously augmented by the munificence of Urban
VIII, a little after, and the liberality of an incredible number of donors :

" so as

that its funds," says Mosheim, speaking of its state a little before the French
Revolution, (Cent. xvii. § 1,) " are at this day adequate 1o the most expensive

and magnificent undertakings." A College, or Seminary for the Propagation of

the Faith, was attached and subordinated in 1627 and 1641 by Popes Urban VFII

and Gregory XV, its object being the instruction and education of those who are

designed for the foreign missions.—Moreover in the same century several insti-

tutions of the same nature and object were founded in France; as, by royal

authority, the Congregation of Priests of Foreig7i Missions, and by an association

of bishops and other ecclesiastics, the Parisian Seminary for Foreign Missions ;

the latter like that at Rome, designed for the education of intended missionaries.
" From hence," says Mosheim, " apostolical vicars are still sent to Siam, Ton-
quin. Cochin China, Persia," &c : addling, that altogether the congregations and
colleges of Rome and France conjointly, sent forth legions of missionaries in the

17th century, so as " to cover almost the face of the globe."
1 Naples appears as an assistant in the Romish Propagandist proceedings. A

letter from Naples, of the date of Jan. 12, 1843, states that there had just set out

thence ten priests of the Foreign Missionary Society : two to be Directors of the

General Missionary College at Penang, two to Cochin China, one to Siam, one to

Macao to join the Chinese Mission.

In regard to China, a country just now of peculiar interest, the Univers (of Paris)

states, Feb. 12, 1843, that neve's had come to Rome f" the Eternal City "J from

its missionaries in China, to the effect that the Emperor had accorded them full

toleration and liberty, and had expressed a wish for more Romish missionaries :

whereupon forty religious had been selected for the mission, (besides others pre-

viously sent and an Apostolic Vicar :)—it being regarded at Rome as an indication

of the Emperor, and so his empire, embracing the Catholic faith.—The miracle
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been avowed, and with almost the sanguine hopes of the

olden and palmy days of Popery, that the prophecies of

the latter day are about being fulfilled in its favour ;

when all nations shall submit to the Pope, all people do

him homage, from the river even to the world's end.

3. I was next to speak of the unclean spirit from the

mouth of the False Prophet, or Clergy of the Romish
apostacy.—Now I have under the last head anticipated

much of what might perhaps have been stated under this.

For if Rome and its Popes have sent forth in their bulls

and ordinances, their vicars apostolic and bishops, and

the missions and money of the Propaganda, their voice

of Popery,—the Romish Clergy have, as a body, taken

it up ; and themselves, even as if with personal interest

and ambition in the matter, adopted the cry, and urged

the cause forward. The distinctness, however, of this

Apocalyptic symbol,—the distinctness I mean of its

voice in the trio,—seems rather to require (as I have

before said) that we should seek its fulfilment in the

voice of the priesthood of the Apostacy, in so far as,

while mainly supporting the Popery of Rome,^ it may
yet have had a certain political independency, if not re-

ligious peculiarity. And such independency does in fact

nov/ attach, more or less, to the Spaiiish, Portuguese,

and French clergy :—to the latter more especially, as

members of the Gallican Church ; a Church proud of its

liberties, and not ultramontane in principle, but rather

regarding General Councils as the seat of the infallibility

of the Church, not individual Popes.'^ Yet do they all

of an apparitiun of Christ crucified was also, according to the Gazette du Simplon,
reported by the Chinese missionaries.

Since the above was written, the Chinese Emperor has formerly repealed the
law against Christianity. [2nd Ed.]

' It appears from Apoc. xix. 20, that the False Prophet, even to the last, is

associated with, and supports the Beast.
- See Note 5, p. 308 Vol. iii, on the possible distinction of the cismontane

and ultramontane divisions in the Romish Church, in an earlier passage of the
Apocalypse.—On the constitution of the Gallican Church under Napoleon, see
ib. p. 3.58 Note 3.

In the Catholic Directory for 1843, p. 2, there is given a Formula to be sub-
scribed by all clergymen of the Gallican Church, before permission being given
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SO hold, like as at Constance, to the superstitions and

false dogmas of the Apostacy, as to speak but one of

the tones of the Western False Prophet

;

— the voice of

a modified Papacy.

But we are forced, ere we quit this head, to look

nearer home ; and to ask whether, since independency to

a certain degree, and distinctness of voice, is thus appa-

rently required, in order precisely to satisfy the emble-

matic intimations respecting this spirit in the text, we
may not among ourselves too have seen that which has

answered to it. The warning cry of a watchman of our

Israel, as well known for his spirit of love and benevo-

lence as even for his zeal in the Christian cause, has

been lately heard to denounce the modern Oxford Trac-

tarianism as, in part, the very voice of the False Pro-

phet in the text.' Can this be the case? Is it really

the voice of the unclean spirit, apocalyptically prefigured

as issuing like a frog out of the mouth of the False

Prophet, that has been resounding these last eight or

ten years from the banks of the Isis? This is a grave

question.

Certainly, if at the first there was much in it that to

a discerning ear and eye seemed suspicious,^ there were

indications also apparently of an opposite character.

When the infidel revolutionary spirit swept like a flood

across our land, and the Popish spirit, combining and

fraternizing therewith, swelled the torrent, the Oxford

primary movement was against,— not for it. And

them by the London Vicar Apostolic to officiate in the Papal churches in England.

It is a Formula of recognition of the Pope as the alone Head of the Church. " Ego
profiteor et declaro me summo Pontifici Gregorio XVI, utpote Ecclesise capiti,

subesse; et communicare illis omnibus,tanquam Ecclesiac membris, qui jam cum
PioVII, quem quamdiu post suam ad Pontificatum assumptionem vixit fuisse

Ecclesije caput confiteor, communionem usque ad ipsius mortem serv9,runt, et

nunc Gregorio PapEe XVI communione conjunguntur."—Thus it seems that the

French clergy arc viewed by the Pope, as in a certain sense distinct, i. e. since

the great Revolution of 1789, from the other Roman Catholic clergy. And so

too, I conceive, the Spanish and Portuguese.
1 Viz. Mr. Bickersteth, in his late Sermon before the Protestant Association, on

the Text we are now discussing.
^ I do not except from this charge even Keble's Christian Year, beautiful as is

much of its sentiment, as well as poetry ; and which was about the first as well

as most influential pioneer to the Oxford movement.
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hence in fact much of its early strength. It was looked

on by the friends of order, religion, and the church, in

times of fearful peril and agitation, as an ally of con-

servatism. And doubtless of its early supporters there

were not a few that at the time so intended it, and

foresaw not whither it would lead them.' When a

spirit of delusion goes abroad, its plans are not at once

fully developed ; and thus its agents and instruments

are often at the first led blindfold. Satan may come in,

we know from Scripture, even as an Angel of light.

But the development has now at length been sufficiently

clear and unequivocal. And painful as it is to me
to write on the subject,—especially considering how
much there is of what is eminent and estimable in many
who have more or less appeared to favour the doctrine,

—I dare not shrink from avowing my conviction that

Mr. Bickersteth is warranted in the warning-cry he has

sent forth ; and that the Oxford Traclarianism bears

with it evidence of being in very truth one form of the

voice of the False Prophet, prefigured to St. John under

the sixth Vial in the Apocalypse.

It does not need that I should here at length set forth

or illustrate the doctrines or spirit of the Tractarianism

referred to. The following brief summary may suffice,

sketched by one who has drawn the picture from the

writings of its chief heads and authors.^ It appears, he

says,^ that it is their avowed desire and object, " to re-

appropriate from Popery the doctrines which our Re-
formers rejected,—to set up a Popish rule of faith, a

Popish doctrine of apostolical succession, a Popish view

of the Church and Sacraments, a Popish doctrine of

sacrifice in the Eucharist, available for the quick and
dead for remission of sins, a doctrine on Transubstanti-

* See especially Mr. Perceval's account of the first origin and originators of

the Oxford movement, in his Letter to the Editor of the Irish Ecclesiastical

Journal.
- I need hardly say that I refer to Mr. Goode. His most valuable Tract, Tha

Case as it is, ought to be in the hands of every one who would wish rightly to

estimate the real character of the new theological school at Oxford.
^ " Case as it is ;" pp. 53, .54.
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ation, Purgatory , invocation of Saints, &c, &c,—aye and
even on the Papal supremacy,— which, if not Popish, is

at least so near it, that it is like splitting hairs to draw
a distinction between them : nay, which is admitted to

be in most of these instances consistent with the Tri-

dentine statements j and only not Popish, because it does

not reach all the extravagances practised in the Romish
commmiion." This is an awful, but I fear too palpably

true statement. Sad^ that the moral sense should be so

perverted with individuals w^ho hold these sentiments,

and who thus advocate the very doctrines which our re-

formed Church was framed to protest against, as to allow

notwithstanding of their retaining its professorships, and

eating its bread !—Strange that while, as in the notable

case of Ladi/ Hewleys charity, the Civil Courts have

adjudged^ that dissenting ministers, professing a religious

creed essentially at variance with that of the founder, are

by that profession ipso facto excluded from the benefit

of the rehgious endowment,—our ecclesiastical law should

have failed to define, or to enforce the acting upon the

same rule,—a rule which reason and common equity

cannot but approve of: to the effect of excluding from
within its pale of these avowed enemies of our beloved

English Protestant Church !

It is the business, however, of an Apocalyptic Expo-
sitor to confine himself to the Apocalyptic bearing of

the subject. And most assuredly, if the interpretation

of this prophetic book hitherto given be correct, (and I

trust that the reader is well satisfied with the evidence

of its correctness,) it may be shown that there is not a

single token wanting, whereby to recognize the acts and
spirit of the present Oxford religious school, as but an

antitype and fulfilment of that which appeared in symbol
to issue from the mouth of the False Prophet, so as

described in the text. Let us trace the parallel first, in

respect of its theological character and doctrine ; secondly,

1 So the Rev. T. F. Dibdin, in a late Letter to the Editor of the Morning
Chronicle.

' And this by repeated and most solemn decisions,
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in respect of the time, manner, circumstances, and as-

sociations, that have marked its movement and promul-

gation.

As to its theological character and doctrine, the first

thing which strikes us (and it is indeed a most striking

one) is tliat it notoriously takes for its model, in respect

of doctrine and practice, not the primitive age,' so

as is often most strangely and untruly asserted by its

teachers, but that of the fourth and fifth centuries ; an

sera when the Church was greatly corrupted,- and which
the Apocalyptic visions designate as that of the first

marked development of the apostacy :^—nor this alone,

but that it has selected for the primary and fundamental

doctrines of its movement, that very dogma respecting

the sacraments as the only, and in the case of baptism,

the necessarily effectual means of communicating divine

life to man, as well as that respecting the priesthood of

their apostolic succession, as its only and its ex opere

operato conveyancers,'* (to the destruction of personal

spiritual religion, and supercession of the grace and Spirit

of Christ, Himself directly and individually the illumi-

nator and quickener of each dead soul,) which in the

same prefigurative visions of Patmos were noted with the

silent reprobation of the divine inditing Spirit, as the

primary and fundamental doctrines of the then incipient

' The appeal to " primitive" practice, &c, occurs perpetually, as any one at

all acquainted with the Tractarian School must be well aware of : although in

nine cases out of ten, perhaps ninety-nine out of a hundred, where this word is

used, the reference is not to the first century, and comparatively seldom to the
second century, or even the third, but rather to the fourth, fifth, and perhaps
sixth centuries.

- So the Bishop of London in his late Charge, p. 60 :
" Not the primitive

Church, but the Church of the fourth or fifth century ; infected as it was with
the remains of Gnostic superstition, and the inventions of enthusiastic or ambi-
tious men."

^ See my first Section on the Sealing Vision, Vol. i. p. 252, &c.
* Mr. Perceval states that, at the commencement of the labours of the Trac-

tators, the leading principles selected to be put forward by them was the doctrine

of the apostolic succession, as a rule of practice :—that is, 1st, that the participa-

tion of the body and blood of Christ is essential to the maintainance of Christian
life and hope in each individual ; 2. that it is conveyed to individual Christians

only by the hands of the successors of the apostles and their delegates ; 3. that
the successors of the aj)ostlcs arc those who are derived in a direct line from
t'lcm by the imposition of hands, and that the delegates of these are the respective

presbyters whom each has commissioned."—So Mr. Kcble, Prcf. to Hooker, p.
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apostacy.'— 2. It appears that one of its next advances,

still in close imitation of the ehrly false teachers, (that

ger?7i of the False Prophet,) a^ocalypticsdly noted also, in

the same and another picture^ of that primary age of apos-

tacy, has been to doctrines of reserve on the atonement,^

and doctrines concerning justification,* through which

Christ was and is virtually superseded in his character of

our atonement : as also to doctrines concerning the medi-

ation of living priests,^ and of departed saints,^ through

which He is equally superseded in his character of the

mediator for sinful men.—3. It refuses to receive as

the one rule offaith and practice the written word and

77, speaks of " the necessity of the apostolic commission to the derivation of

sacramental grace, and to our mystical communion with Christ." Goode, 16.

Dr. Pusey's well-known Tracts on Baptism show how early and prominently
the doctrines of the fourth and fifth centuries concerning that sacrament were
urged by the Tractarian School.

" I call all this Judaizing a direct idolatry. It is exalting the Church and
the sacraments info the place of Christ ; as others have exalted his mother, and
others in the same spirit exalted circumcision." So Dr. Arnold in 1837. Life,

Vol. ii. p. 74.—How exactly agreeable with what I have written of the germina-

ting apostacy in the fourth century.
' See my Vol. i. pp. 246, &c. At page 255 I there previously cited the above

extract from Dr. Arnold.
2 Viz. the incense vision of Apoc. viii. 2.

3 So in the famous Tracts 80 and 87. The doctrine is one which has been

condemned by the Bishops generally. See especially the Bishop of London's
most just and strong reprobation of it, at pp. 27—29 of his late Charge.

* See Mr. Newman's Treatise on Justification, and the first of the Sermons for

the Times entitled Nehushtan.—Compare my Vol. i. p. 260.
5 The following is a quotation on the point referred to, from Tract No. 10,

p. 4. "This is faith, to look at things not as seen, but as unseen : to be as sure

that the bishop is Christ's appointed representative as if we actually saw him
work miracles as St. Peter and St. Pail did." And then ;

" The ministering

priest is by the same faith to be looked on by the congregation as the bishop's

representative:"—irrespective of course of doctrine.—Let me again refer the

reader to the weighty and important observations of the Bishop of London in

his late Charge, pp. 9— 12, on the dangerous and unscriptural character of Levi-

tical views of the Christian ministry.
'' The following is Mr. Newman's remark in the famous Tract No. 90, on our

Anglican Article against the Invocation of Saints ; that " not every doctrine on
this matter is a ' fond ' thing, hut the Romish doctrine. Accordingly the primi-
tive doctrine is not condemned in it. Now there was a primitive doctrine on
these points." He adds elsewhere (Letter to the Bishop of Oxford, p. 18) that
" the Ora pro nobis, for Prayer to the Virgin Mary,) was not necessarily included
in the invocation of saints which the Article condemns."—It is also said in

Tract 71, p. 17 :
" The Tridentine Decree declares that it is good and useful sup-

pliantly to invoke the saints; and that the images of Christ, and the blessed

Virgin, and the other saints, should receive due honour and veneration ; words
which themselves go to the very verge ot what could be received by the cautious
Christian, though possibly admitting of an honest interpretation." See other

quotations in the " Case as it is," p. 29.—Compare with this and the Note pre-
ceding my Vol. i. pp. 302—311,376.

VOL. IV. " E
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commandments of God ; a firm adherence to which is

one constant mark of the true prophets, and witnesses

for Christ, in the Apocalyptic prophecy :^ making them
void, as did both the Pharisees of old, and the aposta-

tizing teachers (or germinating False Prophet) of the

fourth and fifth centuries,^ by the addition of another

rule of faith and conduct ; viz. that of its own traditions

and the commandments of men.^—4. It supports in no
equivocal manner the Papal pretensions and authority,

just as the full-grown Apocalyptic False Prophet did

those of the Beast, from soon after the rise of the

Beast's empire in the West '^— inculcating the reverence

due to the Pope of Rome, admitting his universal pri-

macy,^ deploring the schism from him made at the

The Bishop of London (Charge, p. 57,) speaks of it as a subject of deep con-
cern that any of the English clerg-y should recommend or justify, under any qua-
lification, prayers or addresses to saints ; a practice, he says, " which ended in

idolatry:'' and at p. 49, he reprobates the practice adopted by a few of the

clergy [of this Oxford School] of decorating the communion-table with flowers

on saints' days, as " worse than frivolous, and approaching very nearly to the

honours paid by the Church of Rome to deified sinners."
' So of the children of Christ's true Church, Apoc. xii. 17, " them that keep

the commandments of God, and preserve the testimony of Jesus Christ;" and of

the Church's faithful martyrs, vi. 9, " those that were slain for the word of
God ;" &c, and xx. 4, " them that had been beheaded for the imrd of God, and
the testimony of Jesus :"—where that " the word and commandments of God ''

mean only the written word and ivritten commandments, appears sufficiently from
Christ's saying that the Pharisees had made God's words and commandments
void by their traditions. Matt. xv. 6. - See my Vol. i. p. 2G0.

3 "Scripture is not the only ground of the faith." " Catholic tradition is a
divine informant in religious matters." "We agree with the Romanist in ap-
pealing to antiquity as our great teacher." " These two [the Bible and Catholic
Tradition] together make up a joint rule of faith." " When the sense of Scrip-

ture, as interiireted by reason, is contrary to the sense given of it by Catholic
antiquity, we ought to side with the latter." " Such tradition is infallible."

Such arc some of the quotations given on this head by Mr. Goocie in his Case as
it is, p. 9 ; taken from Newman's Lectures on Romanism, pp. 369, 329, 355,
47, 327, IGO, and Keble's Sermons, 146 ;—with many others to the same effect.

Add the famous rule. Quod semper, quodubique, &c.
The e(jual authority of catholic Tradition and the written Scripture, was the

first point determined on at Trent : and in this, says Ranke, i. 204, half the bu-
siness justly regarded to be settled.

'' See on the earlier history of the apostate priesthood of professing Christen-
dom, Vol. iii. p. 1 01, &c; and on its causing the world, after the Beast's rise, to
worship it in Western Europe, ib. 179.

» " Among the Catholic verities impressed on the surface of Scripture are the
following;—baptismal regeneration, the sacred presence in the Eucharist, the
oneness of the visible Church, the primacy of St. Peter." "The supremacy of
the Pope is an event in Providence. We find ourselves as a Church under the
King now, and we obey him. We were under the Pope formerly, and v.e obeyed
him. Of course the union of the whole Church under one visible Government
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Reformation,^ longing for reconciliation with him, even

though it might have to be effected in the garb of peni-

tence, ^ speaking of his See as the Saviour's Holy Home,^
lauding its ritual and its missal, in contrast with the

formularies and rites of the English Church, as the very

spirit of devotion,* and warding off from it and him,

with the earnest and blind partiality of filial devotedness,

all application to them of those too applicable prophecies

of the Beast Antichrist, and his Harlot Church on the

seven hills. ^— 5. It lays claim, just like the False Pro-

phet, to the power of working miracles on the souls of

is abstractedly the most perfect state." So the British Critic for July 1841, and
Tract No. 90, quoted by Mr. Goode, ibid. p. 33 : who adds from the British Critic

another quotation, to the effect of their " iiaving no sympathy with the Gallican

party, so far as it is at issue with the ultra-montane

;

—regarding national theo-

ries as involving a subtle erastianism, and betokening an inadequate estimate of

thefulness and freeness of Gospel privileges :" i. e. as derived from the Pope.
1 " That deplorable schism." Brit. Crit. for July 1841, p. 2. So Mr. Newman

in his Preface to the Hymni Ecclesice, 2nd vol., speaking of the Reformation and
Reformers, says, " Cceco quodam refortnationis {quam vacant) cestu in ecclesia

passim fervente.''—Again, in his last volume of Sermons ;
" We cannot hope for

the recovery of Dissenting bodies whilst we are ourselves alienated from the great

body of Christendom. We cannot hope for unity of faith, if we of our own pri-

vate wills make a faith for ourselves, in this our small corner of the earth. We
cannot have the success among the heathen of St. Boniface or St. Augustine,

unless like them we go forth with the a;)05<o/tca/ benediction." i.e. the Pope's

blessing.

- So Palmer's Aids to Reflection :
" I should like to see the Patriarch of Con-

stantinople and our Archbishop of Canterbury go barefoot to Rome, and fall

upon the Pope's neck, and kiss him, and never let him go till they had per-

suaded him to be reasonable." Quoted by Goode, p. 33.

^ So in the poetry of the Tractators.—And the prose rivals the poetry. " Rome
is your mother," says Dr. Pusey, "through whom you were born to Christ."
" We triist that active and visible union with the See of Rome is not of the

essence of a Church : at the same time we are deeply conscious that in lacking-

it, far from asserting a right, we forego a great privilege. Rome has imperish-

able claims on our gratitude ; and, were it so ordered, on our deference.—We are

estranged from him in presence, not in heart." Contrast the Bishop of London's

statements respecting the Romish Church in his Charge, pp. 19,59: "that
idolatrous Church, in a state of schism, if not apostacy ; defiled with superstition

and idolatry ; and which has framed a system that deserves to be described as

having embodied the very mystery of iniquity."
* " The Church of Rome alone has given free scope to the feelings of awe,

mystery, tenderness, reverence, devotedness, and other feelings which may espe-

cially be called Catholic." Newman's Letter to Jelf; quoted by Goode, 38.

Again ;
" Our Reformers in not adopting the Canon of the Mass, which is a

sacred and most precious monument of the apostles, mutilated the tradition of

1500 years." "I can see no claim which the Prayer Book has on a layman's

deference, as the teaching of the Church, wliich the Breviary and the Missal have

not in a far greater degree." Froude ap. Goode, 35, 36.—See the Bishop of

London's observations on this point; Charge, p. 50.
* See my Analysis of the Tract on Antichrist, in a Paper on the Futurist

System of Apocalyptic interpretation given in my Appendix.

E 2
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men :' in such manner indeed as actually to furnish a

comment, not only on the text now hefore us,^ hut on

a previous Apocalyptic statement also ahout the False

Prophet's working miracles ; in that case " before," or

tinder authority from, the Papal Beast his principal.^

—

6. It avows its allegiance to (Ecumenic General Councils,

(not exclusively of that of Trent,Y even as to that which

speaks the voice of God's Spirit, and possesses the Spi-

rit's infallibility,— wresting the words of the Article of

our Church, which was drawn up expressly against it,

in order to force on them a sense not necessarily un-

accordant with this doctrine ;^ just as the False Prophet

was the prime and firm adherent to the Image of the

Beast :^—nay, and both excusing, and expressing desire

for the re-enactment of, those penalties of excommunica-

tion and death, with a view to the enforcement of the

Church's decrees,'^ which the False Prophet, described

1 " If baptism be the cleansing and quickening of the dead soul, to say nothing

of the Lord's Supper, tliey, Christ's ministers, do work miracles." Tract 85,

p. 95 : quoted by Goode, p. 23.
^ " These are the spirits of da;mons working' miracles."

' Apoc. xiii. 14. See my Vol. iii. p. 176.—It is really curiously confirmatory

of the explanation there given of the prophetic verse ; given, T need not say,

without any thought of the passage in the Tract above quoted. Add the Pro-

methean creative view o^ fire from heaven to that in the comment referred to
;

and it will give a complete notion of the Tractator's priestly miracles.
* At least, not vow. Originally Mr. N. made this Council to mark the time

of the Popes becoming Antichrist. See Note 1, p. 54 infrk.

5 The 21st Article of our Church says; " Forasmuch as they (General Coun-
cils) be an assembly of men, whereof all be not governed with the Spirit and
word of God, tliey may err, and sometimes have erred, in things pertaining to

God." Against this Mr. Newman says ;
" The words only mean that General

_
Councils may err as si/ch ; may err, unless in any case it is promised, as a matter

of express supernatural privilege, thiy may not err. And such a promise does

exist, where General Councils are not only gathered together according to the

commandment and will of princes, but in the name of Christ, according to our
Lord's promise." Wlien they are a thinj; of heaven, their deliberations are over-

ruled, and their decrees authoritative ; and, as he adds also, infallible. " In such
cases they are Catholic Councils. Thus Catholic, or Q'^cumenical Councils, are

General Councils, and something more."—Tract No. 1)0, p. 21.
'• See my Part iv, Chap, vii ; Vol. iii. p. 187 &c.

7 So Mr. Faber (not the Rev. G. S. Faber, but one who less worthily bears the

name) in his 'Sights and Thoughts' advocates " the most dire weapon of the

Church, excommunication ; whereby she cuts off the offender from the fountains

of life in this world, and makes him over from her own judgment to that of

heaven in the world to come. Surely it is the duty of Christian States to de-

prive such an excommunicate person of every social right and privilege; to lay

on him such [)ains and penalties as may seem good to the wisdom of the law ; or

even, if they so judge, to sweep him from the earth ; in other words, to put him
to death." In a similar spirit Gregory VII, Innocent III, and Beckett are ex-
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in Apoc. xiii, inspired the Beast's Image to enact

against all recusants or disobedient, in enforcement of

its dogmas.'—7. It professes its bitter enmity against the

anti-Papal witnessing of Protestantism, and the Reforma-

tion of the 1 6th century ;^— that act which, in a manner
too clear to be mistaken, the Apocalyptic vision notes as

done with Christ's direction and blessing, to the horror

of the Beast's adherents,^ specially of his False Prophet

:

avows " the unprotesfaniizing of the national Church to

be its object, and one worthy of all hazards, as a matter

of life and death -^ unchurches the foreign Protestant

Churches : and, as to the new song of the Reformation,

—the holy and glorious doctrine oi justification hy faith

alone,—shews that it not only does not understand,^ but

above all things abhors and rejects it ; counting it (awful

to say) as a Nehushtan,—an idol of the evangelic doc-

trinists, worthy only of being broken to pieces.^

In all these points the character and theological doc-

trine of the new Oxford School agrees, we see, as at

tolled as the lights of the Church in the middle ages, and ranked in the same
class with Elijah and St. John the Baptist :—Innocent (not to speak of the
others) being the bloody ruthless persecutor and murderer of the excommunicate
Waldenses.—Bickersteth, ib. p. 27. See my Vol. ii. p. 19, &c ; also the Bishop of

London's indignant notice of this point in his late Charge, p. 57.—Mr. Marks
in his animated Pamphlet or Protest lately published, says, not without reason,

p. 21, that the Star-Chamber, with its old deeds of cruelty, is what the Tractarians

would fain call again into existence, had they the power : and he refers to Mil-

ford Malvoisin, declaring that the reign of Queen Mary was a great and positive

advantage to the Church of England- p. 8. Has not even Archdeacon Robert
Wilberforce referred to her as not the bloody but the blessed Queen Mary ?

' Apoc. xiii. 14, 15. See Vol. iii. pp. 189, 197.
2 See quotations on the point in Mr. Goode, p. 37. For example Mr. Froude

;

" I hate the Reformation and the Reformers more and more." And the British

Critic for July 1841; "Protestantism in its essence, and in all its bearings, is

characteristically the religion of corrupt human nature:" and again; "The
Protestant tone of doctrine and thought is essentially Antichrist.''

3 Apoc. xi. 11. See Vol. ii. p. 394.
* So the British Critic for July 1841, p. 44, quoted by Goode, p. 38.

* " And no man could understand that new song but the 144,000 that were
redeemed from the earth.'' Apoc. xiv. 3.

^ I have already referred to the first of the Tractarian Sermons for the Times,
bearing that title. In the same spirit the British Critic of April 1842, p. 446,
(quoted by Goode, p. 24) writes :

" To speak as if this latter scheme of doctrine
(viz. of Lutheran doctrine of justification) were in itself otherwise than radically

and fundamentally monstrous, immoral, heretical, and antichristian, shows but
an inadequate grasp of its antagonist truth." Mr. Goode adds, in proof how
the Tractators identify the Lutheran doctrine and that of our Reformers on this

point, that the author of Tract No. 86 says. It was " the object " of the latter
" to Lutheranize oHXL.f'hurrh, to inlroduce justification without works," &c.
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present developed, very completely with that of the False

Prophet of the Apocalypse. In truth the remarkable

history of its ten short years of progress to its present

doctrinal position,^ is on main points very much a reca-

pitulation in brief of that of the False Prophet of the

Apostacy, from its early youth in the 4th century, to its

preparedness in the West ere the end of the 6th century

for spiritual subjection to Rome.^ As to the fact of the

Tractarian body having not yet formally joined Rome,
or assumed the same covering-dress which in Apoc. xiii.

11 is assigned to the False Prophet,—viz. the sheep-skin

ivith its two horns, signifying (we saw reason to con-

clude) the Romish hierarchy regular as well as secular,^

—it arises from no want of complacency in the same :

Rome's monastic institutions and clerical celibacy, as well

as Rome herself, being the theme of its praise ;* and the

principles even of the worst of those monastic orders,

' i.e. from 1833 to 1843. Compare Mr. Perceval's account of the beginning
of the movement, with the progress indicated in the Tractarian extracts that I

have given, in the series of Notes on the five or six pages preceding.

With regard to one point, the movement toicards Rome, there was this differ-

ence between the early apostatizing Church and the Oxford School,—that the
latter, as professed members of the Anglican Church, had to deal with (which
the former had not) a notorious hostility of their Church to Rome and the
Papacy. And for some time this hostility was expressed by its writers : and it

did the movement good service ; as evidence open to all against the charge urged
against them of Popish predilections. Mr. Newman especially, its chief head, in

Tracts 15, 20, 38, &c, and other writings, published from 1833 to 1838, called

the Romish Church lost, heretical, blasjjhemous, apostate, at least from the time
of the Trent Council, &c. In 1834 a friend remonstrated against statements like

these as grossly uncharitable : saying, " How mistaken may we be ourselves, on

7nany points iliaf are only gradual/y opening onus." And on this monition he
withdrew, he tells us, sori.e statements ; but still spoke of the Church of Rome,
or at least Rome itself, as a diemoniac possessed with an evil spirit,—the same
that had previously animated Rome Pagan. He has since, however, in a very
remarkable Letter, published in the Oxford Herald of Feb. 18, 1843, retracted

these rcprobatory statements; saying that he follov^cd but the consensus of An-
glican divines in so writing

;
(how anti-Anglican docs he thereby confess his

present views 1) and published the same as deeming it requisite to the Tracta-
rians' then position, and to repel the charge of Romanism ! !

'^ See my Vol. i. pp. 379—381. ^ gee Vol. iii. p. 169, 170,
* Marks, Dan'^er and Duty, p. 7.—Among other desires expressed by the

Tractarians is that for the revival of the seven canonical hours, and tlieir monas-
tic septenary of services, instead of the daily service which they celebrate in our
Church. I beg to refer on this subject to my observations. Vol. ii. p. 152.

On clerical celibacy Mr. Newman, in Tract No. 90, rules that the Convocation
would have the right at any time to oblige the clergy to it. Auricular confes-

sion is also inculcated. So th^ for7iicntions, as well as sorceries, idolatries, and
murders, noted in Apoc. ix. 18, would be soon revived by the Tractarians, if

dominant. See Vol. ii. pp. 12, 13, 20.
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the Jesuits, rather, I fear, the object of its imitation

than abhorrence.^ Meanwhile it serves to mark to us

more clearly than otherwise could have been done, agree-

ably with the prophecy of the text, the distinct spirit of

the False Prophet of the Apostacy, in its own proper

and generic peculiarity of character

:

—I mean as distinct

from^the spirit of that, which it yet strongly aifects as its

friend and head, the Beast, or Papal Antichrist.^

But we were also to compare the circumstantials of

the late issuing forth of the spirit of Oxford Tractarian-

ism, with those of the issuing forth of the spirit from
the mouth of the False Prophet, as described in the text.

And 1st, the correspondence in respect of time is on

the face of the thing most exact. It was when the dry-

ing up of the mystic Euphrates had made a certain pro-

gress, that the spirit from the False Prophet was in the

Apocalyptic figurations seen to issue forth. It was in

the year 1833, after the Turkman power had dried up in

Greece, Moldavia, Wallachia, Algiers, and other coun-

tries for years overflowed by it, that the first of the Ox-
ford Tracts issued from the press.—2nd. The corres-

' I must say that Mr. Newman's Tract No 90 seems to me, as to Mr. Bicker-

steth (Homily Sermon, p. 20, Protestant Sermon, p. 26), to have the very spirit

of Jesuitism in it. And, as the consequence of his teaching, Mr. Golightly in

one of his letters quoted by Mr. Marks, p. 10, has drawn a fearful picture of the

multitudes of Jesuitical young men sent forth each year from Oxford, to enter,

though with more than semi-Popish predilections, into the English Church.

—

Strange to say, Dr. Pusey seems to approve the Tract ; and even Mr. Gladstone
appears to have spoken without reprobation of a person so acting, and, though
of anti-Protestant principles, remaining officially in the English Protestant

Church ;—I allude to his notice of Bishop Goodman. (Goode, G5)—It has been
stated in a late number of the Midland Monitor, and the statement confirmed
on good autliority, that in the contemplated probability of many cases occurring

of English clergymen becoming avowed Papists, a legal opinion has been taken

us to the power of the law to eject such persons from their livings, and the an-
swers given in the negative. Can this be so?

It is refreshing to see the Bishop of London's indignant remarks on the sys-

tem of so construing the Articles ; pp. 16, 17, 19 of his late Charge. Both he

(p. 19) and Mr. Bickersteth (ubi supia) note the fact of Papists (as Davenport,
and the one mentioned by Bishop Stillingfleet) having in other times advised or

acted on Mr. Newman's very plan. Compare the well-known case of the Jesuit

Commin, in 1568, Strype's Elizabeth, p. 484.
' Mr. Bickersteth at the Protestant Association Meeting, 1843, said that the

present Pope had thus accurately described the Tractarians, "That they wanted
Popery ivithout the Pope." How well answering to the separate yet associated

Apocalyptic Symbol of the False Prophet !
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pondence in respect of a certain accompaniment of other

spirits is obviously as exact. The emission of the False

Prophet's spirit in the Apocalypse was cotemporary with

that of spirits also from the mouths of the Dragon and
of the Beast : — that of Oxford Tractarianism has been

accompanied, as we have seen, with a most remarkable

and almost simultaneous outbreak from the spirit of in-

fidel democracy, and the spirit of direct avowed Popery.

—3. Its mode of speech and action has well answered

to the symbol of a frog, under which the spirit of the

False Prophet appeared to go forth in the prefiguration

before us. While, on the one hand, its unceasing emis-

sion of voice in conversational or more formal discussions,

—from the pulpit and from the press,— in tracts, ser-

mons, essays, reviews, romances, novels, poems, chil-

dren's books, newspapers,—in music too, and paintings,

and church decoration and architecture,'—with what is

unsound in doctrine for the most part skilfully mystified,

the false mixed up with the true, and burlesques and
false picturings of evangelical religion intermingled with

as false but fair-drawn picturings of the religion of the

apostacy, if not of that of Rome,—while I say, on the

one hand, these incessant but delusive appeals made
alike to the better and the worse feelings of our nature,

to our taste, imagination, affections, ignorance, preju-

dices, and even right feelings and desires," whereby
it has been carrying on its avowed plan of ecclesiastical

agitation,^ exhibit no inexact counterpart to the inces-

sant and resounding coaxatio of the prophetic symbol,

—the " high swelling words of vanity " that ever and

' E. g. the Camden Architectural Society at Cambridge.— Kiliidown church
has become famous as a specimen : in the west window of which one prominent
figure is Pope Gregory the First, in Papal robes, with the triple crown on his

head, the Patriarchal staff or triple cross on the left hand, and his right raised

to bless the people.
- Especially the desire for order, and yet more for unity, in the Church : which

unity however is not to be, and will not be, till He has come that shall come ;

and, in respect of the members of his true Church, fulfilled his own prayer "that
they all may be one."

•» Mr. Goode (p. G), quoting the words of the influential Rovicw of the Trac-
tarian Party, says, Tlicy avow themselves, " conspirators," " ecclesiastical agita-

tors," ready "to .set the father against the son, the mother against the daughter,"
to accomplish their p\uposcs.
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anon break out from it, in unscriptural exaltation of

the writers' supposed sacerdotal, office, and apostolic

descent and powers,* may also well recal to the calm

and Christian observer (fully as much as in the case of

the other two spirits associated) a thought of the vain

inflation of the Apocalyptic prototype.—4. The rapidity

and extent of its diffusion suggests,—indeed forces on

us,—the idea of some supernatural influence or spirit

having been at work in promoting it :—the rather as it

is a diffusion as well among the laity as the clergy in

England, in. the country as in the town ; and not in

England only, but in England's wide-spread colonial

possessions ;— in Canada, Australia, and above all, in

India.2 Dr. Pusey (sad that such a man should be

identified with such a system) has himself strikingly

sketched this its rapidity of diffusion, the wonder of its

human originators at the fact, and their conviction of

some higher power assisting it :^—not however reflect-

' By their doctrine of the apostolic succession, says the late lamented Dr. Ar-

nold, " they preach not Christ, but the Church; not the Church but themselves."

Sermons on the Christian Lile, Introd. p. xxvi.—See too what I have said on the

miracles wrought by them, in a previous Note 1 p. 52.

- In Calcutta, Bishop Wilson has stated and lamented over this, in one of his

Charges, in the strongest terms. And painful it is to hear that its Indian head-

quarters are there in Bishop's College, among the Professors sent out by the So-

ciety for Propagating the Gospel.—See a further notice of this in Note 1 p. 60,

last Paragraph.

In Madras one at least of the Church Missionary Society's missionaries has

been so infected by it, as to make his separation from the Society necessary.

—

And, as regards others of the clergy of the English Church there, strange reports

have arrived:—to the effect, for example, that one has been to visit the Romish
Bishop at Pondicherry, a " Puseyite to the soul," writes the bishop ; expressing

his desire for the union of the Roman Catholic and the Anglican Catholic

Churches : that another has actually been in his surplice to the Romish chapel

at Madras, and there and so communicated ; yet not been suspended by our

Bishop.— Record, No. 1573.

With reference to another quarter I may mention the case of Mr. Badger, sent

out to the Nestoiians in Coordistan, and then, I believe, to Syria, in the mis-

sionary character, under the Christian Knowledge Society : but who, on the way
to his mission, when at Malta, preached such palpably Romish doctrines, as to

be actually animadverted on by the Malta public press.

2 " From the very first, these views spread with a rapidity that startled us.

The light seemed to spread like watch-fire from mountain-top to top; each who
received it carrying it on to another, so that they who struck the first faint

spark knew not how, or to whom it was borne onward.—And now it has been

reflected from hili-top to valley ; has penetrated into recesses ; abroad, at home,

within, without, in palace * or cottage. It has past from continent to continent

:

* So this frog too has entered into king's palaces.
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ing, whether this might not be a bad spirit, rather than

a good ;* and so only illustrate the fulfilment of our text.

Its thus rapid diffusion will appear of course abundantly

the more remarkable, from the palpable and exceeding

questionableness of those views on which the Tractators

have based their system : viz. 1st, that of the apostolic

succession of the priesthood, as essential to the efficacy

of the sacraments, and so, they say, to the life and sal-

vation of men's souls;— a doctrine, observes Dr. Arnold,

destitute alike of all internal and external evidence j^

and in regard to which had but the public with common
caution called for the Tractators' own credentials, I

will venture to say, these would on their own principles

never have been forthcoming:^ 2ndly, that principle put

we see it spread daily : everywhere opposed, yet finding the more entrance.—One
may reverently say, firmly believing whose work it is, ' It bloweth where it

listeth, and thou hearest the sound, but canst not tell whence it cometh,' " &c.

So too Mr. Gresley on the same subject. " In spite of all opposition, appear-

ances plainly indicate that a spirit has spread through the land which no force

or power can curb." He adds ;
" Evangelicalism has had its sway for the last

half century, and see what its accompaniments. Schism at such a height as was

never known in the Church ; such that infidelity is scarce less formidable ! '' Ber-

nard Leslie, p. 353.
1 " T)\d not Arianism spread as rapidly," says Mr. Bickersteth most justly,

after quoting the above, " and Mahomedanism too ? " Homily Sermon, p. 4.

- See his admirable Introduction to Sermons on the Christian Life.

^ Says Dr. Hook, in one of his Sermons on the Church and the Establishment,
" There is not a bishop, priest, or deacon among us, who cannot, if he please,

trace his own spiritual descent from St. Peter or St. Paul." With all respect I

will beg to express my doubt whether Dr. Hook himself can do so. " There is

not a minister in all Christendom," says Archbishop Whately, " vi'ho is able to

trace up, with any approach to certainty, his own spiritual pedigree." Kingdom
of Christ, p. 17G. The Archbishop refers to many irregularities of consecration,

which, especially in the dark ages, could not have been wholly excluded, except

by a perpetual miracle. 1 will venture to narrow the question and make it

more definite. And I will here ask, not Dr. Hook only, but the whole clerical

section of the Tractarian body, to show that there is not the cliorepiscopalflaw
in their own succession : a flaw fatal to it on their principles ; seeing that they

require, in order to its perpetuation, a line unbroken even from primitive times
of bishops consecrated according to the canons of General Councils,* (these

being as much, they say, the voice of God as Scripture itself,) i. c. by the impo-
sition of the hands of three previousbj and duly consecrated bishops. Now if this

flaw exist,—or, to vary the metaphor, if this nonconductor be found at some
point orotlier to have interposed, to stop the transmission of the ethereal fluid,

f

* So tlie 1st Apostolical Canon, and the 4th Canon of the Nicene Council ;

" Ordained by at least three bishops." Hard. i. 10, 323.

t In the Paris previous Council, A. D. 839, the custom was reprobated, and
(the past being left to itself) a resolution past that nothing of the kind should
be done afterwards. In the Concil. Mctens. of A. D. 888, it was said about their

Chorcpiscopi ;
" Juxta dccrcta Damasa; Pap?c, Innocentii, ct Leonis, vacuum est

(il(jue inane quidquid in summi sacerdotii xtope'riffKOTroi egerunl ministcrio.''
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forth by them as the test of religious truth, " Quod
semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus :

" a rule which,

construed practically and by common sense, means, and

can only mean, the doctrine luhich has the sanction of us

Tractarians; to the supercession of private judgment^ in-

dividual conscience, and personal responsibility.^ Can the

rapid and wide-spread reception and popularity of doc-

trines so startling, so dangerous, so unwarranted, be

accounted for on any principle but that of an assistant

spirit of infatuation ? The hypothesis of some such

supernatural agency helping it seems positively requisite.

As to the nature of the supernatural agency assisting,

I speak of it as not a good but an evil spirit, or spirit

of a dcBmon, so as in the prefiguration of the text, as an

inference following necessarily from the fact, if it has

been proved, of the unscriptural nature of the doctrine
;

its inconformity (to use Coleridge's expression)^ with

the will and mind of God. Nor is the corroborative

— it must leave them at this very time simple laymen ; and consequently, in any
future vaunting of their priestly life-giving powers, (still on their principles, not

those of our Church, or of Scripture) impostors.—See my Vol. ii. p. 172, and

p. 168, Note 2. The reader may see more on the subject of the Chorepiscopi, all

confirmatory of what I have there written, in the Councils, Hard, i, 471, 597,

768, iii. 339, iv. 1314, vi. 412.—Mr. Perceval, has indeed, if I remember right,

somewhere written, as if one bishop's hands only were necessary. But, if so, it

must have been by oversight. For this is to deny the authority of the Apostolical

Canons and early CEcumenic Councils ; and therewith do nothing less than re-

nounce the whole Tractarian system itself.

' " Quod semper, quod ubique," &c. Was there ever any important Christian

truth on which heresies and heretics did not exist even in the first six centuries ?

So all heretics must first be put aside.—Then, as regards the members of the

orthodox Church, where is he who knows all they ever wrote on theological sub-

jects? and whence then the knowledge of what was believed «6 omnibus ? For

this the CEcumenic Councils are referred to. But did these, though so called,

really represent all Christendom ? Not so ; but only Roman Christendom. So
we narrow the voice again. Then, as regards these Councils, who is to decide in

the many controverted cases, which are CEcumenic, which not? Hence another

important difficulty. And what if the Councils have sometimes contradicted each

other?—So questions arise which where is the clergyman, not to say layman,

that can solve ? He must ultimately, if he take this rule of faith, leave it to

some human authority to decide what the Rule enjoins : i. e. to O.vford, if not to

Rome. But will Mr. Newman take on him the responsibility of the salvation of

the souls that receive his dictum, as Gregory I. did ? or men trust them with

him?
2 Cited p. 30 suprk.—On the present subject Dr. Arnold has quoted Cole-

ridge's judgment from his Literary Remains, Vol. iii. p. 386. The doctrine of

the Church meaning the clergy (a doctrine practically, though not professedly,

involved in the Oxford Tractarian view of apostolic succession) constituted, it

seems, according_to his conviction, the first and fundamental apostacy.
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evidence of evil fruit wanting. For example, if the evan-

gelic revival in England, and evangelic missions abroad,

begun half a century ago, were agreeable with that mind
and will of God, then the palpable effect of the Oxford

system to impede and injure them,' must be viewed as

one notable proof of the same.—Similar is the inference

from the testimony alike of approving friends and of

opposers. While the priesthood of the Papacy (the

Apocalyptic False Prophet) have been hailing and sym-

pathizing with the Oxford movement, as of a spirit and

character essentially cognate with their own, and tend-

ing full surely to the re-union of the Anglican Church

with Rome,^ the judgments not of other high authori-

' In the Record, No. 1565, there is a communication from India which gives

some painful details on this point. After stating that the Indian head-quarters

of Oxford Tractarianism are in Bishop's College, it adds that the evil had begun
to extend to natives ; and that one Tract liad been already published and cir-

culated in Bengali, advocating the regenerating and justifying efficacy of the

sacraments, as ministered by men that have the apostolic succession, and denounc-
ing all others as intruders. It states further that a new Periodical had been
projected by some of the S. P. G. missionaries, called the Church Herald ; the

first number of which says that the Prayer Book itself is the guide to the truth

in religion ; all the prayers in it being as ancient as the Christian religion, and
having been selected from books of prayer composed by the Apostles : also that

though some branches of the Church Universal have fallen into some errors, as

the Roman Catholics, yet it is consoling to reflect that they are regenerated and
justified by holy baptism, &c.

In the London Missionary Society's last Report it is stated from India that a

new opposition to the missionaries in Calcutta had arisen from Episcopalian

missionaries laying claim to exclusive apostolical succession ; and, together with

Popery, seducing the infant native Christians from the simplicity of the Gospel,

and confidence in their fathers in Christ.—Further, it has been said (but I believe

without reason) that the Rev. Krishna Mohana Banergia, formerly a Brahmin,
and one of the most respected converts to Christianity, had been converted to
" Puscyism," by Professor Street.

[But on this important point I may now refer to Bishop Wilson's Address to

the Gospel Propagation Society, since his return to England ; a testimony the
most authoritative, and above all suspicion. Sept. 1845.—2nu Ed.]

- The Catholic Magazine of March 1832, p. 133, says ;
" Thanks to the theolo-

gians of Oxford,. .. .our liturgy and its venerable usages, invocation of saints,

purgatory, tlie councils, confession, absolution, veneration of the blessed Virgin

Mary, the mysteries of the Eucharist, the authority of the Church, the abandon-
ment of the Protestant principle, and of the doctrine unheard of till the sixteenth

century of justification by faith alone,— all these are now granted," &c : adding
that the Romanists have now only to press the Tractarians with their own
weapons, and show that they are in delusion while lingering out of the pale of

the Romish Church.

Mr. Bickersteth in his Protestant Association Sermon, p. 13, illustrates the

same fact from a passage in the Paris Protestant newspaper, which will be given

in a note on the next page. The same complacency at the progress of Oxford
doctrine is expressed in tlie RomJKh inurruils in Ireland.
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ties only,^ but of many of our most learned and re-

spected prelates, have been pronounced in no equivocal

terms against it. Especially I must beg to particularize

one of more than common authority and discernment,

I mean the Bishop of Chester : who, irrespective altoge-

ther of prophecy, and evidently without a thought of it,

has ascribed the movement to precisely such an agency

as the symbol in the text signified. He has avowed his

belief of its being the work of a spirit of evil ;^ acting

to stop and mar the good that was before in progress.

So the parallel between the spirit of the modern Ox-
ford Traciarianism, (I pray the reader to consider me
here speaking, just as in the case of the two other

symbolic spirits, of the doctrinal system, not of indivi-

duals more or less holding it,) and the spirit prefigured

to St. John as going forth like a frog, towards the close

of the 6th Vial, from the mouth of the False Prophet,

has been made out, as I think, clearly and completely.

The question under the present extraordinary circum-
stances of the Christian world and Church, especially in

England, cannot but recur solemnly to many a mind
;

What is to be the end of these things ? And while the

hopes are high, as of the infidel-democrats,^ so too of
the Papists,'* and of the Tractarians,—and the latter es-

' I cannot but particularly refer again to Dr. Arnold's admirable essay on
the subject. He denounces the doctrine as antichristian, and of wholly immoral
character, as well as wholly wanting in external evidence. " Scripture disclaims
it: Christ himself condemns it. This is my deliberate judgment ." p. Ixvi. It

comes with all the weight of a voice from the deathbed of that lamented man.
^ Charge for 1841, p. 20 ; referring to the parable of the tares and the wheat,
—the tares sown by the devil. Dr. Pusey alludes to this in his Letter to the
Archbishop of Canterbury. ^ See p. 32, suprK.

* See the extracts Note 2, p. 60. In another place the Protestant Journal Ij'Es-

perance thus writes. " The Journals of the Romish Church are elated with joy
at the progress of Puseyism in England. They proclaim with delight the con-
versions to Catholicism for which Puseyism had prepared the way. Tliey already
see England again attached to the See of Rome." And so L'Ami de la Religion,

referred to generally by the Bishop of London, p. 69. Let me give one extract
from the Number for Oct. 8, 1841. In detailing a conference of a Romish priest
with one of the Tractarians, who expressed the intention of the Anglican Catho-
lics to effect a re-union with Rome, it says ;

' But what if your bishops refuse to
allow it? ' was the priest's question. " Nous les contraindrons," was the reply,
" par une force exterieure."—I see it elsewhere stated that the authorities at

Rome have had it in contemplation to allow of the English clergy retaining their

wives, on their expected conforming to Rome.
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pecially boast of their progress, and anticipate triumph,^

— there are not a few of a very different spirit, (I may
specify Mr. Bickersteth in particular,") who fear that

these anticipations will prove too true, and England

again become a kingdom of the Papacy. I must confess,

were I to judge from present appearances and outward

probabilities alone, I might almost be inclined to adopt

the same anticipations. Yet, on considering the word
of prophecy, I am led to a more hopeful view. For I do

not see in what follows of the Apocalypse any notice of

the reunion of that tenth part of the great city which

was separated at the Reformation : the only further

prophecy concerning the Papal Babylon being its tri-

partition, under some great earthquake or revolution,^

previous to its final destruction by fire.—Thus, on the

whole, my trust is that England and its beloved Church
may be saved from the deadly plot laid against them ; a

greater discernment and decision of action on the side

of truth and religion given to our rulers in Church and
State ; and the extraordinary delusion pass away that has

led aside many much respected and eminent individuals

to sanction Oxford in appearance, who have in heart all

the while been of a spirit quite alien from that of Ox-
ford.*—In which case not England, but rather France,

may be expected to prove the chief secular power em-
ployed by the three spirits, to head their project of

gathering the kings of the earth to the battle of the

great day of God Almighty. Signs are not wanting

' Mr. Newman says, " They aspire, and by God's blessing intend to have a

successful Jight :
" Dr. Pusey, " that if human frailty or impatience precipitates

not tlie issue, all will be ivell ; and the Cutholic (as the full) truth of God, unless

violently cast out, in time leaven and absorb into itself whatever is partial and
defective."—And so the British Critic; " Our movement must be surely onward."
—Goode, p. 54.

^ Protestant Sermon, p. 34.
^ Apoc. xvi. 15. The notice of Babylon as a commercial mart of nations,

Apoc. xviii, may be explained, 1 think, without involving England.
* Since the publication of my 1st Edition, the hope here expressed as regards

the Oxford Tractarianism, has been realized. The Bishops have so generally

pronounced against Tract No. 90, and the grosser dogmas of Tractarianism, that

Mr. Ward has felt compelled, he tells us, to abandon the English Church for

Romanism ; and Mr. Newman and others are understood to be ready to follow

him.
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even now, as I have in part before observed, which show
the active tendencies of France towards such a position in

its foreign policy and proceedings.^ Nor indeed are signs

wanting in its ecclesiastical policy at home.^—There is

further a curious heraldic fact, confirmatory of this view,

which (considering how frequently such national emblems
have been had in view in the Apocalyptic figurations) I

cannot permit myself to pass over in silence ; viz. that

three frogs are the old arms of France. I subjoin a no-

tice of the authorities on which I make this statement.^

' The Evening Mail of Jan. 30, 1843 says, with reference to this point;
" M. Guizot is stepping into the position which they (the Legitimists) are leav-

ing. He (or the King through him) is resuming for France her old position as

Patroness or Defender of Roman Catholicism throughout christian and heathen
countries. The change is great," &c :—that is from ten years ago.

2 The attempts of the French Courts of Law at nullifying the full toleration

and recognition given to French Protestants by the Code Napoleon and Charter,

as in the late case of the Pasteur Roussel, constitute a striking sign of the times.

M. Gaussen of Geneva in his Letter to Dr. Burgess, says ;
" It is not Italy

nor Spain, nor Austria, but France, that is the grand supporter of Popery."

Let me here add, that the Rev. T. Dibdin, in a Letter to the Morning Chro-
nicle, states that he heard enough at Bruges and Malincs (whence he had just

returned, January 1843) to convince him that this Oxford movement was not
confined to our own shores, and that a simultaneous movement was contem-
plated.—But where precisely? and to what extent? It is to be regretted that he

was not more particular.

3 This fact is briefly mentioned in a Note in Dr. Hales' Chronology ; but only

as a statement copied from some older writer, and without any specification of

authority.—The result of inquiries I have made on this subject are as follows.

1. Montfaucon, in his Monumens de la Monarchic Frangaise, p. 4, plate vi,

gives a frog as one of the monuments of the French king Childeric; thus writing

respecting it. "Another medal representing a frog, which was also an Egyp-
tian symbol." And, after noting other monuments better expressed, which
it seemed not improbable, had been brought to France by those ancient Franks
who ravaged and plundered the coasts of Greece, Asia, and Africa, and by that

means came to Childeric's possession, and were buried with him,—adds that

this was found A. D. 1623 at St. Biice, near Tournay, with other things belong-

ing to Childeric. He reigned A. D. 456.

2. Typotius, p. 75, gives as the device on a coin of Louis VI, the last French
king before Hugh Capet, a/rog- witli the inscription Mihi terra lacusque. It is

the only instance of that device in his work.

3. In the " Monde Primitif compare avec le Monde Moderne," par M. Court

de Gebelin, Paris, 1781, the author thus writes, p. 181. " Nous venons de voir

que les Armoiries de la Guyenne sont un leopard, celles des Celtes (surtout les

Belgiques) etoient un lion, et celles des Francs un crapaud. Le crapaud designe

les marais dont sortirent les Francs." And again, p. 195: " La Cosmographie
de Munster (Liv. ii.) nous a transmis un fait tres remarquable dans ce genre.

Marcomir, roi de Francs, ayant penetre de la Westphalie dans le Tongre, vit en

songe une figure k trois t^tes, I'une de lion, I'autre d'aigle, la troisieme de cra-

paud. II consulta Ik dessus, ajoute on, un celfehre Druide de la contree, appelle

Al Runus : et celuici I'assura que cette figure designoit les trois puissances qui

auroient regne successivement sur les Gaules ; les Celtes dont le symbole etoit
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However this may be, the time is most critical, the

subject heart-stirring : and it calls' aloud on each indi-

vidual for self-examination, watchfulness, and prayer.

In the very fact of there being now brought upon the

scene all together, visibly before the eyes of men, those

three spirits of the Dragon, the False Prophet, and the

Beast Antichrist, that for eighteen centuries have succes-

sively or together withstood the Gospel, an intellectual

interest is given to the times we live in very extraordi-

nary. How much greater their spiritual interest ! The
solemn warning voice which follows the text, " Behold

I come as a thief; blessed is he that keepeth his gar-

ments, that he may not walk naked and his shame ap-

pear,"—suitable as it is to every age of the Church,

appears now doubly so : when the spirits of delusion are

thus abroad, the night thus far spent, and the cry raised

by so many, as almost to answer to the voice in the pro-

phetic text, that the day,—the day of Christ's coming,

—

is at hand.' Watch, it says, especially if of his ministers

le lion, les Romains designes par I'aigle, et les Francs par le crapaud, h. cause de
leurs niarais."

4. In the 6th century xlvi. of the Prophecies oi Nostra Damus (p. 251) trans-

lated by Garenciires, London, 1672, occurs the following verse :

Un juste sera un exil envoye
Par pestilence aux confins de non seigle

;

Response au rouge le fera desvoye,

Roi retirant k la rane et k I'aigle.

On which De Garencifercs observes ;
" By the eagle he meaneth the Emperor ;

by the frog the King of France : for before he took the flower de luce the French
bore three frogs."

5. In Pynson's Edition of Fabyan's Chronicle, at the beginning of thq account of

Pharamond (the first king of the Franks, who reigned at Treves about' A. D. 420)
there is a shield of arms bearing three frogs ; with the words, " This is the olde

armys of Fraunce." p. 57, Ellis' Edit.— I append a copy.

6. In the Franciscan Ciiurch of Innspruck there is a row of tall bronze figures,

twenty-three in number, representing principally the most distinguished person-
ages of the House of Austria ; the armour and costumes being those chiefly of the
16th century, and the wormanship excellent. Among them is Cloins, King of

France ; and on his shield three fleurs de lis and three frogs.

7. 1 may add that in the article on Heraldry in the Encyclopredia Mctropolitana,

there occurs the following :
" Paulus .^milius blazons tlie arms of France, Argent

three Diadems Gules. Others say they bear three toads sable in a field vert (ap.

Gwyllim, c. 1.) : which if ever they did, it must have been before the existence

of the present rules."

' Rom..xiii. 12, 14.— 1 here wish so to take the expression Christ's coming
in a certain latitude of meaning, as to include the voice of many who may yet

not be expecting his per.tonal manifestation, or the great judgment of quick and
dead. So, for example, Dr. Arnold. Christ, he says, is to come again after his
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and watchmen of the temple :' for his coming is near;

and he expects his servants to be awake at their posts,

and looking out for his appearing !
^ Watch, that thou

put not off, like the slothful indecorous slumberer,^ or

one drugged into sleep by the poison-draught of some
spirit of delusion, thy garments of righteousness and

salvation :* those garments which, as Christ first gave

them,^ so He requires that He find thee never stripped

of them :— lest, perceiving thee naked, He shut thee out

from his heavenly temple and kingdom f and thy spi-

ritual nakedness and shame be exposed before the world 1''

resurrection in three different senses :— 1st, and in the higliest sense, wlien this

world shall end, and we shall rise to judgment ; 2ndly, when individually we each

receive his call at death; 3rdly, when He comes to bring on the whole earth,

or on some one or more nations, (as on Jerusalem at the time of its destruction

by the Romans,) a great season of suffering and judgment. And then he adds,

that to all of us now living it may be said that both in the 1st sense He may come
in this generation, as we know not the times and seasons which the Father hath

in his own power ; and also that in the 3rd He may come to us in this genera-

tion ;
" "there not being icanting signs ichich make it probable that He will so

come."—So too Archdeacon S. Wilberforce in a late Charge.
' I thus particularize, because many expositors, with Vitringa, think there is

an allusion in the text to the Jewish custom of the Prefect of the Temple going

his rounds at night, to see that the watchmen there were awake at their posts.

^ Compare Luke xii. 35 ;
" Let your loins be girded, and your lights burning ;

and ye yourselves like men waiting for their lord :
" 2 Peter iii. 12 ;

" looking

for, and hasting unto, the coming of the day of God :
" &c.

3 Though the Eastern habits are in many respects different from our own,
yet they have very much the European custom of putting off day-clothes on lying

down to sleep at night, and putting on the loose and exposed night-dress. This

is alluded to figuratively in Rom. xiii. 12 ; "It is high time to awake out of

sleep. . . . The night is far spent, the day is at hand ; let us therefore cast off the

works of darkness, and put on the armour of light ; "—or, as he says verse 14,

" Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ." Again 1 Thess. v. 8 :
" Let us who are of

the day be sober ; (and watch, verse 6 ;) putting on the breastplate of faith and
hope, and for a helmet the hope of salvation."

The need of attention to the avoidance of .f/uri/i/aZ self-exposure, was strikingly

symbolized to the Israelites in the cliarges given about outward decency: as Deut.

xxiii. 14 ;
" The Lord God walketh in the midst of the camp : therefore shall thy

camp be holy ; that He see no nakedness (so the Hebrew) in thee." Also Exod.

xxviii. 42 ; a passage referred by Daubuz.
* Isa. Ixi. 10.

^ Apoc. iii. 18 ;
" Because thou knowest not that thou art poor and naked, I

counsel thee to buy of me white raiment that thou mayest be clothed, and that

the shame of thy nakedness do not appear."
^ As the slumbering watchman of the Temple would be excluded; or as the

man that wanted the wedding garment.
' So in the case of the watchman of the Temple thrust out in his night-

clothes.—I might add, that in case of detected unfaithfulness in the wife, ex-

posure was one of the punishments sometimes inflicted. So Hosea ii. 3 :
" Let

her put away her whoredoms ; lest I strip her naked, and set her as in the day

that she was born,"3c. But the idea of the marriage relation does not seem to

me referred to in the verse before us.

VOL. IV. F
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§ 2. THE SECOND FLYING ANGEL.

" And there followed another angel, saying, Babylon

is fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she made all

nations drink of the wine of the spirit^ of her fornica-

tion." Apoc. xiv. 8.

We have been hitherto directing our attention to the

progressive fulfilment of the prefigurations on the Part

within-written of the Apocalyptic scroll ; a Part contain-

ing the main stream of its prophecy. With regard to

those of the supplemental Part luithout-written, it does

not need any lengthened observations of mine to prove

that during the last twelve or fifteen years we have ad-

vanced from the fulfilment of its visions of the first

herald Angel, flying in mid-heaven ivith the everlasting

Gospel (or rather from the hegimiing of its fulfilment,

as the subsequent Angels must be regarded as not super-

seding, but only following in the wake of their predeces-

sors,)—I say from the vision of t\\\^ first herald Angel to

that of the second : which second Angel next appeared

to St. John flying through mid-heaven, with a cry par-

tially at least anticipative (such the context proves it)
^

of the doomed and near impending utter fall of the

mystic Babylon ;—of Babylon " which had made all the

nations to drink of the wine of its fornication." The
fact of such a voice having been raised very powerfully

and influentially of late years amongst us is notorious

;

as well as the occasion and proximate cause which led

to it. Just as the apparently irresistible outbreak of in-

fidelity at the first French Revolution, was the occasion

* 6vfj.e.—Daubuz conceives the word 60/10 to mean jwison : as the Septuagint
renders the Hebrew TlT^n not only by words signifying tvrath, but poison ;

e. g. in Deut. xxxii. 24, 33, Job xx. 16, vi. 4, Psalm Iviii. 4 :— because an animal's
anger and his poison are both in the gall ; and moreover when he is angry the
poison is discharged.

- For a prefiguration of the harvest and vintage /o//ot« in the same series, pre-
sently after ; of which one or both are by almost all interpreters, I believe, ex-
plained as judgments connected with the destruction of Babylon.—In the same
way, " Babylon is fallen, is fallen," is said in Isaiah xxi. 9 anticipatively of the
fall of the ancient Babylon,

I
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of the lifting up of the standard of the everlasting Gospel

under the Holy Spirit's direction to oppose it, so, on

that extraordinary revival of Papal energy and influence

among us, which in 1829 brought about the concession

of the Roman Catholic claims, just a little while since

observed on by me, and which has ever since continued

rampant, the thoughts, inquiries, and protesting voice

and energies of many of God's servants was aroused to

denounce the abominations, and expose the true charac-

ter and doom of Rome, the mystic Babylon, so as laid

down in sacred Scripture. And thus both in 1827 the

Reformation Society arose, with this distinct object in

view, and afterwards the Protestant Association: and

men of true Christian self-devotedness gave themselves

to the work ;' with admirable effect in enlightening the

previous exceeding ignorance, and stirring up the pre-

vious exceeding apathy, of their Protestant fellow-coun-

trymen on the subject.—Besides which the study of

prophecy from nearly about the same time began to be

taken up more generally and earnestly than before ; and
its representations respecting Babylon and its harlot

Church, in regard both of the past and the future, in-

creasingly discussed and understood : even the day-day

Popedom- favouring views ofApocalyptic prophecy, urged

by certain Expositors during the period spoken of, only

serving, as I am persuaded, to make the fitness of the

application to Papal Rome of its descriptions and de-

nunciations of Babylon stand out ultimately in broader

daylight.—Moreover, the circumstance of Papal priests

and emissaries having in the meanwhile almost dogged
the steps of our Protestant missionaries, in every country

and district whither these latter might previously have

carried the everlasting Gospel,^ has necessarily forced a

protesting cry against Rome and the Papacy there also :

a cry that, from the nature of things, and the signs

* Need I specify names? To these persons, as well as to those who have
united to act out the vision of the first Angel flying abroad with the everlasting

Gospel, Christendom owes, I conceive, a large debt of gratitude,
2 The missions oi.the Church Missionary Society, for example, can testify to

this fact.

F 2
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already visible of a coming conflict is sure to wax louder

and louder.

So that, on the whole, the fulfilment,— at least the

commencing fulfilment,—of this vision must be allowed,

I think, to have become now clearly marked.—And to

myself, let me be permitted to add, the fulfilment ap-

pears the more remarkable, from the circumstance of

my having some twenty years ago, on the first direction

of my mind to prophetic studies, been led to doubt the

intended application of the vision of the first flying

Angel to the evangelic missions and Bible diffusion then

in progress, (striking, beyond all former precedent, as

the parallel of this era of missions and the prefigurative

vision otherwise appeared,)' by the exceeding improba-

bility, as I deemed it, if not impossibility, of any thing

subsequently occurring to answer to the vision of the

second Angel ;—that is, of any such solemn earnest cry

of protestation as it prefigured being raised against

Rome and Popery, either in England or among the

heathen, under the circumstance of the fallen, hope-

lessly fallen state, as it then appeared, of the Popedom.^

As it is, the progressing fulfilment of this vision at the

present time does but add striking confirmation to the

interpretation above alluded to of that which precedes it:

—and just the very confirmation that it needed.

I have only to suggest, in conclusion, how, while the

mingling voices are heard on the one hand of these tivo

angels,^ or of the gospel-preaching and the anti-papal

' Compare the historical applications of this primary Angel given by Daubuz,
Bishop Nt'wton, and Vitringn

:

—Daubuz explaining it of the evangelical preachers
of the end of the 4th century, especially Augustine and Vigilantius, who both
urged Pagans, he says, to come into the Church, and protested against the cor-
ruptions commencing within it ; Newton of the preachings and protest of the
Frankfort Council and doctors of the time of Charlemagne (his object being to
make Jf'tildo's and the IVdldensinns' protest the second angel) ; Vitringa of the
preaching of the earliest Doctors of the Reformation, especially Luther.—Even
in the case of Vitringa's interpretation, (which Mr. Bickcrsteth follows) how
comparatively inapt as a fulfilment of the prefiguration, " I saw an angel /y in

the midst of heaven, having the everlasting Gospel to preach to them that dwell
on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people," &c.

2 Luther however had expected it. In his Colloq. Mensal. p. 89, he says

:

" The world will help the Popedom up again, through neglect and despising of
its privileges -, then will follow soon the day of judgment."

3 I might now (Oct. 184.')) perhaps say, of the three Angels. See Note 2,

p. 72. 2nd Ed.
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protestation that they respectively prefigure, and, on the

other, of those of the three evil spirits like frogs,— the

spirits of infidelity, popery, and anti-christian priest-

craft,— the result of the whole is to be preparing

the world the better to understand the Lord's contro-

versy with professing Christendom ; and so to recognize

the reason and justice of his actings, in the quickly

coming battle of what is called presently after by God's

own Spirit' the great day of God Almighty.

CHAPTER III.

A GENERAL SKETCH OF THE COMING FUTURE, AS

GIVEN IN THE APOCALYPTIC PROPHECY, DOWN TO

THE BEGINNING OF THE MILLENNIUM. ApOC. xiv.

9—20, and xvi. 16— xix. 21.

I propose in the present Chapter giving a brief general

sketch of the future, as set forth in the Apocalyptic pre-

figurations of either series, down to the winepress- tread-

ing (the event immediately preceding the Millennium),

noted alike (for there can be but one wine-press treading)

in xiv. 18—20 of the one and xix. 15— 20 of the other :^

which common figure of the wine-press treading consti-

tutes a notable closing mark of chronological parallelism

at that point between the two series. I shall consider

in Apocalyptic order the briefer first. A running com-

ment will be added, with a view to illustrate the sym-

bols, to direct attention to certain important points in

the prophecies that might possibly otherwise be over-

looked, and to show what we may probably expect as

their fulfilment.— I purpose adding, in a separate Chap-

' Apoc. xvi. 14.—I say this in contradistinction to certain human i?npressions

as to its advent, foreshown as what would be previously entertained, alike by

the enemies of the Church and the Church itself, in Apoc. vi. 17, xii. 10.

2 So nearly all commentators.—Daubuz is the only one I know to differ. But

few will, I conceive, agree with him. And the incorrectness of the historical

interpretation of the Vials connected with his singular theory of a double vintage

is too obvious to iTeed refutation.
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ter, a notice of the latter part of the prophecy of

Daniel xi, xii, the only other continuous and chrono-

logical prediction in Scripture relating to the same pe-

riod : seeing that without this my exposition, which in

its concluding conjectural chronology is chiefly based

on Dan. xii,' might be deemed unsatisfactory and in-

complete.

§ 1.—THE PRIMARY AND BRIEFER SERIES OF PREFI-

GURATIONS OF THE FUTURE, DOWN TO THE WINE-
PRESS-TREADING BEFORE THE MILLENNIUM.

In the primary and briefer sketch of the progress of

events towards the consummation,—the same that 1

suppose to have been inscribed on the Part without-

written of the Apocalyptic scroll,—there occur the four

several symbolic pictures, or notices following."

1st then,—and next after that second flying Angel,

whose voice, as I observed shortly since, we seem already

to have heard begun in the Church, with its warning
against Papal Rome, and denunciation of its corruptions

and impending fall,—St. John beheld in vision a third

Angel flying abroad in mid-heaven, in the wake of the

^ I mean with regard to the idea of seventy-five years intervening between
the incipient or primary ending of the 1260 years of prophecy, and their final

and complete termination :—seventy-five years being the interval between Da-
niel's 12G0 and 1335 years. See Vol, iii. p. 253.

- The passage containing the two first of these notices is as follows,

9, "And a third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man
worship tlie beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his

hand. 10. lie too* shall drink of the wine of the wratli of God, which is poured
out without mixturet into tiiccup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented
with fire and brimstone, in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of
the Lamb : 11. and the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever :

and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the Beast and his image, and
whosoever roccivetii the mark of his name,

12. Here is the patience of the saints : here are they that keep the command-
ments of God, and the faith of Jesus,

13. And I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the
dead which die in the Lord from henceforth : Yea, saith the Spirit, that they
may rest from their labours ; and their works do follow them."

«ai auTos irifTai. f re KiKfpa<rfjL(VB MparB. I
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former two ; with not only a warning voice against

worshipping the Beast and his image, but a declaration

also of the impending end of such worshippers, as

doomed to drink of the bitter wine ^ of the wrath of

God, and to be tormented with fire and sulphur before

the holy angels and the Lamb ; the smoke of which
torment would ascend up for ever.—A prefiguration

which seems to me to require, in order to its fulfilment,

1st, a general agreement among Christ's faithful Pro-

testant servants of what is meant both by the Beast and
the Beasfs Image ; 2ndly, a general and strong impres-

sion among them, as to the punishment of such as might
worship or obey the one or the other being a punish-

ment hy fire, and that as imminent as terrible; 3dly, a

public, notorious, and general outcry of warning to this

effect throughout Christendom,—Protestant Christen-

dom at least,—with its vast colonial dependencies.

—

And thus I consider the symbol to be as yet unfulfilled.^

While there has been for some three centuries a very

general agreement among Protestants on the sense of

the Apocalyptic Babylon, as signifying Papal Rome, and
of the Beast, as in some way or other (though here

opinions more vary) signifying the Popedom,^—on the

meaning of the Beast's Image opinions have not only

greatly varied, but its popularly known solutions been

1 KeKepaa-fievB aKpara' literally mixt unynixt

:

—unmixt in the sense (as Isa. i. 22)
of undiluted ; mixed, as the wine sometimes given to criminals before execution,

with sundry bitter ingredients. So Daubuz : who compares (as does also Mede)
Psalm Ixxv. 8 ;

" In the Lord's hand is a cup, and the wine is red : it is full of

mixture, and He poureth out of the same : as to the dregs thereof all the wicked
of the earth shall wring them out, and drink them." Compare too Isa. xxix. 9,
" They are drunken, but not with wine :'' Isa. li. 21 ;

" Hear, thou drunken, but
not with wine; I have taken out of thine hand the cup of trembling, even the

dregs of the cup of my fury," &c : and finally Jer. xxv. 15 ; "Take the wine-
cup of this fury at my hand, and cause all the nations to whom I send thee to

drink it."

^ [So written in my first Edition, published Jan. 1844. But see Note 2 on the

next page.]
3 From the time of the Reformation. Indeed the Waldenses so explained it

before.

Even they who explain the Beast of the secular Roman empire, as Faber, Cu-
ninghame, and Bickersteth, do yet so view that empire as animated and directed

by the Papacy, that their interpretation virtually, and to all practical purposes,

tends to the same point as that of those who with myself explain it, or its ruling

head, of the line of popes.
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one and all thus far most unsatisfactory.^ The reader will

long ere this have become acquainted with, and judged

respecting my own view of it, as signifying the General

Councils of Papal Christendom, very chiefly the Council

of Trent. Should this (or any otherj impress itself on

the mind of the Christian public as clearly true, and,

together therewith, a sense of the imminent danger of

deferring to Pope or Councils, as authorities co-ordinate

with God's own written word, such as to force a loud

and general outcry of warning against it, then we may
consider the fulfilment of the vision begun. ^—I suspect

that a chronological parallelism will prove in the event

to exist between this vision and the conclusion of that of

the three frogs in the other series. It is in the Councils

that the living antitype to the Apocalyptic False Prophet

(the third of those three unclean spirits) seeks its coun-

tervail to the authority of the word of God. After then

that this spirit has come in like a flood, may we not

expect that a standard of opposing truth, perhaps drawn
in part from the very prophecy before us, will be raised

against it, so that all that 2uill see shall see ?

2. After this a voice from heaven was heard by

St. John to follow, saying, " Write, Blessed are the

dead which die in the Lord from henceforth;" &c. In

which voice the words from henceforth blessed, or, as

they may be rendered, /ro?>?. tijne near at hand,^ referred

to, I conceive, and indicated the near approach of the

grand epoch of blessedness predicated in Scripture of

departed saints : I mean the blessedness of their reward
and joy at Christ's coming. For it is the imminent

' See my Note 3, p. 180, Vol. iii. The solution offered by Mr. Fyshe and
myself has not, I imagine, been yet at all generally known.

- [Since the publication of my first edition I believe that my interpretation of
the Beast's Image has made decisive progress. 1 have received strong testimonies
respecting it ; and not the shadow of an argument of any weight has been brought
against it. The futility of Mr. Arnold's attack on it may be mentioned in proof.
2nd Edit. Oct. 1845.]

'* So Mede : comparing Matt, xxiii. 3!t; " From henceforth (air' apri) ye shall

not see me," &c : i. c. fiot from the precise moment of his speaking, but from a
time near it. 'I'hcre is, howtvcr, a certain difference in the senses of oTrapn.

Compare Matt. sxvi. 29, 04, John i. CA, xiii. 19, xiv. 7.
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nearness of a judgment according to works (in this case

of reward) that Apocalyptic analogy suggests as the in-

tent of the accompanying phrase, " Their works follow

them :"'—even though the " rest" spoken of be construed

to mean that of the grave or the separate state ; and not

(as it too might be) that which at present remains for

the people of God,^ and which they are to enter on not

until Christ's " revelation in flaming fire, taking ven-

geance on them that know not God."^ On which
cheering truth the injunction, Write this, imphes^ that

there will be some deep and stirring impression in the

true Church of Christ, at the time answering to the

vision.—Such I beheve with Mede to be the sense of the

vision ; a behef grounded on its own evidence, and con-

firmed by that of the context immediately following. It

cannot surely figure a revelation of the peaceful rest of

Christ's saints /rom immediately after death, in opposi-

tion to the Romish purgatorial doctrine, so as some
have explained it.^ In that case the phrase would rather

have been /rom after death, so as to include «// the dead
saints ; not /rom henceforth, so as only to apply to those

whose death was yet future. Nor can it well mean
simply that persecution would be at the time figured so

severe, or coming judgments so fearful, as to make death

a happy refuge from them.^ Where then the distinc-

tiveness of the vision ? For, although doubtless another

notice, just previously given, did intimate that it is to

be eminently an aera of trial both to the faith and the

patience of Christ's true saints : and one to show very

notably whether they will keep, as their one rule of
action, " the commands of God," and of doctrine, " the

faith of Jesus," yet many such times of trial had been

1 So ia the case of Babylon, xviii. 5, it is said, " Her sins (TiKoAsdrjcrav) have
followed up to heaven," at an epoch when her destruction was imminent.

^ Heb. iv. 9, &c : where the word iT&fifiaTi(riJ.os is used, as one parallel to /cara-

iravais used ib. iv. 1, 3, &c.
^ 2 Thess. i. 7 ; "To you that are troubled rest {avecrivj with us when," &c.
"* See Apoc. x. 4, and my comment.
^ Newton, Scott, &c. See Brooks, page 64.
" So Vitringa, comparing Jer. xxii. 10; " Weep not for the dead, neither be-

moan him
; but weep sore for him that goeth away ; for he shall return no more,

nor see his native cotHitrv."
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before.— I cannot but add that the intimation seems to

me to imply a settlement of the great premillennial ques-

tion. For how could the saints' blessedness and reward

be viewed as imminent, if a millennium of the spiritual

evangelization of the world were expected to precede it ?

3. Next appeared a symbolization' of what is called

the harvest of the earth : a harvest followed immediately

by what is designated as its vintage. So the type of

things natural is here used, as often elsewhere also, in

the figuration of things spiritual :—the same succession

and order characterizing these providential ingatherings

of the mystical earth's fruits, which characterized the

natural ingatherings in the land of Israel.^

But what the nature of the harvest figured ? Was it

one of mercy, or of judgment ? of the good, or of the

had ? On this point commentators differ : the majority

of the best-known living expositors taking it, I believe,

in the /ormer view,^ the majority of their predecessors in

the latter.'^ The symbol, we must observe, is of itself

1 The passage is as follows.

xiv. 14. "And I looked, and behold a white cloud: and upon the cloud one
sate like unto a son of man ;* having on his head a golden crown, f and in his

hand a sharp sickle. 15. And another angel came out of the temple, crying with
a loud voice to him that sate on the cloud, Thrust in+ thy sickle, and reap : for

the time is come for thee to reap : for the harvest of the earth is ripe.§ IG. And
he that sate on the cloud thrust in || his sickle on the earth : and the earth was
reaped."

^ The barley harvest was finished at the Passover, when the sanctifying homer
was presented ; the wheat harvest at the Pentecost, when the first-fruits were
offered ; the vintage not until the Feast of Tabernacles, at the end of the ecclesi-

astical year, and of the crops.
^ E. g. Mr. Cuninghame and Mr. Bickersteth. T\\q former considers it as the

gathering of such of his saints to Christ, on his coming in the air, as answer to

the palm-bearers of chap, vii : for, if I rightly understand him, he has adopted
the singular theory of two distinct translations of the saints alive at his advent.
See his Work, pp. 322, 323. The latter (on Prophecy, p. 363) calls it, "The
harvest odncrcy," in contradistinction to "the vintage of wrath." Mr. Cuning-
hame refers to Sir I. Newton and liishop Horslcy as agreeing in this view.
Bishop Jebb too adopts it. On verses 15 to 18, he says :

" Put in thy sickle to

the cvrii of the just, and the vine of the unjust." And so again Mr. Brooks.

—

Mr. Faber is an exception.
* E. g. Mede, Vitringa, Bishop Newton. Daubuz advances the singular theory

of the symbol signifying the separation of the good (i. e. good in profession)

from the bad, at the Reformation.

* Sfioiov via) avOpaiire' without the article. So in all the manuscrijits.

t Tffavov xp^i^ti"- X neiJ.\pov literally send. § e^-npavdrj, dried.

II
Or, threw his sickle ; e0a\fu
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indeterminate. In our Lord's notable parable,—which
ends with the explanatory statement, " The harvest is

the end of the world (aiuvoc, age), the reapers are the

angels,"^—there is described a two-fold produce, of wheat

and of tares, as alike grown up in the harvest-field ; and
a two-fold reaping correspondent, of judgment and of

reward,—the former, it seems, to precede the latter :

" Gather ye together first the tares, and bind them in

bundles to burn them ; but gather the wheat into my
barn." Similarly St. Paul speaks of men reaping at the

last what they sow, in two different kinds of harvest

:

" He that soweth to the flesh shall of the flesh reap

destruction ; but he that soweth to the Spirit shall of

the Spirit reap life everlasting."^ Thus the circumstance

of our Lord's having on one occasion spoken, in alto-

gether a good sense, of " the fields being white unto

harvest,"^—with reference, however, not to men's pre-

paredness for gathering into his heavenly kingdom, but

only into the kingdom of grace in its preparatory earthly

state,—and again in St. Mark having said of the good
seed of the kingdom, " When the fruit is brought forth,

immediately he putteth in the sickle, because the harvest

is come,""^ cannot decide the present question. In these

two passages it is the context which determines the na-

ture of the seed, and of the harvest. And it is similarly

from the context of the present passage that we must
decide the nature of the harvest here intended.

And, after considering this, I find myself forced to view

the harvest as one of judgment. 1st. The circumstance

of its being called the harvest of the earth ^ strikingly

points to this conclusion : the term earth being always,

as Jerome observes, used in the Apocalypse in a bad
sense ;

^ and the saints noted in it as not of an earthly

citizenship, but heavenly.''—2. To the same eff^ect is the

designation of the reaping sickle as a sharp one. For the

Apocalypse is a book peculiarly select in its epithets :

' Matt. xiii. 39.
- Gal. vi. 8. 3 John iv. 35. • Mark iv. 29.

'^ 6 efpKTfxos T7)s yrjs. 6 See my Note 3 at p. 385 of Vol. i.

^ So Apoc. xiii, fi, &c.—Compare Phil, iii, 20.
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and surely this would be a strange epithet to designate

a gathering painless and most blessed, such as Enoch's

and Elijah's, of the then living saints to their heavenly

home.'—3. The dried state of the produce at the time

when the sickle is put in to cut it, " Thrust in thy

sickle and reap ; for the time is come for thee to reap,

for the harvest of the earth is dried up,'' (so it is in the

original,)^—forbids the idea of its being a harvest of

wheat, or other good produce. Does the agriculturist

wait his corn being dried up before reaping it ? Alike

Scripture and profane writers, the ancient and the mo-
dern husbandry, rule the thing otherwise.' Thus the

lexicographer infers from the simple word ^yi^ooOri that a

harvest of judgment is here intended.^— 4. Nor is such a

use of the harvest-emblem unknown in other prophecies.^

Especially in the only parallel one where the symbols of

harvest and vintage are conjointly used, in symboliza-

tion of the events of the great consummation, viz. in

Joel iii. 13, there cannot be a doubt, I conceive, as to

the one, as well as the other, being symbols ofjudgment.
" Let the heathen be awakened, and come up to the

valley of Jehoshaphat : for there will I sit to judge all

the heathen round about. Put ye in the sickle, for the

harvest is ripe come, get you down, for the press is

full, the fats overflow ; for their wickedness is great."

' To the same effect the epithet sharp is applied to the instrument used pre-

sently after in the vintage, as a sickle oijudgment. Daubuz (p. 646) allows that

this its designation implies something violent and painful in the act done by it;

and so explains it of the wars of the Reformation. - e^-npavdv-

^ The Scriptural view of the time for cutting the corn, is given in two pas-

sages a little while since referred to :—the one, John iv. 35, where the fields are
said to have been " irliita unto the harvest ;" the other, Mark iv. 29, where the
harvest-time is said to have come, and the sickle to be immediately put in, drav
TrapaSa) d Kapiros, i. c. when the fruit hath put itself forth, as come to maturity.
See Sctilcusner on TrapaSiSoi^i.— Compare what is said of the dried state of a
plant as dead, Matt. xiii. G, James i. 11, 1 Peter i. 24.
Of classic writers I shall quote with Daubuz from I'lrgil and Columella. The

former (Eclog. iv) notes the time to be when " Molli paulatim flavescet campus
arista:'' where mark the molli, as well as the flavescet. The latter writes;
"jEqualiter flavcscentibus jam satis, antequam ex toto grana indurescant, ciim
rubicundum colorem traxerint, messis facienda est."—And Pliny, " Oraculum
biduo celerius mcssem facerc, potius quilm biduo serius." Nat. Hist, xviii. 30.

*• " Ex multorum intcrpretum scntentia per metaphoram innuitur ad paenam
mnturuisse adversarios religionis Christiana;, mensur& peccatorum implet^ : quod
magis verisimile est," &c. Schlcusner on Hr/paifto.

* E. g. Isa. xvii. r>, 11, (cited by Mede) spoken of a harvest of sorrow.
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In fact it is scarcely possible to read this passage without

an impression of its being the actual original of the Apo-
calyptic imagery of the harvest and the vintage ; relating

to the same events, and marking their character.

Thus, on the whole, I conclude confidently on the

harvest of the earth here figured depicting the first grand

act of the judgments of the consummation on Antichris-

tendom ; as the vintage was meant to signify the second.

And, judging from what we find stated in the other

series of Apocalyptic prophecy, and its two-fold distinc-

tion of the judgments of the consummation into one

hyjire on Babylon, and a second by fire and the sword

on the Beast and hisfollowers, I cannot hesitate at iden-

tifying this harvest of the earth with the first-mentioned

judgment of burning.^ I am confirmed in this by the

e^ripavBri, thc dried up state of the figured harvest. For

the dry and noxious weed is fit only for burning.'^ So
Tichonius, " Aruit messis terrge, id est ad combustionem

parata est."^ Let me add a very unintended comment
from the cyclical Letter of a Roman Pope ; where he

speaks of the harvest-field of Christendom appearing,

like afield grown over with weeds, " rather dried up in

preparation for burning, than white in preparation for har-

vest.""*—If the earth itself have to suffer, as in the time

of Noah, with its evil produce ; what wonder? " The
earth which drinketh in the rain that cometh oft upon

it, and bringeth forth herbs meet for them by whom it

is dressed, receiveth blessing from God : but that which

beareth thorns and briers is rejected, and is nigh unto

cursing ; whose end is to be burned."^

1 Such is very much the view of Mede and Vitringa.

2 Compare the Jewish proverb, " If they do these things in a green tree, what
shall be done in the dry ? " Luke xxiii. 31 : also John xv. 6, " It is cast forth as

a branch, and is withered {e^Tjpai^erj) ; and men gather them, and cast them into

the fire, and they are burned. Compare too the burning of " all that grew on

the ground," in the case of Sodom. Gen. xix. 25.

3 Horn. xii. ad fin.

* " Agerque potius arescere videatur ad ignem, qukm albescere inveniatur ad

messem." Pope Gregory X's Letter. Hard.vii. 669.

So too, I see, Bernard, in his Letter to Pope Eugenius, ii. 6, De Considera-

tione ;
" Leva oculos, et vide regiones, si non sunt magis sicca ad ignem, qukm

alhae ad messem."—And somewhat similarly also Hermas, of old, in his 3rd and
4th Similitudes. - ^ Heb. vi. 7, 8.
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This main point of the vision settled, we need not to

be long detained by its details.—It was one like a son

of man, sitting on a white cloud, that appeared holding

the sharp sickle of execution, and to whom the charge

was transmitted from the inner temple, '* Thrust in thy

sickle, for the harvest is ripe." And both his likeness

to a son of man,' and the white lightning-cloud^ his cha-

riot,^ concurred to point out the God-man, Christ Jesus,

as the person intended.—Yet not so as to indicate this

being the occasion of his great predicted second advent

with the clouds of heaven, when every eye shall see him.

We must remember that the visibility of Christ to the

Evangelist here in vision, no more shows that he would

be personally visible at the time and in the events so

foreshown, than his appearance in an earlier part of the

Apocalyptic visions robed in a cloud, and with his face

shining as the sun ;^ which we know was to symbolize

the spiritual discovery of his gospel-grace and salvation

at the Reformation. I conceive it was intended to de-

signate Christ as the great initiator of the final judg-

ments, just as the subsequent notice of his treading the

wine-press^ marked him out as their completor : agree-

ably with his declaration ;
" The Father judgeth no man,

but hath committed all judgment unto the Son."^—The
golden crown that he wore, implied his having come forth

in the character of a conquering warrior over his ene-

mies :''—so is each symbol of power, at first attached to

the world's potentates, now transferred in the figuration

to their rightful owner^.—As to the Angel's cry to him
^ Compare John v. 27, where the article before son is also wanting.
- KiVKt] vi<p(\7]. Compare the Aewos f^as-pa-muiv of Luke ix. 29.

^ " He makcth the clouds his chariot." Psahn civ. 3. Vitringa compares
Isa. xix. 1, where the Lord is said to ride on a swift cloud to execute judgn»ent
on Egypt.—See too Note 2, Vol. ii. p. 38. • Apoc. x. 1. » Apoc. xix. 15.

" John V. 22.— It is possible that this vision may also have allusion to Christ's
statement, in his memorable prophecy of the end of the world. Matt, xxiv, 30,
" And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven ; and then shall
all the tribes of the earth mourn :"—i. e. if, as some think, the sign of his coming
be something distinct from, and the immediate precursor of, his coming itself.

^ Compare Isa. ix. 5 ;
" For every battle of the warrior is with confused noise,

and garments rolled in blood ; but this shall be with burning and/«c/ offire. For
unto us a child is born, &c. And the government shall be on his shoulder :" &c.

^ See Vol. i. p. 106. So too in the other prophetic series, to be considered in
the next Section of this Chapter.
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from out of the sanctuary of the divine presence, de-

claring the time of the harvest-judgment to have fully

come,^ it well illustrates another of Christ's sayings, in

his prophecy of the judgments attendant on the second

advent. " Of that day and hour knoweth no one ; no
not the angels that are in heaven, nor the Son:'' (i. e.

not in his human character, as a Son of Man :)
" but

the Father only." (Mark xiii. 32.)

So He that sat on the cloud cast down his sharp sickle

upon the earth ; and the earth was reaped.

4thly,—and finally, as depicted (if my view be correct)

on the outside of the Apocalyptic scroll, —there followed

a vision of the earth's vintage and ivinepress-treading ;-

in figuration of judgment unto blood, as all allow, very

dreadful ; the last judgment visible upon this earthly

scene (as the vintage was the last natural gathering)

against apostate Christendom.^

The vine to be gathered was called " the vine of the

earth:'' and designated, I imagine, first and chiefly, the

Ecclesiastical Body and Church of Anti-Christendom
;

inclusive, however, of its chief secular supporters also.*

Like as of ancient Judah, so of Christendom it might have

^ The circumstance of the harvest of wickedness having grown more than

ripe, as the word e^-npavBrj seems to indicate, marks the prolonged forbearance

of God.
2 17. " And another angel came out of the temple which is in heaven, he also

having a sharp sickle. 18- And another angel came out from the altar, which

had power over the fire ; and cried with a loud voice to him that had the sickle,

saying, Thrust in thy sharp sickle, and gather the clusters of the vine of the

earth ; for her grapes are fully ripe. 19. And the angel thrust in his sickle into

the earth, and gathered the vine of the earth, and cast it into the great wine-

press of the wrath of God. 20. And the wine-press was trodden without the

city ;
and blood came out of the wine-press, even unto the horses' bridles, by

the space of a thousand and six hundred furlongs."
3 With these two great judgments of the consummation,—that of the harvest

and that of the vintage,—against apostate Christendom, we may compare the

two consummatory acts of judgment against the Jews, whereby their total sub-

version as a nation was effected : viz. 1st, the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus;

2nd, the tremendous slaughter of their armies and people, fifty years after, by

Hadrian. In which latter, after the battle of Bittera, the Magistri in the Codex

Taanith of the Jerusalem Targum, adopting, very remarkably, the Apocalyptic

language here used, say that " blood flowed up to the horses' noses for 1600

stadia." Vitringa, p. 902, quotes this from Lightfoot.
* So the Jewish vine signified, I conceive, the Jewish nation as a church, and

with church privileges. See the figure in Isa. v.
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been said, " I planted thee a noble vine, wholly a right

vine : how then art thou turned into the degenerate plant

of a strange vine unto me ?" ' For too soon, notwith-

standing all its privileges, the Christian Church and

people apostatized; " their vine degenerating into the

vine of Sodom, their grapes becoming grapes of gall,

their clusters bitter, and their wine the poison of dra-

gons."'^ For a greatly protracted period the long-suffer-

ing of God was foreshown as bearing with it. But now
that period was over : its clusters were more than ripe

;

and its fated time of punishment, like that of the Jewish

vine long before it,^ fully come.—The agent in the pre-

liminary act of gathering the vine's clusters, appeared in

the vision to be an Angel with a sharp sickle or pruning-

hook in hand, issuing forth from the inner temple in

heaven. By his egress thence the divine origin of the

coming judgment was intimated, just as in the previous

cases of the judgments under the Trumpets and the

Vials ;* by the sharpness of the sickle, the severity of

the judgment intended.^—As to the Angel that had to

announce to the one just mentioned the precise moment
for his putting in the sickle of execution, (such is the

division of offices among the angelic hosts in God's pro-

vidential government,) his description is remarkable both

as being the one " that had authority over the fire,'"^ (that

is the altar-fire,) and as appearing to come forth " from

out of the altar."' He answered evidently in the heavenly

* Jer. ii. 21.—Just before Judah had been represented by the prophet as an
unfaithful wife. So tliat there is a similar variety of images to figure Judah's
apostacy there, with wliat we find to figure Christendom's apostacy here ;—in

one place as a harlot, in another as a corrupt vine.
- Deut. xxxii. 32.—Compare one of the Apocalyptic designations of Anti-

christendom as " the great city which is spiritually called Sodom;" Apoc. xi. 8.

Another represented it as the nominal but apostate Israel ; Apoc. vii.—See too
A. Clarke on Isa. v. 2.

•• Isa. V. .'), C— In Matt. xxi. 33 the figure is varied. '' Apoc. viii. 2, xv. 6.

* See what I have said on the reaper's sharp sickle just before.—The word
Speiravov is used in ancient authors as well for the instrument of pruning or cut-

ting shrubs, as for reaping. See Daubuz ad loc. p. 652 ; who quotes Aristides
Quintilianus saying, us KXrif^a Spfiravw re/xei/. Also Virgil Bucol. iv. " Non
rastros patietur humus, non vinea falcem :" and Horace, Od. i. 31, " Premam
Galena falce quibus dcdit Fortuna vitem :" &c.

^ €xw^' 6|H0'iai' eirt tb irvpos.

• f^r)\9ev (K Ts 6vaiaTr)pte. Observe e«, not airo.
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temple of vision to those Levitical priests of the Jewish

earthly temple, whose office it was to keep the sacred

fire ever burning on the altar, in order to the consump-
tion of the daily holocausts and of the voluntary burnt-

offerings and peace-offerings ; as well as also to look to

the ashes left from the burning, and take charge of them

as sacred things.' Thus his bearing part in the prefigured

judgment might seem to indicate two things respecting

it. 1st. It indicated that it was as a sacrifice to the

divine justice that the vine was to be gathered, and its

clusters trod in the wine-press
;

(very much as in a

famous, and I believe not uncorrespondent prophecy of

Ezekiel,^ as well as in that of Apoc. xix. 17, and others

also :^)—the heaven-derived altar-fire* being the perpe-

tual visible symbol among the Jews of God's justice

;

and of its preparedness to consume all except those that

might have made a covenant with Him in his own ap-

pointed way by sacrifice,^ and, through faith in the sub-

stituted offering of the Lamb of God, saved themselves.

2. It pointed to one special cause of God's wrath against

the earth's inhabitants,—namely, their slaughter of the

martyrs : whose ashes, as of acceptable self-devoted

holocausts, mixed with those of the great propitiatory

burnt-offering, had long been accumulating (under this

Angel's charge, it is to be supposed) beside the Apoca-

' Lev. vi. 9— 13.—With regard to the altar-fire, he had to supply it with

wood every morning. With regard to the ashes, consumed with the burnt-

offering, it was his direction first, and while in his linen garments, to put them
beside the altar ; then in other garments to carry them away to a clean place

without the camp.—This was quite a different office from that alluded to in

Apoc. viii. 3 [\ beg attention to this point) of receiving and offering incense.
- Ezek. xxxix. 17.

^ E. g. Isa. xxxiv. 6. In Apoc. xix. 17, the image is that of a supper. But the

banquet and the sacrifice were, as is well known, continually united ; both under
the Jewish religion, and under those too of the heathen.—Daubuz observes on
the frequent application of sacrificial words, such as dvoi, macfo, &c, to the

slaughter of enemies : e, g. by Virgil, " Pallas te hoc vulnere, Pallas immolat :"

also how in some cases, as that of the slaughter of the Midianite by Phinehas
(Numb. XXV. 13), it was accepted as a propitiatory offering.

Let me add in illustration, Jer. xxv. 30, where after notice of the wine-cup of
God's fury being given to the nations, it is said, " The Lord shall roar for his

holy habitation ; he shall give a shout, as they that tread the grapes, against all

the inhabitants of the earth."
* See my observations, including Note 3, at p. 176 of my 3rd Volume.

5 Psalm 1. 5.

VOL. IV,
"

G
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lyptic altar. Already early in the drama a voice had

been heard by St. John from the souls of witnesses slain

for Christ beneath the altar, " Lord, how long dost thou

not avenge our blood on those that dwell on the earth :

"

and it was then said that they were to wait for this

avenging, till a second and additional band of martyrs

had been completed in number, besides themselves.^

As late as the third Vial a cry from the same point in-

dicated, that not the full predicted vengeance, but only

a preliminary judgment, had then begun. ^ Now how-
ever, (and perhaps with some last notable act of mar-

tyrdom marking the epoch,) the cry of this x\ngel, coming
out from the interior of, or hollow beneath the altar, pro-

claimed that their number was completed,—their mo-
ment of full avenging come ;—the asserted power of the

two witnesses to bring down fire from heaven against their

injurers to consume them,^ about to be fearfully illustrated

before the world;—and the earth to disclose her blood,

and no more cover her slain."*

As to the remaining particulars of the figuration, we
may observe in passing, that the gathering of the vine's

clusters by the Angel's sharp pruning-hook, and the

casting them into the wine-press of the wrath of God,
seemed to indicate acts preparatory to the ivinepress-

treading ;^ the former, perhaps, meaning some signal

separation by sharp judgments of Antichrist's members
from those of Christ ; the latter, the over-ruling of their

own wicked wills, ^ and of the plans of the evil spirits'

possessing them, to accomplish the gathering of the anti-

christian body to the fated field of vengeance.—What the

locality of that field we may perhaps better conjecture

' Apoc. vi. 11. See Vol. i. p. 196, &c.
2 Apoc. xvi. 7 : where the text of Scholz and Griesbach is remarkable, riKBcra

T8 Bva-iaTTipiB KeyovTos, implying a voice from within or underneath the altar
;

especially as compared with the phraseology here used of the angel, f^r)\0ev en

re Ovaias-ripie.

3 Apoc. xi. 5. See Vol. ii. p. 201. •• Isa. xxvi. 21.
* So Uauhuz and others.

8 Compare Acts ii. 23 ;
" Him, being delivered by the determinate counsel

and foreknowledge of God, ye have taken ;" &c.
7 I mean the three spirits like frogs, that gathered the kings of the earth to

Armageddon. Apoc. xvi. 14, 16.
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after comparing some other prophecies ; so as will be

done at the end of the Chapter on Daniel next following.

Two things seem clear about it :— 1st, that the treading-

floor, as all admit, can scarce be different from the Arma-
geddon of the other series of Apocalyptic prophecy :

—
2nd, that its description here as " without the city,''' (a

figure in itself very appropriate, let me observe, as both

the king's and other wine-presses of old were actually

situated outside the walls of Jerusalem,^) is a character-

istic that agrees well with that prediction in Apoc. xix,

which represents the Beast and his adherents as slain by

Christ after the destruction of Babylon, the great city,

and consequently away from it.—As to the inference

drawn by many commentators, from the circumstance

of blood being said to flow out from this wine-press for

1600 furlongs, up to the horses' bridles, and 1600 fur-

longs being also about the length of the Holy Land,

from Dan to Beersheba,^— I say as to their inference

from these premises to the effect of the whole length of

that Holy Land being the destined field of slaughter,-^

it seems to me hardly warranted by the prophetic lan-

guage. For the number 1600 is, as sundry patristic as

well as other expositors have observed, a square number J^

And both the circumstance of wine-fats,—^square it

might be, or of other shape,—dug in the earth or rock,

being a constant appendage of the natural wine-press,^

1 So Daubuz. In Zechariah's prophetic description of the re-habitation of

Jerusalem in its fullest ancient esftent, it is said, " The land shall be inhabited

from the tower of Hananeel to the king's wine -presses." Zech. xiv. 10. On
which phrase Kimchi says, "The threshing-floor and the wine-press."

^ Noted by Jerome ad Dardan.—Pliny makes the length of Palestine to be

189 miles. Nat. Hist. v. 13.

3 So Fuller in his Pisgah, Uterally, and others after him.

—

Daubuz adopts their

view as to its being the measure of Palestine ; but applies it figuratively, as sig-

nifying the length of the mystical apostate Israel ; i. e. the whole territorial ex-

tent of Antichristendom.

—

Mede suggests the fact of 1600 stadia being the length

also of the States of the Church in Italy, from Rome to Verona ; and so Fahcr.
^ " Quadratum satis amplum." Vitringa, after the old interpreters Victori-

nus, Tichonius, Primasius.
* See A. Clarke on Isa. v. 2, " He made a wine-press in it," or rather icine-

fat ; Hebr. 2j7.^ The Septuagint rendering of the word is here irpoKiiviov, but in

four other places more properly viroKr\viOv ; viz. Isa. xvi. 10, Joel iii. 13, Hag. ii.

16, and Zech. xiv. 10. Thetoine-press itself, Clarke observes, (in Latin the tor-

ci/lar or calcaforium) is in Hebr. called nS. or TTITQ. Near it was the lacvs

;
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and that of their being expressly mentioned in the pa-

rallel figurative prophecy of Joel, (" Come, get you
down, for the press^ is full, the fats "^ overflow, for their

wickedness is great,") concur to make it probable that

in the Apocalyptic picture this appendage of the wine-fat

was not wanting, and that the 1600 furlongs expressed

its square. Supposing which to be the case, the depth

of blood mentioned might be that in the wine-fat ;—

a

uniform depth, and one gauged easily, and as usual

:

whereas, on the hypothesis of a stream of 1 600 furlongs

in length, it is hard to conceive how the depth should

not vary, but be still up to the horses' bridles throughout

the length of the 1 600 furlongs. Indeed I doubt the

words admitting that sense. ^—What the sg-ware intended,

if such it be, is a little dubious. If we take the number
1600 as the square of 40, then the area will be one of

5 miles to a side, equal to 25 square miles.^ If, on the

other hand, the 1600 furlongs be explained to give the

circuit of the square, 400 to each side,^—then the square

area will be vastly greater, being one, not of 5 miles to

each side, but 50. Even on the smaller scale the figure

would indicate tremendous slaughter.^—Its executor we
are told in another Apocalyptic prophecy is to be the

(Columella xii. 18. 3, Ovid. Fast. iv. 888 ;) a large open place, or vessel, which
by a conduit received the sweet (or blood of the grape) from the wine-press

;

and which in hot countries was often dug under ground, or out of the rock, for

coolness, that the heat might not cause too great a fermentation in it.—The
Greek word \-r)vos is used alike for either. See Schleusner on the word.

^ The expression in the original is elr]\Qiv aifxa e/c rrjs Krive axpi rwv x<i^iv<»f

Tuv iTnrwv airo s-aSiwv x'^iodv f^aKOffiaiv. And the parallel passage adduced to
justify this use of the awo, is John xi. 18, " Bethany was nigh Jerusalem, its ano
s-adiuv SeKatrevTf, about fifteen furlongs of." To which we may add John xxi.

8; and also Arrian ; 'T-irepKfirat Se auTTjsoTro r p i od v jjfjLfpuv ttoAis ^avri,

Kai fj.(T' oAAos ei/j/ea rififpas Atpap. But this is the distance of an extreme point.
And were the analogy of these passages followed, the rendering here would be,
" At the distance of 1600 stadia from the wine-press the blood was up to the
horses' bridles :"—in which case how infinitely deeper must it have been at the
wine-press itself.

* This idea of the square I have not seen elsewhere. And I ought to offer some
parallel passage to justify it :—some one where a numeral of measure, without
the word square added, does yet mean squai-e measure : which however I cannot
recollect.

* So the old expositors mentioned, as before observed, by Vitringa. " Quater
enim quadrigenti," says Tichonius, " sunt IGOO."

^ It would be a winefat of the size of ancient Rome or modern London.
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Word of God, the Lord Jesus.' For he it is that is

there described to tread the wine-press of the wrath of

God ; being the Omega, as well as Alpha, of the judg-

ments of the consummation. With which other de-

scription of the great winepress-treading the present is

connected not otherwise only, and by general resem-

blance of the main subject, but also by that singular

standard of measure, "up to the horses' bridles." For
it indicates horses and horsemen to be present on the

scene of slaughter ; the same fact that appears promi-

nently also in the picture of the winepress-treading de-

scribed in Apoc. xix : this latter being executed on " them

that sate on horses," among others in the Beast's army,^

by Him that sat on the white horse ; and with his saints,

—themselves on white horses likewise,—following him.^

So ends the briefer sketch first given to St. John in

the rapid concluding evolution of the writing without on

the Apocalyptic scroll : the same of which the chief ob-

ject was a supplementary prefigurative description of the

Beast from the abyss. In resuming however the

original and fuller series of prefigurations, a much fuller

revelation was made of its deeply interesting subjects ; to

the which we must now turn.

4 2.

—

the fuller apocalyptic prefiguration of

things yet future, down to the wine-press
treading before the millennium.

In the Part within-ivritten of the Apocalyptic scroll,^

containing its chief and fullest series of visions, the pre-

^ Apoc. xix. 15.
^ lb. 18 ;

" that ye may eat the flesh of kings, and of captains, and of horses,

and of them that sit on them.'' ^ lb. 11, 14.
* I subjoin the Apocalyptic passage about to be commented on, Apoc. xvi.

17—21.
17. " And the seventh Angel poured out his Vial upon the air: * and there

* The readijig of Scholz, Griesbach and Tregelles is tirt rev aipa.
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figurations, up to the end of chap, xvi, were thus seen

to proceed.

1. After the vision of the three spirits like frogs issu-

ing forth " to gather the kings of the earth to the war

of the great day of God Almighty," and the warning

voice from heaven, " Behold I come as a thief,"—of both

which I spoke in my last chapter, as probably even now
fulfilling,—after this, I say, and a further notice* (pro-

bably anticipative^) of the three spirits effecting their

object so far as to gather these kings to a place called in

Hebrew Armageddon,—i. e. The Mountain of Gathering,

Mountain of Destruction, or Mountain of Delights, as

Grotius, Vitringa, and Brightman respectively explain it,

all with reference to its probable Hebrew etymology,^

came a great voice from the temple of heaven, from the throne, saying, It is

done. 18. And there were lightnings, and voices, and thunders : and there

was a great earthquake, such as was not since men * were upon the earth,

—

such an earthquake,t so great. 19. And the great city was divided into three

parts : and the cities of the nationsj fell. And great Babylon was remembered
before God, to give unto her tlie cup of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath.

20. And every island fled away; and the mountains were not found. 21. And
there fell$ upon men great hail out of heaven ; every stone about a talent's

weight. And the men blasphemed God because of the plague of the hail; for

the plague thereof was exceeding great."

' " And they gathered them together to a place called in the Hebrew tongue
Armageddon." Apoc. xvi. 16.—The nominative to avvrfyo-y^v (gathered them)
is evidently the rpia. irvivfxaTa (three spirits), spoken of in the verse but one
preceding as the gatherers ; according to the well-known rule of Greek grammar
(which rule however some commentators, as well as our English translators,

have overlooked) of a neuter noun plural requiring a verb in the singular.
2 As it is agreed on all hands that the war or battle of Armageddon must be

considered as taking place under the seventh Vial, and constituting the conflict

immediately prior to the judgment of the consummation, the notice here made
must cither be anticipative, or the eis construed in the sense of towards, so as in
Apoc. xii. G. See my Vol. ill. p. 34, Note 1.

3 Both Grotius and Vitringa derive it from "IH, a mountain, and TT2 which

signifies alike to destroy and to collect ; the former as in Dan. iv. 14, 23, in the
Chaldee, the latter as in Micah v. 1. Of these meetings Grotius adopts the
one for his etymology of jJrmageddon, Vitringa the other. Brightman derives
it from "in and l^Q & costly or precious thing : Mede from NDIH excidium,

and P"T2 turma.
It was probably from one of these words that Megiddo derived its name ; a town

of Manasseh, famous as the scene of the battle in which the good king Josiah was

* 6i avdpwnor perhaps the men ; so verse 21. f ttjXjkstos.

I roiv iQvwv a word used vii. 9, x. 1 1, xiv. 6, &c, where it may probably have
a meaning extending beyond the Roman world ; as well as xi. 2, 9, and xvii. 15,
where it seems used rcstrictedly of the Latinized Christians of the Popedom.

§ Literally, there /«//* ; Kara^aivn.
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and on which more hereafter/— the outpouring is de-

scribed as taking place of the seventh and last Vial of

judgment :—an outpouring it is said on the air, or atmos-

phere, of the Apocalyptic world ; the immediate sequel

of which was voices, and thunderings, and lightnings,

and a great earthquake such as had not been since the

men were upon the earth ; affecting the sea, or maritime

parts, as well as the mainland, causing the disruption of

the Great City into three parts, and attended with the

plague of a tremendous hailstorm, which however,

though so severe, was ineffectual to induce repentance

among the people : a yet more terrible judgment being

noted as following on Great Babylon (so the great City

is here first called) ; which now at length came up in

remembrance before God, " to give to her the cup of

the wine of the wrath of his anger,"

Of the earlier part of this prefiguration, the sense,

translated from symbols into realities, (realities yet fu-

ture, but apparently quickly coming,) seems to be this:

—that after a certain further progress of the three un-

clean spirits now abroad, (viz. as I conceive, those of in-

fidel democracy, popery, and antichristian priestcraft,)

such as to marshal their collective strength in Western
Christendom and its colonial dependencies, in hostility

against Christ's cause and Gospel, there will arise, all

suddenly and fearfully, some extraordinary convulsion,

darkening, and vitiation of hs political atmosphere ; the

permitted effect perhaps, in God's righteous judgment,

of the working to a crisis of those evil principles.—

I

killed by Pharaoh Necho, 2 Kings xxiii. 29 ; and also near to that of the battle

in which Sisera was overthrown by Barak, Judges v. 19. And some expositors

have supposed this precise place Men^'iddo to be intended by the Armageddon of

the prophecy ; or, if not so, a reference meant to one or other of the battles

fought near it. But there does not seem to me reason for these opinions. For
the name must, I conceive, be considered tmjstical, so as all the other appellatives

mentioned in the Apocalypse,—Sodom, Egypt, Babylon, Abaddon : and as to the

batiks, that of Barak and Sisera was scarcely of sufficient importance to be

singled out as a precedent ; and that of Josiah and Pharaoh Necho was of an
issue and character the direct reverse to that of Armageddon.

' Viz. on occasion of noticing the battle itself, at the conclusion of my next

Chapter on Daniel xi, xii.—Vitringa and others identify the conflict of the Valley

ofJchoshaphat, mentioned by Joel, with that of Armageddon. 1 purpose to notice

this point there also.
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explain the air in the vision to mean the European poli-

tical atmosphere, after the analogy of its Jirmament

;

which has heen construed on undoubted evidence, I

think, as the political firmament. And I speak of the

effect of the disturbance caused in this atmosphere by

the Vial's outpouring as of that three-fold character

;

because as the natural atmosphere, which constitutes the

symbol, is alike the region of storms, the medium through

which the heavenly luminaries shine on us, and the ele-

ment we breathe, a great disturbance wrought therein

may be expected to affect it in respect of each of these

functions,—somewhat as in that remarkable case alluded

to by Cowper :
^ which being so in the symbol, it seems

but reasonable to suppose the same in the thing symbo-

lized :—besides that in the only other instance in the

Apocalypse wherein the air is spoken of as affected,—viz.

on occasion of the issuing from the pit of the abyss of

the smoke and miasma of Mahometanism, " wdiereby the

sun and the air were darkened,"^—we know from his-

tory that there resulted an agitation and tainting of the

moral and political atmosphere of Greek Christendom,

through the spread of that false religion, as well as an
obscuration of the lights, or ruling authorities, in its

political heaven.—Such I conceive to be the chief thing

intended ; though it seems far from improbable that some
ominous derangement of the natural atmosphere may
furnish a literal accomplishment also nearly cotempo-
rary.-^ And doubtless under the judgment of the seventh

Vial we must expect this convulsion, vitiation, and dark-

ening of the political atmosphere of Western Europe to

be unprecedentedly awful : the very elements of thought,

and feeling, and social affection, and moral principle,

whereby society and its various polities are in God's

' And Nature seems with dim and sickly eye
To wait the close of all.

I have quoted this already in my Vol. iii. p. 289 ; and have stated in a Note
that it alludes to a very rcmarkahle fog, which covered both Europe and Asia
the whole summer of 1783 ; and which in one northern country of Europe pre-
vented the sun being seen for three years. ^ Apoc. ix. 2. See Vol. i. p. 411.

3 See Vol. iii. pp. 291—29.3.—Probably the cholera oi 1831 was not uncon-
nected with some electrical derangement of the natural atmosphere.
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wonderful wisdom constituted and preserved, being so

affected as altogether to intercept the influences of the

ruling lights or authorities in our system,— to minister

disease instead of health to the body politic,—and per-

haps, with terrible convulsions, to resolve society for a

while into its primary elements.^

Thus much as to the Vial on the air ; the only new
symbol in the figurations before us. With regard to

the thunders lightnings and voices of the vision, they

indicate of course wars and tumults following, so as

always elsewhere in the Apocalyptic prophecy : and the

notice of the tremendous hailstorm accompanying greatly

serves to aggravate the idea ; with perhaps this further

indication that France, the most northerly of the Papal

kingdoms,^ may again enact the part of the chief instru-

1 As the symbol of the air is a new one in the Apocalyptic visions, it may be
satisfactory to the reader to have the explanations of it given by two other com-
mentators,—one of an earlier age, one a cotemporary,—who have paid most
attention to the figure; viz. Vitringa and Mr. Cuninghame.

Vitringa, after noting that the word air is here to be taken in its largest sig-

nification, goes on thus to describe the effects (as he supposed them) of the Vial's

outpouring on it. " Ad Phialam banc efFusam tenelirEe obductae sunt coelo mys-
tico illius terree cujus impcrium sibi vindicaverat Bestia. Rectorcs utriusque
ordinis, qui'in hoc ccelo fulserant, de sedibus suis visi sunt deturbari :—omnia au-
tem in regimine politico et ecclesiastico illius magni Imperii eum in modum con-
turbari, ut aer deesset populo illius civitatis quem biberet, et h quo refocillaretur;

(sunt enim Principes et Rectores populorum, quatenus populos sibi subjectos
fovent, et in illos cur^ et institutione sua influunt, [Qu. inflant ?~\ veluti spiritus

oris populi, ut vocantur apud Jeremiam, Lam. v. 20 ;)—et aer ille conturbatus
locum faceret, et occasionem Deo praeberet, gravissimis illis judiciis quae Imperio
Bestise ad totalem statfls ejus subversionem decreverat." p. 988.

Mr. Cunivghame. " Ii is through the medium of the natural air, or atmos-
phere, that the natural sun, moon, and stars communicate to us their light, heat,

and influences : it is the same air which is in us the principle of vitality. Now,
through what air or atmosphere do the symbolic sun, moon, and stars, commu-
nicate to us their influences, light, and heat? I answer through the medium of
the political and ecclesiastical constitutions of the states. These constitutions ai-e

also the principle of vitality to the body politic." And thence he argues that
the outpouring of the seventh Vial is to be upon the political and ecclesiastical

constitution of the Roman Empire ; causing a tremendous agitation throughout
the government, destroying the general balance of power, and superinducing the
horrors of a political storm, pp. 435, 436.—There is no very great difference, it

will be seen, in our explanations.
2 See Vol. iii. pp. 282, 284.—Vitringa explains the hail-storm simply to indi-

cate a judgment immediately from heaven. He compares the hail which fell in

the seventh Egyptian plague, and that which fell on the Canaanites after Joshua's
victory at Gibeon, Joshua x. 1 1 ;—the latter especially without doubt a very
notable case for comparison :—also Isa. xxx. 30 :

" The Lord shall cause his

glorious voice to be heard ; and shall shew the lighting down of his arm, with the

indignation of his anger, and with the flame of a devouring fire, and with scat-

tering, and tempest^ and hail-stones."-^He might have added the case of Barak's
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mental operator of the plague ; very much as in the

earlier judgments of the seventh Trumpet,—For the re-

sult a most remarkable revolution is foreshown as des-

tined to befal the European Commonwealth ; viz. the

final breaking up of that decemregal form of the Papal

empire, which has now characterized it for near thirteen

centuries, into a new and tripartite form ; the tripartition

meant being probably, like the earlier separation of the

tenth of the city, conjointly religious and political.^ In

which form the Great City, or Rome,—including, I pre-

sume, both its subject Ecclesiastical State and the third

of the tripartition connected with it,—is to receive

its own peculiar final and appalling fate : as it is said,

" And great Babylon was remembered before God, to

give her the cup of the wane of the fierceness of his

wrath."—So that whensoever, after fearful wars and

convulsions, a tripartition like this shall take place in

the European commonwealth, it must be regarded as the

proximate sign, and very alarum bell to Christendom, of

the judgment, the great judgment, being then at length

close at hand.—Of which fate the description is given in

the two, or rather the three ^ next chapters.

2. The vision of the first of these chapters^ (ch. xvii.)

victory near Megiddo, where " the stars in their courses " fought against Sisera

:

for Joscphiis (as Horsley observes on the song of Deborah) explains this of a
hail-stunn directed against him.

It seems very possible that there may be here too that which shall literally

answer to the prediction. See the Note Vol.iii. pp. 289, 290. But the analogy of
all the Apocalyptic prefigurations requires primarily a symbulic explanation : and
the precedent of the first Trumpet seems to indicate, if its ajialogy be followed,

a judgment from the North ; though not from the four winds, or of foreign origin,
' Vitringa sui)poscs one third to be adlwents to the Papacy or Beast ; ano-

ther faiwurers of superstilion, but not the Papacy ; and the last on the side of
the true Protestant Church :

" totam illam civitatem scindendam esse in partes
sive factiones tres

;
quarum una superstition! et idololatrise Romanensi adhuc

adha;rcbit ; altera auctoritati Pontificiaj renunciare parata sit, scd superstitionem
tamcn veterem non facile deseret ; tertia in partes transibit ecclesia;." p. 991.

Mr. Cuninghame's ultimate exposition is, that the division will have a relation

to the work of the three unclean spirits before mentioned ; one division ranging
under the standard of Atheism and Anarchy, another under that of Despotism,
another under that of Popery : agreeably with his view of the three spirits.

- For chap. xix. describes the destruction of the Beast and False Prophet ; the
characteristic associates of the mystic Rabylon.

^ I subjoin the chapter.
"1. And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and
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is one introductory to the judgment on Babylon, and
explanatory to St. John (to the symbolic man St. John)
of its causes and reasonableness. Such is God's usual

talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither; I will shew unto thee the judg-

ment of the great whore, that sitteth upon the many waters:* 2. with whom
the kings of the earth have committed fornication ; and the inhabiters of the
earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication.

3. So he carried me away in the spirit into a wilderness
:-f

and I saw a woman
sit upon a scarlet-coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads
and ten horns. 4. And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour,

and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls ; having a golden cup in

her hand, full of abominations and filthiness J of her fornication. 5. And upon
her forehead was a name written. Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother of
harlots and ahominations of the earth. G. And I saw the woman drunken with
the blood of the saints, and with the blood of tlie martyrs of Jesus: and when I

saw her, I wondered with great admiration.

7. And the angel said unto me. Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell

thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath
the seven heads and ten horns.

8. The beast that thou sawest was, and is not ; and shall ascend out of the

bottomless pit, and go into perdition ; and they that dwell on the earth shall

wonder, (whose names were not written in the book of life from the foundation
of the world,) when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is.§

9. And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven moun-
tains, on which the woman sitteth. 10. And there are seven kings: five are

fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come ; and when he cometh, he must
continue a short space. 11. And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the
eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. 12. And the ten horns
which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet ; but
receive power as kings at one and the same time

|| with the beast. 13. These
have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast.

14. These shall make war with the Lamb : and the Lamb shall overcome them
(for he is Lord of lords and King of kings,) and they that are with him, the called,

and chosen, and faithful.H 1.'). And he saith unto me. The waters which thou
sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and
tongues. 16. And the ten horns which thou sawest upon** the beast, these shall

hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh,

and burn her with fire. 17. For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will,

and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God
shall be fulfilled. 18. And the woman which thou sawest, is that great city,

which reigneth over the kings of the earth."

* STTi rwv vSarici' raiv jroWwv. f ets eprjinov.

J aKo.dapT7]Tos. Scholz, Griesbach, and Tregelles read ra aKaOaprrjTa.

§ So our translators, according to the reading Kannp es-i. Griesbach, Scholz,

and Tregelles read koi irapes-ai, and shall come.

II
fxiav wpav Xan^avovcn juera too Brjpiov' The translation given is doubtless

the true one ; not, as our version, " one hotir." See Vol. iii. pp. 67, 68, Note 4-

II So Vitringa; understanding vincent, or uiKria-ovai, after the KXrirot. This is

also, I conceive, beyond a doubt the true rendering ; not that of our version,

which, understanding eifft, translates, " They that are with him are the called," &c.
** So our version, reading eiri. Griesbach, Scholz, and Tregelles have the

various reading /cai : as if the Beast itself would at last turn with the ten kings

against the woman. But I think the reading unlikely. In any case as I may
afterwards observe, in speaking of the battle oi Armageddon without the city, that

predictive clause must be understood of the locality of the city ; not of the church

so far associated with it :—the apostate Church's False Prophet being to the last

in company and alliance vyith the Beast.
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method, when about to execute any very notable act of

vengeance. He shews his Church its justice beforehand:

thereby at once vindicating his own honour, and giving

warning to such of his people as may thus far have been

deceived by the offending party, to separate from it, and

so escape its doom.'—The desert local scene of the sym-

bolizntion here shewn St. John, and also its mode and

author, deserve remark, and will be observed on after-

wards. As to the substance of the vision, which repre-

sented pictorially before him a gaudily-dressed drunken

Harlot, seated on a Beast of monstrous form, with seven

heads, and on the seventh (itself growing out of the cica-

trice of a former excised seventh^) ten horns,—it has been

for the most part fully explained in a preceding chapter

of this work.^ For I have there discussed at large the

mystery of this Beast, with his seven, or rather eight

heads, and ten horns ; besides adding passing notices

also of the woman his rider.—It is to be understood

that, as the Beast, in respect of its body, depicted the

Papal Empire of the ten Western European kingdoms,

and, in respect of its seventh or rather eighth head, the

succession of Roman Popes, constituting from after the

6th century that empire's spiritual rulers,*—so the woman
represented Rome in its character of the Papal See, and

^ So in the angel's declaration to Lot, Gen. xix. 12, 13, before the destruction

of Sodom ; in Jeremiah's prophetic denunciation of the Chaldean Babylon's guilt

and fatal overthrow, Jer. li. 6, &c ; and in those by Christ, and afterwards by
his apostle St. James against the guilty Jerusalem, just before its destruction by
the Romans.

' Apoc. xiii. 3 ;
" And I saw one of his heads as it were wounded unto death,

and the deadly wound was healed.'' ^ Part iv, chap. iv.

* In further illustration and confirmation of my exposition of this most im-
portant point in the Apocalyptic prophecy, let me add from the Romish Arabic
version of the Canons of the Nicene Council a Papal comment to tlie very same
effect. " Romac qui sedem tenet caput est et princeps omnium Patriarcharum ;

quandoquidem ipse est primus, sicut Petrus :—cui data est potestas in omnes
Principes Christianos, et omnes populos eorum, ut qui sit Vicarius Christi Do-
mini nostri, super cunctos populos et universam Ecclesiam Christianam." Hard,
i. 469. Thus, first, he who held the Roman See was, as Peter's successor, the
chief and head of all Patriarchs, or was in his priestly character the head of the
whole priesthood of Christendom, i. e. of the Apocalyptic False Prophet. But,

besides this, he had a different and a higher character, that of Christ's Vicar :

(rather Antichrist:)—in which astounding dignity he was above, and ruler of,

all people, kings included, throughout all Christendom ; that is, the Head of the

Apocalyptic antichrislian Beast. See Vol. iii. p. 170.
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Mother Church of the apostate churches of Western
Christendom ; including doubtless, as part and parcel of

herself, the Ecclesiastical state, or Peter's Patrimony, in

Italy, and the vast domains, convents, churches, and other

property appertaining to the Papal Church elsewhere, both

in Europe and over the world.' Which premised, there

seems nothing more needed, in order to the complete

exposition of the vision, than the observations following.
-— 1st, that, as in the emblem the Beast's body both up-

held, and was subject to, the Woman the rider, so the

Empire, as a whole, with the power of its ten secular

kingdoms and many peoples, upheld, and was also at the

same time ruled by. Papal Rome, the Mother Church of

Christendom : (not to add that the Pope too for the time

being, or Beast's ruling Head, fully concurred and took

part in the same act ; sustaining his Church upon the

seven hills, even as one married to it,^ to use the phra-

seology of the Roman Law ;
^ and gloryingly up-bearing

and exhibiting her, somewhat as the heathen Jove might

be represented as carrying, or ridden by, his concubine :)*

—2. that as the woman was here depicted before St. John

under a double character, viz. as a harlot to the ten kings,

' Vitringa understands the GreMt City in its largest sense, and as compre-
hending its deceni-regal empire, both in xi. 13, where a tenth part of the city is

said to have fallen, and in xvi. 16, where it is said to have been divided into three

parts; but in this xviith chapter he understands it in the strictest sense of the

City of Rome exclusively. And so too Dauhuz, p. 800. I think it more reason-

able however to understand it, as I have done, with a larger latitude: else how
could the ten kings generally take their part, at God's set time, in " eating her

flesh," &c.—It is observable that both in Jeremiah's Lamentations, Jerusalem per-

sonified is spoken of sometimes as Judah ; (compare Lam. i. 3. 7, &c, &c :) and
that in the medals struck after the Roman capture of Jerusalem, the personified

city has the legend Judcra Capta.
- See Vol. iii. p. 14B, Notes 2 and 3.

—"The proud Church of Rome," says

Bale in fitter phrase, " the paramo/rr of Antichrist."—So, in the medals of ancient

Rome, the Roma Dea was sometimes depicted as crowning the Emperor, some-
times crowned by the Emperor.

^ " Necessitas imponit marito mulieris sustentationem sufferre.'' Ulpian. Di-

gest. 1. 2 tit 3. leg. 22.
^ Daubuz illustrates from a picture of the rape of Europa, as described by

Achilles Tatius, the manner in which we may consider the woman to have sate

on the Beast ; viz. sideways, as women generally ride in our country. He says,

'H Tzapdevos fieiron eireKaCr/TO rois vcorots ts /Suoj, a nepi^aSriv, aWa Kara ir\evpau,

eiri 56|ia avfi^aaa too ttoSe. Erot. Lib. i.

Under a different kind of figure, the great City of the seven hills is represented

elsewhere as the ruling Pope's throne and seat. So Apoc. xiii. 2 ;
" The Dragon

gave him up his power and his throne :
" that is, on the seven hills ; spoken of

also xvi. 10.—SimilaiTy Zion is at onetime represented in scripture as the Lord's

throne, at another as his spouse : e. g. Jer. iii. 17, Isa. Isii. 5.

VOL. IV.
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and a vintner or tavern hostess vending wines to the com-
mon people/ (just according to the custom of earlier times

in which the harlot and the hostess of a tavern were charac-

ters frequently united,'^) so the Church of Rome answered to

the symbol in either point of view : interchanging mu-
tual favours, such as might suit their respective characters,

with the kings of Anti-Christendom ; and to the common
people dealing out for sale, the wine of the poison ' of her

fornication, her indulgences, relics, transubstantiation-

cup, as ifthe cup of salvation, &c, (seethe Pope's own most
illustrative medal pointing the application, )^therewith drug-

ging, and making them besotted and drunk :—3. that with

regard to the portraiture ofthe woman, '

' robed in purple and
scarlet, and adorned with gold and precious stones and
pearls,"^ it is, as applied to the Romish Church, a picture

characteristic and from the life ; the dress specified being

distinctively that of the Romish ecclesiastical dignitaries,*^

and the ornaments those with which it has been bedecked be-

yond any church called Christian ;" nay, beyond any religi-

ousbody and religion probably that has ever existed in the

world:—not to add that even the very name on the harlot's

forehe^id, Mystery, (a name allusive evidently to St. Paul's

^ Compare Apoc. xvii. 4, " Having a golden cup in her hand, full of abomina-
tions and of the filthiness of her fornication ;" xiv. 8, " Babylon hath fallen

because she hath made all nations to drink of the wine of her fornication ;" and
xviii. 3, "She hath made all the nations to drink of the wine of her fornication,

and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her."
- So Daubuz.—For example, the reader may remember disquisitions in vindi-

cation of the character of Rahab, founded on the frequent identity of the irafSo-

X<ws and the iroppn.

^ See Note 1 p, 66 suprA. Mede too tiius construes the worddu/us. as Daubuz.
• First struck just after the commencement of the 6th Vial's outpouring ; and

exhibited now first to the Protestant world just before the TthVial's effusion ;
—

the precise time, if I mistake not, that the vision is to be referred to. Compare
this example of allusive contrast with that given Vol. ii. p. 56.

In an ancient medal imperial Rome is also figured as a Woman sitting on the

seven hills, in her right hand extended holding an inia2;e of Victory, and in her

left not a (•/(«.«, but n sword. (Rnsche iv. 1144) The contrast is striking.
•'' The comment of Tichonius is, " Ornatu vario ct lapidibus prctiosis ; id est

omnibus illecebris simulattc vcritatis." {Qn.rirlulis f)
'' For these colours appertain to the ecclesiastical dignitaries, I believe, of no

other church existing ;—e.g. neither of the Greek, Armenian, Coptic, nor English.
' Bishop Newton exemplifies from the riches of the cliapel at I.otetto : "The

riches of whose holy image, and house, and treasury, —the golden angels, the

gold and silver lamps, the vast number, variety, and richness of the jewels, of

the vestments for the holy image and for the priests, with tlie prodigious trea-

sure of ail sorts, arc far beyond the reach of description : and, as Mr. Addison

says, ' as much surpassed my expectation as other sights have generally fallen

short of it. Silver can scarce find an admission ; and gold itself looks but poorly

amongst such an incredible number of precious stones.' "—This is but a snmplc.
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predicted m^/s^er?/ of iniquity^) was one, if we may repose

credit on no vulgar authority,^ once written on the Pope's

tiara ; and the Apocalyptic title, " Mother of harlots

and of the abominations of the earth," the very parody,

if I may so say, of the title Rome arrogates to herself,

*• Rome, Mother and Mistress:"^— 4. that as to the

Harlot's depicted drunkenness with the blood of the

saints, its applicability to the Romish Church, through-

out the latter half at least of its patron the Beast's 1260
predicted years of prospering,'* is written in deep-dyed

characters on the page of history, and superabundant

evidence thereof given in other parts of this book.

In these several points I have embraced, I believe, all

the main characteristics of the depicted Harlot's general

portraiture and history.^ There is further added by the

Angel an intimation of a downfall fated to happen to

her towards the end of her career, from the ten kings,

erewhile her devoted friends and subjects, turning against

and tearing her ; as also of her partial recovery there-

' " The mystery of iniquity doth already work : only he who now letteth will

let until he be taken away : and then shall that Wicked One be revealed," &c.

2 Thess. ii. 7, 8. See Vol. iii. p. 77, &c.—There is a contrast in this to the

mystery of godliness, 1 Tim. iii. 16. On which see my Vol. iii. pp. 151, 152.

Bishop Newton and others observe that there is an allusion here also to the

custom of certain notorious prostitutes having their names written on a label on
their foreheads:—as Seneca says ;

" Nomen tuum pependit in fronte
;
pretium

stupri accepisti :
" and Juvenal, Sat. vi. 122:—Nuda papillis

Constitit auratis, titulum mentita Lysiscse.

Vitringa supposes the name to have been thus written;

MT2THPI0N
BABTAnN H 'MEFAAH

'H MHTHP TON HOPNilN KAI TflN BAEATPMATHN
TH2 FHS.

2 E. e. Scaliger, on the authority of an informant of the Duke of Montmorency
whilst at Rome. And so again Francis Le Moyne and Brocardus, on ocular

evidence, as they assure us ; saying that Julius III removed it. See Daubuz,
Vitringa, and Bishop Newton, ad loc.

3 So the Tridentine Council, " Romana Ecclesia aliarum omnium Mater et

Magistra." Hard. x. 53. Whence the common phrase. Our Holy Mother the

Church. ^ See Vol. ii. pp. 19, 27, 366, &c.
* The prophecy was one much noted by the early Fathers. " Lege Apoca-

lypsin Joannis ; et quid de muliere purpurat^, et script^ in ejus fronte blasphemicl,

septenr. montibus, aquis multis, et Babylonis cantetur exitu, contuere. Exite,

inquit Dominus, de ilia popuius mens, &c." So in the Epistle of Paula and
Eutochion ad Marcellam, apud Hieronymi Op. iv. ii. 551. The object of the

letter was to urge Marcella to leave Rome for Bethlehem ; it being allowed that

there was a holy church there, but the ambition and greatness of the city depre-

cated, as aliene from the monastic devotion.
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from,^ prior to final destruction. Of the first of these

predicted facts we have traced the partial fulfilment at

least in the anti-Romish fury of the French Revolution-

ists, and the events consequent.'^ Of the recovery we see

the fulfilment even now : for Rome's harlot Church ap-

pears at this present time putting on all her old hravery

and boastings and charms, just as of old. As to the

ultimate promised victory of the saints persecuted by

her,—"the called, and chosen, and faithful ones,"

—

its fulfilment is yet future ;^ but surely, judging from the

signs of the times, not so very far off.

Thus much as to the figure in the foreground of the

picture now exhibited to St. John. We have next to

consider the local scene associated in the picture with it.

" He carried me away in the Spirit to a desert place

;

and I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet-coloured beast," &c.

A desert place :—such is the brief description primarily

given of the local scene of the pictured Harlot. And,
with a view to its right understanding, it will be import-

ant first to notice the absence of the article prefix ;* for

thereby this desert scene is pointedly and at once distin-

guished from that into which the Woman, the true

Church, of Apoc. xii. was previously said to have fled and
hidden, for her destined 1260 days of obscurity, ooli-

tude, and trial :^ the latter being called ^ eprn^ot;, the desert,

' T,et me abstract a rather notable passage from Daubuz on this point. He
says (p. 784) that St. John's wondering (he being a si/mholic man) shows that

even to the end Babylon will be powerful, and the true worshippers affrighted :

that, having recovered from former judgments and losses, she will again appear
invested with very great power; and, having no apprehension of her future de-

struction, which is to be very sudden and unexpected, will revive all her former
pretensions : whereupon Protestants, who judge according to human wisdom
only, may think that what she bus done before (in the way of persecution) she

may do still ; until ministers of God, like the angel, are made use of as instru-

ments to show their fellow-protestants that the Romish Harlot is just about to

be suddenly destroyed.
^ See Part v. chap, iv, in my vol. iii. p, 341, &c.

^ See verse 14 with note
|| p. 91 suprk.

• eis (pr)fjLOv. The absence of the (ii finite article is the rather observable; as it

is the only instance, I believe, in the New Testament in which the word occurs
as a substantive without it.

s See my Vol. iii. pp. .').'), 5G.

—

Mr. Brooks has fallen into the mistake of

identifying the two fpufioi

;

—the stepping-stone to his identification of this two
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distinctively ; or that which answered on the Apocalyptic

earth to the great and terrible wilderness in which,

under the older dispensation, the nation and church of

Israel was for a long time hidden from the world. ^
—

But what then this desert scene, pictorially associated

with the Apocalyptic Harlot ; and what its significancy

in the prefiguration ? There are two desolations, or

states of epyji^ia,, predicted by the Angel as what would

befal her at the termination of her appointed days of

prosperity : the one partial, through the instrumen-

tality of the ten kings, long her devoted adherents, but

who would at length turn against and desolate her ;^

the other total 3.n6Jinal, through the judgment by fire

from Almighty God.^ And some have supposed this to

be anticipatively signified by the desert in question. "*

But the whole character of the Harlot's symbolization

seems to me to negative the idea of either of these deso-

lations being indicated in the desert scene depicted :

for she was there represented, not as suffering under

judgments either of human or divine origin, but in all

the wantonness, pride, and gaudiness of a prospering har-

lotry.—Putting this then aside, there is to be observed,

in the course of the Angel's explanatory statement, a

certain further characteristic of the desert scene's ap-

pearance to St. John, which may perhaps throw light

on the question ; viz. that it appeared to a considerable

extent flooded with water, round where the woman was

seated on her subject Beast :
—" The waters," it is said,

" that thou sawest, where the woman sitteth."^ And
hence in fact Vitringa draws his explanation,'' to the

•women. A fatal error, as it seems to me, to all true interpretation of tlie Woman
of chap. xii. See my notice of his view of the Beast, &c. Part iv. chap, iii, Vol.

iii. p. 62, &c. ' See Home's Introduction, Vol. iii. p. 53.

2 Apoc. xvii. 16;" The ten horns shall hate the harlot, and make her desolate :

T]p7]ixa)fxevr)u iroirjcreaiv avrriv.

3 Apoc. xviii. 17, 19 ; "For in one hour she hath been desolated ;
" /xia Sipa

r]pritii-oo6r].

•» Such for example is Daubuz's explanation of the woman's position ;
" as

just upon the brink of destruction, and ready to become desolate." p. 749. Rut

where is there any parallel case to this in Scripture ? The Scriptural pictures are

in better keeping.
s Apoc. xvii. 15. ^ p. 1015.

VOL. IV. H
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effect that the local scene exhibited was designed to

answer to the chorography of the Euphratean Babylon ;

which, being finally surrounded by marshes, from the

circumstance of the waters of the river overflowing and

stagnating round it, was designated by the Prophet Isaiah

as " the desert of the sea."^ But Vitringa should have

observed that the Angel's discourse intimates yet a third

and still more notable feature in the chorographic scene ;

viz. that of seven hills appearing conspicuous in it:'^ so

that the conclusion we finally come to, and that by ne-

cessary inference, is that this was in fact not a picture

of Babylonia, but of the Campagna of Rome itself.

But here arises the question of difficulty. How so,

—considering that this Campagna was in St. John's

time, and had been for many centuries, a scene nearly

the most cultivated, as well as populous in the world

;

and every way one presenting the greatest contrast in

appearance to a marshy desert ? The explanation, as it

seems to me, is to be found very clearly given ^ in the

history of its state at that precise time when, the ten-

horned Beast of Western Anti-christendom having just

previously emerged into existence, the harlot-church of

Rome first rose on its back to supremacy. For this let

me refer to Gibbon ; who, when about to describe

Rome's revival and restoration to dominion, in the new
character of Rome Papal, under Gregory the First's

Pontificate, near about the close of the 6th century,

gives a descriptive sketch of the then Campagna which

one might almost suppose drawn, like so many other of

his pictures, for the very purpose of illustrating this

passage of the Apocalyptic prophecy.'* He states that

at that time, chiefiy from the long-continued and per-

petual harass of barbarian incursions,) " the Campagna
was reduced to the state of a dreary wilderness ; the

' Isa. xxi. 1. So too Jcr. li. 13 ;
" Thou that sittest on the many waters."

—

This predicted desert state was very much the actual state of the Euphratean
Babylon in St. John's time. His cotemporary Pliny speaks of it as then a great

desert, and desolate wilderness. - Apoc. xvii. 9.

^ I have, however, no where seen allusion to this explanation.
•» Decline and Fall, Vol. viii. pp. 158—161.
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land barren, the waters impure, the air infectious." He
further notices the superadded desolation from the effect

o^ mundations of the Tiber, which (especially at the time

of Gregory's elevation) had " rushed with irresistible

violence into the vallies of the seven hills,'' and there

bred pestilence from " the stagnation of the deluge: "'

and, after remarking on the awful " depopulation, va-

cancy, and solitude of the city," observes that, " like

Babylon, the name of Rome might have been erased

from the earth, if the city had not been animated by a

vital principle," (that of being St. Peter's See, and the

depository too both of his sacred relics and of those of

his brother-martyr Paw/,) " which again restored her^ to

honour and dominion :"—restored her to it in the new
character of " Rome, Mother and Mistress," the Harlot-

Church of the seven hills.—A more general description

to the same effect of the countries over which this Har-

lot-Church extended her sway, and whence she drew her

riches, is given by Robertson. In his sketch of the state

of Western Europe,^ after the subsidence of the barba-

rian invasions, at the first commencement of the middle

age, he observes that, in consequence of existing depo-

pulation, districts once the most cultivated (he especially

particularizes Italy) were in some parts converted into

forests, in others into marshes, by the overflow of rivers

and stagnating of the floods : insomuch that in some of

the earliest charters extant, lands granted to monasteries

and individuals were distinguished into such as were

cultivated, and such as were eremi, or desert ; the reason

of the grant being frequently this, that the grantee had

reclaimed them ah eremo, from the deserts

^ Gibbon alludes, in a Note, to an account of this inundation brought by one of

his Deacons to Gregory of Tours (x. 1 .) ; in which was the further report of a dra-

gon having appeared in the flood, and, while passing down by the Tiber into the

sea, been stranded. Considcrin;^ the emblematic sense attached to this flood by

the Angel, and its identification viilh the one mentioned as cast out of the Dra-

gon's mouth in Apoc. xii. 15, it is curious to compare the report of the Deacon

on this point with the Apocalyptic symbol of the Dragon's standing on the shore

of the flood, and resigning his emjMre to the new rising Beast, Apoc. xii. 18, xiii. 2.

2 So Gibbon impersonates Rome as a Woman.
3 Charles the Fifth ; Note 5, Proofs and Illustrations.

* He refers to Du Cange on Eremus.

H 2
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Thus we see that the desert scene associated with the

woman, in the pictured landscape exhibited to St. John,

was a picture admirably perfect, Rsfrom the life:—a true

and faithful portraiture first of the Campagna of Rome
itself, as it appeared at the time when (so as under Leo
the First' or Gregory) the Harlot established her supre-

macy thereupon ; and also of the countries of Western

Europe generally, over which her spiritual dominion was

thenceforward extended. And not only was the pictured

scene admirable in this point of view ; but also for its

having an emblematic, as well as literal, significancy and

truth. As the seven hills in the landscape were not

merely a natural feature of the scene, but also symbo-
lized the seven several forms of government that Rome
would previously have experienced,'^— so the floods that

inundated those hills where the woman had her seat,

were not only literally true, as a feature of the Cam-
pagna when Papal Rome rose to dominion, but also

furnished the Angel with an apt symbol of the barbarian

floods which, after pouring into and desolating the em-
pire, would at length constitute nations, tribes, and lan-

guages, subject to Papal Rome's dominion.^ This seems

to me the perfection of symbolic figures ; a perfection

frequently observable in those of the Apocalypse."*—Be-

sides which it must be observed that the presence of the

flood in this picture, whence we may suppose the Beast

to have emerged on which the woman sate, made it, if

I might so say, the precise pair and counterpart to a

notable one shown in an earlier vision to St. John :^ I

mean to that which represented a flood cast from the

Dragon's mouth, in order to drown the faithful woman,
or Church ; out of which, after her escape and disap-

pearance, a seven-headed ten-horned Beast, like this very

one, appeared to emerge.—It is a new tache of connexion

' See the extract from Leo's Sermon given by me, Vol. iii. p. 128.
2 Apoc. xvii. 10. See the solution, Part iv. Chap, iv; Vol. iii. p. 91. &c.

^ Apoc. xvii. 15.—Bossuet objects, Were this W^oman an apostatized Christian

Church or City, she would be called an aduUress, not harlot, or nopvrt. In an-
swer I refer to Matt. v. 32, xix. 9, and Isa. i. 21, &c. Sept.

* See the Section beginning Vol. i. p. 389. ° Apoc. xii. 15, xiii. 1.
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between the figurations in this and the other Apocalyptic

series.

It only remains that I add a remark on the Vial-Angel

who exhibited this vision to St. John, and the manner in

which John was carried away in the Spirit to see it.' The
latter point is to be explained, I conceive, from the cir-

cumstance of the vision being one altogether out of its

chronological order and place ; and exhibiting conse-

quently that which Christ's people, living at the time of

the Vials, would only be able to see mentally, not by the

bodily eye.^—And as to the Angel, I think that particu-

lar Vial-Angel must be supposed the revealer, in the time

of whose vial- outpouring a full understanding might

prove to be given of the mystery of the Woman and the

Beast:— perhaps the sixth Angel; perhaps the seventh

or last.

So the mystery of the Woman and her subject Beast

was made manifest to St. John, in all its details, just

before the figuration of their total and final destruction.

—

Has there not of late been some advance to a fulfilment

of the vision ?

3. Next came the vision of another Angel, and of the

destruction of Babylon following on his appearance
;

which began as follows.
*' And after these things* I saw another Angel coming

• " And he carried me away in the Spirit to a desert place ; and I saw," &c.
2 Compare the retrospective view of the Two Witnesses' history given in

Apoc. xi. The Angel gives it all in the form of retrospective narrative, until he

has brought down their history to the time corresponding with that of his de-

scent. Whereupon (but not before) the Witnesses are brought on the scene in

actual vision. See Vol. ii. pp. 397—399.
3 I might have supposed the Angel to be the representative of the whole

septenary of the vial-angels, after the analogy of the one out of the /owe living

creatures \.\\a.t gave the vials to these angels, xv. 7, and explained it of the light

thrown on the character and fated judgment of the harlot Rome, during the

whole time of these vials' outpouring, i. e. of the judgments of the French Revo-

lution, but for the notice of another of the vial-angels, xxi. 9, showing St. John

t\\Q New Jerusalem; which angel cannot with chronological propriety be sup-

posed the representative of all the seven, but the seventh only.
^ The whole chapter xviii. is as follows.

1. And after these things I saw another angel coming down * from heaven,

* KaT«)3a(cofTa.
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down from heaven having great power," (probably as

the appointed executor of the coming judgment that he

having great power;* and the earth was lightened with his glory. 2. And he

cried with a strong voice, f saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is

become the habitation of devils, and the prison house of every foul spirit, and

the prison + of every unclean and hateful bird : 3. for all nations have drunk of

the wine of the poison § of her fornication ; and the kin^g-s of the earth have com-
mitted fornication with her ; and the merchants of tlie earth are waxed rich

through the abundance of her luxury.
||

4. And I heard another voice from heaven, saying. Come out of her, my people,

that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues !

5. For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her ini-

quities. G. Reward her even as she rewarded you ; and double unto her double,

according to her works : in the cup which she hath filled, fill to her double !

7. How much she hath glorified herself, and lived luxuriously,^ so much tor-

ment and sorrow give her ! As to that** she saith in her heart, I sit a queen,

and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow ; 8. therefore shall her plagues come
in one day, death,ff and mourning, and famine ; and she shall be utterly burnt
with fire : for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her.

9. And the kings of the earth who have committed fornication, and lived

luxuriously with her, shall bewail her, and lament for her, when they shall see

the smoke of her burning ; 10. standing afar off for the fear of her torment

:

saying, Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city; for in one hour is

thy judgment come.
II. And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no

man buyeth their merchandize any more:— 12. the merchandize of gold, and
silver, and precious stones, and of pearls, and fine linen, and purple, and silk,

and scarlet, and all thyine wood, and all manner of vessels of ivory, and all

manner of vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble

;

13. and cinnamon, andjj odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine,

and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and beasts, and sheep, and horses, and cha-

riots, and slaves, §§ and souls of men. 14. And the fruits,|||| that thy soul lusted

after, are departed from thee; and all things which were dainty and goodly are

departed from thee ; and thou shalt find them no more at all.

15. The merchants of these things which were made rich by her, shall stand

afar off, for the fear of her torment, weeping and wailing : IG. and saying, Alas,

alas, that great city, that was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, and
decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls 1 For in one hour so great

riches is come to nought.
17. And every shipmaster, and all the company in ships.HH and sailors, and as

many as trade by sea, stood afar off; 18. and cried, when they saw the smoke

* or authorily ; e^acriav.

f Scholz and Tregelles read, (v iffx^P'} <l><^vri, simply.

X ^uXoKij is the Greek word used in cither clause; though our translation

gives two renderings, " the hold of every foul spirit, and ra^'-c of every unclean

bird." § Bvfiov See Note 1 p. GG supra.

II
s'pvovs' in our translation delicacies. H es-prjvmo-e.

** drt \iyfi K.T.X. I prefer to construe the 6 ti disjointly, As to that, with
reference to the therefore in the dnw^c following, as its consequent ; and not to

make it the consequent of what precedes.

ff BauaTos' perhaps ;)«/i/('?u'e, as Ajioc. vi. 8.

XX Scholz and Tregelles here insert koi anwfiov, and the amomum : a tree from
which one of the most esteemed ointments of the ancients was made. See
Schleusncr on the word. §§ acufxartw.

II II
oirwpa. Compare the emblems of the hanvst and vintage, Apoc. xiv. dis-

cussed pp. 74, 7'.*, &c. 11^ Scholz and Tregelles read, iras 6 firiroirov trMup,
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announced,^) "and the earth was lightened with his

glory. And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying,

Babylon the Great hath fallen, hath fallen ; for all the

nations have drunk of the wine of the poison of her for-

nication," &c. It was a cry almost precisely the same in

terms with that of the second flying angel of Apoc. xiv,^

though with the notable added circumstance that, '* she

was become the habitation of demons, and prison-house

of every unclean spirit ;"•* and like that former voice,

moreover, (notwithstanding the use of the yast tense in

the sentence,) still anticipative :* but anticipative at the

of her burning, saying. What city is like unto this great city? 19. And they

cast dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing ; saying, Alas, alas, that

great city, wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea, by reason of

her costliness ; for in one hour is she made desolate.

20. Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets ; for

God hath avenged you on her.

21. And a mighty angel took up a stone like a great mill-stone, and cast it

into the sea; saying, Thus, with violence, shall that great city Babylon be

thrown down, and shall be found no more at all. 22. And the voice of harpers

and musicians, and of pipers and trumpeters, shall be heard no more at all in

thee : and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he be, shall be found any more in

thee: and the sound of a mill-stone shall be heard no more at all in thee:

23. and the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee : and the voice of

the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee. For thy

merchants were the great men of the earth : for by thy sorceries were all nations

deceived.

24. And in her was found the blood* of prophets, and of saints, and of all

that were slain upon the earth."

xix. 1. "And after these things I heardf a great voice of much people in

heaven, saying. Alleluia ! Salvation, and glory, and honour, and power unto the

Lord our God! J 2. For true and righteous are his judgments: for he hath

judged the great whore, which did corrupt the earth with her fornication, and

hath avenged the blood of his servants at her hands. 3. And again they said

Alleluia ! And her smoke rose up for ever and ever. 4. And the four-and-twenty

elders and the four living creatures fell down, and worshipped God that sat on

the throne, saying, Amen ; Alleluia 1
"

1 So the Lord, who announci^d to Abraham that he was come down to inquire

into the wickedness of Sodom, preparatorily to judgment on it, was himself that

judgment's executor. Compare Gen. xviii. 20, xix. 22.

On the propriety and force of epithets attached to Apocalyptic agents, as hav-

ing reference to what they had to perform, compare what is said of the ^uv

of Apoc. vii. 2, and the tcrx^pos of Apoc. x. 1, in my Vol. i. p. 243, and Vol. ii.

pp. 39, 40. So again Apoc. xviii. 21.

2 See p. 66, supr^, on xiv. 8. ^ Compare Apoc. xx. 10.

•* For the cry, " Come out of her my people," follows.

* Scholz reads aiixara- in the plural :—a form of the word of which no other

example occurs, I believe in the New Testament, except in John i. 13. In the

Septuagint it is not very infrequent.

t Griesbach, Scholz, and Tregelles prefix coy.

t Or, " is our God's;" according to the reading of Scholz, Griesbach, and

Tregelles; fi aur-qpia, kuI rj 5o|a, kui v Svvafits re &eov rinwv.
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very smallest interval before the catastrophe : and not

without an eifulgence of light, as well as strength of cry,

correspondent with the urgency of the time ; even as

its last, as well as loudest echo, upon the ear of nations,

—And then followed a warning voice from heaven, ad-

dressed not to the nations, but to St. John, doubtless in

his representative character, here as elsewhere ; that is

to Christ's true saints and servants then living :
" Come

out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her

sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues : for her

sins have reached unto heaven."^ A warning like that

of the Covenant-Angel to Lot, on the eve of the destruc-

tion of Sodom ;2 or that from God, through Moses, to

the surrounding Israelites, the moment before the earth-

quake that swallowed up the tents of Dathan and Abi-

ram :^ and which indicated two things respecting them
;

1st, that there would be even then some of the holy seed

in the mystic Babylon ; 2ndly, that their danger of par-

ticipation in its coming destruction, whether through

mistakes of judgment, or sluggish lingering, would be

extreme and imminent.'*—After which that same voice

apparently, addressed still and all through to the saints,^

describes in vivid detail the catastrophe, even as if

enacted before the Evangelist's eyes on the scene of

vision ; though with that mixture of the future and past

with the present, that is so common in the descriptions

of prophecy :^ in the first place depicting the nature of
^ So, Gen. xviii. 21, when Sodom's cry was said to have come up to heaven,

its judgment was close at hand.— In proof that the voice from heaven to St.

Jolm indicates a conviction strongly to be made on the minds of God's saints

at the time prefigured, I refer the reader to the notable precedents of Apoc. vii,

X. &c. See my Vol. i. pp. 2G3, &c ; and in my Vol. ii, the whole historical com-
ment on Apoc. X. 1 ; xi. 3. ^ Gen. xix. 16—22.

3 Numb, xvi, 23—33.— I might add that of Christ to the disciples, with refer-

ence to the time of the siege of Jerusalem, commencing, " Then let them that
be in Judea flee to the mountains," &c ; Matt. xxiv. 16 :—a warning doubtless
impressed on their minds by the Holy Spirit at the intended crisis, though uttered
long before.—Compare too Jer. li. 6. * See Vol. iii. p. 246.

* Vitringa supposes the verses 4 and 5, only, to be the voice to St. John from
heaven, and that the StirXucraTe outjj, " Double to her," &c, is addressed to the

kings. A strange hypothesis surely !— For the f<ai)its, not the kings, are the in-

jured ones; and the iatn/.$ the avengers of those wrongs, in God's retributive

justice.

^ The future is in fact the characteristic tense of the description, until verse

IT, when it is changed for the past ; the past tenses previously used being those
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the catastrophe,— \ts suddenness when least expected/
— its instantaneousness, as all completed in an hour/

—

its totality, such that all life was quenched in it/— its

manner, with violence like as of the shock of a mill-

stone hurled into the waters/—and the instrumentality

employed, viz. that of fire, eternal fire, of which the

smoke goeth up forever:^—then detailing the lamenta-

tions over its fall, first of the kings of the earth that ere

while committed fornication with it, ^ next successively

of the merchants and shipmasters and sailors that were

enriched hy, or took part in, its various branches of

traffic,^ all standing afar off (the expression is most gra-

phic) for fear of the smoke of her burning :—and, finally,

stating two reasons for the judgment ; one, that all na-

tions had been deceived by her sorceries,^ the other

and chief reason, because of her having been the perse-

of speakers that are themselves introduced in the future. For example it is

said in verses 10, 11, " The kings of the earth shall bewail her, standing afar off,

Alas, that great city ; in one hour /ws thy judgment fome." But in the 17th it is

said, " And every shipmaster stood afar off." Yet even after this, the Angel that

took up the niill-stone uses the future, " Thus shall great Babylon be cast down ;

"

ovTois ^\ri8i](reTai. In verse 24 the past is used again.—In prophecies where the
future may be used with reference to the actual time of the prophet's seeing the

vision, as well as with reference to the thing represented in the prophetic vision,

the tenses used must be reasoned from with great caution. I have spoken of

this before. Compare the interchange of tenses in the Angel's narrative of the

two witnesses, Apoc. xi: also in xvii ; and again in xx. 4, G ; where " reigned"
{e$aaiXeviTav) and " shall reign" [^aaiKevami) are used interchangeably. For
a notable example elsewhere, see the prophecy of Isa. liii.

• So verse 7 ;
" She saith, I sit as a queen, and shall see no sorrow."

- So verses 10, 17, 19; fji-ia wpa. yjprinojdri.—In verse 8 it is said, " In one day
shall thy plagues come,—pestilence, and mourning, and famine :

'' as if, possibly,

for a year before the final catastrophe by fire, there were to be some terrible

visitation of Rome with pestilence and famine.
•^ So verses 22, 23, " And the voice of harpers, &c, &c, shall be heard no more

in thee :
" &c. "* Verse 21.

* So verses 8, 9, 18, of chap, xviii. and xix. 3 : in which last the strongest

expression is used to depict the eternity of the fire ;
" Her smoke riseth up eis

Tovs aicDva^ tqiv ai(avoiv,for ages of ages.'' ® Verse 9.

' Verses 11, 17.—The wares tradtd in may be thus classified:— 1. Gold, silver,

precious stones, pearls, ivory, brass, iron, marble, wood ;— 2. Linen, purple,

silk, scarlet ;—3. Cinnamon, odours, ointments, frankincense;—4. Wine and
oil, wheat and fine flour, sheep and cattle ;— 5. Horses and chariots ;— 6. Bodies

and souls of men.—The last i/zuxas avSpmiroiv appears at first sight, as applied to

the mystic Babylon or Rome, vtry remarkably applicable in a spiritual sense.

But it is an expression used elsewhere simply to mean persons, especially slaves;

e.g. in Numb, xxsi.35, \pvxai avQptairwv airo rcov yvvatKcov, iox women slaves: and

so Hesychius explains ^i/vxayooyoi as av5pairo5is-ai. Consequently it must not be

insisted on as implying Rome's traffic in souls ; though very possibly not unin-

tended. 8 Verse 23. Compare Apoc. ix. 21.
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cutor of the saints, and the blood of their successive

generations being found in her.^—After which, and the

completion of her destruction,'^ a burst of songs of praise

was heard to resound from a great multitude in heaven,

saying, " Alleluia ! The salvation, and the glory, and

the power is our God's : for true and just are his judg-

ments ; for He hath judged the great whore ;" &c. Twice

was that song of praise uttered : and then the twenty-

four elders and four Hving creatures took it up, and re-

peated it: (it is the last act related of them:) worshipping

in prostrate adoration the Divine One that sat upon the

throne; and saying, Amen, Alleluia!

From which passage I draw the following conclusions,

as to the probable progress of events in the fast coming

future. 1st, (and this with full conviction in my own
mind of its truth,) that the fate of Rome, the mystic

Babylon,—comprehending not the mere c% of Rome,

but at least the Papal Ecclesiastical State in Italy, and

Papal Metropolitan Bishoprick^^ together probably with

that third, or more, out of the political tri-partition of

Christendom, a little before described as occurring, that

might then adhere to it,"^—is, very soon after that tri-par-

tition to be effected by the sudden and tremendous agency

of an earthquake and volcanicfire :^— a mode ofdestruc-

1 Verses 6, 20, 24.—Compare Apoc. ix. 21 :— also what our Lord says of the

blood of all the prophets slain in Jerusalem coming on that generation, in Matt,

xxiii. 3.5, 3G,
' For this is made the subject of their adoration : and it is added as a notice

connected with it, in verse 3, " And her smoke ascendeth up for ever and ever."

3 So that of Sodom involved that of "the cities and «/? Me p/am" adjacent

and connected, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that which grew upon

the ground." Gen. xix. 2.').— On this understanding of the extent of the country

dcsolatud, the amaze and consternation of the kings, merchants, and shipmasters,

that are represented as lamenting over the catastrophe of the great city, will be

well accounted for.—The Pope's most ancient Metropolitan jurisdiction extended

over the ten provinces of the Vicar'ms Urbicus ; viz. Campania, Tuscia, Umbria,

Piccnum, Valeria, Samnium, Apulia and Calabria, Lucania and the Rruttii,

Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica. Bingham, ix. 1. 9. • Apoc. xvi. 19. See p. 90 suprk.
" It is scarcely needful to say that the hypothesis of imquenihed volcanic fire,

with the shocks of an earthquake accompanying, (a natural and usual concomi-

tant of volcanic eruption,) best suits tlie descriptive notices of the city falling as

with the shock of a mill-stone hurled into the sea, and of its smoke rising up
(like that of Sodom, Jude 7) for ever and ever. The only other offered explana-

tion,—viz. that which refers the catastrophe to the fire with which the ten

kings are represented elsewhere as consuming the harlot,—might answer suffi-

ciently well were it merely said that the Great City was burnt, and the smoke
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tion not obscurely intimated by certain very striking

allusive expressions in other prophecies both of the Old
and New Testament/ and thus expected, as we find,

alike by ancient Jewish Rabbies^ and Christian Fathers :^

ascended up (like that of Ai and Gibeah, Josh. viii. 20, Judg. xx. 40) to heaven.

But both Vitringa and Daubuz, tiiough adopting this theory, confess its inapt-

ness to the strength of the expression, " goeth up for ever ami ever ;" and the

latter suggests (and the former had in his own mind, if I mistake not) the vol-

canic theor}', as an alternative. Besides, how could the kings be the burners
now, when they are the mourners? And again, were the mere burning of Rome
by human agency the thing intended, whence all the terror, and standing afar

oif, of the kings, merchants, and shipmasters ? The theory seems to me palpably

untenable; and will appear yet more so from what is said, as I shall afterwards

observe, in xix. 20 and xx. 10, about the Beast's and the Devil's sentence of

judgment, as in some way connected with that of the eternal-sulphur fire of the
mystic Babylon.

Vitringa and Daubuz, in common with all other Commentators that lived be-

fore the French Revolution, were under the disadvantage of not having seen

a spoiling and burning of the harlot's flesh (as it were) by the ten kings, prior

to, and altogether distinct from, that of its great and final catastrophe. We
have seen it ; and that its time was, as Daubuz expected it would be (see p. 800
of his Commentary) at the end, at least primary end, of the Beast's 12G0 years

of prospering.

How different this ending to P.ome and the Popedom from what Mr. Towns-
hend has said he expects. " When Rome changes, and it icill be changed, by the
blessing of the Almighty imbuing in his own good time the nations of the earth
with the same conviction with which He has so long imbued the mind of Eng-
land ; and then will there be peace with Rome." Pref. to Foxe, p. 27.

' I shall only cite from the OZiZ Testament, 1. Isa. xxxiv. 9, 10; "And the
streams thereof (i. e. of the mystic Edom) shall be turned into pitch, and the
dust thereof into brimstone, and the land thereof shall become burning pitch ; it

shall not be quenched night nor day : the smoke thereof shall go up for ever :"

—

this mystic Edom being but the figurative name, it has been very generally sup-

posed, of Rome:— 2. Jer. li, 25; "I am against thee, O destroying mountain,
saith the Lord ; and 1 will stretch out mine hand upon thee, and roll thee

down from the rocks, and make thee a burnt mountain :"—a prophecy respect-

ing the New Testament Babylon, or Rome, as it is generally allowed, yet more
than its type the ancient Babylon. (Vid. Lowth, ad loc.)—From the New
Testament I shall only here cite Luke xvii. 28, 32 ;

" As it was in the days of

Lot, they ate, they drank ;. . . . but in the day when Lot departed from Sodom,
the Lord rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all, so shall

it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed. Remember Lot's wife."

—

Other passages will occur for comparison when we come to a later passage of

the prophecy ; as, for example, Isa. xxx. 33, &c.
- Vitringa cites some authorities of this kind at p. 106,5 of his Apocalypse

;

the Jewish opinion being founded, he says, on the passage from Isaiah xxxiv. 9,

given in the Note preceding, as Edom was supposed to mean Rome. So 1st, the

Chaldean paraphrase, translated by Vitringa; " Et convertentur flumina Romce
in picem, et terra ejus in sulphur, eritque terra in picem ardentem :" (let me
add Kimchi :

" This chapter points out the future destruction of Rome, here

called Bozra, for Bozra was a great city of the Edomites : " Clarke in loc.)

2. Rabbi Bechai in Cad Hakkemach, who says, " Illud est (sacrificium Holocaust!)

(Lev. vi. 9, 12) quod ascendit in focum, Regnum Romanum impium, quod se

ipsum superbe extollit et effert, cujus finis est ut judicetur igne, quemadmodum
dicitur, ' Hoc Holocaustum nunquam extinguetur,' " &c.—Vitringa observes

elsewhere, p. 1061, that it was the belief of the Jews that the destruction of the

ancient Babylon was the effect, not of man only, but of an earthquake.
^ See Gibbon's summary, chap. xv.

—" Intestine discord, the invasion of the
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not to add that the very nature of the Italian soil has

forced on many a mind in different ages the thought of

its almost preparedness for such a catastrophe.'—2ndly,

I infer that immediately, or perhaps for some little time,

preceding this event, there will be a diffusion of great

religious light, and a sounding forth of strong appeals

on the character and the fated and imminent doom of

Rome and the Popedom, alike in the Church and in the

world :^ so that all will see and take warning, but they

fiercest barbarians from the unknown regions of the North, pestilence and famine,

comets and eclipses, earthquakes and inundations, were only so many preparatory

and alarming signs of the great catastrophe of Rome : when the country of the

Scipios and Caesars should be consumed by a flame from heaven ; and the city of

the seven hills, with her palaces, her temples, and her triumphal arches should

be buried in a vast lake of fire and brimstone."—We may cite Tertuilian, the

Pseudo-Sibyl, Lactantius, &c. I have elsewhere cited even Gregory the Great,

as acknowledging and expressing his belief in the tradition. " Roma k Gentilibus

non exterminabitur ; sed tempestatibus, coruscis turbinibus, ac terree motu, in

se marcescet." Dial. ii. 15.

^ It is not JEtna, the Lipari volcanic islands, Vesuvius, and the Phlegrean

fields, that alone offer visible indication of the physical aptness and preparedness

of Italy for such a catastrophe. The great Apennine mountain-chain, and its

branches, are very mainly volcanic in character, from Reggio to Verona ; and the

country of Rome more especially, is as strikingly so almost, as that of Sodom
itself. Let me quote an extract or two, from among multitudes to the same effect,

in the mineralogist Ferber's Tour m Italy (Raspe's English Translation).—P. 189;
" The road from Rome to Ostia is all volcanic ashes till within two miles of

Ostia :
" p. 191 ;

" From Rome to Tivoli I went on fields and hills of volcanic

ashes or tufo:—the water of the Lago de 'Tartnri, on the left of the road, has

a strong smell of the hepar sulphuris." p. 200 ;
" A volcanic hill in an amphi-

theatrical form incloses a part of the plain over Albano, 6cc, and a flat country

of volcanic ashes and hills, to Rome. The ground about Rome is generally of

that nature." At p. 234, describing the route from Rome to Sienna, " one of

the most remarkable in Italy to a naturalist," he says, that after the Ponte Molle
volcanic tufo hills succeeded as far as Monte Rosi ; behind which was a lava

torrent ; and, somewhat further, a small lake, Lago di Monte Rosi, which seemed
to have been an old volcano. Then followed a large lake, Lago di Vico, the sunk
crater of an old volcano :—and so on all the way to near Sienna. He elsewhere

(p. 13!)) speaks of a subterranean connexion probably existing between Vesu-
vius, Solfatara, ^Etna, Stroniboli, and the Ocean.
We find in history that Rome, in the reigns of both Titus and Commodus, felt

the shock of earthquakes, and the accompanying outburst of volcanic flame. See
Xiphilinus, p. 227, and (lerodian, i. 14. In the latter case, when the 'I'emple of

Peace was burnt down, llerodian suggests the alternative exiilanation of lightning

or volcanic fire: eire (tkjjtttou vvKrwp KaTfytxOcros, eire koi wpos truBev €K tou
afiff/xov SiappvevTos.

This physical aptitude of Italy for such an end is noted, though with his usual
sneer, by Gibbon. "The country chosen for the origin and principal scene of
the conflagration, was the best adapted for that purpose by natural and physical
causes : by its deep caverns, bids of suljihur, and numerous volcanoes; of which
those of .^tna, Vesuvius, and Lipari, exhibit a vcrv imperfect representation."
Ibid.

2 So Vitriiiga (p. 1062) says, that the Angel's strong cry and accompanying
refulgence of light, show first, that the report of Babylon's fall would be pub-
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that wilfully, and from worldliness, pride, or indifference

to the truth, shut their eyes and ears to the evidence.*

— 3rdly, I infer that the Jews will probably just at, or

after this catastrophe, be converted, (conjunctively with

a vast number of the Gentiles,) the completed outpour-

ing of the seven Vials having marked the time for it ;^

and join, and indeed take the lead in, the earthly

Church's song of praise on the occasion : the language

used to designate this song in the Apocalyptic prefigu-

rations, being now for the first time Hebrew, Hallelu-

jah ;^ a circumstance certainly very remarkable, and
noted by many previous commentators as having the

meaning I suggest :"*— not to add that its probability is

enhanced, as I think, by the fact that the Jews them-

selves,— at least some of the most learned of their

Rabbies,—have supposed that the restoration of their

people is to follow on the fall of Rome.^— 4thly, I infer

lished through the world ; secondly, that there would be in it a most illustrious

manifestation of God's majesty. And Dauhuz (p. 802), very similarly, that no
Angel is said in Scripture to have appeared with such a light, without its being

implied thereby that God would enlighten by a further knowledge of Himself
those to whom the Angel was sent. Whence he infers that both \\ie idolaters of

the corrupt Church would be enlightened and converted by the fall of Babylon,

and this event followed by a conversion more general. (For the former of which
expectations however, I see no Scriptural reason.)—Both Vitringa and Daubuz
compare Ezek. xliii. 2 ;

" The glory of the God of Israel came from the way of

the East, and his voice was like a noise of many waters ; and the earth shined

with his glory." Let me add Ezek. xxxix. 21 ; "I will set my glory among the

heathen ; and all the heathen shall see my judgment that I have executed: " that

is on Gog's destruction.
1 Compare St. Paul's words 2 Thess. ii. 10, II, 12, " God shall send them

strong delusion that they should believe a lie, that they all might be damned
who believed not the truth," &c, with the Apocalyptic Babylon's confident boast,
''

I shall not be a widow," &c.—The subsequent prefiguration of the Beast and

his army shows that the number of them that would resist all evidence, from

hatred to the truth, will even at the last be very large.

2 Apoc. XV. 8. See Vol. iii. p. 282.

3 AWriKovta, answering to the Hebrew H'^ ^ ''r'i?.
Praise Jehovah ! Lightfoot

observes that the Hallel is first used in Scripture at the end of Psalm civ ; and

that the Jews note respecting it, that this Hallel comes not till there be tidings

of the destruction of ungodly men :
" Let the sinners be consumed out of the

earth, and let the wicked be no more. Bless the Lord, O my soul ! Praise ye

the Lord." So Daubuz,—Let me add that Tobit xiii. 1 8, speaking of the re-

building of Jerusalem says, " And all her streets shall sing Alleluia."

* So Brightman, Vitringa, Daubuz, &c, more or less : and among cotempora-

ries, Mr. Bickersteth.
5 Kimchi says in Obadiah ;

" This is the hope of the nation, when Rome shall

be desolated there shall be the redemption of Israel." Vitringa, p. 1066, refers

for comparison to other testimonies given in Buxtorf on the word SDI").
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that up to the time figured by this chorus of song, no

translation of the living saints, or resurrection of the

saints departed this life, will have taken place : the

scenery of the inmost temple, with its throne, and seated

Divinity, and the elders and living creatures attendant

near it, the mystical representatives of the expectant Church

in Paradise,^ remaining still in the scene of vision as

before.—Whether the scene still continued so, and the

same inference might be made with regard to time at all

later, is another question. But it is one which will more
properly come under consideration in the chapter next

but one following.^

4. Next after this, the Evangelist tells of a com-
mand issuing " from the throne," which called on all his

servants and all that feared him, " Praise ye our God ;"^

and how thereupon a yet louder voice than before,

even as of many waters and of great thunderings, (pro-

bably including therefore, both princes and people,)^ was
heard to burst forth in a new anthem of praise ;^ its two

1 See Vol. i. pp. 86—94. - Viz. on the Millennium.
3 We should mark the expression " our God." There is no various reading.

* Compare Apoc. xiv. 2, and Vol. iii. p. 262.
^ 1 subjoin the chapter, as before.

xix. 5. " And a voice came out of the throne, saying, Praise our God, all ye

his servants, and ye that fear him, both small and great. G. And I heard as it

were the voice of a great multitude, and as tlie voice of many waters, and as the

voice of mighty thunderings, saying. Alleluia ; for the * Lord God omnipotent
reigneth.-t- 7. Let us be glad and rejoice, and give honour to him: for the

marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath made herself ready. 8. And to

her it was granted| that she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white:

for the fine linen is the righteousness of the saints. 9. And he saith unto me,
Write, blessed are they which are called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb.
And he saith unto mc. These are the true sayings of God. 10. And I fell at his

feet to worship him : and he saith unto me, See thou do it not : I am thy fellow-

servant, and (the fellow-servant) § of thy brethren, that keep up|| the testimony

of Jesus : worship God : for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.il

11. And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat

upon him was called Faithful and True ; and in righteousness he doth Judge and

* Scholz reads i^yuojj', " our God.'' f fPaai\ev<je. So xi 17.

I Kai (SoBti aiJT7]. Perhaps, " And it hath been granted to her ;
" as one of

the joyful subjects of sons; to the hymnists.

§ (tvpSovAos crov ti/xi Kat ruv aSf\(pa>v trov.

II (XOVTuv Tr]v fxapTvpiav. So Apoc. vi.9; Ata tt]v /xaprvpiav fjv fixov.

H Of //itf prophecy, ttjs TTpo<p-r\Tiias. So i. 3, xxii. 7, 10, 18, 19.—Alike the

Angel in his revelation, and the Eiian^diat in his life and doctrine, witnessed
for Jesus.
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themes being the now closely instant establishment of
Christ's kingdom, and his marriage : the bride, it ap-

peared, having had it granted her to be arrayed in the finest

white linen,' (which linen, it was said, was the righteous-

ness^ of saints, so marking the saints as the bride,) and the

song retaining still the form Hallelujah.—But an enemy
yet remained to be overcome, ere the completion of the

anticipated blessedness. As the harlot must be exposed

make war. 12. His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were many
diadems; and he had a name written, that no man knew but himself. 13. And
he was clothed in a vesture dipped in blood, and his name is called, The Word of

God. 14. And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white
horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean. 15. And out of his mouth goeth
a sharp* sword, that with it he should smite the nations : and he shall rule

over them with a rod of iron : and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness

and wrath of Almighty God. 16. And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh
a t name written, King of kings and Lord of lords.

17. And I saw an angelt standing in the sun ; and he cried with a loud voice,

saying to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven, Come and gather yourselves

together unto the supper of the great God
; § 18. that ye may eat the flesh of

kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of

horses and of them that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both free and bond,
both small and great.

19. And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered
together to make war|l against him that sat on the horse, and against his army.
20. And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought
miracles before him,^ with which he deceived them that had received the mark
of the beast, and them that worshipped his image. These both were cast alive

into the lake** of fire burning with brimstone. 21. And the remnant were slain

with the sword of him that sat upon the horse, which sword proceeded out of

his mouth : and all the fowls were filled with their flesh."

XX. " And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having the key of the

bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand. And he laid hold on the dragon,

that old serpent, which is the Devil and Satan, and bound him a thousand
years," &c.

1 Bvajivoi'. This was linen of the finest kind ; such as kings and priests and
nobles wore:—for example, Joseph, Gen. xli. 42 ; David, 1 Chron. xv. 27 : the

priests, Exod. xxviii. 39 ; and the 7-ich man in the parable, Luke xvi. 19. The
harlot wore it also ; but as a usurper.—On the possibly intended meaning of the

word here, as suggested by Daubuz in a very interesting critique, I reserve my
observations till the chapter following.

2 SiKaiajixara' used in the same sense, I conceive, of justification as in St. Paul's

Epistle to the Romans, v. 16 ; the plural being adopted, rather than the singular,

in order to signify the badges of that justification on the many justified.

* Scholz inserts dis-ofxos, two-edged. f Scholz reads to ouo/xa, with the article.

X Scholz and Tregelles write ha ayye\ov, one angel.

§ Or, as Griesbach, Scholz, and Tregelles, " the great supper of God."

II
rov iro\i(ji.ov. So Scholz and Tregelles read it, both here and xx. 8. Usually,

as in xii. 1 7 and xiii. 7, the article is not added. It seems to be tlie war of Anna-
geddon, before resolved on. H Scholz, 6 /uer' avrov \pevSoTrpo(pj]Tris.

** Tuv \t^jLvy)v Tov irvpos Trjv Kaofxevriv ev 6et(p. Our translators have rendered

it " a lake ;
" not marking the definite article : a mistake of no inconsiderable

importance, as will appear afterwards in my comment.
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and branded and destroyed ere the manifestation of the

bride, so the usurper Antichrist, (the self-vaunting King

of kings and Lord of lords^) ere Christ's establish-

ment of his kingdom. And,—after a passing mention of

the Angel's declaring the blessedness of those who were

called to the Lamb's marriage-supper, (whether a class

the same or distinct from the Bride herself,"^) and another

of John's falhng down and worshipping the revealing

Angel, (still surely in his symbolic character,^) and

being rebuked for it,—there follows a most striking and

remarkable vision of Christ issuing forth to the destruc-

tion of this long usurping Antichrist. The heaven ap-

peared opened to make way for his descending : his

appearance had in it all that was most august of super-

human majesty: his emblems were those of royalty and

triumph, — the white horse, the sharp sword, the many
diadems, the red or purple robe,—red, however, with

blood, as that of one that had already begun to tread

the wine- press of God's wrath : (was it not the wine-press

in Bozrah ?^) his names enunciated were, The Faithful

and True, the Word of God, the King of Kings and

Lord of Lords, besides that secret as well as incommu-
nicable name Jehovah :^ and hosts, already " in heaven,"^

(were they not his saints, " the called, and chosen, and

faithful?"^) appeared following him ; themselves also on
white horses, the partakers (so did the end contrast with

the beginning of this great drama^) of their Lord's tri-

umph.— Meanwhile the Beast and his False Prophet,

and the kings and armies that still supported him, had
gathered to the scene of conflict. And,— after a pro-

clamation from an Angel that seemed " standing in the

sun," whether to denote his universal visibihty,^ or the

' So Gerson ap. Gieseler, Text-Book iii. 256.
'^

I shall consider this in chapter v- following. ^ So Daubuz.
"• Isa. Ixiii. I. I shall have to make the comparison in the next chapter.
^ Such I conceive the meaning. Compare Judg. xiii. 18, " Why askest thou

after my name, seeing it is secret? " ^ to TpaTtv/xtiTa to (v t^ ovpavtfi.

' Compare xvii. 14 ; "These shall make war with the Lamb; and the Lamb
shall overcome them (for He is King of kings and Lord of lords) and they that

are with Ilim, the called, and chosen, and faithful." ^ See Vol. i. p. 106.
* So the late Rev. Robert Hall, in his very interesting Sermon on the Discou-

ragements and Supports of the Christian minister.
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supreme royalty that dictated his words/ inviting all

the birds of prey that might fly in the mid-heaven, to

assemble and partake of the great supper about to be

prepared in the judgments of God Almighty,-—after

this, I say, the conflict was joined, the Beast, or Anti-

christ, and his False Prophet taken, and cast alive into

" the lake of fire," (mark the definite article,) " the lake

which was burning with brimstone ;" ^ the kings and his

other adherents slain by the sword of Him that sat on
the white horse, a portion for the birds of prey ;

* and
the Dragon taken, and imprisoned in the abyss for a

thousand years.—And so the Millennium appeared to

begin.

From this prefigurative vision thus much may be

clearly inferred respecting the coming future,—viz. that

some signal, total, and most tremendous destruction of

the Papal Antichrist, (that false usurping king of kings

and lord of lords,) with the Papal priesthood and kings

(if not kingdoms) adhering to him, is to follow very

soon after the catastrophe of Rome :—a destruction to

be wrought with some striking manifestation of Christ

(then to be known as the true King of kings and Lord
of lords) and of his glory and power ; and by the agency

of earthquake and fire, (probably volcanic fire,) so as to

involve the reprobates, thus destroyed, in the same fiery

lake as Rome itself and its territory just before.—The
circumstance of their destruction following after, and
so being in point of time distinct from, that of Rome, is

accounted for on the supposition of Antichrist and his

army being, at the time, gathered to some country or

place without the territories of the Popedom:—a suppo-

' Such 1 conceive to be at least pa)-* of the meaning of the symbol ; so as, for

example, in the notable case of the woman clothed with the sun in Apoc. xii. 1.

2 Ezekiel's prophec)' of God's great sacrifice and supi)pr, and the birds invited

to it, in Ezek. xxxix. 17, &c, can scarce fail of occurring as a probable parallel

to the reader. But I purposely avoid for the present any discussion as to the

parallelism of this, and other such prophecies, vvith that under consideration.

3 See Note ** on the page 111 preceding.
•* Compare Christ's proverbial saying, " Where the carcase is, there shall the

eagles (or vultures) be gathered together."

VOL. IV. I
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sltion suggested indeed, and made more than a supposi-

tion, by the intimation given in the parallel prophecy,

already considered, of chap, xiv, that the wine-press of

God's wrath was to be trodden ''ivithout the city ;
"^ and

confirmed not a little, I believe, by that of Daniel next

to be entered on. As to the nature of the manifestation

then to be made of Christ's glory,—whether personal

or simply providential,—again, whether the hosts attend-

ing to participate in his triumph, are angels or saiiits,

and, if saints, whether in the earthly or the resurrection

state, (a point involving that other, already mooted, whe-

ther the bride and the parties called to the bridal supper

are identical, or distinct,)—finally, what the nature of

the lake ofjire mentioned, and whether identical or con-

nected with that eternal and penal fire of which we read

such awful notices in other scriptures,—on all these

points of solemn and surpassing interest, it is evident

that the answer to be given must involve a consideration

of the great question of the Millennium and Second
Advent ; and can therefore only fitly be given in the

chapter next but one following, in which the whole

millennial subject has to be discussed.

CHAPTER IV.

DANIEL S LAST PROPHECY OF THE CONSUMMATION.

§ 1.—THE FIRST HALF OF THE PROPHECY,
FROM DAN. X. 1 xl. 32.

The date of the vision that I am now about to notice,

—I mean Daniel's last vision, given in chapters x, xi, and
xii of his prophetic Book,—is stated by the Prophet to

have been the third year of the reign of Cyrus ;
^ its local

' Apoc. xiv. 20. See p. 8.'5 suprK.—The Beast's separation from his proper
seat, at the time of his destruction, may be compared with Pharaoh's and Korah's
from theirs. I shall have again to advert to this point at the end of the next
chapter. ^ Dan. z. 1.
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scene by the banks of the Hiddekel or Tigris.^ Now it

appears from Ezra that it was in the first year of his

reign that Cyrus issued his memorable edict for the

Jews' emancipation from Babylon, and that Zerubbabel

and other Jews, acting on it, returned to Jerusalem :
^

also that it was in the seventh Jewish month (or October)
that they set up an altar there,^ and in the second month
of the second year of their coming that they laid the

foundation of the new Temple :
*—after which there

began from the people of the land a system of harassing

and interruption,—in part by personal opposition, in

part through the agency of accusers sent to vilify them
at the Persian Court,—which at once put a stop to the

work ; and suspended it through what remained of the

reign of Cyrus, and for some years after, till the acces-

sion of Darius son of Hystaspes.^ Such then had already

begun to be the state of things at Jerusalem in the April ^

of that 3rd year of Cyrus, in which Daniel (now, like

St. John in Patmos, an old man of eighty or ninety)^ saw
the vision we are about to consider. It seems impor-

tant to bear this in mind in examining the prophecy be-

fore us.—We can scarce but suppose that his fasting and
prayer, which preceded and was answered by the present

vision, had reference, like that which preceded a former

revelation,^ to the then state of trial and disappointment

attending the returned remnant of his people. The
Angel's words, on occasion of a former vision, about the

street being built in troublous times,^ had already begun
to have fulfilment. When were better times to come,

the times of the Messiah promised ? His heart was set

to understand the things predicted.'" Of the quadruple

^ Dan. X. 4. - Ezra i. 1,5.
8 Ibid. iii. 1—6. •* Ibid. iii. 8, &c. 5 ibid. iy. 1, 11, 24,
^ The vision was seen on the 24th day of the Jewish first month, or month

Abib ; which was part March, part April.—Dan. x. 4.
'' Daniel was carried away from Jerusalem, on the first deportation of captive

Jews, in the third year of Jehoiakim and first of Nebuchadnezzar. At this time
he must have been nearly grown up ; as we find him in Nebuchadnezzar's second

year expounding to him his dream of the great quadripartite Image : after which
there had now elapsed the seventy years and more of the captivity.

^ Dan. ix. 3, Sec. ^ Dan. ix. 25. Compare Hagg. i. 9.

'" Dan, X. 12 ;
" From the first day that thou didst set thy heart to under-

stand," &c.
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series of Gentile dominant empires, which, it had been

previously foreshown to him, were to precede the full

and final establishment of Messiah's kingdom,' the third,

that of Greece, had as yet not come forward. When
was that next step in the great chain of events to take

place? When the fourth empire to appear, under

which apparently Messiah was to be manifested in hu-

miliation, and cut off;^ and which w^as to introduce

into the Temple, that had now been just founded anew,

the abomination that would make desolate ? ^ When
again the consummation of judgment to be poured out

on the desolator ;
'* and so that glorious restoration of

Israel and of the Temple to take place, under the King
Messiah, that had been prefigured to another holy pro-

phet, the associate of Daniel's youth and captivity, I

mean Ezekiel?^

The vision accorded to Daniel at the expiration of

these three weeks of fasting and humiliation, and which

was avowedly intended to enlighten him on the subjects

of his anxious searching,® opened with the view of some
glorious Being of surpassing splendour, standing on the

waters of the Tigris.^ Was it an Angel, or the Lord of

Angels? Apparently the latter : as not in respect of his

glory only, but of the priestly garb that he wore, the

position he stood in, and the solemn oath that he ut-

tered, the parallel was most close between what is here

said of him, and what is in the Apocalypse said of the

Covenant-Angel that long afterwards appeared to St. John
in the visions of Patmos.^ Moreover the attendant

' Both in the symbol of the quadripartite image, ^nd t\\&\. oi the four wild

beasts, Dan. ii, vii. ^ Dan. ix. 25, 26. ^ Ibid, verse 27.
' So the Margin.—This is allowed to be a perfectly admissible translation ; as

much so as that of the English Version, " on the desolate." So Professor Lee
in his Introduction to Eusebius' Theophania, p. cxiv. ^ Ezek. xl. &c.

' Dan. X. 12, 14 ;
" From the first day that thou didst set thy heart to under-

stand, and to chasten thyself before God, thy words were heard, and I am come
for thy words."—"lam come to make thee understand what shall befal thy
people in the latter days."

^ " Then I lifted up mine eyes, and looked ; and behold a certain man clothed

in linen whose loins were girded with fine gold of Uphaz. His body also was
like the beryl ; and his face as the appearance of lightning ; and his eyes as lamps
of fire ; and his arms and his feet like in colour to polished brass ; and the voice

of his words like the voice of a multitude." Dan. x. h, &c.
^ Sec Apoc. i. 13 and x. 1, 6.
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Angels, who were also seen by Daniel in the vision, re-

ferred to him their questions as to a superior/ Thus it

seemed, I say, to be the Lord, the Messiah, Himself.

His priestly garb marked him out in that character of

the priest, the offering priest of the great propitiatory

sacrifice, which it needed that he should fulfil ere he

took the kingdom.^ His silence, all the while that an

attendant Angel detailed the prediction we are about

considering to the prophet, might seem to have been

the silence of one meditating on the mighty work before

him. Again his position, with his feet planted on the

waters of the Hiddekel, now the great characteristic

river of the dominant Persian Empire, symbolized appa-

rently his claim to that domination and empire as his

own :
^— on the realization of which claim those times

of Eden that the river Hiddekel might suggest to the

prophet's mind'* would return ; and its waters flow again

through a Paradise restored.

It is generally supposed by commentators that the

Angel who touched and strengthened the prophet, when
struck down by the glory of the vision, and then in a

predictive narrative informed him respecting the coming
future, was the Angel Gabriel. And as Gabriel is spe-

cifically mentioned twice before as the appointed com-

municator with the prophet,^ this seems very probable.

He tells him that on the first day he chastened himself

before God his prayer was heard : and, after a mysterious

intimation or two on what for awhile hindered him from

^ Dan. xii. 5—7.—I have drawn out this evidence because neither his appear-

ance in splendour, nor his likeness to man, would of itself distinguish him from

a created angel ; created angels having sometimes so appeared to men. (See, for

example, in Matt, xxviii. 3, 4, the description of the anirels that attended Christ's

resurrection.)—Similarly in Apoc. xiv. 14 one on the wlute cloud like to a Son of

Man, appeared from the adjuncts of the vision, to be Christ. See p. 78 suprk.
^ Compare Dan. ix. 26 : a prophecy of Messiah given him about four or five

years before ; it being dated in the first year of Darius the Mede, or two years

before the first of Cyrus. ^ Compare Apoc. x. 1.

* Gen. ii. 14.—Wintle places the scene near its confluence with the Euphrates.
^ Dan. viii. 16, ix. 21.—It is observable that in the former of these two pas-

sages, it was " a man's voice from between the banks of the Ulai " that directed

Gabriel to make Daniel understand the vision then given : just as here the Cove-

nant-Angel stood on the icaters of the Hiddekel ; while the angelic attendants

were on its banks.
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coming,' and what he was afterwards about to do, in

regard both of the Prince of Persia and then the Prince

of Greece,^—intimations indicating the fact of angehc

ministration in influencing men's minds, and so bringing

about the appointed issue of events in human aff'airs,^

—

he proceeds, in the remarkable prophecy of chap, xi and

xii, to unfold the then coming future, first under Per-

sian, and then under Greek supremacy
;
(the second and

third in the great tetrarchical succession of prophecy ;)

with the addition of a sketch of the sequel of events,

specially with reference to the future fortunes of Da-

niel's own people,* (whether that meant the Jews, or

the true people and Church of God,) even until the con-

summation.

The prophecy thus naturally divides itself into two

parts : 1st that /rom xi. 1 to xi. 32, sketching the times

of the Persians and Greeks ; 2ndly that from xi. 32 to

the end of chap, xii, sketching the sequel. Now it is

not my intention to enter fully into the details of the

earlier half of the prophecy. For these I refer to Bishop

Newton.^ My object is only to give such a general

view of this part, in respect of its literal meaning, and

its historic fulfilment, as may serve fitly to introduce that

second and more difiicult part which has a direct bearing

on the time and manner of the consummation
;
questions

which we have hitherto been considering simply by the

light of the Apocalyptic prophecy. It may be well to

consider the two divisions of the prophecy each in a

separate Section : and I now proceed accordingly, with-

out further delay, to the discussion of that which belongs

to the present Section ; viz.

1 Dan. X. 13 ;
" But the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me one

and twenty days," &c.
2 Dan. X. 20. " And now will I return to fight with the Prince of Persia : and

when I am gone forth, lo, the Prince of Grecia shall come."
'* The Jews supposed angels to have their distinctive appointments over nations.

See Dr. M'Caul's Kimchi on Zcchar. ii. 3.— So too Jerom on Isaiah xv; " Angeli

qui singiilis pracsunt gentibus." (Tom. iii. p. 277.)
» " I am come to make thee understand what shall befal thy people in the lat-

ter days." Dan. x. 14.
'' Dr. Keith too has a full chajjter on this subject in his Signs of the Times.

But I rather refer to Bishop Newton, as he gives his authorities : a point in

which Dr. K, seems to me grievously defective. See too IVhitle on Daniel.
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The earlier half of the prophecy.

The Angel's prophetic narrative begins from the time

then present.* Three Persian kings, he says, were to

rise after Cyrus, (these were Camhyses, Smerdis, and
Darius Hystaspes,) before any mutation needing notice

in the world's affairs i"^ then a fourth, (Xerxes,) pre-emi-

nent for his riches and power ; who, by stirring up the

whole empire against Greece, was to bring Greece di-

rectly into contact with Persia ; an aspirant thenceforward

for the supremacy. And then " a mighty king " was
to stand up,^ (here is the first grand transition in the

prophecy, and one to be well marked as a precedent for

comparison, in regard of what is unexpressed in it as

well as of what is expressed, and in regard of the pas-

sage per saltum, as well to a later age as to another coun-

' I purpose to subjoin the prophetic text in detached passages beneath the

comment that illustrates them ; making such critical remarks on each as may
seem to me useful for readers unskilled like myself in Hebrew. I must trust to

the courtesy of Hebrew scholars to excuse it, if of these Notes some appear to

them to be needlessly particular, or relative to points clear in themselves.
" The prophecy, Dan. xi. 2, begins thus.

xi. 2. " And now will I shew thee the truth. Behold there shall stand up yet

three kings in Persia ; and the fourth shall be far richer than they all : and by
his strength, through his riches, he shall stir up all * against f the realm of

Grecia." %
3 3. " And a mighty king shall stand up,§ that shall rule with great dominion,

and do according to his will. 4. And when he shall stand up || his kingdom shall

be broken, and shall be divided towards the four winds of heaven : and not to

his posterity, nor according to his dominion which he ruled : for his kingdom
shall be plucked up, even for others beside^ those."

* On the peculiar suitableness of this phrase to depict the preparations for

Xerxes' expedition into Greece, see Note 2, Vol. iii. p. 389.

f riN. The sense of against, here given, attaches to the word in 1 Chron.

XX. 5 ;
" There was war with (HN) the Philistines."

X ^V, Jat'an ; the usual word for Greece. So in Dan. x. 20 just before.

§ "1^37. The same Hebrew verb occurs in the verses 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16,

(twice), 17, 20, 21, 25, 31 ; also xii. 1, 13. In verse 8 it is rendered conti-

nue, in verse 15 withstand; in the other cases stand up, as here, or simply
stand, Gesenius says, it is a word used particularly of a new prince ; in-

stancing Dan. viii. 23, as well as xi, 2, 3, 20.—Besides which cases it occurs in

verses 11, 13, 14 in the Hiphil form ; in verse 14 in the sense of to make to

stand, or to establish ; in verses 11, 13 in that oito stir up, to excite.

.
II

Or, ivhen he shall have stood up,

H ^5?^ exclusively, or to the exclusion of:—the word " those" meaning his

posterity '; the Hebrew iT^^nS (literally the latter,) being a noun of number,

and used as a concrete.
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try,)—which king was evidently the famous Greek ruler

Alexander the Great .• no other king having risen up in

the 150 years between him and Xerxes, of whom it

could be predicated that '* he ruled with a great domi-

nion, and did according to his will ;" besides that what

is said of the quadri-partition of his kingdom after his

death " to others, and not to his own posterity," agrees

most exactly, and so as it can be shown to do in the

case of no other conqueror of antiquity, both with what

is historically recorded respecting the division of Alexan-

der's kingdom, and also with what was clearly foreshown

about it in another and earlier of Daniel's prophecies.'

—It is the subsequent history of two distinctively, out

of these four divisions of the Greek conqueror's empire^

that the revealing angel proceeded to sketch ; viz. of

what he called " the King of the South," and " the

King of the North.^' Now, from this simple desig-

nation alone, we might a priori pretty confidently have

conjectured that the ^gypto-Macedonian and Syro-

Macedonian dynasties were intended, of the Ptolemies

and the Seleucidce ; the seats of government of these

princes being respectively South and North of Judea.

But in effect conjecture is not needed on the point

;

the country of the King of the South being expressly

in an early passage of the prophecy called Egypt.'^

And the considerate reader can scarce fail of seeing good

reason for their selection, as special subjects of prophetic

description to Daniel : not merely from the circumstance

of their continuing longer, and making a much greater

figure in history, tban the other two post-Alexandrine

Macedonian kingdoms ;^ but much more on account of

the Holy Land of Judea being involved more or less in

1 Dan. viii. 8. See Vol. iii. p. 372.

2 So verse 8 ;
" He " (viz. the King of the South) " shall carry their gods

into Ei;y]d ; " compared with the notice of the same event in the verse follow-

ing, " The King of the South shall come into his oicn kingdom, and return to

his own land."
=* The Thraco-Macedonian kingdom of Lysimachus was early overthrown by

the first Seleucus, B.C. 281, about twenty years after the battle of Ipsus : and

again the Gieeco-Macedonian kingdom of Cassander was finally overthrown by

the Romans as the result of the battle of Pydna, B.C. 168 : whereas Syria was

not made a Roman province till B.C. 65, and Egypt not till B.C. 30.
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their quarrels and wars ; and the Jewish government
being a de|fpi^dency for the most part of one or other of

them, until its occupation and subjugation by the Romans.
And in regard to the earlier part of the prophecy

concerning them,— i. e. from verse 6 to verse 31, where
the question arises whether there may not then be made
a transition to the Roman subjugation of Judea,—there

has been exhibited, I think, such satisfactory evidence

of a continuous parallelism between the predictive de-

scription of the two kings here given, and the interna-

tional history of the Ptolemies and Seleucidae, as to leave

no reasonable doubt as to the meaning so far of the

prophecy ; and thus to offer us the immense advantage

of a sufficiently clear introduction at the outset, to that

which is more obscure.^

1 The following comparative tabular view may be useful, of the dates of the

successive kings of the Ptolemic and Seleucidean dynasties through the century

and a half comprehended (as I suppose) in this prophetic sketch. I premise that

the date of Alexander the Great's death is B.C. 323; of that of" his brother

Philip Aridseus, 316 ; of that of his son Alexander JEgus, by Roxana, 309 ; a short

time after which (the date is generally given 306) the chief Macedonian gover-

nors and princes assumed the royal title :— Ptolemy, however, before the rest.

The Ptolemies.

1. Ptolemy Soter, Governor of

Egypt

takes the title as

King of Egypt

2. Ptolemy Philadelphus

(It was under him that the Sep-

tuagint Greek translation of

the OldTestament was made.)

3. Ptolemy Euergetes.

4. Ptolemy Philopator ,

5. Ptolemy Epiphanes. ,

6. Ptolemy Philometor ,

B. C.
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1. Whereas the King of the South was to be strong/

and the King of the North, (another of the great Greek

King's princes or governors,) though later apparently in

assuming the royal title, to become stronger than the

King of the South, then contentions (as it is implied)

to arise and continue between them, until composed by

the expedient of a family alliance through the marriage

of a daughter of the King of the South to the King
of the North,—so Ptolemy the First became strong as

King of Egypt, and Seleucus, the Macedonian governor

of Babylon, on subsequently assuming the title of King,

much greater and stronger •? and, a quarrel having soon

arisen between the immediate successors of these two

Egyptian princes, to the death of Ptolemy Auletes ; who dying, B.C. 51, left his

kingdom and children to Roman guardianship ; one of these children being the
Cleopatra so famous in the histories of Csesar and Antony.

' 5, " And the king of the south shall be strong, and one of his princes :
*

and he shall be strong above him.f and have dominion : his dominion shall be a

great dominion. 6. And in the end of years + they shall join themselves toge-

ther : $ for the king's daughter of the south shall come to the king of the north
to make an agreement."

||

- So Arrian apud Bishop Newton. In fact Seleucus' empire extended from
the Indus to the /Egean.—At this time lived Megasthenes and Berosus.

* The Septuagint translates, "And one of his princes shall be strong above
him," without the connecting 1, or and. And Bishop Newton thinks that there

is manifestly either this redundance, by error of transcription, in the Hebrew
text, or an omission of "the king of the north" after the and. But this seems
to me not necessary. It only needs that we understand " shall be strong," from
the clause preceding, after " one of his princes." Which last phrase means evi-

dently one of Alexander's generals
;
(so W'intle, and Boothroyd from Houbigant ;)

and is an early example of Daniel's use o{ pronouns, in reference not to the next
immediately preceding noun, but the one before.—It is to be remembered that

Ptolemy became King of the South ere Seleucus assumed the royal title ; and
consequently while he was yet professedly only a governor

;
governor of Babylon,

t Mark the he and him, in the sense of, " the latter above the former."

* Sept. fiira ra err] outs' reading V3li7 ;—i.e. after Seleucus' death.

§ The Hebrew word (tlie llitlipael form of 'I'^Tl to join) is used also 2

Chron. XX. 35, 37; " Jehoshaphat did 70m Ai'mse// with Ahaziah :
" i.e. in the

partnership and alliance of a joint undertaking.

II
Hebr. D"^1tt7"^p niCC^b. LiteraMy, " To do or make rectitudes." Leetrans-

lates it, to make things straight ; Gesenius, to make peace. The latter compares

verse 17, where the root ~ltt7^ occurs, and where the Septuagint render it (more

correctly probably than our Itnglish translation) ev6(ia Ttavra juer' oin-« iroi7)cru
;

very much as Prof. Lee here. The Greek rendering here is, re irofqaai avv6-r}Kas

fxiT' avre.—Let mc add the passage 2 Kings x. 1 5, " Is thy heart right, as my heart

is with thy heart," where the same Hebrew word ''iW^ occurs, in proof that it is

used to ex\)Tc?.s friendliness, as well as moral rectitude. So Abcn Ezra explains

the present passage, "to make peace between them ;
" as also the Rabbi Saadiah,
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kings, war continued until composed by the second

Ptolemy giving his daughter Berenice in marriage to

the third of the Seleucidean dynasty.—2. Whereas this

scheme of family alliance was prophesied of as to fail/

and both the South King's married daughter, and the

King her husband, and her son too by the marriage,^ and

her attendants to fall,—so both Berenice, and her husband

Antiochus, and her son too by him, and her attendants,

were actually murdered by the arts of Antiochus' original

but repudiated wife, Laodice.^— 3. Whereas "out of a

branch of her roots," ^ one was to stand up to avenge

^ 6. " But she shall not retain * the power of the arm.f- neither shall he stand,

nor his arm : J but she shall be given up ; and they that brought her, and he

that begat her,§ and he that strengthened her in these ||
times.H

2 Taking the Septuagint reading 37^T, seed. ^ See Univ. Hist. ix. 197.

'' 7. " But out of a branch of her roots ** shall one stand up in his estate,

* The same Hebrew word occurs in Dan. x. 8; "I retained no strength."

\ 27''~'T, j8paX"«*'5 is a word frequent in the Old Testament, both in the

singular and plural, to signify strength, power, whether of an individual or

host. So 37 i~)T 12?"'S, Job xxii. 8, " a man of arm or strength ; " Gen. xlix. 24
;

" The arms (i.e. power) of his hands were made strong by the God of Jacob."

—

In Isa. li. 9 and Ixii. 8, the double phrase, " strength of the arm," (laxvs j8pax«-

oyos, Sept.) is used conjointly, as here.—In subsequent verses of this chapter it

is used with verbs thus
;

(I quote from the Septuagint to avoid the ambiguity of

the word arm in English :— ) xi. 15 ; Koi di ^paxtoves rov /SacriAecos rov votov ou

S"t)(T0VTai' xi. 22, ppax^oi/es rov KaTaKM'^ovTos KaraKKvadr]aoVTCi.L' xi. 31, koi

fipax^oves Kat aTrep/j-ara e| avTov auaT-qcrovrai.—Compare Ezek. xxx. 25 ; Koi

evio-xwcra' '''ovs ^pax^ovas ^affiAecos Ha^vXwvos, 6i Se ^paxtoves ^apaw ireaowTai.—
Wintle makes this word the nominative ;

" The arm shall not retain strength."

X The Septuagint translates, Kai s Tricrerat to airepixa aurs ; reading with a dif-

ferent punctuation from that of our translators, '^'Zf}.,
seed, or children : which

I conceive to be the right reading ; since otherwise in the phrase " Neither

shall he stand, nor his arm," or power, the last clause is tautologous. So
Wintle. Boothroyd too translates, " Neither shall she stand, nor her seed :

"

where mark the gender; she.

§ Bishop Newton and Wintle translate, " he whom she brought forth," follow-

ing the marginal reading n'^7|;n), instead of the received reading, my'^nT :

and so Boothroyd, " Her son." The Sept. omits the Mappik; translating ^ veavis,

the young woman : Aben Ezra translates, her mother ; as without points.

11 Literally, the times.

U Aben Ezra explains this to mean astrologers ; an explanation curious and
worth observing. In Esther i. 13 and 1 Chron. xii. 32, they who understand

times, U^r\'3 ''27'T1''j is a periphrasis for astrologers; "times" meaning in

some places men's destinies. So Psalm xxxi. 15, " My times are in thy hand; "

also 1 Chron. xxix. 30, Job xxiv. 1.—Else he that strengthened her must be taken

{one for many) to mean the party that supported Berenice against Laodice, at

the time of her being in Syria, including specially her husband. So Wintle.
** Or, "from the stem of her roots;'' a remarkable and distinctive phrase.

Compare Isa. xi. 1 ;
" There shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse,
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the ill-treatment of the daughter of the King of the

South, then this Southern King to invade the Northern

King's territories, take his fortresses, capture his trea-

sures and princes, and (as it is singularly added) their

gods, and return triumphantly with them into his own
country and kingdom, Egypt,—so the third Ptolemy,

forthwith on coming to the kingdom, invaded Syria,

(then under the rule of the fourth Seleucidean king, Se-

leucus Callincius, son to Laodice,) overran the whole

kingdom to the Euphrates, indeed heyond it almost to

the Indus, plundered it of 40,000 talents of silver and of

2,500 images of gods, including among them the Egyp-
tian idol-gods, carried out of Egypt two centuries and

a half before by the Persian king Cambyses ; and with

these, and numerous captives, returned triumphantly

which* shall come with f an army, and shall enter into the fortress I of the king

of the north, and shall deal against them, and shall prevail; 8. and shall also

carry captive into Egypt their gods, with their princes, § and with their precious

vessels 1| of silver and gold : and he shall continue more years than the king of

and a branch shall grow out of his i-oots." Her roots mean her parentage or

ancestry ; and a person is indicated who should be of a common stock with her ;

i.e. a brother, if taken most strictly. So Saadiah makes the person here meant
to be the brother of the king's daughter before spoken of.

* i33 without the preposition, for ISS 727 in his place, or stead. So

Gesenius. "With /V the phrase is used in this sense in verses 20, 21, 38. The

word ]3j a place, is used Gen. xl. 13, " In three days Pharaoh shall restore thee

to thy place ;" and again Gen. xli. 13, " to my office."

f
' vSj usually to. So the Sept. ri^ei irpos rriv Suvafiiv. If the sense of with

(which however "Wintle adopts) be not warranted, then the meaning may either

be, " shall come to the power," i.e. to the power of the kingdom ; for V^'H means

power, as well as a host or army : or else, " shall come to the fortification, or

fortified tovm, (so as in Isa. xxvi. 1, &c.) of the Northern king.

X Ti2?D : a word which occurs also in verse 10, "stirred up to his fortress ;
"

and is the same that by its use in verse 38 in the plural has given rise to Mcde's
famous criticism on the Mahuzzim.

§ The Se])tuagint has it, /uero Ttav xweuToii' avrwv, with their molten images:
a meaning very different from nur English rendering, princes, hut which attaches
also to the Hebrew word "*3Dp. For the root of the word is Tfp3, to pour out :

and it thus applies alike to image* melted infusion, (as the cognate word in Isa. xli.

29,) and to princes poured wpon with the anointing oil, (Josh. xiii. 21 &c.)—Pro-
bably the Scptuagint rendering, molten images, is the more correct : as it so well

carries on the idea of their gods in the clause preceding ; and was also so striking

a point in the historical fulfilment.

II
A word used also of the sacred Jewish vcs'^els carried ofT to Babylon hy

Nebuchadnezzar, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10.
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back into Egypt.'— 4. Whereas the sons of the King
of the North (sons in the plural) were to be stirred up,^

and assemble great forces, as if with a view to the re-

covery of their losses and to revenge, and one out of

them {one only) to overflow, (whether over his own re-

captured territory, or over that of his enemy the King of

the South,) and the King of the South to meet him in

battle, and utterly overthrow him,— so did Seleucus Ce-

raunus, and, on his speedy death a year or two after,

his brother and successor Antiochus, called the Great,'"^

the north. 9. So the king of the south shall come into his kingdom, and shall

return into his own land." *

^ In 1631 an inscription on an ancient marble in honour of this action of
Euergetes was published by AUatius ;

" Sacris quae ab Egypto Pcrsse abstulerant

receptis, ac cum reliqui congests. gaz& in Egyptum relatis."—Wintle.
^ 10. "Buthissonsf shall be stirred up, j and shall assemble a multitude of

great forces ; and one shall certainly come, § and overflow, and pass through,
then shall he return,

II
and be stirred up,T[ even to his fortress. II. And the

king of the south shall be moved with clioler, and shall come forth, and fight

with him, even with the king of the north : and he shall set forthff a great mul-
titude ; but the multitude shall be given** into his hand."

3 So Justin XXX. 1 ;
" Antiochus rex Syriae, veteri inter se regnorum odio

* This verse seems recapitulatory.—It is to be observed that there is no his

prefixed to kingdom in the Hebrew. So that the translation might be ; "And
he (viz. the King of the North) shall enter into the kingdom of the King of the

South, and return to his own land ," i.e. without effecting anything. But there

is nothing in the history to suit the verse so translated.

t That is the sons of the King of the North, though not the last mentioned :

because the King of tl,e North, spoken of in the next verse as the southern

King's antagonist, was apparently one of these two sons. So Aben Ezra and
Saadiah.—The affix prevents the expression of dualism in the word for sons.

X The Hebrew is '^"ISjI'^, the same verb that occurs again, and in the same

Hithpahel form, at the end of this verse, and also in verse 25 ; and quite a

diflferent one from that in verse 2. Its root is iTIS : a verb not used in Kal ; but

which in Fiel signifies stirring up contention, as Prov. xv. 18, " A wrathful man
stirreth up strife ;" and in \ts Hithpahel (orm (as here) is used, 1st, says Gesenius,

in the sense to be excited, as to anger, 2nd, to contend, to engage in ivar. So
Deut. ii. 5, 19, " Meddle not with them in war; " and Jer. 1. 24.

§ The change from plural to singular is as marked in the Hebrew as the Eng-
lish.—The clause is literally, ," And coming he shall come."

II
The Hebrew ^erb 2^27 is the same that is used in verses 18 and 19

subsequently with y, in the sense of to turn one's face towards a place. It often

means to do a thing again. So here it may perhaps mean, after his Jirst acting

out of his anger, and overflowing, he shall be again excited to urge the war.

^ Gesenius supplies " and march " even to his fortress ; i. e. the fortress of

the Southern King.
** Or, make to stand. So verse 13.

tt Lit. " he shall give," or " some one shall give."—The he and his refer evidently

to different persons.
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assemble great forces to recover their father's dominions,

and the latter achieve the object, recover Seleucia and
Syria, and proceed to invade Egypt with a mighty army ;^

whereupon ensued the (to him) disastrous battle of Ra-

phia, on the Egyptian frontier, in which he suffered a

total defeat from Philopator, the then reigning Ptolemy.
—5. Whereas^ the King of the South was not eventu-

stimulante, repentino bello multas urbes ejus (Ptolemsei) oppressit, ipsamque
jEgyptum aggreditur."

The following dates will be useful towards the illustration of this prophetic

sketch of Antiochus the Great's history.

B. c.

225
217
198

Antiochus succeeds to the Syrian throne.

Is defeated in the battle of Raphia.

Defeats Scopas in the battle of Panias, on returning from his Eastern
conquests; and recovers Judea and Jerusalem.

192 War with the Romans begins, and lasts three years.

190 Battle and defeat of Magnesia.

187 Antiochus killed.

^ Polybius describes the army and its amount ; 62,000 foot, 6000 horse, and
102 elephants. Newton.

- 12. " And when he hath taken away* the multitude, his heart shall be lifted

up : and he shall cast down many ten thousands ; but he shall not be strength-

ened by it. 13. For the king of the north shall return, and shall set forth a

multitude greater than the former ; and shall certainly come after certain years,-|-

with a great army, and with much riches. 14. And in those times there shall

many stand up against the king of the south : also tiie robbers of thy people +

shall exalt themselves to establish the vision ; § but they shall fall.|| 15. So the

king of the north shall come, and cast up a mount, and take the most fenced

cities : ^ and the arms ** of the south shall not withstand, neither his chosen

* StE'J') ; a word used not unfrequently of taking away with violence. So

1 Sam. xvii. 34, Job xxvii. 21, xxxii. 22, &c. But in these examples the verb is

in Kal ; in the text in Picl : which latter form of the verb scarcely admits a

transitive sense. The passage may therefore be thus rendered; " And when the

multitude shall be carried away, his heart, &c."

t Margin, Hebr. at the end of times, even years.

X Marg. the children of robbers ; used as sons of Belial, &c, for men of that

character.—The word D''!i'^1Q, rendered robbers, is often used of violent and

lawless men. So Psalm xvii. 4, "The waysof </ie violent ;
" Ezek. xviii. 10, " If

he beget a son that is a robber, ashedder of blood ;
" Jer. vii. 1 1,

" Is this house
become a den of robbers in your eyes? " Again in Isa. xxxv. 9, oi ravenous beasts.

Lee expounds it here as violent lawless men of (or belonging to) thy people. The
Sept. translates it, 6i viol twv Xoi^iwv tov \aov aov. Compare 2 Chron. xiii. 7,

(Twrjx^'?''''*'' ""Pos avTov avBpes Xoifioi, oioi irapavoixoi' also Mac. x. 61.

§ Lit. " To make to stand a vision ;

'' the definite article not being in the ori-

ginal Hebrew. So the Sept. rov ^r^cai dpaaiv. May it have been the case that a

vision was pretended by false proj)hcts among them, in order to stir up the more
violent to take up arms in favour of Antiochus, as an appointed deliverer, and to

attack the castle of Jerusalem, then garrisoned by a strong Egyptian force?

Compare the case of Ahab's false prophets urging the expedition against Ramoth
Gilead. Also Isa. xxviii. 7, Jer. v. 31, xiv. 14, &c.

I)
Or fail : WtexdiWY, totter, stumble. ^ Or city of munitions.

** ^paxiovis.
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ally to be strengthened by this great victory, his heart

being lifted up with that vanity (perhaps, like Sennache-

rib's ' or Uzziah's,^ against God himself) which often

precedes a fall, and after certain years the King of the

North was to return, with great riches and a greater

army than before, and in confederacy moreover with

various other states and persons, including among them
certain revolters or violent men of Daniel's people,

—

and, there being no power in the arms of the South to

withstand him, would both take the city of munitions,

and also stand in the glorious land, or land of the glory

and beauty, that is of Jerusalem and its sacred Temple,

which by his hand, whether in respect of its buildings

or otherwise, should be perfected-and made complete,

—

so Ptolemy, the victor of Raphia, instead of aggrandize-

ment by his victory, abandoning himself thenceforth to

people ;
* neither shall there be any strength to withstand. f 16. But he that

Cometh againstj him shall do according to his own will ; and none shall stand

before him : and he shall stand in the glorious land
; § which by his hand shall

be consumed."
II

(Marg. perfected.)

1 Isa. xxxvii. 23. - 2 Chron. xxvi. IC.

* Literally, the people of his chosen ones.

t Rather " stand," as before. Withstand they might for a while.

X
" Against," vM : a word meaning more generally to ; but also used in the

sense of against, as Gen. iv. 8, " Cain arose against Abel ;
" Ezek. xiii. 8, " Be-

hold I am upon, or against you ;
" &c.

§ ^^^Jn'^^I^SIS ; i. e. literally, " in the land of the beauty, ornament, honour."

In Dan. viii. 9 tlie same word "'Il^rT is used of Judea, and with the definite

article, " waxed great toward the pleasant land; " the word land, however, not

being there expressed. So again Dan. xi. 41, 4.5, " the land of glory, the glorious

holy mount ; " Jer. iii. 19, "goodly heritage, or heritage of beauty ;
" and in Ezek.

XX. 6, 1.5, "the glory of all lands;" also 2 Sam. i. 19.—In Isa. xiii. 19, " theg-/orj^

of kingdoms'' is an appellative used of Babylon. (N.B. In Psalm cvi. 24, "They
despised the pleasant land," Jer. iii. 19, " Give thee a pleasant land," and Zech.

vii. 14, " They \ai.\d the pleasant land desolate," the Hebrew phrase is different;

being n^pn"\^"1S, " land of desire.")

II

" It shall be consumed, or perfected." Here, 1st, as the verb is mas-

culine, ought not the it to be masculine also? In that case it would not

answer to the V"n^. " the land," which is feminine; but either to the word

beauty, or the He, viz. the King of the North. But in Daniel's Hebrew, I believe,

the same attention to grammatical construction is not paid that is usual else-

where.—2. The Septuagint, agreeably with the IMargin, gives the sense

reKftwOTicreTai, " shall be perfected," or completed. And so Wintle and Bishop

Newton. The verb is used Exod. xxxix. 32, 1 Kings vi. 38, of the completion

of the tabernacle and temple. And here too it may refer to the temple, as the

beauty of holiness; though without the tt?.7p of verse 45.
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his lusts and passions, made peace with Antiochus that

he might the better indulge them ; showed how his heart

was lifted up by attempting, on a visit to Jerusalem now
again subjected to him, to force his way into the Holy

of Holies ; and then in a few years died of his debauch-

ery :—whereupon (his infant son having succeeded him)

Antiochus, who had meanwhile been indefatigably recon-

quering the eastern provinces of his ancestral dominion,

returned after some fifteen years, as to an easy prey,

against the Egyptian rival kingdom, with great riches

and a mightier army than before,—the King of Macedon
having confederated with him, the Jews thrown off their

allegiance to Egypt, and many of the Egyptians them-

selves rebelled,— defeated Scopas utterly who was sent

against him, besieged and took Sidon, the " city of muni-

tions," where Scopas had taken refuge, with other fenced

cities, and then recovered Judea : where, as the Jews

welcomed him as a deliverer, he acted like a deliverer

and friend towards them ; and, by repairing the city

walls, gathering together to their own land more out of

the Jewish dispersion, assisting the completion of the

Temple,' and other ways, did not a little contribute to

the perfecting of the national restoration.— 6, Whereas'*

1 See Bishop Newton, and Josephus as referred to by him.
^ 17. " He shall also set his face to enter with the strength of his whole king-

dom,* and upright ones with him : f thus shall he do ; % and he shall give him
the daughter of women § corrupting her : |1 but she shall not stand on his

* Or, " to enter with strength his whole kingdom," i. e. the whole kingdom of

the King of the South.

t The Greek renders this clause, Kat evOeta iravra fji-er' avra iroiTjaei' and so the

Vulgate, " Et recta faciei cilm eo; " reading nti?37^ instead of ntt?2?T : the for-

mer being a reading supported by one manuscript, and which Wintle and Bishop

Newton approve. Then the whole clause ntJ?^\ 1S37 ''*1tt7"*1 will be thus

literally rendered :
" And he shall make rectitudes, or things straight, with him;"

that is, as in verse 6, alliances, or an agreement.

X The same word as " deal," verse 7, and " practise " viii. 24.

§ Some one so called kot' t^oxvv, for rank or beauty. So Houbigant. History

explains it of the northern king's own daughter.

II
Lit. " to corrupt or destroy her, or it :

" the verb Hntt? being used (like

the Greek <p9€ipa>) both of corrupting, as Gen. vi. 12, "All flesh corrupted its

way :
" and of destroying, (a yet more common meaning,) as Dan. viii. 24, " He

shall destroy the mighty ones," Isa. xiv. 20, 2 Sam. i. 14, &c.—I conceive that

the rendering here should be " to destroy it :
" the feminine noun kingdom, men-

tioned before, being understood ; not her. For the historical sense well agrees
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the King of the North was, notwithstanding this success,

and just when setting his face to enter with all his

strength the southern kingdom, to break off the appa-

rently naeditated design, make an agreement and recon-

ciliation with the King of the South, (a plan of agree-

ment involving the giving him his daughter in marriage,)

and, as if with new and other views of aggrandizement,

to turn his face to the isles, (the Grecian Isles,) and take

many, till some prince or general, as one whose honour
was shamed by the act, should repulse him, and make
him return ignominiously to his own land, where he

would stumble, and fall, and 'not be found,-—so Antio-

chus, when prepared to enter Egypt, changed his plan,

made peace with the young Ptolemy, betrothed his

daughter to him, and after a while conducted her to the

marriage ; then, as considering all secure in that quar-

ter, turned his face towards the Grecian Isles, and with

a great fleet and army took many, thereby ofl'ending the

majesty of the Roman Republic, whose confederates they

were : whereupon the Roman commanders caused the

reproach to turn on him, attacked and defeated him
utterly both at Thermopylae and in the decisive battle of

Magnesia, and so forced him to return to his own land

side,* neither be for him. 18. After this he shall turn his face unto the isles.t and
shall take many : X but a prince,§ for his own behalf, ||

shall cause the re-

proach oflfered by him to cease : without^ his own reproach he shall cause it

to turn upon him. 19. Then shall he turn his face toward the fort** of his

own land : and he shall stumble, and fall, and not be found."

thereto ; but very ill to the rendering of " to corrupt her.'' Besides which, is there

any example to justify the sense being attached to this word of getting her trea-

cherously to act for him (her father) in her new marriage alliance,—so as Wintle,

Newton, &c, would have it?

* " On his side," or " for him," is supplied from the clause following. It is

not expressed in the original.

f Q^^Mv. Lit. to islands. The word is the same as that used for the isles of

Chittim, and the isles of Elishah, or Greece, in Ezek. xxvii. 6, 7.

+ i. e. many islands: both substantive and adjective being masculine.

§ V^P '• ^ '^'orA used both of civil magistrates and military commanders

;

oiXhe first, Micah iii. 9, " Princes or judges that perverted equity ;
" of the second,

Josh. X. 24, " the captains of the men of war." So too Judges xi. 6, &c.

II
iv, " as to him :

"
i e. as regards this general himself.

T[ Rather, " Besides, he shall make," &c. So Wintle. He shall not only avert

reproach from himself, but turn it on his assailant. ** Lit. fortresses.

VOL. IV. K
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a disgraced fugitive, the western half of his empire being

surrendered, and an immense tribute imposed on him ;^

to obtain help towards the payment of which, when he

had entered and sought to plunder some rich temple in

Elymais, he was attacked, killed, and found no more.

—

7. As the next successor^ of the King of the North was

described as a raiser of taxes, or one that would cause an

exactor to pass over the glory of his kingdom, then

perish within few days, not in an angry brawl or battle,

—so Antiochus's son and successor Seleucus Philopator

was scarcely known except as a raiser of taxes, to pay

off the tribute of 1000 talfents imposed for twelve years

by the Romans ; his exactor of taxes, Heliodorus, being

sent to gather them, not merely elsewhere and other-

wise in the once glorious kingdom of Syria, but by

plunder too of that which the revealing Angel might

specially mean by " the glory of his kingdom," (though

he did not so appreciate it,) viz. the Temple of Jerusa-

' The Articles of the Treaty are given in full in the Univ. Hist. ix. 268.
2 20. " Then shall stand up in his estate* a raiser of taxes in the glory of his

kingdom : t but in few days he shall be destroyed, neither in anger,} nor in

battle."

* Literally on his base; i. e. on the base of the former king.

t Literally, one who makes an exactor to pass over the glory of his kingdom.

The Hebrew word for exactor, {WT\2) is used with reference to money exactions.

So Deut. XV. 2,3; " Every creditor, that lendeth aught to his neighbour shall

not exact it of his neighbour, or brother ; of a foreigner thou mayest exact it

again :
" and 2 Kings xxiii. 35 ; Jehoiakim taxed the land " to give the money

according to the commandment of Pharaoh : he exacted the silver and the gold
of the people of the land." In Zech. ix, 8, " And no oppressor shall pass through
them any more," the same word is used.—"The glory " may mean simply his

(once) glorious kingdom :—or perhaps the Jewish temple. See Note tt suprkon
verse 16.

Some Hebrew manuscripts, I believe, read W^2, one draunng near. But the

sense seems to require Vanderhooght's reading, Wi2, an exactor, with a slight

change of the vowel-points.

I D']5M2, from PjN ; a contracted verbal, (root P)5N to breathe,) which 1st

signifies the breathing organ, i. e. the 7iose, or nostrils ; 2ndly, as the breathing of
the nostrils often expresses anger, means anger also. In this sense the word is

used. Gen. xxvii. 44, of the anger of Esau against Jacob, which made him seek
to kill him ; Judg. xiv. 19 of that of Samson against the Philistines, which issued
in a murderous attack upon them ; and 1 Sam. xx. 30, &c, of that of Said against
Jonathan, under the influence of which he cast a javelin at him to slay him. So
that this phrase in the text may very well mean, that the king should neither be
slain in any private angry brawl or quarrel, nor in public war. Hence Wintle's
recourse to the Coptic version for the different reading of D^3TS, signifying arms,

or weapons of war, seems quite unnecessary.
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lem : soon after which sacrilege, and in the twelfth or

last year for which the Roman tribute of 1000 talents

had been imposed,' having fulfilled his predicted charac-

ter, he was killed ; that same Heliodorus, who had
been his instrument for spoiling the temple, treacherously

assassinating him.^— 8. Whereas the next king of the

North was to be a man every way contemptible, and
yet, contrary to all probabilities attendant on such a

^ So "Wintle. Bishop Newton has not remarked this characteristic fact.

2 21. "And in his estate* shall stand up a vile person, f to whom they shall not
givet the honour of the kingdom ; but he shall come in peaceably, § and obtain the

kingdombyflatteries.il 22. And (with) ^tliearmsof a flood shall they be overflow-

ed from before him, and shall be broken : yea also the prince of the covenant.**

* i23"7^ ; literally, on his base. So verses 7, 20, before.

t nt53, one despised, the same word that is used in Isaiah's memorable pro-

phecy of Christ, liii. 3, " He is despised," &c; and the Niphil Particip. of TTC^.

to esteem lightly, to despise. So 2 Sam. vi. 16, 2 Kings six. 21, &c.

+ i. e. " on whom they (the people) shall not confer the honour," &c.

§ n^tt^S, in quietness. The word is used Prov. xvii. I, " Better is a dry

morsel, and quietness therewith ;" as also Psalm cxxii. 7 ; and again Dan. viii.

25, " In peace {Gesen. in the midst of peace) he shall destroy many." So too

verse 24 infra.

II
riip^pyn, lubricitates, blanditice ; Trommius. Thus the word has a dou-

ble sense ; being applied both to the slipperiness of a path, and the slipperiness

or flattering and deceit of the tongue. In the former sense it occurs Psalm xxxv.

6 ;
" Let their way be dark and slippery :" in the latter its originating verb,

p7n, Prov. ii. 16, vii. 5; " The stranger that flattereth, or dissembleth, witli
' - T '

^
O > )

her words:" and Prov. xxix. 5 ; "A man that flattereth or dissembleth to his

neighbour." In this latter sense the verbal seems to be used both here and in

the verses 32, 34, below.—" Arts of dissimulation." Gesenius.

^ The with is not in the Hebrew. Therefore rather, " The arms of the over-

flowing shall," &c. So the Greek; km l3pax'ovfs ts KuraKKv^ovTos KaraKXvaBT]-

(Tovrat avo irpoawnov avTov. The article is hefove flood in the Hebrew.
** Bishop Newton and others explain this as the Jewish High Priest, associated

with the Mosaic Covenant. But the word jT^")2j coiwnant, by itself is as gene-

ral in Hebrew as in English ; and therefore Michaelis' rendering rex fcederalus,

which Wintle approves, probably more correct.—The word T'HS, rendered prinfe,

is also one of general meaning, and applied alike to chiefs royal, military, civil,

and ecclesiastical : e. g. 1 Sam. ix. 16, x. 1, of Saul, the ruling prince over Israel

;

1 Chron. xiii. 1, 2, 2 Chron, xxxii. 21, of military leaders ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 7,

of a ruler over the palace ; 1 Chron. ix. 11 and 2 Chron. xxxi- 13, of the priest

Azariah, the ruler over the house or temple of God.—In Dan. ix. 25, 26, it is used
both of the Prince Messiah, and of the Roman Prince that was to come and de-

solate Jerusalem.

Wintle explains it historically of the then King of Egypt ; as conxederated by
league with Antiochus Epiphanes, soon after the latter's establishment in the

kingdom. I think it refers rather to the previous treaty with the Egyptian king,

made by his father Antiochus : especially as history records no new treaty made
with him by Epiphanes himself.

K 2
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character, to obtain successes eventually against his rival
^

such as none before, to succeed in the first instance to

23. And after* the league made with himt he shall work deceitfully : forJ he shall

come up,§ and shall become strong with a small people."
' 24. " He shall enter peaceably ||

even upon the fattest places of the province :1[

and he shall do that which his fathers have not done, nor his father's fathers :

he shall scatter among them** the prey and spoil and riches : (yea) and he shall

forecast his devicesff against the strong holds,IJ even for a time.§§ 25. And he

shall stir up his power and his courage against the king of the south, with a

great army : and the king of the south shall be stirred up to battle, |||| with a very

great and mighty army ; but he shall not stand. ForTiTI they shall forecast de-

vices*** against him : 26. yea, they that feed of the portion of his meatf f )• shall

# ]tt from. Old of; and sometimes after or by reason of. Compare the ^3^D
in the important verse 31 infra.

t Lit. "And after the (i.e. their or his) bein^ associated ^^Wa him he shall

practise deceit :
" Sept. Kai otto rwv (rvvafxi^ewv irpos avrov woirjffet hoXov. It is

the Hithpael Syriac infinitive form {to join oneself) used as a noun, derived from
I^Hj to be joined or confederated ; a word so used. Gen. xiv. 3.

I Ij and. § Or, go up.

II
m/ti^Sj as in verse 21 : where see Note §. Wintle would prefer to con-

strue this with the last clause of the verse preceding: " shall become strong by
quiet measures : " an idea with which the T of the next word well agrees.

^ ^3^^p ''2^t27QIl^j pinguetudines provincial. Tromm. 7^t27D is thus

used figuratively in Isaac's blessings on Jacob and Esau, Gen. xxvii. 28, 39

;

" God give thee o{ \.\\q fatness of the earth."— n3'^"TSp, like the English province,

is a word used of some smaller division of a country or kingdom. So in Ezra
and Daniel (e.g. Dan. ii. 48, iii. 2, 3) of the provinces of the Persian empire
very frequently. In one case, Ezra v, 8, Judea is thus specified, " the province
of Judea." And, as there is no specification of any particular province of either

the Syrian or the Egyptian kingdom, and Judea, (in a Jewish mind) was the pro-
vince par excellence, 1 conceive that this is the one here intended ; and not, as

Wiutle, the Delta of Egypt. This view best suits history, on Wintle's own report
of it :

" When Antiochus went to examine the southern parts of his dominion
(2 Mace. iv. 21) he sent Apollonius with his retinue into Egypt ; but it does not
appear that he made an excursion thither himself."
** Among whom ? Newton supposes among his own Syrian peo[)le ; citing

Polybius and 1 Mac. iii. 30 in proof of his munificence in gifts and public shows,
on which the spoil and riches he acquired were spent : IVintle, that it refers to

the large donations and bribes, from out of the plunder, with which he courted
the Egyptians, which is also noted in the 1st Maccabees, i. 16.—Or may the

Dn V mean, belonging to them ; viz. to his father's fathers ? that is, as stored by

them? So 1 Sam. xiv. 16, " the watchmen o/Saul," V^NttJb, signifies of or

belonging to Saul.

"t t Or, device his devices.

XX The Septuagint for C^tlSD, strong holds, seems to have read D"^'n!J?.3,

Egypt : its translation being fw' AiyvitTOv Xoyieirai Aoyifffias,

§§ nV'IV ; fojs KaipH. Sept. Compare this with the " at the time appointed"

of verses 27 and 2'J ; also with the notices of time in verses 13, 35. The word
HV, time, will be observed on in a subsequent note.

II !|
Or, stir himself up for the war. ^^"^3, /or, because.

*** As in verse 25. They shall devise devices, or plots.—So Wintle.

t+t y'2.r\^,costly food and delicacies from the royal table.—Gesen. So Dan. i.

5, 8, 13, 1.5.
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the northern kingdom by flatteries, (the arms of the

overflower, its previous occupant by force, being over-

flowed from before him,) to become strong with con-

tracted means and a small people, to attack the King of

the South, albeit united by treaty with him, (apparently

by his father's treaty noted before in the prophecy,)

to defeat him and his armies once and again, (ac-

quiring thereby and profusely scattering much plunder

and treasure,) and, aided by treachery in the southern

king's court, to overflow into Egypt, scheme mischief

against its king under the same roof,^ and while making

profession of friendship, then return (as if to give time for

his policy to work) into his own land, there manifesting

in some way or other a heart set against " the holy

covenant," or covenant and religion of the Jews, God's

holy people,—so Antiochus Epiphanes, brother to the

late King, and not the lawful heir to the throne, escaping

from Rome, where he had been long time a hostage, did

by flattering alike the Romans, the Princes Eumenes
and Attains, and the Syrian people, obtain the Syrian

kingdom, overvi^helming the adverse power of the usurp-

er Heliodorus, become strong, though with a kingdom

now reduced and disgraced, attack the Egyptian Prince

Philometor his nephew, albeit allied by treaty^ as well

destroy him ;* and his army shall overflow,t and many shall fall down slain.

27. And both these king's hearts shall be to do mischief ;t and they shall speak

lies at one table: but it shall not prosper :§ for yet the end shall be at the

time appointed."
1|

1 This was when at Memphis. Alexandria had not yet submitted to Antiochus

Epiphanes. For a brief sketch of the history, see 1 Mac. i. 17—23.

2 The treaty made by his father Antiochus the Great with Egypt, just before

his turning his face to the Isles of Chittim, was still uncancelled.

* Wintle observes, " Instead of ^H^TStt?^, shall bruise or break him, one

manuscript reads 'in^lStt?''. shall sell or betray him :" which last reading he

adopts. And certainly, if the word bear this sense, (which seems however a little

doubtful,) it well suits the context.

t " Shall be overfloived :" Vul. and Syr. passively : and so "Wintle. Rightly,

I conceive.
,

+ np7' Sept. eis irovvpiw; Wintle, to act maliciously.

§ That is, the policy shall not succeed. n7!Jn; a word so used in Isa. liii. 10.

" The pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in his hand;" and Isa. liv. 17, " No
weapon formed against thee shall prosper ."

11
Sept. 'on €Ti nepas as Kaipov. So Wintle ; as also the authorized English

translation.
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as blood, defeat him signally in two successive expe-

ditions, and enter and spoil Egypt of its riches ; by his

squandering of which in shows, gifts, and pageantry, he

sought and gained the title of Illustrious, his true one

being the Vile :^ until, at length, having got Philometor

into his hands, and the Alexandrians having set up his

brother Physcon in his room, he planned at the same

table with Philometor a scheme of discord and division

between the two brothers, whereby it seemed he might

best prepare Egypt to be a little after his prey ; then re-

turning, while the scheme might work, to his own land,

did in the way attack Jerusalem, massacring 40,000 of

its inhabitants, and despoiling and profaning its temple,

because of the Jew^s having broken into insurrection on

a false report of his death. It was thus that he fulfilled

the first part of the prophecy concerning him.—9. As,

yet again, at "the time appointed" (a phrase desig-

native apparently of some notable epoch) this same

Northern King was to invade the kingdom of the South

a third time, but with a result quite different from that of

either of his former expeditions,^ " ships from Chittim"

1 An example of allusive contrast. See Vol. i. pp. 1 12, 240.

- 28. " Then* shall he return into his land with great riches : and his heart

shall be against the holy covenant : t and he shall do e.iploits ;% and return to

his own land. 29. At the time appointed § he shall return, and come toward
||

the south : but it shall not be as the former, or as the lalter.lj 30. For the

ships of Chittim** shall come against him : therefore shall he be griev-

* Or, Ami.

t t£'!7p n"^"l2, literally covenant of holiness. The phrase is used also in

verses 30, 32 ; and in all of the holy Jewish religion,

I Or prosper ; or perhaps, do the thing his heart was bent on ; i. c. the oppres-

sion of the Holy Covenant, or Jewish religion.

§ See on verses 24, 27, pp. 132, 133, suprk, Notes §§ and ||.

II 2". perhaps rather into. So Wintlc, *' He shall advance again into the south.

TI Or, as (at) thejirst time, or as fat) the latter time.—Wintle observes that

the Hebrew may be rendered, " But the latter shall not be like the former." An-

tiochus Epiphancs made a primary demonstration against E^'ypt, and occupied

the province of Palestine, which more properly belonged to Egypt, before his

grand campaign and success against it foretold in verses 25, 26. Thus the one

version or the other may be here adopted, according as with the author of the

2nd Biiok of Maccabees we reckon three, or with others only two, as the number

of Antiochus Epiphanes' anti-Egyptian expeditions.—Some Hebrew noun like

nnbtt^D, an e.rpedition, seems to be understood.

** C'^riS D"**!?. Ships from or of Chittim. One manuscript, Wintle says,

reads C!^, as in the famous parallel passage Numb. xxiv. 24; of which says
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coming against him, (the expression is most remark-

able,) and causing his precipitate return to his own land,

in indignation which would vent itself against " the

holy covenant," or Jews' religion and law, and evil

alliance with certain that forsook it,— so Antiochus

Epiphanes returned the next year in a third expedition

into Egypt, now prostrate before him ; but, when ex-

pecting to reduce it finally under his sway, was stopped

on a sudden by the unlooked-for intervention of Roman
ambassadors, just arrived in ships from Italy, the scrip-

tural Chittim ; and being forced to resign the prey, groan-

ing and grieving, as Polybius describes it, vented his in-

dignation against the Jews and their holy covenant

;

attacked Jerusalem a second time with a detachment of

his returning army,—a second time massacring its inha-

bitants,—a second time defiling its temple ; and, build-

ing a garrison-fortress in the city of David, in conjunction

with Menelaus the high priest and other apostate Jews

of his party, issued a proclamation abrogating the Jewish

religion and ritual, and enjoining the heathen worship

of Jupiter Olympius in its stead.'

ed ,* and return,f and have indignation % against the holy covenant : so shall

he do :§ he shall even return, and have intelligence with them that forsake the

holy covenant."
||

I The following chronological tabular view of the chief events of the reign of

Prof. Lee (Euseb. Theoph. p. cviii) this is manifestly an echo. (See Bochart,

Phaleg. iii. 5).—In Gen. x. 4, Isa. xxiii. 1, and Ezek. xxvii. 6, the word Q'^THS

is spelt with one"i, as here : in Jer. ii. 10 with two.—Gesenius says, "What par-

ticular part of the West it may mean is doubtful." The writer of the 1st Book
of Maccabees, i. 1, understands it of Greece; Vitringa (on Isa. xxiii. 1) of Italij.

For " of tlje four sons of Javan he thinks Elisha means the Peloponnesians, Tharsis

the Spaniards, Dodanim, or Rhodcmim, the Gauls, as distinct from the Celts, and
Cuthiim the people of Italy." Wintle.—Jei'om says ad loc. " Siim quippe, et

Chittim, quos nos irieres et Romanos interpretati sumus, Hebrsei Italus volunt
intelligi atque Romanos,"

* " Shall be grievously troubled." Wintle. Sept. Taw€ij'a>07j(T€Tai.

t Or, " shall again have :" a not unfrequent sense of this verb, where con-
joined with another ; as observed already Note,^ p. 125.

I ^'S'(), " shall have indignation :" whence the verbal noun of the same

radicals, used in verse 36 in the sense oi indignation, which will be there ob-

served on.

§ It might be, " And he shall prosper, and he shall return."

II
The existence of such forsakers of the holy covenant is an important cha-

racteristic of the time intended. On which point, as well as others, the history

is well illustrated by 1 Mac. i. &c, and Josephus. See Wintle, Newton, and the

Universal History.
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Thus we come to the close of the first Part of this

prophecy. And on the whole, I think the evidence has

been such as to show that we can scarcely have been

wrong in the historical application that we have founded

on it. There are no doubt some obscurities and ambi-

guities of words and of construction/ more especially

in regard of some of the pronouns personal ; ^ with a

view to the solution of which obscurities we have con-

sulted the history supposed to be referred to, and affixed

a meaning accordingly. In such particulars the parallel-

ism exhibited between the prophecy and the history can

have but little weight, towards establishing the truth of

our general explanation. But there is so much of the

Antiochus Epiphanes, referred to in the prophecy, may be useful. It is taken

from the Universal Historyi Vol. ix.

B. c.

176

171

Antiochus Epiphanes hegins to reign.

His first expedition against Egypt, and defeat of Ptolemy's forces be-
tween Mount Casius and Pelusium.

His second expedition against Egypt, advance to Memphis, and suc-

cess in getting Pt jlemy Philometor into his hands :—whereupon the
Egyptians of Alexandria set up Philometor's brother Ptolemy Phys-
con. He attacks Jerusalem on his return to Antioch.

Antiochus' third expedition against Egypt. He invests Alexandria,

and is repulsed by the Roman ambassadors. Returning, he de-

taches ApoUonius and a part of his army against Jerusalem ; who
storms it, and sets up the statue of Jupiter Olympius in the Temple.

Antiochus, after hearing, when near Babylon, of the defeat of his

viceroy Lysias by Judas Maccabeus, hastens his return to Syria

;

and on the road dies miserably.

' One very notable verbal example of these ambiguities is that of the Hebrew

word n^S in verse 16 : a word rendered in our English translation consumed;

in other versions, as we have seen, perfected :—a sense almost the reverse. .'Ano-

ther example is connected with the word nibTI of verse 6 ; which the English
translation explains as her father ; Wintle and Boothroyd as her son; the Sep-
tuagint as the young woman ; Aben Ezra as her mother. But here the different

meanings arise out of the differences of punctuation ; or, as in Wintle and Booth-
royd's translation, a difference of reading.

- Viz. verse 6, " Neitiier shall /te stand ;" a pronoun grammatically applicable

either to the King of the North or King of the South :—verse 11, " And he shall

set forth a great multitude, and the multitude shall he given into kis hand ;"

where the sense requires different persons to he understood by the he and his :

but who the one, and who the otlier, is only to be inferred from the history :*^
verse 24, " Scatter among them," or " Scatter what is belonging to them ;" where
the pronoun them may be referred either to Syrians or Egyptians :—verse 25,
" But he shall not stand."

* The word " For," beginning verse 13 in our translation, does not help to

determine the ambiguity : its original Hebrew being simply
"i,

usually rendered
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prophecy that Is in its grammatical sense clear, and in

the particulars thus clearly predicted characteristic and
distinctive/ and on these points, or rather this series of

points, the agreement with it of the Ptolemsean and Se-

leucidean history is so striking, that I conceive we may
rest in the persuasion of its having been certainly thus

far fulfilled, so as explained, with full and well grounded
satisfaction.

§ II. The second part of Daniel's prophecy.

In which second part (including from chapter xi. 31 to

the end of chapter xii,) the prophecy naturally arranges

itself under five sectional subdivisions: 1st, the predic-

tion of the setting up of the abomination of desolation,

contained in verse 31 ;—2nd, the sketch of events fol-

lowing thereupon, until the rise of the wilful or apostate

King, given in verses 31—36 ;— 3rd, the description of

this apostate King, in verses 36—39 inclusive ;—4th, the

resumed notice of the Kings of the South and North,
and their enterprizes, in connection with the apostate

King's time and reign, verses 40—45 ;—5thly, and
finally, the sketch of the concluding catastrophe, issuing

in the grand consummation, and the deliverance and
blessedness of Daniel's people, contained in chap. xii.

1 Such is the series of particulars following :—the reconcilement of the pri-

mary difference between the two kingdoms by the marriage of the King of the
South's daughter to the King of the North ;—the failure of this expedient from
the circumstance of her abandonment in the new country of her adoption, and
apparently her murder ;—the avenging of her wrongs by her brother, the next
King of the South, his triumphant invasion of the Nortliern King's territory,

and deportation into Egypt not only of other spoil, but of sundry guds also of the
people of the land ;—the attempts of the next King of the North, and the next but
one, at the recovery of their territory and honour ; the total defeat of this latter

in the first instance, and success in the second ; and thereupon his making up the
quarrel with the Southern King by some marriage-scheme, and turning his face

to the isles of the Mediterranean, and capturing them, until sternly repulsed by
some prince or general, on whom that attack was deemed an indignity, and dying
soon after ingloriously ;—then the reign of a mere raiser of taxes, as the next
King of the North ;—then his being followed by a king contemptible, and the

very reverse of CTTK^aj/ris (illustrious), and this last invading Egypt with more
success than any of his predecessors, once and again, until stopped by the very
singular intervention of ships of Chittim ; then, finally, his venting his rage

against the Jews and their religion, in alliance with certain apostates to heathen-
ism from out of their own body. AH these points are unambiguous, alike in the

prediction and the historical fulfilment.
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1. Now with regard to the /r5^ of these sectional

subdivisions/ were we simply to follow the course of

history, we might naturally suppose the prediction it

contains to have reference to that same Antiochus Epi-

phanes that was the subject of the verses preceding, and

his setting up of what might well be called an abomina-

tion of desolation in Jerusalem. For history tells us,

that after the repulse of this Syrian King from Egypt by

the stern mandate of the Roman ambassadors, he did

not only show " indignation against the holy covenant,''

by attacking the still holy city Jerusalem, breaking down
in part its walls and houses, and massacring many of its

inhabitants,—but that he also by a decree abrogated the

Jewish worship, enjoined conformity on pain of death to

the Greek heathen religion, defiled the temple by the

blood of the Jewish worshippers, set up the statue there

I 31. " And arms* shall standf on his part :| and they shall pollute§ the sanc-

tuary of strength; |1
and shall takeaway the daily sacrifice:^ and they shall

place the abomination that maketh desolate." **

* Q"^37'"1T ^paxi-ovis, as before, f ^"^^5?^, the same verb as in verse 3, &c.

t Jl3^D from yt2^ properly /rom, out of. So verse 7, " Out of Si branch from

her roots :" Dan. viii. 9, " Out of one of them came forth a little horn ;" &c.

But it also indicates chronologically succession after. So Gen. xxxviii. 24,
" Three months after ;" Deut. xv. 1, At the end of every seven years," &c : also

in verse 23 of this chapter, " After they have made agreement ;" and 2 Sam.

xxiii. 4, " After rain." And such I conceive to be the meaning here ; understand-

ing him, viz. the King of the North previously spoken of, as the noun after the

preposition.—Wintle translates, " from these," viz. the ships of Chittim. But

how will the Hebrew allow of this ? The view of the Jewish interpreters men-
tioned by Jerome will be seen in Note 5, p. 142.

Our English translation seems to me not hajjpy in its rendering of this prepo-

sition ; for it gives no idea of the various possible meanings of the phrase.

& l7vn"\. The verb is one of general application in the Piel, in the sense of

profaning or defiling anything sacred , such as the priest, sanctuary, sabbath, name
of God, &c: Lev. xix. 8, xxi. 9, Mai. ii. 11, Exod. xxxi. 14, Lev. xviii. 21, &c.

II
Or the sanctuary, the fortress. So Psalm xcvi. 6 ;

" Beauty and strength

are in his sanctuary :" strength not, I conceive, as some would have it, because

of the temple being fortified, and therefore strong, but as implying the presence

and protection of Him in whom is everlasting strength.

IT So Dan. xii. 11 and viii. 11. Greek rov ffSeXex^ff/xov. Compare Exod. xxix.

42, Numb, xxviii. G, Ezra iii. 5, Nehem. x. 33, &c.

** Dptt^K) ^^^ptE^n. The same occurs again in chap. xii. 11 ; only without

the article prefixed to the first word, and with the second in the Kal conj. not

the Piel. In ix. 27 we have also the same phrase, but with the word abomina-

tions in the plural.—The former word (translated in the Greek 05e\vyna,) applies

generally to things unclean (as gartncnls, food, &c, Nahum iii. 6, Zech. ix. 7) ;

but is used specially and most frequently of idols.
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of Jupiter Olympius, and at the same time, placing a

garrison in a strong fort built in the City of David, fell

on all that might come up to worship after the Mosaic

ritual, and thereby made the temple and the city deso-

late.^—Yet, on more careful consideration, strong rea-

sons will I think strike the careful inquirer against this

historical application of the passage. For, 1st, it will

be found most difficult, if not impossible, to explain the

sequel of the prophecy consistently with it. With regard

to the people spoken of immediately after as " knowing

their God,'''^ antithetically to certain that are styled

covenant-transgressors, they must on this hypothesis of

interpretation be supposed the Maccabean patriots, that

rose up in insurrection against Antiochus and his heath-

enish ordinance. But, as Bishop Newton observes,

neither could it be said of them that " they instructed

many,"'^ for there is no record of any grand accession

of proselytes to the Jews' religion through their teaching:

nor again could it be said of them that " they fell by

the sword, and flame, and spoil, and captivity many
days ;"* the fact being that (except in the case of some
that would not resist when attacked on the Sabbath day)^

they were from the very commencement successful in

their patriotic enterprizes, at first in more petty guerilla

warfare, then soon after in a decisive battle with Antio-

chus' chief general, Lysias ;^ the result of which, be-

sides probably precipitating the horrible death of Antio-

chus,'^ was the cleansing of the Temple just three years

from the setting up of Jupiter's image within it by Apol-

lonius,^ restoration of the Mosaic ritual, and establish-

' See the history in the first chapter of 1 Maccab.
2 Verse 32. 3 verse 33.

* Applying the " they,'' as these interpreters do, to the faithful and understand-

ing ones of the former part of tiie verse. I shall observe under the next Head
on its possible, or rather probable, reference to a different class of persons.

5 1 Mace. ii. 32—38.
^ See the history in the chapters ii, iii. and iv of 1 Mace.

7 Ibid. vi. 5—16. His death is said to have occurred, A. S. 149,
" Compare 1 Mace. i. 57 and iv. 52. From the former passage it appears that

it was on the 15th of the month Chisleu, (the ninth of the Jewish months, or

January) in the year of the Greeiis, i. e. of the Seleucidean JEra, 145, that the

idol abomination was set up by Apollonius ; from the latter that it was on the
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ment of the high priesthood and sovereignty over the

Jewish people in the Maccabean family, where it conti-

nued thenceforward for several generations/—Moreover

in what follows after this, about the wilful King, and

the Kings of the South and the North pushing at him,^

the historical interpretation fails still as palpably as be-

fore : forasmuch as Antiochus Epiphanes, the supposed

wilful King on this hypothesis, instead of not worship-

ping the God of his fathers, like Daniel's wilful King,^

was as much given to the worship of Jupiter as his

Greek ancestors before him ; and neither w^as pushed at

by Egypt's now prostrate king, nor (being himself in

this prophecy the King of the North) could have had

the King of the North come against him.— 2. There

are two expressions in the verse under consideration,

designative alike of the desolating power and the desola-

tion itself, which seem to me to give intimation that the

history of Antiochus Epiphanes is here broken off from,

and another and different enemy of Daniel's people re-

ferred to. For the former is spoken of thus; "And
arms shall stand up from, or after, him :" a phrase only

to be interpreted, 1 believe, agreeably with the precedents

of other analogous Hebrew phrases in the prophecy,

of some new prince or power, arising after in respect of

time, or from him, in respect of origin, that was before

the subject of description.* And the latter has the defi-

nite article prefixed to it, " The abomination making de-

solate :" as if to designate either one particular deso-

lating abomination previously made known to Daniel,

(Dan. ix. 27,) or that which was to be emphatically the

grand abomination of desolation :^ on neither of which

2rjth of the same month A. S. 148 that the temple was cleansed, and the altar

rededicated.

^ See the Maccabean History in the Apocrypha, as before ; or Josephus.
" Dan. xi. 3G, 40. 3 Verse 3 7.

.'' See my Note % on the Hebrew preposition, p. 138suprk; also those on
yilt, Ppax^ot', and "Tttl^, iu stajjd or xtatid vp, mi. 123, 119.

Compare too, as to the figure, a somewhat different one in Vol. i, p. 137,
Note 4 ; where we read that another neck groining out behind from his own, was
understood by Domitian to signify a new and different line of emperors.

* See Note ** p. 138.
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grounds could that spoken of in the passage before us
mean the idol set up in the Temple by Antiochus Epi-

phanes ; there having been no previous prediction of it/

and the desolation it caused being one of very short

duration.

And in fact, while thus excluding the abomination

set up by Antiochus, this little but very significant par-

ticle in the prophetic language seems to me very

strikingly to point out that which was afterwards set up
by the Romans, as the one intended : both as being that

which introduced the longest greatest desolation of the

Jewish temple and city, and that which alike other pre-

vious prophecies,^ and more especially the one commu-
nicated to Daniel himself a little before by the angel

Gabriel,^ distinctly foretold.—Nor is there wanting other

evidence to corroborate this conclusion, as to the mean-
ing of the prediction. 1st. The very singular circum-

stance of Gabriel's adoption of the language of Balaam's

ancient prophecy,'^ when bringing the Romans just before

on the prophetic scene, "And ships shall come from
Chittim," miight naturally be supposed to indicate not

only that the same power was there intended by him that

was intended by Balaam, but that the desolation of the

Hebrew nation here next after spoken of, was the same
also with that which was next after foreshown by the

Spirit that spoke through Balaam ; which last was ex-

pressly said to be caused by them of the ships from, Chit-

tim.— 2. Our Lord's specification of the abomination

of desolation that was to be set up by the Romans as the

one spoken of by Daniel the Prophet,^ though explicable

^ In Dan. viii. 13 a transgressicH of desolation is spoken of, not ?in abomination

of desolation. And in proof of its meaning something very different from the

abomination set up in Jerusalem by Antioclius Epiphanes, see my explanation of

that prophecy, Vol. iii. p. 369, &c.
2 A desolation of Judah is often predicted, which was to last up to the time

of her ultimate restoration and conversion. So, for example, Isa. iii. 26, com-
pared with the sequel, vi. 11, xlix. 8, 21, Ixiv. 10, &c.

3 Dan. ix. 27.
* Numb. xxiv. 24 ;

" And ships shall come from Chittim, and shall afflict (or

oppress) As? ur, and shall afflict Eber, and he too shall perish for ever." See

Prof. Lee on Euscbius' Theophania, Pref. p. cxiv.

5 Matt. xxiv. 15 :
" When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation
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by reference simply to the prophecy in Daniel's ninth

chapter, does yet on the most natural interpretation im-

ply a reference to this also.'—3. No epoch of transition

from the third of the four great empires to the fourth,

in the Angel's far-ranging prophecy, could be so fit, ac-

cording to the evidence of history, as that when the

Roman ambassadors arrived in ships from Chittim at

Alexandria. For, as Mede and the two Newtons have

observed, that precise year was the epoch of the over-

throw of the Macedonian kingdom, and its conversion

into a subject province by the Romans:^ and indeed the

very act of their thus dictating terms between the Syro-

Macedonian and Egypto-Macedonian dynasties, was at

the time a notification to the world that the Roman arms

held now the world's supremacy, having, like the em-
blem on one of their standards,^ stood up above the

Grecian • just agreeably with this prophecy, which might

almost before-hand have been understood to signify as

much. 4thly, and finally, it appears from Jerome that

the Jews themselves in his time, who had the two inter-

pretations alike before them,* did apply this prophecy,

not to the abomination of desolation set up by Antiochus,

hut to that far more awful one set up by the Romans.^

spoken of by Daniel the prophet stand in the holy place, (whoso readeth let him
understand)" &c ; compared with Luke xxi. 20, " When ye shall see Jerusalem
compassed with armies, then know that the desolation thereof is nigh."

' This is the 07ily passage where the precise phrase " abomination of desola-

tion " is used, except in xii. 11, the sequel of this same prophecy. In Dan. ix. 27,

the wording is, " For the overspreading of abominations he shall make it deso-

late :" or,—according to the reading of a manuscript of the 13tli century cele-

brated by Michaclis, and adopted by Clarke,—" And in the temple of the Lord
there shall be abomination." In Dan. viii. 13, as before said, it is " the trans-

gression of desolation."
2 After the overthrow and capture of King Perseus in the battle of Pydna,

B.C. 168.—So j^milius Sura, as cited by the Roman historian Velleius Pater-

culus, i. 6, and quoted by Mede and Bishop Newton ;
" Assyrii principes omnium

gentium rcrum potiti sunt; deinde Medi
;
postca Persac ; deinde Macedones

:

exinde, duobus regibus Philippo et Antiocho, qui \ Macedonibus oriundi erant,

baud multo post Carthaginem subactam devictis, summa imperii ad Populum
Romanum pervenit."

3 On the top of one of the well-known Roman standards an open hand fumed
upwards was the terminating ornament. Engravings may be seen in Montfaucon,
or other Books on Roman Antiquities. So too on some of the Roman quadrantes.

* For in the Maccabees the application had evidently been made to Antiochus
Epiphancs ; and the Christians of Jerome's time many of them applied it to An-
tichrist, so as stated in the next Note.

* Jerome's words are {in loc.) ;
" Judtci hoc nee de Antiocho Epiphane, nee
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This important preliminary point being settled, our

course will be clearer for the sequel.

2. The second and next subdivision of this part of

the prophecy sketches the events that would follow on

this setting up of the abomination of desolation by the

Romans in the Jewish Temple, down to the rise of the

wilful or apostate King :—a sketch contained in verses

32—35, inclusive.^

de Antichristo, sed de Romanis intelligi volunt, de quibus suprk dictum est, ' Et

venient trieres (sive Itali atque Romani), atque humiliabitur.' Post multa.inquit,

tempora de ipsis Romanis, qui Ptolemceo venere auxilio, et Antiocho comminati

sunt, consurget rex Vespasianus; surgent brachia ejus et semina, Titus filius

cum exercitu ; et polluent sanctuarium, auferentque juge sacrificium, ettemplum
tradent seternge solitudini."—On the trieres see tiie notice from Jerom, in Note

1, p. 135, supik.

The same Father on Matt. xxiv. 15, after referring to Dan. ix. 27, thus gives

his own judgment on the abomination of desolation, meant by Christ :
" Potest

aut de Antichristo intelligi, aut de imagine Ccesaris quod Pilatus posuit in tem-

pla, aut de Hadriani eqitestri statud ;" or, again, as he adds, of all wrong doctrine

that may stand in the Holy Place, i. e. in the Church.

Ambrose too on Luke xxi. 20 (Lib. x. 15) thus notes the Jews' opinion " Vere

Hierusalem ab exercitu obsessa est et expugnata a Romano duce ; unde Judgei

putaverunt tunc factam abominationem desolationis, (viz. that predicted alike in

Dan. ix. and xi.) eo quod caput porci in templum jecerint, illudentes Romani
Judaicag ritum observantise." Which explanation, however, Ambrose himself

reprobates.—Let me observe, that the fact that Ambrose alludes to is confirmed

and illustrated by a Roman medal of one of the Emperors, which, on the obverse

had the device of a woman in bonds standing under a palm-tree, with the legend

Judcea Devicta ; on the reverse, a sow with its litter : it being said that the Em-
peror Claudius ordered a sow to be placed over the gate of the temple at Jeru-

salem

.

In one manuscript, Wintle observes, the word arms in this verse is followed

by "', that is of the sea, or of the West : evidently, if a gloss, written by one who

took the same view as the above of the meaning of the passage.

' 32. " And such as do wickedly* against the covenant shall he corruptf by

* ''3?"»B?"1p, the participle Hiphil, from 'SXD'l, a verb (the opposite, says Ge-

senius, to pl^) signifying, l.tohe guilty, 2. to be wicked, as Dan. ix. 15. This

Hiphil form occurs again xii. 10, " The wicked shall do wickedly."

t 'T'^n^ the Hiphil form of ^"^H, to be profaned, ox polluted ; as Psalm cvi.

38, " The land was polluted with blood." The Hiphil here gives the active sense

oi profaning, or making profane and heathenish. So Gesenius. And perhaps

instead of /ie being the nominative understood, it may be something like the

French on,—" One shall corrupt," or, " They shall be corrupted." But the

Greek version and the Vulgate, (as also the Armenian) read the word as in the

plural, not singular : 'Oi dvoixuvvres StaBrjKriv e-na^oua-LV ev oAi(r07j/^ao-f " Impii

in testamentum simulabunt fraudulenter." Thus Wintle prefers to read IDirT^

;

translating the clause, " Those that impiously disregard the covenant will dis-

semble in flatteries."
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And it is supposed by Sir Isaac and Bishop Newton,

and other interpreters who, in comncion with them and

myself, understand the abomination meant of that placed

flatteries :* but the peoplef that do know their God shall be strong, and do ex-

ploits. 33. And they that understand among the people shall instruct many : J

yet§ they shall fall|| by the sword and by flame, by captivity1[ and by spoil, many
days.** 34. Now when they shall fallff they shall be holpen with a little

helpiJI but many shall cleave to them with flatteries §§ 35. And some of

* riipvna. The similar word nipv')77n, occurs both in verse 21 suprk

and verse 34 following : in the former case of Antiochus Ejiiphanes obtaining the
kingdom by his flatteries and dissimulation ; in the latter, (if Newton's interpre-

tation be correct) of the religious dissimulation and hypocrisy of false professors

o(*Christianity.—See Note
1| p. 131 suprk. The reader will see presently the

necessity of attention to the possible religious reference of this word.
In the Critici Sacri in loc. one expositor thus renders the clause ;

" Et impife

deserentes foedus inducet ut subdole agant per hypocrisin ;" applying the charge

oiflatteries, or hypocrisy, to the seduced, not the seducer.

t Q37, a word used as well of the Jews, while God's people, as of the Gentiles.

+ ^3^^"^, Greek avvrja-oviriv ets iroAAo" and so Wintle, " Shall have understanding

in many things.'' But the word may be active, in the sense to instruct. So
Dan. viii. 16, Job vi. 24, Neh. viii. 8, 9, Psalm cxix. 34 : in the two first of which

passages the preposition v follows the verb, as here.— It occurs in a diflferent

sense in verse 37 infrk.

§ "J, and. Our translators vary much in the rendering of this conjunctive
particle.—The ambiguity of the pronoun they should also be marked.

II
517^331, Sept. aaQivriaovcn, from 7U? to beiceak, to totter, and so to fall:

a verb used in the Niphal, as here, in verses 14, 19 preceding ; and also in verses

34, 35, 41 following. Compare 1 Sam. ii. 4, "They that stumbled (or staggered)

are girded with strength ;
" said with reference to ueakness : also Jer. vi. 21, " I

will lay stumbling-blocks before this people, and the fathers and the sons toge-

ther shall /rtii upon (or over) them ;" Psalm cvii. 12, " They rebelled against the

words of God, therefore he brought down their heart with labour, they /f// down,
and there was none to help ;

" and Jer. xxxi. 9, " I will cause them to walk in a

straight way wherein they shall not stumble ;
" said of ihQ falling through GwrfV

judgments on sin.

Compare Is. viii. 14, 15 ; "A man shall be for a gin and snare to the inhabi-

tants of Jerusalem ; and many among them shall stumble, and fall, and be
broken, and be snared, and be taken."

^ ''212?, Gk. aixfJ-aXaiTia. The same word is used in verse 8 of the prisoners

taken and led into Egypt by Ptolemy F.ucrgetes, in his great expedition against

the Syrians ; and very frequently in the Books of Moses, the Psalms, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, Ezra, Nchcmiah, of captives taken in war, especially of the captivity of
Judah.—The word used of persons imprisoned by the civil magistrate, as Gen.
xxxix. 20, is one quite difturent, T'DN.

** C^XS"^, simply days. +t Wintle, " When they shall have fallen."

XX "I?.?. ^oiiBeia, a word of general application, and not restricted to the case

of helping such as have fallen, &c.

§§ ilip^rPrH' ^s verse 21, on which see my Note. Nearly the same word

occurs also in verse 32 just before.—The Greek version is, Kai irpocTTidriaovTai

Ttpos avTovs iroWoi eu oAiffeTj/uaai' Wintle's; " Many shall be fastened to them
through flatteries."
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by the Romans, that they whose character and history

are here given, are simply the Christian body ; a body
constituted just before Judah's desolation, and here de-

picted under the two-fold classification of its faithful and
unfaithful members : and that there is no allusion made
to the Jews thenceforward in the prophecy ; except in

those chronological notices xi. 36, " Till the indignation

be accomplished," and xii. 7, " When he shall have
accomplished to scatter the power of the holy people,"

whereby the Angel marked the end of the indignation

against the Jews, and of their penal scattering, as the sign

and epoch of the consummation. Thus the passage is

explained by them in brief as follows:—He (the Roman
Emperor and his officers) shall by flattering offers in-

duce unfaithful Christians, the transgressors of the new
covenant, to apostatize from the faith ; but the faithful

Christians shall be strong, and instruct many. Yet they

shall fall many days by sword, flame, captivity, and
spoil,—viz. in the ten Pagan persecutions,— till holpen

by the little help of Constantine and his descendants'

them* of understanding shall fall, to try them, and to purge, and to make
them white, t even to J the time of the end:§ because it is yet for a time
appointed."

* "7^^' and from, or out of; i. e. some out of. Mark the selection here, in

contrast with the generality of the statement in verse 33 just before.

t 727 v") "in;37-T DrT2 r|1"1^7. The same words occur again in chap. xii.

10, " Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried :
" which shows that the

prophetic intimation is very far prospective, and that it reaches even to the time

of the end.

Wintle (on xii. 10) thus distinguishes the particular meaning of each : "The
word "l^S is borrowed from wheat cleansed from the chaff; ]^v from cloth

whitened by the fuller
;

^"^"2, from goldsmiths who try and essay the metal, and

separate it from the dross." The prefix ^ in DHS seems otiose : if in the

sense throuffh, it must refer to the sword, 8i,c.—On the 1*1111 compare Jer. iv.

11, "A dry wind toward the daughter of my people, not to fan, nor to cleanse
;"

&c. And on the other words, Mai, iii. 2. " He is like a refiner's fire, and like

fuller's soap."

X V-, either during, whilst, as Judg. iii. 26, Jobi. 18 : or until, as Gen.xlix.

10, " Until Shiloh come ;
" Josh. ii. 22, " Until the pursuers were returned."

—

This two-fold meaning should be observed.

§ Vl2 ^V.- So xi. 40, xii. 9: in the first of which parallel passages the

phrase will be remarked on.

VOL. IV. L
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adoption and establishment of Christianity in the Roman
Empire.' Then many shall cleave to them with flat-

teries, or hypocritically join themselves to the Church :

and divers of the true and sincere Christians fall after-

wards by new persecutions, to try them, and purify

them, till the time of the end.

But I cannot but think that there is here meant a

double division of the people spoken of: viz. first, a

division of the whole Jewish jjeople into Jews rejecting

Christianity, and Jews embracing it and becoming Chris-

tians : (this in the two former verses :) then, a further

division of the latter into the false and the true members
of the professing Christian Church. For besides that we
might expect, as I think, some notice of the desolated

Jewish people at this sad crisis of their history, as well

as of their desolate city,—^just as in our Lord's prophecy

of the destruction of Jerusalem,^ and other similar pro-

phecies also,^—besides this, I say, there are various ex-

pressions in the two first verses of the passage under

consideration which seem to me scarcely applicable, ex-

cept to that unhappy people. Is the phrase " they that

do wickedly against the covenant," a fit designation of

the insincerity and worldliness in heart of such members
of the Christian body as were ultimately induced in the

time of Pagan Rome's persecutions to apostatize ? Or,

if previously open transgressors of the covenant, did

they need at all to be corrupted? Again, was it the

fact that the Roman emperors and chief magistrates did

then seek by flatteries to draw Christians into apostacy

from their faith ; and this on a scale such as to be

marked in history, and to answer to a notice like this

in prophecy ? Surely cruelty and violence, not flattery,

were the characteristic weapons by which the Pagan

' Compare the figure of the two wings of the great eagle, &c, being given the

woman, to help her, in Apoc. xii. 14, IG.

^ Luke xxi. 20, 24 ;
" When ye see Jerusalem compassed with armies, then

know that the desolation thereof is nigh.... And great wrath shall be on this

people ; and they shall fall by the edge of the sword, and shall be led away cap-

tive into all nations ; and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until

the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled."

3 Deut. xxviii. 52, G\, &c. &c.
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powers sought to destroy Christianity.^—Further did the

Christians, as a body or people, fall during these times

of Pagan persecution, so as the expression in verse 33
seems to indicate ; or only a certain few from among
them?^—And, once more, could it be said of such as

suffered in these persecutions, that they fell by captivity,

as well as otherwise ;—a word used in Hebrew, just

like the words that represent it in the Greek, Latin,

English, and other versions, not of imprisonment by

order of the civil magistrate, but of the taking of prison-

ers in war, and holding them, so taken, in captivity and

exile ? ^

Thus my conclusion is that the Jews must be here

meant, not Christians. And on the whole,—presuming
that I may read the first clause in ver. 32 as Win tie, " They
that do wickedly against the covenant will dissemble in

flatteries,"^— I would thus briefly paraphrase the whole

passage. In connexion with this time and fact of Jeru-

salem's desolation, the Jewish people generally, though

wicked transgressors of the holy covenant, (a covenant

just before confirmed and illustrated among them by

their Messiah,)* shall yet unite with this their transgres-

sion of it the show and profession of religious zeal,

hypocritically dissembling : (a character of the Jews of

that era prominently set forth in the burning words of

' No doubt on certain occasions the presiding magistrates, like Pliny whom
Bishop Newton specially refers to, urged the Christians brought before them to

spare themselves, and sacrifice to the emperor's image. But this was uol flat'

tering offers. And as to the general and proper character of the Pagan mode of

dealing with Christianity, let the reader, after perusing the history of the early

persecutions in any ecclesiastical historian, judge for himself whether ^«<<ej-2/, or

cruelty and terror, was the weapon employed. See my historic sketch under the

5th Seal.

^ Mark the contrast of expression between this general statement, " And they

shall fall," &c. and the particular and restricted statement in verse 35, " And
out o/them of understanding some shall fall," &c. See my note * on the word,

p. 145. 3 See Note If p. 144.
* Wintle does not give this translation in support of the historical explanation

that I advocate ; for he has followed Bishop Newton in his view of the prophecy.

For some corroboration to it see the ancient Greek and Latin versions in Note \

p. 143.
•' So it had been foreshown to Daniel previously. "And He (the Messiah)

shall confirm the covenant with many for one week ; and in the midst of the

week he shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to cease," &c. Dan. ix. 27.—I can-

not err, I think, in supposing that this previous prophecy was remembered and

applied by Daniel, while hearing the Angel's present revelations.

L 2
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Christ himself;^ and set forth also as awfully by their

own historian Josephus, in his description of them

during the siege of Jerusalem.'^) On the other hand,

they that know their God,—even Jehovah, their then-

revealed Messiah and Saviour, (such I cannot but be-

lieve the intent of the expression, especially as consider-

ing the time referred to^)— the disciples who, taught

from above, shall know (what others cannot know"*) that

mystery of godliness, God manifest in the flesh, ^ shall

not only understand themselves, but strong in faith and

spirit, shall instruct and disciple many. Thus the Jew-

ish people, as a nation, shall fall and be scattered, a

monument of God's righteous indignation,^ by the sword

and by flame, by captivity and by spoil, many days :

whilst meanwhile the understanding ones, or disciples of

the Messiah, shall not only otherwise advance in their

work, but be holpen even on this world's theatre with a

little help. Then, however, and on this gleam of visible

1 Matt, xxiii. 13—33 ;
" Woe unto you, scribes and pharisees, hypocrites," &c :

XV. 7, 8 ;
" Ye hypocrites, well did Esaias prophesy of you, saying. This people

draweth nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoureth me with their lips, but

their heart is far from me."—Compare Rom. ii. 23, written by St. Paul, charac-

teristically in like manner of his nation, a few years later ;
" Thou that makest

thy boast of the law, through breaking the law dishonourest thou God? " Com-
liare too the prediction in Isa. xxix. 13, 14, declaring that the curse of moral
blindness would be adjudged and attach to this dissembling people ; even with

the light shining around them.
- One grand division of the Jews,—the most horrid and blood-thirsty perhaps

of all during the siege,—was that of the zealots for tlie law.
•^ The phrase is one, I believe (I mean with the noun, the verb, and the pos-

sessive pronoun all together) by no means common. A somewhat near parallel

occurs in Isaiah xl. 9, " Say unto the cities of Judah, Behold your God !—a pro-

phecy of the ultimate revelation of Jesus to them, as their Messiah the Lord Jeho-

vah.—The passage in Isa. xi. 9, about the "knowledge of Jehovah filling the

the earth," is also a partial parallel ; though the possessive pronoun is wanting.

And there too Christ seems to be meant. So also in Isaiah lii. 7, " That saith

unto Zion, Thy God reigneth." And Jcr. xxxi. 34, "They shall teach no more
every man his brother, saying, Know the Lord," &c.

•' " He was in the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew
him not. He came unto his own, and his own received him not. But as many
as received him, (and which were born not of blood.... but of God,) beheld
his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father :" &c. John i. 10— 14.

— Comjiare too 1 Cor. ii. 7, " We speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, which
none of the princes of this world knew ; for had they known it, they would not
have crucified the Lord of glory. . . . But God hath revealed it to us by his

Spirit." Also John xiv. 9 ;
" He that hath seen me hath seen the Father :

"

and Col. ii. 9 ; "In him dwcllcth all the fulness of the godhead bodily."
- 1 Tim. iii. 16.

* I borrow the words " be scattered " and " indignation " from the verses xi.

36. xii. 7 infrk.
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prosperity, hypocrisy shall insinuate itself even into their

body. Many shall cleave to them that are mere dissem-

blers in religion, just like the Jews before them, and so

corrupt the professing people. And thus persecution

shall arise against the sincere ones, even out of their

own body ; and this continue even to the time of the

end. But the result shall be only, under the divine over-

ruling, for their good: to try them, and purify them,

and make them white ; even as silver is purified, and

the garment made whiter, by the fuller's soap and the

refiner's fire.'

3. As to the third subdivision,^ containing the Angel's

' Compare and contrast with the above the comment of Ephrem Syrus on

the parallel text in Dan.xii. 9, 10, " Many sitall be piirijiedand made tvkite," &c.
" Designat futuram apostolorum electionem, et credentium ad eosdem audiendos

concursum, quos prsedicit baptismi lavacro dealbandos : Judseos contrk, Christi

interfectores, severe judicandos et puniendos."
" "36. And the king* shall do according to his will: f and he shall exalt himself,

and magnify himself above evtry gud, and shall speak marvellous things against

the god of gods :J and shall prosper till§ the indignation || be accomplished ; for

that that is determined shall be done. 37. Neither shall he regard^ the God of his

* Wintle translates " a king ;
" but the Hebrew has the article^ "^r.^^.

f A phrase used before of Alexander the Great, verse 3 ; and also of Antio-

chus the Great, verse IG, with reference to the time of his successes in Syria and

against Egypt.—Hence the impropriety of the title wilful king, as distinctive.

I D'^bs bN. Compare the prophecy of 2 Thess. ii. 4 ; also Dan. vii. 2.5.—

W'ntle observes on the strength of meaning in the two verbs exalt himself-

magnify himself.

§ IV, as verse 24, p. 132, where see Note §§.

II

D37T% the same word as in verse 30.—Gesenius says that it is a word spe-

cially used of Goti'.? anger. So Isa. Ixvi. 14, "The Lord's indignation shall be

known towards his enemies :" Zech. i. 12, " The cities of Judah against whom

thou hast had indignation." Compare too Isa. x. 5, " O Assyrian, the rod of

mine anger, and the staff in thine hand is mine indignation : I will send him

against an hypocritical nation :
" also Ezek. xxii. 24, Mai. i. 4, Isa. xxvi. 20, &c.

—The Greek version of this important clause is, Kai Karevevvei /^exp's ov a-vvre-

^ 7''^^, with the preposition 727 following it, (I presume in the sense of con-

cerning, as to,) before the noun ; precisely as again at the end of the same verse,

and also in verse 30 supr^, ''5t37 bv ^5^1, translated, " He shall have intelli-

gence with them that forsake the covenant." The same verb is used in verse 33

of this chapter, and twice over in verse 10 of chap, xii, without the vV, or an

accusative, in the sense of to understand. Thus our English rendering in verse 30

seems a just and happy one : and, following this precedent, the phrase here must
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prophetic sketch of what has been not very happily called

the rvilful,—I would say rather the apostate King,—my

fathers, nor the desire of women,* nor regard any god : for he shall magnify

be considered to mean, He shall have no joint intelligence, or alliance of mind
and action, witii the gods of his fathers. So the Sept. Eirj irarras Qfovs rwv
iraTfpay avrov ov avvrjaei.

» D'^273 iTlZpn. The question here is, Are we to consider the icomen as the

subject of the desire, or its object ? And the question is so important that it is

right that the investigator should carefully note the parallels that scripture

offers.

Now examples such as occur in Psalm cvi. 24, Jer. iii, 19, Ezek. xxvi. 12, and
Amos V. 11, where we read land ofdesire (twice) , houses of desire, and vineyards of
desire, in the sense of desired objects,—and again, still with the same Hebrew word,
and in the same sense, in Dan. xi. 8, 2 Chron. xxxii. 27, xxxvi. 10, Hosea xiii. 1.5,

Nah. ii. 9, vessels of desire,—also, with the similar plural noun verbal miprTj
in Dan. x. 3, bread of desire, xi. 38, 43, articles of desire, and much the same in

Ezra viii. 27 and 2 Chron. xx. 25,—all these examples, I say, and such like, in the

sense of objects of desire, are scarcely relevant to the point in question, because
in the Hebrew, as the English, the word for desire there comes last, here first.

And direct parallels are not, I believe, to be found.

On the other hand, we have the following examples where the noun attached

to the word desire follows it in the genitive as here, and indicates that which is

the subject or feeler of the desire: viz. I Sam. ix. 20, " On whom is the desire

of all Israel?" where the Hebrew is 7S!"1ti?'' H'^pn ;
and 1 Kings xx. 6,

Lam. ii. 4, Ezek. xxiv. 16, 21, 25, " the desire of thine eyes," tJ"^3''1? "T^ntt,

&c ; where the Hebrew is a derivative word, very cognate to the farmer.

I have omitted the famous passage from Hagg. ii. 7, D^iSH'vS i"1"|T^n, t'lc

desire of all nations, as otie of which the sense, though generally explained sub-

jectively, is yet by some doubted.—But, putting aside this, the other passages are

quite sufficient to determine my own judgment. For if the " women " of the

text were construed after the parallels of the first class (inexact as they have
been shown to be) the meaning would not be passion or appetite for women,
but pleasant or desirable womtn ; a sense quite alien from that which Mede,
Bishop Newton, Wintle, &c, would advocate.— It only remains that the other
sense be taken ; viz. that which women (especially tci.ves) desire.—It is curious
that Gtsenius, in this view of the word, suggests some Syrian goddess to be
meant, that was the special object of the worship of the Syrian women. But
why not Him whom the Hebrew women desired,—the promised seed of the

woman, the Messiah ?

[N.B. Since this was written, indeed printed, I have met with a very similar cri-

ticism, and similar conclusion on the point, in Mr. Fabcr's work on the Prophecies,
(Ed. 5.) i. 380—385, repeated in liis S.C. ii. 1G4 : also with the following expres-
sion of Professor Lee's opinion to the same eflcct, in his work on Eusebius' The-
ophania, lately published; Pieface, p. cxxvi : "This, occurring as it does in a
context speaking of deities, was probably intended to designate the Messiah ; who
was the desire of women, as it should seem, among the ancient Hebrews."]

Theodoret's version agrees with Mede: EirtiwidviiitavywaiKoov Kai eiri TravTa Qeov
« ffvvrjffif which, says he, was not true of Antiochus Epiphanes ; as he, not satisfied

with his wives, had also concubines. Virtorinus too understands the expression
desire of women in the same sense ; and applying it to Nero revived, as the Anti-
ciirist, speaks of the total change of character that he would then manifest

;

" Ait Dapiel, Desideria mulierum non cognoscet, cum prius fuit impurissimus."
B. 1'. M. iii. 420.
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judgment acquiesces in the well-known interpretation

given of it by Mede and the two Newtons; and this with

full satisfaction in respect of most particulars. I con-

himself above all. 38. But in his estate* shall he honour the god of forces

(Margin, the god Mahuzzim) :t andl a god whom his fathers knew not shall

* i33"vy ; either in his stead, or place, as the words mean in verses 7, 20, 21

previous ; that is, instead of the God of gods, or the god of his fathers, or any
god noted in the preceding verse as rejected by him : or perhaps, as Wintle and
other commentators prefer to explain them, in his seat, viz. in the seat of the

God of gods ; an expression which would then somewhat agree with the des-

criptive clause in St. Paul's prophecy of the Man of Sin (2 Thess. ii. 4), " sitting

in the temple of God," &c.—Faber on the Prophecies, i. 401, explains it, " when
he is established; " i.e. seated in his own scat : and in his S. C. in his office, or

official station.

t *T2l5") ''•T^XS n^S^. The 7 prefix here may be explained either from

the governing verb to honour, or do honour to, which follows : as this verb has

sometimes elsewhere the same preposition marking the dative in construction

with it; e.g. Psalm Ixxxvi. 9, TjSili?7 ^TaD"*!, "They shall honour, or do

honour to, thy name ;
" and indeed in the clause of the verse before us next suc-

ceeding :—or else in the sense ''for a god :
" just as in Judges viii. 33, " The

children of Israel went a whoring after Baalim, and made Baal Berith their god; "

literally "/o/- their god:" "^ribsb nn2 b^S Qnb ^»"^tt7p.

•¥ 1137X3, Mahoz, in the singular means & fortress. It is so used literally in

verse 7 of this chapter ; and in Psalm xxxi. 3, and elsewhere, is thus applied

figuratively to God ; "Thou art my rock, and my fortress."—In the present pas-

sage the question occurs whether the plural noun is to be taken, so as our English

translation renders it, in the literal topical sense of fortresses ; in which case it

must be the genitive after Eloah, " the god of fortresses ;
" or whether, with the

Margin, as an appellatii^e of certain gods so called. In common with most com-
mentators,—and in accordance also with the Greek and Vulgate, (" Deum Ma-
huzzim in loco suo venerabitur,"

—

@eov Mau^fifi eirt totth aurs So^aaet,) —I
cannot hesitate to reject the former, and adopt the latter explanation. 1 am in-

duced to do so by two obvious considerations, not to mention others : 1st, that

the god of fortresses, the rendering of the clause offered by the former explana-

tion, could only be a god answering to the Pagan Mars, and consequently one

not merely not unknown to the ancient Romans, but one honoured by them
almost above any other : 2ndly, that it is an historic fact that an appellative

precisely answering to the word Mahuzzim was actually given to departed mar-

tyrs and saints under the Papal Apostacy ; to which Apostacy and its chief it is

plain (without entering into historic particulars which belong rather to the

text) that this prophecy may possibly apply.

Grammatically considered, the appellative Mahuzzim will answer in regard of

its derivation and use to the appellative Baalim ; a word derived from Baal, sig-

nifying Lord, or Master, and used to designate the well-known Syrian gods.

Theodoret thus comments on the whole clause.

—

Tuv iraTipoiv avr8 -navToiv tt]v

oiKiiav (pvffiv eyvaiKoroov, Kai rov erri iraviwv Qeov a^as avrus ovonaaai ixi] moKfxr]-

KOTwv, ovTos @eov taxvpov kui Swarov (tsto yap a-op-aivn to Maw^fi/j.) eavrov

TTpocrayopevii. To yap eiri tottu) avra avTt ts koLvrov nQeiKi.

§ The 1 might be rendered even, in the exegetic sense which not seldom at-

taches to it. In that case the eloah, or god, next mentioned will be in apposition

with Mahuzzim : a case of apposition admissible, notwithstanding that Mahuzzim
is plural and Eloah singular ; much as in the somewhat parallel example of the

conjunction of Baal and Elohim in Judges viii. 33, quoted in the note preceding :

though indeed the analogy there is not quite strict. If rendered and, as usual,
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ceive with them that the king mentioned means the king

or ruling chief of those false Christians, just spoken of,

that would in hypocrisy and mere profession have at-

he honour with gold, and with silver, and with precious stones and pleasant

things.* 39. Thus shall he do in the most strong holds with a strange god,t

this god must be considered as one honoured in addition to the Mahuzzim : his

particular and separate specification marking him as pre-eminent among them
;

though probably, since no difterent distinctives are added, of the same character.

* Literally, "things of desire." See Note, p. 150.

t ")33 rribw DI? "'•tya ^^'^'^^f^^ nb:^1. This is a clause very difficult

and obscure. The Vulgate translation is, " Et faciet ut muniat Mahuzzim ciim

Deo alieno ;
" the Greek, Kot iroirjcret tois oxvp(>'fJi.a(Ti roov Karacpvyaiv fn-era Qeov

aXKoTpiov; the Sijriac, " Transibitque ad urljes munitas contia Deos alienos."

—

Of modern commentators Mede translates, "And he shall make the strong-holds

of the Mahuzzim withal (or jointly) to the foreign god." Bishop Newton, "Thus
shall he do to the defenders of the strange god whom he shall acknowledge."

Wintle, " And he sliall provide for fortresses of Mahuzzim together with God."
Faber, very much as Bishop Newton, " And unto the upholders of his tutelary

gods together with the foreign god," &o. Cuninghame (Investigator, iii. 280),
" And he shall make for his fortified cities Mahuzzim, together with the strange

god," Maramensis (Investigator, iv. li)3), " And he shall make them " (i.e. the

images and temples which he understands to be the " pleasant things" of the

verse preceding) "into the strong-holds of the Mahuzzim, together with the

strange god." (It is to be observed that nti737, like the Latin facio, has the

meaning to make, as well as that of to do.)

To all of these versions, as well as to the authorized English, there are objec-

tions grammatical, or of some other kind.—Mahuzzim, being an appellative

before, must be an appellative here, and not strong-holds, as the English version

and Greek. Mede overlooks the 7. Mr. Cuninghame, and I think the Vulgate,

construe as if it were "'l!?^!^^ not '''n^;|l72. Bishop Newton and Faber give

that same noun the figurative sense of defenders, upholders ; which sense, how-
ever, it has nowhere else in Scripture, being always used literally to signify /or-

tresses, as in Numb, xxxii. 17, 36, Josh. x. 20, xix. 35, Isa. xvii. 3 : besides that

they supimse it to designate the priests of the Mahuzzim ; an application of the

figure singularly inapt, as it seems to me ; especially considering that the Ma-
huzzim themselves bear in that very title a figurative name of almost precisely

the same character. Nor does Houbigant quoted by Newton, at all justify it.

Maramensis seems to be as little justified in explaining the "pleasant things"

with which the Mahuzzim are to be honoured, as temples ; an explanation essen-

tial, however, to his solution of the clause in question : since it is that which
furnishes him from the context preceding with what he may ajjply as a prono-
minal accusative, understood, designating the things that the Wilful King will

make into Mahuzzim's strong-holds.

I think, if the present reading be retained, the clause must be construed thus
;

" And he shall practise and prosper " (so Dan. viii. 12, 24.) " in the strong-holds

of Mahuzzim, together with a strange god :
" meaning by their strong-holds their

temples ; as the arx, or citadel, was often the site of the tutelary god's temple of

old; for example the Parthenon at Athens, the Capitol at Rome, and, I may add,

the Sanctuary of strength at Jerusalem.—Hut then there occurs this objection.

The " together with " makes the foreign god a sharer in this his prosperity. The
which seems to me so incongruous with the general character of the predic-

tion, that I Ciinnot but believe there is some mistake in the present Hebrew text,
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tached themselves to the Christian Church ; in other

words, the great Head of the Apostacy, the Roman Pope.

For the definite article hefore the word King absolutely

whom he shall acknowledge and* increase with glory ; and he shall cause them
to rulef over many, and he shall divide the land for gain." +

and that a final D has fallen out from the "^"llS^Ilp j an omission the rather sup-

posable perhaps, from the circumstance of a 6 beginning the word following.

(The slight change of vowel points involved in this supposition viz. IJ for IJ^ is

of little importance.) Then, the text thus simply corrected, Mr. Cuninghame's
translation becomes admissible, " And he shall make for fortified cities Mahuz-
zim :

" or the following, " He shall make Mahuzzim into fortresses, as well as a

strange god." Of which two the latter translation most approves itself to my
mind : because it both furnishes a reason for the appellative Mahuzzim,—how
they would be so called because someway made into D'^'Di^T^, or fortresses

;

and also exp'ains the cause of the apostate self-deifying King's honouring them,
and his consistency in so doing ; inasmuch as he would make them into what they

were, as objects of worship ; and consequently, in setting them up for the po-
pular veneration and honour, would be honouring himself, as their creator, still

more.—All this applies also to the strange god spcken of in apposition with the

Mahuzzim ; which god would apparently be of the same fraternity with these

latter, only more eminent : the D27 being here used, I conceive, in the conjunc-

tive sense of like as, as also ; a sense which it has in Eccles. ii. 16, and elsewhere.

See Gesenius.— I may add that the word "133 strange, is similarly used in Gen.

XXXV. 2 of the strange gods carried with her by Rachel.
TheodoreVs paraphrase of verse 39 is as follows. Kai ironrtarei rots oxvpoofJiacTi tuv

Kara<pvycav nera 0€8 aKXarpte, ov eyvcopiae, Kai nXridwei So^af, koi viro ra^ei res
iroAAej, (coi yi]v 5te\ei iv Saipots. hvarrian yo-P-, (prjaiv, eai/rw vaes, Kai apyvpio Kai

Xpv(T(fi Kai MQois Tifxtois avres HaWaiirKTei, Kat inrora^et auras TroAAes, tbs
Q^a-KOTwixives Sr]\ovoTi. rois repacriu, r) Tats KoKacrecnv x°'^^'^l^^ves. Tois Se

virr]Koots Kat acre^np alpHfievots Kat yr)v SwprjcreTai Tr\ets-nv.

Let me add too a brief notice of the early Reformers' view of the Mahuzzim.
" The Pope," said Luther in his Table Talk, (pp. 274, 281,) " was the true An-
tichrist ; his castle and fort the Muss. Mass comeih from Mahuzzim ; i e. a col-

lecting of alms or tax for the sake of the priests." Joye, from Melancthon and
OCcolampadius, says : "The idol of destruction, or wasting Image, he calleth the

god Maozim : that is a strong god of diverse churches, set or hanged up. The
Hebrews call all images strange gods, and heathen rites abominable destructions

;

because wheresoever they be set up and honoured, in churches or in abbeys, there

have we a certain token that the same churches and abbeys shall be made even
with the ground, as Christ prophesied ot Jerusalem."

Rosenmuller's comment is :
" Deus munitionum bellicus aliquis Deus erit ; cujus

tutelae rex ille committet munitiones et praesidia, quibus sacrum prsestat suum
regnum, ita ut nihil aeque ac munimenta, et quidquid est bellicorum prsesidiorum,

aestimet ; adeoque, licet ab omni alia religione alienus, tamen hoc Numen qtiod

sibi ipsi quasi creavit, studiosh co]at." The comment seems to me very worthy
of remark, and will be referred to again.

* There is no and in the original. The clause has therefore by some been
rendered, " Whom acknowledging he shall increase the honour ;

" whether to

them, or to himself.

t 2, over; as Esther ix. 1, Judges viii. 23. 1 Sam. viii. 11.

t Or, for a price; "l^npS. The word is used 2 Sam. xxiv. 24, of the pur-

chase-price to be paid for Araunah's field; " Nay, but I will buy it of tlice at a

price." In Micah iii. 11 it signifies the price, reward, or hire, paid for mercenary
priests' service; " The priests teach for hire.''
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ties down the meaning, as it seems to me, to some notable

ruler, either of these false professors, or of the power just

before mentioned as brought on the scene by the ships

from Chittim, the same that would place the abomination
making desolate : the Syrian King of the North (the only

other previously-mentioned potentate whom that article

might refer to) being excluded both by considerations

elsewhere specified,^ and by the chronology of the pas-

sage : a chronology now brought down into Christian

times by the context immediately preceding. And as

to the other two solutions that have been offered, and
which would explain this King either of revolutionary

atheistic France,^ or of an infidel Antichrist yet future,^

they too seem equally excluded by the marks laid down
of this King's chronological date, and political and re-

ligious origin and connexion. For did atheistic France

rise up as the ruling Head either of the antichristian

Apostacy of the fifth and sixth centuries, or of the Ro-
man state and power from Italy and Chittim ?'* Or
again, could the characteristics of a king that was to

rise before the time of the end mentioned in verse 40,
and to prosper, some long time apparently,^ till the

indignation against the Jews was accomplished, be pre-

dicated of an infidel Antichrist, yet future, with a dura-

tion of but three and a half literal years, all within the

' p. 140, &c. suprk. 2 ^s Faber on the Prophecies, i. 404, and S. C. ii. 160.
=* Maitland, Burgh, &c.

'' Tlie difficulty occasioned to this theory of explanation by the definite article

that 1 speak of appears plainly in Mr. Faber's translation, prefixed to his histo-

ric sketch, p. 401. For he omits the definite article of the Hebrew, and trans-

lates, " And a king shall do," &c.*—The reader will please to observe that there

is on this point no various reading.

I believe that some expositors of this class explain the French people as here
answering to the King of the North in the prophecy, because of its being a north-
ern kingdom in Christendom. But surely it is required by every propriety that
the King of the North and King of the South should, even to the end of the pro-
phecy, be understood of princes or powers standing on the ground respectively,

and governing the territory, of the Seleucidae and the Ptolemies.
° Compare the " many days " of verse 33.

* In the second Edition of his Sacred Calendar, ii. 163, published after my
first Edition, Mr. F. has corrected this inadvertence. " And thai king shall do,"
is now his version : the reference being, as he supposes, to the seed or progeny of
the Chittim, or Roman Empire mentioned above, xi. 31.
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time of the end?* Thus, I say, these two other sug-

gested solutions of the Wilful King of the prophecy seem
to be as palpably inadmissible as that which would refer

it to Antiochus Epiphanes : whereas, on the other hand,

the Pope and Papal power seem to answer to the

description, not merely in respect of his origin, as

having been the head of the Apostates of Christendom
from the sixth century, but in every other particular

also.

For he was alike their head, and the head also (in his

time) of the same fourth great dominant power, the

Roman, which had been introduced a little before into

the Angel's prophetic sketch with " the ships from Chit-

tim ;" just accordantly both with the description here

given of the Wilful King, and with that other memo-
rable prefiguration also, long before shown to Daniel,^

which depicted the last ruling chief of the fourth great

heathen empire as a little horn, with emblems betoken-

ing the chief of a religious apostasy?—His supremacy in

power,—a supremacy that might well be equalled even to

that of Alexander the Great, of whom the same expres-

sion is used,"*— is another point of correspondency.

—

And so too his character and pride, as exalting himself

above every god ; and thus, and therefore, disregard-

ing alike the Pagan gods of his Roman ancestors, and

the true God, and Christ, " the desire of women,"' (for

so I take the phrase ;^) and against the latter speaking

marvellous things and blasphemies :—all which is but

another version of what is said of the Antichrist alike in

1 The difficulty is not obviated by the explanation which some expositors of

this class give to the abomination of desolation in verse 3
1 , as if one to be set up

by an infidel Antichrist, yet future. And the objection to it not merely from
the context of the present prophecy, but from our Lord's prophecy in Matt.

xxiv. 15, is one which, as it seems to me, they neither have nor can overcome.
2 Dan. vii. 20—25.

^ The horn had eyes as of a man, like an eirto-KOTros, or overseer.
•* It is because of this common application of the phrase, " He shall do ac-

cording lo his will,"—as well to Alexander as to the king here mentioned,—and
also of the different meaning of the English word luilful (a word used by us of

disposition and temjoer, whereas the prophetic phrase only indicates absolutism of

power) that I object to the appellation,—the wilful King.
^ See my critical Note, p. 150.
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Dan. vii, 2 Thess. ii, and Rev. xiii ; and which, in re-

spect of its application to the Pope, has been already

elsewhere in other parts of this book abundantly illus-

trated by me.^—As to what is said of the Wilful King's

honouring the god Mahuzzim (a god whom his fathers

knew not^) in place alike of his ancestors' God, and the

true God, it seems to me to have been well and consist-

ently explained, by reference to those saints, and their

relics and images, which the Apostacy from its first

development regarded and worshipped as the mahuzzim,

orfortresses, of the places where they were deposited :^

—

saints which the Papal Chief of anti-Christendom, on the

grant of the Pantheon at Rome, solemnly adopted as

tutelary deities, including the Virgin Mary as their head

and Eloah ;*—which in the second Council of Nice he

' See vol. iii. p. 142, &c.
' Let me observe in passing, that it seems to have been from this prophetic

clause that the general patriotic expectation respecting Antichrist arose, that he

would put aside, and be an enemy to idols, the gods of his Roman ancestors;
" idola seponens," as Irenseus says. Which indeed the Papal Antichrist was,

though a patron of i7nage and saint-worship : asserting somewhat paradoxically

the total difference of the two things; and declaring that he who called images

idols, was anathema. The real difference was this ; the one was his creation, and

under his management, in Western Christendom : the other not.

3 See on this Mosheim, vi. 2.4. 4.—Sir L Newton traces the progressive steps

of the Apostacy to this point ; first, the celebrating the yiVidXia, or martyrdom-

days, of the martyred saints at their tombs ; then making these tombs places of

prayer ; then attributing to the saints mediatorial functions ; then connecting

the favourable exercise of these functions with honour paid to their relics, and

afterwards to their images. Whence those bodies, relics, or images, came to be

regarded as pledges of the departed saints' protection, and the saints themselves

the defenders and fortresses, as it were, or mahuzzim, of tlie places or persons

dedicated to them. In fact they were called by this very name. So Basil in

one of his Homilies ; hans-ov ttiv €KK\7]cna.v ravTT}i> (ppovpov/j.evTji' rots fityahois

irvpy ois TQiv fj.apTvpaji' 5iaTr]pr]aov. And again; Outol ei(nt> m kolQ' rifxas X'^P"''

SioA.a/Sot'Tes, * biovu irvpyoi rivfi crvvexf's a(r<pa\eiav rwv ivavriwv Kara8pofJL7)s

irapixoh-^'^oi. Also Chrysostom ; Tovto to ffwfxa reix'^e' Trjf woKiv eKfivrjv 6

iravTos TTvpyov Kai /j.vpioov e^i irepi^oKwu aacba\(Tepov. And again ; To rwu ayLwi>

ffw/xara tovtwv Teixovs iravTos a5aij.aVTos affcpaKesrfpov fifJ-iv t€1X'^*' ttji' iro\tv.—
The Greeks in their Preces Horaria; thus still invocate the Virgin Mary as a Ma-
hoz ; "O thou Virgin Mother of God, thou impregnable wall, thou fortress of

salvation "(mi^-ltt?^. T"13?Q, compare 2 Sam. xxii. 51) : and the Latins too with

titles (see Note 2 p. 157) just similar.

* See Vol. iii. p. 251. He consecrated it to the honour of nil the saints, in

place of all the Pagan gods of his Roman ancestors' worshij) ; and to the Virgin

Mary, as their head, in place of Cybele the mother of the gods.

* Compare what Daniel says of the Apostate King diriding the land for

gain.
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prevailed to have recognized as fit objects of worship,

with apostate Christendom's nnost solemn sanction ;^

—

and which afterwards in the West he elected and canon-

ized as Mahuzzim, as his own peculiar prerogative, and

by his own sole authority.'^ Thus being the authorita-

tive saint-maker,^ or saint-voucher, he did in promoting

their worship promote yet more his own. How he caused

them to " rule over many,'' attaching to each country,

town, monastery, and church its patron-saint, and how
effectually he thus " divided the land among them both

' It was under Adrian, then Bisliopof Rome, that the Council was summoned
and held: and very mainly through his influence and authority that the icono-

clastic Decrees of the previous Council of Constantinople, which had stigmatized

the saints and their images as SatfioviKa oxvpwfiaTa, (the very word here used in

the Greek Version to express the Hebrew mahuzzim,) were reversed, the worship
of saints and their images restored, and punishments awarded to those who
maintained that God was the only object of religious adoration. See Mosheim,
viii. 2. .3. 1.3.

^ Compare Rosenmuller's comment on the text, p. 153 suprk.— As to the

historic fact, it was at first the ofTice of Provincial Councils, with a Bishop pre-

siding, to settle which of the more recently departed might be regarded as saints

and mediators, the demand for new saints having become large in corrupted

Christendom ; and the Pope was only referee on appeal in the matter :—then at

length the Pope claimed it as his peculiar prerogative to create saints ; the first

saint so created by him being Udalric, Bishop of Augsburgh, canonized A. D. 993.

See Mosh. ix. 2. 3. 4, and x. 2 3. 4. Mosheim's words,—"The judgment of the

Roman Pontiffs was respected in the choice of those that were to be honoured
with saintship," till " the Church of Rome engrossed to itself the creation of

these tutelary divinities, which at length was distinguished by the title of canoni-

zation,"—are like a comment on the prophetic words, " Mahuzzim whom he shall

acknowledge and increase with honour ;" and (if my reading be correct) " He
shall make into fortresses the Mahuzzim."—See on this Pope Alexander's Bull,

Hard. ix. 1552. Under Pagan Rome it was the Senate's prerogative to grant an
apotheosis.

For examples of saints first regarded in the Latin Cl.urch as Mahuzzim, see my
Vol. i. p. 305. . I may refer to the case of Hilary Bishop of Poictiers, who died

A. D. 368, as one still illustrated by a pillar with the inscription ;
" Divo Hilario

;

urbis propugnatoii fidelissimo, sanctissimo, certi=simo, Pictavorum Episcopo."
As an illustration of the manner in which the Pope still honours the Virgin

Mary as a Mahoz, indeed as the chief, or Eloah, in the celestial hierarchy of the

saintly Mahuzzim, I subjoin an extract from the authorized Litany in honour
of the Virgin, called the Litany of Loretto, and edited for the use of the Roman
Catholics in this kingdom by the Rev. P. Gandolphy. (Mr. Cuninghame, p. 178,
has given it at length.)

" W^e fly to thy patronage, O holy Mother of God! Deliver us from all dan-
gers, O ever glorious and blessed Virgin, Tower of David, Tower of ivory, Ark of

the covenant, Refuge of sinners. Help of Christians, Queen of Angels, Queen of

prophets. Queen of apostles, Queen of martyrs. Queen of all saints !—We fly to

thy patronage, O holy Mother of God ! Despise not our petitions in our neces-

sities ; but deliver us from all dangers !''

In Vol. iii. p. 362 I have alluded to the Mariolatry in Rome, and elsewhere in

Italy.—Compare the end of Note § p. 151.
^ I beg the reader's attention to my criticism on the first clause of verse 39.
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for gain,'' ^ and " at a price,'' is a further point of corres-

pondence with the Apostate King of the prophecy, which

these interpreters have well explained ; and which I have

myself also after them illustrated elsewhere fully from

history.'—Let me add that as Head of that Apostacy

under which the saints were many of them to fall, (to

try them, and make them white, &c,) the Apostate King's

character o^ persecutor of the saijits is also not obscurely

pre-intimated.^ How this characteristic applied to the

Popes of Rome I need not repeat.

Such I conceive to have been the intent of the Angel's

prophecy, and that it thus had its fulfilment in the great

and then future Papal Antichrist. And mark the inti-

mation given in verse 36 as to the term of his continu-

ance in power:— viz. that it was to be " till the end of
the indignation ; meaning doubtless thereby the indigna-

tion against the Jewish people.^

4. So we come to iho: fourth sectional subdivision of

the prophecy.* And as in Balaam's far ranging prophecy
' See especially Vol. ii. pp. 9, 17, 25, &c, with the illustrative Notes.

How it was " at a price" appears in Note 3, p. 25 :
" CcElum est venale Deus-

que " See too ib. p. 69—72, in further illustration of the Pope's dividing the land
at a price.

^ Mr. Faber objects the absence of this mark, in proof that the Wilful King
here mentioned was not the Pope. Let me suggest, besides what I have said in

the text, that the direct mention of this characteristic is wanting also in St. Paul's

prophecy of the Man of Sin ; which yet Mr. F. explains of the Papacy.
^ M'intle on verse 36 notices the same point ; citing that famous observation

on Obadiali, which I have also myself elsewhere cited, that " when Rome shall

be laid waste there shall be redemption for Israel."
* 40. "And at the time of the end* shall the king of the south push at

*
^^17. •HyS ; Gk. 61/ Kaipov irepari. This is a very important phrase, and one

needing careful investigation, in order to the riglit understanding of this part of

the prophecy.

r\'3 is the common Hebrew word for time ; and used thus generally just

below Dan. xii. 1, NTin riVS^, at that time. To express the mystical times of

prophecy, " Time, times, and half a time," other words are used :—in Dan. xii. 7,

the sequel of the present prophecy, "TVIQ (the same word that is used in Gen.

i. 14, " for signs and for times") ;— in Dan. vii. 25, ^IV ; the same word that

is used also in Dan. iv. 16, ttc, to express the seve7i times that were to pass over

Nebuchadnezzar.

Again Yp is a word equally common, in the sense of end. So Psalm xxxix. 4,

of the end of a man's life; Ezck. vii. 2, of the end of a kingdom; also in the
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the prediction of the overthrow, first of Ashur, and then

of Eber, by ships from Chittim, was followed by one
respecting the fall of the Chittimpower itself, (" He shall

afflict Assur, and he shall afflict Eber, and he too shall

him.* And the king of the north shall come against him like a whirlwind, with
chariots, and with horsemen, and with many ships: and hef shall enter into the

countries! and shall overflow and pass over. 41. He shall enter also into the

present prophecy, Dan. xi. 27 supra, "For yet an end at the appointed time ;"

meaning the end of the Syrian king's schemes of subduing Egypt.

The two words occur together, as here, only I believe in Dan. xi. 35, " To make
them white even to the time of the end, '^)7. ni?"*!^, kc»s Katpov irepas,—Dan.

xii. 9, "The words are closed up and sealed until the time of the end," (same
Hebrew and Greek,) —and Dan. viii. 17, "Understand, for at (or to) the time of

the end, Yp'HV^, shall be^the vision." In the two first of which passages the

epoch ofthe consummation seems clearly referred to; in the third, if our English

version at be retained, certain latter times: that is times later than that of the

quadruple division of Alexander's kingdom, and flourishing of the four kingdoms
consequent; in fact (if my explanation be correct, given in Part v. Chap, iv,)

those of the rise of the Turkish Empire. But the V may be rendered to, not at :

and then the time of the end will be here, as in the other cases, the epoch of the

consummation,—the term of the vision about the Turkman. (N. B. in Dan. xi.

13, D^'Dtt? D'^n^n VP.7,
" at the e7id of the times, even years," said of Antio-

chus the Great's certainly then returning against Egypt, it is the end of times,

not time of end.)—Compare the ev urepois Ko.ipois of 1 Tim. iv. 1, and iv effxaTca

Xpovtfi, or etrxoToi; tcou fifiepcev, of Jude 18, and 2 Peter iii. 3 : used the former of

the times of the great apostacy, which was to end in the Popedom ; the latter

probably of the times more immediately preceding the consummation.
It is in the larger and less strict sense, and as tantamount to the vs-epot Kaipoi

of St. Paul, that Mede and the two Newtons here take the phrase ; and so too

Wintle on Dan. viii. 17. Certainly to myself it seems that the stricter sense is

the more natural. Yet they are possibly justified in their explanation by the

vrepoL Kaipoi or xpovoi of the New Testament; especially as the definite article

is not prefixed to the word \^p in the Hebrew. Prof. Lee, in his Preface to

Eusebius' Theophania, would have " the last days" of the Old Testament pro-

phecies to signify in still larger sense the whole time of the Gospel dispensation.

* 1^37 nSSn'^, the Hithpael of H^^. This verb is used in the Kal, Exod.

xxi. 29 ;
" If the ox were wont to push with his horns," &c : and the Piel of the

same verb applied in the literal sense, Ezek. xxxiv. 21, Dan. viii. 4, andfigura-
tively, as here, Deut. xxxiii. 17, 1 Kings xxii. 11.

Wintle says that one manuscript omits the 133^, at him. And so perhaps

the Greek translator read the clause. For he renders it, ^vyKepaTi(rdr)(reTai fiera

Tov fiaaiAfois rov votov, " He shall push with, or at, the king of the south :"

making the apostate king before spoken of the nominative. This various reading
is one important to be observed, if the " time of the end " be construed strictly.

t Mark here the pronominal ambiguity : for the he may refer either to the

king of the north, or the apostate king, the Antichrist. And hence in fact a
variance, as will be seen, in the historic explanation. The early Fathers ex-
plained it in the latter sense.

^ m^JISn, " into lands;'' the Hebrew word being as general, and as little

distinctive of any particular lands, as the word lands in the English.
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perish for ever,") so does this section of Daniel's prophe-

cy, with its sequel next following, seem to me a predic-

glorious land;* and many countriesf shall be overthrown: but these shall

escape out of his hand, even Edom and Moab, and the chief of the children of

Ammon.J 42. He shall stretch forth his hand § also upon the countries, and
the land of Egypt shall not escape. 43. But he shall have power over the trea-

sures of gold and silver, and over ail the precious things of Egypt ; and the Ly-
bians and Ethiopiansjl shall be at his steps. IT 44. But tidings out of the east

and out of the north shall trouble him :** therefore he shall go forth with great

fury to destroy, and utterly to make away many, ff 45. And he shall plant the

tabernacle of his palacesjj between the seas,§§ in the glorious holy mountain :|| ||

yet he shall come to his end, and none shall help him."

* ^5?'!^ V?.^?, the same expression as in verse 16 preceding, and also in

Dan. viii. 9.

t Many is feminine in the Hebrew ; and therefore some such word as this

must be understood.

X Compare Isai. xi. 14 ; a prophecy in wliich Edom, Ammon, and Moab are

similarly conjoined : conjoined, however, as those yho are not to escape, when
the Lord restores his people Israel. " They shall spoil them of the east together :

they shall lay their hand upon Edom and Muab ; and the children of Ammon shall

obey them." See too Jer. xxv. 21 ; where they are mentioned together as those

that would have to drink of the wine-cup of God's fury.

§ An expression indicating the exercise of power over, or against Qf), the

countries. So in Exod. vii. 19, viii. 5, &c, of Mo.ses stretching out his hand over

the rivers of Egypt; also in Isa. v. 25, Ezek. xvi. 27, &c, of God doing so in

judgment.

II

D'^tt7p1 D'^SyT ; the Citshim meaning the Abyssinians, perhaps inclusive

of those inhabitants of Upper Egypt that immediately adjoined Abyssinia: the
Lubim the inhabitants of the northern coast of Africa, west of Egypt. So Acts ii.

10, " The parts of Lybia about Cyrene."—They are mentioned together in 2 Chron.
xvi. 8, as having united in the attack on King Asa,

H Gesenius explains the clause, "At his steps ; that is, in his train." The
word is the common one used to signify a man's steps or paces : as in 2 Sam.
vi. 13.

** Here mark another ambiguity as to the reference of the pronoun. By the

"him" that is thus to be troubled, is the King of the North meant, or the Apos-
tate King ? The early Fathers, having understood the he in verse 40 of the lat-

ter, naturally explained this verse also of the same Apostate King, or Antichrist.

And they applied it in illustration of what is said in Dan. vii, of the Little Horn
of the fourth Beast cutting off three out of its ten horns :—the three horns
so plucked up being explained by them to mean the Lybians, Egyptians, and
Ethiopians.

tt Wintle " To devote to utter perdition ;" the verb being one of devoting
by a curse. Theodoret's translation is : 'H|6i iP Oi/juy ito\\(fi re avaQffkariaai Kai

TOO a<paulaaL ttoAAous.

+ + *I3"T5M. Gesenius and Wintle cite, in illustration of the meaning of this

word, a passage from Jonatlian's Targum on Jer. xliii. 10, where the same word
is used, and where it signifies beauty and splendour. Thus it is here thought to

mean his royal tuilitary tents.

§§ Compare Joel ii. 20; " His face toward the east sea, and his hinder part
toward the utmo.st sea ;" and Zech. xiv. 8 ;

" In tliat day living waters shall go
out from Jerusalem ; half of them toward the former sea, and half of them
toward the liinder sea ;" where the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean seem to

be meant.

nil 2^p ^3^ T^r. The word "in may be & 7nountai7ious chain or range, us

well as a single mountain. Thus it is used of the hill country of Judah in Josh.
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tion of the same also. But it is a passage which has

more than one serious ambiguity and obscurity attached

to it.

The primary difficulty of the passage, considered cri-

tically, and with a view to its historical explanation,

arises out of those words at its very commencement,
" at the time of the end.'^ ^ Taken in their strictest and
most proper sense, they must indicate the epoch of the

end of the present a.tuv, or dispensation ; a sense which

attaches to them in the two other places in which they

occur in this same prophecy. And then the predictions

they introduce must be considered as for the most part

still future.—If, however, the phrase may be construed

less strictly, viz. in the sense of the latter days, or later

part of the times of the Christian dispensation, then the

solution of Mede and Bishop Newton becomes admis-

sible, who explain the King of the South, and what is

said of him, of the Saracen and his attaci^s on Papal

Christendom ; and what is said of the King of the North
of the Turlis attacks on Papal Christendom also, at a

later eera. And certainly it tends strongly to confirm

this as the true solution, that both the little that is here

said of the King of the South's proceedings, and the

fuller and more particular prediction of those of the

King of the North, well agree with the history of the

Saracenic and Turkish invasions of Christendom.^ The
Saracen, after occupying Egypt, and so standing on the

ground of the Ptolemies,^ did push from thence against

1 See Note * p. 158, just preceding.
- I here presume that the " against him " of verse 40 is to he taken as the

true reading ; and the him understood, in its most natural sense, of the apostate

king before spoken of.

3 Wintie, in explaining this of the Saracens, cites a quotation in Bochart from
a book called Juchasin, in which the appellation King of the South is given to the

Saracen Caliph.—All the Arabian part of the first Ptolemy's dominion was occu-

pied by Mahomet ere he attacked any neighbouring country ; then the Coele-

Syrian province, which also was a part of Ptolemy's rightful dominion, was con-

xxi. 1 1 : and so too Exod. xv. 17, " Thou shalt plant them in the mountain of

thine inheritance;" and Deut. iii. 25, " Let me go over, and see the good land

that is beyond Jordan, ih&t goodly mountain, and Lebanon." Of which passages

Adam Clarke, on Isa. v. 1, says ;
" Judaea in general was a mountainous country,

whence Moses sometimes calls it the mountain."—Compare on the other hand
Psalm ii. 6, xliii, 3 ; where the holy mountain is used specially for Mount Zion.

VOL. IV. M
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Western as well as Eastern Christendom ; and both

conquered Spain and Sicily,^ and even attacked the Pope
and Rome itself, in expeditions up the Tiber. ^ Again
the Turk came afterwards against apostate Christendom

like a whirlwind, with chariots^ and horsemen, and

with many ships ; and, overflowing like a flood, entered

into the glorious land of Judaea and Jerusalem :—more-

over, though Edom, Ammon, and Moab, or the Arabs
of the neighbouring desert, escaped from his hand, yet

did he further extend his dominion over Egypt, the

Upper as well as the Lower : and over Lybia also, or

Northern Africa ; so that from all the three Lybian prin-

cipalities of Tunis, Algiers, and Morocco, " they were

at his steps," i e. sent forth auxiliary forces at his com-
mand. Of the terribleness of which invader to the Popes

of Rome the Papal Councils for some four or five cen-

turies furnish abundant evidence ; as also the solemn

deprecatory processions at Rome, and eff^orts of succes-

sive Popes at rousing the secular powers of Western
Christendom against him."*—And supposing the sense

to be thus far as stated, (I shall presently notice an alter-

native solution,) and the Turkish invasion of Christendom
to have been predicted in these latter verses, then the

most natural, though not the necessary, explanation of

the pronoun him in verse 44 following, (" And tidings

out of the East and out of the North shall trouble /m/i,")

must refer it too to the Turkman, as being the subject

of all the four verses previous. Which being so, he must
be considered as the Prince that will go forth with great

fury, and plant the tabernacles of his pavilion between
the seas in the mountains of Jerusalem, (it is curious

that a prophecy somewhat accordant therewith has been

quercd by the Caliphs ; and then Eg^j^t .-—whence at length they extended
their conquests further westward.

' A part, as 1 think I have elsewhere observed, of the Pope's own Metropolitan
Episcopate. 2 g^g Vol, i. p. 43G.

^ I mean the afia^ai which generally accompany a Scythian or Asiatic army.
Gesenius explains the word I35"1 as chariots, or waggons.

* Even up to the sixtccntli century. There was a deprecatory procession at
Rome, for example, at the time of the 5th Lateran Council.
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long rife among the Turks,') and there come to his end,

and none help him.

But the expression " the time of the end,'' in verse 40,

offers so serious a difficulty in the way of all this expla-

nation, that it seems to me, notwithstanding this singu-

lar coincidence of the countries subjected and not sub-

jected by the Northern King of the prophecy, and those

subjected and not subjected by the Turkman of the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries, that the explanation must
be received with very considerable doubt.^ Construed
strictly, this chronographic phrase must indicate the

time subsequent to the sounding of the seventh Trum-
pet ; that is, the time subsequent to the French Re-
volution. And if we so take it, I would suggest

whether the reading of the manuscript Win tie men-
tions, and of the Septuagint, may not be the true one '?

I mean that which omits -isi?, " at him;'' by which omis-

sion all intimation of a governor of Egypt pushing against

the Pope, and against Papal Christendom, at the time of

the end (a thing under present political circumstances so

improbable) is eliminated out of the prophecy. Then
the prediction is changed into one of the Southern, or

Egyptian King, pushing for aggrandizement,—apparently

against the Northern King ; that is, against the power
holding the chief part of the Seleucidean kingdom, now
the Turkish Sultan : and thereupon the latter coming
against him with a strong force ; and in the sequel certain

other events happening afterwards.— Certainly we have

just recently, at our " time of the end," seen something
not unlike this ourselves. The Egyptian Pasha, or Prince,

has pushed against the Turks for a time successfully
;

and the Turks come against him with horsemen, and

' I heard this myself in 181 y from a Janissary Tartar attached to the British

Embassy in Constantinople, who spoke of it as a common subject of talk in the
Turkish coffee-houses. It was to the effect that the Moslem crescent would be
forced back in the latter days from Constantinople, first to Brusa, and thence to

Damascus ; and that it would there continue waning till the end of the world.
- The view given in x'^poc. xvi. 12 of the end of the Turkman power by ex-

haustion, like as of the drying up of the inundation of Euphrates, seems also

scarcely consistent with tlie view given in the text preceding.
^ See Note * p. 159 supr^..

'- M 2
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carriages of war, and many ships,— I mean the ships of

his allies, as well as his own : and the result of the cam-

paign been the sweeping away of the Egyptian power

from the afresh contested Syrian province, even as by

a whirlwind.—Should the above be the true solution of

this part of the prediction of what would happen at the

time of the end, I should incline, under the actual cir-

cumstances of the case, (for the grammar does not for-

bid it,') to construe the " Ae " of the latter part of verse

40 of the Pope and Papal co-operating powers
;
just as

the old fathers referred it to Antichrist.'- Then the pre-

diction that follows will be to this effect :—that on, or

after, this pushing of the King of the South, and his

overthrow by the King of the Noith, the Papal Chief

(including some chief secular power supporting him) will

" overflow into the countries ;" that is specially, I con-

ceive, into the countries of Syria and Judea, in all ages

a scene of dispute between the kings south and north of

it : and that, having gained dominion in the first in-

stance over Lybian Africa, Egypt, and Abyssinia, he will

then enter Syria, and pitch his tents between the seas

in Judaea's glorious holy mountain.—Recent events add

probability to this explanation. France has made her-

self again the champion of the Popedom. Algiers has

submitted, and become secularly a province of France ,-

ecclesiastically of Rome. Morocco and Tunis may not

improbably follow the fate of Algiers. Egypt is on
terms of the strictest alliance (of course as an inferior)

with France. Abyssinia seems not unprepared for the

same.^ x\nd the eyes of both France and the Pope are

fixed on Syria and Palestine, as a country which must
• See the examples alluded to in Note 2 p. 13G, of pronouns in the earlier

part of the prophecy having reference to other persons, and not those last

spoken of.

- I believe universally. See Note f p. 159 just preceding. Irenaeus says of

the Antichrist ;
" Trannferet rcgniim in Jerusalem :" as if from Rome to Jeru-

salem. Compare this idea with what is said of the Beast's destruction after and
separate from that of his seven-hilled city, the mystic Babylon, as noted p. 113
suprk.

3 The fact of French Jesuit missionaries, and other agents, having intrigued

in Abyssinia, is well known. Through the influence of the former the Church
Missionary Society's missionaries have been expelled the country. And it has

been an object with them to gain a port also, and mhke a settlement there.
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not escape them. I subjoin an illustrative statement

or two on this last point, which to myself seem really

striking ;^ and with which the remainder of the predic-

tion suits well: " He" (i. e. the Roman Antichrist,

together with his allied and supporting antichristian

powers,) " shall pitch his tents between the seas in the

holy mountain-district of Judah :—and he shall there

come to his end, and none shall help him."

5. It does not need that I here enter at all fully or

particularly into the fifth and last sectional subdivision

of this prophecy of Gabriel.^ Its subject matter is that

' " If it be a literal temple at Jerusalem, as Dr. Todd conceives, in which this

prophecy is fully to be accomplished, while other prophecies seem to point to

Rome, is there nothing in the past and present history of the Church,—in the

struggles of Rome to seat herself in the Holy Land, not only by the arms of

the crusaders, but in the secret movements which at this moment (known only to

a few) are gathering the conflict of the Church to the East, around Jerusalem itself,

—is there nothing here to suggest the thought that several localities may be

combined together, as in the prophecies of our Lord's birth ;—tliat on the scene

of the past battles of the Church the final blow may even now be struck;" &c.

Quarterly Review for Dec. 1842, Review of Todd, p. 238.

So again Charlotte Elizabeth, in her Judah's Lion. " She (Rome) has her
agents even here (sc. at Jerusalem) :—her crafty counsels influence the springs

of government, opposing the liberal projects of other states, and carrying for-

ward her own device of universal empire ; of which she longs to make tins our
Jerusalem the eastern metropolis." p. 305.—In the Tablet, a Romish journal

before referred to by me, there will be found, I believe, what will well justify this

statement.
2 Dan. xii. \. " And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince

which standeth for the children of thy people: and there shall be a time of trou-

ble, such as never was since there was a nation even to that same time: and at

that time thy people shall be delivered, every one that shall be found written in

the book. 2. And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake,
some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt. 3. And
they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament ; and they that

turn many to righteousness as the stars for ever and ever. 4. But thou, O
Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end. Many
shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased. 5. Then I Daniel looked,

and, behold, there stood other two, the one on this side of the bank of the river,

and the other on that side of the bank of the river. 6. And one said to the man
clothed in linen, which was upon the waters of the river, How long shall it be
to the end of these wonders? 7. And I heard the man clothed in linen, which
was upon the waters of the river, when he held up his right hand and his left

hand unto heaven, and sware by him that liveth for ever that it shall be for a

time, times, and an half; and when he shall have accomplished to scatter the
power of the holy people, all these things shall be finished. 8. And I heard,
but I understood not. Then said I, O my Lord, what shall be the end of these
things? 9. And he said. Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and
sealed till the time of the end. 10. Many shall be purified, and made white, and
tried : but the wicked shall do wickedly : and none of the wicked shall under-
stand

; but the wise shall understand. 11. And from the time that the daily sa-

crifice shall be taken away, and the(or an) abomination that maketh desolate set up,
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which in more than one important point chiefly concerns

the Millennium, and consequently rather belongs to our

next chapter. Suffice it therefore at present to call at-

tention to three points in it ; two clearly declared, the

other more ambiguously and obscurely. The first is,

that there will be then (viz, at the time when either the

Turkman, or the Papal Antichrist, shall have pitched his

tents in Judaea) " a season of tribulation such as never

was since there was a nation :" an expression probably

proverbial ; but which from having been used by our

Lord in his prophecy of the siege and destruction of the

ancient Jerusalem by the Romans, brings the horrors of

that siege irresistibly before the mind, as the standard of

comparison.—The second is, that God's faithful servants

then alive, (whether Gentiles or Jews, or both,) " all

that are written in the book," shall (after partaking ap-

parently in the tribulation) be delivered.—As to the

third, it is one that has reference to the chronology of

the consummation ; and both from its importance, and

the measure of obscurity attending it, one that needs a

fuller explanation.

It was the Angel's saying then, we read, that the

wonder, or mystery,' should come to an end after a time

times and half a time, or 1260 days : also that from the

time of the daily sacrifice being taken away, &c, there

should be 1290 days ; and at the end of 1335 days an

age of blessedness begin. Now with regard to these

several periods, we may, I conceive, conclude unhesita-

tingly that they are all three to be measured from one

and the same commencing epoch, viz. that stated in verse

1 1 about the daily sacrifice, and abomination that would
make desolate.^ Nor I think can we well doubt that

there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days. 12. Blessed is he that
waiteth, and comcth to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days.

13. But go thy way till the end be : for thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at •

the end of the days."
' " How long to the end of the wonders?" verse 6: meaning, I conceive,

How long from the beginning to the ending of the ^rand wonder of the prophecy,
viz. that concerning the Apostate King. There was no wonder in what was
foretold about the Kings of the North and South.

- Mr. Faher in his Sacred Calendar (after Fleming) dates the 1260 and the

1290 days from one and the same date, making the 12y0 an extension of the

I
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the interval between the 1260 and the 1335 days gives

us the duration of the great struggle and troubles of the

consummation; or that the 1290 days are specified as

marking (at their expiration) some notable epoch in the

course of that " time of the end. But whether these

periods are to be reckoned as years, on the year-day

principle, or simply and literally as days, seems more

doubtful : because this whole prophecy of Dan. xi. and

xii, is not, like those of Dan. vii, viii, or Apoc. xi, xiii,

enunciated connectedly with any individualizing symboli-

zation of the powers prophesied of ;^ save and except

that in verse 36 " the King'' is the individualizing

appellative given to one poiver noted near the conclusion.

I beg the reader to consider this my distinction.—Then,

as to the epoch from which on either hypothesis, as

before said, the periods are to be reckoned, (an epoch

marked by the fixing of some desolating abomination)

there is one thing most important to note, though

hitherto, I believe, universally overlooked,—viz. that the

dejinite article is wanting before the word abomination

in verse 11:^ so that the correct rendering of the clause

would be, " From the time that the daily sacrifice shall

be taken away, and an abomination that makes desolate

set up, there shall be 1290 days." By this not only is

the desolating abomination of xi. 31,—the same that we
saw reason to interpret of the Roman armies that deso-

lated Jerusalem under Vespasian,—not specifically refer-

red to, but it is almost^ specifically excluded from being

1260. But the 1335 (in my opinion most inconsistently) he makes to be quite

a new period, beginning at the end of the others. Its inadmissibility seems
to me obvious. May he not, however unconsciously, have been led into the idea,

with a view to help a certain millennial theory of his own which we shall have to

state in the next chapter ?

Jerom, like the mass of modern interpreters, makes both the 30 and the 45
days an addition to the 1260. " Beatus, inquit Daniel, qui, interfecto Antichristo,

dies sui)r^ numerum prajfinitum quadraginta quinque prsestolatur. Quare autem
post interfectionem Antichristi 45 dierum silentium sit, divinse scientiae."—So
too Porphyry.

. 1 See Vol. iii. pp. 220, 221.
2 The word is yiJ^U?. Compare Note ** p. 138 on the word in Dan. xi. 31.

—In our translation this omission of the article is unattended to.

* I say almost, because there is not the same uniform attention to the article

in Daniel as in the earlier Hebrew : although quite enough for my present ar-

gument.
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the subject of reference. A point this of no little conse-

quence ; since it at once removes the difficulty, felt by

almost every expositor of prophecy, of calculating these

prophetic periods from the epoch of the Roman over-

throw of Jerusalem ; whence measured they conduct to

no terminating chronological points, that can at all sa-

tisfy the conditions of the prophecy.—What the " abo-

mination making desolate" intended, is another question.

Calculating on the year-day principle, we cannot but in

the first instance think of the setting up of the abomina-
tion of the Papacy by " the King" of verse 36 : that

which was the grand wonder or mystery of the prophe-

cy ;^ and whereby, in the causal sense, (just as in the

case of the desolating transgression of Dan. viii. 13,) the

mystical, and ultimately too the literal Jerusalem, might

be said to have been desolated, or had desolation brought

on it :—an event this of which the primary commencing
epoch was shown to be about A. D. 530 ; from which
epoch the corresponding period of the 1260 years in

Dan. vii and Apoc. xiii would seem pretty certainly, as

before shown, to be calculated. The circumstance of a

period of not 1260 years only, but also one of 1290
years, reckoned from that same commencing epoch,

proving in historic fact to end at two very remarkable

aeras in these latter days,— the one that of the French

Revolution in 1790, the other of the Greek Insurrection

in 1820,—must be allowed, I think, to furnish an addi-

tional corroboration of this view : as also the circum-

stance of Daniel's full prophetic interval of the seventy-

five years being likewise the interv^al between the two
most notable commencing epochs of the Popedom.'^ So
that on the whole I have ventured, though not without

hinting the doubtfulness of its application to the present

prophecy,-* to adopt it.—Another abomination making
desolate, (indeed the only other of past times that I can

think of) was that of Mahommedism : by which, as the

' See Note 1 p. IfiG: and compare St. Paul's phiasc, "The mystery of ini-

quity," used of the Papal Apostacy in 2 Tlicss. ii. 7.

- See Vol. iii, pp. 2.50—254, and 387—391. ^ p. 167.
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agent, alike Christendom and Jerusalem were desolated :

^

and dated from the rise of which, the 1260, 1290, and
1335 years would end about 1866, 1896, and 1941 A. D.

respectively.—But it seems to me quite possible (and I

again beg to place the admission before my reader) that,

accordantly with the principles laid down in my chapter

on the year-day, these three periods may be periods of

literal days. In which case they must be measured from
either the Turkman's, or the Papal Antichrist's, setting

up of the abomination of his apostacy in his last desola-

ting invasion of the holy mountain-district of Judah,

just a little while since considered :
^ the literal 1 260 days,

with its adjunct periods, supervening in that case as the

notable term and limit to the long period of the mystical

1260 days ; in other words, of the 1260 years.

As to the very remarkable statement about " many
that sleep in the dust of the earth " then awaking, and
Daniel himself" standing in his lot at the end of the

days,"—I shall, as before intimated, here pass it over

in silence; reserving its consideration, as a fitter place,

to the next Chapter.

The result of my examination of this prophecy (which

has proved very much longer and more laborious than I

anticipated when I undertook it)-^ is, when compared with

the Apocalyptic prophecy, as follows. Just as in the

Apocalypse the Antichrist is described as drawn, toge-

ther with his Antichristian confederacy, to Armageddon,
—some country or place without the territorial limits

of the ten kingdoms of the Popedom, which, it was

observed, had by some been conjectured to heJiid^a,"^—
so we have inferred from this prophecy in Daniel, that

' See the Greek Patriarch's observation. Vol. i. p. 420, on the Caliph Omar's
entering the Patriarchal Church of Jerusalem; "The abomination of desolation

is in the Holy Place !

"

- So Jerom on i3an. xii. speaks of Antichrist perishing on the Holy Mount
Olivet.

^ It is right to state that I have not piinted the result of my own researches,

without the careful and kind revision of a relative skilled in the Hebrew language.
* See p. 83 supr^.
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either the Turk, or the Pope, is to be gathered in mili-

tary strength to that very country, here clearly defined

as " the glorious holy mountain." Nor does it seem

undeserving of remark that the extent of the hill-country

of Judah, between the two seas, has been estimated at

about fifty miles square ; and so with the exact circuit

of the 1600 stadia noted of Armageddon.^—Again, just

as we saw in the Apocalyptic sketch indications of

the Jews mingling their Hallelujah with other saints

of God, on occasion of Antichrist's overthrow,^ so we
see here in Daniel the time of the Antichrist's (un-

less it be rather the Turk's) final overthrow, made
to coincide with that of the end of the indignation

against Judah, and of the deliverance of Daniel's peo-

ple."^—And let me not fail to add, in corroboration

of these views, that there are three other well-known

prophecies in the Old Testament,—viz. in Ezekiel,"^

' See pp. 83, 84, 86 ; also pp. 113, 114. - See pp. 109, HI, supra.

^ This note of Antichrist's time then coming to an end is given previously to

the prophecy of the final catastrophe. For in xi. 36 we read of his " prospering

till the indignation is accomplished : " as well as in xii. 7, " When he shall have

accomplished to scatter the power of the holy people, all these things shall be

finished."
* 1 refer to the prophecy in Ezek. xxxix, about " Gog's coming up from the

North, and falling on the mountains of Israel ;
" (" Gog the chief prince of Me-

shech and Tubal," verse I ;) whereupon God " will send a fire on Magog, and

on them tiiat dwell carelessly in the isles," verse 6 : after which, " and the fowls

of the air assembling to God's great sacrifice, and eating the flesh of the mighty,

and being filled with horses and chariots," &c. (verses 17—20,) " God's glory in

the judgment would be recognized by the heathen ; and the house of Israel,

brought back from its captivity, know the Lord." Verses 21—25.—Wiiich last

intimation that Israel's conversion was to follow after, not precede, Gog's de-

struction, clearly shows this to be an event pretnillennial ; not post millennial, as

the destruction of Gog noted in Apoc. xx. 8, 9. Besides which difterciice the

statement there is that Gog would then be destroyed by Jire only : whereas here

other instruments of death, {hailstones especially, Ezek. xxxviii. 22, as in Apoc.

xvi. 21,) were to bear their part:—moreover there the destruction was to be

total; here a siHh part to escape (Ezek. xxxix. 2) : the germ probably of those

that would 1000 years after, on re-apo.statizing, attack the camp of the saints,

and the beloved city.

As to Ma-^o^, the notice of him in Gen. x. 2 is as follows; " The sons of

Japhetii ; Gomcr, and Magos:, and Javan, and Tubal, and Meshech," &c :— it being

added verse b, " By these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in their lands."

So that the original European stock might partly have come from him.—Even
if, however, Magog was primarily father of the Scythians, as some would have it,

yet by the Gothic and Hunnick irruptions he became a father of the present Ro-
mano-Gothic kingdoms of Western Europe ; and is clearly noted by the prophet

as so situated in verse 6, when conjoined with " them that dwell in the isles."

—In precise accordance with this view Coquscus observes, as quoted by the

Benedictine Editors of Augustine, CD. xx. 11 ;
" Euscblus, Libro ix. de Demon-
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Joel/ and Zechariah,^—which seem all to point similarly

to some grand destruction of an anti-christian con-

federacy in the mountains of Judah or Israel, immediately

at or before the final conversion and restoration of

the Jews, and the commencement of the consequent

glorious predicted times of blessedness.

After all which agreeing evidence, it seems to me that

we shall probably not err in looking confidently for the

coincident occurrence of the two grand events following

:

viz. 1st, the homeward return of the Jews from captivity,

in fulness and strength like as when the mighty Euphra-

tean stream of their conquerors is forced backward by the

mightier influence of the tide of the Southern Ocean f

stratlone Evangelica, cap. 3, arbitratur Gog esse Romanum Imperatorem, Magog
Romanum Imperium, Ambrosius, Libro 2, de Fide, capite ultimo, de Gothis

cogitat."

Let it be observed that there is predicted in Ezekiel a double destruction :

—

one of blood, on Gog and his armament ; another of^/e, on Magog and the care-

less ones in the isles ; i. e. the countries of the Mediterranean and of Western
Europe. Compare Apoc. sviii, xix. 20, 21.

' Joel iii. 1, &c : " Behold in those days, and in that time, when I shall bring

again the captiinty of Judah and Jerusalem, I will also gather all nations, and
will bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat, and will plead with them
there for my people and my heritage Israel.''. ..." Let the heathen come up to

the valley of Jehoshaphat ; for there will I sit to judge all the heathen round
about. Put ye in the sickle," &c. " Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of deci-

sion !
" "The sun and the moon shall be darkened, and the stars shall withdraw

their shining. The Lord also shall roar out of Zion, and utter his voice from
Jerusalem : and the heaven and the earth shall shake : but the Lord will be the

hope of his people, and the strength of the children of Israel.—And it shall come
to pass in that day that the mountains shall drop down new wine," &c.

- Zech. xii. 2, &c. " Behold I will make Jerusalem a cup of trembling unto all

the people round about, when they shall be in the siege against Judah and against

Jerusalem. In that day I will smite every horse with astonishment, and his

rider with madness. In that day I will make the governors of Judah like an
hearth of fire among the wood, and they shall devour all tlie people round about.

In that day shall the Lord defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem ; and the house of

David shall be as God, as the Angel of the Lord before tliem. In that day I will

destroy all the nations that come against Jerusalem. And I will pour upon the

house of David, and on the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and of

supplication ; and they shall look on me whom they have pierced," &c.

Compare Zcch. x. 3—5, xiv. 4 : also Ps. Ixxvi. 3, Is. xxix. 7, Micah v. 8.

—

Louth, on Zecli. xii. 2, suggests as probable that some of the Jews will return

before the rest, and possess themselves of Jerusalem ; then the Mahommedan
nations confederate against them ; then the rest of the Jews return, &c.

•* Psalm cxxvi. 4 : "Turn our captivity, O Lord, as the rivers in the south."

—Surely what I have hinted above is the meaning of this beautiful figure. The
idea of streams dried up in the southern desert flowing again (of course in their

old channels) on the rains commencing,— an idea suggested by Lowth, Home, and
other commentators in explanation,—ill suits the main point that the figure is

evidently meant to illustrate, viz. the turning back again of the Jewish captivity.

On the other hand, that which I suggest is a figure perfectly correspondent with
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2. the gathering into, and the destruction in Judaea, of

the Papal x\ntichrist, and perhaps too of the Mahomnie-

dan Turk.

CHAPTER V.

THE MILLENNIUM.

" And I saw an angel conning down ^ from heaven,

having the key of the bottomless pit,'^ and a great chain

in his hand. And he laid hold on the dragon, that old

serpent, which is the devil and Satan, and bound him a

thousand years ; and cast him into the bottomless pit,

and shut him up, and set a seal upon him, that he should

deceive the nations ^ no more, till the thousand years

should be fulfilled : and after that he must be loosed a

little season. And I saw thrones ;^ and they sate upon

them ; and judgment was given unto them : and / saiv

the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of

Jesus, and the word of God, and whosoever^ had not

worshipped the beast, neither his image, neither had re-

ceived his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands :

and they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years.

But the rest of the dead lived not again*' until the thou-

sand years were finished. This is the first resurrection.

Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resur-

rection : on such the second death hath no power : but

the thing ; and one which to the captive Jews in Babylon must have occurred as

a figure equally appropriate and grand. For the force of the tide on the river,

coming up as it did as far as Bussorah, must have been familiar to their minds :

and appeared to them fully as striking as it did to the Macedonian soldiers of

Alexander; when first brought from the tideless coast of the Mediterranean, to

see the ocean tides of the Persian Gulf, or of the Indian Sea. ' Kara^aivovra.
'* T7JS a^vaae- the same v^'ord that was used before in Apoc. ix. 1, xi.7, xvii. 8.

See my Vol. i. p. 409.
3 TO tQvi). * So the Greek ; dpovas, without the article.

•'' OiTivfr either those whosoever ; those being the accusative after / saw ; or,

of those whosoever ; of those being the genitive after ^vxas.
'"' This is according to the reading ave^-ncrav. The reading of Griesbach,

SchoJ!!;, and Tregcllcs, is efrjuai', the same word as in verse 4. In Apoc. ii. 8 this

latter word is used of Christ's resurrection ; 'Oj cyfvtTo vatpos nai (^rjir^-
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they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall

reign with him a thousand years.

" And when the thousand years are expired, Satan shall

be loosed out of his prison : and shall go out to deceive

the nations which are in the four quarters of the earth,

Gog and Magog, to gather them together to battle ;^ the

number of whom is as the sand of the sea. And they

went up on the breadth of the earth, and encompassed

the camp of the saints about, and the beloved city.

And fire came down from God out of heaven, and de-

voured them. And the devil that deceived them was

cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast

and the false prophet are ;
'^ and shall be tormented day

and night for ever and ever.

" And I saw a great white throne, and him that sate

upon it ; from whose face the earth and the heaven fled

away, and there was found no place for them. And I

saw the dead, small and great, stand before God :
^ and

the books were opened : and another book was opened,

which is the book of life : and the dead were judged out

of those things which were written in the books, accord-

ing to their works. And the sea gave up the dead which

were in it. And death and hades gave up the dead

which were in them : and they were judged every man
according to their works. And death and hades were

cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death.^

And whosoever was not found written in the book of

life was cast into the lake of fire.

" And I saw a new heaven and a new earth : for the

first heaven and the first earth had past away ;
^ and

there was no more sea."— Apoc. xx. 1—xxi. 1.

1 us -KoXeiiov, to war. Scholz and Tregelles read 6is tov TroXe/JLOv. Griesbach,

in common with the received version, omits the tov.
" This verb is not in the original.

* 0€8. But Griesbach, Scholz, and Tregelles read ivuviou ts dpova, before the

throne.
* Scholz and Tregelles read more fully thus ; eras 6 eavaros 6 SevTfpos eanv rj

\tixvn T8 TTvpos. Griesbach and Mill omit the last four words.
5 iraprjXeov. Griesbach, Scholz, and Tregelles read air-nXQov, had departed,

passed aivay. In either case the aorist forai of the verb is adopted ; but in the

sense of the pluperfect, " had past a\vay." So airr]\dop, verse 4.
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We now enter on the great subject of the millen-

nium. In the Apocalyptic revelations, the vision of the

Beast and False Prophet being cast into the lake of fire

was followed by that of the binding of the Dragon, now
again explained to be the old Serpent, the Devil, and

Satan,' (the same that from the beginning even to the end

had been the Spirit ruling in the hearts and the polities

of the children of disobedience,) by an Angel that de-

scended from heaven, and shut and sealed him up in the

bottomless pit, or abyss, for 1000 years ; so as that he

might during that time have no more power to deceive

the nations :—it being added, however, that he would

afterwards be loosed for a little season. On the other

hand thrones of judgment and royalty appeared set in

the vision, whereon Christ and his saints were seen to

take their sitting: it being the privilege of these latter

to live and reign with Him the thousand years. ^ St. John

specifies particularly, as if conspicuous among them, ^ the

souls of them that had been beheaded for the word of

God and the witnessing of Jesus ; evidently the same

individuals that he had beheld gathered under the altar,

in a symbolic vision long antecedent, the victims of the

persecutions of Rome Pagan ;
^ and others also whoso-

ever had not worshipped, and did not at the time of the

judgment worship,^ the Beast or his Image.—In order

1 See Note 4 p. 12, Vol. iii, on the same phrase, as used in Apoc. xii. 9.

- That is, plainly, the same thousand years. The article prefixed four times to

that phrase, (viz. in verses 3, 4, 5, and 7,) after its first mention as the term of

Satan's binding in verse 2, identifies the period. So Pareus justly observes ; in

answer to Brightman's theory of the saints' millennium of reigning being one

that wou\d fuUoiv after Satan's millennium of incarceration.

3 It seems to me that tlie souls of them that were beheaded, &c, were seen

not as the only persons that took scat on the thrones, but only among them. This

is a point important to note, as a contrary view of the intent of the phrase has by

some been supposed and argued from. Assuredly there is nothing in the text to

negative my idea.

^ n(irt\(KifffjLevu>p- a verb derived from ireAe/cuj, an axe ; which, together with

the fasces, was conspicuous in the insignia of the consuls and other officers of the

Roman Government, and signified their having authority to punish with death.

Hence the passive verb came to signify being put to death by sentence of him to

whom the power of the axe belonged, whatever the mode of execution ; and not

the mere particular death of decapitation. So Vitringa.—Under the emperors, as

I have elsewhere observed, the sword came to be the ensign of this judicial power,

in place o{ the axr. (See Vol. i. p. 143.) But the word still continued in use.

' dntvfs ov irpocfKvvrjffav. Mark here the use of the first aorist ; and its

possible comprehensive significancy of time past, as reaching continuously to
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thus to reign with Christ they rose to life again : whereas
" the rest of the dead lived not again till the thousand

years were finished." This was the Jirst resurrection.

" Blessed and holy," it was said, "is he that hath part

in the first resurrection : on such the second death hath

no power : but they shall be priests of God and of Christ

;

and shall reign with him a thousand years."

And here the famous question opens, In what way
are we to understand this vision and prophecy of the

Millennium ? What the first resurrection spoken of,

literal or figurative ? Who the persons to partake of it ?

What the nature of the devil's synchronous binding and

incarceration ? What the state of things on earth cor-

responding ? What the chronological position and du-

ration of the Millennium ? What the sequel of events,

on the devil's being loosed again at its termination ?

Finally, what the relation of this millennary period

and its blessedness to the New .Jerusalem, afterwards

exhibited in the Apocalypse ; and what also to the

paradisiacal state predicted in the Old Testament pro-

phecies, as to be introduced on the Jews' conversion and
restoration ?—I purpose in the present chapter to discuss

and answer the general question, What the first resur-

rection, with which the Millennium is to open : then in

the next, to consider more in detail, upon the principle

of interpretation thus previously established, the probable

order of events introductory to its establishment, and
state of things during the Millennium, and after it.

With regard then to our present subject,—viz. the
MILLENNIAL FIRST RESURRECTION, it is tO be obscrVcd

that there have been /owr principal solutions offered of

it ; in brief as follows.

The first,—which was that of Papias, Justin Martyr,

IrenseuSj Tertullian," and others of the earlier Christian

time present, so as expressed by me in the text. So e^aaavtaav is used in Apoc.
xi. 10.

' Let me cite Justin Martyr andTertullian as fittest exponents of this class of

patristic expositors. 1. Justin Martyr. E^co 5e, ««« ei t«//€s opQoyvoitxovis Kara
TTavra XpuTTiavoi, Kat aapKos avaarainv yivrjfffdOai ^inarafieQa, km x'-'^'w ^''"'J

'"
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Fathers,^—supposed this resurrection to be literally that

of departed saints and martyrs, then at length resusci-

tated in the body from death and the grave :— its time

(agreeably with the order of the vision in the Apoca-

lyptic narrative) to synchronize with, or follow instantly

after, the destruction of the Beast Antichrist, on Christ's

personal second advent:— the binding of Satan to be

an absolute restriction of the powers of hell from tempt-

ing, deceiving, or injuring mankind, throughout a literal

period of 1000 years, thence calculated :— the govern-

ment of the earth'^ during its continuance to be adminis-

tered by Christ and his risen saints ; the latter now
taayyeXoi, in uaturc like angels :

^—and under it, all false

religion having been put down, the Jews and saved

remnant of the Gentiles been converted to Christ, the

earth renovated by the fire of Antichrist's destruction, and

Jerusalem made the universal capital, that there would

be a realization on earth of the blessedness depicted in

the Old Testament prophecies, as well as perhaps of that

too which was associated vv'ith the descent of the New
Jerusalem in the visions of the Apocalypse -^—until at

'Upovffa\r)fJi oiKodofj.7]6fi(jr} Kai KOfffJ-rjOeicr]) Kai irXaTwdeiari, ws ol Trpo^ijTot lefijK"?^

KOI 'Haaias uai ol aWol o/xoAoyovcn. So in the Dial, cum Tiyph. (Ed. Colon.

p. 307. And again, ib. p. 309. Avrjp tis i> ovo/xa luavvrjs, us roov airocrroXwv rou

Xpiffrov, €v AiroKai.\v\peL yevofxevp avTCjj, ^i\ta er-q irotricreiv fv 'UpoucraATj/u rovs TCf

^/x.eT€p&) Kpi(TT(j}TrtaTev(TavTas it po f(p7)TiV(Ti' kui fiera ravra rr]v KaQo\tict\v Kai,

avviXovTi (pavai, aiooviav d/iodufji.aSoi' ajxa iravTcov avarrraatv yivriaitrQai Kai Kpiaiv.

And bespeaks of this as the iraMyy^viaia of those that expect Christ in Jerusa-

lem.

—

2\Tertullian. " Post mille annos, intr^ quam aetatcm includitur sanctorum
resurrectio, pro meritis maturius vel tardius resurgentium : tunc, demutati in

atomo in angelicam substantiam, transferemur in coeleste regnum." Adv. Mar-
cion, iii. 24.

' As Hippolytus, Cyprian, Victorinus, Methodius, Lactantius, &c.
" The world to come, t} oiKovnevr] rj /xeWovaa, of Heb. ii. .5.

3 Luke XX. 36; " But are as the aiigels, being children of the resurrection."

The angelic nature of the risen saints at the Millennium is clearly stated by some
of these Fathers. So Alt'thodius. Eao/uei'rjs yap Kai yuero tovtov rov aioiva yt)s,

avayKf) iracra (cncrBai Kai tovs oiKrjaovTas ovKiTi TfOvrj^o^iet'ovs Kai yafxriaovras Kai

yevr)(ToiJiii'ovs, a\\' is a77€Aoi'S an(TaaTpo(j)ois ec a(p6apcjia ra apicna TTpa^ovras.

Also TertuUian and Justin Martyr, ubi supik. The latter expressly quotes Christ's

saying, Luke xx. 36 ; declaring that the just, when raised, should neither marry
nor be given in marriage, but be laayytXat, like angels. And so others.—The
reader should observe this ; as quite different representations have been given of

the early Fathers' views of the millcnnarian state.

* I have used the word perhaps, because on this point there was a difference

of opinion among the fathers I speak of: Lactantius making the New Jerusalem
state post-millennial, while others reckoned it as a picture of millennial glory.
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length, this Millennium having ended, and Satan again

gone forth to deceive the nations, the final consumma-
tion would follow ; the new-raised enemies of the saints,

Gog and Magog, be destroyed by fire from heaven ; and

then the general resurrection and judgment take place,

the Devil and his servants be cast into the lake of fire,

and the millennial reign of the saints extend itself into

one of eternal duration.'

The second theory of interpretation,—one suggested

in the Christian Church about the fourth century, (very

much in consequence of the abuse and misapprehension

of the literal view just detailed, as if of carnal tendency,^)

and which is best known from its full development

by Augustine,— supposed the resurrection meant to be

spiritual, viz. that of dead souls from the death of sin

to the life of righteousness :— that the time of its com-

mencement was to be dated from Christ's first coming

and ministry, (for it explained the Apocalyptic millen-

nary vision as altogether retrospective ;) at which time

the Devil, the strong man armed, was according to

Christ's own saying bound and expelled from the hearts

of his disciples, and so their reign over him, though

indeed but a regnum militics,^ made to begin :— that it

' So, for example, Justin Martyr expressly. Speaking of the filthy garments

on the High Priest Joshua ia Zechariah's vision, as not unfitly depicting the

blasphemies heaped on Christians by tiie Jews, he adds: "a pvrrapa euSv/xaTa,

irepnedevTa vcp'' vfiujv Kaai ruts ano t& oi/ofxaros Itjcs yevofiivois XptTiavois, 5fi|fi

alpofxeva a^' r]ixwv 6 @eos, otclv iravras avas-rjcry], uai res fJ-ev ev atwvLw KUi aXvrcii

/SatnAem acpBaprss Kat aOai/aTss /coj a\virovs KaTas-rjffj?, rovs Se eis KOXaaiv aioiviov

nvpos 7rapair6^\|/rj. lb. 345.—" Irenceus too, v. 32, speaks of the millennial reign as

principium incorruptelcB."
^ Augustine himself tells us that he was induced by reasons of this kind to

abandon the older chiliastic theory, and embrace this other. " Quse opinio"

(viz. that of the literal and corporeal primary resurrection of the saints at Christ's

coming, to the enjoyment of a millennial sabbath) "esset utcurnque tolcrabilis,

si aliquag delicise spirituales in illo sabbato adfuturse Sanctis per Domini praesentiam

crederentur. Nam etiam nos hoc opinati fuimus aliquando. Sed ciim eos qui

tunc resurrexerint dicant immoderatissimis carnalibus epulis vacaturos, &c,. . .

.

nuUo modo ista possunt nisi h carnalibus credi." C. D. xx. 7. 1. A strange con-

clusion, surely ! that because some perverted the doctrine to carnal views, (as

the heretic Cerinthus very early, and others after him) therefore it should he

rejected: though Augustine knew that the earlier fathers had quite otherwise

held it ; and indeed himself too, at one time, as we find it expressed in his 259th
Sermon :

" Regnabit enim Dominus in teria ciim Sanctis suis, sicut dicunt Scrip-

turse; et habebit hie Ecclesiam separatam atque purgatam ab omni contagione

ncqultiffi," &c. 3 c. D. xx. 9, 2.

VOL. IV. - N
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was a resurrection, moreover, not then completed, but

one which w^ould still go on wherever the Gospel was
preached ; its subjects being the election of God, (so

the nations, or eOi^r, of verse 3, whom Satan might not

deceive, were explained,^) and its term of continuance all

that remained of what Augustine regarded as the world's

sixth chiliad of existence,^ even until Antichrist's coming
at the end of time:—which last enemy's manifestation

and persecution of the saints, (including the Jews then

at length converted,^ as well as the Gentile Church) was
supposed to be prefigured under the emblematic appella-

tion of Gog and Magog :—the destruction of whom by

fire from heaven would introduce the literal and univer-

sal resurrection of the dead, (a resurrection both of good
and bad,) and, consequently thereon, the final judgment

:

after which that eternal blessedness of the saints would
begin in heaven, which ahke the Old Testament prophe-

cies, and the Apocalyptic prophecy in its two last chap-

ters, (so they explained the matter,'^) prefigured under

the symbol of the glorified Jerusalem.^

The third solution,—one suggested not till after the

Reformation, and best known as that of Grotius and
Hammond,—supposes the resurrection meant to be ec-

clesiastical; and t(5 have had its commencement from

* Those " ex quibus praedestinata constat ecclesia." C. D. xx. 7. 4.—The abyss
into which Satan was cast, Augustine viewed as the hearts of the " innumerabilis
multitude impiorum :"—Primasius, as God's judgments, which arc a great depth.

" I have before mentioned that Augustine followed the Septuagint chronology

;

according to which Christ's first coming had taken place at, or about, the
middle of the world's sixth chiliad. See Vol. i. p. 368.

•^ " I'ltimo tempore antejudicium Juda^os in Christum nostrum esse credituros
celeberrimum est in sermonibus cordibusque fidclium." C. D. xx. 29.

* Jerom similarly expounds Ezekid's mystic /emple of the Christian Church.
" Quod templum Judaci secundum litcram in adventu Christi sui, (quem nosesse
Antichristum comprobamus) putant redificandum ; et nos ad Christi referimus
ecclcsiam, ct quotidie in Sanctis ejus a^dificari cernimus." Vol. iii. p. 980.

* This view prevailed from Augustine's time, through the middle ages, nearly
to the Reformation. In the sixth century Primasius and Andreas advocated it;

in the 8th and 9th, Bede and Ambrose Ansbert. At p. 440 of Vol. i. I have noted
the general consternation of Western Christendom on the approach of the year
A. D. 1000; a consternation arising out of this view of the prophecy.—Even after

the Reformation various Protestant Doctors still held to it : as, among others,
l.uther liimsclf. Parens, Fore, Li^htfuot, 8cc. : the exacerbation of Papal tyranny
under Gregory VII. A. D. 107.3, being supposed by them to mark the end of the
Millennium. Romish expositors thought to sec evidence of Satan's loosing in the
then rise of Waldcnsian heretics, &c.
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the time of Constantine, when Paganism was overthrown,

and Christianity and the Church, from a state of pros-

tration and apparent death, visibly raised up again to

life, and enthroned. The date which they thus assign,

as that of the commencing fulfilment of the Apocalyptic

millennia] vision, does not imply their making that vision

retrogressive or retrospective, as did Augustine's theory

of solution ; but the contrary :—because they explain

the Apocalyptic Beast to be Rome Pagan ; the destruc-

tion of which, or rather of the Pagan domination in the

Roman Empire, through Constantine's instrumentality,

they regard as the event symbolized in the preceding

(that is the xixth) chapter of the Apocalypse. The Mil-

lennium of triumphant Christianity, thus and then be-

gun, they explain to extend through the period of one

thousand years thence following; i.e. from the 4th to

the I4th century : at which latter time they consider the

rise of the Othman Turks from Scythia, and their attack

on Christendom, to have fulfilled what is said in the

prophecy about Gog and Magog coming up and encom-

passing the camp of the saints. Upon the destruction

of which Turkish Mahommedan power, whensoever it

may take place, they look for the fulfilment of what was

figured by the great white throne, and the standing of

the dead before it, (verses 11, 12, &c,) in the universal

resurrection, final judgment, and subsequent heavenly

and eternal blessedness of the saints.—An important

modification of this view, one which admits the Beast

to mean Popery, has been proposed by Mr. Gipps in

England and Professor Bush in America. Of this a

notice is subjoined below.

^

' The two expositors, though drawn up I believe quite independently of each

other, are essentially similar.

1. Mr. Gipps premises that the word -irpoantvvriffav, being in the aorist, must
have the sense of the imperfect, " Whosoever were not (at that time) worship-

ping the Beast ;" and hence argues the synchronism of this Millennium of the

saints' reign with the Beast's reign : so making (like Augustine) the vision re-

trospective; though retrospective, however, only to the establishment of the

Beast's reign. This premised, he ex()lains the Jirst resurrection to be the rising

up oi the spirits of the martyrs slain under Pagan Rome's persecutions, (Apoc.

vi. 9,) in the persons and preaching of Claude of Turin, the Waldenses, the Wic-
lifiites, Hussites, &c, and other Witnesses for Christ throughout the period of

Papal supremacy ; and the second resurrection to be that of the Jews on their

N 2
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The fourth solution,—one introduced by Whitby, and

advocated by Vitringa among others at the end of the

xviith century, and by Mr. Faber among others in the

present,—explains the first resurrection in question to

signify a resurrection of the principles, doctrine, spirit,

and character of the Christian martyrs and saints de-

parted :' being thus one in part spiritual, in part ecclesi-

astical, and indeed in part too national ; inasmuch as it

is supposed that the Jews will be then nationally re-

stored, as well as converted, to take a share in it. The
time they consider as still future ; and that it is to begin,

agreeably with Apocalyptic order, after the destruction

of the Beast, the Papal Antichrist : that then (the delu-

sions alike of Popery and Mahommedanism having past

away, and Satan been restricted from any more deceiving

mankind) the doctrine of the martyrs long branded as

heretical will triumph, their characters be appreciated,

and their spirit revive afresh, as did that of EUas in John
the Baptist ; the Church meanwhile founded on their

principles flourish universally, the earth enjoy for 1000
years paradisiacal blessedness, and the separate spirits of

the martyrs and saints in heaven sympathize with its joy.

—Thus far, for the most part, the advocates of this view

agree. On the meaning, however, of the implied second

conversion, according; to the prophecies of Ezek. xxxvii and Rom. xi. 15, and of

the multitude of the Gentiles with them, at the close of the IMillennium of the
Beast's reign. On which event he supposes that Gog and Magog will attack the

converted Jews : so the prophecies of Ezek. xxxix and Apoc. xx on this point be

alike fulfilled ; and then the literal resurrection and judgment of the great white
throne follow.

2. Prof. Bush similarly supposes the binding of the dragon to have answered to

Theodosius' utter overthrow of Paganism : this binding vision being not a setjuel

to Apoc. xix, but a resumption of the broken off history of the fallen dragon in

Apoc. xii : also the throni's to mean the new thrones of the te?i Romano -Gothic

kingdoms ; and the first resurrection, and living of martyrs with Christ, to sig-

nify the vigorous life of those that were opponents to the dragon's successor, or
Popes of Rome.

' So too Archbishop Whateley, in the Chapter on the Millennium in his Essays
on a Future State. " It may signify not the literal raising of dead men, but tlie

raising up of an increased Christian zeal and holiness;—the revival in the Chris-
tian Church, or in some considerable portion of it, of the sjtirit and energy of
the noble martyrs of old (even as John the Baptist came in the spirit and power
ofElias); so that Christian principles shall be displayed in action throughout
the world in an infinitely greater degree than ever before : and this for a consi-
derable time before the end of the world ; though not perhaps for the literal and
precise period of 1000 years."
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resurrection there exists among them a very important
difference of opinion. While Vitringa, like the advocates

of all the three other theories already sketched, supposes

it to be the literal resurrection of the dead, small and
great, connected with the judgment of the great white

throne, Dr. Whitby and Mr. Faber explain it as the

rising up again of antichristian principles, immediately

at the end of the Millennium, in the persons and confe-

deracy of Gojl and Magog.—Besides which there is a

difference also in their explanations of the New Jerusa-

lem. Alike Vitringa and Whitby would have it to sig-

nify the blessedness of the earthly Church, now enlarged

and purified, the bride of Christ during the Millennium.

But Mr. Faber explains it as post-millennial : supposing

it to include the whole company admitted to heaven and
life eternal from among men ; that is, as settled by the

judgment of the great white throne, after the general

resurrection.

Such are in brief the four most famous solutions of

the Millennial prophecy that have been offered in the

Christian Curch, from the time of the publication of

the Apocalypse down to the time now present. Now
with regard to two of them, (I mean Augustine's and
Grotius') it will not, I think, need any lengthened con-

sideration to convince us of their total inadmissibility.

1. As to Augustine's theory, it may suffice to observe

that the millennial vision is in the Apocalyptic narrative

essentially and necessarily subordinated to, and conse-

quent upon, those of Apoc. xiii and xix, which describe

the reign and the destruction of the Beast : for among
the partakers of the millennial reign those " that had
not worshipped the Beast" ^ are expressly specified

;

and the reign itself can scarce be any other than that

which the heavenly chorus in Apoc. xix had just before

' Ohivis a irpoffeKvvriiTav ro 6r]piou. The circumstance of the verb being in

the aorist, not the pluperfect, does not at all invalidate this argument ; the aorist

being often so used in the Apocalypse ; besides that Augustine's view regarded
the whole Millennium as antecedent to the rise of the Beast, or Antichrist.
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rejoiced over, as established on the Beast's destruction ;^

not to speak of Christ's bridal also.^—Besides which,

this millennial enthronization of the saints with Christ

is plainly identical with that which Daniel describes in

his 7th chapter ; which latter is spoken of as taking place

on and after (not before) the destruction of the Little

Horn of the fourth Beast, i. e. the Antichrist.^ Yet

once more, it must be considered, by Protestants at least,

as a direct historical contradiction to this theory, that

for above 1200 out of the 1800 years, during which it

would represent Satan to have been bound and restricted

from deceiving the nations, and Christ with his saints

to have been reigning, I say that for above 1200 years

of this period there should have prevailed over both

Eastern and Western Christendom the two grand Sa-

tanic delusions of Popery and Mahommedanism. Had
Augustine himself lived to see this, I am well persuaded,

considering his evangelical views of Christian doctrine,

that he would have been the first to repudiate his own
Millennial theory, as that which had been falsified beyond

dispute by plain matter of fact.—2. As to Hammond's
and Grotius' theory, it is an essential preliminary to it

that we admit the Apocalyptic Beast to have been Rome
Pagan, not Rome Papal: a point as -to which, after all

that has preceded in this Commentary/ it will I trust

be the reader's judgment that it would be a mere waste

' xix. G ;
" " Hallelujah, for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth."

- xix. 7 ; "Let us rejoice and be glad, for the marriage of the Lamb hath
come, and his wife hath made herself ready."—Vitringa, from whom I have
copied the arguments in this case, considering the New Jeiitsalem to be the bride

spoken of, and tiie time of its manifestation the Millennium, argues from this

also. But I pass it over, because the chronological position of the New Jerusa-

lem vision is a point much disputed, and perhaps doubtful. This will be remarked
on in my next chapter.

3 The following tabular comparative view of the two prophecies is copied from
Mede by Vitringa.

Dan. vii.
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of words to offer any fresh evidence in refutation of it.

Besides which there is that same historic objection to it

as to Augustine's theory, of its making the dark ages,

and times of the domination of Popery and Mahom-
medanism, to be those of Christ's reigning on earth and

the Devil's incarceration :—not to add that by expound-

ing what is said respecting Gog and Magog of the Turk
and his invasion of Christendom, it makes the " little

time'' ' of Gog and Magog's insurrection to mean a period,

according to these interpreters' own reckoning, of already

above 500 years ; that is, dating from the rise of the

Turkish Othman dynasty : and, if we more rightly com-
pute the interval, of near 800 ; since we ought to date

it from the Turkman power's earliest epoch of rise, in

the dynasty of Seljuk.'^—Nor will the modification of

the view, as proposed by Mr. Gipps or Professor Bush,

at all better bear investigation.^

Thus it is clearly Whitby's theory alone that can, with

any show of plausibility, compete against the earlier and
more literal explanation of the millennial prophecy given

> /U6TO Tavra Set avrev \v6r]vai /xiKpou xpovov.
2 So Vitiinga.— See the last-mentioned point fully discussed and established

in my Vol. i. p. 468, &c.
3 With regard to Mr. Gipps, his assumption of the aorist n-poo-e/cu^'Tjirai' having

necesarily the sense of the imperfect is most incorrect. Witness the examples
already referred to, Vol.i. p. 293, in Apoc. vi. l,xi. 10, xxi. 1, &c.

With regard to Professor Bush, his fundamental supposition that in Apoc. xx.

1, the history of the Dragon, or Spirit of Roman Paganism, is resumed from Apoc.
xii,—his being cast down from heaven, in the great revolution begun under Con-
stantine and completed under Theodosius, answering to the figure of his being

shut up in the abyss of Apoc. xx,—is, I conceive, in the Apocalypse itself distinctly

negatived. For whereas, according to Professor Bush, this Dragon ought to have
been from after Theodosius' time shut up, so as not to deceive the nations, he is

in Apoc. xii, xiii. represented distinctly as after that time not only sending out
floods from his mouth to overwhelm the woman, and driving her into the wil-

derness, but afterwards, with a view to prosecute his enmity against the rem-
nant of the woman's seed who kept the word of God and the testimony of Jesus,

himself evoking the seven-headed beast, Antichrist, which was but his creature,

from the abyss ; giving him up his throne, and, by deceiving the nations to be-

lieve on him, furnishing him all through his reign with power and great authority.

Besides that the abyss is expressly said to have been opened in Apoc. ix. 2 ; with
reference (as I believe proved) to a time included in Professor Bush's millennium

of Satan's incarceration in it.

As to Messrs. G. and B.'s view of the first resurrection, and of the cotempo-
raneous binding of Satan, and reign of the saints, precisely the same insuperable

historic objections occur against it as against the theories of Augustine and
Grotius.
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by Papias and Iren?eus, which I have sketched the/r5^ in

my list. Nor I think, if we do but carefully sift it, will its

refutation be found less clear and complete, (though it

will necessarily occupy us much longer,) than that of the

others. I proceed to show this, alike from evidence of

the Apocalyptic context, and of other scripture.—And,

1st, The Apocalyptic context is against Whitby's theory.

No doubt the term resurrection and its cognate words

are often used figuratively , as he says, to denote a re-

vival national, official, or spiritual. In Ezekiel's cele-

brated vision,' the figure of the dry bones gathering

together, and re-adjusting themselves into form, and then

into life, may very possibly signify simply the political

resuscitation of the Jews.^ In St. Luke, the prodigal's

spiritual revival was designated by the phrase, " He is

alive again." ^ And again, in the Apocalypse itself, both

the Beast's living again, after having had the wound
with the sword, and the two Witnesses living again,

after being killed by the Beast,"* indicated a revival of

the persecuting empire, and revival of the witnessing

line respectively. But in these and all such cases, we

must mark most carefully one rule that is observed,—

a

rule the propriety of which will approve itself at once to

every discriminative mind ;—viz. that of making the

resurrection of corresponding character with the death,

from out of which it is a revival. Thus in Ezekiel it

was a change from national extinction to national re-

vival ; in Luke from spiritual death to spiritual life ; in

the Apocalyptic visions from political and official anni-

hilation to political and, official resuscitation.^ So strict

and constant is the observance of this rule, and so strin-

gent its requirement by the proprieties of diction, that it

needs but, in any doubtfully expressed case of resurrec-

' Ezek. xxxvii.
"

I say very pos.iihlij, because not Christian expositors only, but Jewish, have

supposed an actual cotemporary resurrection of the faithful dead of Israel to be

also meant. I shall again refer to this in a later part of this chapter.
3 Luke XV. 32. ' Apoc. xiii. 3, xi. 11.

•'' So again in l.ukc ii. 34 ;
" This child Keirai eis inuaiv tcai aras-a(rii' iroKKwv

tv l(rpari\, is set for the /a// and rising again of many in Israel."
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tion, to ascertain the nature of the death revived from
;

and, if this can be ascertained, an explanation of the

resurrection conformable thereto must almost necessarily

be the true one.—And what then the death in the present

case ? What is stated in the prophecy seems unequivo-

cal, and forces us to explain it as natural individual death.

For, first, there are specified as one class among these

dead, those that had been beheaded for the witnessing of

Christ :— not a representative two or three, let it be ob-

served, but all that had been so martyred, generally:

nor, again, those that had just recently been so slain,

but those specifically that John had seen on the fifth

Seal's opening long before under the altar, the victims

of the persecutions of Rome Pagan : and who, (by the

way) if a revival of their martyr-spirit had been the

thing intended, must doubtless be considered to have

had that revival long before, in the series of faithful wit-

nesses raised up afterwards against the Papal Apostacy,

the which were prophetically depicted under the emblem
of the two witnesses clothed in sackcloth.^—To the

same effect, secondly, is the use of the term " the dead,"

Tuiv veK^uv, generically, in the announcement on the seventh

Trumpet's sounding of what was to be fulfilled under it;

a Trumpet which comprehended within it the seven

Vials, and so the epoch, at the close of the seventh

Vial, of this millennary resurrection. " We thank thee,"

it was said," " O Lord God Almighty, because thou hast

taken to thyself thy great power, and assumed the king-

dom : and the nations were angry, and thy wrath is

come ; and the time of the dead to be judged, and that

thou shouldest give reward to thy servants the prophets,

and to the saints, and to them that fear thy name, small

and great ; and shouldest destroy them that destroy the

earth." Already the fulfilment of what was to come first

in the above summary of the events of this Trumpet of

consummation had been figured to St. John as taking

place :—viz. the pouring forth of the vials of God's wrath

;

' Just as Mr. Gipps' theory views them. " Apoc. xi. 17-
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and at length, with the last of them, the full and utter

destruction of them that destroyed and corrupted the

earth. It remained that the rest should be fulfilled,

—

viz. his taking the kingdom, judging the dead, and giving

reward to his servants the prophets and saints :—that is,

precisely what here begins to be figured ; a part of the

dead, viz. the prophets and saints, being now adjudged

to have the re-ward of a participation in Christ's millen-

nial kingdom :^ the rest,— o< "homot tuv vskdcov,—reserved to

receive judgment on the expiration of the thousand

years. ^ The identity of the beheaded martyrs and saints

here spoken of, with the dead spoken of as to be judged,

and the prophets as to be rewarded, in xi. 17, is in fact

allowed by Vitringa,^ And if the harshness that was

shown to attach to any but the literal construction of
" the dead " in that earlier passage,* do there preclude all

figurative interpretation of the phrase, the literal sense

must from its parallelism attach to the same phrase here

also.—To the same effect, thirdly, is the argument from

what is said just afterwards of" the rest of the dead/'

and their reviving and resurrection. For there is, I am
persuaded, no explanation of these phrases, such as to

satisfy the conditions of the case, except that which

refers them (as do alike Treneeus' theory, and those of

Augustine and Grotius) to " the dead small and great,"

mentioned after the account of Gog and Magog as rising

literalhj from death and the grave, to judgment before

the great white throne. Indeed, though a Whitbyite,

Vitringa himself so interprets it. And as to the objec-

tion that Whitby, Faber, and Gipps have very confidently

made to our thus explaining the phrase,—viz. because,

they say, this remainder, being spoken of as " not to rise

till the thousand years arc finished," must consequently

be supposed to rise immediateli/ on the Millennium ex-

piring, whereas " the dead small and great," of verse 12,

' The verb npiveaOai is applied to the good as well as had. So Apoc. xx. 12, 13.

2 The circumstance of tiro acts constituting the fulfilment of this clause, re-

moved from each other by this large interval of time, ai'plies also, as I believe,

to our Lord's saying in John v. 28 ; which will be observed on afterwards.
3 See his Commentary, p. 083. • See my Vol. ii. pp.426, 427.
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were not to rise till after the subsequent interval (short

indeed but yet an interval) of Gog's rise and destruction,

—I say, as to this objection, it is founded on a quite

mistaken assumption of the requirements of the " till"

in the clause. The tempest-angels of Apoc. vii were

charged not to blow till the servants of God were sealed :^

but it was not until after the further interval of a little

space, subsequent to the completion of the sealing, that

the first Trumpet sounded, and the tempests began.

Again thetill in Matt. i. 25, " till she brought forth her

firstborn son,"^ (quite independently of the controverted

point so famous in the Romish Church about theV. M.)

involves, from the nature of the case, yet an additional

interval of time after the childbirth. And so too in

other passages.^ Which being the case, and his objection

thus shown to be groundless, Mr. Faber himself perhaps

even will admit with Vitringa the superior probability, in-

deed the necessity,*) of the explanation objected to ; and

that " the rest of the dead" must mean literally the rest

of men dead in their graves, contradistinctively to the

martyrs and saints spoken of just before as raised to

live and reign with Christ. Which admitted, the literal

character of the death of these martyrs and saints follows

as a matter of course
;
just as it does on the two grounds

previously stated :—and, as before said, from the literal

^ axpts 8 cr(ppayi(TCi}iu.ev rovs SovAovs Tov Qeov tj/jLuv. Apoc. vii. 3.

- Kai ovK eytvcoaKiv oi/ttjv eces & ereKe rov viou avi-qs rou irpujoroKov.

^ I see in Cuninghame's " Examination of Faber," which has just met my
eye, another apposite example from Luke xxiv. 49 ;

" Remain in Jerusalem till

ye shall have been endued with power from on high."

Cyril in his Catech. xv. argues to the same effect, in reference to the till in

1 Cor. XV. 25 :
" He must reign till he hath put all enemies under his feet."

•* For the viKpoi first raised (in whatever sense peKpoi) and the Xoiiroi recv

viRpwv, must necessarily in respect of the time, as well as the character, of the

death ascribed in common to them, have been united together. Just as in Apoc.

ix. IS, 20 ; where, " a third of the men " being first spoken of as killed (that is

politically) by certain plagues, and then " the rest of the men, that were not so

killed," as not repenting, &c,—it is evident that the community of political life

attached to the whole of the men at one and the same time, immediately previous

to the plague which killed the third of them. But as to any community in poli-

tical or official death, just before the millennial resurrection, the thing is impos-

sible. For how could both the Christian body and Antichristian be dead in this

sense at one and the same time?—Besides all which, how is it, if Whitby be right,

that ave^rjaav, or some such word, is not used of Gog's rising afterwards?
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character of the death, by ahnost necessary consequence,^

the literal character of the resurrection also.^

In corroboration of which conclusion the two follow-

ing additional arguments suggest themselves ; each, like

the former, derived from or connected with the Apoca-

lyptic description. First, were a spiritual resurrection

of the martyrs intended, and one from political or official

death, one might surely expect to find their death pre-

viously mentioned or figured. Which however no where

appears : the last previous notice of the witnesses being

their ascent to heaven in the cloud -^ and the subsequent

but premillennial visions of the three flying Angels still

indicating activity Sind life, not deadness in the Christian

cause. iSecoHt^/?/, there is the important consideration, that

as to any notable revival of the spii'it of the old martyrs

in times of Millennial blessedness, such as the Apoca-

lypse implies, with the Devil bound and the saints tri-

umphant, it is almost a contradiction in terms. The
spirit of EHas might and did revive in John the Bap-

tist ; because he, like his predecessor, had to witness in a

corrupt generation for the truth, even unto death. But

here, where the similarity?—Mr. Gipps, one of the

most decided, as well as most able, of all the modern
opponents of the literal chiliastic theory, so strongly

felt the force of this consideration, that it induced him

almost of itself to abandon Whitby's theory as unten-

able :* though only indeed for another on the same spi-

ritualizing principle, which seems equally untenable, as I

have shown elsewhere.^

Thus on much various evidence discoverable in the

Apocalypse itself, I come to the same conclusion that

Mr. Gipps did on but a part of it, as to the decided in-

admissibility of Whitby's millennial theory ; and conse-

quently (all the other theories having been similarly dis-

' I say almost, because in some cases the death of an i7ulividual so involves

the death of his princijiles and cause, that it is hard quite to separate tlicm.
- Compare Matt. xiv. 2, where Herod, having literally slain John the Baptist,

says, " This is John the Baptist ; he is risen from the dead," in the same literal

sense of the phrase. ^ xi. 12. See Vul. ii. p. 400, &c.
• On the First Rcsurn.ttion, p. lO'.t, &.c. ^ p. 1S3.
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cussed and similarly shown to be inadmissible) to the

further conclusion that that of Irenceus and the early

Chiliasts,— in other words the literal theory of the First

Resurrection, is the true one.—Let me just add, ere I

pass from this part of my argument, that the application

to the saints and martyrs raised to reign with Christ of

the word ^pvxoc^ souls, (which some have strongly ob-

jected to us,) forms no real objection. For it is a term

referring generally to their state just previous ; and spe-

cially marking the identity of some of the enthroned

individuals with those i^f%a? that St. John had seen long

previously, after their slaughter, under^ the altar: one

therefore which no more indicates that they were still

mere ^^xat, incorporeal souls, than the title ve/cpo;, in verse

12, (I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God,")
implies that these last were still, at that very time of

their standing before Him, deadmen.^

Such is the proof deducible from the Apocalyptic pas-

sage itself, in favour of the view I advocate of the first

resurrection in Apoc. xx being a literal one ; and con-

sequently of the resurrection of the just, (as it is else-

where called, •'') being premillennial. As the point, how-
ever, is one so controverted, as well as so surpassingly

interesting and important, it is clearly incumbent on
every earnest inquirer after truth to consider the scrip-

ture evidence that may bear upon it on a larger scale.

This constitutes the second branch of my argument.

Nor, I think; will its examination fail to issue in a deeper

fuller persuasion of the truth of the prefnillennial theory

of Christ's second advent, and the cotemporary resurrec-

tion of the saints.

II. For there seem to me some four or Jive several

' Apoc. vi. 9.
" Let me add another example or two, as the point is important, and one on

which arguments liavc been frequently founded. Luke vii. 15; " AndtliC dead
m</re sate up ;

" 6 viKpos av^KaQiaiv. Matt. ix. 33, "The dumb man spake;"
6 Kw(pos f\a\7](Te. So again, Matt. xi. 5, xv. 31, Luke vii. 22, &c.—Thus it

seems quite needless to urge the frequent use of ij/ux"' for persons, by way of

explanation. ^ Luke xiv. 14.
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particulars of proof in general scripture prophecy, to the

effect stated ; all independent of each other, and for the

most part, of a very decisive character.

1. I may argue from Christ's parable of the tares and

wheat,^ as furnishing, to my mind, a decisive negative to

the counter-theory which makes a Millennium of universal

holiness and blessedness to precede Christ's advent and

the saint's resurrection. The kingdom of heaven, He
said, or Christian Church, would in its earthly state

and history resemble a field first sown with wheat, then,

by an enemy, with tares. These both were to grow

together intermixed,—the tares with the wheat, the wheat

with the tares,—until the harvest ; that was, until the

end of the aiuv, or age. Then at length (not before) the

tares should be eradicated. " As therefore the tares are

gathered and burned in the fire, so shall it be at the end

of the age. (muvo^.) The Son of Man shall send forth his

angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom all

things that offend, and them which do iniquity ; and

shall cast them into a furnace of fire : there shall be

wailing and gnashing of teeth. Then shall the righteous

shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father."

—This predictive sketch seems to allow no possible

place, or room, for the intervention of any such spiritual

Millennium as Whitby's and Vitringa's, before that which

is emphatically called the end of the age. And the para-

ble is brought to bear still more strikingly and decisively

on the point now in question, by the statement added

that the righteous'^ are then to shine forth as the sun in

God's kingdom ; a statement implying that the resurrec-

tion of such as shall have been previously numbered

with the righteous dead will then take place. For the

glory of the saints living at the time of Christ's coming,

and the end of the aiuv, is not to anticipate that of them

' Matt. xiii. 24, &c.
2 6( ZiKaioi :—a phrase, lot it be observed, very distinct from that which de-

signates the earthly Jerusalem, and its people then living, on their conversion,

recovery, and national glorification in the latter day.
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that sleep ;* nor the glory of the latter to begin till their

resurrection."^

2. St. Paul's prophecy of the Man of Sin, in his

Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, seems to me dis-

tinctly to identify the time of Christ's second coming,

and of the cotemporary gathering of the dead saints fi^om

their graves (as well as of the saints then alive) to meet

Him, with that of the destruction of the Papal Antichrist.

—For let but the prophecy be considered. " We beseech

you, brethren, concerning (so the word is^) the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and our gathering together

unto Him,^ that ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be

troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as

from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. Let no
man deceive you by any means. For that day shall not

come except there come first the apostacy ;^ and that

man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition, who op-

poseth and exalteth himself above all that is called God,
&c.-—And now ye know what withholdeth, that He
might be revealed in his time. For the mystery of ini-

quity doth already work : only he that now letteth will

let, until he be taken out of the way. And then shall

that Wicked One be revealed, whom the Lord shall con-

sume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy

with the brightness of his coming."—What, I ask, was

the occasion and intent of this prophecy? The first verse

' 1 Thess. iv. 15.

2 So Phil. iii. 21 ;
" Who shall change our vile bod.v, that it may be fashioned

like unto his glorious body ;
" and 1 Cor. xv. 43 ;

" sown in dishonour, raised in

glory."—The Councils of Florence and Trent indeed decreed that the souls of the

saints departed do already behold the face of God in heaven and in glory. But
this is a Papal doctrine, not Scriptural.

^ inrep ttjj Trapova-ias. 1 have in a former Note on this clause, Vol. iii. p. 76,

given some references from Rosenmidler in evidence of the sense concerning at-

taching to uTrep ; and mentioned Macknight, Schleusner, Whitbtj, Sec, as all here
giving that meaning to the word. The last-named, IVhithy, is specially observ-
able, on account of his being an eminent anti-premillennarian. He enumerates,
we saw as examples of tirep being used in this sense, Rom. ix. 27, Ho-aias npa^ei

Birep Tou l(rpay)\, where our translation renders it concerning ; and also 2 Cor. vii.

4, ix. 3, Phil. i. 7 : adding, " Phavorinus saith it is used ofxoius rep Trepi."—On the

other hand I doubt if vnep ever bears the adjurative sense by, which our trans-

lators here give it.

'' rinaiv einffwayci>yr]s ett' avrov. ^ ?? airoaratrta.
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that I have quoted expressly and professedly defines it.

The Thessalonian Christians were agitated under an im-

pression (whencesoever originating') that the day of

Christ's advent and appearing {irapacria.) was imnninent ;

—

that advent which was associated in the apostle's mind
with the saints' gathering to Him. And how does St.

Paul meet and correct it ? By telling them that some
great and famous apostacy must first intervene :—an

apostacy of which the seeds were even then sown and

germinating ; and which would at length have the Man
of Sin as its child and head : not till the end of whose
reign would Christ's expected advent occur ; the bright-

ness of his advent being in fact that Man of Sin's extin-

guisher and destruction.—It were surely nothing less

than violence to the sacred text to explain Christ's wac^-

a-ia, or advent so spoken of, as any other than his pro-

mised personal second advent. Four times is the expres-

sion used in this sense in St. Paul's former Epistle to the

Thessalonians ; and in this sense exclusively and alone.

^

In the introductory verse of the present chapter, the

connexion with it of the iTttawayecyri, or general gathering

of the saints into Christ's presence, fixes the same mean-

ing to the 9i-«68cri« or advent of Christ there meant ;^ and

' Its origin is thus stated : "That ye be not soon shaken in mind or be trou-

bled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter, as from us ;
" i. e. says Whitby,

" neither by any pretended revelation,—nor by word spoken by us, and by others

misunderstood,—nor by anything contained in our former epistle, as Chap. iv.

15, V. 2 :
" (unless, he adds, the allusion be toii. 16).

Thus this eminent opponent of the pre-millennial advent, admits, as do also

most other commentators, a reference to St. Paul's 1 st Epistle to the Thessalonians

in the clause, " nor by letter as from us." On the other hand Mr. Faher, also

eminent as an anti-premillcnnarian, argues against tliis explication of it. For he
sees that if this reference to St. Paul's former Epistle be admitted,—then, since

the irapovaia, or coming of Christ, in 1 Thess.iv. 15 was indisputnl)i>j Uispersonal

coming to Judge the quick and dead, there must necessarily be attached the same
meaning to the wapovaia here noted in 2 Thess. ii. 1, and consequently to tlie

irapovffLa of Christ in verse 8. But, says he, the expression " by letter as from
vs," shows that it vias a. forged Epistle that St. Paul referred to.—Now it seems
to me that the explanation generally given is the most natural one. Certainly
the a>j 5i' V'^'' docs not necessarily imply a forged letter. Still as the case he
supposes is possible, 1 am content to waive the disputed point, and to make my
argument altogether independent of it. - Viz. ii. 19, iii. 13, iv. 15, v. 23.

3 In proof let the reader consider Whitby's primary and alternative explana-
tion of the eiriavvayuyrj of the saints, connected with his primary explanation of
the irapuvaia, as Christ's coming to destroy Jerusalem. It may mean, he says,

the gathering of Jewish converts to Christian churches; who, till Jerusalem's
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by necessary consequence (considering not the proximity

of the two clauses only, but their argumentative con-

nexion) to the irap^aia of vcrsc 8 also. In effect the early

patristic expositors always so understood it ; and Whitby
himself virtually allows this to be the most natural and

proper sense to attach to the phrase.^ Nor is it any

thing, I think, but an instinctive dread of the premillen-

nial inference deducible from such an understanding of

it, that can have induced him and Mr. Faber to give it

the different meanings,—one of Christ's coming to de-

stroy Jerusalem,^ the other of Christ's coming, still pro-

videntially, not personally, to inflict judgment on the

apostate Roman Empire.—I say of the premillennial in-

ference. For, admitting the Trapgo-;* to be Chrisfs second

personal coming, it follows instantly and necessarily that

there can intervene no Millennium of universal holiness

and gospel-triumph before it. The whole interval be-

tween the apostle's time and Christ's second coming is

represented in this comprehensive sketch as occupied

and spanned, from beginning to end, by the great apos-

tacy :— an apcstacy even then sown and secretly germi-

nating, as before said, and which was soon to break out

into fuller development ;— then to reach its culminating

point in the headship and domination of the Man of Sin,

the Papal Antichrist ;^—and under that domination to

continue and prevail, even until his and its destruction

by the brightness of Christ's coming."^

destruction, many of them worshipped separately in their synagogues !

!

—Were
the Thessalonian converts then, or St. Paul himself, among these semi-Jewisli

separatists ; so as to answer to the rifiuv in the clause, '' our gathering to Him ?
"

' Considering, he says, the uniform use of the phrase vapovaia Xpimov in the

first Epistle, " it may be thought more reasonable to refer this passage to the

same (i. e. the second personal) advent."
- Such Whitby sets forth in his exposition as primarily the meaning of the

term, referring illustratively to the prophecy in Matt, xxiv; at the same time
that he allows a reference to Clirist's personal second advent as a secondary

meaning, for the reason stated in the Note preceding. But, though doing so in

verse I, he shuns construing the word in the same sense in verse 8.

^ Compare my sketches of the prophetic portraiture and the historical realiza-

tion. Vol.iii. p. 76, 142, &c.—Alike Vitringa, (p. 780) Faber, and Whitby admit
the propriety of this historical application of the predicted Man of Sin : the last

mentioned expositor giving it as an alternative solution of the prophecy ; the

two others giving it, and no other. So too Mr. Gipps.
" Compare what St. Paul writes in 2 Thess. i. 7—10, of Jesus Christ's "reve-

VOL. IV. _ O
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And let me just remark, ere passing on, that the pre-

millennial inference drawn from the two passages of

Scripture above commented on, seems strongly confirmed

by St. Peter's remarkable statement about the scoffers

of the last days, just immediately preceding Christ's

second advent ; that they will be saying, " Where is the

promise of his coming ; for all things continue as they

were from the beginning of the Creation." ^ How could

they so say if a spiritual millenniun had intervened pre-

viously ?

3. The same conclusion follows from the not ob-

scurely predicted synchronism of the departed saints'

resurrection with, the commencement of Israel's promised

conversion to Christ, as well as the cotemporary blessed-

ness of the world.—To make this important part of my
argument clearer, I must trace it somewhat fully, and
from the fountain-head ; keeping Israel in the first in-

stance chiefly in view.

Every promise to man made afterwards was wrapt up
(if I may so say) and contained in that original and
primary promise made to our first parents after their

fall, " The seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent's

head." Now on this promise we have what I may call

an inspired comment in the apostle's saying, " For this

purpose the Son of God was manifested, that He might

destroy the works of the devil. "^ And, as Satan's work
was the introduction of both natural and moral evil,—of

a curse alike on man and the creation made for man,

—

(" for the creation was subjected to vanity, not through

any voluntary act, but by reason of him who subjected

it," viz. the devil, ^) therefore the undoing of his work

lation from licaven with Ms mighty angels, in flaming fire, taking vengeance
on them that know not Gocl, and obey not the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ;

when he shall come to be arlm-ijied in his saints, and admired in all them tiiat

believe, in that day." How and when glorified in his saints ? Surely when his

saints are gathered to him, to admire and reflect his glory, at the first resur-

rection. 1 2 Pet. iii. 4. ^ i joi,ji jjj 3
3 Rom. viii. 20. Some commentators prefer to understand .^Wajji as the sub-

jector of the outward creation to vanity ; he having done so by his sin. I con-
ceive it mi/st be either Adam or the Devil,—the tempter to original sin, or the
sinner ; secint; that the curse on the creation followed the sin. Which of these

is immaterial to my argument.
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involved a twofold restoration and removal of the curse
;

the moral restoration of man, and physical restoration

of this created earth of his habitation. Nor, I think,

is it mere unfounded conjecture to suppose that Adam,
Abel, Enoch, so understood, and hoped themselves to

profit by it.'—The promise was not jeoparded by the

judgment of a flood of waters which God would bring

on the earth to destroy all flesh : for, together with his

declaration of the coming judgment, God made the sav-

ing declaration to Noah, "But with thee will I establish

my covenant :"^ that is my original covenanted promise

made to Adam.—And, again, in the tenth generation

after Noah, when the world w^as afresh beginning to be

filled with an apostate population, and so the covenant

to be afresh endangered. He virtually repeated it to

Abraham ;
" Get thee out of thy country to a land

which t will shew thee ; and in thee shall all the fami-

lies of the earth he blessed-"^— adding soon after, in

very remarkable terms, a grant of the land itself to

which he was called, as if in some way particularly con-

nected with the accomplishment of the previous com-

prehensive promise : at first, " Unto thy seed will I give

this land ;"* then, " To thee will I give it, and to thy

seed, for ever."^ It is not the mere human expositor

that has noted the fact of these terms of the promise

having apparently given to Abraham a personal interest

in the land as its inheritor, and similarly to Isaac and

Jacob after him :
^ else we might argue that the promise

of Abraham's possessing it was fulfilled in his seed's pos-

sessing it.^ But one inspired seems so to explain the

' By the use of propitiatory sacrifices these early patriarchs expressed their

hope in the promise.
- Gen. vi. 18. ^ Gen. xii. 3. * Gen. xii. 7.

5 Gen. xiii. 13. And so again, xv. 7, xvii. 8. In the former of these two pas-

sages the notable term inherit is introduced for the first time in the Bible; " I

am the Lord that brought thee out of Ur of the Chaldees, to give thee this land

to inherit it." In xvii. 8 the strong expression is used ;
" I will give unto thee,

and to thy seed after thee, the land wherein thou art a stranger, /or an everlasting

possession."

^ Gen. xxvi. 3, xxviii. 13, xxxv. 12.

7 So Gen. xlvi. 4 ;
" I will surely go down with thee (Jacob) to Egypt, and I

will also surely bring thee up again :
"

i. e. in his seed; unless it be his corpse.

2
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matter :
' and perhaps God himself, long before.^—But

how then was the promise to be realized by him and

them ? He was but a stranger and sojourner in the

land ; not having had, nor expecting in this life to have,^

so much as a foot of it in possession :—indeed it was

expressly intimated to him, in a vision that had a horror

of great darkness as its meet accompaniment, that he

was himself to die and be buried in a good old age, like

his fathers before him i"^—whereas the inheritance pro-

mised implied fruition as a possessor, and that pos-

session one for ever. The memorable act of his proceed-

ing, according to the Divine command, to slay Isaac,

the very son in whom the promise was to have its

fulfilment, furnished occasion (as the inspired apostle

explains to us) for the manifestation of his views on this

point. " He accounted that God was able to raise him

up even from the dead "^ and in fact did, as it were,

receive him back from death, (and of course all Isaac's

seed in him,) in a type or figure.^ That is, I conceive,

his faith realized the possibility, and rested on it, of the

promise connected with Isaac having its fulfilment

through the intervention of, and after, a resurrection from
the dead:— a figure of the manner in which he himself,

doubtless, as well as Isaac and Isaac's seed, (Christ,

the promised seed Ka^ e^ox^v specially included,^) might
expect to realize the promised inheritance.^ So " by

faith he sojourned in the land of liromise, (a place which
he should after receive for an inheritance,) as in a strange

country ; dwelling in tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob,

the heirs with him of the same promise:"^ yet looking-

for the promised inheritance, with the world itself as its

appendage,'" after death and resurrection : and for all in

' Viz. St. Steplien, Acts vii. 5; " And God gave him none inheritance in it,

no not so much as to set his foot on : yet He promised that He would give it to

him for a possession, and to his seed after him."—Ircnieus, v. 32, dwells much on
this intent of the promise to Abraham. - Exod. vi. 4.

3 Compare the words " wherein thou art a stranger," of Gen. xvii. 8, quoted
above. * Gen. xv. 15.

s Heb. xi. 19. " tv itapa&oKij, ibid. ^ Compare Heb. ii. 14.
* Compare Rom. iv. 17 ;

" He believed in God that quickeneth the dead, and
calleth things which are not, as though they were." 9 Heb. xi. 8, 9.

'" Rom. iv. 1.S ;" For the promise that he should be Vnc hdr of the world was
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a state quite different from what was then before his eyes
;

even as a world renovated, a Canaan made heavenly/

"a city which had foundations, whose builder and

maker was God.'' ^

Meanwhile there had been revealed to him (it was in

the vision that had the horror of great darkness accom-
panying it) a new and most important appendix in God's

purpose to the old covenant of grace. The question

was permitted to be asked by Abraham, (by Abraham
not in his individual character, I conceive, but as the

representative and federal head, like Adam before him,

of his seed interested in the promised inheritance,) "Lord
God, whereby shall I know that I shall inherit it (the

land)?"^ And, in answer, God told him that his seed

(his natural seed evidently) should, after sojourning and

suffering in a land not theirs above 400 years, come out

in the fourth generation ; and as a nation occupy that

same land of Canaan."* This was to be after Abraham
himself, and Isaac too, had died. So that there now
opened before him the vista of a new line of covenant-

promise, not annulling or superseding,^ but only subor-

dinate to, and corroborative of, the older covenant-pro-

mise -.^— the new promise being that of his natural seed

not made to Abraham, or to his seed, through the law, but through the righteous-

ness of faith."

' Heb. xi. 16.—Tertullian thinks there may have been a reference to the double
blessing to the faithful seed of Abraham, the earthly blessing and the heavenly,

in the double comparison of the number of his seed to the sand on earth and the

stars in heaven. " Quid tibi videtur; cum Abrahce semen post primam promis-
sionem qua in multitudinem arenee repromittitur, ad instar quoque stellarum

destinatur, nonne et terrenee et coelestis dispositionis auspicia sunt?" Adv.
Marcion iii. 24.

So Justin Martyr, after mentioning Abraham's call. Kat ^/xas Se airavras St'

CKetvr]S T1JS (puvris (KaXeae, Kai e^rjAOofiev ijSrj airo ttjs iroXireios ev' rf e^aifxiv Kara
TO KOLva Twv aXXuiv ttjs 7TJS oiKr)TOpuiv, KaKois ^wvTis' Kai (Tvv Tw A^Qaafx Tr\v

ayiav K\r)povofiriaofiev yqv, eis rov airepavrou aiwva ttiv KXripovoiMiav A.rj^'o/iej'ot.

Dial, cum Tryph. p. 347.
^ Heb. xi. 10.—Macknight on Heb. vi, says that " the covenant with Abra-

ham might with great propriety be termed the gospel of the patriarchs and of the
Jews." 3 Gen. xv. 8.

• Ibid, verse 16. See on this point chap, iii, in Mr. Brooks' Elements.
* So St. Paul, Gal. iii. 17 ;

" This, I say, that the covenant that was confirmed
before of God in Christ, the law which was 430 years after, cannot disannul,

tliat it should make the promise of none effect. For if the inheritance be of the
law, it was no more of j)romise ; but God gave it to Abraham by promise."

•"' So Rom. iv. 11; ' He received the seal of circumcision;—a seal of the
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as a living nation occupying the earthly Canaan, for an

actual guarantee and sign to perpetual generations of

his spiritual seed (the holy election of grace out of the

natural seed') at length after death, and through the

medium of a resurrection, inheriting the same Canaan,

some vjay at length made heavenly, and with God him-

self revealed therein as their God.^ Besides which im-

portant object, this new national dispensation was made
subservient in a thousand ways both to illustrate, and

as a schoolmaster to train up the people for participa-

tion in, the earlier covenant of heavenly promise : set-

ting forth, as appeared afterwards in its wonderful ritual

and code of law, so strikingly as probably nothing else

could have done, the vastness of the alienation caused

by Adam's sin betw^een a holy God and sinful man, and
consequent vastness of the difficulty of effecting what
the original covenant implied, in respect of (and in-

clusively the creation's) restoration and reconciliation :

and the need consequently of an all-perfect atoner, Media-

tor, and Purifier, such as might indeed do the work,

and realize the wonderful ideas, now also first fully set

forth, of redemption and a redeemer.—No wonder that

the faithful servants of God in every age should have

found in the varying history of the Jewish nation,—of

its rebellions and its punishments,— its stubbornness, and

the treatment of its stubbornness,— its repentances and

its partial restorations,— types of their ov^'n spiritual his-

tory, and of God's unwearied faithfulness in his covenant

to save.^ That nation, and its national history, seem to

righteousness of faith," (aiul of course of the promise thereto attached,) " which
he had when yet uncircumcised ; that he might be the father of many nations."

See Mackiiight on Rom. ix. 8 ; also his Essay V, prefixed to the Epistle to the Ga-
latians, Introduction, and § 3.

Compare the sign given to Moses in Exod. iii. 12 : a sign of something smaller

and yet future, to assure him and his people of the fulfilment of something
greater, and which in its full comprehensiveness embraced a yet more distant

futurity. So too the sign given by Samuel to Saul, in ])roof of the latter possessing

the kingdom, 1 Sam. x. 2, &c ; that to Hezekiah, in proof of his recovery, 2 Kings

six. 29 ; and that to Ahaz, Isa. vii. 14, in proof of Emanuel's protecting the land.

' The admissibility of Gentiles was scarcely yet revealed.

- This is always cxpressi d or implied as tl.e grand glory of the reward ; from
Gen. XV. 1, "Fear not, Abraham; /am thy shield, am\ thy ejci'ediiig great re-

ward ;
" to Lcvit. xxvi. 12, " I will be your God, and yc shall be my peoi>le."

' Compare 1 Cor. x. 6.
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have been almost set forth to Abraham, in God's first

announcement concerning it, as a sign and type of the

spiritual history, and ultimate spiritual blessedness, of

the spiritual seed. I say a sign of its ultimate spiritual

blessedness. For the final and ultimate view of the

natural Israel, (as well as of the spiritual) set forth in all

prophecy concerning it,—from those by Moses ^ to those

by Christ 2 and St. Paul,^—was that of its ultimate recon-

cihation with God, after a long and fearful alienation and

judgment, and its consequent surpassing glory and joy.

And here then there might naturally arise a ques-

tion with the believer of old, as he looked forward into

the distant future. Would there be any coincidence in

respect of time, as well as of earthly scene, between the

fulfilments of the ultimate blessings predicted in respect

of either covenant ? in other words, a synchronization

of the spiritual Israel's resurrection from the dead, and

inheritance both of a renovated earth, and of God him-

self as its Redeemer, with the natural Israel's restoration

to their renovated land and to their Saviour-God ? A
question this bearing directly, the reader will see, on the

point of our present investigation : and to which the

scriptural answer, I beheve, is this, that the chronolo-

gical connexion of the two consummations was a thing

intended ; and neither unforeshown to, nor unforeseen

by, the saints of God, alike before, and at, and after, the

time of Christ.

On Moses' views in this matter there is scarce evi-

dence sufficient to enable us to pronounce : though it

seems that he understood the distinction of the two

covenant-promises ; and, as one written in God's Book
of the living,'* looked for the reward of the same heavenly

^ Deut. XXX. 1—9. - Luke xxi. 24, Matt, xxiii. 39. ^ Rom. xi. 25, 26.
'' Exod. xxxii. 32; " And Moses said unto the Lord, Oh this people have

sinned a great sin. Yet now if thou wilt forgive their sin— ; and if not, blot

me, I pray thee, out of the book that thou hast written. And the Lord said to

Moses, Whosoever hath sinned against me, him will I blot out of my book."

This Book is called in Psalm Ixix. 28 and Isa. iv. 3 the Book of the Living; in

Ezek. xiii. 9, the writing of the house of Israel ; in Dan. xii, 1, simply the book,

(" Thy people shall be delivered, all that are written in the book ; ") in Phil. iv. 3,

and Rev. iii. .5, sx. 15, xxi. 27, the Book of Life; in Luke x. 20, and Heb.xii. 23,

a writing in heaven. Compare also Apoc. vii. 4.
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inheritance and country as his fathers :' a country con-

nected some way with that earthly Canaan to which, in

fulfilment of the lesser covenant-promise made to Abra-

ham, and in type of the spiritual seed's greater Prophet

and Leader,^ he was now conducting the nation of

Israel.—But in the case of David (Christ's type in the

kingly, as Moses in the prophetic character) an expecta-

tion does, I think, appear of this synchronism ; even as

by one taught the secret of God's covenant.^ Himself

raised to be King of Israel, and foreknowing that he

was to be the father, according to the flesh, as well as

type of King Messiah, (the very Saviour promised to

Adam and to Abraham,) that Messiah's ultimate reign

of glory, after certain previous and mysterious sufferings,'*

was a subject on which he loved to dwell. And he thus

spoke of it :—viz. as a reign that would be established

on earth,^ a manifestation of his personal glory accom-

panying its introduction ;^ with the gathering of his saints

to Him, such as had made a covenant with Him by sa-

crifice,^ and an act and process also before heaven and

earth of some tremendous judgment by fire, and opening

of the pit of hell, upon the wicked :^—the result being a

most blessed and universal reign of righteousness ; Zion,

now at length restored and rebuilt, forming the central

point of the Messiah's manifestation,-* with " the seed of

his servants to inherit it, and them that love his name to

dwell therein :"'° and, on the view of this judgment, and

report from Zion of his glory, the conversion of the dis-

tant heathen following, and so the whole earth becoming
filled with his glory." Now among this seed of blessed

inheritors, and saints then gathered to the King Messiah,

as joined in covenant with Him by sacrifice, it would

' Heb. xi. 26. '"' Dcut. xviii. 15.
•* Psalm XXV. 14. I of course do not intend to confine David's meaning in tlic

phrase, " secret of the Lord," to this point : but I tliint; it was included.
^ Psalm xxii. &c.

^ Psalm viii, compared with Heb. ii. C>, &c ; Psalm xlvii, Ixxii, xcvii, &c. &c.
^' Psalm 1. 2, cii. 16, &c. ^ Psalm 1. .O. Compare 2 Thcss. ii. 1.

« Psalm ix. 16, 17, 1. .3, xcvii. 3—^. &c.
° Psalm xlviii. 1,2, 11, Ixxxvii. 1, 2, 3, xcvii. 8. xcix. 2, &c.

'" Psalm Ixix. 36. " Psalms Ixxii, xcvi, xcvii, xcviii, &,c.
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seem that David himself (who on earth felt as a stranger

and pilgrim, like his fathers ') expected to have a part.

For, while contrasting in one place death feeding on the

wicked, and the upright having dominion over them in

the morning, he expresses his belief of God redeeming

his soul individually from the power of the grave :
^ and

moreover elsewhere uses the same phrase, the morning,

koct' e|o%ijv, to express the time of God's deliverance of Is-

rael, and overthrow of evil on the earth. ^ To which it

may be added that, having in one place spoken of his

waking up after God's likeness (evidently at his resur-

rection) as the supreme object of his satisfaction,'* he yet

elsewhere notices the establishment of Messiah's kingdom

on earth as the ultimate object of his prayers :^ and in

yet another place, connectedly with a description of the

same earthly reign of King Messiah, God's having made
an everlasting covenant with himself, ordered in all

things and sure, the which was all his salvation and all

his desire.''

In the Prophets the same coincidence of time between

Israel's restoration and the saints' resurrection is also

expressed, only much more clearly. Take, for example,

Isaiah's prophecy in chapters xxiv—xxvii. He there

speaks of some terrible shaking of the earth under God's

judgment, and the host of the high ones, and kings of

the earth, being then as prisoners gathered into the pit

of their prison ; of the cotemporaneous reigning of the

Lord of hosts in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem,, before

his ancients (or Sanhedrim Council, such as on the

thrones of Apoc. xx. 4) with a glory that should make
the sun itself ashamed : of the Lord then opening to all

people a feast of fat things, and destroying the veil of

* Psalm xxxix. 12, cxix. 19.
- Psalm xlix. 14, 15 :— a passage quoted by Macknight in his Essay V, pre-

fixed to his Comment on the Galatians, to the same effect.

3 Psalm xlvi. 5 (Maig.) " God shall help her ivheti the morning appeareth."

Compare Psalm ex. 3, where also, 1 think, tlie resurrection morning is referred to.

•» Psalm xvii, 1,5.

•' Psalm Ixxii. 19, 20 ;
" And blessed be his glorious name for ever, and lit

the whole earth be filled with his glory! Amen and Amen !—The prayers of

David, the son of Jesse, are ended."
^ 2 Sam. xxiii. 1— .5.
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the covering cast over them, and swallowing up death in

victory, and wiping away tears from off all faces, and

taking away the rebuke of his people from off all the

earth, and punishing with his great and strong sword

the crooked serpent, and purging away the iniquity of

Jacob, and causing them that come of Jacoh to take

root, and Israel to blossom, and bud, and fill the earth

with fruit. Now St. Paul expressly identifies the fulfil-

ment of those words, " He shall swallow up death in

victory," with the time of the saints' resurrection ;^ while

the prophet as expressly identifies it with that of the

natural Israel's restoration : at the same time that the

other details of bis prophecy are, I may say, almost the

same, point by point, as those of the Apocalyptic prefi-

guration of the events introducing the Millennium. To
the same effect are the prophecies in Isaiah's two last

chapters : where the restoration of Israel is connected

with the " new heavens and neio earth;"" and moreover

with that punishment of transgressors, of which Christ

also speaks, as of a punishment to be adjudged at his

coming,'^ " the worm that never dieth, and the fire that

is never quenched."^ Further evidence might be easily

added from this same evangelic prophet, did my limits

permit. As it is, I have only space for a citation from

two or three of the other prophets.—And first, Hosea.
" The iniquity of Ephraim" he says, " is bound up

;

his sin is hid : the sorrows of a travailing woman shall

come upon him : he is an unwise son : for he should

not stay long in the place of the breaking forth of

children, / will ransom them from the power of the

grave : I will redeem them from death : death, I will

be thy plague: grave, I will be thy destruction :''

^

where again St. Paul may be cited, ^ in proof of the re-

surrection of the saints being the thing meant in the latter

verses, and consequently of its chronological coincidence

with Israel's restoration.—To much the same effect is

1 Cor. XV. 54. - Compare Mark ix, 2 J, Mutt. xiii. 42, xxv. 41.

Isa.lxvi. 24. ' Ilosea xiii. 12. . = 1 Cor. xv. 5.5.
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the prophecy in Micah v. 3.'—As to EzeMeVs celebrated

vision of the dry bones, ^ if the case be more equivocal,

yet 1 may observe that according to the exposition of

many Christian Fathers,^ derived perhaps from Jewish

Rabbies, those bones and that resurrection are to be con-

strued, not simply of the living Jewish people, and their

fall and resuscitation, but of the Jewish saints departed

also, and their bodily resurrection, in common with

Christian saints, at the time of Israel's restoration.—

Yet once more, (to close my Old Testament citations,)

there is the memorable case of Daniel xii. 2, 13: in

which chapter the resurrection of the just, and their

shining as the sun in the firmament, is made to occur

at the time of Israel's last trouble and deliverance, near

about the end of the 1260 days; and the declaration

made in chronological terms yet more exact, that at the

end of 1335 days, or years, the time of blessedness

would begin, and Darnel himself staiid in his lot (i. e.

his inheritance'^) at the end of those days.^

I have hinted that it was thus that the Jeivish expo-

sitors that lived between the return from Babylon and
destruction of Jerusalem understood the passages cited :

in proof of which statement I subjoin a few extracts.^

1 See Vol. iii. p. 236, Note 3. - Ezek. xxxvii.
^ For example, Irenceus, v. ) 5, after citing the whole vision in proof of the doc-

trine of a resurrection, sums up thus :
" Demiurgo et hie vivificante corpora nostra

mortua, et resurrectionem eis repromittente, et de sepulchris et monumentis
suscitationem et incorruptelam donante." (Is. xxvi. 19, " Thy dead shall live,

[^together with] my dead body shall they arise," Sic, is another Old Testament
prophecy here also cited by him.)—So again v. 34.—Similar to this is Tertullian's

explanation of Ezekiel's vision ; (De Resurr. Cam. ch. 30;) though he allows

that it may also signify the Jews' restoration ; and Cyprian's, Testim. iii. 53 : also

Cyril, Hierus. Cat. 18. Augustine in his De Genesi ad Lit. x, 8, referring to it,

says, " Apud Ezechielem prophetam demonstratur resurrectio mortuorum ;" but
adds presently after, " etiamsi illo loco non resurrectionem carnis, qualis proprie

futura est, sed inopinatam desperati populi reparationem per Spiritum Domini
figurata revelatione prsevidit."—So once more the Author of the Qucest. et Re-
spons. appended to Justin Martyr's Works, Qurcst. 4.'>. Hv 3c em tb E^fKtrjK

Ta iravra oirTaffia, Kai o^ea, Kai r] tovtuiv avaraais' SuKwcrt Se tij) irpotprfTTi TavTr}V

Trjv oTTTacnav b Qios, n-por]'yovixevoos j-nv ixr}vvaiv 5i' avrris ecrofxivriv 5ia Xpirov
Travrajv k o cr fii ktj v avaracriv r-qv iKviKpoov, iireira Se Kai Tr]i' i|/ux«-

y uiy lav T wv l(rpar}\iTwi' toov airoyvovToov eavrovs tc/i SeSovAaxrdai, on
eKevdepoi fcrovTai tvjs t&ji' Ba^vAoovtcev /SacrtAeia?. * KKvpovo/xia.

5 D'^p'^n. The article must be observed. It fixes the meaning to the days

just before mentioned, viz. the 1335 days. It is violence to the text to give it

any other meaning.
" 1. On Hosea vi. 2, "After two days will he revive us ; in the third day He
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And though a different construction has been put upon
them by ancient as well as modern anti-premillennarians,

as if they were simply prophecies of the revival and

resuscitation of Israel (as well as of the world with it,)

from a state of national and religious depression/ still,

while allowing that this is in part their subject, (and its

being so is of course an essential point in my argument,)

will raise us up, and we shall live in his sight," the Chaldee Targmn (a comment
it is supposed of the time of Ezra) thus expounds the passage. " Vivificabit nos

diebus consolationis qui venturi sunt :—die resurrectionis mortuorum suscitabit

nos; et vivemus cCim ipso." (Schoettgen, vi. 6.)

2. On Hosea xiv. 8, the Rabbi Eliezer the Great, who is supposed to have lived

just after the second temple was built, thus applies it to the pious Jews who
seemed likely to die without seeing the glory of Israel ;

" As I live, saith Jeho-
vah, I will raise you up in the time to come, in the resurrection of the dead ; and
I will gather you with all Israel." (Brooks' Elements, p. 36.)

3. The Author of the Book of Wisdom, a Jew of high antiquity, some say two
centuries before the Christian asra, (see Gray's Key,) and at the latest of the first

century, says in chap, ii, verses 7, 8, of the dead ;
" In the time of their visita-

tion they shall shine, and run to and fro like sparks among the stubble: they
shall judge the nations, and have dominion over the peoples ; and their Lord shall

reign for ever."

4. In 2 Maccab. vii. 9, the second of the seven brethren put to death by Anti-

ochus is represented to have said, " Thou takest us out of this present life, but
the king of the world shall raise us up, who have died for his laws, to everlasting

life." The fourth brother (verse 14) said, " As for thee thou shalt have no ressr-

rection to life." And the youngest showed that they expected this resurrection

to life by virtue of the eovenant ivith Abraham : saying, verse 3G, " For our bre-

thren, who now have suffered a short pain, are dead under God's covenant of ever-

lasting life." For, says Macknight, Essay v. § 3, prefixed to his Comment on
Epistle to the Galatians, " What covenant of everlasting life did God ever make
with the Jews, under which they could die ; unless it be the covenant with Abra-
ham, in which He promised with an oath to give him and his seed the land of
Canaan for an ererlasting possession?

"

The author of this second Book of Maccabees is judged to have lived a century
or more b.c at Alexandria.

5. When the Rabbi Gamaliel (St. Paul's Master) was asked by the Sadducees
to prove out of the Scripture the dpctiine of the resurrection of the dead, he is

said to have cited among other passages, Deut. xi. 21, "That thy days may be

multiplied, in the land ichich the Lord sivare to thy fathers to give them;" Ucut.
xxxi. 16, " But thou (MosesJ shalt sleep with thy fathers ;" as well as Isa. xxvi.

19, " Thy dead men shall rise," &c : which last seemed to give explanation how
the fathers, though asleep, were yet to inherit. (Mede, Book iii.)

6. Let me add the Rabbi Saadias Gaon, thus interpreting Dan. xii. 2. " Tliia

is the resurrection of the dead of Israel, whose lot is to eternal life : but those
who do not awake are the destroyed of the Lord, who go to the habitation be-

neath, that is Gehenna; and tliey shall be an abhorrence to all flesh." (Bicker-

steth on Prophecy, 277.)—This Rabbi, though of the late date of the tenth cen-
tury, yet seems to have given the exposition of more ancient Jewish expositors.

' So Vitringa in his Apocalypse, p. 1159, and in his Commentary on Isaiah

xxvi. Ig : referring to the prophecies, not only of Ezek. xxxvii and Hosea vi. 2,

but even of Dan. xii. 2, as to be taken in the same sense.—So too Rosenmuller
on Ezek. xxxvii ; who cites these same [lassages from other prophets, lie also

quotes Jerome's Comment on Kzck xxxvii, to the same eflVct.~lt is needless to

multiply other names.
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yet I think that the Jews rightly viewed them as inclu-

ding also distinct predictions of the literal resurrection

of the saints literally dead, cotemporaneously with Israel's

figurative resuscitation. For, in some cases at least, the

language seems unequivocal ;' and the apostolic comment
fixes the sense in others.^

And thus we come to consider more directly and fully

what is the light of the New Testament on the point in

question. Now with regard to Christ himself this is ob-

servable, not only that He did not reprove the Pharisees

(the then disciples of the Rabbinical school referred to)

for erroneous opinions about the resurrection ; but rather

seemed to hold with them. For, by adopting their phrase
" in Abraham's bosom,'' ^ to designate the place or state

of holy spirits departed from among them, the expect-

ants of a joyful resurrection, He almost sanctioned their

view of the resurrection as involved in, and guaranteed

by, the covenant-promise of inheriting the land, made to

their representative head and father Abraham ; and by
adopting another of their phrases, the resurrection of the

just,'^ might also seem to sanction in a measure their views

of its distinctive character : not to add that, on two diffe-

rent occasions. He assured to his twelve disciples a parti-

cipation in the future government of the twelve tribes of
Israel, at his advent, and in his kingdom;^ which parti-

' I may especially rest on the prophecy in Dan. xii, 2, compared with verse 13
of the same chapter. Clarius, (an anti-premillennarian commentator in the
Critici Sacri,) constrained hy the clearness of the language, writes thus on Dan.
xii. 2, 13, and notices the general concurrence both of Jewish and Christian ex-
positors in so explaining it :

" Hie apertissim^ locus est de Resunectione, etiam
Judffiis sapientioribus consentientibus ; tametsi ciim Chilidstis videantur sentire.

—Omnium Catholicorum et peritorum Hebrjeorum consensu in hoc ultimo versa
resurrectio promittitur." And so too Calniet.

Even Orotius himself, the most bold perhaps of anti-premillennarians, after a
very singular primary exposition of the passage on that principle, (as if "Thou
shalt stand in thy lot," meant Pra>fecturam quam habes relinebis, and " At, or
to, the end of the days," adplenam senectutem,) yet is forced to add, " Videntur
tamen studio ita concepta verba ut illud Quiesces de morte sumi possit, et Stabis

significare oj'ar77(77;, (quomodo vertit Theodotion,) et finis dierum finem universi."
He takes no notice of the article, "//tedays."—So too For;)/;?/??/, says "Wintle in loc.

" Hence Lowth on Isa. xxv. 8, allows that that prophecy can only be fulfilled

at the general resurrection.

I
Luke xvi. 22. ^ Luke xiv. 14. See Macknight, Essay v. § 3.

'" 1st. Matt. xix. 28 ;
" Jesus said unto them. Verily I say unto j'ou, that ye

which have followed me, in the regeneration, {rri iraXiyy^veaKi,) when the Son
of Man shall sit on the throne of his glory, shall also sit upon twelve thrones
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cipation they could only have through and after a resur-

rection from the dead, so timed as the Pharisees ex-

pected.—Nor were the disciples led even by his latest

instructions otherwise to view the matter. It seems to

me very remarkable that after Christ's resurrection, just

when He had been speaking to them of the things of
" the kingdom of God,'' they asked him, " If he would

at that time restore the kingdom to Israel ;" as if the

Jewish view of the synchronism of IsraeVs restoration

and Messiah's kingdom was admitted in these conversa-

tions : nor were they corrected by Christ, but only told

that it was not for them to know the times and seasons.^

—To the same effect was St. Paul's declaration, when
pleading before Agrippa, that he was judged for the

hope of the promise made of God to the fathers, " to

which promise the twelve tribes, instantly serving God
day and night, hoped to come .-"^ compared with his pre-

vious saying, " Of the hope and resurrection of the dead

I am called in question."^ For there can be no doubt

that the promise to which the hopes of the twelve tribes

were instantly directed, was that of the restoration of the

kingdom to Israel : which event consequently was thus

distinctly associated by the Apostle with the resurrection

of the just. Besides which we have, as before said, his

memorable comment in I Cor. xv. 54, 55, on certain

prophecies already cited from Isaiah and Hosea, which

treat of the time and circumstances and blessedness of

Israel's restoration : a comment which represents them

as to be fulfilled at the time, and in the fact, of the saints'

glorious resurrection.^

judging the twelve tribes of Israel." In which pac-sage the remarkable expres-

sion " in the regeneration," or " rcnomtion," will be referred to under the next

head. 2nd. Luke xxii. 28, 29 ; "Ye are they which have continued with me in

my tr-mptations : and I appoint unto you a kingdom, as my Father hath appointed

unvo me ; that ye may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom, and sit on

thrones judging the twelve tribes bf Israel." * Acts i. 7.
" Acts xxvi. G, 7. ** Acts xxiii. 6, xxiv. 21.

* 1 Cor. XV. .54 ;
" So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption,

then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in

victory. 55, O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?"

—

In the former of these verses his reference is to Isa, xxv. 8 : "In this mountain
he will destroy the vail that is spread over all nations ; he will swallow up death

in victory." In the latter he refers to Hosea xiii. 14: "1 will ransom them
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4. And with this agree also the New Testament repre-

sentations of the synchronism of Christ's advent and the

saints' resurrection with the time of the general predicted

blessedness of the ivorld :— a blessedness originally con-

nected in the Abrahamic covenant with the promise to

Abraham's own seed and family/ and which in Old

Testament prophecy is so intermingled with the promises

just considered to Israel, that it is difficult altogether to

separate the consideration of the one from the other

:

though I think it well for distinctness' sake here to

attempt it.

Thus, as a first example, there is the passage from

Matt. xix. 28, (cited to illustrate another point under

the former head,) which makes mention of the great

future itaXiyyevearia, OY regeneration. For what the -n-aXt^ye-

i'icrM spoken of but the state when Christ shall make all

things new,^ and this earth be restored to paradisiacal

blessedness ? ^ In which state, however, and over which

renovated earth, Christ here declares that the apostles

(evidently raised from the dead for the purpose) shall, toge-

ther with their Lord, have the authority and government.*

My second passage is that notable one in St. Peter's

sermon, after the miraculous restoration of the lame man
by the temple-gate, just after the Holy Spirit's effusion

on the day of Pentecost :
^ " Repent ye, therefore, and

from the powers of the grave; I will redeem them from death : O death I will

be thy plagues; O grave, I will be thy destruction."
* Gen. xii. 3, xxii. 18 ;

" In thee (and in thy seed) shall all the families of the

earth be blessed."—Compare Rom. xi. 12, 15 ;
" If the casting away of them be

the reconciling of the world, how much more their fullness?" " If the casting

away of them be the reconciling of the word, what the receiving of them but
life from the dead V

- Apoc. xxi. 5 ;
" And he that sate upon the throne said. Behold I make all

things new."
3 I cite what follows from Schleusner on the word TiaKiy'Yivecnd.. " Meta-

phorice omnis magna et insignis pristini alicujus rei statiis instauratio, ei insti-

tutio

:

—speciatim ille rerum humanarum status quo tristia tempora aliaac Icetiora

exclpiwntfata. Sic. v. c. apud Grsecos Scriptores na.Ki'y'Yevicna tribuebatur terrse,

veris tempore formam suam mutanti ; et apud Stoicos mundi in statum nieliorem

restitutio TraXiyyiveaia dicebatur." He adds that Lucian uses it of the butterfly

bursting from its chrysalis ; and that the S>riac translation renders it in Matt.

xix. 28, " in scecuIo novo."
* Compare Heb. ii. 5.—The Jews supposed angels to be appointed over this

earth and its several kingdoms, as I have observed Note 3, p. 118 suprel.
'" Acts iii. 19, &c. I subjoin the original Greek here also, from Scholz.

MeTacoTjo-ct-e ouj', Kftj eTricTTpeif/aTe, sis to ii^a.Kzi(pQt]vai. v/j.ui' ray afiaprias' oirais
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be converted, to the end that your sins may be blotted

out; that* the times of refreshing may come from the

presence of the Lord, and he may send Jesus Christ

which before was ordained for (or preached unto) you :

whom the heavens must receive until the times of the

restitution of all things, of which God hath spoken by

the mouth of his holy prophets since the world began/'

In order to the right understanding of this passage, two

things need to be premised ;— 1st, that the word resto-

ration or restitution, given in our received translation,

is just the most accurate expression of the sense of the

word ocnoKataruaK; in versc 2 1 , accordantly both with its

use elsewhere and its derivation ;
^ not fuljilment, as

Whitby and Faber on very slender and questionable au-

av eA6co<TL Kaipoi ava^pv^ius airo irpoauirovrov Kvptov, Kai airocrrnXri rov npoKexfipiff-

jxfvov* iifXLV Iriffovv Xpiarov &v ^eL ovpavov (.leu Se^aaOai axpt XP'"^'^" anoKaTacTTaaews
iruVTCov, wv e\a\r)(T€i> 6 &iOs Sia (TTOfiaTus riav ayiwv avrov Trpo^Tjrcot' ott' aiwios.

* OTTois av. Tills is the most natural rendering of the conjunction. So Luke ii.

35, oirus av airoKa\v<pQ(jiaii> e/c iroWwi/ KapSiaiv StaXoyiaixot' that the thoughts of
many hearts may he revealed: and Psalm li. 4, (Sept.) otois av StKaiaidris ev Koyois

(Tov that thou mightest be justified in thy sayings : &c. This is almost universally

allowed by expositors ;—anti-premillennarians, as well as others : e g. by Whitby,
Vitringa, Doddridge, Lightfoot. The critic Rosenmuller says ;

" 'Oirws av, eum in

finem, ut : nam particula bTtais cum conjunctivo juncta notat ut, ita ut, Matt. vi.

5, xxiii. 3.'), Acts XV. 17, Rom. iii. 4." And so, as Whitby observes, Irenseus

and Tertullian f expounded the phrase here of old.—Our English version renders

it less literally as a particle of time: " When the times," &c.
- KaTaaraais is the actual state, condition or constitution ; and consequently

avoKaTacTTaais most naturally a new and different constitution of things, generally

by restoration to what it was originally. So the iierb, Matt. xii. 13 ; ATroKareaTadr)

vyi7\s ws i] aAArj" " His hand was restored whole as the other :
" Matt. xvii. 1 1 ;

" Elias aiTOKaja(TTii)(TiL iravra, shall restore all things :
" Acts i. C, Et anoKadiaTavfts

^aiTiKfiav T<f) lo-parjA, " Will thou restore the kingdom to Israel:" Jer. xvi. l^,

ATT0KaracT7]aw avrovs us Trjv yr\v avTwv &c.—The substantive itself only occurs
here, in the New Testament. And the three meanings which Schleusner gives to

it in his Lexicon are ;— 1. " Rei in primum locum reductio, restitutio ;
— 2. Oiiinis

restitutio prioris statds;—3, Reductio rerum in meliorem sfatum." This is the
more observable, as he adds the expression of his own inclination to take the word
here in Hesychius' sense of Tehttooais ; but, apparently because of the inadequacy
of the authority, does not give that meaning. Kuinocl, with similar and equal
inclination, is equally unable to discover a case in ])oint : for he takes refuge in

the Septuagint version of Job viii. 6, which is not to the point.

By classical authors the noun or verb are similarly used in the sense of restora-

tion :
—surgically of the setting or restoration of diseased or broken limbs ;

—

astronomically of the sun reluming into his old sign in the Zodiac; politically of
hostages or exiles returning to their country. See Schleusner and Scapula.—And

* So too Rosenmuller. The sense is, Him that was foreordained for you. The
received text, followed by our English translation, is vpoKfKrtpvytxevov, before

preached.

t Tertullian thus :
" Resipiscite ad abolenda delicta vcstra, ut tcmpora vobis

superveniant refrigeril," &c. DeResur. 23.
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thority propose to render it :
'— 2ndly, that the antece-

dent of the relative wv in the same verse, seems deter-

mined by the sense of the sentence to be the word x/jovwi/,

times. For though, with regard to this last point, the

antecedent understood might well, on mere grammatical

grounds, be the Trai/Tc-v, all things,'^ yet would there

then^be^needed, to avoid absurdity, such a restriction in

the sense of the TravT&v,^ as to make the construction far

so too by the Jewish ivriters Josephus and Philo, as Kuinoel observes on tliis pas-

sage ; and also by the early fathers, as Ignatius, Irenseus, Origen,*
' They ground this on Hesychius' and Pliavorinus' explanation, reXeioio-ts,—on

the Syriac and Arabic versions which render the clause, the one, " Till the fulness

of the time of all things," the other, " Till the times in which all things shall be

perfected orfinished,"—and on Irenaeus' version as represented by the Latin dis-

posilionis, and TertuUian's exhibitionis

;

—without one really parallel passage to

support them, from Scripture, the Classics, or the Fathers. On what they adduce

we remark, 1. that TertuUian's version exhibitionis, whatever it mean, does not

mean fulfilment:— 2. that Irena:us' dispositio was probably in his own Greek
StaOeaeciis, and taken from Luke xxii. 29, " I apjiuint {^lariQifiai) unto you, as

my Father hath appoi7ited (5ie06To) to me, a kingdom," quite in the premillenna-

lian sense : also that his understanding airoKajacrTaffLs as I do appears from his

use of it in a passage where the original Greek has been preserved, Lib. i. ch. 10
;

ToT€ 5e Kat ttj;/ a-noKaTamaaiv Twi' 6\<»v €</)rj (sell, the heretic Marcus) yivicrdai,

6rav rp. Ttavra KanXdovTa eis to kv ypafi^a, fxiav Kai rriv avrr)v (K<pwi'7i(Tii' rixW]!'-—3. that the Arabic version is doubtful, and the Syriac tantamount to " the

dispensation of the fulness of times," spoken of in Eph. i. 10. So Mr. Cuning-
hame,—4. As to Hesychius' explanation, it means only, I conceive, that consum-
mation which is by restoration.

" So Mr. Faber: the result of his twofold criticism,—viz on aTtoKaTacr-raais, and
on irai'T&ji' as the antecedent before &iu,—being to make out of St. Peter's words
a direct anti-premillennarian statement, to the effect that Christ cannot return

from heaven till the Millennium, as well as ail else, be accomplished ; seeing that

the Millennium is itself a thing predicted !—Did it not occur to Mr. Faber that

the resurrection and heavenly and eternal blessedness of the saints, after the

Millennium, are also things predicted by the prophets ; and consequently what
ought also to be accomplished (on his view of the apostle's saying) before

Christ's return ? \
^ Restricted, as meaning simply all those things prophesied of as to be restored,

and of which the restoration had not then been effected.

* It may be well to exemplify.— 1. Ignatius, ad Smyrn. § 11 ;
AiroKareo-Toerj

avrois TO tSiov o-w/xaTeioj'- said of the Church of Antioch being restored to the

Church Catholic, of which it was a member.— 2. Irenceus, i. 14 : To«' ^Aioi/ ec

SiKaSvo ixy)cn Tep/xaTi^ofra T7]f kvkXiktjv avTov airoKaracnaaiV.—3. Origen; (Contib.

C'els. Lib. iv ;) 6ti sS' airoKaraaTaOrjaovrai, said of the Jews not being restored to

their country.

t Even were iravTcov the antecedent, the plural form of the times would imply

a certain duration in the course of which the restoration of these things would
take place ; and the natural sense of the whole sentence be, as it with the parti-

ciple, " Whom the heavens must receive till the times of restoring all things

whose restoration has been predicted :
"—a statement of meaning not unlike the

other: since, though the axp" by itself would be indeterminate, yet would
the sense of the passage fix the epoch of the advent as not at the end, but the

beginning, of the times spoken of. Else, as before said, it would make Christ's

advent later than the resurrection.—Compare on the iravra Matt. xvii. 11, quoted

Note 2 p. 208, just before; and on the grammatical question Note 3 p. 210.

VOL. IV. P
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less easy than with xp"''^" foi* the antecedent. Thus
the intent of the apostle's statement must be this :

" Whom the heaven must receive till those times of the

restitution'' (or, as we have seen it elsewhere called, the

regeneration) " of all things ; of which times the whole

succession of prophets have spoken." ^—With which view

of the clause the context of the verse immediately pre-

ceding bears the strictest agreement. For " the times of

refreshing," there spoken of,^ are evidently the same as

the " tinies of the restitution of all things,'' in this pre-

sent verse : and in regard to the former, as well as the

latter, Christ's second coming (a coming attended of course

with the raising of the saints) is represented as the oc-

casion of their commencement.^—And this is further to

be observed, that in the /ormer clause the important in-

timation seems added that Israel's conversion would syn-

chronize with, or rather introduce, that coming: while

in the latter (as just stated) the restoration of this fallen

world is noted as its almost immediate consequence.

The late learned Dr. Routh, Mr. Cuninghame says, having the question refer-

red to him, answered decidedly that the wv must, in order to make sense, agree

with xpoj'cc)^. In case, however, of restricting the sense of the " all things " as

above suggested, sense would on the other construction he also made : and in-

stances of similar restriction might be found ; though, I think, but rarely.

' Compare too verse 24; " Yea, and all the prophets, as many as have spoken,

have foretold of these days :
"—the apostles, who did not know the times and

seasons, fancying that the desired consummation was then very near.
- Kaipoi avarpv^ews. The verb afai^ux'" is used by the Septuagint in Judges

XV. 19, 1 Sam. xvi. 23, and 2 Sam. xvi. 14, of Samson's revival from extreme
thirst,—Saul's from the evil spirit, on David's playing the harp,—and David's

from the weariness and sadness of his retreat from Jerusalem, on Absalom's
rebellion.—Roseumullei' says ;

" Piva^v^is, avairavais, Itaque Katpoi avaxfiv^eccs sunt
tempora quietis ; id est summa3 felicitatis, in regno Messise expectanda;, quod
Christus & coelo rediturus olim inaugurabit."

^Mr. Faber objects; "The syntax (referring wj* to xp<»"«"') forced and un-
natural in itself, though grammatically possible, is constructively impossible.

We may properly say. Until the times concerning which God hath spoken ; but
we cannot properly say, Until the times which God hath spoken."—I am not sure

whether I rightly understand Mr. F. He surely cannot mean to say that the iv
may not be explained as cither for Trept wv, or in the genitive from the Attic attrac-

tion : seeing that it is on one or other of these principles that the relative in the

genitive must be explained, even though construed with Tramwv. The only possible

sense which I can attach to his objection is, that out of two antecedents alike

agreeing grammatically with a relative, the one nearest must necessarily be the
one connected with it. A rule, I need not say, far from universal.

[As this sheet is passing through the press, I see that Mr. Faber in his " F.ight

Dissertations,'' just published (i.8.) cites Pro/. GaM/b''ti, adjudging that iroi'Ttoi'

must be the antecedent, not xpovwv. I must therefore beg to add the following
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My third passage is from Rom. viii. 18, &c. After

sjDeaking of himself and other true disciples, alike Gen-

tiles and Jews, (for the mystery of Israel's temporary

blindness had now broken on the apostles, and of the

equal admission of believing Gentiles to the blessings of

the Abrahamic covenant,) as those with whose spirits the

Holy Spirit itself witnessed that they were children of

God, and how that if children they would be then heirs,

heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ, if so be that

they suffered with him that they might be also glorified

together,— St. Paul thus goes on :
' " For I reckon that

the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be

compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us.

For the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for

the manifestation of the sons of God. For the creature

was made subject to vanity, (not willingly, but by reason

of him who hath subjected the same,^) in hope ;—because

the creature itself shall be delivered from the bondage

of corruption, into the glorious liberty of the children

of God. For we know that the whole creation groaneth

decisive example, in justification of my view, from Jude 15 : Tlepi iravTuv twv
tpywv avToiv iiv 7iffe^r](Tav where the antecedent of civ is epywv, not avrwv.

Similar is Rosemnuller's view. " Winzerus recte monet pronomen oov non ad
iravTwv sed ad xp<"'««"' respicere : quod ex versa 24 intelligitur : ubi, post Mosem
antek memoratum, omnes etiam reliquos vates ras tjixepas Tavras annuntiasse

declarat Petrus. Povro Winzerus observat ad Judseos orationem habere -Petrum
Scilicet, tanquam prEemium fidei in Christum, sperare eos jubet Kaipovs avaxpu^ews

et xpovovs airoKaraffraaeuis iravraiv, quce phrases inter se non differunt. Jam vero

anoKUTacTacrLS de i-estitutione in pristinum statum in integrum, ut Grseci, ita

Judcei scriptores dicere consueverunt. Polyb. iv. 23. 1, Diod. Sic. xx. 34 ; Septuag.

Gen. xii. 13, Job viii. 6, Jer. xxiii. 8. Coll. Matt. xii. 13, Marc. iii. 5, viii. 25,

Luc. vi. 10, Act. i. 6."—So, he adds, the Jews expected Messiah to restore Para-

dise, making a "renovationem mundi physici :
" and that St. Peter so expected,

2 Pet. iii. 7, &c. compared with Apoc. xxi. 1.—2nd Ed.]
' The Greek, of this important passage is as follows in Scholz's text.

Aoyi^o/xai yap oti ovk a|ia to Tra67]fj.aTa tov vvv Kaipou irpos rrjv fj.eA\ov(jai' 5o|ar

airoKa\v<p6rjvai eis rjfxas. 'H yap airoKapaSoKia* rrjs KTiffeons Tqv aTroKoAi/if/iC toii'

VL(A>v TOV @eou aTre/fSexeTai. Tj; "yap inaTaiOTTjTi tj KTiais inreTayri {ovx cKovcra, aAAa
5ia TOV vTTOTa^avTa,) en eAiriSi- uTt uat avT-q i] ktktis e\ev6ipooer]<TeTai airo ttjs

SovXiias T7JS cpdopas ets tt)v (\ev6epiav ttjs So^tjs twv tskvuv tov 0€Ov. OiSa/u-ev yap
oti Traaa t] ktictij crvaTeva^ei Kat awcoSivei axpi tov vvv ov //.ovov Se, a\Xa kul avTOi

r7)v aTrapxv tou nvivnaTos 6X'"''''fS, Kai jj/xeis avToi ev eavTois ffTfva^o[Ji.ev, iiioOecriav

amKSexofiivoi, tttiv anoAvTpccaiv tov aaifiaTos f Tjixuiv.

2 Both Griesbach and Scholz mark the parenthesis.

* Literally, a turning or stretching of the head in intent expectation,

t St. Paul not infrequently conjoins this word (xuijxa in the singular with per-

sons in the plural, though meaning their bodies, in the literal sense, plurally. So
Rom, vi. 12, iv TCf QvriT(f vjxwv cruifxaTf also 1 Cor. vi. 19, 20, 2 Cor. iv. 10, &c.

P 2
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and travaileth in pain together, until now. And not

only they, but ourselves also which have the first-fruits

of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves,

waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our

body."—Now, on one point that has been controverted

in this passage, viz. the meaning of the word ktio-i^, ren-

dered creature and creation, I am not careful. Un-
questionably it may mean the vjhole visible earthly crea-

tion, animate and inanimate. And if it be so construed

here, as the early Christian Fathers did in fact under-

stand it/ and I think not without reason, then the pre-

millennial conclusion I contend for follows immediately :

the restoration of this lower ivorld to its original paradi-

siacal state, and freedom from the curse consequent on

man's sin, being in that case made to succeed after the

redemption of the body, and visible glorification of the

predestinated children of God ;
^ in other words upon

and after their resurrection? But the word may mean
also, as Whitby would have it, and as I am content for

present argument's sake to admit, the rational creation

of God in this world, that hmankincl, simply and alone.*

In regard of whom the earnest expectation attributed to

them by the apostle is well explained by Whitby :
" desire

^ IrencBus says, v. 32, 36 ;
" Opoitet ergo et ipsam creationem redintegratam

ad pristinum sine prohibitione servire justis : et hoc Apostolus fecit manifestum
in e^ rjuae est ad Romanes : sic dicens, Nam expectatio creatnrJE revelationem

filiorum Dei expectat." And Tertullian, Contra Hermog. Chap. ii. ; "Tunc erit

mali finis ctim revelatio filiorum Dei veAem^vM creationem fl malo utique vanitati

subjectam."—So our Knglisb translation renders it here creation, as well as crea-

ture. And Schleusner on the word Ktktis, gives, as one meaning, " Omnes res

a Deo creatce, omnis rerum nntura, 7mircrsum ;" referring to t/iis passage in ex-
emplification, as well as to Rom. i. 25, &c. Mr. Scott too, though an anti-

premillennarian, so takes it. ^ Compare verse 29.
^ Irenaeus, V. 31, notes certain heretics, who expected the saints' glorifica-

tion to follow immediately after death, and before their resurrection :
" non

suscipientes salutcm carnis sua;, contemncntes autcm reiiromissionem Dei, simul
atque rnorlui fuerint dicimt se supcrgrcdi cceIos et Demiurgum." And so Justin

Martyr, Dial, ciim Tryph. Oi icai \tyovTi /Uij ei^ai veKpaiv avaraatv, a\\' ot/ua tijj

avoOvrifTKetu tos ij/i/xas avruiv avaXafx^aveaQai fis tov spavov. Statements of doc-

trine which, while precisely agreeing with what Scri|itinc tells us, contrast cu-

riously with that of the Churcli of Rome, anathematizing in its Trentine Council
as heretics, all who say that the souls of saints do not instantly go to heaven : a

point observed on already Note 2 p. I'Jl.

•• So Mark xvi. 15, "Preach the gospel to every creature," -naari rri KTitrei.

Compare Col. i. 15, " The firstborn of every creature," ttputotokos irao-vjr KTiaeais'

and in verse 23, " to every creature," fv iracr-p tt) KTitrei.
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and expectation being," as he says, " ascribed in tlie sa-

cred dialect to creatures in reference to things they want,

and which tend to their advantage, though they expli-

citly know nothing of them. ."' Now, this being premised,

we have only to mark carefully two particulars in the

passage, in order to see that still the same conclusion as

before must necessarily be drawn from it. The one

point is the distinction in it between the creature (i. e.

mankind generally) spoken of, and the saints, or predes-

tinated children of God, in particular:— a distinction

expressed by the apostle,- as well as implied through the

whole context. The other point is the object of the

creature's expectation,—I mean of the creature as distin-

guished from Christ's elect saints. We, says the apostle,

wait for the adoption, the redemption of our body. But
the creature (or creation) generally has its earnest ex-

pectation bent upon the manifestation of the sons of God.

Manifestation of whom ? I pray the reader to mark
this point. Clearly of the glorified saints, the predesti-

nated sons of God. And to whom ? Not surely a ma-
nifestation of them to themselves, (who ever heard of a

revelation or manifestation of oneself in this manner
to oneself?) but to angels, to men, to the universe:

more especially to that same creature, or creation, whose
longing expectation is directed thereto, and which is

thereupon to receive its blessing and deliverance.—The
anti-premillennial expositors are for the most part some-

what shy of this word revelation, with its proper geni-

tive, in their comments ; and confound the saints hope

with that of the creation.^ And no wonder. For I be-

' Hence, he says, the Messiah is called in Gen. xlix. 10, npoo-SoKio ro)v ^Qpoiv,

the expectation of the Gentiles, and in Haggai ii. 7, the desire of all nations.
2 " Not only they," he says in verses 22, 23, (that is the ktktis or creature

generally,) "but even ourselves which have the first-fruits of the Spirit do
groan," &c.

3 Thus Orig-en; " They expect the time when those things shall be revealed
which are prepared for them that are sons of God." Whitby ;

" That which it

(theKTjtTis) groans for, is i<x redemption from corruption." Macknight; "Though
the Gentiles in particular knew nothing of the revelation of the sons of God, the
apostle calls their looking for o resurrection from t/ie dead a looking for that re-

velation ; because the sons of God are to be revealed by their being raised with
incorruptible bodies :"—and again, " their earnest desire of immortality." Scott.
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lieve it would be hard to escape from the cogency of the

expression, naturally construed, in the sense I argue for.

Let me just add, ere I go on, that this result to the

creation in general from the manifestation of the glori-

fied saints, the children of God, and children of the

resurrection,' is, as I conceive, the same that our Lord

intended in a most observable, but often misappre-

hended and often misapplied passage, in his intercessory

prayer, John xvii. " I pray not," He says in the first

instance, " for the world, but for them which thou hast

given me out of the world ;
" ^ i.e. the election of grace.

For which last his final prayer was,^ that they might all

be one, (evidently at the time of their glorification,^ the

only time of perfect unity which the Bible holds out to

the Church,^) and that they might see and partake of his

glory ; of course after their resurrection. Then follows

a notice, twice over, of the foreseen effect of this their

conjoint glorification on the world : (it is to this I was

alluding:) verse 21, "that the ivorld maij believe that

thou hast sent me;'' verse 23, ''that the ivorld may
know that thou hast sent me, and hast loved them as

thou hast loved me."

5. AJifth argument against Whitby's theory of the

post -millennial resurrection of the saints, and in favour

of that of their premiilennial rising at Christ's coming,

to take part in his millennary reign^ (for his appearing

and kingdom synchronize,)^' is soon stated, but I think

of great weight ; viz. that this resurrection, glorification,

is more lionest in his comment : but neither suggests, nor obviates, the difficulty

hence arising in the way of his own anti-prcmillennial system.
' Luke XX. 36 ; "And they are the children of God, being children of the re-

surrection." -' Verses 6, 9. ^ Verses 21—24.

^ " And whom God justified," says St. Paul, (Rom. viii. 30,) of the predestinate

or election of grace, " them he also glorified :" meaning, 1 conceive, in hix pur-

pose.—So Jer. i. .5 ;
" Before 1 formed thee in the belly I sanctified thee."

' Compare John xi. 52, Ephes. i. 10.— I think had this point of divine reve-

lation been duly considered, there would not have been advocated theories of

an earthly ecclesiastical unity, so as they have been, alike by Romanists, Tracta-

rians, Semi-Tractarians, the Plymouth Brethren, and by other Protestants to.).

Compare Vitringa, p. 11C8.
•> So 2 Tim. iv. 1,

" Who shall judge the quick and dead at his appearing and

kingdom."
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and participation in his kingdom are uniformly noted, I

believe, as the reward of hard service, suffering, conflict.

** Ye are they which have continued with me in my temp-

tations, and I appoint unto you a kingdom," &c :
'—

" The kingdom of heaven suffereth violence :
" ^—" If

we suffer ivith Him that we may be also glorified toge-

ther:"^ " Our hght affliction, which is but for a moment,
worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight

of glory :"^ "He that overcometh shall inherit all

things :
" ^ &c, &c. So the faithful companions of the

typical David's time of hardship, exile, and suffering, had
the fit rewards of office and promotion on his establish-

ment in the kingdom. But can the righteous in the mil-

lennial dispensation come under the same category of

hard service and suffering for Christ? To whom, how-
ever, Whitby's theory would equally assign a part in the

first resurrection, and Messiah's kingdom.

6. I might add perhaps yet another and different ar-

gument from the term sabbatism applied by St. Paul to

the departed saints expected rest.^ For if the word in-

dicate, as it might seem to do, some septenary of time,

—the which could scarce be any other than the seventh

millennium of the world,"^—then, without entering at all

minutely into chronological details, it is evident from
our present actual position near the end, on the lowest

computation, of the world's sixth millennary,^ that were

we to postpone its commencement yet a thousand years,

— in other words, were we to admit of a Millennium of

earthly bliss still intervening before the departed saints'

entrance on their promised blessedness, then their rest,

even though this Millennium were to begin instantly,

would be postponed long after the opening of the seventh

millennary ; and consequently be, in the more proper and
etymological sense of the term, no sabbatism.—But the

full and more exact consideration of this last argument,

1 Luke xxii. 28. 2 Matt. si. 12.
3 Rom. viii. 17. So Apoc. i. 'J ; 2 Tim. ii. 12. * 2 Cor. iv. 17.

^^ Apoc.xxi. 7. " Heb. iv. 9.
" This will appear in my last cliapter. « gge ibid.
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as well as of the ancient Jewish and Christian Fathers'

opinion concerning it, will tind perhaps its titter place

in my concluding chapter. And I shall therefore here

say on it no more.

So my millennial argument ends : and I conclude on

general Scripture evidence, just as hefore on that of the

Apocalyptic passage itself, that Whitby s theory is as un-

tenable as those of Augustine and Grotius, and that the

only true one is the literal:— which theory, held by the

earliest Christian Fathers, has been revived substantially

among us by Mede, Daubuz, and Bishop Newton ; and

been embraced by almost all modern prophetic expositors

of note,' as well as by many others also whose studies,

though not directly prophetic, have yet bordered on the

subject, such as Mr. GreswelF and the late learned

Bishop Van Mildert."*—For my own part I cannot but

feel much struck at the consistency, as well as variety,

of the evidence in its favour. If evidence has been

brought from Scripture to show the synchronization of

the saints' resurrection alike with Israel's conversion and

restoration,— with the world's restoration to paradisiacal

blessedness,— eiud with Antichrist"s destruction also,— it

seems to appear from quite other scriptures that these

various events, which thus synchronize with it, are like-

wise to synchronize with each other : viz. Israel's resto-

ration with the earth's restoration, and each and either

with Antichrist's destruction^—^ov can I help being

struck also at the agreement of the Apocalyptic state-

ment, thus explained, respecting the first and second re-

' Mr. Faher is almost the only exception.
'-' See the Introduction to his work on the Parables.

3 Mr. Bitkersteth has quoted the Bishop's opinion at length, in his Work on

J'rophecy. I Rive an extract. " Respecting the Millennium, or reign of the saints

on earth for 1000 years after these events shall have taken i)lace, there is room

for a great variety of conjecture. Whether we are to expect that a resurrection

and triumph of the saints sliall i)recede the general and final resurrection, or

whether to hold that it is not to be a reign of persons raised from the dead, but

a renovotcd state of the Church, flourishing gloriously for 1000 years, after the

conversion of the Jews, and the flowing in of all nations to the Christian

faith,— it is not necessary to determine. The former interpretation seems to

offer the least violence to the language of Scripture, and is su])portrd by great

authority." p. 275. * Sec pp. KMi. Ill, ir,;)— i"i.
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surrection, with St. Paul's famous declaration on a simi-

lar subject in 1 Cor. xv. 23, 24, &c. " But every man
in his own order: Christ the first-fruits: afterward^

they that are Christ's at his coming : then cometh the

end ^ when he shall have delivered up the kingdom to

God, even the Father ; when he shall have put down all

rule and all authority and power : for he must reign till

he hath put all enemies under his feet. The last enemy
that shall be destroyed is death." In this passage three

several distinct epochs, as if with intervals of time be-

tween them,"^ appear to be marked ; that of Christ's

own resurrection,—that of the saints' resurrection at his

coming,—and that finally of his destroying the last

enemy, death. All which seems exactly to correspond

with our Apocalyptic theory of the saints' resurrection

taking place pi'emillenmally on Christ's second coming,

long after his own resurrection ; and then, at the inter-

val of yet a thousand years, on the completion of the

resurrection, Christ's casting Death and Hades into the

lake of fire.—On Whitby's theory the duration of the

€»Ta of St. Paul would be reduced to a nothing.

As to the grand difficulty in the way of this theory,

which has been supposed to arise out of St. Peter's de-

scription* of the earth's being burnt up before the pro-

mised new heavens and new earth, I shall only suggest,

as others before me, that the yri, or earth, of the Apostle's

conflagration is by no means certainly the whole habi-

table world; (indeed the parallel prophecy of Isa, Ixv.

17, 18, Ixvi. 22, &c, seems to forbid it ;) or, in fact, any

other than the Roman earth, which we have seen on Apo-
calyptic evidence is to be destroyed premillennially by fire

at the time of Antichrist's destruction : moreover that He
who saved a remnant out of the ivatery deluge, which is

St. Peter's own topic of comparison, may well be sup-

posed to have liis ways of saving alive a remnant now

' e7r€iTa. ^ iira ro re\os.
^ That the eiro is generally so used, will appear from the following parallels :

Mark iv. 17, eira 0Kii\/is, "afterward tribulation," &c ; ib. 28, " first the blade,

(na s-oxu$, then the ear ;" 1 Cor. xv. 5, " first to Cephas, then to the twelve;"

and 1 Tim. ii. 13, " Adam was first formed, then Eve," * 2 Peter iii. 10.
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again out of the deluge offire.—Further, with reference

to another objection urged alike from Dan, xii. 2,' and

John V. 28,^ as if indicating necessarily that the resurrec-

tion and judgment of the just and of the unjust are to

take place at one and the same time, I must beg to

make the suggestions following :—as regards Daniel,

that it is doubtful whether the Hebrew original of the

passage makes any assertion at all about the resurrec-

tion of the unjust ;'^ and, as regards St. John, that no

such inference can be justly drawn from the circumstance

of their being in that passage from him conjointly men-

tioned. Independent of these considerations,*^ it is well

known, and has been often observed, that the events of

the two advents of Christ are often blended together in

prophecy :^ and if here the resurre'ctions of the just and

^ "And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake ; some

to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt. And they that

be wise shall shine," &c.
2 "The hour cometh when all that are in the graves shall hear his voice, and

shall come forth ; they that have done good to the resurrection of life ; and they

that have done evil to the resurrection of condemnation."
•* Let me refer on this very important but little considered point to Professor

Bush's J^allcy of Vision, p. 50. " The awaking is evidently predicated of the many,

and not of the whole. Consequently the ' these,' in the one case, must be un-

derstood of the class that awakes ; the ' those,' in the other, of that which re-

mains asleep. There is no ground whatever for the idea that the latter awake to

shame and contempt. It is simply because they do 7iot awake, that this character

pertains to them. .The error in our translation has arisen from rendering the

pronouns nvS> nvSlI- ' some,' ' and some,' instead of ' these,' ' and those,'

referrin<^ respectively to subjects previously indicated. By the former me-

thod a distinction is constituted between those who are aivakened ; by the latter

between those who are, and those who are not awakened." He illustrates his

ar^'ument by the three following examples ; the full force of which, however, he

says, none but the Hebraist can understand : Josh. viii. 22 ;
" So they were in the

midst of Israel; these on this side, and those on that side :" 2 Sam. ii. 1.3 ;
"And

they sate down ; these on the one side of the pool, and those on the other side of

the pool :" 1 Kings XX. 29 ;
" And they p'ttched, these ot^er against those, seven

days."

It appears to me, though from my want of skill in Hebrew a very impertcct

judge, that these examples are not so decisive on the point as Professor Bush

seems to think. But if the meaning of the Hebrew in any such passage justify

his view of the text in Daniel, I need not say how important it is.— Let me beg

the reader to refer on this point to the quotation from the learned Rabbi Saa-

diah Gaon in my Note p. 204 suprk. He seems to have taken the passage in just

the same sense as Professor Bush.
* In the verse just preceding, "The /iowr is coming when the dead shall hear

the voice of the Son of God," there is meant by the hour the wliole long period

of the Cliristian dispensation, though beginning from his first advent and ministry.

" E.g. in the notable passage of Isa. Ixi. 1,2," To proclaim the accc|)table year

of the Lord, and the day of vengeance of our God ;" quotcil but in part by Christ

in his opening sermon at Nazareth. Also Malachi iv. &c. fee.
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unjust are mentioned together, there are many other

passages in which the resurrection of the just is spoken

of separately ; indeed as if constituting the resurrection

distinctively.' So that if from these two passages in

John and Daniel, considered hy themselves, we might

reasonably have expected that the resurrections of the

just and unjust would synchronize, we might just as

reasonably perhaps have anticipated from the others, con-

sidered alone, that the resurrection of the just was one

peculiar, and would take place separately. Which being

the case, and the connexion of distant times, as I have

said, not unusual in prophecy, it would, I think, be very

unsound reasoning to infer a refutation of the literal

theory of the First Resurrection, (especially evidenced

as it is,) from this inconclusive passage in St. John, and

the yet more inconclusive passage in Daniel.^

CHAPTER VI.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE PROBABLE ORDER OF EVENTS
INTRODUCTORY TO, AND STATE OF THINGS DURING,

AND CONSEQUENT ON, THE MILLENNIUM.

Tn the Apocalyptic prophecy of chap, xix, the scene

depicted as immediately preceding Christ's destruction

of Antichrist, and the introduction of the Millennium,

' E. g. Luke xiv. 14 ;
" Thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the

just :" Luke xx. 36 ;
" They are the children of God, being the children of the

resurrection :" Acts xxiii. 6 ; "Of the hope and resurrection of the dead I am
called in question." Again on 1 Cor. xv. 51, Whitby observes justly that through-

out the chapter, as all expositors ancient and modern have remarked, the apostle

by the resurrection, which is his subject, means simply the resurrection of the j'/st.

Neither in this chapter, (e. g. verse 52, " In a moment the dead shall be raised

incorruptible," &c.) nor in 1 Thess. iv. 16, (" For the Lord himself shall descend
from heaven with a shout, and the dead in Christ shall rise first ; then we which
are alive," &c,) is a word said to suggest that there would be accomplished at

the same time the resurrection of the wicked. And these (especially 1 Cor. xv)

are the fullest prophecies existing on the subject.
- Let me just add that were the two resurrections mentioned in Daniel syn-

chronous, the statement inverse 13 about Daniel himself rising to his inheritance

at the end of the 1335 days, would fix at that epoch the resurrections of both.
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was that of a battle-field, to which both Antichrist and

his confederate powers had been gathered, under the in-

visible guidance of three associated spirits of evil ; there

to conflict against Christ's cause, religion, and people.^ It

also appeared, from other parallel prophetic notices given

to St. John, that the voice of gospel-preaching, wonder-

fully revived on the sounding of the seventh Trumpet,

and the voice of protest against Antichrist's deadly errors,

and the warning-voice finally of a tremendous destruc-

tion by fire impending on Babylon and Antichrist, would

be going forth previously far and wide ; and make itself

heard not in professing Christendom only, but through-

out the whole habitable world.- And this seemed also

to be foreshown, that the destruction of Babylon by fire

would precede (by however short an interval) that of

Antichrist.—There was intimation given further, in the

prefiguration of Babylon's overthrow, of the state of

mind that would just at that time characterize its inha-

bitants, as if one of complete carnal security y^ an inti-

mation well agreeing with Ezekiel's notice of the state

of those in the isles of Chittim on whom destruction by

fire would fall, nearly cotemporarily with that of his an-

tichristian Gog and Magog, viz. as " dwelling carelessly

in the isles ;" "* and agreeing also exactly with Christ's

description of the state of those on whom judgment will

fall at his coming :
" As it was in the days before the

flood,— they were eating and drinking, marrying and

giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into

the ark, and knew not until the flood came, and took

them all away, so shall also the coming of the Son of

Man be."^ To which St. Peter adds the further pro-

phecy of open scepticism prevailing to a vast extent, on
the subject of the nearness of Christ's advent :

" There
shall come in the last days scoff^ers, walking after their

own lusts, and saying. Where is the promise of his

' See pp. 87, 113 suprk. - See pp. 71, &c, suprk.
•'' Apoc. xviii.7 ; "She saith in lier heart, 1 sit a queen, and am no widow,

and shall sec no sorrow . thcreloic shall licr |)lagues come in one day :

" &c.
' Ezck. xxxix. C. '• Matt. xxiv. 38. 3^".
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coming ; for since the fathers fell asleep all things con-

tinue as they were from the heginning of the creation."^

— It would seem therefore that in this state of things and

of feeling in professing Christendom, all suddenly and

unexpectedly, and conspicuous over the world as the

lightning that shineth from the East even to the West,'^

' 2 Peter iii. 3, 4 : a passage already alluded to, and argued from, In reference

to the pre-millennial qiiestion, at p. 194.
- Matt. xxiv. 27, Luke xvii. 24.—In the context of this latter passage, verses

20, 21, there is an expression of our Lord which has, I believe, been universally

misconstrued, and used in consequence to inculcate quite incorrect ideas of

Christ's coming and kingdom.—I therefore think it may be well to subjoin a

criticism on the text, originally published by me in the Investigator.
" Being demanded of the Pharisees, when the kingdom of God should come,

He answered thein and said. The kingdom of God cometh not with observation.

Neither shall they say, Lo here ; or Lo there ! for behold the kingdom of God is

within you."

OvK ipx^Tai 7] fiamXeta rov 0eov fifTU iraparripriCTfoos. OvSe fpovaiv, ISov wSe' ?),

l5ou €K€r iSov yap rj fiairiKeia Ton ©sou ej/Tos vfiaiv eTtv.

1. According to the usual interprelati'in of this passage, it was our Lord's

meaning that the kingdom of God was simply a spiritual kingdom ;—its seat the

heart,— its rise and progress therein indiscernible.

To this there occurs the decisive objection, that the observation was addressed,

not to his disciples, but to the Pharisees

;

—i.e. to his enemies.

Moreover, it is obvious, from our Lord's connecting the subject in the verses

following, with his own second advent, that He was answering the Pharisees ac-

cording to the intent of their question ; Bnd speaking not of his preparatory
spirituil reign over m-rn's hearts, but of its glorious establishment on earth, such
as will be seen at his appearing ^nd kingdom.

2. Sensible of the force of the first objection noted, Beza, Grotius, Doddridge,
Whitby, Macknight, and others have adop'ed the marginal reading. Instead of

within you, they translate the evros vtiaiv among you .- and explain the passage of

the Messiah's kingdom already beginning to be preached among the Jews.
But to this the objection remains in full force, that the suhject matter of dis-

course was the kingdom as it is to be manifested at Christ's second advent. Be-
sides which, it has been reasonably objected '* that the €vtos never has the
meaning they give it in Scripture, and scarce ever in the Greek writers." (Scott.)

Nor, again can we well say of our Lord's ministry, by which He was then
laying the foundations of his kingdom, that it " came not with observation."

Was it not by observation, and very careful observation too, of the evidences
which Jesus offered, that men were then to be convinced that he was the Christ ?

Were they not to search the old prophecies with this viaw, and compare them
with his life, character, doctrine, miracles? W^re they not to look into, and so

discern, the signs of the times ?—It was unquestionably ivith observation that
its foundations were then laid.

3. My persuasion is that the clause we speak of has been hitherto totally mis-
apprehended. It has been taken, and commented on, as a part of Christ's ad-
dress to the bystanders. I conceive that it should be connected with the " Lo here !

or, Lo there!" as a part of the exclamation of those men ichom Christ speaks of,

as thus reporting to one another respecting the Messiah's conjectured advent.
Then the sense will be ;

" Neither shall there be anything so partially revealed,
or secret, in the ultimate establishment and revelation of God's kingdom, as that
there shall be occasion for any doubtful rumours on the subject : as " Look here !

for the King is to be found within our city ! or. Look there ; for the King is within
WOM?- city !"— " For, as the lightning that lighteneth out of the one part under
heaven shineth even unto the other, so shall also the Son of Man be in his day !"
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the second advent and appearing of Christ will take

place: that, at the accompanying voice of the archangel

It must be remembered that the Jews had their minds full of prophecies that

spoke of the Messiah fixing his kingdom within their borders; though in what

part of Judea He might first manifest liimself, whether in Bethlehem, Jerusalem,

or Galilee, they might doubt ; each of those districts being mentioned in that

connexion in prophecy. Hence the current but mistaken notion, that when He
came to take the kingdom, He might possibly be concealed for a while, and have

to be inquired after and sought out.

What can be more simple than this interpretation ? What more agreeable to

the general tenor of prophecy ? What more in accordance with Christ's subse-

quent remarks on this occasion ; or the " cometh not with observation,'^ of the

verse preceding ?

I cannot think with Abdiel,* that Christ's glorious advent and kingdom may
be said to come with observation, because signs of its being near will be observable.

The signs of proximity are one thing ; the coming or manifestation quite another.

Observation is that fixed and attentive regard which we can direct to those ob-

jects and events only, that remain a certain length of time before the eyes : and
to such objects and events it is then most specially directed, when they have

enough of obscurity about them to leave us in a degree of doubt respecting their

true character, and enough of interest to excite an anxious eagerness for the

development. But so it will not be with the coming and manifestation of the

King and kingdom. It will not come with observation. It will be instantaneous

and irresistible in its light of evidence, as the flash of lightning.

The rendering of ivros vfxoov, it will be observed, is within you, in the sense of

within your city, or country. This is in strict conformity with its frequent use

by the Greek writers, as designating a position ivithin some local divisit^n or boun-

dary.—Now as it is common in topographical descriptions to put the occupiers

of a locality for the locality itself, after certain prepositions such as fv, ««:, Sia,

«fec,i' so are there instances of the same figure of speech after adverbs such as

fVTos. For example

:

II. n. 199. Kets 'livai eiri vrjas ecru aparov evpvv Axo'wj'' within the locality of

tbeir encampment.
Xen. Anab. vi. 5. EKa/jL^avov ra eTiTtidaa ifTos ttjs cpaXayyos- " Citra aciem,"

as Zeunius renders the word, behiml it.

Cyrop. VI. 1. EvTos tuv aKo-Kwv of one advancing from the enemies' side ivithin

the piquets.

Anab. i. 10. 'Civ evros sofvi e^iv eiaievai tcdp fir] TiTi/j.i!]fJ.(V(ioV within the ranks
of guards tiiat lined cither s-idc of the road.

Anab. i. 10.+ Ua.vTa baa ivros avToiv, Kai xpW°-'''°- ««' avOpoiires, iaoiffW said

of Greeks in the camp preserving from the invaders all that was /oca% within

their station.

To which I will only add a similar phrase from the Latin: " Ea intra se con-
sumunt Arabcs :

" Flin. ii. 21 : i. e. within their own borders.

Thus to designate a locality it is perfectly legitimate to use ivros, with the geni-

tive, of the inhabitants ; e. g. evros rwv ra\L\aiuv, for fVTOs ttjs ^oAi^a<as•, tVTos

v/xaiv, for evros ttjs )(wpas vfiuv.

To the whole of the passage, thus interpreted, the 24th of St. Matthew (verses

2C, 27) offers so exact a parallel, both as regards the lightning-like coming of

* Ahdicl's Essays, Investigator, Vol. i. p. 35.

f So, E« Mavrtr]vwv (leef (Herod.) said of a river flowing from Mantiene : Tlap'

Adr]vntns, ais ^e$atov ov, avexocpov Thucyd. i. 2 : &c.

I This is fpiotcd in Elslcy from Macknight ; incorrectly, however, as from the

Cyropccdia.—Nor is Macknight's translation exactly correct. Evros avruv is not
" things with them in the camp;" but things ivithin them; i. e. within their

position.
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and trump of God/ the departed saints of either dispen-

sation will rise from their graves to meet Him,— alike

patriarchs, and prophets, and apostles, and martyrs, and

confessors,— all at once and in the twinkling of an eye :

that then instantly the saints living at the time will be

also caught up to meet Him in the air : these latter

being separated from out of the ungodly nations, as when
a shepherd divides his sheep from his goats,^ one person

Christ, and the incongruity with such a manifestation of surmisings and doubt-

ful rumours on the subject, as both to illustiate and confirm what has been ad-

vanced. " If they say to you, Behold He is in the desert ; go not forth ! Behold
He is in the secret chambers ; believe it not !" Wiiy ? Not because his kingdom
was spiritual, within their liearts, and so not to come with observation ; but be-

cause, " as the lightning cometh out of the east, and shineth even unto the west,

so shall the coming of the Son of Man be in his day."
1 1 Thess. iv. 16, 1 Cor. xv. 52.

" Matt. XXV. 31 ; "When the Son of Man shall have come in his glory, and
all the holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon the throne of his glory : and
before him shall be gathered all the nations (ra edvr]) ; and he shall separate them
one from another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats."

I conceive this to be distinctly ajudgment on the living in Christendom ; the

same as that mentioned in Joel iii. 11, " Assemble yourselves, all ye heathen :

thither cause thy mighty ones to come down, O Lord: let the heathen be wakened,
and come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat : (Heb. GoiTsjudgment :) for there will

I sit to judge all the heathen {sdvri) round about. Put ye in the sickle, for the

harvest is ripe," &c.—For 1st, the term " all the nations," here used by our Lord,

can scarce be construed of individuals ; as must be the case if we suppose the dead
included, or the term used in any other sense than that in which he used it

before in the same discourse, Matt. xxiv. 14, "This gospel shall be preached to

all nations,'" or all the Gentiles, {naui rois eOvecri ;) Luke xxi. 24, " Jerusalem
shall be trodden down by the Gentiles, {viro idvuiv,) till the times of the Gentiles

{Kaipoi eOuwv) he fulfilled ;" or ended :* i. e. I presume, the parenthetic times of

the Jews' exclusion, and committal of the gospel to the Gentiles.—2. The nature

of the judicial process implies the fact of the gospel having been made known to

all the parties judged, and of Christ's disciples having been among them, and
opportunities existed of showing them kindness or unkindness : the which could
by no possibility be predicated of the great mass of the dead, or indeed of the
living,— I mean of those living or dead in heathen lands ; but might fitly be
predicated (compare Apoc. xviii. 24) of the people of Christendom.—3. The
judgment here past on the wicked appears, on comparison, to be the same as

that described Apoc. xix. 20; which says, " The Beast and False Prophet were
both cast alive into a lake offire burning uith brimstone." For in Apoc. xx. 10

St. John declares, "And the devil was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone,
where the Beast and False Prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for

ever ;" thereby identifying the lake of fire into which Antichrist and his adherents
were cast alive, with that intended for the devil's place of punishment : just as

the penal fire adjudged to the wicked of the nations is identified with the same in

Matt. XXV. 41, "Depart from me, yecursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the

devil and his angels."—Compare too Isa. Ixvi. 24.

An mdwitZMa/ judgment on the parties interested is described, I conceive, in

the two preceding parables.

* I take the 7rA.r)pco0a)(ri in its more usual sense when applied to nouns of time;
as in Acts vii. 23, 30, ix.23. So Cyril, (Catech. xv,) orav irXripcceoocrtv oi Katpot
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snatched from his company or occupation, and another

left :
' and all, both dead and living saints, changed at

the moment from corruption to incorruption, from dis-

honour to glory, though with very different degrees of

glory ;
^ and all welcomed alike (the faithful receiver of

a prophet, as well as the prophet himself^) to enter on
the inheritance and kingdom prepared for them from the

foundation of the world ; and so, in a new angelic na-

ture,"* to take part in the judging and ruling of the world.

^

—Meanwhile it would also appear that with a tremendous
earthquake accompanying, of violence unknown since

the revolutions of primaeval chaos,^ (an earthquake

under which the Roman vwrld ^ at least is to reel to and
fro like a drunken man,^J the solid crust of this earth

shall be broken, and fountains burst forth from its inner

deep, not as once of water, but of liquid fire ; of fire now
pent up within it as in a treasure-house,^ and intended

^ Matt. xxiv. 40, 41. "
1 Cor. xv. 42. 3 Matt. x. 41.

* Luke XX. 3(3, " They arc taayyi\oi, being cliildren of the resurrection."
* Compare Heb. ii. 5, " He hath not subjected to angels the world to come

wheieof we speak ;" also Matt. xix. 28, Luke xix. 17, Apoc.iii.21, xx. 4.
'' The structure of the earth's crust seems clearly to indicate violent previous

revolutions : nor, I conceive, is there any thing whatsoever in the Mosaic history

of creation opposed to this view ; as it only takes up our earth's history from its

preparation for man's habitation. On the word Will, created, it will suffice to

compare its use in Isa. Ixv. 17.
'' It is well known that the words 717 and oiKBuevt) are often used in a limited

sense of Judaea, or the Roman earth, fconipare Matt, xxvii. 4^, Mark xv. 33,
Luke iv. 25, Apoc. xi. 10, Luke ii. 1. &c,) just as the Romans themselves called

their world the orbis ten-arum : and, after careful consideration of the various

prophetic descriptions of the consummation, I incline to tiiink that the meaning
of the term, whin used in these pro|)hecies of the concluding revolutions of the
earth on Christ's advent, is thus limited, and that it refers to the Roman world
alone:—with this modification, moreover, that the circumstance of the separation

of the Eastern and W^estern Empire, and political destruction of the former by
the Turkish invasion, having caused the phrase to be used in the later Apocalyp-
tic prophecies of Western or Papal Christendom only, it may be so in those of
the consummation also.—The idea of some other and more universal conttagratijii

at the ,§-en<'ra/ judgment is not hereby excluded.

How the thrill in such case would be felt through the whole habitable eart/i may
be judged from the circumstance of the noise and siiock of the great earthijuake

connected with the eruption of the volcano at Sumbawa in 1815 having been felt

and heard 970 miles off.

** Isa. xxiv. 20. In the 22nd verse we are told, " They shall be gathered toge-

ther, as prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shall be shut up in the prison, and
after many days shall they be visited."

'• 2 Peter iii. 7 ;
" The heavens and the earth which now are " (i. e. contradis-

tinctively to those that were overwhelmed by the flood) " are by the same word
stored with fire" {TfOrjaavpiafievoi irvpi, so I understand the phrase) " being kept
unto the day of the judgment," &c. It is only by this rendering of the redrfffav-
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as the final habitation of devils :
^ that this, I say, shall

then burst forth and engulph the vast territory of the

Papal Babylon, and the godless of its inhabitants; ^

thence spreading even to Palestine,^ and every where, as

piafievoi TTvpt that the apostle's evidently intended antithesis can be expressed, be-

tween the old world stored vith water, by which as the instrumentality , it in its

appointed time perished ; and the present world stored tvith Jire, by which it,

in its time, is also to perish : besides that in the received sense r€67]ffavpi(Tfji.fvoi

is a word not merely superfluous but inappropriate ;
" stored up " being a phrase

used of things laid aside from present use, whicli certainly our present earth and
atmosphere are not.*—Compare, as to the icater, Psa. xxxiii. 7; (Sept.) nOeis

(v Oriaavpots a^vcrcres' and, as to the fire. Job xxviii. .5 ; rendered rightly, I believe,

by the Chaldee, "Beneath the earth is Gehenna." (So Gaussen's Theopneustie.)
Also Isaiah xxx. 33 ; "Tophet is ordained of old : for the king it is prepared : he
hath made it deep and large: the pile thereof is fire and much wood : the breath

of the Lord, as a stream of brimstone, doth kindle it."

Similarly Tertullian, Apol. 47 ;
" Gehennam, qua est ignis arcani subterranei

ad pcEnam thesaurus." In which view of the fiery interior of the earth, other

fathers agreed : as Jerom on Jonah ii ;
" Infernus in medio terrae esse perhibe-

tur."—As to the fact of its being stored tvith fire, it seems indubitable.

For, while the earth's form of an oblate spheroid, the chrystalline character of

its primitive rocks, the evident action of heat on its earliest strata, and absence

of organic remains from them, as if at that time from heat uninhabitable, and
the proofs, alike in the animal and vegetable fossils of other subsequently formed
strata, of a temperature once greatly higher than tliat of the earth's present sur-

face, but gradually diminishing and approximating to it,—while, I say, geology

presents to us in these phsenomena a body of evidence irresistible, (if only we
suppose the laws of matter the same formerly as now,) to the fact of our earth

having been originally fluid from intense heat, and having gradually, in the

course of ages, cooled down so as to allow of an outer crust, solid and mild in

temperature, such as we now experience it,—geology also calls attention to

another fact, viz. that this cooling down is only superficial. Of this the gradual

increase of heat observed on descending to any depth below the surface,! and the

ejection from time to time in all quarters of the globe of boiling streams of lava,

and other minerals from below the primitive granite, furnish sufficient indication.

And the irresistible violence of these eruptions of the more central earth's boiling

and inflammable materials, shows that there is as it were a train laid, that waits

but the bidding of the Almighty to break up the earth's solid crust, and wrap this

our world, or any fated part thereof, in a universal conflagration.— 1 may refer

to the first Plate in Dr. I5uckland's Bridgewater Treatise, as very illustrative of

this point. He who has familiarized himself with it can scarcely, I think, help

realizing the fact, that the ground he treads on is underwrought with volcanic

agencies; ready, the instant the Almighty may please tu employ them, to execute

the predicted judgment. ' See the end of Note 2 p. 223.
^ Apoc. xviii.—To this same catastrophe Walter Brute, a. d. 1391, applied

Ezekiel's denunciation, xxviii. 18, against the Prince of Tyrus ; "I will briu'^

forth a fire from the midst of the whole earth, and will make thee as ashes

upon the earth, in the sight of all that behold thee." Foxe iii. 138. The time
noted (verses 25, 26,) seems very remarkably to be that of the final restoration

nf Israel.—Compare what was said of the King of the North's ultimate perishing

at the same time and place, according to Dan. xi. 45, pp. 165, 166, supr^. Also

Dan. vii. 11, and the passages referred to at p. 107. "* Zech. xiv. 4, 5.

* As OTjaavptcTiJLa means a treasure-house, as well as treasure, 6r](Tavpiafj.a rtdn-

aavptcrnevoi' itvpi is in construction like reix^op-a meixicrp^fvov reix^i.

t " In round numbers we obtain an increase of more than 1" of Fahrenheit's

thermometer for every 100 feet of sinking." Edinb. Rev. No. 165, p. 27.

VOL. IV. Q
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in the case of Sodom, making the very elements to melt

with fervent heat :
^ and that there the flame shall con-

sume the Antichrist and his confederate kings,^ while the

sword also does its work of slaughter ;
^ the risen saints

being perhaps (as would seem not improbable from

both Enoch's^ and the Apocalyptic prophecy^) the at-

tendants of the Lord's glory in this destruction of Anti-

christ, and assessors in his judgment on a guilty world.—

-

And then immediately, it would seem also, the reno-

vation of this our earth is to take place : its soil being

purified by the very action of the fire,^ in all that shall

1 2 Pet. iii. 12.
' ^ Apoc. xix. 20.

3 Ibid, verse 21 ; also Isa. Ixvi. 16, Joel iii. 11— 13, &c.
* Jude 14, " Behold the Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints," &c.
' It is said, just before the description of the Beast's destruction, Apoc. xix.

11, 14, " And I saw heaven opened; and behold a white horse, and or.e that

sate on it and the armies in heaven followed iiim on white horses, clothed

with linen {^vacov) clean and white." On this, the questions arise. What coming
of Christ was this, and what hosts these that accompanied him ;

—

angelic hosts,

or hosts of </(e risen saints ? On \\\q first question, Mr. Bickersteth exclaims,
" Here can be no mistake :" as if the coming must be personal. And though we
cannot surely, on the mere evidence of a symbolic picture, conclude on the vupecria

being Christ's personal advent, yet it seems not improbable : the heaven now /or

the first time being said to be opened, as if to permit the passage to earth of some
one seated beyond the visible heaven; according to Acts iii. 21, "Whom the

heaven must receive until the times of the restitution of all things."

Connected with this is an argument of Daubuz, drawn from the dress of the

hosts that followed Christ. He says that the ^vavos, or byssine linen dress now
ascribed to them, is here mentioned for the first time ; white robes, voKai KtvKai,

being the dress specified as given to the souls under the altar previously: also

that this byss, woven from a plant in Palestine, (so Pausanias tells us,) made the

very finest whitest linen in use among the ancients; that it is spoken of in Gen.
xli. 42 as worn by Joseph, in 1 Chion. xv. 27 as worn by David, and in Luke
xvi. 19 as worn by the rich man in the parable; also in Exod. xxviii. 39 as ap-

pointed for the priests under the Jewish law. Thus, from its being the finest

linen, and that both of the royal and the pontifical robe, he infers that it signifies

the bridal dress of incorruption and purity, given to them that are to be kings and
priests at the resurrection ; and so betokens the hosts with Christ to be the risen

saints, now associated with Hira in judgment, as afterwards in reigning. (I

have just alluded to this, Note 1, p. Ill, suiira.)—Elsewhere, however, ang-ds

too seem noted as attendant. See Matt. xxv. 31, John i. 51, &c.
" I have already at p. 176, supr^, noted this as one characteristic point in the

premillcnnial views of the early Fathers. Let me here quote Methodius, as a

specimen. " Magnus Patriarcha Methodius," says Andreas in Apocal. xxi, "in
Sermonc de Resurrcctione dc his ita disserit : Non placet quodnonnuUi asserunt,

nempe rerum universitatem totam simul interituram, coelumque et terram et

aerem amplfus rcliqua non futura. Inllammabitur sane ad repurgationem uni-

versus orbis ; igni, quasi diluvio quodam, mundatus." B. P. M. v. 628.

Very much the same seems to have been the view of the early Reformers of

our Churcli. In King Edward the Sixth's Catechism, to the question. By what
way, and with what fashion and circumstances, there is to be brought about the

renewing of all things, and introduction of the new heavens and earth of which

St. Peter speaks, the following answer is made. " I will tell you as well as I can,
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remain of it, for " the nations of the saved," i. e. the

Gentile remnant ' and restored Israel ; and the Spirit too

poured out from on high to renew, in a yet better sense,

the moral face of nature :—and that so the millennial

commencement of Christ's eternal reign with his saints

is to begin :
^ the Shekinah, or personal glory of Christ

amidst his saints, being manifested chiefly in the Holy
Land, and at Jerusalem ;

^ but the whole earth partaking

of the blessedness : and thus the regeneration of all

things,* and the world's redemption from the curse,

having their accomplishment, according to the promise,

at the manifestation of the sons of God.^

Such seems to me to be in brief the appointed order

of events, introductory to the Millennium. I pray the

reader to believe that it is in no presumptuous or light

spirit that I have ventured on these awful and mysterious

subjects. I have done so only under a. sense of the ne-

according to the witness of the same apostle. The heavens shall pass away like

a storm : the elements shall melt away : the earth and all the works therein shall

be consumed with fire :—as though he should say ; As gold is wont to be fined,

so shall the whole world be purified with fire, and brought to full perfection. The
lesser world which is man, following the same, shall likewise be delivered from
corruption and change. And so for man this greater world (which for his sake
was first created) shall at length be renewed, and be clad with another hue much
more pleasant and beautiful." P. 510. Parker Ed.

The supposed fact of the earth's purification by fire is another point on which
geology offers interesting illustration. For it is a fact, I believe, that volcanic

fire will sometimes make the most sterile parts fertile : so that it has been said,

for example, of the great African Zahara, or Desert, that nothing more than fire

of this kind is needed to turn it into fertility.

' As distinguished from the irKripai/xa rcov edva^v of Rom. xi. 25, or Gentile

complement, gathered into the Church of the redeemed under the present dispen-

sation ; the which, together with the older Jewish complement, is to partake at

Christ's coming of the glories of the first resurrection. This distinction is impor-
tant, but too often overlooked.

' At p. 177 suprk I have already referred to Justin Martyr and IrencEUs, as

examples from the early premillennarian fathers, showing that they did not hold
the 1000 years to be any more than the commencement of an eternal reign. As
the point has often been misstated of late, I add another further testimony from
Irenseus, v. 26. " Christus est lapis qui prjecisus est sine manibus

;
qui destruet

temporaliaregna, et (efernum inducet, quae est justorum resurrectio."
^ It is to be observed that Mr. Faber, and other anti-premillennarians, con-

strained by the force of scripture evidence, allow very much of all that has been
said in this Chapter ; and that a mighty earthquake, a volcanic conflagration, a

millennium of blessedness, and even the Shechinah, or visible revelation of

Christ's glory, are to follow on the destruction of Antichrist. It is only the fact

of this being the glory of Christ's second advent, and the saints' concomitant resur-

rection, that Mr. F.- contravenes. •* Matt. xix. 28. * Rom. viii. 19.

Q 2
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cessity laid on me as an expositor : and offer what has

been said, simply as suggestions of what I infer to be

most probable from Scripture ; but which, I fully allow,

must in respect of details, be in no inconsiderable mea-

sure conjectural and uncertain.

It has been long a disputed question among prophetic

expositors, (as my sketch of the chief millennial theories,

given in the preceding Chapter, will have shown al-

ready,) where precisely the New Jerusalem of the 21st

and 22nd chapters of the Apocalypse' is to have its po-
' Apoc. xxi. 1. "And I saw a new heaven and a new earth : for the first heaven

and the first earth were passed away ; and there was no mare sea. 2. And I

John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven,

prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. 3. And I heard a great voice out

of heaven saying, Behold the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will dwell

with them ; and they shall be his people, and God himself shall be with them,

and be their God. 4. And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes ; and
there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be

any more pain : for the former things are passed away. 5. And he that sat

upon the throne said, Behold, I make all things new. And he said unto me.
Write : for these words are true and faithful. 6. And he said unto me, It is

done. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give unto
him that is athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely. 7. He that over-

cometh shall inherit all things: and I will be his God, and he shall be my son.

8, But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part

in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone : which is the second death.

9. And there came unto me one of the seven angels which had the seven vials

full of the seven last plagues, and talked with me, saying. Come hither, I will

shew thee the bride, the Lamb's wife. 10. And he carried me away in the spirit

to a great and high mountain, and shewed me that great city, the holy Jerusalem,

descending out of heaven from God ; 11. Having the glory of God : and her light

was like unto a stone most precious, even like a jasper stone, clear as crystal

;

12. And it had a wall great and high, and had twelve gates, and at the gates twelve

angels, and names written thereon, which are the names of the twelve tribes of

the children of Israel : 13. On the east three gates; on the north three gates ;

on the south three gates; and on the west three gates. 14. And the wall of

the city had twelve foundations, and in them the names of the twelve apostles

of the Lamb. l."). And he that talked with me had a golden reed, to mtasuro
the city, and the gates thereof, and the wall thereof. 16. And the city lieth

foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth ; and he measured the city

with the reed, tw-elve thousand furlongs. The length and the breadth and the

height of it are equal. 17. And he measured the wall thereof, an hundred and
forty and four cubits, according to the measure of a man, that is, of the angel.

18. And the building of the wall of it was of jasjicr ; and the city was pure gold,

like unto clear glass. 19. And the foundations of the wall of the city were gar-

nished with all manner of precious stones. The first foundation was jasper; the

second, sapphire ; the third, a chalcedony ; the fourth, an emerald ; 20. The
fifth, sardonyx ; the sixth, sardius ; the seventh, chrysolite; the eighth, beryl;

the ninth, a topaz: the tenth, a chrysoprasus ; the eleventh, a jacinth; the

twelfth, an amethyst. 21. And the twelve gates were twelve pearls; every

several gate was of one pearl : and the street of the city was pure gold, as it

were transparent glass. 22. And I saw no temple therein : for the Lord God
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sition, whether during or after the Millennium ; and,

if synchronous with it, vvhether as identical, or not, with

the glorijied Jerusalem prophesied of in the Old Testa-

ment. We have seen that Augustine explained this glo-

rified Jerusalem of Old Testament prophecy as identical

with the Apocalyptic New Jerusalem ; and both the one

and the other as simply symbols of the heavenly and
everlasting blessedness of the risen saints : '-—that on the

other hand Whitby and Vitringa, while also identifying

the two figurations, did yet explain them to signify,

ahke the one and the other, the millennial earthly bless-

edness of the Christian Church :
^—and that Mr. Faber

would separate the two, and make the Old Testament

Jerusalem of the latter day alone millennial.^ To which

I may add, that some expositors, while explaining one or

both to predict earthly glories destined for God's people,

make the restored and converted Jews nationally, not

the Church Catholic generally, the grand object and chief

intended recipients of the coming glory."*—So does the

great question about the Jeu-s' restoration intermix itself

with that respecting the New Jerusalem ; and force upon
us at this point the consideration of the Jewish people's

destiny in the coming future.

And let me just observe here, with reference to the

literal Israel's part in the matter, that there has been a

very general abandonment on the part of modern com-

Almlghty and the Lamb are the temple of it. 23. And the city had no need of
the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it ; for the glory of God did lighten it,

and the Lamb is the light thereof. 24. And the nations of them which are

saved shall walk in the light of it : and the kings of the earth do bring their

glory and honour into it. 2.5. And the gates of it shall not be shut at all by
day : for there shall be no night there. 26. And they shall bring the glory and
honour of the nations into it. 27. And there shall in no wise enler into it any
thing that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a lie :

but they which are written in the Lamb's book of life.

xxii. I. And he showed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, pro-

ceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. 2. In the midst of the street

of it, and on either side of the river, was there the tree of life, which bare twelve
manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month; and the leaves of the tree

were for the healing of the nations. 3. And there shall be no more curse : but
the throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it; and his servants shall serve

him : 4. And they shall see his face ; and his name shall be in their foreheads.

5. And there shall be no night there ; and they need no candle, nor light of the

sun ; for the Lord God giveth them light: and they shall reign for ever and ever."
' Seep. 178. " Seep. 181. ^ Ibid. ^ So Mr. Burgh, &c.
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mentators, of the decided anti-judaizing views of the;?a^m-

tic anti-millennarian school. It was laid down by Origen,

Augustine, and others, that though the Jews would be

converted to Christ before the final judgment, its result

would be only their becoming part and parcel of the

Church Universal ; and being then so merged in it as to

lose all national distinctness, and of course to have no
national restoration to their own land and their ancient

city.' But after the Reformation, other views gradually

obtained more and more on the subject : and Whitby,

in common with others of the same, as well as of differ-

ent prophetic views, ^ declares himself compelled by force

of Scripture evidence to admit that, on the times of the

Gentiles being fulfilled, the Jews will, as a distinct peo-

ple, re-occupy the Holy Land and Jerusalem.^ And indeed,

admitting their conversion, (which who can doubt?) the

strength of evidence on this point seems irresistible.'*

So that we cannot eliminate this condition out of our pro-

^ "Whitby, in his Appendix to the Epistle to the Romans, thus speaks of Ori-

gen'* view. "In his (Oiigen's) Book against Celsus, he saith not, 'They shall

never be converted to the Christian faith,' but that they should never be re-

stored to tlieir own worship or country :
' We confidently alRrm (on s5' oiro/ca-

Tarafl7j)To:/Toi) that they shall never again be restored to Jerusalem, or the land of
promise, which before they were.'"—So too .<4!<g-M.s/me only speaks of their con-
version; never, I believe, of their national restoration in Palestine. (Seep. 178
supril ) And Jerom similarly, on Habak. iii, speaking of the cursed fig-tree in

Matt.xxi, 19, as signifying a curse on the Jews, adds; " Sed cum saeculum istud

pertransierit, et intraverit plenitudo gentium, tunc etiam hsec ficus afferet

fructus suos, et omnis Israel salvabitur."
- Prideau."c in his Inaug. Orat. vi. 7, notes " inter recentiores P. Martyr, Beza,

Grinaeus, Parseus, et in Hexapla sua Willetus." So too Prideaux himself, though
a decided anti-premillennarian, the learned Ur. Owen, &c.

•* " I dare not absolutely deny, what the Millennarians all positively affirm,

that the city of Jerusalem shall be then rebuilt, and the converted Jews return
to it ; because this may probably be collected from those words of Christ, ' Jeru-
salem shall be trodden down till the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled: ' and all

the prophets seem to declare that the Jews shall then return to their own land.

See Jer. xxxi. 38—40. Yet do I confidently deny that the temple of Jerusalem
shall be then built again :" &ic.

Kven Archbishop IVhately does not deny that there may be a political or na-
tional rcslorntion of the Jews ; though strongly denying that there will be any
religious distinction. Sec his Chapter on the Millennium, in the Essays on a
Future State.

•» Deut. XXX. 1—6. seems to me almost by itself decisive on the point. " When
all tliesc tilings have come upon thee, the blessing and the curse, and thou shalt

call them to mind among all the nations whither the Lord thy God hath driven
thee, and shalt return unto the Lord, thou and thy children, that then the Lord
thy God will turn thy captivity, and have compassion on thee, and gather thee
from all the nations whither the Lord hath scattered thee. If any of thine be
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blem. We cannot admit into the list of possible hypo-

theses, so as we might otherwise have done not without

much plausibility, that the Jerusalem of the latter-day

glory, predicted in the Old Testament, is to be construed

either with Irenseus as figuring the millennial glory of

the Christian Church on earth, or with Augustine the

eternal glory of the Church of the resurrection, in a still

higher and heavenly state of blessedness.' It must be

confessed that the literal Israel, and literal Jerusalem,

enter, beyond what these old patristic expositors taught,

into Old Testament prophecies of the future blessed-

ness.^ And the only question for the Apocalyptic expo-

driven out to the utmost parts of heaven, from thence will the Lord thy God gather

thee, and from thence will he fetch thee ; and will bring thee into the land which
thy fathers possest, and thou shalt possess it ; and he will do thee good, and
multiply thee above thy fathers. And the Lord thy God will circumcise thine

heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love the Lord with all thine heart and all thy
soul, that thou mayest live.''—So that the only ground on which a denial of

Israel's national restoration to Palestine seems maintainable, is a denial of their

national conversion. A denial which who can make after St. Paul's declaration,

Rom. xi. 25, 26, &c ; not to say of nearly all the prophets ?

As a late and eminent testimony to this effect, I may refer to the present

Bishop of London's Sermon before the Jews' Society. " That which is here spoken
of as a possible contingency," (viz. the repossession of their own land, &c, as pre-

dicted in Deut. XXX. 3, &c.) " is distinctly foretold by later prophets, as an event
which will assuredly come to pass. The eighth and three last chapters of Zech-
ariah cannot, we think, without doing violence to all the laws of interpretation,

be so explained as not to imply a future restoration of the Jews to their ancient

and covenanted inheritance, and the re-establishment of their national polity.

This is of necessity connected with ai-e-instatement of the holy city of Jerusalem
in splendour and strength. 'Jerusalem,' says the prophet, 'shall be safely in-

habited ; it shall be lifted up, and inhabited in her place : and men shall dwell

in it; and there shall be no more utter destruction.' " Then,—after observing

that these words can scarce by possibility be understood in a purely spiritual

sense, of the heavenly Jerusalem,—the Bishop adds, that any such spiritual inter-

pretation is positively precluded by Christ's prophecy about Jerusalem being

trodden down by the Gentiles till the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled. For, " as

the city of Jerusalem is to be trodden down, so the city of Jerusalem shall be
built up."

^ This last without any yet future earthly Millennium of righteousness first in-

tervening.—As to the idea of the Millennium being past, its Apocalyptic position

between Antichrist's destruction and the general resurrection (see p. 182 suprk)

is a difficulty that the Protestant advocates of this view can never overcome.
^ I am surprized to find, however, as this sheet is passing through the press,

that some writers still deny this ; for example, the Author of the " Rector in

Search of a Curate." His theory is, that loherever a national or local restoration

of the Jews is predicted, it either means the first restoration from Babylon ; or

a restoration conditionally promised, and which, from the circumstance of the Jews
not fulfilling the conditions, has not been, and will not be, fulfilled. (Of prophe-
cies, such as in Deut. xxx. and Zech. xii., where God promises his Spirit's effu-

sion in order to enable them to fulfil the conditions, he says nothing.) In all

other prophecies he applies what is said of the latter-day glory of Jerusalem to
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sitor is, where to place them in his scheme of unfulfilled

prophecy ; and how to associate the blessedness of Israel's

national restoration with, or how dissociate it from, the

predicted glories of the Millennium and of the New
Jerusalem.

Now that we are not to identify the restored Jewish

-people with the constituency of the Apocalyptic Netv Je-

rusalem, or their restored earthly and holy city with that

Holy City, appears to me perfectly clear. For it would

be contrary to the whole analogy of Apocalyptic inter-

pretation to attach to these symbols such a meaning
;

seeing thdt from the very beginning of this prophecy,

even throughout, Jewish emblems have been proved to

be used of the Christian Church.—The fitness of this

application of them seemed to us evident a priori. The
natural Israel as a nation having rejected, and so been re-

jected by GoHj the Christian Church, primarily Jewish,

and though made up chiefly of a Gentile constituency,

yet of Gentiles engrafted by the apostles on the Abra-

hamic stock, became, as it were, God's substituted Israel; ^

and thus by St, Paul, we saw, ^ as well as other apostles, had

had Jewish titles and emblems, both civic and ecclesiastical,

as well as the Ahrahamic promises, applied to it,^ long

before St. John's exile to Patmos. Then in the intro-

ductory Apocalyptic vision, the representation of Christ,

the Church's Head, under guise of the Jewish High

the Christian Church.— It will, I think, suffice to satisfy the reader on this

theory's unsoundness, if he try it simply by those chapters of Zechariah which
the Bishop of London refers to.

Let me just add, with regard to this writer, that in assailing the principle of

tiniform literalism of interpretation, as if essential to the preniillennial system,

he has simply assailed his own man of straw :—that in deprecating all supposition

of a twofold fulfilment of certain prophecies, or of predictions about Babylon in

the Old Tetament sometimes referring to the New Testament Babylon, he will

find few expositors of repute to support him :—that in admitting with Whitby
the truth of a yet future Millennium of universal righteousness on earth {pre-

ceding the Jews' conversion, he argues, under the misconception noticed by me
at p. 227 respecting St. Paul's TrAijpai^a tcoc (dvwv, not following it) he involves

himself and his theory in all the main difficulties of Whitby's :—finally that in

admitting that if the Jews' national restoration to their own land he a fact pre-

dicted, Christ's personal reign must be a fact predicted also, he makes an admis-
sion that many as adverse to the personal reign as himself will deem suicidal ;

e. g. Mr. Scott, who fully admits the truth of the Jews'" restoration.

1 So Rom. \\. 17-24. - See Vol. i. p. 221*.

3 E. g. Gal. iii. 29, vi. H'., Eph. ii. 12, 1'.), 1 Peter ii. '.), 10; &c.
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Priest, and that of the seven-branched candlestick of the

Jewish temple to designate the seven Asiatic Christian

Churches, was an express recognition of this principle

of application ; and prepared the Seer for a similar ap-

plication of Jewish emblems to the Christian Church in

the subsequent visions, upon a larger scale.' And so the

temple-court and service marked in those visions its eccle-

siastical state and service :
^ the twelve tribes of Israel

the constituency of its professing body, i. e. so soon as

it should have attained dominancy and a political form

in the Roman world :
^ an election out of these tribes

{" 144,000 out of all the tribes of Israel") Christ's

true Church, when the mass had become corrupt, apos-

tatizing, and Gentilized :
* and the Holy City, the polity

of the same holy seed, the association of the faithful and

elect, the true Israel.^ Which being so, how could the

symbol of " the Holy City, the neiu Jerusalem, coming

down from God out of heaven," be interpreted with any

consistency to signify the converted Jews, and earthly re-

built Jerusalem ? How to signify any thing else than the

same body of the 144,000, Christ's spiritual Israel, " the

called and chosen and faithful,"—inclusive of course of

all their successive generations, agreeably with its mystic

form of a cube made up of many squares,^— of these gene-

rations, I say, caught up to Christ at his coming, and

now in the resurrection-state glorified as " the sons of

God :
" ^ perfect, according to the Redeemer's interces-

sory prayer,^ in number and unity, as well as glory ; the

City of God (to use Augustine's phrase) now at length

made complete ; the Jerusalem above, (to use St. Paul's,)

long time forming and preparing for the saints its citizens,

which is the mother of us all.^

And, on the whole, I cannot but incline to think that

the Apocalyptic Neiv Jerusalem was intended to symbo-
lize the millennial glory of the risen saints ; and its

' See my Introduction, Vol. i. pp.74, 75. " See Vol. i. p. 100, Vol. ii. p. 176.
3 See my Vol. i. pp. 229—235. * Apoc. xi. 2. ^ Ibid.

* Viz. 144 or 12 x 12 thousands; one thousand being the unit.—The cubic

form of the New Jerusalem seems to me in this sense most beautifully apt and
significant.

^ Rom. viii. ll». « .lohn xvii. 21— 24. ' Ga). iv. 26.
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descent from heaven in vision to denote a public mani-

festation to the world of that glory at the very opening

of the Millennium; for the reasons following.— 1.

Whereas two things had been mentioned previously, as

its subjects of congratulation, in the Church's song of

triumph on Antichrist's overthrow, Apoc, xix,—viz. the

one the fact of Christ's l<:ingdom having come, the other

that of the Lamb's marriage being at hand, and his wife

having made herself ready, ^—and whereas, of these two

things, the establishment of the kingdom was immediately

afterwards figured to St. John in the emblem of thrones

being set, and Christ and his risen saints taking seat

thereon, and judgment being given them,^— whereas, I

say, the first of these two things was thus duly symbol-

ized, there would on the other hand be no correspond-

ing symbolization whatsoever in the Apocalyptic visions

of the Lamb's synchronical bridal and bride, "^ unless this

emblematic vision be supposed to represent it ; and con-

sequently to synchronize in its introduction with the

setting of the thrones of judgment, and opening of the

Millennium.'^—2. The account St. John gives of the

manner of his seeing the New Jerusalem confirms this

view of the matter. For, having been a symbolic man,^

or representative of Christ's earthly Church, thus far in

the prefigurative visions, he must in all consistency be so

regarded still : and consequently the circumstance of his

being carried away in the Spirit, and by angelic ministra-

tion, to see its interior state and glory, though a specta-

tor, independently of any such ministration, of its descent

from heaven and external glory ,*" suggests the idea that

there will exist for a while an earthly Church distinct

from; though synchronous with, this New Jerusalem of

the resurrection-saints ; and consequently that the period

1 Apoc. xix. 6, 7. - Apoc. xx. 4.

s In the Old Testament prophecies of Christ's bridal, as in Psalm xlv, Isa.

Ixii. 2, &c. XhtJews are supposed to be in a living state on the earth.
•• So Vitringa argues, p. 122C.

* See Vol. i. p. 263, and Vol. ii. p. 1 10. In the description of the angel the

words are observable, " the measure of a man, i. e. of an angel." Apoc. xxi. 17.

'' Compare Apoc. xxi. 2 with Apoc. xxi. y and the sequel. The point is one

which seems to mc to deserve attention.
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of this New Jerusalem's descent is millennial, not post-

millennial. With which view the circumstance of one

of the Angels that had the seven last Vial-plagues show-

ing it him, well coincides: for what the reason of his

being constituted the revealer, unless to mark that the

thing he exhibited was to be the speedy consequence or

sequel of the Vial-outpourings ? Besides which, there

is the very singular coincidence of St. John's being said

(of course as a symbolic man) to have fallen down at the

feet of the revealing Angel to worship him, on this ex-

hibition of the Lamb's bride, the New Jerusalem, just as

he was before said to have done on the Angel's primary

intimation to him, after Antichrist's destruction, con-

cerning the bride and bridal,' and to have received in

either case precisely the same answer and rebuke :—

a

coincidence scarce explicable, as it seems to me, except

on the hypothesis of the fallings down being one and the

same act, though twice noted in the Apocalyptic descrip-

tion. In which case the object of the repetition must
be to mark more significantly the chronological paral-

lelism of the two visions ; and that that of the New
Jerusalem was in fact only a supplementary and enlarged

revelation of that same subject of the bridal, which had

been just hinted at in the first instance, as having its

epoch immediately after Antichrist's overthrow.— 3. To
the same effect is what is said of " the nations of them
that are saved walking in the light of it, and the kings

* The coincidenee of the two passages is very singular ; and noted by Vitringa,

p. 1226, who draws much the same conclusion from it as myself.

Apoc. xix. 7— 10.
" The marriage of the Lamb is come,

and his wife hath made herself ready
{riTOifiaaev iavT7)v) . And to her was
granted that she should be arrayed in

tine linen, clean and white. . . .And he
saith unto me, Write; Blessed are they
which are called to the marriage supper
of the Lamb. And he saith unto me.
These are the true sayings of God. And
I fell at his feet to worship him. And
he said unto me, See thou do it not. I

am the fellow-servant of thyself and of
thy brethren, that have the testimony
of Jesus. Worship God."

Apoc. xxii. 8, 9.

" And I John saw these things and
heard them : " (including the descent of

the New Jerusalem prepared, riroi/jLaa-

txivTjv, as a bride for her husband.)
" And when 1 had heard and seen, I fell

down to worship before the feet of the

angel which shewed me these things.

Then saith he unto me, See thou do it

not : for I am the fellow-servant of thy-

self and of thy brethren the prophets,

and of them which keep the sayings of

this book. Worship God.''
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of the earth bringing their glory and honour into it ;

"^

and again, of the " leaves of the tree being for the heal-

ing of the nationsr For how can we explain this, except

on the supposition of men existing on earth, and in the

earthly state, such as needed healing,^ cotemporarily with

the higher and heavenly glory of the New Jerusalem ?

Now, whatever is to be the state of things on this our

planet after the judgment of the great white throne, and

general resurrection, and even though allowing the pos-

sihilUy of there being some new race of m€7i, then or

afterward created to inhabit it, yet surely the matter is not

so revealed as that we can have a right to assume or rea-

son on it, in the explanation of this, or of any other

controverted Scripture prophecy. And, putting Mis ex-

planation aside, I see not how it is possible to interpret

the statement, except by supposing the vision of the New
Jerusalem to be in its chronology millennial

:

—unless

indeed it be thought that the phrases men, nations of the

saved, kings of the earth, signify saints in the resurrec-

tion state ; an alternative which few probably will be in-

clined to embrace.

No doubt there will appear against this view two or

three formidable objections:— viz. 1. that the vision

of the Neiv Jerusalem is introduced with the introductory

chronological notice of there being then a new heaven

and new earth, and also 7io more sea : ^ although it

might seem that the sea existed till after the Millennium,

from the circumstance of the sea being said to give up

the dead that were in it,* on the judgment of the great

white throne ; and as to the new heaven and earth, that

they followed after the fleeing away of the old ones, be-

fore Him that sate on that throne :—2. that the time of

the descent of the New Jerusalem from heaven is that

of the declaration, " The tabernacle of God is with men,

and He will dwell with them ; and God shall wipe away

all tears from their eyes, and there shall be no more

death ;
" ^ although death was not cast into the lake of

' Apoc. xxi 24.

* So Mr. Close, tliough a strong anti-prcmillcniiarian. Sketches of Sermons,

p. 22. •* Apoc. xxi. 1. ' Apoc. xx. 1.'^. * Apoc. xxi. 4.
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fire until after the judgment of the same great white

throne :
'—3. that there is added also that other decla-

ration respecting it, "There shall be no more curse.'"^—
But these objections are, I think, not unanswerable. Thus
as to the fii'st, (not to urge the possible symbolic use of

the term sea, so as in certain earlier visions of the Apo-
calypse,-^) geological physical changes from the earth-

rending convulsions of the catastrophe are surely sup-

posable, such as to have atfected the earth and firmament

as much or more than did the deluge ; and especially to

have elevated the bed of that which is emphatically the

Apocalyptic as well as Roman sea, the Mediterranean,"^

and turned it into dry land : though not such as to have

destroyed the vaster oceans of our globe ; to which

oceans the statement of the sea giving up its dead, subse-

quently and post-millennially, may have reference. Above
all, quitting the Apocalyptic prophecy, if we resort to

the parallel prophecies of the new heavens and new earth

in other scriptures, we shall, I think, see that, what-

ever the statement mean about the sea being no more,

it cannot be in any such literal and full meaning of the

word sea, as to negative our general theory. For St.

John by his new heavens and earth, mentioned in con-

nection with Christ's coming, cannot but mean the same
new heavens and earth that St. Peter ^ also connects

with his coming : and St. Peter s new heavens and earth

are identified by the words, " We according to his promise

look for new heavens and a new earth," with those pre-

dicted in Isaiah Ixv. 17, Ixvi. 22, where alone the pro-

mise is made: in which last not only was "Jerusalem
spoken of as to be then a rejoicing, and her people a joy,"

but isles far oif noted as places whose inhabitants would
see the glory ; isles implying of course the existence of a

sea to form and surround them.*^^—Then, as to the second
1 Apoc. XX. 14. 2 Apoc. xxii. 3.

3 E. g. in Apoc. vi. 12. See Vol. i. p. 21 7.—Thus Whitby in his Essay on the
Millennium, ii. 3. 2, explains the Evangelist's, " And the sea is not yet," (or is

no more,) figuratively of the many waters on which the Harlot sate, Apoc. xvii.

1, 15 ; waters called sea, apparently in Apoc. xiii. 1, (compared with xii. 15,)
and which, on the destruction of the Beast, had been destroved.

* See Vol. i. p. 337, Note 2. 5 2 Peter iii. 13.

^ Whitby himself admits this identity of St. Peter's and Isaiah's new heavens
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objection, let us remember that expressions tantamount

to what is here said of the extinction of death in the new
Jerusalem, are used in other prophecies with reference

to millennial times ;—the times, that is, of Israel's res-

toration, and of Christ's reigning gloriously before his

ancients in it. " In this mountain," says Isaiah, " shall

the Lord of hosts make unto all people a feast of fat things

;

and He will destroy in this mountain the face of the cover-

ing cast over all people, and the veil that is spread over

all nations : He will swallow up death in victory .• and the

Lord God will wipe away tears from off all faces :
" '—

a

passage, as we have before seen,^ applied by St. Paul to

the epoch of the first resurrection. Nor does the use of

the phrase in this vision of the New Jerusalem, though
millennially construed, seem inappropriate. For among
the constituency of the New Jerusalem itself, death will

in the fullest sense be no more. And in regard even

to the earth's inhabitants during the millennial period,

though Death and Hades be not as yet extinguished, and,

as Isaiah also intimates in his prophecy, there be still

dying, yet may it very possibly be dying not until the

end of the Millennium, as it is said, "As the days of a

tree are the days of my people ;" and again, that a

hundred years would be then but the measure of in-

fancy ;^ " the leaves of the tree of life being for the

healing of the nations r"*^ besides that the dying may
be then without pain, and a mere easy translation to a

heavenly and higher state.—As to the curse, its absence

from the earth during the millennial period is the con-

current declaration of all prophecy,^ The very confla-

and earth
; but would thus strangely construe the former ;

" We before this con-
flagration, or besides this conflagration, expect a new heaven," &c.

—

Scott

says; " In some scriptures (as Isa. Ixv.) the new heavens and earth seem to de-

scribe the most prosperous days of the church on earth
; yet here (in St. Peter)

the state of the righteous after the day of judgment and dissolution of this present
world is evidently intended : but what is meant the fulfilment alone can explain."
And so A. Clark.—But where the " promise " Peter speaks of, except in Isaiah ?

In fact this connexion of the passages in Peter and Isaiah is a difficulty no anti-

premiilennarian theory can fairly overcome.
» Isa. XXV. 8. 2 seg p 202 suprk. ^ jg^ i^y. 20, 22.

• Apoc. xxii. 2.

* The expression is used in Gen. viii. 21, " I will not again curse the ground
any more for man's sake," in a much more restricted sense.
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gration that is to mark its introduction, will but, I sup-

pose, have been to what remains habitable of the earth

as a purifying fire ; and yielded its help, as before said,

towards converting its very deserts into a Paradise.^

Thus, on the whole, I incline to the conclusion, (at

which conclusion however, in consequence of some of

these objections, I long hesitated, and now only suggest

it as most probable,) that the New Jerusalem vision ap-

pertains to millennial times ; and that it is retrogressive

consequently in its chronological character. Which
being so, a position will of course be assigned it, like as

to the former retrogressive smes of visions, on the outer

side of the Apocalyptic scroll.^ On the which side it

does indeed so naturally fit into its place, and so pre-

cisely fill up the space that would otherwise be left

vacant on it, and with such marks and taches of paral-

lelism, just as before, to connect it with the correspond-

ing visions on the inner side of the scroll,— as to furnish

to my own mind no unimportant subsidiary evidence,

of the view which I have thus preferred to take of its

chronology being correct.

This point settled, it is of course among the Apoca-
lyptic " nations of them that are saved," v?hich are said

to walk in its light, and " the kings of the earth," which

are said to bring their glory and honour into it, that we
are to place the restored Jews and Gentile remnant,

preserved from the conflagration, of whom the Old Tes-

tament prophecy says so much :—the Jews having now
a certain" pre-eminence and peculiar glory, such as seem
constantly predicted of Israel and the earthly Jerusalem,

in the earlier prophecies of the latter day. With which
view the statement that " in Christ Jesus there is neither

Jew nor Greek, circumcision nor uncircumcision," is not,

I think, inconsistent :—seeing that that statement had
reference to the premillennial times of the gathering out

of all nations of the Church of the redeemed, the New-
Jerusalem ; wherein equal honours, and an equal reward,

1 See p. 227. - See p. 85 supri.
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were intended for the engrafted as for the natural mem-
bers of the true Israel ; but not to the very different

times, and different dispensation, of the Millennium.—It

seems possible too that " the beloved city" of Apoc. xx.

9, may be this earthly Jerusalem ; though I prefer to

understand it of the heavenly or neiv Jerusalem. But

even on this latter hypothesis there must be supposed, I

conceive, a most intimate connexion of the one Jerusalem^

with the other ; the earthly Jerusalem being that upon,

or over, which the glory of the New Jerusalem is to rest;

like as Jehovah's pillar of fire on the tabernacle in the

wilderness, or the more awful glory on the top of Sinai.*

Here, I say, it would seem that there is to be the meeting-

point of earth and heaven ; and that same conjunction to

be visibly manifested, of which I spoke before in my pre-

ceding chapter,'^ of the ultimate blessedness of the spiri-

tual and of the statural seed of Abraham :—a conjunction

and blending together of the two such, that it is often

difficult, if not impossible, to discern in prophecy where

the one ends and the other begins.

And thus, when we turn to consider the state of things

during the Millennium, our minds seem irresistibly

directed to Jerusalem, as the Mother-Church of a Chris-

tianized universe
;

(for even though we admitted the

literal Judaic character of the Jerusalem in Ezekiel's

last obscure prophecy, it would by no means involve the

literal Judaic construction of its temple and its sacri-

fices ;'^) I say as the Mother-Church of a Christian world,

and focus and centre of the glories of that latter day.

1 Compare Isa. iv. 2—5 :
" In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beau-

tiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth excellent and comely for them
that are escaped of Israel. And it shall come to pass that he that is left in ZIon,

and he that rcmaincth in Jerusalem, shall be called holy, even every one that is

written among the living in Jerusalem : when the Lord shall have washed away
the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the blood of Jerusalem

from the midst thereof, by the spirit of judgment and by the spirit of burning.

And the Lord will create upon every dwelling place of Mount Zion, and upon
her assemblies, a cloud and smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming fire by

night ; for upon all the glory there shall he a defence." - See p. 199.
3 See my Vol. i. pp. 32.^^—327.—So Justin Martyr in his Millennial view. Ov,

(V TV) iraXif iTapB(Tia, jurj 5o|r]Te Xtytiv Waaiav, 7} tus aWes irf)0(br]Tas, 6v(rias a<j>'

alixaToov r) anovSuii' exi to OvaiaTripiof ai>acj)fpe(T0ai, aAAa a\r]6ivas kol TrviVjxaTiKai

oivaj KOI (vxapi^iai. Dial, cum Tryph.—So too Whitl)y, (juotcd Note 3, p. 230.
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There the Shechinah of Messiah's presence is, as it

would seem, to shine refulgent ;^ there the King to be

seen in his beauty •,^ there too probably the manifesta-

tion to be made, more fully than elsewhere, of the per-

fected company of the redeemed, the general assembly,^

the glorified sons of God -.^—who, entrusted with the new
earth's government, subordinately to Christ himself, in

gracious reward of past service,^ (perhaps after the ex-

ample of those angels that, having kept their first estate,

have had \)i\\'& present earth entrusted to their charge and
ministry,)^ shall be recognized as the constituency of the

New Jerusalem, in all their resurrection glories,' during

the awv, or age, of the millennial dispensation.^—Mean-
while thither concomitantly are to converge the desires

and the gatherings of the whole family of man. " The
mountain of the Lord's house having been established on

the top of the mountains, all nations shall flow unto it;"^

and the Lord's prophecy be fulfilled, " I, if I be lifted up,

shall draw all men to me."'" The blessedness thence re-

sulting is to be universal. The creature, delivered from

the bondage of corruption, is to experience the glorious

liberty of the children of God : the water of life from the

throne of God diffusing its blessings over the world, and

the leaves of its trees being for the healing of the nations.

And as "the knowledge of the Lord now covers the earth,

' Psalm cii. 16, &c. ^ Isaiah xxxiii. 17. ^ Heb. xii. 23.
* Rom. viii. 19. * Luke xix. 17, Heb. ii. 5, &c.

^ Jude's expression, " The angels that kept not their first estate," implies their

having been once in a state of probation. And where then ? The researches of

the geologist leave no reasonable doubt of our earth's having been inhabited by

animals, at least, in a pre-Adamitic age ; and why not then by intelligent

creatures also ? Which supposition being admitted as at least possible, does it

seem likely that some other distant planet was the scene of the inhabitation and

trial of these earlier probationists, and not our own? Especially considering

that the organic pre-Adamitic remains that abound indicate violent death to

have prevailed then as now ; and by probable consequence sin, the cause of vio-

lence and death :—considering also that the internal fires of this earthly planet

(see pp. IOC— 108 and p. 225 supr^) seem not obscurely marked out in prophecy

as the scene of the rebellious spirits' future punishment ; of their punishment,
as if previously of their crime?

^ The Author of the Book of Wisdom compares their bright and fitful appear-

ances with the flashings oifire-sparks, (see the Note, p. 204,) or perhaps of the

firefly. We may rather compare them with Christ's appearances after his resur-

rection.—This rule of the glorified saints is not however to the exclusion of

angels. See John i. 51. ^ guch in Scripture is often the meaning of aiwy.

9 Isa. ii. 2. 10 John xii. 32.

VOL. IV. R
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as the waters cover the sea," ^ and holiness and peace and

joy every where blend together, the Lord shall again

rejoice in his works ;^ yea shall joy over them with sing-

ing, and rest in his love.^ It shall be his sahhatism, after

the accomplishment of that work that He has ever since

the creation, conjointly with the Father, been engaged

in;*—his work, his mightiest work, oi redemption.

O scenes surpassing fable, and yet true !

Scenes of accomplished bliss ! which who can see

Though but in distant prospect, and not feel

His soul refresh'd with foretaste of the joy ?^

I quote from one who is a meet minstrel on such a topic :

and subjoin yet another extract from him, depicting the

scene and its blessedness.^ The subject is one too high

and holy for my own rude touch. I pass from it.

Meanwhile (so the Apocalypse, as well as other Scrip-

ture prophecy, informs us) an awful monument will re-

main, and be visible, of a once different state of things ;

—

a monument of the guilt and punishment of the age pre-

ceding. It has always been God's plan that such memo-
rials should exist, as a warning against sin, under every

dispensation :—under {ho. patriarchal that of the accursed

1 Isa. xi. 9. ' Psalm civ. 31. 3 Zeph. iii. 17.
•* John V. 17 ;

" My Father worketh hitherto, and I work : "—viz. I conceive,

in the work of redemption ; carried on alike on sabbaths and all other days.
5 Cowper's Task, Cth Book.

^ " One song employs all nations, and all cry

Worthy the Lamb, for He was slain for us !

The dwellers in the vales and on the rocks

Shout to each other, and the mountain-tops
From distant mountains catch the flying joy ;

Till, nation after nation taught the strain.

Earth rolls the rapturous Hosanna round.
Behold the measure of the promise filled ;

See Salem built, the labour of a God !

Bright as a sun the sacred city shines.

All kingdoms and all princes of the earth

Flock to that light ; the glory of all lands

Flows into her : unbounded is her joy. . . .

Praise is in all her gates : upon her walls,

And in her streets, and in her spacious courts.

Is heard salvation. Eastern Java there
Kneels with the native of the farthest West ;

And Ethiopia spreads abroad the hand.
And worships. Her report has travell'd forth

Into all lands. From every clime they come,
To see thy beauty, and to share thy joy,

O Sion 1 an assembly such as earth

Saw never ; such as heaven stoops down to see."
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ground, and then oi th^ deluge ; under the Abrahamic and
Mosaic that of Sodom ; under the Christian that ofJeru-

salem trodden down, and the Jewish exiles dispersed every

where, with the brand of God's curse upon them. And
now there is to be that of the mystic Babylon, or Roman
earth and Antichrist, swallowed up in the lake thatburn-

eth with fire and brimstone ;
" the smoke of which goeth

up for ever and ever."^ This scene the Apocalypse figured

to St. .John : and with it correspond those most awful

and striking words which close Isaiah's prophecy, in re-

ference evidently to the times of the Millennium: "And
they shall go forth, and look upon the carcases of the

men that have transgressed against me : for their worm
shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched : and they

shall be an abhorring unto all flesh." ^

So during the Millennium.—And if, notwithstanding

all this, notwithstanding both the warning, the glory,

and the blessedness, the Devil do yet succeed afterwards,

on his being loosed, in seducing the nations in the four

corners of the world, what the wonder; considering the

history of the seductions of Adam and Eve in a former

paradisiacal state, and when enjoying the intimacy and
the vision of God. It will only be a new example how
the creature, by himself, when tempted will fall.—Again
the mad attempt of these deceived ones against even
" the camp of the saints and the beloved city," need not

surprise him who has studied man's corruption and
daring, in the history of Israel's rebellion at the foot of

the burning mount of Sinai.^—As to the speedy, if not

instant destruction of the rebels, it needs not that I ex-

patiate on it ; or on the subsequent fate of our world.

Where revelation is silent, it were vain to conjecture.

Suffice it to remark from the Apocalyptic prophecy, re-

specting the seduced that they are to be destroyed by
fire ;—respecting the Devil, the Tempter, that he is forth-

with, with all his associated evil angels, to be cast into

1 Apoc. xiv. 10, 11, xix. 3. " Isa. Ixvi. 24. 3 Exod. xxxii. 1, &c.
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the same lake, burning with fire and brimstone, where

the Beast and False Prophet were cast before ;—respect-

ing the saints, that, instead of closing their reign with the

Millennium, they are in some way still to reign even for

ever ;^—respecting the rest of men, that there is to follow

on Gog and Magog's destruction the universal resurrec-

tion, and a judgment wherein all that are not in the Book
of Life will be cast into the lake of fire : on which judg-

ment the heaven and earth that now are will flee away,

and have no place found for them.—In St. Paul's com-
prehensive summary of the final future, 1 Cor. xv. 24, 28,

(a passage already cited in the controversial part of my
preceding chapter,) we read' thus of this epoch ;

" After-

ward Cometh the end, when He shall have delivered up
the kingdom to God, even the Father ; that God may be

all in all." And there is yet one farther glimpse, into

ages still to come, opened to us by St. Paul ; with refer-

ence to the influence on other worlds and intelligences of

this our planet's history. He tells how the story of its

redemption is to be through eternity itself a chief lesson

to them of the marvels of divine grace ;

-—" that in the

ages to come^ He might show the exceeding riches of his

grace, in his kindness toward us through Jesus Christ."'*

' Apoc. xxi. i, 5. - Eph. ii. 7. ^ aiuiri rots iiripxofjuvois.

* I may fitly here subjoin the conclusion of the Apocalypse.
xxii. 6. " And he said unto me, These sayings are faithful and true : and the

Lord God of the holy prophets sent his angel to shew unto his servants the things

which must shortly be done. 7. Behold, I come quickly: blessed is he that

keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this book. 8. And I John saw these
things, and heard them. And when 1 had heard and seen, I fell down to worship
before the feet of the angel which shewed me these things. 9. Then saith he
unto me, See thou do it not: fori am thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren
the prophets, and of them which keep the sayings of this book : worship God.

10. And he saith unto me, Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this book :

for the time is at hand. 11. He that is unjust, let him be unjust still : and he
that is filthy, let him be filthy still : and he that is righteous, let him be righteous
still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still. 12. And, behold, I come
quickly ; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work
shall be. 13. 1 am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first

and the last. 14. Blessed are they that wash their robes* that they may

* irKvvovTfi Tos roAas avTuv. So Tregelles, instead of the received, itoiovvris

ras evToKas avra, thi'ij that do his commandments.—The reference to Apoc. vii. 9,

13, 14, hence arising, seems to me very beautiful : beautiful both in itself, and
as a connecting link between the there anticipatively foreshown state of heavenly
bliss ; and that which is here symbolized, as actually realized and present.
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CHAPTER VII.

CONCLUSION.

Arrived at the concluding Chapter of my Work, it

will be well to stop, and consider attentively our present

eventful position in prophetic chronology, and the evi-

dence which fixes it ; then to direct our regards to the

coming future, and consider it in the light, and connect-

edly with the lessons, suggested by the previous parts of

the Apocalyptic prophecy.

I. With regard to our present position, we have been

led, as the result of our investigations, to fix it at but a

short time from the end of the now existing dispensa-

tion, and the expected second advent of Christ. This

thought, when we seriously attempt to realize it, must

be felt a very startling as well as solemn one. And for

my own part I confess to risings of doubt, and almost

of scepticism, as I do so. Can it be that we are come so

near to the day of the Son of Man, that the generation

now alive shall very possibly not have passed away before

its fulfilment
;
yea that perhaps even our own eyes may

witness, without the intervention of death, that astonish-

ing event of the consummation ? The idea falls on my
mind as almost incredible.—The circumstance of antici-

pations having been so often formed quite erroneously

have right to the tree of life, and may enter in through the gates into the

cit)'. 15. For without are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and mur-
derers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie. IG.IJesushave
sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and
the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. 17. And the Spirit and
the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And let him that

is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take of the water of life freely.

18. For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this

book, If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues
that are written in this book: 19. And if any man shall take away from the
words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the
book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in

tins book. 20. He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly.

Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus."
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heretofore of the proximity of the consummation,—for

example, in the apostoHc age, before the destruction of

Jerusalem,' then, during the persecutions of Pagan

Rome,^ then, on the breaking up of the old Roman
Empire,^ then, at the close of the tenth century,^ then,

at and after the Reformation,^ and still later even by

writers of our own day,— I say the circumstance of all

these numerous anticipations having been formed and

zealously promulgated of the imminence of the second

advent, which, notwithstanding, have by the event itself

been shown to be unfounded, strongly tends to confirm

us in our doubt and incredulity.—Yet to rest in scep-

ticism simply and altogether upon such grounds would

be evidently bad philosophy. For these are causes that

would operate ahvays ; and that would make us be say-

ing, even up to the very eve and moment of the advent,

"Where is the promise of his coming?" Our true

wisdom is to test each link of the chain of evidence by

which we have been led to our conclusion, and see whe-

ther it will bear the testing ;—to examine into the causes

of previous demonstrated errors on the subject, and see

whether we avoid them;—finally to consider whether
the signs of the times now present be in all the sundry

points that prophecy points out so peculiar, as to war-

rant a measure of confidence in our inference such as

was never warranted before.

And certainly, on doing all this, it seems to me that

the grounds of our conclusion are stable. Of the evi-

dence of the continuous historical exposition of the

Apocalyptic visions detailed in this Commentary, I have
given an abstract in the first chapter of this its sixth

and last division ; and I again pray the reader, with my
illustrative Chart before him, to consider, step by step,

whether it be not conclusive. With such an extraor-

dinary combination of evidence, antiquarian and histo-

rical, to support it, does it seem possible that we can

have erred in our explanation of the four first Seals,

• Seemy Vol.i. p. 58. - So Vol. i. pp. 196, 201—203.
3 See Vol. i. pp. 360— 30;'). •• Sec lb. 440, 441. ^ See Vol. ii. pp. 130—140.
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with the emblematic horses and horsemen ? and, if not,

then in our application of the two next Seals? and, sup-

ported as it is by the parallel vision of the Covenant-Angel,

Apoc. X, in that of the Sealing Vision ? Brought so far

satisfactorily, can we have erred in explaining the six

first of that Trumpet septenary of visions which evolves

the seventh Seal, as fulfilled in the successive irruptions

and woes of the Goths, Saracens, and Turks ; especially

considering the manner in which that most striking

figuration of the Witnesses' death, resurrection, and

ascension is wrapped up and included in the latter half

of the Turkish woe last-mentioned, a figuration that we
saw reason to interpret of the Reformation : or after-

wards (in order of the Apocalyptic figurations) in ex-

plaining the 7th Trumpet-vision, and its earthquake, of

the great French Revolution ?—The perfect historical

parallelism with the above primary series of visions of

the supplemental and retrogressive series in Apoc. xii,

xiii, concerning the Witnesses' slayer, the Beast from the

abyss, and his reign for the same 1260 days' period that

was predicated of the Witnesses prophesying in sackcloth,

—I say the perfect historical parallelism of this new
series with the former, when explained, on the year- day

system, of the Popes and Popedom, and the manner in

which we are thereby similarly brought down in history

to the epoch of the French Revolution, cannot, I think,

but strike the mind as furnishing very strong additional

corroborative evidence of the correctness so far of the

general interpretation.—And when, advancing yet a step

further,—on the evidence (as recent history shows) alike

of one and of the other of these two parallel and still

continuous series of visions,—we find our present epoch
fixed but just a very little before the consummation,—it

being in the one series near upon the close of the sixth

Vial, with its drying up of the Turkman Euphratean
flood, and going forth of three spirits of delusion over the

earth, such as are even now recognizable, to gather men
to the battle of the great God;— in the other series under
the second or third of three flying angels, with their
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voices of gospel-preaching and anti-Papal warning, such

as the world is even now hearing, just before the judg-

ments of the harvest and the vintage, which last we saw

reason to identify with the treading of the wine-press of

his wrath, in the same battle of the great God, by the

Son of Man at Armageddon,—when, I say, we find the

double line of Apocalyptic prophecy thus combining to

fix our position there where I have placed it, and on

considering the evidence altogether, not as advocates or

partizans, but as simple searchers for truth on the great

point in question, can discern no flaw or chasm therein,

to vitiate or render it imperfect, it is surely reason's

dictate that we should bow to its strength and consist-

ency, and acknowledge that such is indeed in high pro-

bability the very fact.

With regard to the mistalien views as to the nearness

of the consummation entertained in other times and by
other expositors of prophecy, the several causes of mis-

take are for the most part obvious ; and also that they

are such as cannot, or do not, affect the grounds of

our present conclusion. The patristic expositors, living

early as they did in the Christian sera, had no long con-

tinuous chain of historic events before them, such as

was essentially needed, in order to the right interpreta-

tion of the Apocalypse as a continuous prophecy. If

they interpreted it at all, they could only generalize,

agreeably with their general and vague anticipations

of the future : chiefly with reference to the predicted

Antichrist ; who, they knew, was to come on the disso-

lution of the Roman Empire, but whose duration (on
their day-day system) they mistakingly limited to 1260
days.' So that they altogether lacked the Apocalyptic

sea-marks which would have shown them how much
yet remained of the voyage ere the harbour could be
gained ; and made an error of reckoning, which we can
be in no danger of repeating.—The same causes would
have operated in a measure to prevent a perception of

' Sec Vol. iii p. 229.
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the truth through the earlier half of the dark middle

ages, had there been then enough of intellectual energy

and research (which there was not) to investigate Scrip-

ture prophecy : besides which Augustine's positive error

respecting the Millennium,—an error detailed in my 5th

preceding chapter,^ and which descended to them from

him with almost the authority of inspiration,—engen-

dered that erroneous expectation of the immediate im-

minence of the judgment-day at the close of the tenth

century, to which I have more than once made allusion.^

—After the glorious Reformation, when both by the

application of the Apocalyptic emblems of the Beast and

Babylon to the Papacy and Rome, by the adoption also

of the year-day system, and by discoveries in clearer

and clearer light of the part that the Gothic Saracenic

and Turkish woes had in the prophecy, a vast advance

was made in prophetic intelligence, and elements brought

into existence for sounder views as to the future,—still

from the time of Luther, the Magdeburgh Centuriators,

and Foxe, down to those successively of Mede and
Brightman, Vitringa and Daubuz, and Sir Isaac and
Bishop Newton, many chasms remained unsupplied,

and important dates uncertified, in Apocalyptic inter-

pretation : more especially because, as Sir I. Newton ob-

served with characteristic sagacity,^ there remained unful-

filled in history the last predicted revolution, answering

to the seventh Trumpet ; an event essential to the con-

firmation ofsome most important points of interpretation,

and determination of others. So that what wonder if many
mistaken anticipations were still formed and published,

antedating the time of the end ?—Nor, even after that

Trumpet had had (as it is conceived) its marked fulfil-

ment in the French Revolution, were those causes of

error by any means all removed. It necessarily took
some time ere the mind of the investigator could calmly

survey and judge of that great event. There was in

' p. 177 supra. 2 Vol.i. p. 440.
' " The time is not yet come for understanding these prophecies perfectly,

because the mnin revolution predicted in them is not yet come to pass,"
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England, (the only country in which religious truth and

inquiry then had favour,) both at the outburst of the

French Revolution, and for many years after it, a

lamentable deficiency of learning and research ; such as

was needed to draw out the evidence, and argue accu-

rately from it on the probabilities of the future. On
many important points in the Apocalyptic prophecy there

still rested great obscurity
;
(I may say in particular re-

specting the Seals, the Sealing Vision, the ivhole Vision

of the rainhow-circled Angel of the tenth Chapter, the

death and resurrection of the Witnesses, the seventh and
eighth Heads of the Beast, and the very form and struc-

ture of the prophecy itself;) and by necessary consequence,

even among them that held to the Protestant and year-

day principle, such variety and contrarieties of opinion

respecting them, that much, very much remained evi-

dently wanting, ere a complete and satisfactory explan-

ation of that which related to the past could be given :

and consequently ere we could be fitly prepared to form
a judgment from it with any great confidence as to our

own actual place in the prophecy, and the nearness of

the great future consummation.—It is the author's

hope and belief that this has now been done ; and, as

before said, a continuous historical exposition given of

the Apocalypse, on evidence irrefragable, and without a

chasm or lacuna of importance unexplained, up to the

present time. Whether this be so, or not, the reader

will judge for himself. But, if it be, then it is evident that

the most influential cause of former mistakes respect-

ing the coming future must be considered as now done
away with ; and a vantage-ground established for judg-

ing correctly respecting it, such as did not exist before.

In the arrangement of the great calendar of prophecy,

and the adjustment of our own position on it, whether
nearer to the final end or less near, it is evident that the

chronological predictions (I mean those which involve

chronological periods) must needs demand our most
particular attention.— First and foremost in importance
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is the memorable prophecy of the 1260 years of the

Beast or Antichrist, six times repeated in the Apoca-

lyptic vision, and three in Daniel. It comprehends the

Beast's reign, in recognized supremacy ouer the Roman
Empire, in its last divided and apostatized state ; or rather

the reign of the Beast's last Head, Antichrist. And we
have seen that by that grand illustrative event of our latter

day, the French Revolution, the commencement and end

of the period (I should say its primary commencement
and end) have been fixed on, I think, almost decisive

evidence at about the years a.d. 530 and ] 790 respec-

tively : the one the epoch of Justinian's Decree and Code,

recognizing the Pope's supremacy as Christ's pretended

Vicar or iVntichrist ;' the other that of the French revolu-

tionary outbreak and code, giving to the Pope's supre-

macy and power a deadly blow through Western Chris-

tendom :^ the interval between them being just 1260
years. We also saw that in one of his prophecies

Daniel appended to what seemed to be the same identical

period, yet a further addition of thirty, and forty-five,

or conjointly of seventy-five years, as still to intervene

before the times of blessedness :^ so fixing the year

1865, or thereabouts, as the probable epoch of the con-

summation.—Now what I here wish to set before the

reader, with a view to his seeing the strength of the

corroborative evidence hence arising, on the point in

question, is the probable convergency within this same
seventy-Jive years' interval of the terminating epochs of

almost every other chronological scripture prophecy, or

preintimation, that has reference to the time of the end.

Thus 1st, when our progressing mundane chronology

reaches the thirtieth year beyond a.d. 1790, it meets

the end of the long line of 2300 years in one of Daniel's

visions,^ calculated from the epoch of the emblematic
Persian ram's acme of conquering power, and which was
to mark the destined epoch of the fall of the Turkman

' See Vol. iii. pp. 248—250, with the references there given.
- See my Part iv. Chap, iv, beginning Vol. iii. p. 342.

3 See pp. 166—169 supr^. •* See Vol. iii. pp. 387—390.
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empire :—2. when it reaches y^i forty-five years further,

i. e. at the epoch of abovit ad. 1865, it meets the se-

condary terminating epoch of the 1260 years, calculated

from that which may be deemed a secondary commence-
ment of them in the Popedom-favouring Decree of

Phocas.' These concurrences, as having been previously

discussed, need but a cursory re-mentioning.— 3. The
third synchronism that I have to notice, and which will

detain us longer, is that of the probable termination of

the world's 6000th year, dated from the Creation, just

at about the same interval of seventy-five years from the

year 1790 of our sera: in other words, the concurrence

at that chronological point of the opening epoch of the

world's seventh millennary, and therefore (as would seem
probable) of that of the sabhatism of rest promised to

the saints of God.
For, as I have just hinted in the preceding chapter,'^

the apostle Paul's use of the word o-a/3/3aT<cr;ixo?, sahhatism,

to designate the saints' expected glorious rest with

Christ, may be reasonably considered as almost an apos-

tolic recognition^ of the early and well-known Jewish^

1 See Vol. iii. pp. 250—252. 2 p 215 supr^.
3 So Osiander, about the time of the Reformation. " De quS. requie sempi-

ternS, ad Hebraeos, cap. 4, ita loquitur Apostolus, ut hoc ipsum mysterium nobis,

veluti digito, commonstrare videatur."
• So the Rabbi Eliezer, cap. xviii. p. 41 , as Whitby on Heb. iv. 9, quotes him :

" The blessed Lord created seven worlds (i.e. ataivas, ages ;) but one of them is

&\\ sabbath, and rest in life eternal." "Where," adds Dr. Whitby, " he refers

to their (the Jews) common opinion that the world should continue 6000 years,

and then a perpetual sabbath begin, typified by God's resting the seventh day,

and blessing it."

—

¥or perpetual, Whitby should have perhaps said a millennial

sabbath ; it being aiwvios in the sense in which the aiuives, or ages, before men-
tioned, were each millennial. So in the Midras Till. p. 4, tiie same Rabbi Eliezer

says," The days of Messiah are 1000 years."—And so too Bereschith Rabba,
quoted also by Whitby; " If we expound the seventh day of the seventh thou-
sand years, which is the world to come, the exposition is, ' He blessed it,' because
that in the seventh thousand all souls shall be bound up in the bundle of life. So
our Rabbins of blessed memory have said in their Commentaries on, ' God blessed

the seventh day,' the Holy Ghnst blessed the world to come, which beginneth in

the seventh thousand 0/ years."—Whitby also adds that Philo is cojiious on the
same subject ; stating that the sabbaths of the law were allegories, or figurative
expressions. With which view we may compare St. Paul's declaration in Col. ii.

IC, 17, " in respect of the sabbath-days, which are a shadow of things to come,"
CTKia T<aV fXfWoVTCOV.

The general opinion of the Jews was, that the world was to be 2000 years

without the law, 2000 under the law, and 2000 under the Messiah. This is still

called by the Jews "a tradition of the house of Klias," an eminent Rabbi that
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opinion that Messiah's kingdom of blessedness would
occupy the seventh millennium of the world, agreeably

with the type of the seventh day's sabbatism of rest after

the six days of creation : especially seeing that it was
Hebrew Christians whom he was then addressing ; and
that by them the word thus chosen could not but be

almost necessarily associated, alike from its etymology

and use, with some chronological septenary.' In fact

among the Christian fathers that succeeded on the apos-

tolic age, this view of the matter was universally received

and promulgated.'^—Which being so, the chronological

lived before the birth of Christ: who also taught that in the seventh millennary

the earth would be renewed, and the righteous dead raised, no more again to be
turned to dust : also that the just then alive should mount up with wings as

eagles ; so that in that day they would not need to fear, though the mountains
(Psalm xlvi. 2) should be cast into the midst of the sea. Mede, Book iv, p. 951.

• Insomuch that, as Schleusner observes on the,word Xa^fiarov, the Septua-

gint translators sometimes render the word ilStt^ by e^So[j.as.—It is a word

applied to the seventh year of rest in the Mosaic law, as well as to the seventh

day of rest. See Lev. xxv. 4, &c.
- I may specify the pseudo-Barnabas (a writer of unquestionably a very early

age in the Church) Ireneeus, Cyprian, Lactantiiis.

1

.

Barnabas. Kai eiroiriaev 6 Qeos ev 1^ r]iJ.epais ra epya rwv x^ 'P'^"' ai'TS, Kai

<Tvv€Ti\i(r€v fv rr) rifxepa tt) f/BSofiri, Kai itaTfiravaiv ev avrr;, Kai T)yia(Tev avT7\v.

npo(r€X€Te TfiKJ'a ti Kiyn to (TvveTe \eaev iV €| riix(pa.is' tsto \eyei 6ti awreKfi 6

0eos Ku^ios w e^aKiax^^iois erecri ra navTa. 'H yap yi/xepa irag avTO) x'^"" ^''"H-

avTos de ixaprvpn Aeyuv, I5h fftiinpov rj/x^pa eroi oos x'^'« ^ttj. Ovksv reuva ev e|

Tjfjiepais, ep 6|aKisx'^""^ eriai, (TVPT€\ea0r](TeTai ra iravra. Kai Kareivava-e rp
rjixepa rri l/35o;ur;. Tsto \eyei b-rav (XQdiv o T'tos avT8, Kai Karapyrjaei tov Kaipov

avop.s, Kai Kpivei tss acrelieis, Kai aWa^ei rov tjXiov, Kai rrjv cri\r)V7}v, Kai tss orepay,

T0T6 /caAoJS KaraTravaerai fv tt? 7]fxepa rrj e^Sofir).

2. Ireneeus. 'Ocrais ri/xepais eyevero 6 Koa/ios, Toaovrois x'^'yTcuri a-vvTeXeirai,

Kai Sia T8T0 (jiriaiv t] ypacp-q, Kai avpereAeaOytaav 6 spavos Kai t) yrj, Kai iras 6 KOff-

juos avTuv Kai avveTfAfaev 6 0eos fv tt) Tjl^epa tt) r' ra fpya avra a eiroirifff, Kai

KaniravcTiv 6 &eos ev rrj fifj.epa tt; ^' airo iravraiv tuv epyuv avre. Tsto 5' ert twi'

npoyiyovoroiv Siriyrjcris, Kai rwv iaofjuuuiv Trpo(priTeia : 7] yap rj/xepa Kvpis ws X'^'*
6T7J. Adv. Hser. v. ad fin.

3. Crjprian. " Primi in dispositione divina septem dies annorum septem millia

continentes." DeExh.Mart.il.
4. Lactantius. " Quoniam sex diebus cuncta Dei opera perfecta sunt, per

secula sex, id est annorum sex millia manere in hoc statu mundum necesse est.

Et rursus quoniam perfectis operibus requievit die septimo, eumque benedixit,

necesse est ut in fine sexti millesirai anni malitia omnis aboleatur fe terri, et reg-

net per annos mille justitia." vii. 14.

5 Ambrose. " Quia cum septimo die requieverit Deus ab omnibus operibus
suis, post hebdomadam istius mundi quies diuturna promittitur." In Luc.viii. 23.

For notices to the same effect from Jerome and Augustine see my Vol. i. pp.
3G7—368.— Feuardentiusin his Note on the passage quoted above from Irenaeus,

adds Hilary on Matt, xviii, and the Author of the Quepst. ad Orthodox. Quaest. 71

.

It is to be observed that the anti-premillennarian fathers of the fourth and fifth

centuries explained the sabbatical seventh day as typical, not of a seventh sabba-
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question on which I have now to enter, becomes one of

really important bearing on the point in hand ; I mean
the question, what the ivorld's present age, dated from

Adam's creation, and iuhe7i the termination of its sixth

millennary. Nor is there wanting the evidence requisite

for our attaining a near approximation to this notable

epoch. Mr. Clinton, in his Essay on Hebrew Chrono-

logy, appended to the third volume of his late learned

Work entitled Fasti Hellenici, has greatly elucidated the

subject. Setting aside the many mundane chronologies,

such as Hales has enumerated, based (if such a word
may be used) on the baseless foundation of authorities

that altogether lack authority, our only real appeal is to

Scripture.—And here, on the great primary disputed

question of the Patriarchal chronologies, and whether it

be the Hebrew text with its shorter chronology, that has

by fraud been robbed of eleven centuries, or the Septua-

gint with its longer, that has had them fraudulently

added,' (for that the difference is the result of design is

tical Millennium of rest, but an eternal sabbath:— a. view generally adopted
afterwards.

' The following tabular schemes exhibit the variations ; the numbers express-

ing the parent's age at the son's birth, except in the cases of Noah and Shem.

Antideluvian Patriarchs. Postdiluvian Patriarchs.

1

Adam
S,'th

Eiios

Caitian
Mahalakel
Jarcd
Enoch
Methuselah
Lantech
Noah (at tlie flood;

* 165 is doubt]
less the correct ^ Total
reading. J

Heb,,
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the Hebrew in the chronology of the antediluvian patri-

archs/ and its thus fixing the fraud in that table at least,

and by probable consequence in the postdiluvian table

also, on the Septuagint :—considering moreover the

better agreement of historical fact with the Hebrew than

with the Septuagint ;^ and the more easily supposable

object^ with the Septuagint translators than with the

keepers of the Hebrew text, as well as better opportunity/

' Viz. in the cases of all but the sixth, eighth, and ninth Patriarchs, Here
the Samaritan residues are shortened to adapt them to the shorter period, made
by the shorter genealogies corresponding between Jared and the flood ; to the

intent that these Patriarchs might not be thought to have been involved in it.

But we are told by Jerome (so the compilers of our English Universal History

have remarked) that in his time there were some Samaritan copies which made
Methuselah's and Lamech's ages, at the birth of their sons, the same as the

Hebrew.
- On the two points alleged in their own favour by the advocates of the Sep-

tuagint Chronology, Mr. Clinton (juite turns the tables against them.— 1st, as to

the age of the Traitoyovia, which these v^riters have placed after the lapse of one
third of life, Mr. C. says that it appears from Scripture to have been in the

Patriarchal age as early as it is now ;—Judah being at forty-eight a great-grand-

father,—Benjamin having at thirty, eleven sons, &c.—2. As to the Dispersion at

Babel, which the Septuagintarians say implies a mundane population such as could

not have been according to the Hebrew postdiluvian chronology, Mr. C. answers,

that under favourable circumstances even now it has been calculated that popu-
lation may be doubled in ten years ; that cases are known where it has doubled
for short periods in less than thirteen years ; and that in the older case of the
Israelites in Egypt, and later of certain parts of the North American colonies, the
population doubled itself in fifteen years :—that the circumstances of the first

families after the flood were precisely the most favourable to increase of popula-
tion, with all the arts of the antediluvian world, unoccupied land to a boundless
extent before them, and lives extended to 500, 400, and 200 years:—that thus
we may reasonably assume twelve years, at the most, as that of the population
doubling itself : on which assumption the population of the earth, derived from
the stock of six parents, would in 276 years amount to above fifty millions, and
in 300 years to two hundred millions. Even at the rate of fifteen years it would
have reached two hundred millions in 373 years from the flood, i. e. in the twenty-
fourth year of Abraham.—Now at the time of the Dispersion, had the world's

population then amounted to many millions, men would have been forced by
their wants to disperse ; whereas the Sacred History tells us that it took place

contrary to the wishes of men, who desired all to dwell together. A population
of about 50,000 would just answer the probabilities of the case. And this num-
ber must have been reached within ICO years from the flood ; i. e. about the six-

tieth year of Peleg (according to the Hebrew chronology) ; in whose days it is

said, Gen. x. 25, that the Dispersion occurred.
3 Jackson allows that it is difficult to see the motives of the Jews in shortening

the patriarchal genealogies. On the other hand the Septuagint translators had
an obvious motive for enlarging the chronology. The Chaldeans and Egyptians
(whose histories were about this time published by Berosus and Manetho) laid

claim to a remote antiquity. Hence these translators of the Pentateuch might
have been led in a spirit of rivalry to augment the amount of the generations of

their ancestors, alike by the centenary additions, and by the interpolation (as

Hales himself allows it is) of the second Cainaan.
* Augustine, whose four chapters on this subject (C. D. xv. 10— 14) well de-
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for falsifying in the matter.—This point settled,^ there

remain but two small chasms in the Hebrew chronology

to fill up, and one doubtful point to settle, arising from a

difference between an Old Testament statement and one

in the New Testament, in order to the completion of

our chronological table. The chasms are, 1st, that from
Moses' death to the first servitude ;^ 2ndly, that between

Samson's death and Saul's election to the kingdom :^ of

neither of which could the length be m,uch longer or

shorter than thirty or forty years.'* The doubtful point

alluded to concerns the same period of the Judges : it

being whether the reckoning given in Kings vi. 1 of the

serve attentive perusal, has put this point very strongly. Which, says he, is

most credible : that the Jews, dispersed all over the xAJorld, should have conspired

together to defraud their scriptures and themselves of ^m^A, the exclusive pos-

session of which is so much their boast ; or that the seventy Greek translators,

united together in conclave by King Ptolemy, should have managed to falsify

the numerals? He adds, as his own solution of the matter, that it was after

all probably not the translators, but the Jirst transcriber of the manuscripts from
the original in the Royal Library, that introduced the error ;

" Scriptoris tribu-

atur errori qui de Bibliothec^ supradicti Regis codicem descrihendum primus
accepit :" and concludes thus ;

" Ei linguae potiiis credatur unde est in aliam per
interpretes facta translatio."—Augustine's testimony is the more valuable and
remarkable because he was himself originally (see the Note in my Vol. i. p. 368)
a Septuagintarian in chronology. At the conclusion of the C. D. however he
measures the six periods of the world preceding its septenary period, or sabbath,

by ceras, not millennaries ; the 1st to the Flood, 2nd to Abraham, 3rd to David,

4th to the Babylonish Captivity, ."ith to Christ, and 6th that after Christ. CD.
xxii. 30. 5.

' It is to be observed, as Mr. Clinton remarks, that the question is not an in-

definite one, from want of testimony, so as in the case of the early chronology of

Greece. The uncertainty is one arising from two different distinct testimonies.

We have only to decide which is the genuine and authentic copy. Either the
space before the flood was 1656 years, or it was 2256. Either the period from
the flood to the call of Abraham was 352 years, or it was 1002. " These periods

could not be greater than the greatest of them, or less than the least."

' This period is that comprehended in Josh. xxiv. 31 ;
" And Israel served the

Lord all the days of Joshua, and all the days of the elders that overlived Joshua,

and which had known all the works of the Lord that he had done for Israel."
•* Compare Judg. xv. 20, xvi. 31, and 1 Sam. iv. 1, vii. 13, xii. 2.

^ Mr. Brooks, in the Preface to his late History of the Jews, p. xiii, argues

that the interval from Moses' death to Joshua's must probably have been longer,

because of Joshua being called "I3?3, a young tnan in Exod.xxxiii. 11 and Numb,
xi. 28, with reference to the second year after the Exodus. But this Hebrew
word is used to designate servants also (compare Gen. xxii. 3, &c.) ; and Joshua
is so called in the places above cited as the servant of Moses. (So Kimchi ex-
plains this appellative of Joshua, in Zech. ii. 7 : and so, I may add, Ambrose
comments on Gen. xxiv. 2; " Etiam senioris agtatis servuli pueri dicantur k
domitiis.") Thus the appellation can no more be argued from than the French
word gar<;on, or English postboy.—Moreover at the time ot the division of the
lands, seven years after Moses' death, (Josh. xiv. 10,) Joshua is said (ibid. xiii.

1) to have been " old and stricken in years."'—Thus Mr. Clinton seems fiirly to

have estimated Joshua's age at the time of the spies at about forty ; it being

VOL. IV. S
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interval from the Exodus to the building of Solomon's

temple at 480 years be the correct one, ^ or that by St.

Paul in Acts xiii. 18—22 at about 580.2 Mr. Clinton,

not without reason, as it seems to me, prefers the lat-

ter.^ And thus, completing his table, he makes the

the then age of his associate Caleb also, who overlived him. See Judg. i. 1,

9— 12. If so, as Joshua was 110 years at his death, (see Josh. xxiv. 29,) the in-

terval must have been 110— (38 + 40) = 32.

1 1 Kings vi. 1 ; "It came to pass in the 480th year after the children of

Israel were come out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon's reign

over Israel, that he began to build the house of the Lord."
2 Acts xiii. 18 ;

" Forty years suffered he their manners in the wilderness

:

and when he had destroyed seven nations in Canaan, he divided their land to

them by lot : and after that, he gave unto them judges about the space of four

hundred and fifty years, until Samuel the prophet. And afterward they desired

a king ; and God gave them Saul."
•* Because the servitudes must be included in the periods of rest, on the shorter

system ; which inclusion seems directly contrary to the tenor of the Scripture

statements. (But for this the Hebrew must reasonably be deemed of the greater

weight ; and St. Paul's 450 years be explained either, as Whitby prefers, by

reference to the then current Septuagint chronology, or, as Usher, by supposing

it the measure of the time from Abraham to the division of the lands, not from
the division of the lands to Samuel.)—Achronological table of this period, formed
from the express declarations in the Book of Judges, is given below ;—it being

premised that Chusan's oppression followed (Judg. iii. 7) on Israel's first apos-

tacy to the worship of Baalim, on the death of the elders that overlived Joshua.

Servitudes.



THE SCRIPTURE CHRONOLOGY OF THE WORLD.

the birth of Selh _ 130 years. Gen. v. 3. ' Adam lived !30 yearaand begat a son.

his name Seth."

EnoB _ 105 V. 6. " Seth lived 105 years, and begat Enoe."

460 jMedbom. . . -
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date of the creation to be about 4138 B. C. ;' and con-

sequently the end of the 6000 years of the world, and

conquest and division of Canaan, (about 7 years having intervened between that

event and Moses' death), and 30 years more for Samuel's judge-ship after the

Philistines' defeat, it exactly makes up St. Paul's " about the space of 450 years."

Add 7 for the conquest of Canaan, 40 for the wilderness, 40 for Saul, and 40 for

David : and then the 4th year of Solomon comes to about the 580th year from
the Exode; instead of the 480th, as the Hebrew text defines it in 1 Kings vi. 1.

—And therefore the only solution of the difficulty that I see is by supposing a

mistaken reading in our Hebrew copies of 480 for 580.

B. C.
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opening of the seventh Millennium, by approximation,

ahout A. D. 1862:—the same year, very nearly, that

we before fixed on as the epoch of the consummation,

on quite different data.

I must add yet a word besides on two or three other

more dubious, yet very interesting and important pro-

phetic periods. And, 1st, on the seven times of Nebu-
chadnezzar s insanity and state of bestialism} These

calculated after the year-day system, on the hypothesis

of the Babylonish king's insanity figuring that of the

great empires which he then headed, in their state of hea-

then aberration from God, (an hypothesis on the truth of

which I do not myself entertain much doubt,) terminate,

—if dated from the time, B. C. 727, when the Assyrians

' Dan. iv. The figure is somewhat otherwise applied by Cowper to the

wretchedness and ruined hopes of a prisoner
;

Like tliC visionary emblem seen

By him of Babylon, life stands a stump,
And fillettcd about with hoops of brass

Still lives, though all his pleasant boughs are gone.

Temple
;
a difference grounded mainly on the circumstance of the Jews calcula-

ting by the chronological statement in 1 Kings vi. 1, noted by me in the text.

3. The Jewish Calendar shortens the interval between Solomon and Zedekiah's
captivity fifteen years : and 4. that between Zedekiah and the Christian jEra yet

1G5 years. By the latter most gross and extraordinary falsification of a period

as well ascertained as that between our Richard the First and the time now pre-

sent, the Jewish Rabbles make the interval between the first destruction of Je-

rusalem by the Babylonians, and second by the Romans, just about 490 years.

—

Thus there is nothing in the Jewish mundane ciironology to affect the accuracy
of Mr. Clinton's.

Let mc add that the early Reformers noticed, and were struck with, the last

mentioned strange error in the Jewish chronology; and refer it to the Jews'
identification of Darius Hijstaspis (father to Xerxes) with llie last Darius con-
quered by Alexander, and obliteration from their calendar of all the Persian kings
intervening. So Mdancthon on Dan. ix :

" Hccc series (i e. of the Persian kings)

nota est cruditis omnibus ; et inscitia Judaeorum recentium vituperanda est, qui
fingunt non plures fuisse reges Persicos qukm quatuor, et propter banc inscitiam

omittunt ex seric annorum mundi centum annos." And Osiandcr, Dc Ult.Tem-
por. ch. i. :

" Quiid autem Judsci ab orbe condito ad Christum 200 annis fere

minus numerant (|ukm nos, in causfx sunt, cum alii multi errorcs, tum vcro illc

omnium maximus qu6d Darium Hystaspis, sub quo templum aedificatum est, et

Darium ab Alexandre devictum pro eodcm habeant, ac sex tantilm annis reg-

rasse putent ; ciim ab initio regni unius (Darii) usque ad finem alterius, etiam
secundum Ptolema^um, 192 anni inlerCLSserint."—But ?//!)/ this abbreviation?
I have no where seen a reason stated. It is curious, however, that by it the
interval between the first destruction of the Temple and the second is reduced,

as before observed, to about 490 years ; the precise equivalent to the seventy

weeks of Daniel : and is (as I learn from a Jew) so stated by the Jews, by a

kind of mcmoria tcchnica. 1 cannot therefore but suspect that to constitute

the interval this prophetic term of years may have been the abbreviator's object.
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under Shalmanezer' first acted the ivilcl beast's part

against Israel,— about the year 1793; that is, at the

epoch of the French Revolution, and the coincident

going forth of the gospel-message to evangelize the

heathen :—doubtless a very remarkable synchronism :

especially considering that the bisecting point of these

seven times is then A. D. 533 ; the very commencing

epoch, with Justinian's Decree, of the three and a half

times of the Papal Antichrist. Of course if calculated

from Nebuchadnezzar's own accession and invasion of

Judah, B.C. 606, the end is much later, being A. D.

1914 ;
just one half century, or jubilean period, from

our probable date of the opening of the Millennium.

—

2. If, as some would have it, and not perhaps altogether

without reason, the remarkable form of expression in

which the period of " the hour and day and month and-

year is couched," ^ concerning the Turkman's invasion

of Christendom, be meant to signify the time /or which,

as well as the time within which, the Turks should

occupy the throne of the Greek or Western Empire, and

so the capture of Constantinople were to be the bisecting

point between their primary going forth against Greek

Christendom under Togrul Beg, and their ultimate ejec-

tion from it,— then the end of the second period will

fall about 396 years from the fall of Constantinople, or

A. D. 1849.^—3. If, as Messrs. Bickersteth and Birks

would construe it, the xpovo? e/c €?-«' ^t* in the Angel's

oath in Apoc. x. 7 be meant, " A year shall not elapse

ere the consummation," i. e. a prophetic year, whether

360, or 365 natural years,— and though I do not my-
self so construe it, yet it seems to me quite worth the

notice as being at least possible,'*—then the termination

' Jer. 1. 17 ;
" Israel is a scattered sheep : the lions have driven him away

;

first the King of Assyria hath devoured him ; last this Nebuchadnezzar, King of

Babylon, hath broken his bones."
- 'o( r)Toifx.a(Ttxivoi eis Trjv uipav /cai ^fiepav Kai firjva Kot eviavrou, lua avoKTeivaxTi

TO rpiTovTwv avepwTTuiv. I do not understand Mr. Birks' intimation on this verse

respecting a different reading of authority. Neither Griesbach, Scholz, nor

Tregellcs, note any different reading of authority. ^ ggg ^y Vol. iii. p. 398.
* ThedifRculiy in the way of thus taking the passage is because the Angel

uses the word xpovos not Kmpos ; which lalter is the >Aord always used in the
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of this period also will fall on our chronological line yet

but a little distance further, and there mark the bound-
ing limit, the ne plus ultra, if I may so call it, of our

present mundane chronology, at A. D. 1877 or 1872/
In fine, notwithstanding, what is fully allowed, the

doubtfulness of some of these periods, and their other

possible epochs of commencement, yet the fact is clear

that, construed consistently on the year-day system,

they have all a probable ending somewhere within the

extreme dates, distant scarce above a century apart, of

A. D. 1790 and 1914. In regard of the 17 long cen-

turies preceding, that intervene between the Apocalyptic

Revelation and French Revolution, there is none within

which they can with at all the same probability be sirai-

Septuagint and Apocalypse of the mystical periods of the time, times, and half a
time. See my Vol. ii. p. 121.

The want of the article is the point most in favour of Mr. Birks' view. And it

is curious that on one occasion, according to his Table Talk, Luther expressed an
opinion tliat perhaps the world might last yet 300 years more, before the con-
summation. But this, however, was contrary alike to his earlier anticipations

and latest aspirations. See Vol. ii. pp. 130— 134.
' I cannot but suspect that we have a truer ne plus ultra in our Lord's cele-

brated saying, " This generation," &c, Luke xxi. 32 :—the saying having a double
reference; 1st, to the fulfilment of the judgments 07i Jerusalem, ere the genera-

tion then alive should have past away ; 2nd, to the final judgment of the con-

summation, ere the generation should have wholly past away that witnessed the

signs in the sun and moon, &c, (verse 2.t, &c.) which signs I suppose to have
begun at the French Revolution. See my Vol. iii. p. 337, Note 1 : also a paper
by me on the subject in the Investigator, Vol. iv. p. 341.

It is to be observed that the word ainrj, this, in the clause t] yevea avri], need
not necessarily to be aspirated : as there were no asi)i rates in tlie uncial charac-

ters of the older MSS. And if without the aspirate, then avT-q would mean that

:

" that generation shall not have passed away, &c ;
" with reference distinctly to

the generation that was alive at the time of the signs in the sun and moon ice.

appearing. But the view I advocate docs not depend on the absence of the aspi-

rate. Because our Lord might mean by " this generation," the generation of the

time he was then speaking of; just as in^Luke xvii. 34, when speaking of the time

of his second coming, he says Tavrrj rri uvkti, " On this night two shall be in

one bed ; one shall be taken," &c ; meaning thereby the night of his coming.

As to the Juhllcran chronology it seems possible that as serenti/ years marked
the length of Israel's waiting-time for the redemption from Babylon, &nd seventy

vjeeks of years that of its further waiting for its primary redemption by Christ

Jesus, so seventy Jubilees may define the mystical period of its whole existence

as a people, from tiie Exodus to the epoch of both tlie natural and the spiritual

Israel's perfect redemption : a period which reckoned from the Exodus, (each at

fifty years,*) will cnd(on the basis still of Clinton's Chronology) A. D. 1875. But
there seems to me here far too much of the conjectural, to admit of our resting

at all on the argument.

* See, in proof of this value of the Jubilee, the Investigator, vol- iv. p. 124.
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larly made to converge. And T must say that the fact

of their thus travelling, as they all seem to do, to a close

within our own present sera, from their several sources

more or less remote in the depth of antecedent ages,

much impresses m.y own mind, as confirmatory of the

conclusion primarily deduced by me from the evidence

simply of the Apocalyptic prophecy. Like as the con-

vergency of many lines of road to a geographical centre

indicates that centre to be the place of some important

and mighty city, so the convergency of these many
chronological lines within the present century, now
above one-half run out,^ seems to mark this century as

a most important sera of crisis, big with momentous

issues as to the destinies of the world.

^

To all which chronological evidence there needs to be

added, in corroboration and confirmation, that of the

many and extraordinary signs of the times : signs which

have drawn attention, not from prophetic students only,

but from the man of the world, the philosopher, the

statesman ; and made not a few even of the irreligious

and unthinking to pause and reflect.—Thus there is 1st

the drying up, still ever going forward, of the Turkman
power, or mystic flood from the Euphrates:— 2. the

interest felt by Protestant Christians for the conversion

and restoration of Israel ; an interest unknown for

eighteen centuries, but now strong, fervent, prayerful,

extending even to royalty itself, and answering precisely

to that memorable prediction of the Psalmist, " Thou
shalt arise and have mercy upon Zion, for the time to

favour her, yea the set time is come ; for thy servants

think upon her stones, and it pitieth them to see her in

the dust:"^— 3. the universal 'preaching of the Gospel

over the world : that sign of which Augustine said, that

could we but see it, we might indeed think the time of

the consummation at hand :'^—4. the marked -political

^ I mean as reckoned from 1790.
- See the illustrative Diagram on the opposite page. The more dubious lines

in my judgment are dotted, ^ Psalm cii. 13, 14.

^ Epistle to Hesychius, numbered 197 in the late Paris Benedictine Edition,
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ascendancy before the whole world, alike Heathen, Ma-
hommedan, and Jewish, of the chief nations of the old

Roman earth, i. e. professing Christendom, and ever in-

creasing political, scientific, and comnnercial intercourse,

(" nmany running to and fro, and knowledge being in-

creased,"^) such as toforce the eyes of all nations on this

same Roman earth as the central focus alike of comnnerce,

science, and political power :— a sign connected, 5thly,

with the outgoing thence almost as universally among
them of religious Christian and Antichristian missions,

under the protection and auspices respectively of the

chief Roman Catholic and Protestant European powers
;

the Romish and Antichristian full of zeal and bitterness,

and with conflict already so begun against Protestant

evangelic missions and Bible-circulation, as to have forced

the attention of Jews, Heathens, and Mahommedans to

this grand subject of the Lord's controversy with Roman
Anti-Christendom, and to be preparing them (almost as by

providential voice-) for being intelligent spectators of its

tremendous issue :— 6. the revolutionary internal heav-

ings of the European nations, alike with infidel and de-

mocratic agitation, answering so well to Christ's and
the apostle's descriptions of the latter days ; and their

preparation too for deadly conflict one with another, with

new and tremendously-increased powers of destruction :

all which who can think of, without the heart some-
times failing for fear. Such, I say, is the extraordinary

combination of signs of the times now visible ; signs

predicted more or less clearly in Scripture prophecy, as

signs that were to precede the end : and considering

that they all point to the quickly coming future as the

Tom. ii. col. HOG :
" Opportunitas veio illius ttmporis fsc. finis hujus sajculi et

adventfts Domini) non erit antcquam prsedicetur Evangelium in universo orbe in

testimonium omnibus gcntibus. Apcrtissima enim de h^c re legitur sententia

Salvatoris, Matt. xxiv. 14. . . . Unde si jam nobis certissimfe nuntiatum fuisset

in omnibus gentibus Evangelium prccdicari, nee sic possemus dicere quantum
temporis remaneret usque ad finem ; sed magis magisque projiinquare meritu

dicereinus." ' Dan. xii. 12.
" " He shall call to the heavens from above, and to the earth, as the central

focus alike of commerce, science, and political power: that he may judge his

people. . . . He hath called the earth from the rising of the sun unto the going

clown thereof." Fsalm 1. 1,4,
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very crisis of consummation/ concurrently with the

other various evidence that has been detailed before,

(and more might yet be added :^) is it likely that we can

be mistaken in so construing them ? Does there not

seem to be in them before our eyes that budding of the

Jig-tree which our Lord spoke of; ^ and which he who

• So, for example, Schlegel in his Philosophy of History, Lect. xviii ;
" Never

was there a period that pointed so strongly, so clearly, so generally, towards the

future as our own," &c. Robertson's translation, Vol. ii. p. 319.

And having given this from a German, let me add the opinions of two learned

Professors from the other side of the Atlantic, writers of different prophetic sen-

timents from each other and from myself. Says Professor Bush, (Millennium,

p. 88,) " We are now actually arrived at the very borders of the period which
is to be signalized by the winding up of the grand despotic (?) drama that has
for some ages been enacted in transatlantic Christendom."—And Professor Ro-
binson : " Before another half century shall have rolled away, there will be seen

revolutions in the oriental mind and the oriental world, of which no one now
has even a foreboding. The time is short : the crisis rushes on. Let us awake,
and be prepared !

"

- I must quote a remarkable passage to this effect from the late lamented
Dr. Arnold's Lectures on Modern History, p. 38.

" Modern history appears to be not only a step in advance of ancient history,

but the last step ; it appears to bear marks of the fulness of time, as if there

would be no future history beyond it. For the last eighteen hundred years

Greece has fed the human intellect; Rome, taught by Greece, and improving
upon her teacher, has been the source of law and government and social civili-

zation; and, what neither Greece nor Rome could furnish, the perfection of

moral and spiritual truth has been given by Christianity. The changes which
have been wrought have arisen out of the reception of these elements by new
races,—races endowed with such force of character, that what was old in itself,

when exhibited in them., seemed to become something new. But races so gifted

are, and have been from the beginning of the world, few in number : the mass
of mankind have no such power. . . . Now, looking anxiously round the world
for any new races, which may receive the seed (so to speak) of our present his-

tory into a kindly yet vigorous soil, and may reproduce it, the same and yet new,
for a future period, we know not where such are to be found. Some appear ex-

hausted, others incapable ; and yet the surface of the whole globe is known to

us. . . . Every where the search has been made, and the report has been received.

We have the full amount of earth's resources before us, and they seem inade-

quate to supply life for a third period of human history.
" I am well aware that to state this as a matter of positive belief would be the

extreme of presumption. There may be nations reserved hereafter for great
purposes of God's providence, whose fitness for their appointed work will not
betray itself till the work and the time for doing it be come. . . . But, without
any presumptuous confidence, if there be any signs, however uncertain, that
we are living in the latest period of the world's history, that no other races re-

main behind to perform what we have neglected, or to restore what we have
ruined, then indeed the interest of modern history does become intense."

^ It will be interesting to compare TertuUian's view of the signs that were to

precede and foreshow the consummation, and coming of the " diem Domini
magnum, diem irce et retributionis, diem ultimum, nee uUi praeterquam Patri
notum, et tamen signis atque portentis, et concussionibus elementorum, et con-
flictationibus nationum pra;notatum." Then he proceed, to the unrolling of the

prophecies, in order to fix the sera.

And 1st Of Christ's prophecy in Matt, xxiv, about Jerusalem being trodden of
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might see was to mark it, and know therefrom that

summer would be nigh at hand ?
^

II. But if so, then the solemn question suggests itself,

In what spirit and manner may we best prepare to meet

this coming future ? The thought of the nearness of the

consummation is of itself unspeakably awakening and

solemn : and the rather when we consider further that

there is to be expected antecedently a time of sifting and

trial, such as perhaps has never yet been experienced.

For the Poet's exquisite language^ does by no means
adequately express the probable severity of the coming

crisis. Ere the sabbatism of the saints begins, some-

the Gentiles, till the times of the Gentiles were fulfilled; (" donee adimpleantur

tempora nationum, allegandorum scilicet ^Ueo, et congregandoium cClm reliquiis

Israelis : ") on which he adds, that both Johnand Daniel and the whole Council of

the Prophets predict signs in the sun, moon, and stars, and on earth the strait-

ening of the nations, and powers of heaven being shaken ; and that then the Son
of Man is to be seen coming in the clouds with power and great glory : so that

these signs, like the sign of the budding fig-tree, should make Christians lift up
their heads, as knowing that Christ's coming and the time of the resurrection

are at hand.

2. He notes St. Paul's prophecy in 2 Thess. ii, of the apostasy and the man
of Sin, or Antichrist, who is to he revealed, and reign, and then to be destroyed

by the brightness of Christ's coming.

3. The prophecy connected with the vision of the souls under the altar in

Apoc. vi ; a passage already quoted in my Vol. i. p. 203. Whence he inferred

that first Antichrist was to appear and conflict with the Church of Christ, then

the vials of God's wrath to be poured out on the apostate harlot-city, and then

the devil to be bound, the souls of the martyrs to reign with Christ, and after-

wards the general resurrection to take place.

1 They who are fond of quoting Christ's saying to the disciples then alive,

" It is not for you to know the times and the seasons," and again, " That hour
and day knoweth no man," as if a prohibition of all calculation of prophetic

times before their fulfilment, should remember this saying of Christ also, intended

specially for such of his servants as might be living near the time of the end.

We are meant, it would seem, to know the nearness of the Advent, when at

hand, though not the exact time ; and if negligent in marking the signs given,

may subject ourselves justly to the same rebuke as the Pharisees and Sadducces
of old, " Are ye not able to discern the signs of the times ? " (Matt. xvi. 3.) Is

not Daniel an example for imitation on this point? Dan. ix, 2.

' " The groans of Nature in this nether world,

Which heaven has heard for ages, have an end.

Foretold by prophets, and by poets sung.

The time of rest, the promised sabhnth comes.
Six thousand years of sorrow have well nigh
Fulfilled their tardy and disastrous course

Over a sinful world ; and what remains

Of this tempestuous state of human things,

Is merely as the working of a sea

Before a calm, that rocks itself to rest."

JVintvr Jl'dlk nl Novn.
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thing much more is to be looked for than the mere gusty

closing blasts of a long tempest, or billowy heavings of

the sea before a calm, as "it works itself to rest." The
final conflict between Christ's true Church and Anti-

christ, and their respective chiefs and supporters, both

visible and invisible, is set forth in prophecy as most
severe. As a nation, as a church, as individuals, how
may we best prepare to meet it ?

And here it is that the moral of the Apocalyptic pro-

phecy, its philosophy of the history of Christendom, if I

may so call it, becomes unspeakably valuable. We have

elsewhere had the philosophy of the same history traced

by human pens ; and lessons at the same time drawn from

it in the way of instruction and direction for the future:

for example, in a work by the late celebrated Frederick

Von Schlegel professedly on the subject ;
^ a writer

of no common eloquence, or common reputation. But
if we compare the two outlines of historic philosophy

together, the human and the divine, what a contrast

will appear : and how true the one ; how superficial and
delusive the other !—In his general abstract notions

indeed of the philosophy of history and its objects,

Schlegel has much that is admirable. He lays it down
that, as the highest object of philosophy is the restora-

tion of God's image in man, so the great object of

the philosophy of history must be to trace historically

the progress of this restoration ;^—that it is his object

and intention, through that all-ruling Providence which
regulates the whole course of human destiny,^ ulti-

mately to accomphsh it ;—that Christianity, God's own

' My reference is, as before, to the English Translation by Schlegel's devoted
admirer J. B. Robertson, Esq. The Lectures which make up tliis Work on the
" Philosophy of History,'' were delivered at Vienna in the year 1S28, the year
before his death.— I shall freely make extracts in the Notes. It will familiarize

the reader with a new point of view in which to consider the Apocalypse.
2 Preface, ad init.

^ Lect. XV ; Vol. ii. pp. 196, 198. " Without the idea of a Godhead regulating

the course of human destiny,"—such is his eloquent language,—"of an all-ruling

Providence, and the saving and redeeming power of God, the history of the world
would be a labyrinth without an outlet, a confused pile of ages buried upon ages,

a mighty tragedy without a right beginning, or a proper ending :
" adding that

this is the melancholy impression produced on the mind by several of the great

ancient historians, particularly the profoundcst of them all, Tacitus.
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heaven-sent religion, is the regenerating principle, whence

whatever may already have been accomplished has pro-

ceeded, and whence alone man's final and perfect rege-

neration is to arise ;'—that the hindrances and obstruc-

tions in the way of its accomplishment have arisen from

the fearfully powerful, though most mysterious, influ-

ence in the world of the Spirit of evil, alike God's enemy

and man's,^ and man's endowment with free-will, to

choose, as he may please, the guidance of the one Spirit

or the other :^—further, that it belongs to the province

of the Philosophy of History to mark God's wrathful

judgments on the world, when thus led astray from

Him ;"* and to mark also the interpositions and proceed-

ings of Divine Providence, (especially as illustrated from

time to time in the rise and conduct of any remarkable

particular nations or individuals,^) with a view to the

fulfilment of its designs, whether of judgment or of

' Lect. x; Vol. ii, 9. Speaking of Christ's divine mission for tlie rcdemptioa

of the world, he says; " If we once remove this divine keystone in the arch of

universal history, the whole fabric of the world's history falls to ruin ; for its

only foundation is this new manifestation of God's power in the crisis of time.

.... Without faith in the truth of Christianity, the world's history would be an

insoluble enigma," &c. And again, pp. 4, 5 ; "From its very origin, and still

more in its progress, it entirely renovated the face of the world : "—" It has

shone ever brighter with the progress of azes, and has changed and regenerated

not only government and science, but the whole system of human life."—This

statement however is much modified afterwards as to the past. So p. 38, after

saying that at the Constantinian revolution Christianity " inight have become a

real regeneration of the Roman state," he adds that " the old Roman state-po-

licy," &c, continuing prevalent prevented it;—and again, p. 56, " the Romans
whose polity and public life Christianity was unable totally to regenerate."

- Schlegel is very strong in his statements on this point. So Lect. xv, p. 199 ;

" That man only who recognizes the whole magnitude of the power permitted to

the wicked principle, according to the inscrutable decrees of God, from the curse

of Cain, and the sign of the curse in its unimiicded transmission through all the

false reli;;ions of heathenism— all the ages of extreme moral corruption and
crime,— is alone capable of understanding the great pha^nomena of universal

history, in their often strange and dark complexity."
3 This is Schlegel's third principle, (the two others being God's all-ruling and

redeeming providence, and the Evil Spirit's power of tempting to evil,) of which

the recognition is essential to the philosophy of history. So Lect. xv. p. 197 :

" Without this freedom of choice in man, this faculty of determining between

the divine impulse, and the suggestions of the Spirit of Kvil, there would be no

history ; and withnut a faith in such princii)le no philosophy of history."

At p. 247, Vol. i, after noticing Condorcct's theory of the perfectibility of man,
as the iiberaiism of historic philosophy, he well adds, " But man's corr\iptibility

is as great as his perfectibility

y

' " This idea of divine justice and of God's judgments on the world, exempli-

fied in histf)rv, belongs undoubtedly to the province of historical philosophy."

Lect. X. Vul.'ii. p. 7. •' Ibid, p, 5.
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mercy.—Such, I say, is Schlegel's generally just idea

of the Philosophy of History ; and the reader has but

to recal what has gone before in this Commentary, or to

glance at the illustrative Chart prefixed to it, in order to

be convinced how eminently, on such an idea of it, there

attaches a high degree of the philosophic character to

the historic prefigurations of the Apocalypse.* It is in

the application of the principle that the marked contrast

appears between these and Schlegel's sketches : nor, I

think, can I better place the moral lessons of this

holy book in relief and distinctness before the reader,

than by setting forth its philosophy somewhat fully, in

direct contrast with the other.

The German philosopher then, agreeably with his re-

ligious creed, 2 directs himself by the Romish standard in

his judgment of things that concern religion and the

Church. After the first four centuries, notable for the

diffusion and final triumph of Christianity over Pagan-

ism in the Roman Empire, he traces the Church visible

and established (already at that time, in respect of its ac-

knowledged head, a Romish Church) through those four
long centuries which followed of the chaotic intermediate

state between ancient and modern history,^ as if still

Christ's true Church, the upholder and preserver of the

Christian religion, as well as civilizer of the barbarous

invading Germanic nations ; then the next three centuries,

after that the tempests had subsided, and the wild waters

of barbarian inundation begun to flow off, from Charle-

magne to Gregory VII and the first half of the twelfth

century inclusive,'* (a period constituting the earlier half

^ See too my observations on some of these points, in the General Introduc-
tion to this Work, Vol. i. pp. 106—109.

2 Schlegel was by birth a Protestant. But in his thirty-third year, a. d. 180.5,

he renounced Protestantism, and embraced the Romish faith. " It was in the

venerable minster at Cologne," says his translator, " that there was solemnized
in the person of this illustrious man the alliar.ce between tlie ancient faith and
modern science of Germany."—It is to be remembered that German Protestant-

ism was then scarce anything but Neology.
^ I use Schlegel's language, at the beginning of his Lecture xiii.

^ Beginning of Lect. xiii. So Schlegel in one sentence adopts the two Apoca-
lyptic images of a tempest, and an inundation, whereby to symbolize the great
Germanic barbaric irruption. Compare Apoc. vii. 2, xii. 1.5 : also Vol. i. p. 296
and Vol. lii. Note 2, p. 49, where the same images are further illustrated.
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of the middle age,) as " the happiest era and golden

age of Christendom :"^ when " the influence of religion

on public life was paramount ;" when, in the project of

a universal empire to embrace all civilized nations,

the foundation-stone of the noble fabric of modern
Christendom was laid, and all the elements of a truly

Christian government and policy offered to mankind ;"^

*' when the principles which animated society were the

best and noblest and soundest,"^ when the Church,
" like the all-embracing vault of heaven," with its pure

faith sheltered and shed kindly influence on all ;"* and
the Papal power, founded on and adapted for unity,

after having grown up towards the end of this era to

unprecedented greatness, used this great power only so

as to preserve Christianity from being lost in a multitude

of sects :^—in all which he thinks to mark the presence

and operation of God's animating Spirit, as well as

kindly providence.—On the other hand he traces the

cotemporary operation of the Evil Spirit, (the " Spirit

of time," as he calls it, from after the sera of the over-

throw of the Pagan Empire that it had previously ruled

in and animated,^)—I say, he traces the Evil Spirit's

operation through the same period in the beguiling sec-

tarian spirit, and religious schisms of Christendom ; in-

cluding not alone the Arian schism, and the Mahome-
dan schism, (for he places Mahoramedanism in the same

' Lecture xiii, p. 127. He particularizes the reigns of " Charlemagne, Alfred,

and the first Saxon kings and emperors of Germany, as exhibiting the paramount
influence of religion on public life, and constituting the happiest era, the truly gol-

den period of our annals :
" and he exemplifies, among other things, in the earlier

" spiritual chivalry of the Templars and Knights of St. John, consecrated to war-
fare in the cause of God," and the chivalry of the first crusades. At p. 176, he
calls the early middle age " thoroughly Christian." Gregory the Seventh is

moreover the especial snl)ject of his eulogv.
2 Ibid. 12G, 127. •'' Lect. xiv. p. 153.
^ Lect. xii. pp. 11.5, 116. '^ Lect. xiv. p. 183.

* " Christianity is the emancipation of the human race from the bondage of
that inimical Spirit, u-ho denies God, and, as far as in him lies, leads all created
intelligences astray. Hence the Scripture styles him ' the Prince of this world:'
and so he was in fact, but in ancient history only ; when among all the nations
of the earth, in the pomp of martial glory, and splendour of Pagan life, he had
established the throne of his domination. Since this divine era in the history of
man, he can no longer be called the Prince of this world, but the Spirit of time,

opposed to divine influence," &c. l.ect. ,\viii. ad fin.
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category,^) but also in the iconoclastic proceedings of

certain of the Greek emperors, ^ (proceedings which he

lauds Gregory the Second for resisting,) and the con-

sequent schism between the Eastern and Western
Churches.—In his sketch of the later half of the middle

age, reaching from the twelfth century to the Reforma-

tion, he admits the general religious deterioration of

Western Christendom
;

particularizing the essentially

false scholastic philosophy then in vogue, and the inter-

nal feuds, and contests between Church and State :^ and

traces the kindly operation of the Divine Spirit, (" the

Paraclete promised to the Church by its divine Founder,")

whereby Christianity was preserved, in the rise and in-

stitution of the ecclesiastical mendicant orders, as men
of the most perfect evangelical humility, poverty, and
self-denial :^ at the same time reprobating the doctrines

of the then popular opposers of the Church, viz. the

Waldenses, Albigenses, and also Wickliffe and Huss
after them, as fraught with the germs of heresy.^—So
arrived at the Reformation, he speaks of it as manifested

to be a human, not divine reformation ; by its claim of

full freedom of faith,*^ its rejection of the traditions of

the past,^ its destruction of the dignity of the priesthood,

and endangering of the very foundations of rehgion,

through a denial of the holy sacramental mysteries,^ its

• Ibid. p. 333.
2 " The rigid prohibition of the religious use of images was proper in those

cases only where the use of them was not confined to a mere devotional respect,

but was likely to degenerate into a real adoration and idolatry; and where a strict

separation from Pagan nations and their rites was a matter of primary import-
ance. But now that the Mahommedan proscription of all holy emblems and
images of devotion arose from a decidedly antichristian spirit, this Byzantine
fury against all images and symbols of piety can be regarded only as a mad con-
tagion of the moral disease of the age." Lect. xii. p. 106.

^ Lect. xiv, xviii
; pp. 173, 176, 333. • Lect. xiv. pp. 184, 186.

5 Ibid. 187. " Lect. xviii. p. 334.
^ " The total rejection of the traditions of the past, (here was the capital vice

and error of this revolution) rendered this evil (the unhappy existing confusion
of doctrines) incurable ; and even for biblical learning, the true key of inter-

pretation, which sacred tradition alone can furnish, was iri-etrievably lost."

Lect. XV. p. 215.—So also at p. 228, in a passage quoted below.
^ " The hostility of tlie German Reformers to the Church was of a spiritual

nature. It was the religious dignity of the priesthood which was more particu-
larly the object of their destructive efforts. The priesthood stands or falls with
faith in the sacred mysteries ; and (these having been by the Protestant body
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adoption finally of a faith of mere negation, (so he desig-

nates it,) and severing of its Protestant constituents from

the sacred centre of faith and religion, i.e. from Rome.'

Such is Schlegel's philosophic view of the history of

Christendom down to the Reformation : after which he

notices the religious indifferentism of spirit, and false

illuminism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

— ascribing them very much to the influence of the Pro-

testant principle,^—until the tremendous political out-

break of this infidel illuminism in the French Revolution.

Then, after a notice of the Revolution and its twenty-

five years' war " of irreligion,/'
—" a convulsive crisis of

the world which has created a mighty chasm, and thrown

up a wall of separation between the present age and the

eighteenth century,"—he speaks of the late progressing

revival ofRoman Catholicism, as a revival of religion, more

especially in the countries of France and Germany : and

finally expresses his hope of a true and complete regene-

ration of the age, at no great distance of time (though

not till after a temporary triumph of some antichristian

spirit of evil,-^) as the fit conclusion to the philosophy of

history :*—its essence to consist in a thorough Christian-

ization alike of the state and of science ;^—its form to be

generally rejected) it was not difficult to foresee that together with faith in them,

respect for the clergy must sooner or later be destroyed." Moreover "that great

mystery of religion on which the whole dignity of the Christian priesthood de-

pends, forms the simple but deep internal keystone of all Christian doctrine :

and thus the rejection or even infringement of this dogma shakes the foundation

of religion, and leads to its total overthrow." Ibid. p. 218.
^ " Had it been," he says p. 228, a " divine reformation, it would at no time,

and under no condition, have severed itself from the sacred centre and venerable

basis of Christian tradition ; in order, reckless of all legitimate decisions, pre-

ceding as well as actual, to perpetuate discord, and seek in negation itself a new
and peculiar basis for the edifice of schismatic opinion."

He speaks with high approval, p. 222, of the institution of the Jesuits ; as a

religious order, wholly dependent on the Church, and from their opposition to

Protestantism, as llie great va)it of the age.
- " Those negative and destructive principles,—those maxims of liberalism

and irreligion, which were almost exclusively prevalent in European literature

during the eighteenth century,—in a word. Protestantism, in the comprehensive

signification of tiiat term." Lect. xviii. p. 285.—So too p. 295; though he

there allows that the English Protestantism of philosophy is to be distinguished

from the French revolutionary Atheism ; for that " though by its opposition to

all spiritual ideas it is of a negative character, yet most of its partizans contrive

to make some sort of capitulation with divine faitli, and to preserve a kind of

belief in moral feeling."
'> Lect, XV, Vol. ii. p. 199. " Lect. xviii. p. 323. » i^jd, 320, 322, 336.
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somewhat like the perfecting of the noble but imperfect

Christian Empire of Charlemagne ;'—its introduction to

be preceded by a display of fearful divine judgments,^

and indeed attended by Christ's own coming and interven-

tion :^— and, with this divine reformation, and its accom-

panying complete victory of truth, " that human reform-

ation, which till now hath existed, to sink to the ground,

and disappear from the world. "^

How different the philosophy of the same history of

Christendom, as traced out to St. John in the divinely-

planned visions of the Apocalypse:—a difference based in

fact on a totally different view from SchlegeVs, both as

to Christ's true religion, and as to Christ's true Church !

After a rapid prefiguration in its six first picturings of

the chief eras and vicissitudes of the Roman Pagan per-

secuting empire, thenceforward successively to occur,

until its total overthrow and dissolution before the power

of Christianity, there was then most strikingly intimated

to him, in the next or Sealing Vision, that already, at the

?era so depicted, a general though covert apostacy would
have begun, and be progressing, among the professing

Christian body raised to power in Roman Christendom :

—an apostacy which alike the foreshadowings of the pro-

' This is spoken of at p. 320 as a magnificent ground-work for a truly Chris-
tian structure of government, which then indeed remained unfinished, but is to

be the object of our hope for the future. See the next Note.
- " This exalted religious hope,—this high historical expectation,—must be

coupled with great apprehension, as to the full display of rfwmejMs^ire in the
world. For how is such a religious regeneration possible, until every species,

form, and denomination of political idolatry be entirely extirpated from the
earth." p. 319.

^ "As every human soul is conducted to the realms above by the gentle hand
of its divine guardian, so the Saviour himself has announced to all mankind, in

many prophetic passages, that when the period of the dissolution of the world
shall approach, he himself will return to the earth, will renovate the face of all

things, and bring them to a close." So Lect. x. Vol. ii. p. 20. He adds that
mankind had "to traverse many centuries, before the promise was to be fulfilled,

the final and universal triumph of Christianity throughout the earth to be ac-
complished, and all mankind gathered into one fold and under one shepherd :"

so showing that it is the earthly renovation of all things, and triumph of Chris-
tianity on this earthly scene, that Schlegel expected Christ's advent to introduce.
To the same effect is the heading of his last Lecture (p. 300, on the " Universal
Regeneration of Society,") with the accommodated text, "

I come soon, and will

renew all things." Schlegel was in his way a Premillennnrkm.
^ Ibid. p. 318.

VOL. IV, T
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phecy, and the parallel facts of after history, referred in

chief part to that selfsame Judaic and unscriptural view

of the church-sacraments and church-ministry with which

Schlegel would connect the essence of religion ; and
the gravity of which hence appeared, from its being fur-

ther depicted as the cause of a series of fearful avenging

judgments, soon to follow. At the same time there was
also foreshown God's gracious purpose, while allowing

scope to ungrateful man's apostacy, yet to preserve to

Himself in the world a faithful church and witnesses. And
the formation, character, and secret history of those that

would constitute this the Lord's real church, was also

shown him: how they would be no visible corporate body

;

but strictly a Kv^taKri e/</cXvjo-ta,^ Christ's own outgathering

and election of grace, individually chosen, enlightened,

quickened, and sealed by Him with the Holy Spirit of

adoption :— a body notable as " God's servants" for holy

obedience ; and though few in number, compared with

the apostate professors of Christianity, yet in God's eye

numerally perfect and complete.^—Thenceforward these

two lines and successions were traced distinctly and se-

parately in their respective histories, through all the

series of events and revolutions following, even to the

consummation ; and the invisible inspirers of their differ-

' These two words have both somewhat remarkably been preserved, in the
signification of church, in our modern European languages :—the one, (KKKtiaia, in

the eglise, chiesa, iglesia, of the French, Italian, Spanish, &c ; the other, KupiuKt],

in the kirche, kirk, church, of the German, Scotch, English, Dutch, Swedish, and
other northern tongues.

Archbishop Whately has indeed in his late Work on the Kingdom of Christ,

p. 76, suggested a very diflferent origin to the latter appellative. "The word
church, or its equivalent kirk, is probably no other than circle, i. c. an assembly,
ecclesia." But what his authority for the statement 1 know not ; and its truth

seems more than problematical. In Suicer's Thesaurus it will be found that
both KvpiaKTi, and much more generally KvptaKov, had come in the 4th century
to be words used in the sense of church in Greek Christendom. " KvpiaKov

usitatissime notat templum. Sic Can. 5 Nco-Cres. KaTrixofJ.fvos, eav eiffepxafifvos

fis TO KvpiaKov, ev rt) twv Karrtxuf'-fvcci' ra^ei ffrriKT)' Can. 27 Laod. 'On s Sti iv

TOJJ KvpiaKOii, Tj iv TUis €»fKA7jr7iais, Tos \eyofj.(i'as ayanas irotnv Eusebius H. E.

ix. 10 ; Koi TO KvpiaKu dnais KaTaffKtva^oitv avyx'^P^^"^"-'-- He refers also to Can.
74 in TruUo, to Athaiiasius, and Zonaras. (I may add that Cyprian similarly so

uses the corresponding Latin word, Dominicitm.)—From the language of Greek
Christendom it was transferred, 1 presume, by Ulphilas, at tlie close of the

fourth' century into the Gothic language ; and so into the Saxon and other

cognate tongues. Thus Johnson in his Dictionary ;
" Church (cyrce Saxon,

/cupia/fT) Greek) ." - Apoc. vii.
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ent polities and actions, whether the Evil Spirit or the

Good, also made manifest. On the one hand there was

depicted the body oifalse professors, multiplied so as to

form the main and dominant constituency of apostate

Christendom, as developing more and more a religion

not christian but antichristian, it being based on human
traditions, (the same that figure so high in Schlegel's

estimate,) not on God's word ;^ and, after falling away

to the worship of departed saints and martyrs as medi-

ators, in place of Christ,^ as alike in its ivestern and its

eastern division judicially visited and desolated by the

divine avenging judgments of emblematic tempests,

scorpion-locusts, and horsemen from the Euphrates

;

in other words, of the Goths, Saracens, and Turks :^

—

then as, in its ivestern division, rising up again from the

primary desolating judgments of Gothic invasion, in the

new form of an ecclesiastical empire, (the same that

Schlegel eulogizes as Christ's true Church,) enthroned

on the seven hills of ancient Rome : its secret contriver

being the very Dragon, or Satanic Spirit, that had ruled

openly before in the Pagan Empire ; its ruling head

proud, persecuting, blasphemous, and self-exalting

against God, even beyond his Pagan precursors;'* its con-

stituency and priesthood, throughout Schlegel's boasted

middle ages, characterized by " unrepented idolatries,

(such is God's representation of the Romish image-

worship so strangely patronized by the German philoso-

pher,^) and fornications too, thefts, murders, and sor-

ceries :"^ in fine as continuing unchanged, unchangeable,

in apostacy, notwithstanding the repeated checks of

woes and judgments from heaven, even until the end :

and therefore then at length in its impenitency to be

' Compare Apoc. xii. 17. " Apoc. viii. 3. See Vol. i. pp. 301—311.
^ Apoc. viii, ix. * Apoc. xii, xiii.

^ See tlie quotation from Schlegel about the iconoclastic Greek emperors in

Note 2, p. 271, suprk.

Mr. Sibthorp, it is said by Mr. Faber, went over to the Church of Rome, under
the belief that it did not require idolatrous worship of the Virgin Mary ; and that

he has left it, and rejoined the English Church, on finding that this was in very
truth required of liim. But did it need that he should enter the Romish Church
for evidence on such a point?

" Apoc. ix. 20, 21. See my chapter on it, Part iii. ch. i.

T 2
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utterly abandoned to judgment, and, like another Sodom,
made an example of the vengeance of everlasting fire :^

— this being in fact the grand essential preliminary to the

luorkVs intended and blessed regeneration.— On the other

hand the Apocalyptic prophecy represented Chrisfs true

Church, the election of grace, consisting of such as should

hold to Christ as their head, and keep the word of God
and testimony of Jesus, as almost at once entering on
a great and long tribulation

;
yet, though in number few

and fewer, and reduced soon to a state spiritually destitute

and desolate, like that of the wilderness, so as to constitute

them a church invisible rather than visible, as still secretly

preserved by their Lord :
^ a revelation of God's doctrines

ofgrace, (doctrines directly antagonistic to those of the in-

cipient apostacy,) being, it seemed, vouchsafed, the result

of a direct 29rmar?/ intervention from heaven at this crisis

of time, with a view to their spiritual preservation and life :

which revelation, singularly acted out before St. John in

the light-bearing visions of the sealing and the palm-bear-

ers, just before the burst of the emblematic tempests, was
in Augustine's history and teaching (teaching never alto-

gether forgotten afterv/ards) perfectly realized and illus-

trated.^ It then depicted the actual witnessesfor Christ's

cause and truth, from out of this little body, and protest-

ors against the reigning apostacy, (witnesses verified his-

torically afterwards in the history of those whom Schlegel

would make heretics, the Waldenses more especially, and

Wiclif, and Huss, and their followers,^) as made war on
by Rome's revived Empire, soon after the completion of

their testimony against the several chief doctrines of its

apostacy, and the Pope's full estabhshment of his power,

like as by a Beast from the abyss of hell ; and so being

at length conquered and apparently exterminated :—with

the added figuration however of their sudden and
most extraordinary revival and exaltation almost in-

stantly after, in the presence of their enemies :^ a reve-

' Apoc. xviii. " Apoc. xii. Sec Vol. iii. p. 52, &c.
•* See the second Section of my cliapter on the Scaling Vision ; Vol. i. pp.

262—288. • See Part iii, Chap. vii. * Api)c. xi. 7 ; Part iii, Chap. viii.
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lation from heaven introducing and accompanying it,

yet more glorious than the former one, even of Christ as

the Sun of Righteousness ;' and a great political revolu-

tion attending or following, under which the tenth part of

the ten-kingdomed Ecclesiastical Empire would fall.

All this the prophecy figured as the result of God's great

second intervention for his Church ; and all this we saw, on

irrefragahle evidence, to have been fulfilled in the great

Reformation of the xvith century : the discovery intro-

ducing it of the doctrine of justification simply by faith

in Christ Jesus ; and the downfall following it of the

tenth part of the Popedom in Papal England. Thus was

this Protestant Reformation distinctly figured in the Apo-

calypse as a glorious divine act, not human, so as Schlegel

would have it :— its excommunication of the Roman
Papal Church, with all its false rites and traditions, (by

Schlegel so fondly cherished,) and its national estabHsh-

ment too in northern Germany and England, being fur-

ther depicted as acts directed from heaven ;2 and its faith,

instead of being (so as he would call it) a mere nega-

tion, represented to have its very origin from the posi-

tive recognition of Christ as the Sun of Righteousness,

and only source of man's justification, light, and life.

—

As to the subsequent " indifferentism in religion,'" as

Schlegel truly designates it, which followed afterwards

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, even in the

states and churches of Protestantism, it was not unfore-

shown in the further developments of the Apocalypse.

But what the cause assigned ? Because, amidst all the

rejoicings of states and churches on the establishment of

a purer religion, it would still be but the 144,000, the

election of grace, a church within a church, that would
be really the Kv^iaK-/] eKKXvjata, the Lord's Church.^ Yet it

seemed also pre-intimated how (as if from some gracious

revival of religion in God's still favoured Protestantism)

there would afterwards speed forth in the latter times three

1 Apoc. X. 1, Vol. ii.pp. 40—42 and 89—97,
" Apoc. xi. 2. See Vol.ii. p. 175, &c.

^ Apoc. xiv. 1. See Part iv, Chap, x; Vol. iii, p. 255.
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missionary Angels, flying through mid-heaven, with

voices of gospel-preaching, warning against Papal Rome,
and denunciation of its quickly-coming judgment ;' a co-

temporary revival of the Papacy, (the same that Schlegel

boasts of as characterizing these our own days,) being

but the last putting forth of its bravery, to hasten the

final crisis, and be the precursor and justification of its

fall : acts these that would be nearly the last public ones

promoted, or mingled in, by the little body of Christ's

faithful ones on earth. For it was foreshown how that

Christ's advent would speedily follow ; and cotemporarily

therewith, and with the mystic Babylon's destruction by

fire, his witnessing saints and all that fear him, small

and great, ^ have the reward given them of an entrance

into the everlasting kingdom of their Lord : and that so,

and then, (not before, or otherwise,) the promised re-

generation of all things (the Christian's great object of

hope^) is to have its accomplishment, in Christ's own
reign with his saints ; and therewith at length the true

and only complete evangelization of the world.

Such is the Apocalyptic philosophy of the history of

Christendom ; such its contrast with Schlegel's. (To its

philosophy on certain other interesting points the read-

er's attention was directed very early in the introductory

chapter of my Work."*) And the review of it will well

prepare us for applying to ourselves, in conclusion, the

moral lessons of the whole ; as we look to the probabili-

ties,—the awful and the hopeful probabilities,—of the

fast-coming future.

As a nation then does it not, while pointing out how
and wherefore England has been raised to its present

greatness,—viz. in order to its being the great bulwark

> Apoc. xiv. G, &c. See Vol. iii. p. 406, &c. • Apoc. xi. 18.
"* On this point Schlegel, in his tilth Lecture, beautifully contrasts the religion

of the ancient Jews (to which Christianity has succeeded) with that of all the

other Asiatic nations. In the traditions of these latter, he observes, regret was
the prominent feeling expressed for what man had lost ; in the Hebrew religion

hope for the future. " The whole existence of this people turned on the pivot of

hope ; and the keystone of its moral life projected its shadows far into futurity."
• Vol.i. pp. 107—109,
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and promulgator throughout the world of the Protestant

evangelic faith/—solemnly warn us also against being

seduced by any spirit of mistaken expediency, false libe-

ralism, religious indifferentism,^ or, I may add, party

faction, to seek nationally to identify ourselves with the

Papal antichristian religion, or any further to foster its

power, either at home, or in the colonies ? Surely of

toleration and civil privilege the utmost has been granted

to our Roman Catholic fellow-subjects (to say the least)

consistent with our character as a Protestant state. Let

us beware lest, in the vain hope of thoroughly concilia-

ting and uniting the Romish priesthood in our land,—

a

thing which history and reason, as well as prophecy, have

shown to be impossible,^—we abandon our distinctive

Protestant character •,'^ and therewith, in the great coming
crisis, forfeit the high protectorate, hitherto granted us,

of heaven.^—Nor, let me add, if in that crisis (as prophecy

seems to intimate) the evangehzation of the heathen, or

evangelization and restoration of the Jews, prove in the

issue to be the occasion of the great Romish (and per-

haps too Mahommedan) powers uniting together in

some hostile and opposing confederacy, let it be forgot-

ten which is the Lord's side :^ lest here too we act as an

ally, if not constituent, of Babylon ; and become na-

tionally a partaker of her sins, and nationally, in God's

coming judgment on the nations, a partaker also of her

tremendous punishment.

1 See Vol. ii. pp. 406,417 ; and Vol. iii. pp. 421—434.
^ I use Schlegel's phrase.

3 A year or two before the Act of Roman Catholic Emancipation, Mr. Gaily
Knight, in an influential and able Pamphlet, pointed to the case of the then
Dutch and Belgian kingdom, in proof of the possible thorough union of Protes-
tants and Catholics under a Protestant Government. The year after that Act
had passed, the Protestant Government there was o^'erthrown by a united Romish
and democratic insurrection.

As to the Irish Roman Catholic Emancipation Act, who, even of its most san-
guine advocates, has not confessed to disappointment in the results?

* For example by " the great measure," as some have called it, of paying the
Irish Roman Catholic Priesthood from the national funds.

[Alas ! since the publication of my First Edition, our national Protestant cha-
racter has been further compromised by the regular Maynooth endowment :

—

an act originated, no doubt, from patriotic motives by the ministry ; but of
patriotism how mistaken, because how contrary to the Word of God !—2nd Edit.]

" Let me refer on this head to the interesting illustrative historic sketch pre-
fixed by Dr. Croly to his Treatise on the Apocalypse. ^ See pp. 169, 1 70 supra.
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Further, has it not a voice to us as a Church? I

speak of the Church established by God's gracious Pro-

vidence in this kingdom. May we not, from that holy

prophecy that we have been considering, infer it to be

its paramount duty, wisdom, and even safety, to hold

fast the pure and scriptural doctrine on which it was

founded at the Reformation : and to eschew and repu-

diate, not the principles of direct Popery only, or even

of the modern Tractarian semi-Popery
;
(which is but in

truth that earlier form of the great apostacy revivified,

to which in due time, as we have seen, and through

Satanic artifice, Rome did but furnish the fitting head-

ship ;') but also of every modification of the same, which

may seek to make religion a thing ecclesiastical, rather

than a thing personal and spiritual ; and to interpose the

Church, with its priesthood and services and sacraments,

between the soul and Christ, instead of asserting it as

their one grand prerogative and office to direct the soul

to Christ ?—Surely it is a strange misnomer to call this

system, as with laudatory title, High Church, and decry

the opposite system by the vituperatively intended title of

Loiu Church. The true low churchmen seem to me they

who fashion their beau ideal of an ecclesiastical system,

simply or chiefly, with reference to an earthly church,

and its human administration and administrators. The
true high churchmen seem to be they, the Church of

whose chief aff'ections and thoughts is the Jerusalem

above:—that which has for its head, Christ; its home,
heaven ; and this our earth as but the scene of its prepa-

ratory formation and trial : whereon its members, scat-

tered everywhere through the visible Church, and known to

God, though often unknown to men, are by the common
principle of union with Christ their invisible head, united

verily and in truth with each other, and united with those

too of the same body that may have already passed into

Paradise. It is this Church which St. Paul's glowing

eloquence set forth to the Ephesian Christians, as the

Cliurch, the Bride, " which Christ loved, and purchased,

' j\\)QC. xiii. 2.
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and purposes to present to himself glorious, without

spot or wrinkle ;"' to the Galatians as " the Jerusalem

that is above, which is the mother of us all f and to

the Hebrews, as " the church of the first-born^ whose
names are written in heaven :" this that of which, in

the Apocalyptic visions, St. John beheld the fortunes

figured, throughout all its successive generations mili-

tant on earth, even until the time of their perfected union,

number, and blessedness, as the Lamb's bride, New
Jerusalem.* And so, accordingly, the earlier confessors,

that witnessed for Christ under Pagan Rome, recognized

her as the Church, the Mother Church, and rejoiced in her

as children.^ And when stealthily afterwards the earthly

• Eph. V. 25—27. " Gal. iv. 26.
* eKKKrjffta irpaiToroKODV Heb. xii. 23.

* Apoc. vii. 3, 4, &c. xiv. 1, &c. xvii. 14, xx. 4, xxii. 3, 4, &c.
* Let me exemplify, as I have not directly done so before.

1. Ignatius, in the heading of his Letter to the Church at Ephesus, (a very
striking and illustrative document, of chronology immediately following the
Apostolic time,) speaks of it as predestined by God before the world to glory .-

thereby distinctly defining the true spiritual church at Ephesus as the object of his

address, though in charity supposing all to belong really to it of the members
of the professing church there constituted ; professing as they did under circum-
stances of trial and persecution, so calculated to prevent tlie adliesion of any
but true disciples, lyvartos, 6 Kai Q^o^opos, rrj iv\oyy]fj.evT) ev fxeyeSa 0€s UuTpos
Kat w\TiptAifji.aTi, T7) npooptaixevr] irpo aiwvaiv ewai Sia iravros (is Se^av Trapafxovov

arpitrrov, rjvcofxevT]!^ , Kai eKAe\eyp.iyr)V, iv iradei a\r}6ivcij, eu 6i\r]fjLaTi ra Harpos Kai

Iijcrs XpiTS re Oes rj/xwi', t?; tKKAricria ttj a^wp-aKapiTCji rr; sarjtv Ecpeaw.

2. The Epistle which contains the Acts of Polycarp's Martyrdom is addrest

from " the Church of God which sojourris at Smyrna, to that which sojourns at

Philippi, and in all places where the Holy Catholic Church sojourns throughout
the world :

" thereby designating necessarily, I think, that spiritual and true

Church, of which the members feel and live as pilgrims here, and with their

home in heaven.

3. Justin Martyr, Dial, cum Tryph. p. 287, speaks of the Church as Christ's

Bride, prophesied of in Psalm xlv : which Church we know from other scrip-

tures to be that symbolized as the heavenly Jerusalem ; made up only of the true

and the saved

4. Similarly Tertullian, De Baptismo, c. 15, says ;
" Et una ecclesia in

cwlis :
" * and in his De Cor. Mil. c. 13, " Sed tu peregrinus es mundi hujus,

civis stipernee Hierusalem ; noster, inquit, municipatus in coelis." See Vol. i.

p. 191.

5. And so again the Author of the beautiful Epistle to Diognetus, quoted before

by me Vol. i. p. 101. " Christians (i. e. the constituency of the Church) display

the wonderful nature of their peculiar polity. They dwell in their own country
but as sojourners : they abide on earth, but are citizens of heaven."

* On which observes his Romish Editor Pamelius ;
" et in terris videtur de-

siderari. Etsi autem ad Eph. iv. id apertfe non habeatur, subindicitur tamen his

verbis, Unum corpus et unus spirUns : qucmadmodum S. Cyprianus pulchre ex.-

plicat 1 ibro De Unitate Ecclesise."
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mixt corporate body, so called, came to be more and more

substituted for it, and to usurp to itself i^5 dignity,

titles, privileges, and claims,—man's earthly church

those of God's heavenly Church, the thing ecclesiastical

those of the thing spiritual,'—then, we saw, (let me be

excused if I repeat on a point so momentous,) Augustine

seemed raised up for the special purpose of setting it

forth again before men, as the only true Church of the

promises :
^ accordantly with whom, when ages succeeded

afterwards of darkness deeper and deeper,^ (very much
through this self-same error,) the confessors of the middle

age, living under that perfected form of the apostatized

ecclesiastical and earthly thing, Rome Papal, " Mother

and Mistress," were mainly saved from her sorceries by

recognizing and appropriating this heavenly Church as

their own.** And so too, still later, the Churches of the

^ Of all the early fathers none contributed to this more than the eKcellent

Cyprian ; especially by his well-meant, and in many respects valuable Treatise,

De Unitate Ecclesice. The fundamental error, however, attaches to it, of arguing

from those passages, " Thou art Peter, &c. and on this rock will I build my
Church," " What thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven," " As
my Father hath sent me, so send I you," &c, &c, with reference wholly, or

almost wholly, to the apostolic commission transmitted officially downwards to

the episcopal rulers of the Church ; instead of urging the essentiahty, as other

fathers did,* in order to the enjoyment of these promises, of adherence to the

apostolic faith : and that of identifying the Church visible ruled by them with that

against which the gates of hell should not prevail, viz. Christ's spiritual Church,

the Bride. " Super unum (sc. Petrum) sedificat ecclesiam siiam. . . . Exordium ab

unitate proficiscitur, ut ecclesia una monstretur : quam unam ecclesiam etiam

in Cantico Canticorum Spiritus Sanctus ex persona Domini designat, et dicit,

"Una est columba mea, perfecta mea."
- More often Augustine speaks of Christ's true church under its character of

&politi/, the Civitas Dei. But at times he conjoins the two phrases. So CD.
xvii. 4. 3; " Ecclesia Christi, Civitas Regis Magni ;

" also xvii. 16. 2, &c.
3 See my Vol. i. 285.

* " In common with the soundest divines, WiclifF allows the distinction be-

tween the Church Visible and the Church Invisible. Tlie latter he calls the rery

iof/?/ o/ Christ, the former his medlied (or mixed) body; which includes men
ordained to bliss, and hypocrites doomed to i)erdition." Le Bas Wicliff, p. 338.

Mark, too, the prominence of this point in the examinations of Lord Cobham and
others of the later IVicliffites, before the Romish tribunals ; and the " Credo

* So Cyril Alex. Dc Trin. iv. I : liirpuv oi/jLai Kupoivvp.ws erepov aSev 7} rf\v

aKaraaeiTou Kai (SpaiOTarriu th (xaGfira irisiv anoKnAuv, e(p' ]i Kai oSioirTaiTU'S

fprjgei^ai. Kai SiaTmrrjyev i) tKKKrj(rta t« Xpirs, koi avrais avaKwros rais aSs irvXais

eis aet Sta/xefBcra. And Origen : Tltrpa yap xas d XpiTB naOijrns, acp" a enivov

01 (K irvevfJ-aTiK-rti aKo\H6ou(Tr]S irtTpas' icai tirt Traaaf rr)f TOiavrrjy nfrpav oikoSo-

fidrat 6 (KKKrjcriaTiKOs ttos \oyos, Kai rj Kar' amou iroAiTfia' tv €KaTif> yap rocv

TtAeiwi', avixTTATipovvTaii' ttji/ naKapioTrfra Xuyaiv Kai fpywv Kai voi]jxajb)V, (Tiv r)

uwo T8 Qte otKuSonovfiiVj] (KKAriina. In Matt. xvi. 18.—So too Augustine.
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Reformation, our own especially inclusive : which, while

in charity, like the Apostles and early Christians, re-

garding and speaking of all members of the Church
Visible, not openly inconsistent, as belonging to it,' did

still prominently set forth, distinctively from the Church

Visible,"^ " the blessed company of all faithful people,"
" the members incorporate of the mystical body of

Christ :
"^—that spiritual Church the gathering of whose

unam esse sanctam catholicam Ecclesiam," perpetuated as Huss's motto on
his medal, given at Vol. ii. p. 394 : also Luther's public recognition of this doc-

trine of Huss, quoted Note 1 , Vol. ili. p. 2.58 ; and the same in the examination
of Phiipot and other Anglican reformers of the xvith century.

' I beg to call the reader's careful attention to this point, as one most impor-
tant. There are two principles on which an interpreter may attempt the expla-

nation of the various eulogistic phrases, such as the elect, the faithful, &c, ad-

drest by the apostles to the churches they write to. The one is that which
explains them of mere ecclesiastical electioyi, and profest faith ; and conse-

quently applies them to all the members of the professing church indiscriminately,

the true alike, and the false. The other is that which regards the phrases as pro-

perly belonging only to the true members, i. e. the constituency of the spiritual

church : and consequently applies the terms generally only in the spirit of

charity; hoping, where there exists no plain evidence to the contrary, in the

sincerity of men's profession.— I feel deeply persuaded that the latter is the only

one that can be consistently and satisfactorily carried out.

So Leighton, on 1 Pet. i. 2 : "The Apostle denominates all the christians to

whom he writes by the condition of true believers ; calling them elect and sanctified,

&c : and St. Paul writes in the same style in his Epistle to the churches. Not that

all in these churches were such indeed ; but because they professed to be such,

and by that their profession and calling as christians were obliged to be such,

and as many of them as were in any measure true to their calling and profession

were really such. Besides in all probability, there would be then fewer false

Christians."
^ In its xviith Article, our Church sketches the history, formation, and cha-

racter of the blessed company that constitute Christ's true invisible Church ; in its

xixth, a true visible Church, fsuch as may be fitted to gather in, and nourish the

invisible,) as being " one in which the pure word of God is preached, and sacra-

ments rightly administered." Its Burial Service alludes to the invisible or spiri-

tual Church under the appellation of the number of the elect : "That thou wouldest
shortly accomplish the number of thine elect, and hasten thy kingdom."
So too in the Prayer for the Ember Weeks : "Almighty God who hast pur-

chased to thyself an Universal Church, by the precious blood of thy dear Son."
3 So the Anglican Communion Service.—Similarly says the Homily on Whit-

sunday, though speaking- of this Church's earthly state ;
" The true Church is an

universal Congregation or fellowship of God's faithful and elect people, built

upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets."
Let me add the following from King Edward the Vlth's Short Catechism.

M. Now remaineth that thou speak of the Holy Church.— S. Afore that the Lord
God had made the heaven and earth, he determined to have for himself a most
beautiful kingdom and holy Commonwealth.- The Apostles and ancient Fathers

that wrote in Greek called it e/c/cATjo-ia ; in English a congregation or assembly :

into the which He hath admitted an infinite number of men, that should all be

subjects to one king as their sovereign, and only one head : Him we call Christ,

which is to say. Anointed. . . To the furnishing of this Commonwealth belong all

they as many as dotruly fear, honor, and call upon God, wholly applyingtheir mind
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members out of " this naughty world,"' and their nou-

rishing, strengthening, and edification, ^ is the great ob-

ject of all earthly and visible orthodox churches, with all

their admirable and divinely appointed instrumentalities

and means of grace : an object on the completion of

which such scaffoldings will be set aside ; as things that

have answered their purpose, and are needed no more.^
— Is it not by confusion of these two very different things,

the invisible, or rather spiritual Church, and the visible,*

to holy and godly living ; and all those that putting all their hope and trust in

him, do assuredly look for the bliss of everlasting life. But as many as are in this

faith stedfast, were fore-chosen, predestinate, and appointed out to everlasting

life, before the world was made. Witness thereof they have within their hearts,

the Spirit of Christ ; the author, earnest, and unfailable pledge of their faith.

Whicli faith only is able to perceive the mysteries of God, only bringeth peace

into the heart, only taketh hold on the righteousness that is in Christ Jesus. . . .

This is that same Church which Paul calleth the pillar and upholding stay of

truth. To this Church belong the keys, wlierewith heaven is locked and un-
locked : for that is done by the ministration of the word ; whereunto properly

belongeth the power to bind and loose, to hold for guilty and forgive sins.

M. This would I hear of thee, why it immediately followeth (after mention of

the Hohj Ghost) that we believe the holy Universal CAiocA and the Comnnmion of
Saints ?— S. These two things I have always thought to be most fitly coupled

together, because the fellowships and incorporations of other men proceed, and
be governed by, other means and policies ; but the Church, which is an assembly

of men called to everlasting salvation, is both gathered together and governed by

the Holy Ghost. Vv'hich thing, sith it cannot be perceived by bodily sense or light

of nature, is by right and for good reason here reckoned among things that are

known by belief, (i.e. placed in the Creed.) And therefore this calling together

of the faithful is called universal, because it is bound to no one special place. For
God throughout all coasts of the world hath them that worship Him : which,

though they be far scattered asunder by divers distance of countries and domi-
nions, yet are they members most nearly joined of that same body whereof Christ
is the head ; and have one spirit, faith, sacraments, prayers, forgiveness of sins,

and heavenly bliss, common among them all."—Liturgies of King Edward VI.

pp. .511, 514. Parker Edition.

' So our Ordination Service, "ye are called to teach, feed, and provide for the

Lord's family : and to seek for Clirist's sheep that are dispersed abroad, and for

his children who are in the midst of this naughty world
;

(i.e. professing Chris-

tendom ;) that they may be saved through Christ for ever."
- Compare Eph. iv. 12 ;

" He gave some apostles, some evangelists, some pas-

tors and teachers, for the perfecting of the saints, for the edifying of the body of
Christ :

"—i.e. of the Church of the redeemed, " which is his body." Ibid. i. 23.
3 So Leighton (the truest as well as sweetest exponent of Anglican Church doc-

trine) on 1 Pet. ii. 5, " Ye are built up a spiritual house." "This building is the

whole invisible Church of God, and each good man is a stone of tliis building.

—

For this purpose chiefly did God make the world, the iicavcn and earth, that in

it He miglit raise this spiritual building to himself, to dwell in forever

The continuance of this present world, as now it is, is but for the service of this

work, like the scaffolding about it : and therefore, when this spiritual building

shall be fully completed, all the present frame of things in the world, and in the

Church itself, shall be taken away, and appear no more."
'

I cannot better illustrate this than from Mr. Grcslcy's " True Churchman.'"

He observes (p. 3,5, Gth Ed.); " It is the right or wrong belief in the one doctrine
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(conjoined indeed with misunderstanding or forgetfulness

as to the great predicted ecclesiastical apostacy, that was

to run on even from St. Paul's time wdthin the profess-

ing Church, parallel with the constituency and doctrine

of the one Catholic and JpostoHc Church, which makes all the difference, rendering

men sound orthodox Churchmen, or wavering Schismatics. Some not veiy spi-

ritual persons have adopted a mode of speaking of the Church as the body of true

believers in all the xoorld. It is manifestly a mere political manoeuvre.* Let us

turn to the Bible. The word Church occurs in a good many places in Scripture
;

in the large majority of which it is applied to a religious community existing

visibly upon earth, which was liable to persecution, vexation, extension, could

receive complaints, admit or reject members, deliberate, decide controversies,

send messengers, be edified, take care of, salute, and be saluted, in short could

exercise all the functions of a visible human society." Then he adds : "There
are a few, very few, exceptions ; as in the Epistle to the Ephesians, where it is

said that Christ gave himself for it, that he might present it to himself a glorious

Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing. Here evidently the Apos-

tle alludes to some prospective condition of the Church ; because not even one in-

dividual member of the Church on earth is on this side of the grave perfectly

sinless. This perfect holiness therefore can be ascribed only to the Church tri-

umphant : as in the Hebrews, where the heavenly Jerusalem is spoken of as the

general assembly and Church of the first-born which are written in heaven, the

spirits of just men made perfect."

Let me ask. Is there not some confusion of ideas, or of language, in this

passage ? In the first part Mr. G. speaks of the Church (the one Catholic and
Jpostolic Church) as a religious community existing xnsibly on earth, including (as

appears from the context) all its professing members, and governed by bishops

of the official apostolic succession : then he quotes a certain few passages

from Scripture, which allude, he says, to a prospective and triumphant condition

of the Church. Now, in thus speaking, either Mr. G. means by the Church the
same community that he before designated under that name, though in a differ-

ent stage and state of existence ; which is the natural and only proper meaning
of his words : in which case he makes all professing and unexcommunicated
members of the earthly episcopal Churches to be members of the Church tri-

umphant in heaven ; an error surely as fearful as palpable !—Or else he means
by the Church in one sentence one thing

; in the next quite another : viz. in the
first, the Christian visible community, including both true and false, the tares and
the wheat ; in the other the ivheat, or true Church only. On which latter hypo-
thesis he virtually admits the distinction that he is so bent on denying, between
the Church visible and Church invisible ; while violating at the same time that dis-

tinctness, which is a primary rule of writing. What if, in Algebra, the equation

A = o -t- a being proposed, (as the Church visible includes both the true and
the /a/se members of it) some one in the working out of the problem were
qwietly to use a, after a step or two, as the equivalent of A ?

As to the difference between Mr. G. and his own Church on the general view,

the Notes preceding will, I think, show it clearly.

I am not unaware that certain eminent o|.ponents of the ecclesiastical system
advocated by Mr. Gresley, do yet agree with him in speaking of the appellative

sons of God as applied by St. Paul to all the members of the Church visible,

"whether they walk worthy of their high calling or not." So Archbishop
Whateley in his Kingdom of God, p. 8 : who also at p. 'J2, notes all these as con-
stituting the communion of Saints. But would St. Paul have counted in that
communion such false professors as he alludes to Acts xx. 30, Phil. iii. 19, 2 Cor.
xi. 13, 1.5, Jude 12; &c. ?

* Was it so with Archbishop Leighton ? Or with the founders of the Church to

which Mr. G. belongs, whose views to this effect I have quoted above ?
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of Christ's true Church, and at length all but to stifle the

latter,' together with a mistaken Judaic view also of the

Christian Church and priesthood,^) that most of those Ox-
ford anti-Anglican errors have sprung, whose legitimate

end and perfecting is in the Romish doctrineand Church?^

—At home and abroad let but its own proper and origi-

nal^ evangelical spirit and acting characterize our beloved

Anglican Church ; and then surely we may the rather

hope for the divine blessing upon her. By the joint ap-

plication of her Apocalyptic Augustinian doctrine respect-

ing the Lord's true living Church, as one made up of his

individual election of grace, chosen from out of visible

professing Churches through grace unto salvation, and
her Apocalyptic Lutheran doctrine oi justification simply

by faith in Christ our Righteousness, (doctrines alike

prominently set forth in the Apocalypse, as re-discovered

to men by express revelation,^) we may expect that she

will detect and expel from within her pale, as with

touch of the spear of Tthuriel, every the most specious

heresy : and that so, at the last great day of Christ's col-

lecting together his jewels, the memorial of Zion shall

be hers yet more abundantly, that "many were born

in her, and that the Most High did establish her."*^

And might not a word be fitly added also of solemn

' See in Vol. iii. p. 78, my reference to Archdeacon Manning's argument on
this point.

^ See my general argument on this subject on the Sealing Vision, Part i. ch.

vli. § 1, concluded Vol. i. pp. 260—262.
It was through this erroneous view, primarily, that Mr. Sibthorp was led to

join Rome. So he himself tells us, in his very illustrative Letter of justification.

—And I fear it still partially aflfccts some, who would yet shrink back from
Oxford Tractarianism. I might exemplify in a late Ordination Sermon by one
much to be esteemed, on 2 Cor. viii. 23, based very much on this official, eccle-

Icsiastical, Levitical view of the Episcopacy, Church, and Priesthood ;—as if from
his mere office a bishop or presbyter can be the glory of Christ, unless he hold,

preach, and live the doctrine of Christ ; or as if men baptized can be really

brethren to Christ's saints, unless they be really and in heart members incor-

porate with Christ the head.
^ What an illustration of this has been given, since my first Edition was pub-

lished, in the Apostacy to Rome of the chief Oxford Tractarians, Messrs- New-
man, Ward, Oakley, Faber, &c!— [2nd Ed.]

* Original, with reference to the Cranmers, Ridleys, Jewels, &c., the actual

founders of the English Church ; not to the Lauds or Bulls, whom some would
refer to as its fathers, of a later and very diH'crcnt generation.

5 See my Vol. i. pp. 266, 26V, and Vol. ii. pp. 38—42. ''• Psalm Ixxxvii. 5.
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practical application of the lessons of this prophecy to

other churches, orthodox and unorthodox, among us ?

—

In the anticipation of a tremendous approaching conflict,

(if such anticipation seem warranted by the prophecy,)

and yet more in the view of this conflict of the nations

as but a prelude to the fearful and fiery judgments
that are to accompany the Lord's own coming, do we
not see motives pre-eminently cogent for union among
all that love the Lord Jesus in sincerity? And does it not

appear lamentable that, whether from political or eccle-

siastical diff'erences of opinion, there should be cherished

by any such in the Protestant dissenting body a feeling

of bitterness against our Anglican Church : a Church
which they yet allow to be in its doctrines and profession

offaith eminently scriptural and evangelic; and the esta-

hlishment of which, I may add, now so much objected to,

as well as of the German and other reformed Churches of

the 16th century, seems expressly noted in the Apocalyp-

tic figurations as the Lord's own doing ?^—Similarly with

regard to that unhappy secession by which the sister

Protestant Church of Scotland has been reft of many of

its most eminent and excellent members, does there not

seem also ground for pause, reflection, and self-sus-

pecting:— considering especially that it is not in de-

fence of any impugned vital principle of evangelic faith

that this secession has arisen, but primarily from diff'er-

ence with the civil authority as to certain points affect-

ing church government, on the correct view concerning

which Christians themselves may reasonably hold differ-

ent opinions : nay, on which the Apocalyptic prophecy

* See my Vol ii. p. 179, 180, &c. on the pafidos, or rod ofauthority, given by
the Angel to the representative man, St. John.—" The Elector John," says Mil-
ner, in a passage quoted by me, Vol. ii. p. 183, " assuming to himself that supre-
macy in ecclesiastical matters which is the natural right of every lawful sovereign,
exercised it with resolution and activity, in forming new ecclesiastical constitu-
tions, modelled on the principles of the great Reformation."—How in the An-
glican church this same principle was acted on is notorious, and may be seen in
Burnet.

[After the publication of my 1st Edition, my argument from the ^a/35oj was
noted and impugned as an unfounded fancy of the Author's, both in the Patriot
and other dissenting publications : but on my calling for proof of incorrectness
in my Apocalyptic inference and argument, none was given. And, if I mistake
not, they cannot be shaken.—2nd Edition.]
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(as just before observed) seems to have pronounced

distinctly against them ; representing, as it does, the ori-

ginal constitution of the Lutheran and Anglican re-

formed Churches, on that very principle,' not as any act

of sinful Erastianism, but as Christ's own doing, and so

with the stamp of his approbation on it?^ And this the

rather, as the idea subsequently urged in defence of the

schism, of its being a case of witnessing for Christ's

crown and headship over the Church his body, (as if that

headship consisted in the ecclesiastical ruler's supremacy

over the civil power in all things any way ecclesiastical,^)

' Neal, in his History of the I'liritans, Vol. ii. Pref. p. ix,—after observing on

the two Houses of Parliament, during the civil war, being almost all of the prin-

ciples of Erastus, who maintained that Christ and his Apostles bad prescribed

no particular form of discipline for his Church, but had left it in the hands of

the civil magistrate to appoint such particular forms of church government as

might most subserve the welfare of the Commonwealth,—adds, " These were the

sentiments of tlie Reformers, from Cranmer down to Bancroft."—This last

statement, however, needs the important modification of the magistrate doing
nothing contrary to the Bible.

Erastus was a German Divine of the sixteenth century. With regard to his

doctrine, it may be useful to give Archbishop Whateley's explanation of Eras-
tianism. " Erastianism has always been considered as consisting in making the

State as such,—the civil magistrate by virtue of his office,—prescribe to the people

what they shall believe, and how v^'orship God." (Kingdom of Christ, p. 266.)

Now if this be correct, then the inapplicability of the charge of Erastianism

made by the seccders against the Scotch Established Church, will be evident.

For has the State attempted to impose new Articles of Belief on the Church ?

Or have the seceders, in consequence of such Erastian pretensions, left the esta-

blishment ?

—

Erastianism is a just cause of reproach in so far only as it is anti-

scriptural. - See Note 1, p. 287.
3 So the Address by the Convocation to the People of Scotland, as also Dr.

Candlish's, Mr. Grey's, and Mr. Hamilton's Pamphlets, &c. " Christ is not only

inwardly a spiritual head to his mystical Church, but externally a spiritual head
to the politic body of the Visible Church of professors, and their only lawgiver :"

—

a principle which the Reply by the General Assembly's Special Commission to Sir

J. Graham applies, by declaring that an acknowledgment of the riglit of the

Secular Court to act as it has, is a repudiation of the doctrine contained in the

Scotch Confession of Faith, that the Lord Jesus is the only Head of the Church.
What would St Paul have thought of such an explication of his words,

"holding the head," Co\. ii. 19, and declaration Eph. i. 22, v. 23, respecting

Christ as " /Atf head of the Church; "—the Church meant being that which is

really his body, and his Bride ? yet it is this astonishing mistake that, sweeping
through the length and breadth of Scotland, has more than any other cause,

brought about the secession. On the other hand see in King Edward the Vlth's

Brief Catechism, quoted p. 284 suprJl, how strongly and scripturally Christ is

set forth as the Head of the Church, by a Church which yet the Secessionists

brand as Erastian.

[While this Volume is passing through the press, the Evangelical Alliance has

teen formed, very much at the instance of the Scotch secessionists ; an Alliance

professedly including all that "hold the Head," and yet not excluding ministers

of the Scotch or English Establishment. It is a subject for thankfulness that

the previous error on this point seems thus to have been abandoned,]
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is founded on an earthly view of Christ's true Church
and kingdom, which Rome indeed would approve, but the

Bible and specially its Apocalypse, as we have seen, plainly

rejects:^ also that as to the Scotch Secession fulfilling,

so as some have hinted, the character of one of Christ's

Tvjo Witnesses,^ and acting out even now the prophecy

of the Witnesses' death, the idea is one not otherwise

alone imaginary, but based on the palpable error of

making that future which is past. ^ In truth, instead

of the Secession being " a coming out of Egypt,'' so

as some of its advocates would further represent it,^ it

seems rather, if our exposition of the Apocalyptic pas-

sage where the word occurs, be correct, (and the evi-

dence is such as I hope may approve itself even to the

• On the Apocalyptic view of Christ's true Church, see p. 276 supra: with
which Mr. Hamilton in his Dew ofHerman sufficiently agrees.

With regard to the famous text, " My kingdom is not of this world," sk eriv

fK TB K0(Tfj.sT8T8, it secms in its full meaning to mark out the kingdom's consti-

tuency, origin, establishing power, and time offull establishment. 1. Its constitu-

ency ; as made up of those that are " born not of flesh, nor of the will of man, but
of God," (John i. 13,) and are " in spirit not of this world, even as Christ him-
self was not of this world : " (c/c ts Koafxe e/c eici, KaOoos 67C0 e/c re Koafie sk

€ifj.f John xvii. 16:) 2. its origin; as not from men's councils, but those of

heaven : 3. its establishment ; as not by human power, like the kingdoms of this

world, " else would my servants fight ; but now my kingdom is not /rowi hence ;

"

the Spirit blowing where itlisteth, being in fact the power that estahlislies it

:

4. its time offull establishment and glory ; as not during the continuance of this

world, rov aiuvos TS70V' but at its ending: at which time (Matt. xiii. 43) "the
just shall shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father."

Archbishop Whateley in his well known Work on the Kingdom o/C/«ns/, already

more than once referred to, appears to me to have greatly impoverished and un-
derstated Christ's meaning in this declaration ; by explaining it (p. 29) wholly or
chiefly, as " the renunciation of all secular coercion in behalf of his religion." This
view of the words in the text's latter clause arises from his viewing Christ's

kingdom in the former clause as meaning only the earthly visible society, called

the Church, in its earthly present state : for he says scarce a word in his Treatise
of this earthly state being one in which many would profess to attach to Christ's
kingdom that really do not, the tares as well as the wheat ; or of the future state

as that in which alone the true constituency of the kingdom will be separated
from the untrue, and in perfect union and glory shine forth for ever.—The dif-

ferent views from this of WiclifFand of the Anglican Church have been shown
before.

^ Such is the singular idea put forth alike by Dr. Candlish in his Address to
students, p. 15, and Mr. Hamilton in his Harp on the Willows, p. 23. See espe-
cially the former. It is very illustrative.

^ See my Chapter on the Death and Resurrection of the two Witnesses.
* So Mr. Hamilton of the Scotch Church, Regent's-Squave, in his Sermon

entitled " Farewell to Egypt, or Departure of the Free Church out of the Eras-
tian Establishment.*' And even Dr. Chalmers, in his Sermon before the Con-
vocation, speaks of the ecclesiastical freedom sought by the Secession as " the
liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free."—Were the extract following a
correct representation of its doctrine, would not entrance into the Free Church

VOL. IT. L
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seceders themselves,)' it seems rather, I say, to be a de-

parture out of that which still is, as it was originally,

one of the strong Protestant bulwarks against the Apo-
calyptic Egypt : and that alike by its principles on the

headship and kingdom of Christ, doctrinally, and its

disintegration of the Protestant orthodox body practi-

cally, the Secession is furnishing, however unintentionally

and unconsciously, a most powerful help and strength-

ening to the cause of that self-same New Testament

Egypt among us.

Alas ! who that has any right feeling but must de-

plore the acrimonious bitterness now too common among
Protestant dissenters alike in England and Scotland !

Is it not of itself a sign scarce to be mistaken that an

enemy, albeit disguised as an Angel of light, is the secret

inspirer ? Surely by all this spirit of disunion and agi-

tation there seems to be almost an effort at directing the

judgment of the last Vial against our beloved country

by the hand of its own children :—that Vial which we
have seen is to be poured out into the emblematic at-

mosphere of the Roman earth ; and signifies, if, in com-

mon with earlier esteemed expositors, we have rightly

conjectured its interpretation, ^ the dissolution of all the

genial influences by which governments rule, and by

which society is held together.

And can I omit altogether a word of affectionate

address and warning to members of the Romish Church ;

should there in God's providence be any such among
the readers of this Commentary ? If what has been here

be a re-entering into Egyptian bondage? " They hold that the Lord Jesus is the

only Head of the Church. In their ecclesiastical procedure they desire to follow

his will, as that will is revealed in his word. They believe that the Spirit of God,

speaking through spiritual men," (i. e. ecclesiastical rulers,) " is the sole inter-

preter of (hat icord : and they cannot allow the commandments of men, the ver-

dicts of secular courts, to interpose between them and their heavenly King."

Harp on the Willows, p. 20.—Uniting this claim to inspiratio/t, and therefore to

infallibility, in the interpretation of Scripture, (a dogma involving of course the

prostration of all private judgment,) with its other claim to entire independence

of the civil power in all matters thai it may deem ecclesiastical, might not the

governing body of the Secession almost fraternize with Oxford, indeed even

with Rome itself?— Let me beg to refer the reader, in illustration, to the sketches

of the rise of the Papal power given Vol. iii. pp. 128— 131, and 165— 167.
' See Vol. ii. p. 37C, with the context.

" See pp. 88, 89 suprk, with the Notes from Vitringa and Cuninghame.
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written appear indeed to bear the stamp of God's own
truth, (and I am well persuaded that not all the learning

or ingenuity of Rome can in its main points confute it,)

then may the Divine Spirit carry home conviction to

them : and make the view of God's own judgment, here

fully drawn out on the great questions at issue between
Romanism and Protestantism, and the view too, which
the prophecy gives us, of the probable nearness of the

great day of his publicly pronouncing and acting out

that judgment, to be like the warning-cry in their ears,

" If any man worship the Beast and his image, and
receive his mark in his forehead or in his hand, the

same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, and
shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the pre-

sence of the holy angels, and of the Lamb, and the

smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever:"^ or,

rather, like that other kindlier voice from heaven,
** Come out of her, my people," (for many, I doubt not,

of this character through some delusion or ignorance are

still, in respect of outward communion, in the Romish
Church, although in spirit not of it,) "Come out of

her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and
that ye receive not of her plagues ; for her sins have

reached unto heaven."'^

But it is individually that the application of the sub-

ject is most important. And when thus personally

applied, need I say how unspeakably deep and solemn
its interest ! It is not enough that we belong to the

most orthodox Church, profess the most scriptural faith,

and be even zealous for it against the many errors and
heresies of the day. The question is. Are we of Christ's

true disciples, his " little flock" to which alone the Father
has given promise of the kingdom ? ^ Have we then the

evidence of belonging to it ? Have we received the

Apocalyptically-noted mark and seal of God's Holy
Spirit ; and the inward light, life, and spirit of holiness

and adoption, which He alone can give ?* Is our faith

' Apoc. XV. 9— 11. 2 Apoc. xviii.4, 5. 3 Luke xii. 32.
^ Apoc. vii. See my Chapter on this Sealing Vision.

U r,
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fixed on Christ as the sun of righteousness !
^ Do we

hold to the written word in life, as well as in doctrine?^

Do we witness for Christ in an apostate world ; as in

the world, but not of the world ? Do we seek to follow

the Lamb whithersoever he goeth,^ in holiness, spiritual-

mindedness, benevolence, self-denial, and patient perse-

verance in well-doing, through evil report as well as

good report? Do we seek to improve our several ta-

lents for him, as those that must soon give account?*
Does our charity abound to Christ's flock and people ?^

Is the lamp of faith trimmed, and its light kept burning

within us, as by men that watch for their Lord ? ^ Is the

thought of his coming precious to us ? Do we look for,

and love the thought of his appearing ? ''—Doubtless

there are many who can answer these questions in the

affirmative. And happy are they. But there are many
more, it is to be feared, with whom misgivings will arise

in the conscience, as they reflect upon them. Alas !

who can doubt the prevalence, in what has been not

inaptly called " the religious world," of much of false

profession ; much of the Laodicean spirit of lukewarm

-

ness, self-conceit, religious pride, earthly-mindedness
;

much of the characteristic deadness of the Church of

Sardis, " having a name to live, but being dead ?^
"

With all such, what cause is there, in contemplation of

the coming future, for humiliation, holy fear, repentance

!

Blessed be God, though the acceptable time remaining

be short, it is not ended. Though the Master seems to

be on the point of rising, he has not as yet actually

risen, and shut to the door.^ Not only is the proba-

tionary period of permitted evil as well as good pro-

longed, as it is written, " He that is unjust let him be

unjust still, and he that is holy let him be holy still,"
^^

' Apoc. X. 1. ^ Apoc. xii. 17, &c. '' Apoc. xiv. 4.

1 Matt. XXV. 14, &c. 1 Cor. iv. 2. ^ Matt. xxv. 35, &c.
•"' Matt. xxv. 7, Luke xii. 35. " 2 Peter iii. 12, 2 Tim. iv. 8.

** I know not any more scarciiing passages in Holy Scripture, for self-applica-

tion on this great question, than those suggested by the Lord's Epistles to the

Seven Churclies of Asia. ,
'' Luke xiii. 25.

'" Apoc. xxii. 11, Such 1 conceive with Vitringa to be the meaning of this

controverted text.
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but the voice of mercy and love is also yet to be heard,

inviting sinners to salvation ;
" The Spirit and the Bride

say, Come ; and let him that is athirst come ; and who-
soever will, let him take of the water of life freely."'

For himself (if such personal allusion be permitted

him) the Author cannot but recollect that awful decla-

ration by Christ, " Many shall say to me in that day,

Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name, and
I will say unto them, I never knew you," ^ as one that

ought to suggest to him very solemn matter for self-

examination and fear. It is one thing intellectually and
historically to search out Scripture truth ; another, and
very different, experimentally to know and feel it. The
former he has done, he can truly say, without grudging

of time or trouble : but to himself of what avail, if the

latter be wanting ? Under this feeling he will venture

to address to every Christian reader this one parting

request ;—that if, from the explanation of the holy Apo-
calyptic Book in the present Commentary, they niay

have received any spiritual light, comfort, or edification,

then they will not refuse to make requital by prayer

earnest and personal for him, that he may not fall under
the condemnation just spoken of; nor, having preached

to others, be found in that day of trial himself a cast-

away.—At this present crisis of the world, this time of

the end, in the evidence of prophecy, in the signs of the

times, in the general agitation of Christendom, and the

increased and increasing expectancy of him by his people,

the Saviour's voice seems to be heard, distinct and clear

as perhaps never before, " Surely, I come quickly."

God grant that it may be the privilege of both reader

and writer, whether first summoned to meet Him by
death, or by the brightness of his coming advent, to be
enabled each one to answer the summons with the inmost
soul's welcome, " Amen ! even so ! come, Lord Jesus !"

' Apoc. xj?ii. 17. 2 Matt, vii, 22.
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A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF APOCALYPTIC
INTERPRETATION.

It will, I think, conduce to clearness, if we classify the Apocalyptic

expositors whom we shall have to notice under the chronological

divisions following :— 1. those between St. John's publication of the

Apocalypse, and Constantine's estabhshment of Christianity in the

Roman Empire ;—2. those between Constantine, and the completion

of the fall of the Empire, and rise of the new Romano-Gothic king-

doms, at the close of the 5th century ;—3. those between the epoch

last-mentioned and the middle or end of the 10th century ;—4. those

from the 10th century to the Reformation ;—5. those of the sera and

century of the Reformation ;—6. those of a yet later date, down to

the present time.

§ 1. FROM ST. JOHN TO CONSTANTINE.

The earliest profest Apocalyptic Commentary extant is that by

Victorinus, Bishop of Pettau in Pannonia ; who was martyred in the

Diocletian persecution, just at the very ending of the period now

under review. Before that time, however, various brief hermeneutic

notices of certain parts of the Apocalypse had been given to the

Christian world by the earher fathers Justin Martyr, Irenceus, Tertul-

lian, and Hippolytus, ranging in date from the middle of the second

to near the middle of the third century, too interesting to be past

over by any careful inquirer into the history of Apocalyptic inter-

pretation. And, though I have already partially noted them in my
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sketches either of the sera or the topics concerned, in the foregoing

Commentaiy, yet I think it will be well here to present them again

somewhat more in full, connectedly and in one point of view, as the

fittest introduction to our whole subject.

In Justin Martyr the chief direct reference to the Apocalypse is

on the Millennium announced by it ; which, as we have seen,* he

interpreted Uterally :—how St. John prophesied that behevers in

Christ would reign 1000 years with Him in Jerusalem, Jerusalem

having been restored, enlarged, and beautified, agreeably with the

Old Testament prophecies of the latter day ; after which would follow

the general resurrection and judgment. Further, in regard to Anti-

christ, though referring for authority more directly to Daniel,^ yet it

is evident that he considered the Apocalyptic ten-horned Beast, or

rather its ruling head, as identical with Daniel's little horn of the

fourth wild Beast,^ and each and either identical with St. Paul's Man

of sin and St. John's Antichrist : also that he regarded this Antichrist

as still future, though at the very doors ; as destined to reign literally

three and a half years ; and as to be destroyed l)y Christ's glorious

advent.^

In Irenceus too these are the two chief Apocalyptic subjects com-

mented on ; and with just the same opinions respecting them as Jus-

tin Martyr's. But his comments are fuller. With reference to the

Apocalyptic Beast, Antichrist, he directed his readers, as we saw

long since,^ to look out for the division of the Roman empire into ten

kingdoms, as that which was immediately to precede and be followed

by Antichrist's manifestation : also how that he, being some way of

Roman polity or connexion, (though by birth, Irenseus thought, a

Jew,) his characteristic title, in fulfilment of the Apocalyptic enigma,

might very probably be Aareoo?, the Latin Man, a name numerally

equivalent to 666.—Besides which I may observe that there occurs in

his Book iv a passing notice of the White Horse and its Rider, of the

' See the Note, pp. 175, 176 supra. ^ See the Note, Vol. i, p. 200.

* Because the inilleniiium of the risen saints' reign with Christ, which in the Apo-

calypse is made to follow immediately on the destruction of the Apocalyptic Beast,

by some interposition of Christ from heaven, is by Justin stated to follow immediately

on the destruction of Daniel's Little Horn, or Antichrist.

* See Vol. i, p. 201, Note 2. ' Sec the quotations in my Note Vol. i, p. 200.
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first Apocalyptic Seal ; and explanation of it as signifying Christ

born to victory, and going forth conquering and to conquer.*

Next, turning to Tertullian, his general view both as to the Apoca-

lyptic Beast and the Apocalyptic Millennium appears to have been

precisely similar to that of the two preceding fathers.^ The symbol

of the/r5^ Seal too he seems to have explained hke Irenseus.^ But

by far the most interesting to my mind of his passing Apocalyptic

comments, are those on the fifth Seal's vision of the Souls under the

altar, and that of the palm-bearing company, figured before the open-

ing of the seventh Seal."* The martyrs of the /ormer vision he ex-

plains as martyrs then in course of being slaui under Pagan Rome

for the testimony of Christ : thereby distinctly assigning to the then

' " Ad hoc enim nascebatur Dominus ;" (viz. to overthrow his adversary, like his

antitype Jacob ;)
" de quo et Joannes in Apocalypsi ait, Exivit vincens ut vineeret."

2 See the Notes, Vol. i. pp. 201, 202, for Tertullian 's view of Antichrist, and the

Imminence of his manifestation on the breaking up of the Roman empire : also, on his

Millennary view, the abbreviated extract given in the Note p. 176 supra. But it will

be quite worth the reader's while to read the whole passage from which this extract is

taken •, which passage, I see, is given by Bishop Kaye in his Tertullian, p. 362.—Re-

specting the New Jerusalem, it will be there seen, his idea was that it was to be of

Imavcnly fabric, and would descend from heaven to be the abode of the resurrection

saints during the Millennium ; while the converted Jews, still in a mortal state, were

restored to, and occupied their own land of Judah adjoining. So he distinguished be-

tween the eartUy promise to the Jewish people, and the //eaw?;/?/ (typified by the

other) to the saints of the Christian Church : and so too expected, very much as I

have myself exprest it at pp. 199—206 supra, that the fulfilment of the two promises

would coincide in time. He tells too of a glorious city which had been seen shortly

before in Judaea for forty successive days, suspended in the air at break of morning ;

the image, it was supposed, and he believed it, of the New Jerusalem.

^ " Accepit et Angelus victorise coronam, procedens in candido equo ut vinceret."

De Cor. Mil. ch. 15. The context shows that Christ the Covenant-Angel is meant.

* The passages are given in my Vol. i. p. 203: but they are so illustrative that I

must beg to bring them here again distinctly under the reader's eye.

1. De Res. Cam. ch. 25. " Etiam in Apocalypsi Johannis ordo temporum sterni-

tur, quern martyrum quoqiie animse sub altari, ultionem et judicium flagitantes, sus-

tinere didicerunt : ut prius et orbis de pateris angelorum plagas suas ebibat, et pros-

tituta ilia civitas a decern regibus dignos exitus referat, et bestia Antichristus, cum
Buo pseudo-propheta certamen ecclesiae Dei inferat ; atque ita, Diabolo in abyssum in-

terim relegato, primse resurrectionis prserogativa de soliis ordinetur dehinc, et igni

dato universalis resurrectionis censura de libris judicetur."

2. Scorp. adv. Gnost. ch. 12. " Quinam isti tam beati victores (Apoc. ii. 7) nisi

proprie martyres ? Illorum etenim victoriafe quorum et pugnse ; eorum vero pugnae

quorum et sanguis. Sed et interim sub altari martyrum animae placide quiescunt ; et

fiducia ultionis candidam claritatis usurpant, donee et alii consortium illorum gloriae

impleant. Nam et rursus innumera multitudo albati, et palmis victoriae insignes, re-

velantur
;
(Apoc. vii. 9, &c •,) scilicet de Antichristo triumphales."
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passing sera that particular place in the Apocalyptic prefigurative

drama. The palm-bearers of the latter vision, that had to come out

of the great tribulation, he identifies as that same second set of

martyrs that had been predicted to the souls under the altar ;—those

that were to make up the martyr-complement by suiFering under

Antichrist, and so suffering to become triumphant, and attain Para-

dise. And hence chiefly he formed to himself i^n Apocalyptic plan, and

" ordo temporum'^ in the prophecy :—how that before the judgment

and vindication promised to the souls under the altar, the harlot-city

Rome was to be destroyed by the ten kings, after the vial-plagues

had first been poured out on its empire : then the Beast Antichrist

to rise, make war conjunctively with his False Prophet on the Church,

and add an innumerable multitude of sufi^erers, during the tribulation

of his tyranny, to the martyrs previously slain under Pagan Rome,

Christ's two Witnesses, Enoch and Ehjah, specially inclusive : then.

Antichrist having been thereupon destroyed from heaven, and the

Devil shut up in the abyss, the privilege of the first resurrection, and

millennial reign with Christ, to be allotted to its chosen participants;

and afterwards the conflagration to follow, and the general resurrec-

tion and judgment.—Altogether the view is an eminently common-

sense view of the prophecy ; as a prefigurative drama, in orderly

succession, of the chief seras and events in the history of the church

and of the world, from Christ's first coniing, or near it, to his second:

indeed, excepting his apparent restriction of Rome's fated burning,

(if such it be ') to that by the ten kings, and dating of that event

previously (if I rightly understand Tertullian) to Antichrist's rise and

manifestation, there is little in it on which we might not even now

join hands in concord with the venerable and sagacious expositor.

Fourthly comes into review on this head Hippohjtus, Bishop of Porto,

a Roman port of doubtful locahty :^ one that was an immediate suc-

cessor of Irenseus and Tertullian ; indeed it is said Irenaeus' disciple :^

' Elsewhere indeed he dwells on the eternal fires in which the persecuting Roman
Emperors and Magistrates would suffer. See my Vol. i. p. l!)6, Note 3.

^ Some say that it was the Portus Romanus, or Ostia, at the mouth of the Tiber ;

some Aden, the ancient Portus Romanus near the entrance of the Red Sea. See

Lardner, ii. 421.

^ So Photius, apparently on the authority of Hippolytus himself. MafljjTijs

Eipiji/ats 6 'liTTroAuTos. . . Toi/ras 5e (pr\<riV tKtyxo'S viro&Krtdrtvai bfJuAowTOS Eipjjj'ois.

Quoted hy Lardner, p. VIA.
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and who suffered martyrdom, probably about A. D. 240 or 250, under

the Emperor Maximin or Decius.^ Jerom reports that he wrote a

Treatise specifically on the Apocalypse, as well as one on Antichrist. ^

If so, the former has perished. But there is stiU extant a short Trea-

tise purporting to be that by him on Antichrist, and with every mark

of genuineness.^ This includes in it sundry Apocalyptic notices of

much interest ; and I therefore give the following brief abstract.

After observing on God's wiU that the mysteries of the future,

foreshown by the ancient Prophets or seers, should be concealed from

none of his servants, he opens his subject by laying down strongly

respecting the coming Antichrist, even as if his grand characteristic,

(a view derived evidently in part at least from the Apocalypse,^) that

he would in every thing affect resemblance to Christ. " The seducer

will seek to appear in all things like the Son of God. As Christ a

Lion, so he a lion ; as Christ a King, so he a king ; as Christ a

Saviour, so he a saviour ; as Christ a Lamb, so he as a lamb, though

inwardly a wolf : as Christ sent out apostles to all nations, so will

he similarly send out false apostles :" ^ it being added that there

would be also a similar connexion with the Jewish people. Then,

after extracts from other Scriptures, and especially from Daniel's

two great symbohc prophecies of the quadripartite Image and the

four wild Beasts, which he explains, just like the other fathers, of the

Babylonish, Persian, Macedonian, and Roman empires, and the little

horn of the fourth Beast as Antichrist, he thus turns to the Apoca-

lypse for information as to the fated end of both Antichrist himself,

' Lardner, p. 428. ^ j^. 422.

^ I may specify particularly the clause following; which shows the Treatise to have

been written in the times of Pagan persecution, and so before Constantine's esta-

blishment of Christianity. " Nos qui in Filium Dei speramus, ab infidelibus a qui-

bus conculcamur persecutionem patimur." I quote from Combefis' Latin translation

given in the B. P. M. xxvii. 7. Moreover every such notice of monasticism, and

of the Virgo Deipara, as are found in the spurious Treatise De Consummatione

Mundiacde Antichrislo, bearing Hippolytus' name, and with much of his real Trea-

tise incorporated, are here wanting : notices which tell of the latter half of the 4ih

century, or a period yet later.

* Antichrist's affected likeness to a lamb, which is one of the points here specified,

is in a later part of the Treatise expressly inffrred by Hippolytus from the Apoca-

lyptic figuration of Antichrist and False Prophet as a two-horned lamb-like Beaut

:

" Quod autem ejus cornua Agni similia dicit, hoc significat fore ut ille se sirailem

Dei Filio prseferat."—p. 6.

* P. 2. I have already referred to this in my Note at p. 85, Vol. ii.
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and his city Rome. " Tell me, blessed John, thou apostle and dis-

ciple of the Lord, what thou hast heard and seen respecting Babylon

:

—wake up, and speak ; for it was she that exiled thee to Patmos."

'

And then he gives large extracts from Apoc. xvii and xviii, contain-

ing the Angel's explanation of the beast-riding Harlot, and the con-

sequent vision of her destruction : and, adding and interweaving other

explanatory notices both from the Apocalypse and Daniel, he ex-

pounds the wh^le subject to the effect following :—that the last of

Daniel's seventy weeks,^ (for he insulates this last from the rest, and

says nothing of the others,) that in which the Lord would confirm

the covenant with many, and in the half of which would occur the

taking away of the daily sacrifice and oblation, would fall at the

end of the world :—that in the former half of it, or first three and a

half years, Enoch and Ehas would preach as Christ's two sackcloth-

robed witnesses, the precursors of Christ's second advent, as John

the Baptist was of his first ;^ and its latter half, or next three and a

half years, include the rise and reign of Antichrist, his slaying of the

Witnesses marking its commencement :—that of the two Apocalyp-

tic Beasts, the former or seven-headed ten-horned Beast* meant the

Roman empire, wounded to death by a sword ; the other, or two-

horned lamb-hke Beast, Antichrist, inclusive of his False Prophet

;

who^would revive as it were the image, or ghost, of the old empire,

(such is his singular and ingenious interpretation of the giving life to

the image of the Beast, and making it speak,) just as Augustus once

did by his new laws and constitution ;'' and would on this account,

probably have \areivoc,, the Latin Man, as his designative title, a name

' P. 5. " lb. p. 5.

3 tlis precursor, says Hippolytus, in Hades, (Lat. in inferno,) as well as on earth,

p. 6.

* With regard to this first, or seven-headed ten-horned Beast, it appears from An-
dreas, B. P. M, V. 621, that Hippolytus explained its seven heads of the seven ages

or millennaries of the world ; five of which had past (according to the Septuagint

chronology) wlien St. John received the revelation in Patmos, the sixth was then

current, and the seventh when it came must continue, he thought, but a little space.

How so, he does not explain.— I presume this is taken by Andreas from his Treatise

on the Apocalypse ; as it is not to be found either in the true or the spurious Treatise

of Hippolytus on Antichrist.

* " Bestiam asccndentcm dc terra futurum vocat Antidiristi regnum. Duo autem

comua ipsum ac qui illi comes pseudoprophetani. Quod autem potestatem prioris

bestiae faciebat, facitque ut terra et qui in ea habitant adorent primam bestiam cujus

plaga mortis curata est, hoc significat ex Augusti legum rationibus, per qucm Roma-
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containing the fated number 666 :
'—that meanwhile the Church,

figured in Apoc. xii as a travaihng woman, because by her preaching

daily bringing forth Christ (or Christ's members) in the word,"- would

while the Antichrist established his abomination in the holy place of

Jerusalem, flee to the mountains, pursued from city to city by him,

and sustained only by faith in Christ crucified ; his arms, extended

on the cross, being hke the sustaining wings of the great eagle in the

Apocalyptic vision :—and that then, and thereupon, should take place

Christ's coming : Antichrist be destroyed by its brightness ; the first

resurrection of the saints follow ; the just, welcomed by Christ, take

the kingdom prepared for them (Matt, xxv) from the world's begin-

ning, and, as Daniel says, shine forth in it as the sun and the stars ;

the judgment of the conflagration being meanwhile executed on un-

believers ; and so Isaiah's word fulfilled, "They shaU go forth and

look on the carcases of the men that have sinned against me : for

their worm dieth not, nor is their fire quenched ; and they shall be

for a spectacle to all flesh." ^

So we come to Victorinus ; the author, as before observed, of

the earhest profest and continuous Apocalyptic Commentary now

extant ; and who died by martyrdom under the persecution of Dio-

cletian. His Commentary is noted by Jerom, who speaks of it as

one of millennarian views."* And hence has arisen a doubt as to the

genuineness of the Treatise still extant, that goes under the name of

num conditum Imperium est, ipsum quoque imperatiirum esse, leges que sanciturum.

Haec enim quarta Bestia est, cujus capiti iUatum vulnus et rursus curatum est. Quod

scilicet prope conciderit imperium ; tunc vero Antichristus, sagacis homo ingenii ac

versutus, velut ipsum curaturas ac renovaturus est. Hoc enim est quod dictum est,

daturum eum spiritumjlatumque imagini, ac locuturam esse bestice imaginem. Vigebit

enim et invalescet rursus ob sancitas ab eo leges." So p. 6 ; and again, a little after

;

"Bestice plagam curatara esse,acloqui imaginem fecisse, estroburilli viresquetribuisse."

' A passage quoted by me Vol. iii. p. 206, in my Chapter on the Name and Num-

ber of the Beast.

2 " Et habens in utero clamat parturiens, et cruciabatur ut pareret, quia non cessat

ecclesia ex corde verbum gignere, quod in mundo ab infidelibus persecutionera patitur."

Again ; " Christum Dei masculam ac perfectam prolem semper parit, docet (qu.

docens.') omncs gentes."—p. 8. (So too Methodius, in his Symposium, a little later :

"Mulier sole induta est ecclesia," &c.) And on the caught up to God; " Ccelestem

regnum non terrenum . esse significat, qui ex ilia semper nascitur." The meaning

is rather obscure. ^ Ad fin. p. 8.

* " Et Papias et Nepos de mille annorum regno ita ut Victorinus senserunt."—Dc

Vir. Ill,
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Victorinus' Treatise on the Apocalypse ; containing as it does, at its

conclusion, a distinct anti-millennarian declaration.' But the objection

vanishes on examination : for various indubitable millennarian inti-

mations occur in the body of the Commentan.^ :- and the anti-millen-

narian passage is an evident interpolation by another hand, perhaps

Jerom's own ;^ as well as one or two shorter passages elsewhere."*

In the edition given in the Bibhotheca Patrum Maxima, now before

me, there is the farther disadvantage of transposition of various parts

of the Comment from their right places. But the Apocalypse itself

makes the rectification of this easy, as Victorinus' is evidently an

orderly Comment on it. I have only further to premise, that the

work is very short, occupying but seven folio pages, or fourteen co-

lumns in the Bibliotheca, Vol. iii. pp. 414—421. Of these fourteen

columns, three and a half are devoted to the Apocalyptic introduc-

tory Vision and Epistles to the Seven Churches, three more to the

Apocalyptic scenery, four to the Seals, Trumpets, and Witnesses,

two to the Vision of the Dragon and the two Beasts, and one only to

all the rest : herein well agreeing with what Cassiodorus says of it,

that, it only explained the more difficult passages.^ I now proceed to

give an abstract of it : and this somewhat at large, as due to its chro-

nological interest.

' " Audiendi non sunt qui mille annorum regnum terrenum esse confirmant."—Ad
fin. B. P. M. iii. 421.

^ 1. On the Epistle to the Church of Thyatiia, " I will give him the morning star,''''

the explanation is given, " Primam resurrectionem scilicet promisit :
" and again, on

" 1 will give him power over nations," " id est, judicem ilium constituet inter c^teros

sanctos."—p. 416.

2. Speaking of the nations to be destroyed at Christ's coming, (" gentibus perituris

in adventu Domini,") signified by various figurations, such as the liarvest and the

vintage ; the writer adds, " Sed semel in adventu Domini, et consummationis, et

regni Christi, et apertione regni sanctorum futurum est."—p. 420.

3. "In Judaaubiomnes sancti con venturi sunt, et Dominum suum adoraturi."p, 415.
•' For Jerom, in returning tlie copy of Victorinus sent him, says that he had net

only corrected the transcriber's errors, but himself added :
" A principio libri ad

signum crucis quae ab impcritis erant vitiata scriptoribus conneximus ; exindc usque

ad finem vohiminis additum esse cognosce." The anti-millennarian addition, of which
I gave in Note 1 the concluding sentence, occupies near a column at the end of the

Treatise as now printed.

* Especially at p. 417 ; where, Victorinus having mentioned twenty-four Books of

the Old Testament, the gloss occurs ;
" Sunt auteni libri veteris Testamenti qui acci-

piuntur viginti quatuor, quos in Epitomis Theodori invenies :
" in which the reference

is to Theodorus, a writer of the sixth century.

* So Professor M. Stuiirt's t'nmnicnt. i. 4.')4.
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At its opening Victorinus dwells on the particulars of Christ's first

appearance to St. John :

—

his head and hair white marking the

antiquity of the Ancient of Days, for the head of Christ is God ; and

perhaps with reference, in the wool that it is compared with, to the

sheep his members, in the snow to the multitude of baptismal candi-

dates, white as the snow-flakes from heaven ; his /ace as the sun, not

only in expression of its glory, but of his having risen, and set, and

risen again in life on this world ; his long priestly robe marking his

priesthood ; his breasts the two Testaments, whence his people's nou-

rishment ; and the swordfrom his mouth his preached word, by which

men shall be judged and Antichrist slain ; his voice likened to m,any

waters, not only from its power, as that of many people, but perhaps

with reference to the baptismal waters of salvation issuing from him ;

and hisfeet to brass glowingfrom the furnace, in reference to the

apostles purified in the furnace of affliction, by whom he walks as it

were in his preached Gospel through the world.—Then, after a short

notice of the Epistles to the Seven Churches, (which seven he explains

as representatives of the Church Universal,^) he proceeds to the second

series of visions, on the door being opened in heaven, and John caUed

up thither : by Christ's satisfaction heaven once shut having been

opened ; and in St. John's person, originally of the circumcision,

but now a preacher of the New Testament, it being apparent that

alike the faithful of either dispensation had been invited. ^ In the

heavenly scene now presented to view, the throne was that of Divine

royalty and judgment : its jasper colour, as of water, signifying God's

earlier judgment by the water of the deluge ; its fiery sardine colour

that to come by fire ; and the sea before the throne the gift of bap-

tism, and ofifer of salvation through it, previous to judgment. The

twenty-four elders he explains as the twelve patriarchs and twelve

apostles, seated on thrones of judgment ; agreeably to the patriarchal

privflege, "Dan shall judge his people," and the apostohc, "Ye

shall sit on twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel :" while

the four living creatures typified the four evangehsts, and their

' Like Paul, he adds ; who first taught that seven Churches represented the Church

Catholic, by addressing epistles to just seven Churches. Victorinus therefore did not

include that to the Hebreics among St. Paul's Epistles.

^ Such seems to me his meaning : but it is obscure.—Thus early is St. John's re-

presentative fkaracier on the Apocalyptic scene hinted.

VOL. IV. _ X
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preaching of the Gospel : the eyes within signifying the insight of

that preaching into man's heart ; and the six wings of each (twenty-

four in all) having reference to the twenty-four hooks of the Old

Testament, because it is only by help of the previous testimonies of

those books that the Gospel can fly abroad. The voices and thun-

derings from the throne meant God's preachings, and threats, and

notices of Christ's coming to judgment ; the seven torches of fire

the Spirit, granted to men in virtue of Christ's crucifixion. As

to the seven-sealed book it was the book of the Old Testament : a

book opened by none but Christ ; who alone, as the lamb that was

slain, could fulfil its types and prophecies : and the saints' new song

of thanksgiving had reference to the new salvation and new bless--

ings so imparted to believers. Besides which, its opening signified

the foreshowing of things by preachers that were to be in the last

times. ^

Arrived thus at the openmg of the Seals, Victorinus explains thefour

horses and their riders of the first four seals as indicatmg the spiritually-

triumphant progress of the Gospel, commenced from after Christ's as-

cension, and the wars, and famines,^ and pestilences, which Christ

himself declared would precede his coming : also the souls under the

altar, as the continuous persecutions and martyi'doms of Christ's

saints : the region under the brazen altar of vision figuring the place

where the separate spirits rest, as the place of the golden altar

typified heaven. Further the earthquake of the sixth seal he makes

the last persecution : ^ that wherein the doctruie obscured would

answer to the eclipsed sun in the vision ; the bleeding saints to the

moon as blood ; the separation of professors by force of persecution

' So I suppose we are to understand him. "Resignatio sigillonim, ut diximus,

apertio est Veteris Testamenti, et prsedicatorum praenunciatio in novissimo tempore

futurcrum :
" it being added ;

" quae licet Scriptura proplietica per singula dicit, omni-

bus [tamen] simul apertis sigillis, onlinem tami-n suum liabet praodicatio. Nam aperto

prime sigillo dicit se vidisse equum album et cquitem coronatum, habentem arcum ; hoc

enim primo factum est. Postquam enim ascendit in coelos Dominus, et aperuit uni-

versa, misit Spiritum suum; cujus verba pr;cdicationis tanquam sagittse, ad corda bo-

minum porgentos, ut vincerent incrcdulitatem." Thus, though referring at first to

the last times, yet the vision is explained by Victorinus as having the beginning of its

fulfilment from the time of Christ's ascension.

^ Hurt not the wine and oil ho explains, " Spiritualem hominem ne iKseris."

' He does not say the persecution by Antichrist : and one might almost suppose he
meant one before his coming ; as Elias' coming is next notified, who (according to

Victorinus) was to precede Antichrist. >
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to the falling stars ; and the removal of the Church from public

sight to the rolling away of the figured firmament.—In the sealing

vision, Apoc. vii, next following, the four angels of the winds (the

same as the four winds of Apoc. ix. 14, beyond the Euphrates')

signified four nations, (nations being ruled over by angels,) who

were not to transgress their limits till they should come in the

last aera with the Antichrist. The Angel from the East meant

Elias ; who would anticipate the times of Antichrist, turn the hearts

of the fathers to the children, i. e. of the Jews to the Gentile

behevers, and convert to the faith both many of Israel, and a great

multitude of Gentiles : viz. those whose white robes signified their

washing in the blood of the Lamb by baptism.^ In Apoc. viii, ix, the

half-hour's silence figured the beginning of eternal rest; one half-

hour only being mentioned, to signify the subject's then breaking off.

For chronological order is not followed in the Apocalypse ; but the

Holy Spirit, when he has come to the chronological end, returns

often, and repeats, by way of supplement.^

Next comes the vision of the incense-offering Angel. Victorinus

supposes this incense-ofi'ering to depict the prayers of saints ; these

saints, on Antichrist's reign approaching, praying that they may not

enter into temptation : and the Angel being figured, because Angels

ofi^er the prayers of the Church, as well as pour out wrath on Anti-

christ's kingdom ; which wrath was signified alike in the seven trum-

pets and seven vials, the one description supplying what was omitted

in the other.—As to the particular subjects of these Trumpets andVials,

he does not unfold it in detail. He only generally says of them, that

they depict " either the slaughters of plagues sent on the world, or the

madness of Antichrist, or a diminishing of the peoples, or a delaying

of the plagues,'* or the hope in the saints' kingdom, or the ruin of

states, or the destruction of the great city, Babylon

—

i. e. Rome."

And just expounding, as he passes, the warning cry of the eagle fly-

' So Victorinus ; agreeably with the Gloss in Griesbach, which on Apoc. ix. 14

reads Teaaepas ave/xovs, for Ttcrffepas ayytXovs.

' The white robes given in the fifth seal he explains as the gift of the Holy Spirit.

^ He here, and elsewhere, strongly insists on the retrogressive character of the visions-

" —Licet repetat per phialas : non quasi bis factum dicit •, sed, quoniam semel futu-

rum est quod estdecretum a Deo, ideo bis dicitur. Quidquid igitur intubis minus dixit

hinc in phialis est. Nee aspiciendus est ordo dictorum
;
quoniam sEepe Spiritus sanc-

tus, ubi ad novissimi temporis finem percurrerit, rursus ad eadem tempora redit, et

supplet ea quae minus dixit," * " Differentia plagarum." I suppose this is his meaning.

_ X 2
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ing in mid-heaven after the fourth trumpet-woe, to mean the Holy

Spirit's warning-voice by the mouth of the two prophets, against the

wrath to come in the impending plagues, he so proceeds to the

Angel vision of Apoc. x.

The first part of which vision he expounds, as a parenthesis, of St.

John personally. The Angel is explained to be Christ ; the opera book in

his hand the Apocalypse revealed to John ; his lion-like voice, that de-

claring that now only is the time of repentance and hope ; the seven

thunders the mysteries of the future spoken by the septiform Spirit

:

which voices John was not to write, because an apostle of higher

functions than that of interpreting Scripture mysteries ; an office

this latter belonging rather to later Church subordinates. ^ Further,

the charge to eat the book, and preach again to peoples and tongues,

Victorinus explains of St. John's returning personally on Domitian's

death to Ephesus, and publishing the Apocalypse :
- also his taking

the measuring reed, with which to measure the Apocalyptic temple

and aJtar, of St. John's further pubhshing his Gospel :
^ whereby,

and by the creed laid down in it,** the orthodox and faithful were

marked out and defined as true Church-worshippers ; and heretics,

such as Valentinus, Ebion, and Cherinthus, excluded.

On the two Witnesses he supposes (like Hippolytus) a passing, in

the resumed figurations of the future, into the last hebdomad of the

last times : during the /or/wer three and a half years of which, Christ's

two witnesses, Elijah and Jeremiah,^ would prophecy :—these wit-

" ApostoU virtutibus, sigiiis, portentis, magnalibus factis, vixenint incredulita-

tem
:

post illos ecdesiis datum est solatium propheticarum scripturarum inter-

pretendarum." 2 j i,j,^,g quoted this, Vol. i. p, 38.

^ Victorinus' testimony on tliis point of the publication of St. John's Gospel sub-

sequent to his return from Patmos, and apparently too after the Apocalypse, should

be noted. " Nam et evangeliura postea scripsit :
" his writing it being, it is said, at the

request of the assembled Christians of the whole neighbourhood of Ephesus, inconse-

quence of the Gnostic heresies referred to.

'' This is a curious early specimen of something like a creed ; and one, not, I think,

as yet noted by those who have written on creeds.—" Mensura autem Filii Dei, man-
datum Domini, (1.) Patrera confiteri omnipotentem. (2.) Dicimus ct hujus filium

Christum, ante originem seculi spiritualem apud Patrem genitiim, hominem factum

;

et niortc devict^ in cwlos cum corpore a Patrc reccptum, effudisse Spiritum sanctum,

donum et pignus immortalitatis :—hunc per Prophetas proedicatum, hunc per legem
conscriptum, hunc esse mandatum Dei, et Verbum Patris, et conditorera orbis.—Haec
est arundo et mensura fidei. Et nemo adorat [ad] aram sanctam, nisi qui hanc fidem

eonfitctur."—p. 418.

^ For, says Victorinus. Jeremiah had the original commission, " Before that I
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nesses to be killed in Jerasalem by the Beast from the abyss, Anti-

christ, at the commencement of his three and a half years reign suc-

ceeding, after many plagues first inflicted on the world, answering

to the fire out of their mouths in the symbol : but to rise again on

the fourth day after ; the fourth, not the third, so as not to equal

Christ.

So he comes to the vision of the Dragon and Woman, Apoc. xii

;

or rather to the concluding verse of Apoc. xi, about the temple ap-

pearing opened, and the ark appearing, which he connects with it

:

to the chronological retrogression in which, from the last times pre-

viously depicted, he calls especial notice. i For he construes the

woman to signify the ancient Jewish Church, the Church of the tAA'elve

Patriarchs, (like the sun glorious in the hopes of the resurrection,

Uke the moon bright even when to man's sight dark in death, and

only waning to grow again,) travailing with desire of Christ's birth

out of that nation, according to the promise ; and in Christ's birth and

ascension, in spite of the Dragon, or Devil, traces the fulfilment of

the cliild's rapture to God's throne in the symbol : the Dragon s

formed thee in the womb I knew thee ; and sanctified thee to be a prophet among the

nations." Now, argues Victorinus, during his recorded life Jeremiah was not a pro-

phet among the. nations ; and also that there is no record of Jeremiah's death. He adds

that his opinion is that of "all the ancients." A mistake, doubtless ; as Enoch and

Elijah were generally supposed the two prophets.

• The Apocalyptic Expositor Ambrose Ansbert, at B. P. M. xiii. 522, notices this

opinion and reasoning as that of the Martyr Victorinus ; a fact furnishing conclusive

evidence of the Treatise under consideration being indeed that of Victorinus, inas-

much as the opinion appears to have been a singular one. As the point has not, I be-

lieve, been observed on before, and the question is so interesting a one, I subjoin the

passage. " Victorinus hoc in loco duos testes Eliam vult intelligi et Jeremiam. Dicit

enim praefatus vir, (et ut debitam ei venerationem exhibeamus) martyr Dei, quia

mors Jeremiae in Scriptura sacra non reperiatur, et quia Prophetam cum Dom^us in

gentibus posuerit, ille autem nondum ad gentes missus fuerit, idcirco ipsum ciim Elia

venturum credi debere, ut ecclesiam gentium contra Antichristi pertidiam roboraret."

' " Diligenter et ciim summa solicitudine sequi oportet propheticam praedicationem
;

et intelligere quoniam Spiritus ex parte pra;dicit, et praeposterat, et ciim prsecurrerit

usque ad novissimum rursus tempora suporiora repetit." So in the passage quoted

p. 315.—I call attention to this, because Professor M. Stuart not only says (Vol. i. p.

455) of Victorinus, that " no plan of the whole work is sought after," but that Ambrose

.4ws6er< " seems ^rsi to have noted that the Apocalypse is occasionally retrogressive."

(lb. p. 458.)—Victorinus notes three retrogressions prominently : the first, after the

sounding of the seventh Trumpet and half hour's silence in heaven; the second, on

the transition at the end of Apoc. xi to the visions of the Dragon and Beast : the

tliird, with reference to the Vial-outpourings, which he identifies with the Trumpets.
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colour red being explained as that as of a murderer from the be-

ginning ; the third of stars swept by his tail, as the angels or men

seduced by him ; and his seven heads and ten horns, as of the same

significancy with the Beast's seven heads and ten horns, of which

more presently.—Then the time changes. The Woman fleeing into

the desert is the Church, made up or inclusive of the 144,000,^ now

in Christian not Jewish form : being forced by the Dragon's flood-

like armies of persecution into mountains and deserts; and upheld in

her flight by the two wings of the two witnesses. The Dragon's fall

from heaven, or interdiction from there appearing as before,^ is ex-

plained as following Ehas' three and a half years of witnessing,^

and being the beginning of Antichrist.—Then as to the Beast

Antichrist, his likeness to the leopard signified the variety of na-

tions that would be in his kingdom ; his seven heads, both Rome's

seven hills, and also seven Roman Emperors ; viz. Galba, Otho,

Vitellius, Vespasian, Titus, (which five had fallen at the time of the

Apocalypse,) the sixth Domitian then reigning, the seventh Nerva,

who was to continue but a short time, (for he reigned but one

year and four months,) and the eighth Nero; who, as a Roman

Emperor, might be said to have been one of (or with) the seven :

*

—of which Nero St. Paul spoke, when he said, " The mystery

of iniquity doth already work," for Nero was then reigning ; and

who, having had its throat cut, and so had his head wounded to

death, was to rise and reappear as Antichrist.—Victorinus notes his

Jewish as well as Roman connection. He would appear both under

a different name, and in a diiFerent character from before ; professing

' "Ecclesiam illam catholicani, ex qua in novissimo tempore creditura sunt 144000

Helise."

^ "*knte oportet Eliara praedicarc, et pacis tempora esse, et postea, consummatis 3l

annis prscditationis Eliae, jactari ciun de coelo, ubi habuit potestatem ascendendi usque

ad illud tempus, et angelos refuf^as universes." So, I suppose, as described in Job i.

^ There seems here some confusion in the chronoIogJ^ For as the Witnesses were

to be the supporting wings of the woman, her three and a half years in the wilderness

would need to be the three and a half of the Witnesses being alive. But Victorinus

quotes in reference to the time, " Tlicn let them that are in Judrea flee to the moun-

tains : " a prophecy applicable to the times of the abomination of desolation being in

the holy place ; whicTi abomination he explains afterwards of Antichrist's establish-

ment in Jerusalem : an event this not of the earlier, but the later three and a half

years.

' Such seems Victoriinis' meaning ;
" Hestia de septcm est, quoniam ante istos reges

Nero ropnavit."
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before the Jews to be the Christ, with a view to gain them, and by

them received as such ; (a king and a Christ worthy of them !) and

whereas once most impure, now renouncing all desire of women, (so

Dan. xi. 37 is explained,) ' and, instead of patronizing idolatry, now

inculcating the rehgion of the circumcision.^—His number Q6S is ex-

plained as some name of numerals in Greek to that amount ; and two

solutions offered, veiled in a corrupt text, yet not I think undecy-

pherable : one, it may be, Victorinus' own, the other interpolated by

a writer of later date.^—Of his ally the False Prophet the two

horns as a lamb's signified liis assuming the form of a just man

:

the firefrom heaven, that which sorcerers seem to men's eyes even

now to evoke : the Beast's hnage, a golden statue of Antichrist ; which

image the False Prophet would get placed in the temple at Jerusa-

lem, and from which Satan will utter oracles.—So will there be the

abomination of desolation in the Holy Place : called the abomination,

because God abominates the worship of idols, instead of himself, and

the introduction of heresy into Churches ; the desolation, because many

men, previously stable, will by these false signs and portents be turned

from the faith.—As to the ten kings, Victorinus says that they would

have already received royal power, when Antichrist should either have

set out from the East Romewards, or from Rome Eastwards ;
'* that

three of them would be eradicated by him ; and the other seven become

his subjects, and also the haters and burners of the harlot city, Rome.

The Commentary now hurries to a conclusion. Of the three angels

of Apoc. xiv, flying in mid heaven, the first (the same as in Apoc.

' Noted by me p. 150, supra.

* The reader should mark Victorinus' view of Antichrist's religious profession and

character.

^ " Numerus ejus sexcenti sexaginta sex. Cum attulerit ad literara Graecam hunc

numerum explebit. AI. N. L. T. CCC. F. V. M. L. X. L. O. L. XX. CCC. I. III.

EVN. LCC. N. V. III. P. CIX. K. XX LXX. CC."—The two words meant

are, I think, Avn/Mos and revarjpiKos : of which the first is giren also by Primasius,

in the sense (says he) of honori contvarius, as if for aTi/xos, or aevrifios : the other by

Ambrosius Ansbertus, with reference to the Vandal persecutor of the fifth century,

Genseric. The correspondence of these solutions with the text, slightly altered, will

appear by separating the letters and their Greek numeral values, instead of inter-

mixing them. Thus,

J
/AN TEM O 2 g/rENSHPIK O 2

U L CCC V XL LXX CC ' (HI V L CC VIII C X XX LXX CC
^ " Decern reges accepisse regalem potestatem, cum ille movent ah oriente., aut mitti-

tur ah urhe Roma cum exercitibus suis." A passage indicating thoughtful considera-

tion of a difficult subject.
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vii) is Elias, anticipating Antichrist by his preaching ; the other two,

other prophets associated with him. The earth's harvest and vintage

are signs of the nations to perish at Christ's coming : the blood

shed to the extent of 1600 (= 4 x 400) stadia, bloodshed in all the

four parts of the world. The seven vials are the same seven judgments

before signified under the Trumpets ; and poured out on the contuma-

cious, after the Church's retirement from the scene into the wilderness.

•

Standing on the glasSy sea signifies the promises of baptismal faith.

The Woman sitting on many waters, and borne by the seven-headed

ten-homed Beast, is the Babylon ahke of the Apocalypse, Isaiah, and

Ezekiel ; viz. the city Rome seated on the Devil, as before explained :

of Rome red with the blood of saints : her wickedness having been con-

summated by a Decree of the Senate- and extending to the prohibition

of all preaching of the gospel in all nations. Then Christ (answering

to him that was figured on the White Horse with his armies) will

come and take the kingdom ; a kingdom extending from the river

even to the world's end : the greater part of the earth being cleansed

introductorUy to it ; the millennium itself not ending it. All souls

will next, and finally, be called to judgment.-'^

On the whole it will be seen that thus far the Apocalypse, though

very fancifully explained in regard of many of its symbols, yet conti-

nued to be regarded bv its expositors as mainly a prophecy of events,

not without chronological succession and order : nor indeed without

geographical or topographical distinctness ; at least on that one grand

turning-point of the prophecy, the seat, the seven-hilled seat, of

Antichrist.—The famous Origen had meanwhile lived and taught.'*

And, had he fulfilled his declared intention of giving the Christian

world an Apocalyptic commentary,^ we can scarcely doubt but that

it would have been of a different character. His principle of ana-

' " Dicit qiuu in ultimo fulura sunt, cum ecclesia de medio e.xierit.""

* " Vidi, inquit, mulierem cbriam de sanguine sanctorum. Decreto Senatiis illius

consummantur nequitise." A curious passage needing illustration. In Diocletian's time

what was the Roman Senate"!! part in the decrees of persecution against Christiiins?

^ Here is the anti-premillennial addition. As ten is the number of the decalogue.

Bays the interpolator, and 100 signifies the crown of virginity, therefore the viillennnry

number, = iO x 100, indicates a perfect man ; who maj' be said (i.e. while in his

earthly state) to reign with Christ, and to have the Devil bound within him, &c.

^ He died at Tyro, a. d. '25;!, in the 70th year of his age.

> " Omnia luuc cxponerc sigillatim de cdpitibus taptem dracnnis (Apoc. xii. 3)non
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gogical i and spiritualizing exposition, (a principle not altogether to

be exploded, but needing in its application to Scripture a cautious at-

tention to the requirements of context. Scriptural analogy, and good

sense, abundantly greater than Origen cared to use,)- could not but

have been applied by him to the Apocalyptic prophecy : especially as

one involvmg allusions to Babylon, Israel, Jerusalem ; terms always,

according to him, to be construed anagogically in Scripture. But this

commentary he in effect did not write : and it remained for others to

apply his principles to Apocalyptic exposition in a later sera.

est temporis hujus : exponentur autem tempore suo in Revelatione Johannis."—In

Matth. Tr. 30.—Elsewhere, as Eusebius tells us, H. E. vi. 25, he thus singularly

notes the Prophecy :
" John wrote the Apocalypse ; being commanded to keep

silence, and not write what the seven thimders uttered." I suppose he had some

anagogic solution of what he deemed an apparent contradiction.

' avaywyn}, a passing to a higher sense than the literal ; i.e. to a more spiritual sense.

" Scripture, like man, said Origen, has a body, soul, and spirit

:

—viz. the literal

sense, useful to those who preceded the Christians, i. e. the ancient Israel; the in-

ternal sense (intra literam) to Christians; and the shadoimng forth of heavenly things,

to saints arrived in heaven. This he remarks on Lev. vi. 25, about the sin-offering.

—Elsewhere he speaks of the historic sense, the moral, and the mystical.

He carried his inclination to the anagogical so far, as to depreciate, and sometimes

even nullify, the literal and historic sense. He often says that the literal sense is " pro-

culcandum et contemnendum."—So 1. of thi7igs typical, as the sin-oifering, Lev. vi.

25 ;
" Haec omnia, nisi alio sensu accipias quam linea texta ostendit, sicut ssepe di.\i-

mus, obstaculum majus Christianaj religion! quam sedificationem prsestabunt."—2. Of
historic statements : as in Hom. vi. on Genesis ;

" What the editication of reading that

Abraham lied to Abimelech, and betrayed his wife's chastity ? Let Jews believe it

;

and any others that, like them, prefer the letter to the spirit." Also in the Mosaic

history of the creation ; the statement of there having been three days without sun,

moon, or stars, being pronounced by him impossible : as also that of the devil leading

Christ to a high mountain, &c.—3. of precepts : e. g. that which says, " If a man
smite thee on the one cheek, turn to him the other."

Now it is evident that St. Paul himself has authorized the ascription of an ana-

gogical or spiritual sense, as well as the literal, to the types of the law. They were

shadows of things to come. And to certain y«cfe of Old Testament history he has

also ascribed an allegorical, as well as literal sense. So in the allegory of Sarah and

Isaac, Hagar and Ishmael.—But surely in historical narratives to allegorize beyond

what Scripture itself teaches, is unsafe ; and to allegorize away a scripturally asserted

historic fact (whether from judging it to be unedifying or impossible) most un-

justifiable.

With regard to prophecy he lays down this rule :
" Whenever the prophets have

prophesied any thing of Jerusalem or Judea, of Israel or Jacob, then this (agreeably

with St. Paul's own teaching) is to be referred anagogically to the heavenly Jerusa-

lem, Judcea, and Israel : also what is said of Egypt, Babylon, Tyre : cum sint in

cceloloci terrenis istis cognomines, ac locorum istorum incols, animse scilicet." Thus
his general rule of prophetic interpretation is sufficiently manifest.

1 have thought it well to abstract the above from a chapter in the Abbe lluet's

Origeniana :, as there occurs so much of Origen's anagoge in i,absequc'nt Apocalyptic

interpretation.
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§ 2. FROM CONSTANTINE TO THE COMPLETION OF THE FALL OF THE

ROMAN EMPIRE.

Lactantius, in his famous work on the Divine Institutions, formed a

connecting hnk between the Constantinian sera, or that of the esta-

bhshment of Christianity in the Roman empire, and the one which

preceded it : the work having been nearly all written before the end of

the Diocletian persecution, but dedicated to Constantine in one of

the closing Chapters.' His sketch of the ending of the great mun-

dane drama involved necessarily certain Apocalyptic notices. Of

these the following are the chief ; partly mixed up however with

ideas derived from both the prophecies of Daniel, and others of mere

human origin.

He states then, that the first grand preliminary to the consumma-

tion was the breaking up of the Roman empire :—an event to be has-

tened by the multiplication of emperors ruUng it, with civil wars

consequent, till at length ten kings should arise : whereupon an

enemy from the extreme North should come against them,^ over-

throw the three most easterly of the ten, be received and submitted

to by the rest as their head, change the name and seat of the em-

pire, and by his cruelties introduce a time of grievous calamity,

especially to persecuted Christians ; portents on earth and in the sky

accompanying, and plagues such as once in Egypt :•*—then, the con-

summation di-awing on, that a great prophet would be sent by God,

with power of working miracles, shutting up heaven, (hke Ehas,)

turning water into blood, and by fire from his mouth killing such as

would injure him ; by whose preaching and miracles many would be

' After chapter 27 of the last Book of the Institutes: " Scd omnia jam sanctissime

Imperator figmenta sopita sunt, ex quo te Deus sunimus ad restituendum justitiae do-

micilium excitavit."

2 " Turn repente advorsus eos hostis potentissimus ab extremis linibus plagaj septen-

torinalis orietur : qui, tribus ex numero deletis qui tunc Asiam obtinebunt, assumetur

in societatem k cccteris, ac princeps omnium coiistituetur.—Hie insustentabili domi-

natione vexabit orbem . . . denique immutato nomine, atque imperii sede translate,

confusio huniani generis consequetur." vii. IG.—A singular view ! derived in part, 1

presume from Dan. xi. 40—43; the three kings destroyed being those of Egypt,

Ethiopia, and Lybia.
•' The (Roman) world being then, says he, to the people of God, what Egypt was

to God's ancient people Israel, vii. 16.—So on Apoc. xi. 7, " tiic city which spiritu-

ally is called Egypt."
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turned to God : which done, that another kuig would rise from

Syria, born of an evil spirit ; and, after destroying that former evil

one,i (the king from the North }) conquer and kill God's prophets,

whose coi-pse, left unburied, would on the third day be reanimated,

and rapt before the enemies' eyes to heaven :—that the king his

murderer would be a prophet too, but a prophet of lies ; and with

the miraculous power of evoking fire from heaven, arresting the sun

in its course, and making an image speak : whereby he would make

multitudes of adherents ; branding them like cattle with his mark,

and requiring worship from them as God and the Son of God : for

that this would be in fact the Antichrist ; falsely claiming to be

Christ,^ but fighting against the real Christ, and persecuting unto the

death his saints : that the fated time of his domination would be

forty-two months ; at the end of which time, the saints having fled in

a last extremity to the mountains, the heaven would be opened for

their deliverance ;^ and Christ himself intervene to save them, and

destroy this Antichrist and his allied kings. After which that the

saints, raised from the grave, would reign with Christ through the

world's seventh Chiliad ; a period to commence, it would seem, in

about 200 years ;
"* the Lord alone being thenceforth worshipped on

a renovated world ; its still living inhabitants multiplying incalcula-

bly in a state of terrestrial felicity ; and the resuiTCction saints, dur-

ing this commencement of an eternal kingdom, in a nature hke the

angeUc, reigning over them.^

The great Constantinian revolution, accomplished (as I before ob-

served) just after Lactantius' publication of his ' Institutions,' could

hardly fail of exercising a considerable influence on Apocalyptic inter-

' " Peractisque operibus ipsius," i. e. of God's prophet, (agreeably with the

Apocalyptic declaration, When they shall have completed their testimonj',) " alter

rex orietur ex Syria, malo Spiritu genitus, qui reliquias illius prions mali, cum ipso,

simul deleat." lb. xvii.— Is there in this an allusion to Daniel's, " But tidings out of

tlui east shall trouble him ;
"

i. e. the king of the north ? Dan. si. 43.

2 " Hie est qui appellatur Antichristus : sed se ipse Cliristum inentietur.'"

^ So Apoc. six. * Noted by me, Vol. i. p. 367.

* Mark the distinction between the two classes. " Tunc qui erunt in corporibus

vivi non raorientur, sed per eosdem mille annos infinitam multitudinem generabunt

:

qui autem ab inferis suscitabuntur, ii prseerunt viventibus, velut judices." lb. 24.

And in ch. G preceding; '' \Ji similes angelis fucti summo Patri serviamus, et simus

ffiternum Deo regnum."
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pretation. A revolution by which Christianity should be established

in the prophetically denounced Roman Empire, was an event the con-

tingency of which had never occurred apparently to the previous ex-

ponents of Christian prophecy ; and suggested the idea of a mode,

time, and scene of the fulfilment of the promises of the latter-

day blessedness, that could scarcely have ai'isen before : its scene

the earth in its present state, not the renovated earth after Christ's

coming and the conflagration ; its time that of the present dispensa-

tion ; its mode by the earthly establishment of the earthly Church

visible. (It occurred not that this might in fact be one of the chief

necessary preparations, through Satan's craft, to the establishment

after a while of the great predicted antichristian ecclesiastical empire,

on the platform of the same Roman world.) Thus Eusebius, as we

saw long since,' applied to this great event both Isaiah's promises of

the latter day, and also (though with more of doubt) the Apocalyptic

prophecy of the New Jerusalem :
^ at the same time that the symbolic

vision of the seven-headed dragon of Apoc. xii, cast down from

heaven, was with real exegetic correctness (as I conceive) applied to

the dejection of Paganism, and the Pagan emperors, from their

former supremacy in the Roman world.^—But to carry out such views

of the New Jerusalem must soon have appeared most difficult : the

Arian and other troubles, which quickly supervened, powerfully con-

tributing to that conviction. It resulted, perhaps not a little from this

cause, that the Apocalypse itself became for a while much neglected.

Especially in the Eastern empire, where the imperial seat was now

chiefly fixed,"* we find it almost passed over in silence by the great

Greek Fathers of the remainder of the fourth century : by Basil

and Gregory Nazianzen, who directly acknowledged its genuineness

and inspiration, as well as by its less explicit advocates Cyril and

Chnjsostom.^ In the Western empire, however, at the close of the

fourth century, two of the most eminent of the Latin Fathers, I

' Vol. i. p. 2-27. 2 See ib. Note 1.

"* See Vol. iii. p. 24, Notes 1, 4, 5. This view of the vision we shall find repeated

by other patristic expositors afterwards.

* The sole reigns of Constantine and Constantius, with the capital Constantinople,

occupied some forty years.

* See Vol. i. jip. 32— 34.—Cyril's exposition of the cic/hih head of the Apocalyptic

Beast must not be overlooked ;— tluit Antichrist, after subduing three out of the ten

kings of the Roman empire in its later form, would, as the first and chief of tlie re-

maining seven, be the Beast's eighth head.
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mean Jerom and Augustine, not only recognized the work as divine,

but threw out hints also on Apocalyptic interpretation, of no little

importance, and with no little influence.

Of Jerom I may specify as most important the three following par-

ticulars :— 1 . that the Apocalypse was a book that had in it as many

mysteries as words, and that sundry particular words had a manifold

meaning :^—2. that the place where the two Apocalyptic witnesses

were to be slain was not the literal Jerusalem, (as it had both been

already subverted, and was moreover never called in Scripture either

the great city, or Egypt,) but the same great city Babylon after-

wards described in Apoc. xvii, xviii ; in the sense however of the

world : (here we see Jerom' s Origenism ;^ elsewhere he explained

the Apocalyptic Babylon literally of Rome :3)—3. that the mil-

lennary theorv of Victorinus and others was utterly foohsh and

untenable. *

Of Augustine's hints on Apocalyptic interpretation, the three fol-

lowing appear to me most deserving of remark.

1. That the Apocalypse embraced for its subject of prefiguration

the whole period /"rom Chrisfs first coming to the end of the world .^

2. That the 144,000 of the sealing vision (as also of Apoc. xiv)

depicted distinctively {not the earthly professing visible Church, but)

the Church of the saints, or elect,^ the constituency of what he

calls the City of God, ultimately united into the heavenly Jerusa-

Letter liii to Paulinus.

^ lb. Also the letter of Paula and Eustochion (his disciples) to Marcella.

3 So in the Letters contrasting Bethlehem with Rome.
* So in his observations on Victorinus ; and in the additions at the end of Victorinus,

if Jerom 's. Yet in his Comment on Isaiah Ixv, referring to different views of the

Apocalj-ptic millennium, &c. he saj-s ;
" Which if I take figuratively I fear to contra-

dict the ancients."— On Ezekiel xl, I may observe, he says ;
" Quod templum Judaei

secundum literam in ad ventu Christi sui, quem nos esse Antichristum comprobamus,

putaiit aedificandum ; et nos ad Christi referimus ecdesiam. Et quotidie in Sanctis

ejus sedificari cemimus." Where the words " in Sanctis ejus " are to be remarked ; and

suggest an idea of Jerom's perhaps regarding the Church oftlie promises (like Augus-

tine) as that made up only oitrue Christians. I say perhaps ; because he sometimes

used sancti in the lower and merely ecclesiastical sense.

^ " Per totum hoc tempus quod liber iste (sc. Apocalypsis) coraplectitur, a primo

scilicet adventu Christi usque in sseculi finem." C. D. xx. 8. 1.

Elsewhere he notes the obscurity of the Apocalypse ; very specially from its re-

peatinf) the same subjects under different figures.— C. D. xx. 17.

•^ So in his Doctr. Christ, iii. 51 ;
" Centum quadraginta quatuor (mille), quo numero

significatur univcrsitas sanctorum in Apocalypsi."
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lem : ' while the appended palm-bearing vision figured the blessed

and heavenly issue assured to them of their earthly trials and pil-

grimage.^

3. That the millennium of Satan's binding, and the saints reigning,

dated from Christ's ministry, when he beheld Satan fall like lightning

from heaven ; it being meant to signify the triumph over Satan in the

hearts of true believers : and that the subsequent figuration of Gog

and Magog indicated the coming of Antichrist at the end of the

world ; the 1000 years being a figurative numeral, expressive of the

whole period intervening.^

1 may add, that he expounded the woman clothed with the sun, in

Apoc. xii, of the true Church, or Civitas Dei ; clothed with the sun of

righteousness, trampling on those growing and loaning things of mor-

tality which the moon might figure, and travailing both with Christ

personally, and Christ in his members :"* also the complemental set

of martyrs, spoken of to the souls under the altar in Apoc. vi, of mar-

tyrs to be slain under Antichrist.-^ As to Antichrist himself, Uke other

earher fathers, he viewed him as one that would arise and reign three

years and a half at the end of the world ; though meanwhile the body

and city of Antichrist might be considered realized (so as Jerom also

had intimated) in the tvorld and its members.

There remains for consideration one direct Apocalyptic Expositor

of the fourth century, I mean Tichonius. We know both from Au-

' " Civitatem sanctam Jerusalem, quae mine in Sanctis fidelibus est diffusa per

terras." C. D. xx. 21. In which city he sa)-s, on Psahn cxxi. 2, that the angels will

be fellow citizens.

2 See my Vol. i. pp. 280—282, with the extracts from Augustine in the Notes.

^ See pp. 177, 178, supra. So the Greek Andreas afterwards : as also Primasius of

the Latin Church, before Andreas. It continued in fact the current opinion through

the Middle Ages.—That Professor M. Stuart should have ascribed the origin of

this opinion (as he seems to do in his Vol. i. p. 459) to Andreas, not Auaustine,

seems surprising.

* So on Psalm cxlii. 3.—On Psalm xliii. 25, he explains the opened Book in Apo-

calypse X, given to St. John to eat, not of the Apocalypse^ but of the BiUe.

* On the Donatists claiming to be the complemental set of martyrs spoken of to the

souls under the altar, Augustine observes ; " Quid est stultius quam quod putatis

prophetiam istam demartyribus, (lui futurl prajdicti sunt, non nisi in Donatistis esse

completam. Quod si a Joanne usque ad istos nulli occisi essent martyres veri, ut

nihil aliud, vel temporibus Antichristi diceremus futures in quibus ille martjrum

numerus compleretur." Contra Ciaudent. i. 31. In this he coincides with Tertullian.

See pp. 299, 300 supr^.
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gustine,' and from the later Expositors Primasius and Bede,^ that a

Donatist of that name wrote on the Apocalypse : whose date ac-

cording to Gennadius was about a.d. 380,^ and was at any rate in-

cluded within the thirty years of the Donatist Parmenianus' Episco-

pate, from A.D. 361 to A.D. 391;^ as the latter took umbrage at

Tichonius' anti-Donatist sentiments, though a Donatist, and wrote

against them.^ There is stiU extant an Apocalyptic commentary bear-

ing his name, drawn up in the form of Homilies, in number nineteen ;

affixed to the fourth volume of the Paris Benedictine Edition of Augus-

tine. And the question has arisen respecting these, whether they are the

real work of this aforesaid Tichonius, or not. The arguments against

(as the BenecUctine Editor observes) are, 1 . that, whereas Primasius

says there were decided Donatistic statements in Tichonius work, in

this such are wanting, and anti-Donatistic inserted against re-baptizing;

2. that certain passages cited by Bede from Tichonius, are here want-

ing ; 3. that on a point in which Tichonius' opinion is said by Augus-

tine to have been illustrated with a copious argument, the opinion is

here indeed given, but without any such copious argument in connec-

tion. To which I may add that there occur here and there brief quo-

tations (unless indeed Tichonius be the original)^ from Augustine.

—

On the other hand there are the arguments following in favour of the

substantial identity of the extant Treatise with that of Tichonius : (ar-

guments omitted by the Benedictine Editor :)—1st, that the expository

principles in the former agree well with the expository rules recorded

by Augustine as laid down by Tichonius ;
''—2. that one of the anti-

' Viz. Vol. iii. p. 99, in his statement of Ticlionius' seven Rules of interpretation.

^ Who both refer to him in their Apocalyptic Commentaries.

^ So the Benedictine Editor of Augustine, Vol. ii. col. 371, Note.

^ So the same Editor.

* He wrote a letter of reprehension to Tichonius. So Augustine.

* Especial!}', for example, that given in my Vol. iii Note 1 p. 231.

^ They are thus enumerated by Augustine, Vol. iii. 99 ; and as Rules intended by

-Tichonius to solve the difficulties of Scripture.

1. De Domino et ejus Corpoxe ; there being sometimes a transition in the sacred

writers from Christ-the head, to the Church his body.—A rule rightly applicable some-

times, says Augustine.

2. De Domini corpore Upartito ; the true members of Christ's body and the false.

—

A view of things right, says Augustine, but wrongly exprest ; because hypocrites and

false professors do not really belong to Christ's body at all.

3. De Prornissis et Lege ; otherwise exprest, like as by Origen, De Spirituet Litera :

in reference to cases where figures are used -, and one thing said, another meant.
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Donatistic sentiments more than once occurring in these Homilies is

precisely such a recognition of the Catholic Church as was objected to

Tichonius, as an inconsistency, by his Bishop Parmenianus ;i—3. that a

particular clause on the horsemen of the second Woe, quoted by Pri-

masius from Tichonius, appears in the precise words in these Homilies.^

—There remains that very important indication in the tenth Homily,

respecting Arianism as dominant, noted by me. Vol. iii. 231 ;
" Vide-

mus hcereticos in hoc sseculo potentes, qui habeant virtutem Diaboli

:

sicut quondam Pagani, ita nunc iUi vastant ecclesiam :
" and again

;

" Utique habeant potestatem hseretici ; sed prsecipu^ Arriani:"—
statements possibly referable to the Arian Emperor Valens' oppression

of the Trinitarians in the Eastern Empire, which occurred during

the life of the real Tichonius : yet not probably so ; as Valens' power

extended only to the Eastern, or Greek, Empire ; not to the Western

Empire, in which evidently^ (and most likely in Africa) the writer of

the extant Homilies resided. Hence more probably this indication

points to the succeeding century ; when the Arian Vandal kings

Genseric and Hunneric did reallv desolate the orthodox African

4. De Specie et Genere :—where a species is spoken of, e. g. Egj-pt, Judrea, &c. ; but

the whole world meant.

5. De temporibus : —where, especially in chronological statements, a whole is said for

a part, or part for a whole : as Christ's three days in the grave, when the actual time

was only one full day ; and Jeremiah's sevent}'^ years of Israel's captivity, though ap-

plicable to the Church's whole time of earthly pilgrimage. Tichonius applied this Rule

to other numerals also : e.g. to the Apocalyptic 144,000; which designated, as he

says, the whole body of the saints.

6. Recapitulation.

7. De Diabolo et corpore ejus

:

—things being said of the Devil when mear.t of the

iciclced that constitute his body, and vice versa. (Just the converse to Rule 1.)

The agreement of the e.xtant Homilies with the above will be noted from time to

time in my abstract.

' Tichonius, says Augustine. Vol. .\ii. G6, " vidit ecclesiam toto orbe diffusam :",

and that for this (ib. ()3) he was reproved by Parmenianus. So in Hom. xi.x. " Civitas

ista ecclesia est toto orbe difftisa ;" and elsewhere.

2 " Numerus inquit bis myriades myriadum scd 7wn dixit qrivt myriudum."' Horn,

vii. ^^'hich e.xact words arc quoted by Primasius on the same Apocalyptic verse as

those of Tichonius.

^ There occurs a curious notice on Apoc. iv. 3, in the second of the extant Homilies,

on the resemblance of the word iris, or its accusative irin, to the Greek word eiprjvTj

;

as by a writer, and to readers, to whom alike the Greek was a foreign language. " Cui

nominisiltina in fine additur littera, et irini dicatur, utique hoc ipsum interpretatio

ton.ire videtur : nam GrKto voeabulo aprtvr) hoc appellatur."—Moreover it appears

that these Homilies were Leciioncs on the Apocalypse : which Book was, I believe,

little read at the time in the Greek Churches.
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Church.—On the whole, and adding to the other evidence in favour of

his authorship the important fact of the manuscripts bearing his name,

I feel strongly inclined to beheve that the main substance of the extant

Treatise is from Tichonius : but with certain alterations introduced,

and an abbreviation into an Homiletic form, by some Presbyter of

the Latin Catholic Church in the fifth century, probably an African.

Under this conviction, I shall note its more prominent vieWs and pecu-

liarities ; as of one distinctly appertaining to the sera under review.

To begin, there are in two different manuscripts two different intro-

ductions. The one (probably the original) states at once the Orige-

nistic interpretative principle of avayuyri, as that adopted in the com-

mentary. "In lectione Revelationis beati Johannis Apostoh, fratres cha-

rissimi, secundum anagogen explanare curabimus." The other thus

speaks. " Respecting the things seen by St. John in the Apocalypse,

it seemed to some of the ancient fathers that either all, or at least the

greater part, presignified the coming of Antichrist, or day of judg-

ment. But they who have more diligently handled it, judge that the

things contained in it began to have fulfilment immediately after

Christ's passion ; and are to go on fulfilling up to the day of judg-

ment : so as that but a small portion may seem to remain for the

times of Antichrist."—Wliich two beginnings are quite consistent.

For Tichonius' meaning in those words of the latter, " consummanda

usque ad diem judicii," is not that the Apocalypse was like a dramatic

prefiguration of the great events of the coming future, to be fulfilled

in succession and order until the consummation : but rather a repre-

sentation (for the most part) of general truths, detached and uncon-

nected, concerning the Church ; all and ever in course of reahzation,

and that will stiU be so even to the end.

Thus, passing over his explanation of the primary symboHzation of

Christ, the details of which he takes very much from Victorinus, and

that of the Epistles to the seven Churches, which Churches he also

regards as symbolic of the Church universal,—in the Seals, the first

horse andriderare expounded of Christ riding to victory on his apostles

and prophets, in date from after the time of his ascension ; the three

next as the Devil, riding on bloody-minded, hypocritical,' and wicked

' Hypocritical in the third Seal, because of the riders carrying in false pretence

the balance ofjustice.

VOL. IV. Y
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men, in antagonism to Christ ; ' the souls under the altar as the ciy

of the martyi-ed and persecuted against their persecutors.—So far

with reference to the times of the Christian dispensation generally.

Then in the sixth Seal the earthquake is explained of the last perse-

cution, and falling of bad men from heaven, i. e. from the Church,"^

under it.

Again, (passing over the sealing and palm-bearing visions, which he

explains the one of the Church's ingathering of its mystical number,

the 144,000 of Israel,^ the other of Church privileges enjoyed under

the present dispensation,^ and also over the half-hour's silence, here

interpreted just as by Victorinus,) he thus expounds the Trum-

pets, or Church-preachments acted out :
^ viz. the Jirst, of luxurious

men of the earth, burnt up grass-like by the fire of concupiscence ;

^

the second, of the Devil thrown as a burning mountain into the world

;

the third, or star falling on the waters, of heretics and their deadly

doctrines ;

'^ the fourth, of evil ones in the Church spiritually eclipsed^

through being given up to their pleasures ;
^ the Jifth, of evil men and

heretics, fallen from the Church,^ and with the heart's abyss of wicked-

ness fully opened ; men wearing mock crowns, as if church-elders

like the enthroned twenty-four, and scorpion-like, under devilish gui-

dance, striking both good, though only to quicken their repentance,

and bad so as to infuse the poison of their doctrine :—then the sij^th

^ Victorinus' explanation of the three last horses as " bella, fames, et pestis," is

also given as an alternative ; Victorinus being however no where mentioned bj' name.
^ This is an explanation applied in various similar figurations afterw ards.

^ " 144,000 oranis omnino ecclesia est." A Tichoniasm. See Tichonius' Rule 5,

in my Note, p. 320 supra.—The 144,000 of Apoc. xiv are similarly explained by
him ; not, as by Jerom, of literal monks and virgins.

* A singular explanation ; but agreeable with that of the Neiu Jerusalem, noted by
me p. 326 afterwards. The remark on, " He sliall lead them to living fountains of

waters," stands thus :
" Omnia hajc etiam in prcesenti vita spiritualiter ecclesiae eve-

niunt : cum dimissis pcccatis resurgimus ; et vitae prioris lugubris ac veteris hominis

exspoliati, in baptismo Christum induimur, et gaudiis sancti Spiritus iraplemur."
•'' " Septem angclos ecclesiam dixit ; septem tubas pcrfoctam pnedicationem."

* So Isaiah xl. 6, says Tichonius ;
" All flesh is grass.'"

—" Quos Deus justo judi-

cio permittit incendio luxuriae vel cupiditate exuri."

^ E. g. on this verse, " The waters tverc made bitter, and men died of the waters,"

it is said, " Hoc in his qui rc-baptizu7ttur manifeste intelligi potest." This is ananti-

Donaiisrn that has been noted as aiiti-Tichonian ; but possibly it is such an Jinti-Do-

natism as Tichonius might liave written. See Parmenianus' remonstrance, p. 320 supra.

* The eayle crying Woe, that follows, he explains of each minister when announcing

the coming day of judgment.

" " Una Stella corpus est multorum cadentium de ecclesia per peccata."
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Trumpet,' and its horse-borne myriads from the Euphrates, (the

Euphrates of the mystic Babylon,) of the last persecution ; (that I

presume, by Antichrist ;) the hour day month and year being meant

for three and a half years, those four parts for the whole.^

In the Witness-narrative, told by the descended Covenant-Angel

Christ, (whose opened book, by the way, Tichonius explains as the

Bible, his lion-like cry as that of the gospel-preaching by the

Church, and the seven answering thunders as the seven Trumpets, or

Church-preachments, sealed to the bad, though understood by the

good,) the introductory charge, " Measure the temple," &c, is well and

rather remarkably explained of a recension and preparation of the true

Church " adultimum ;" all other professors of religion except the true,

whether heretics or badly hving CathoUcs, being shut out :—and then

the witnesses themselves, (including the oil-supplying two Testaments,

and the lightgiving Church fed by the oil,)^ as having for their ap-

pointed time of prophesying the whole time from Christ's death : the

phrase " these have power," not, shall have, marking time current,

till the last persecution : and the chronological term twelve hundred

and sixty days, being one explicable as the numeral, not only " of

the last persecution, and of the future peace, but also of the whole

time from the Lord's passion ; either period having that number of

days." *—Thus we have here a view of the witnessing large and con-

nected : and, during this prolonged time of the Church's testimony

the killing their injurers with fire out of their mouths is well

explained of the killing effect of the Witnesses' prayers, and the

heaven's not raining of the absence of blessing on the barren earth.

—

After which, and on their finishing their testimony, (a testimony carried

onto the very eve of Christ's revelation,) the Beastfrom the abyss, or

' "• Sed non dixit quot myriadum : "—the Tichoniasm noted above, Note 2, p. 320.

2 So I think he means :
" Haec sunt quatuor tempora triennii et pars (qu. partis ?)

temporis."— Compare the Tichonian Rule 5.

3 " Nam Zacharias unum candelabrum vidit ; et has duo olivas, id est Testamenta,

iufunderc oleum candelabro, id est ecclesiae."

* " Prophetabunt diebus 1260 : numerum novissinice persecutionis dixit, et futuree

pacis, et totius temporis a Domini passione ; quoniam utrumque terapus totidem dies

habet, quod suo in loco dicatur."—How this time times and half a time might come to

be -viewed as a fit designative of the whole Christian sera was first explained by
Ambrose Ansbert. See p. 334 infra. How Tichonius might have inferred from it

a nearness of the consummation to his own age will appear from a certain particular

value put by him on a prophetic time, noted in the next page. Plow it meant the

time of the/wture peace, 1 know not.
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" wicked ones making up the Devil's body," ^ especially under Anti-

christ,"^ shall conquer them that yield, says Tichonius, and slay the

stedfast, in the trXareia, or " midst of the Church :
" till after three

and a half days, meaning three and a half years,^ their dead bodies

shall rise, and ascend to meet Christ at his coming.

Next let me sketch, in illustration of this Commentary, Tichonius'

exposition of the connected visions of the Dragon, Beast, and Beast-

riding Harlot ; given in Apoc. xii, xiii, xvii.

The travailing Woman then, he says, is the Church, ever bringing

forth Christ in his members : the Dragon, the Devil seeking to de-

vour ; his seven heads and ten horns indicating all the world's king-

doms ruled by him ;
^ his dejectionfrom heaven to earth by Michael,

i.e. Christ, his being cast out of the Church, or hearts of saints,

into the hearts of earthly men :—the woman's wilderness-dwelling,

the Church's desolate state in this world ; the time times and half

a time measuring it, a period on the scale perhaps of a year, perhaps

of a hundred years to a time :•'' (on the smaller scale, I presume, the

term of special suffering under Antichrist, on the larger that of the

Church's whole tribulation, from Christ's first to his second

coming :)^ the Dragon's rage against the woman's seed, after the

absorption of the floods from his mouth, the Devil's plan to raise up

heresies against it, after thefailure of the Roman Pagan persecutions

;

floods absorbed however " ore sanctce terrse ;
" i. e. through the

prayers of the saints.

Further, as before, the Beast he expounds as the impious of the

' " Bestiam inipios dicit, qui sunt corpus Diaboli." So too the Beast in Apoc. xiii

is explained ; which will be like a leopard, adds Tichonius, in the time of Antichrist.

^ It is plain that Tichonius refers the deatli of the Witnesses to this period.

^ This early testimony for the year-day principle, and the reasoning added in its

support, is noted by me in my Chapter on the year-day, Vol. iii. p. 234.

* " Capita reges sunt, cornua vero regna:— in septem capitibus omnes reges ; in

decern coriiibus omnia regna mundi dicit."

* " Tempus et annus intelligitur et centum anni."'' A statement this last peculiar

to Tichonius, among the Christian fathers ; and borrowed probably from the Jews.

(See my Note 3, Vol. iii. p. 231.) There is no Scripture authority for it, as for the

yearduy.

^ On the one hundred year scale the end of the Church's 3.^ times, just as of that

of the Witnesses, (see Note 4, p. 323,) would occur not very long after Tichonius'

own time, about the end (as was then tliought) of the si.Kth millennary. See my Note

4, Vol. iii. p. 231. Which Note I would wish to correct thus far; viz. in ascribing

this part of the Comment to the i-ml Tichonius of the fourth century, not his interpo-

lator of the fifth ; and measuring the :i.50 years (in his case) from Christ's ascension.
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Devil's body ; ' its seven heads and ten horns as the same with those

on the Dragon figured previously : the Dragon^ s giving the Beast his

authority, " what now we see ;
" viz. heretics, especially Arians,

vexing the Church, (the Devil's influence aiding them,) as formerly

did the Pagans : a partial adoption, (as also on Apoc. xii.) contrary to

his usual generalizing system, of the Constantinian explanation of

the Dragon's dejection and discomfiture in the fall of Paganism.-

Further the second Beast he interprets to be an heretical church, -^

" feigning Christianity, in order thereby the better to deceive ; and

setting up for adoration " the Beasfs Image, or masked impersona-

tion of Satan, under a Christian guise."* The Beast's mark and

number is stated as %ir',= 616 numerally ;
* and which also

indicated an afifectation of hkeness to Christ; (whose monogram, we

may observe, was %p<r') the Beast boasting to be of Christ, when

persecuting him.^

As to the Woman on the Beast, it is explained thus. " Corruptelam

dicit sedere super populos in eremo. Meretrix, bestia, eremus, unum

sunt ; quod totum Babylonia intelligitur :" and Babylonia, the great

City, is expounded as the world and its evilpopulation. (Of the seven

hUls nothing is said.) The Beast that was and is not and shall bej is

explained in the sense that bad people rise from bad, in perpetual suc-

cession. The ten horns hating the woman, means that the wicked will

hate and tear themselves ; and, under God's permissive anger, make

the world desolate. Further, the cry " Come out of her, my people,"

is one daily fulfilled in the passage of some from out of Babylon to

Jerusalem ; (while others pass from out of Jerusalem to Babylon :)

and again, the cry to the birds to congregate to the supper of the

' Compare Tichonius' seventh Rule, p. 320.

^ See the Notes in my Vol. iii. pp. 21—24 ; also Note 3, p. 306.

^ " Habebat duo cornua similia agni, id est duo Testamenta ad similitudinein

Agni, quod est Ecclesia." And again :
" Sub nomine Christiano Agnum praefert, ut

draconis venena latenter infundat : haec est heretica Ecclesia.

"

* Such, I think, is his meaning.

* A reading observable ; though unquestionably not the true one. See my extract

from Irenaeus, Vol. iii. p. 205, Note 1. Tichonius does not notice the other and truer

reading, xl*"'? 66(). Nor does he offer any name containing the number.

* " Grsecis Uteris 666 fiunt X'S"' : quae notse solutae numerus est : redactae autem in

n\onogrammum, et notam faciunt, et numerum, et nomen. Hoc signum Christi intel-

ligitur : et ipsius ostenditur similitudo, quam in veritate colit ecclesia ; cui se

bimilem facit haereticonim adversitas : qui cum Christum spiritualiter persequantur,

taraen de signo crucis Christi gloriari videntur." ^ So Tichonius reads, koi Trapetrrai.
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great God, figures out the conversion of nations ; seeing that when

they are incorporated into the Church, they are spiritually eaten by

it.'—As to the Beast's destruction, Tichoniu^ makes it (agreeably

with his system) that of the wicked, or constituents of the Devil's

body, not of Antichrist.

So we advance towards the conclusion.—Omitting lesser points,^ I

may observe that in Apoc. xx the millennium is explained, on the

Augustinian principle,^ as commenced at Christ's first coming and

ministry ; the strong man being ejected out of the hearts of his

people by one stronger, and bound from ruling over them : the first

resurrection as meaning that by baptism ; the thousand years, as the

whole for the part yet remaining * of the sixth chiliad of the world ;

and the " little while " subsequent of Satan's loosing, as the three

and a half years of Antichrist.

As to the New Jerusalem, ahke in Apoc. xxi and in Apoc. iii, it is

explained of the Church in its present state : (though not without a

passing counter-view, given apparently by another hand, which

applies it to the glorified Church after the resui-rection : ^) its four

gates towards the four vnnds marking its difixision over the world

;

the tree of hfe meaning the Cross, and the river of life the

waters of baptism.^—Agreeably with which view the palm-bearers*

blessedness in Apoc. vii is also explained distinctly of the Church in

' " Hoc in ecclesia fieri in veritate cognosciraus : nam quando gentes ecclesia; iu-

corporantur, spiritualiter comeduntur."

- Let me notice one. On Apoc. xvi. 14, speaking of the kings of the world as

gathered to the war of tJie great day of the Lord, a primary explanation is given

of the Lord's great day, as meaning " the whole time from Christ's death to the end

of the world." Then, as an alternative, there is added a reference to the day of Jeru-

salem's destruction ; which however I take to he an interpolation. " Potest hoc loco

dies magnus intelligi ilia desolatio, quando li Tito et Vespasiano obsessa est Hicroso-

lyma ; nbi, exceptis his qui in captivitatcm ducti sunt, quindccics contena millia nior-

tua referuntur." " See p. 318 supra. ^ So the Tichonian Rule 5.

^ This occurs in Horn, xvii, after a quotation from Apoc. xxi. 1, " I saw the New
Jerusalem descending as a bride," &c : the brief comment being thus added, " Hoc

totum de gloriA ecclesiae dixit qiudcm huhchit post rc^ttrrcctioncvi.^'' But this is an

insulated sentence : and in three otlier diifcrent places the prophecy is distinctly re-

ferred to the Church on earth. See for example the next Note.

' So in the Homily xix, where all the particular figures are gone into.—Similarly in

Homily iii, on Apoc. iii. 12, " I will write on him the name of the city of my God,

the New Jerusalem, which descendeth from heaven from my God," the Comment is :

" Novam Jerusalem ccelcstem ecclesiam ditit qua- a Domino nascitur. Novamautem

prni)tcr novitatem nominis Cliristiani ; ot quia c.\ vetcribus novi efficimur."
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its present state. " Omnia hsec (viz. what is said of the Uving foun-

tains of water) etiam in prcBsenti sceculo, et his diebus, spirituahter

ecclesise eveniunt." ^

To this last expository view 1 must direct particular attention ; as

being now, for the first time put forth in an Apocalyptic commentary ;

though not without a partial precedent, as we saw, in Eusebius.^ At

the same time it is to be observed that by the Church Tichonius meant

Christ's true Church ; perpetually distinguishing between it and the

ficti et mali within, as well as heretics and Pagans without it.—In

his explaining away of Babylon the great city, as merely meaning

the world, though expressly declared by the Angel to mean Rome,

he was partly followed, as we saw, by Augustine and Jerome : i, e.

supposing that their predecessor the real Tichonius originated it, not

a later interpolator. It is another of the characteristic and notable

points of Tichonius' commentary.

§ 3. FROM THE FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE, A. D. 500, TO A. D. 1000.

The period included in this Section comprises that of the early

estabhshment, and growth to mature strength, of the Papal supremacy

over the ten Romano-Gothic kingdoms of the revived Western Em-

pire ; also in Eastern Christendom the reign of Justinian, and rise,

conquests and decay of the Saracens. Its commencement is sketched

in my Part II, chapter iii ; its later half in the chapter v, next but

one succeeding the former. The end of the tenth millennary of the

Christian sera constituted, as is obvious, and will be afterwards

remarked on, an important epoch in the history of Apocalyptic inter-

pretation. It furnishes therefore a fit ending to the present Section.

The Latin expositors that I shall first notice under this division

are Primasius and Ambrosius Ansbertus, of the sixth and eighth

centuries : then (after a passing word on Bede and Haymo) the Greek

expositors Andreas and Arethas, also of the sixth and eighth or ninth

centuries, respectively. And I shall close with another Latin ex-

positor of rather peculiar character who flourished somewhat later,

about the beginning of the tenth century ; I mean Berengaud.

' Homily vi. - See p. 316 supra.
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1 . Beginning- with Primasius, his name appears in the second Con-

ference of the fifth General Council, held at Constantinople A.D.

553 ;' where he is noted as a Bishop of the Bijzacene or Carthaginian

province ; in which province he is supposed to have been Bishop of

Adrumetum.^ The manuscript of his works was discovered in a

monastery near Lyons, in the sixteenth century ;^ and was pubhshed,

with a high eulogy on the author, in the Dedication to the French

king Francis, by the learned Gagnseus. These Works are all given

in the xth volume of the B. P. M. ; that on the Apocalypse

occupying from p. 289 to p. 339.

There is so much of general resemblance in this Apocalyptic Com-

mentary to that of Tichonius, (to which indeed he refers as an exem-

plar before him at the outset,') that there wiU be no need to enter so

much at large into it, after the full sketch just given of J'ichonius.

His mention of Jerom's Ougenistic saying at the outset, that the

Apocalypse has as many mysteries as words, and many hidden mean-

ings too in each word, is ominous ; and might well prepare us for the

kind of commentary follovwng. Indeed his seeking for mysteries

has imparted an air of mysteriousness and obscurity to parts of it,

such that I do not wonder at Ambrose Ansbert complaining of its

frequent unintelligibility.^ What foUows will give a sufficient notion

of his general views, and of his more remarkable particular expla-

nations.

He begins with stating the objects of the Apocalypse. It needed

to be revealed how the Church, then recently founded by the apostles,

was to be extended, and how destined to be hmited : (limited tempo-

rarily, I suppose ; for he adds that it was to have the world for an

inheritance :) that so the preachers of the truth might more boldly,

though few, make aggression on the many. Which Church, its

great subject, was in different parts of the Apocalypse ever promi-

nently though variously depicted : alike, he says, by the seven Asiatic

Churches, seven candlesticks, and seven stars
;

(the fitness of the

' lliirduia iii. G8. - So Mosheim, &c. •' So in the Dedication.

•• Ambrose Ansbert notices this also. " Post quern (Tichoniuni) Primasius, Afri-

cansB Ecclcsiae Antistes, quinque praedictam Apocalypsim cnodavit libris. In quibus,

ut ipse asserit, non tam propria quam aliena contexiiit ; ejusdem scilicet Tichonii bene

iiitellecta deflorans." B. P. M. xiii. 404.

* " Fateor mulla mc in ejus dictis syepissimc legendo scrutatum esse, ncc iutellexissc."

I bid.
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septenary to signify unity being fancifully accounted for;') by Christ

himself too, as figured on the scene, the Church being Christ's body -^

and yet more by St. John as a representative •? (even his opening act

of falling as one dead before Christ, being but a type of the Church

dead to the world :) also, in the other and higher visions next vouch-

safed, aUke by the heaven, by the figured throne placed in it, by Him

that sate on the throne, by the twenty-four elders, and by the four

living creatures.'* " Quod est thronus hoc animalia; hoc et seniores ;

id est ecclesia."^—I need not suggest the confusion of ideas, and in-

coherence of interpretation, necessarily arising from this confused

generalization, and identification in meaning, of the varied scenic

imagery of the Apocalypse.

The Sealed Book, and the successive symbols of its six Seals, as

opened, he explains almost precisely as Tichonius ; with additional con-

ceits however, arising out of his straining to find out yet further mys-

teries.^ Like him, besides noting devihsh agencies as meant in the

second, third, and fourth Seals, opposed to Christ and his Gospel, as

figured in the first, he also includes Victorinus' solution of the bella,

fames, pestis : and like him joins Victorinus in explaining the sixth

Seal, both in general and in detail, of the last persecution,^ towards the

end of the last age of the Church : the chronology here passing from

the whole period of Christianity generally to its last epoch speci-

ally. By which persecution (a persecution I presume by Antichrist,

though Antichrist is not indeed mentioned as its author) the world

generally, Primasius supposes, is to be opprest.

' B. P. M. X. 289.

—

Seven being a complete number : as man is made up of body

and soul ; the soul with its three parts, heart, soul, mind ; the body with its four, hot

and cold, moist and dry !
^ So Tichonius, Rule 1.

3 So Victorinus and Tichonius. ^ B. P. M. 294, 295. ^ lb. 301.

® E. g. the fitness of a septenary to signify completeness and unity is illustrated

by the seven moods of a verb in grammar, and the seven ages distinguishable in the

inward and spiritual history of a spiritual man.

In the 4th Seal he thus accounts for the specification of the fourth part of the earth,

as the scene of injury. The world is divided into two parts, one for God, one for the

Devil •, and the latter subdivided into three, Pagans, heretics, and false orthodox pro-

fessing Christians. Now it is the first of these four only, or true Church, that is the

part assailed.

' " Sexta aetas mundi, circa cujus finem novissima persecutio nunciatur." He refers

to Isaiah ii. 21, in illustration of the Church, and her Christian faith, being the world'b

refuge, under present suffering and future fears.
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Like Tichonius, again, he explains alike the 144,000' and the palm-

bearing company to mean the whole Church of the elect ; and inter-

prets the four angels of the winds, (a point unnoticed by the former

expositor,) to be the four winds spoken of by Daniel as striving on

the agitated scene of the four great empires : also the Angel from

the East as Christ at his first coming ; the stone being then cut out

of the mountain, which was to smite the great image. The palm-

bearers' predicated happiness he does not, like Tichonius, confine to

the Church in its present state; but refers such particulars as, " God

shall wipe away all tears from their eyes," to the Church's future

bliss.—The half-hour's silence he explains with his two predecessors

of the beginning of the saints' eternal rest.

In the Trumpets he still follows Tichonius. Throughout the time of

the Church's preaching voice, fulfilling the Angels' trumpet-blowings,

there would be the destruction of the earthly-minded by God's wrath,

the Devil's burning fury, and spread of false tradition and doctrine,

obscuring the Church's light ; by heretical teachers too and false

prophets, with their venom-distiUing scorpion tails : until under

the sixth trumpet, or in the sixth age, the four winds, (and Devil too,

as in Apoc. xx,) would be loosed from long partial confinement in

the ruins of Babylon ; and with the force of eight myriads,^ or my-

riads of myriads, including the whole body of the wicked, would

during the fated hour day month and year, or three years and a half,

urge the last persecution.^

In the vision of the rainbow-crowned Angel of Apoc. x, Primasius

combines Victorinus' and Tichonius' explanations. The opened book

he makes the New Testament; the seven thunders the Church's

preaching ; the sealing a proper reservation of its truths from such as

might abuse the communication : also John's charge to eat the book,

and prophesy again, he explains as true both of John personally, by

the pubhcation of his Apocalypse and Gospel, so as Victorinus would

have it, and of the Church alwavs, as Tichonius.—Further, as to the

* On the mysteries of the names of the twelve Jewish tribes, as applied to the Chris-

tian Church, Primasius has not less than three folio pages ; from 305 to 308.

- I am not aware that any manuscript, or any Expositor but Primasius, exhibits

the various readinj?, oKrta /xvptaBes.

^ Primasius tliinks that the fire and sulphur out of the mystiial horses' mouth may
refer to hell punishments : Tichonius had explained them of the blasphemies uttered.
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two Apocalyptic Witnesses, their testifying included both the Church's

witness, with the two Testaments, throughout the whole time of Chris-

tianity, in that mystical sense of forty-two months^ which Tichonius

prominently set forth j^ and also Elias' witness, in the literal first

half of Daniel's last hebdomad,^ so as Victorinus : his death having

to occur in the literal Jerusalem.

In the vision of the Woman and Dragon we still see Tichonius'

track followed. It is the Church bringing forth Christ in his mem-

bers ; and the Devil wielding the supremacy of this world's domi-

nion, and seeking to devour the new man. The wilderness where the

woman is nourished is this world of her pilgrimage ; the two wings

sustaining her the two Testaments ; the time both all of the Christian

dispensation generally, and specially the three years and a half of An-

tichrist. Again, as to the Beast of Apoc. xiii, it is the whole mass of the

reprobate, making up the Devil's body ; the last of its heads being

Antichrist, imder whom fully and specially the Devil will act out his

purposes. Primasius, like others before and after him, strongly marks

this Antichrist's affected imitation and personation of Christ.'*—By
the Image of the Beast, Primasius, like his precursor, seems to mean

the mask of one personating Christ, under which mask the Devil is

worshipped ;^ and he gives for the name and number 666 of the

Beast, the words avrejiAo? and a§vovi/.e ;
^ the former from Victorinus.

The Vials he views with Tichonius as the same that were held by

the twenty-four elders : for " we are a savour of death unto death,"

' By construing the fort3r-two months as three and a-half j^ears literally, as well

as mystically, and speaking of its having reference to the last persecution, (see p. 323.)

Tichonius seems to have intended to mark the witnessing under Elias ; whom he

makes the wings sustaining the woman of Apoc. xii in the last persecution. But he

does not express it.

^ The drought he makes spiritual; also the killing by fire from the witnesses'

mouths, to be spiritual death, through the church's anathema.

^ During which, adds Primasius, the Jews are to believe on Jesus Christ. B. P. M.

p. 315.—He does not specify any companions to Elias. Daniel's seventy weeks he

supposes to refer to Christ's first coming mainly.

* " Niuic publice audeat blasphemare, quando dignitatem ei (Christo) specialiter

debitam sibi ausus fuerit adsignare ; et contrarius Christo se velit pro eo accipiendum."

—Also of the second "beast, his supporter ; " Agnum fingit ut agnum invadat." lb.

319. And again, p. 326 :
" Contrarius Christo (quod et nomen ejus Antichristus in-

dicat) se velit haberi pro Christo."

* The want of distinction between the two Beasts and the Dragon or Devil, con-

tinually appears. So of the second Beast. " Bestia cum duo cornubus, quae est pars

Bcstise, facit Bestiam adorare Bestiam." ^ For apvovfiai, I deny : as denying Christ.
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says he from Paul, " in them that perish." Under the sixth Vial he

speaks of Christ as the king from the East, or sun-rising.'—In Apoc.

xvii the Woman is the worldly, reprobate, or evil body, the desert in

which she appears God's absence : (a striking sentiment !) ^ the

ten horns of the Beast she rides on Daniel's ten kings just preceding

Antichrist ; the diadems seen before on them marking them out as

then the alone reigning powers. The seven hills indicate Rome ; but

Rome only as a type of the ruling power and dominion.

The Millennium Primasius expounds as Augustine and Tichonius:

the new heavens and earth, and the new Jerusalem, as a new world,

so changed from the old, as may befit the saints in their new bodies

;

i.e. after their own resurrection, and the condemnation of the wicked.

2. Ambrose Ansbert is my next Latin Expositor. He fixes his

own sera to about a.d. 760 or 770. For he dedicates his Apoca-

lyptic Commentary, at its commencement to Pope Stephen ; and

at the end tells us that it was written in the time of Pope Paul, and

of Desiderius, king of the Lombards. Now Desiderius was king of

the Lombards from 756 to 774; in which year he was defeated, and

the Lombard kingdom overthrown by Charlemagne. Also Pope

Stephen III died in 757, Pope Paul in 767, Pope Stephen IV his

successor in 772.^ He further teUs us in his Postscript, that he was

of Gauhc origin, and a monk of the monastery of St. Vincent in

Samnium. Elsewhere he mentions that he had to write the com-

ment with his own hands, the aid of a notary not being afibrded

him."* The commentary is a copious one, occupying some 250 folio

pages in the Bibliotheca ; viz. from p. 403 to p. 657 of its xiiith

volume.

In his Comment, Ambrose Ansbert treads in the steps of Ticho-

nius and Primasius so closely, that there is as little need as in the

case of the African Bishop to give lengthened details. At the outset,

he recognises John's representative character,—representative of the

' So reading T(f $a(n\ei, for rois PacnKtviTi.

' " Dcsertum ponit Divinitatis absentiani, cujus piajsciitia paradisus est." lb. 325.

3 Trithemius strangely writes of his age ;
" Claruit sub Arnoldo Imperatore, a. d.

!!00." Quoted B. P. M. xiii. 403.

^ " Quia notariorum solatia deesse videntur, ea qiiBe dictavero manu propria

exanu'e contendo."
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Church generally, of holy preachers particularly : also the principle

of the Church (or at least its prelates •) being figured in the twenty-

four elders ; and indeed in Christ himself too, being as his body.

The seven-sealed Book he viewed with his predecessors as the

Old and New Testament ; the Old written without. An ominous

notice of the seven different modes of expounding, viz, the historic,

allegoric, mixt historic and allegoric, mystical, parabolic, that which

discriminates between Christ's first and second coming, and that which

" geminam prceceptorum retinet qnalitatem, id est vita agenda vitce-

que figurandcB," ^ is developed in some six folio pages preceding his

exposition of the Seals. In which exposition of the Seals his chief

difference from his predecessors, is in making the rider of the black

horse, with a pair of balances, in the third seal, to mean the Devil

and his followers deceitfully weighing the world against Christ, so

as to cheat men with the idea of the world being the more valuable :
^

also in the fourth seal, in making that death by which (conjunc-

tively with three other instrumentalities) the Devil kills men's souls,

to be heretical teachers. Further, it may be observable, that under

the sixth seal he makes the rocks of refuge in the last great perse-

cution, and under fears of the approaching day of judgment, to be

" suffragia sanctorum ;
" that is, of departed saints and angels. For,

says he, even in regard of " the elect," and " the good works that

may have preceded," yet " necesse est ut semper ad cselestium civium

confugiamus latibula ; id est Angelorum intercessionibus ab ira Judi-

cantis nos deprecemur liberari." ^ So does the taint of angel and

saint worship, then current, appear on the face of this Apocalyptic

Exposition.

Proceeding to the Trumpets, he makes the preparatory half-hour s

silence to be that of the Church's silent contemplation : and then,

(first I beUeve of expositors) compares the seven Trumpet- soundings

' " Una quippe sedes est ; quia sive in prrelatis sive in subditis singulariter Chris-

tus omnem ecclesiam prasidendo examinat." lb. 431. I suppose the suMiti are

the subordinate clergy.

^ lb. 475. I think Ambrose Ansbert will be found sometimes as difficult of un-

derstanding by modern readers, as he tells us he found Primasius.

^ " Quibus (malis) Principis sui affectus paratissimus servit ; cum, staterem in manu
tenens, temporalibus stipendiis quoruradam vitam mercari quaerit, quae ilium suamque

esuriem saturare queat." He adds Christ's saying, " What shall a man give in ex-

change for his soul ? "—lb. 483. « lb. 487.
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with those of Jubilee under the old law, and those sounded on the

seven days' compassing of Jericho ;—Jericho the type in its fall of

that of this world.'—Inconsistently with what he had said before

of the need of the " suffrages of the saints," he explains the Angel

Priest with the incense-offering, just as Primasius or Tichonius, to

be Christ our Mediator. In the second Trumpet, he makes the

burning mountain to be Antichrist (not the Devil) burning with envy.

Under the fifth, he supposes the specification of " hair as the hair of

women " to have been made with reference to the heretics symbolized,

because women have so often been misled by and patronized

heretics : e. g. Constantine's sister, and afterwards Justina, in the case

of Arius and the Arians, PrisciUa of Montanus, Lucilla of Donatus.^

In the sixth Trumpet he supposes the four Euphratean Angels to be

identical with the four Angels of the winds in Apoc. vii ; Uke Primasius

and other Expositors before liim.

After this I see no variation from Primasius, either in the expo-

sition of the rainbow-crowned AngeVs figuration in Apoc. x, or that

of the Witnesses in Apoc. xi. Indeed he often quotes at length

from Primasius, though without acknowledgment ; as, for example,

in the exposition of the verse " Thou must prophesy again," as

apphcable both to John specially, and the Chm-ch universally. The two

Witnesses he makes Enoch and Elias ;^ reproving Victorinus for sug-

gesting Jeremiah.^ The Great City in which the Witnesses would be

slain, might be either the world, or the earthly literal Jerusalem :

their time, 1260 days, (= three and a half years) either, mystically

taken, the whole time of Christ's Church witnessing, after the example

of the three and a half years that ivas the whole time of Chrisfs

ministry,-' or literally.—In Apoc. xii, he expounds the travailing

' lb. 4,97. He notices this with unusual brevity ;
" Has carte Angelorum tubas

illafc praesignabant quse in Jubilaei usibus per Moysem factse fuisse memorantur: qui-

bus scptcm dierum circuitu clangentibus, in typum hujus sseculi, muri Jericho ceci-

disse narrantur." ^ lb. 503.

3 So, he says, Jerom and Pope Gregory, lb. 522. * See p. 309 Note 1.

* So at p. 537, in his notice of the woman's flight into the wilderness for three and

a half times. " Cur hoc totuni ecclesioe tempus tribus annis et sex mensibus gene-

raliter designatur patct ratio
;
propter evangelicam scilicet praedieationem, quse trium

temporum et dimidii spatii edita fuisse cognoscitur."— I do not remember to have

seen any such reason given for this mystical sense in Ansberfs predecessors.— Else-

where, p. 545, he compares the equivalent forty-two months to Israel's forty-two sta-

tions in the wilderness.
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Woman, both of the Virgin Mary and the Church, specially and gene-

rally.—In Apoc. xiii, like Cyril, he makes Antichrist to be the eighth

head of the Beast, by subduing the seven remaining kings of the ten.

The second or two-horned Beast he well and truly (I think) distin-

guishes from the other, as signifying the preachers and ministers of

Antichrist ; ^ feigning the lamb in order to carry out their hostihty

against the Lamb : as Antichrist too, the first Beast's head wounded to

death, would, he says, exliibit himself j^ro Christo,^ as Christ. The.

"bringing fire from heaven" he explains as pretending and seeming to

men to have the power of giving the Holy Spirit, such as Simon Magus

wished to obtain by money ; ^ and that the second Beast would, by

its preachings, signs, and dogmas, make men believe that the Holy

Spirit resided in Antichrist.^ (This seems to me original, and quite

deserving of remark.) Also that the Beasfs Image meant Anti-

christ, the Devil's Image, while pretending to be Christ's image

;

and that all who assumed a similar hypocritical garb, would make as

it were to themselves an image of the Beast.—On the Beast's mark

he observes, that its being required on the forehead meant a man's

profession,—on his head, his acts : and, as names containing the num-

ber 666, he mentions Irenseus' -ctnav, as well as those in Victorinus,

After the Vials, in which nothing appears to me observable, but

that he makes the ulcer of the first Vial to be infidelity, (such as

with the Jews and Pagans,^) the subject comes up again in Apoc.

xvii, of the Beast and the Harlot riding him. Here he speaks of the

old notion that the Beast that was and is not meant Nero, once one

of seven Roman Emperors, and destined to rise again as Antichrist,

as '-' absurd :
" ^ that the Beast answering to Antichrist's body) had

' So p. 54] ; repeated again p. 548, " prsepositi atque praedicatores Antichristi."

Here he nearly follows Irenpeus. ^ lb. 544.

• " Quos ut illi ministri Sathanse facilius decipere possint, coram ipsis Spiritum sanc-

tum dare se simulant ; sicut dudum Simon Magus, &c." p. 549,

* " Quomodo intelligendum est dare illi spiritum, nisi quia sive prfedicationibus,

sive signis et miraculis, suadere hominibus conatur spiritu prophetias plenum esse

Antichristum ?" p. 550.

' Let me add that the Euphrates, the river of Babjlon, will, he considers, be dried

up when its power to injure and persecute is dried up ; and that thus the way will be

prepared for Christ the King from the East, according to Primasius' reading of

the word in the singular ; or, if in the plural, for the apostles and ministers of the

Church. lb. 580, « lb, 592.
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existed from the beginning in Cain, and the wicked afterwards ; and

that it might be said to have been, and not be, and yet be, because

of the fleeting and successive generations of evil men.i Of the five

kings that had fallen, his solution is certainly as " absurd" as that

he ridicules :—viz., that as in man the five senses come before

reason, and then on reason's coming man's sixth and mature age, so

in its sixth age, then current, the world had come to its maturity ;

and, preferring error,^ that so in the seventh would come Antichrist.

—As to which sixth age he takes the opportunity of saying else-

where,^ that it is not tantamount to the sixth millennary : the first

age of the six being that from the creation to the flood, of more

than 2000 years : so that none might argue from the 6000th year of

the world approacliing, that the end of the world was at hand

;

God keeping in his own hands the times and seasons.—On the mil-

lennium he of course follows his two predecessors and Augus-

tine. And the New Jerusalem, and its blessings, he explains partly

of the Church's present blessings
;
partly of those to be enjoyed in

its future and heavenly state."*

During this same eighth century the venerable Bede flourished,

who composed a Commentary on the Apocalypse. I have quoted

from it in my third Volume, p. 232; but do not see need to say more

of it, as it was most similar in general character and particular expla-

nations to those of which I have just spoken.—Nor again need we

stop at the Apocalyptic Comment by Haymo, Bishop of Halberstadt

in the ninth century ; whose Work forms a thick substantial duode-

cimo, in theprinceps Editio printed at Cologne a.d, 1529 ; after col-

lation, it is said, of many manuscript codices. For I have found it,

on examination, to be little better than an abridgment from Ambrose

Ansbert. There is scarce a chapter in which the examiner will not

observe this.—I shall only therefore mention three things from his

Commentary:— 1st, that in support of the three and a half days of the

two Witnesses lying dead meaning three and a half years, he cites

(first I beheve of expositors) the well known passage from Ezekiel vi,

' Ibid. SoTichonins. Seep. 325. - P5. 93. ^ Viz. p. 553.

* So on the river of life ;
" Possunt cuncta hrec ad praesens tempus refcrri, quo

iiistar Paradisi praedicationis fluraine saneta rigatur ecclesia." p. 646. At p. 647.

however, on the absence of the curse, he exjilains it as fulfilled " in ilia (Bterna felici-

tate," &c.
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as Others had that from Numbers xiv :
—

•2ndly, that he reads in Apoc.

xvii. 16, "the horns thou sawest on the Beast," em to 6-fjptoy whereas

Ansbert i-ead, Ka.i to O-rjptov :—3rdly, that on Apoc. xviii. 3, which

speaks of the i-eprobated merchandize of Babylon, he applies it to

those that then sold their souls for lordships and bishopricks :
" comi-

tatus et episcopatus"

I now turn to Primasius' and Ambrose Ansbert' s two chief cotem-

porary Expositors in the Greek Church and empire ; viz. Andreas,

and his follower Arethas.

Andreas was Bishop of Csesarea in Cappadocia. His age is

said by Bellarmine, and also by Peltan the Jesuit, in his Preface to

the Latin translation of Andreas' Apocalyptic Commentary,' to have

been uncertain ; save only that it was later than Basil, the famous

father of the fourth century, as Andreas quotes him. By Cave and

Lardner,^ while admitting its uncertainty, he is assigned to the latter

part of the fifth century. And so too Professor M. Stuart.^ But I

think internal evidence is not wanting to fix his date a half-century

at least, if not a whole century later.

For first, besides other authors, he quotes Dionysius, the so-called

Areopagite ; one whose work is cited by no authority of known ear-

lier chronology than the middle of the sixth century."* Secondly,

after noticing (under the fourth seaP) a pestilence and famine

in the Emperor Maximin's territory, at the close of the Diocle-

tian persecution, in which dogs were wont to be killed that they

might not prey on the unburied corpses, Andreas speaks of much

the same thing having become usual in his own time ;
" Quin nostra

quoque setate qua?dam simiha usu venisse novimus :"—a statement

scarcely applicable except to a time of prolonged pestilence and mor-

tality ; and most exactly applicable to the aera of the great and almost

1 Given in the B. P. M. v. 589—633.
^ Lardner cites Cave's statement. " Vixisse videtur circa exitum seculi istius, ac

claruisse anno 500. Incerta enim prorsus illius setas." Lardner v. 77.

' In Apoc. i. 267.—Hug too, in his Introduction to the New Testament, Vol. i.

p. 230, (Wait's Translation,) speaks of Andreas' age as not known ; and that people

vary in their conjectures from the 5th to the 8th century.

* The earliest occasion, as Pagi admits, being the conference at Constantinople

between the Catholics and the Severiani, a.d 532.—Lardner himself, allowing a mar-

gin of fifty years, supposes that Dionysius' date may be perl aps set down at a.d. 490.

^ B. P. M. p. 600.

VOL. IV. Z
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universal plague and mortality under Justinian, prolonged from

A. D. 54^ to 594 ; during which it is expressly on record that

corpses were frequently left unburied.^

—

Thirdly, while recording

generally the calamities and slaughters experienced by the generation

then living, especially from the barbarians surrounding the province

or empire,^ Andreas more than oncQ particularly specifies the Ptrsiaws

as persecutors and slaughterers of Christians, both long previously,

and even up to the time when he wi-ote ; also their having been ever

given up to magic (magiis) and superstitions :
^—statements well

appUcable to the period of Nushirvan's invasion of the Syrian province,

A.D. 546, or of his last brief war with the Romans, A.D. 572 ; and

still more to that of Chosroes' invasion and desolation of Cappadocia

and other Roman provinces, in the year 611.'* On the other hand there

' Gibb. vii. 421. I have noticed this famous pestilence in mj- Vol. i. p. 3G9.

^ So on the sixth Seal, p. 601, speaking of Christians fleeing from place to place, in

the time of Antichrist, in order to escape his persecution, he adds ;
" Cujusmodi in-

commoda et clades nos quoque, ante Antichristi adventum, propter peccata nostra jam

experti sumus." And on Apoc. xvii, p. 617, he says of many of his fellow-citizens

of the Eastern Empire, that " Nefanda ilia mala, quae ex barbaris qui in circuitu

degunt inferuntur, segro animo ferentes," they impeached God's goodness, " quasi

tot illas tantasquc afflictiones nostrae huic generationi reservare non debuerit."

^ So on Apoc. xviii
; p. 623. "Ilia Babylonia qute apud Persas extat," (he means

Susa the Persian capital,) "quae multorum sanctoinim sanguinem diyersis temporibus

eifuderit, et usque in prsesentem diem effiidere non desinit ; magiisque et supcrstiti-

onibus semper dedita fuerit." Again at p. 620, referring to the Persian Capital,

he observes ;
" God knows the wickedness of that Babylon which even now reigns."

* The following chronological sketch (taken from Gibbon) of the Roman wars with

Persia will illustrate what has been said : a sketch commencing from the aera of the

great Theodosius, and his peace with Persia about 390. A.D.

A. D. 422, a slight alarm of Persian war ; which however scarcely disturbed the

tranquillity of the East. A Bishop having destroj-ed a fire-temple at Susa, (the Per-

sian capital,) the Magi excited a cruel persecution of Christians in Persia, under

Yezdegerd and Bahram. Armenia and Mesopotamia were filled with hostile ai-mies
;

but no memorable acts. A truce for eighty years was agreed on, and the main con-

ditions of the treaty were respected for nearly eighty years. Gibb. v. 428.

A. D. 502—505. A short Persian war ; in which Amida was taken bj' the Per-

sians, and Edessa unsuccessfullj' assaulted : then a peace, and Dara built by the Ro-

mans, which for a while proved an effective frontier defence. Gibb. vii. 138, &c.

A. D. 540. Nushirvan (also called Chosroes) invades Syria, takes Antioch

its capital, slaughters the people, pillages the Churches, and sacrifices to the Magian
God, the sun.—A.D. 541, 542, he is forced beyond the Euphrates by IJelisarius;

and, Dara and Edessa having shortly afterwards successfully resisted a Persian

attack, " the calamities of war were suspended by those of pestilence ; and a tacit or

formal agreement between the two sovereigns i)rotected the tranquillity of the Eastern

frontier." Gibb. vii. 311—318. In Colchos the war still continued, till A. D. 561 ;

when a peace for fifty years was agreed on.—A. D. 572—579. Renewal of war. Dara
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is no notice whatever of Mahommedism or the Saracens ; who in the

year 636 A.D. finally overthrew both the Persian eiTipire and the

rehgion of the Magi.

—

Fourthly, on Apoc. xvii. 18, " the city which

now reigns over the kings of the earth," Andreas argues against

ancient Rome being meant, because of its having some time before

lost its imperial dignity :i a statement scarcely applicable to the time

of Theodoric, A.D. 500, when Rome exhibited not a little of its ancient

splendour ;2 but strikingly agreeing with the period from after its

ruin by Totilas, about the middle of the sixth century, till the accession

of Gregory to the Popedom at the end of that century ; when, to

use Gibbon's language, " Rome had reached the lowest point of

depression.3

—

Fifthly, he speaks of certain Scythian Northern Hun-

nish nations, as among the most powerful and warUke of the earth ;•*

—a statement perfectly applicable to the sera of the empire of the

White Huns of Bochara and Samarcand, whose kingdom in 488

stretched from the Caspian to the heart of India, where Perozes the

Persian king fell in an unfortunate expedition against them ;•'' and

continued till their subjugation, about A.D. 550, by the Turks of

Mount Altai : and also applicable, perhaps, to the empire of the

Turks their subduers, as these too were of similar Scythian origin ;

taken ; Syria overrun and despoiled ; Coesarea (in Cappadocia) threatened ; till in the

battle of Melitene the tide of success turned in favour of the Romans.—A. D. 579,

Nushirvan's death.

Soon after this Chosroes, Nushirvan's grandson, under the pressure of civil wars,

fled for refuge to the Romans ; and was soon with their aid restored. On Phocas'

murder of the emperor Maurice, and usurpation of the eastern empire, Chosroes, A.D,

603, invades the empire ; A. D. 611 conquers and desolates Syria ; then taJces and sacks

CcBsarea ; and then, A. D. 614, Jerusalem, the ?.fa(ji and the Jews urging the holy

warfare : the sepulchre of Christ is pillaged of the offerings of 300 years, and 90,000

Christians massacred. In 616 Asia Minor is overrun again to the Bosphorus •, and

for some six or eight years the Persian dominion and its woi-ship of fire established ;

the Christians meanwhile being persecuted and oppressed : till Heraclius' celebrated

repulse of the Persians, and victories in 622. Gibb. viii. 222, &c.

' " Siquidem antiqua Roma jam olim majestatem amisit ; nisi quisquam arbitretur

pristinam dignitatem et majestatem suo postea tempore de novo recuperaturam."

At the same time he speaks of the Roman or Constantinopolitan emperor as holding

the strong rod of power in favour of Christianity. " Per quem Christus Deus nunc

quidem Romanorura manibus, quasi ferrum robustis, gentes regit." p. 610. Hence

the date of the Greek Emperor's depression, from 616 to 622, is set aside.

2 See Gibbon vii. 29, 30. 3 Gibbon viii. 158—161.
* On the Gog and Magog of Apoc. xx, he writes :

" Scythicaset Aquilonicas quas-

dam gentes, quae alio nomine Hunni, bellica virtute, mllitum numero, quavis terrena

potentia finitimoque regno potentiores."—In my notice of Andreas, Vol. iii. p. 232,

I overlooked this empire of the White Hunf. ^ Gibb. vii. 136.

Z 2
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an emi^ire well known to the Greeks of the time, «by means of the

embassies that past between them and the Constantinopolitan Em-

peror, from A.D. 569 to 582.^—On the whole, we may date

Andreas' Treatise, I think, either about 550, just before the Huns'

overthrow by the Turks, the date which I prefer; or A.D. 612

—

615, just before Chosroes' temporary subjugation of Asia Minor.

Let me now turn from this argument, which has indeed occupied

us too long, to our Author's Apocalyptic Commentary. Like his

predecessors, he speaks in the introduction of the tripartite sense of

scripture, its body, soul, and spirit ; and that the spiritual or anago-

gigal sense is applicable in the Apocalypse, even more than in other

Scripture.2 Yet in fact Andreas admits a larger mixture of the literal,

here and there, than Tichonius, Primasius, or Ansbertus : thgre is

also somewhat more of a consecutive historical view of its different

parts ; as of a prophecy figuring successive events from St. John's

time to the consummation.^—Passing by the primary figuration of

Christ, which he explains somewhat as Victorinus, and the Epistles to

the seven Churches (representative of all Churches) on which I give

two or three of his detached remarks below,'^ he exemplifies in the

heavenly scene next opened the Uteralizing tendency I spoke of, by ex-

plaining the glassrj sea before the throne, not only anagogically of the

virtues and blessed tranquillity of the heavenly state, but literally also,

as perhaps the chrystalline heaven.—Of the seven-sealed Book (the

Book of God's mind and purposes, or Book of prophecy) he explains

the several Seals to signify as follows :— 1st, the apostolic sera, and

^ lb. 288—297. Gibbon notes the Scythian characters in which the letters of the

Greek Khan of the Turks to the Greek Emperor were written.— It may be remarked

too from him, how they "proudly computed their cavalry by millions."
"

2 B. P. M. 590.

^ On Apoc. i. 1, " things which must be shortly," he says :
" Nonnullaex iisjam

prae foribus iirgere, breviquc eventum sortitura esse ; sed et ra ipsa quoque quae ad

sseculi tandem finem continent hand procul abesse, quippe cum niilleanni apud Deum
ut dies."

* 1. On the threatening to Ephesus oi rcmovinff its candlestick, Andreas says that

some referred it to the transfer of the earlier Ephesian Archbishoprick to Constan-

tinople.

2. Respecting Antipas he says that he had formerly read his martyriiim.

.3. The promise, " / will (/ire him the mominfi star," he explains as meant either of

Isaiah's Lucifer, (i. e. morning star) to be trodden ; or of Peter's morning star, viz. the

light of Christ, to be received into the hearts ; or of John Baptist and Elias, the

herald stars of Christ's first and second coming, to be associated and company with.
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victories of the Gospel :—2nd, the sera of bloody martyrdoms next

to the apostolic; when Christ's words were fulfilled, " I came not to

send peace, but a sword :
"—3rd, that of true Christians mourning

over others, who under trial, being weighed in the balance, were

found wanting ; there being also perhaps famine at the time :

—

4th, a calamitous time of joint famine and pestilence ; such as Euse-

bius relates to have happened under Maximin, the Eastern Emperor,

when corpses lay unburied, and dogs were killed that they might not

devour them :—5th, the martyrs' cry for vengeance against their

injurers,^ a cry even then continued :
^ as to whom, while waiting till

the martyr-number should be completed, it was shewn that white-

robed in virtues they repose on Abraham's bosom, anticipating eternal

joys :—6th, a transition to the times and persecution of Antichrist

:

(though some had suggested, Andreas says, both here and in the

sealing vision, a retrogressive reference to Titus' destruction of Jeru-

salem : ^) under which Antichrist the earthquake figured a change of

things, or revolution, as usual in scripture ; and perhaps the rolling

up of the sky physical changes, such as Irenseus expected at the

consummation :—after which the 144,000 of the sealing vision

depicted the Christians saved from Antichrist's hand : (not the

Christians saved at the siege of Jerusalem :) the winds held signify-

ing the stagnation of death "* that is then to occur ; and the palm-

bearing vision the happiness after death of the innumerable company

of both earher martyrs and the martyrs under Antichrist : when

(the wicked having been cast into hell) the angels and saved ones

of men wiU openly constitute but one family.

At the opening of the seventh Seal a regression is supposed from

this pahn-bearing scene ; the half-hour's silence indicating the short

space between the plagues before-mentioned and the end : and the

' Lest otherwise, says he, " the righteous put their hand to iniquity." Ps. cxxv.

^ For though many wicked have already experienced God's anger, yet survivors

still need the scourge.

^ Not however on any presumption of the Apocalypse having been revealed before

the destruction of Jerusalem ; because other of its visions were explained by the

pai'ties alluded to as figuring the events of Christ's life. So Andreas on the first

Seal. " Sunt qui et prsesentis sigilli et reliquorum patefactionem ad incarnati

Verbi oeconomiam referunt :" viz. the first Seal to Christ's birth \ the second to

his baptism, &c •, and the sixth to his burial.

* Somewhat like PoUok's description of the winds' staj^nation just before the con-

summation, in his I'ocm on tlie Course of 'J'ime.
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Trumpet-figurations, events in the interval. Of these Trumpet-woes

he explains the first on the land literally, (and I think rightly,) of

the burnings and slaughters through invading barbarians, by which

the third part of things inland would be consumed :
'—the second, on

the sea, figuratively, as meaning the Devil and his burning wrath :

-

—the third again, similarly, of sufferings through the Devil fallen star-

like from heaven :—and the eclipses in the fourth of much the same :

(like as in Joel ii. 31 :) mercy restricting their duration, however, to

the third part of the day and the night.—^Then the Angel's warning-

cry, next heard, he speaks of as marking Angels' pity for men's

woes ; ^ and interprets the fifth Trumpet's scorpion-locusts of demons

whose sting, being that of sin, is death :
*—also the sixth Trumpet's

four Angelsfrom the Euphrates of demons,^ bound at Christ's coming,

but now let loose, leading on either spiritually destroying heretics,

or literally destroying barbarian armies ; perhaps locally fi-om the

Euphrates, as Antichrist would come from the East."

In the vision of the rainbow-crowned Angel, Apoc. x, the planting

of his fiery feet on land and sea is curiously explained of indigna-

tion to be manifested against robbers by land, and pirates by sea

:

the opened book, as the record of names and deeds of such wicked

ones : the seven thunders, as seven voices prophetic of the future,

either by this Angel, or some other taking up the subject in response :

the sealing them up, as of the same intent with Daniel's seahng till

the time of the end : the oath, as to the effect, that in no long time

after, at the conclusion of the sixth age,'' and in the days of the

seventh, all would end, and the saints' rest begin.—In what ensues,

Andreas very much follows his predecessors. John's eating the

' " Incendia et csedes per barbarorum manus illatas." His personal experience

would make him well enter into this. See p. 338, just before.

- Some explained it, he says, of the sea and those living in it, as destined to burn

with expiatory fire after the general resurrection.

^ Thus Andreas read a77eA«, not aers, though he notes the latter as another

reading.

* Some, he says, explained the locust-stings as the never-dying worm of the puiiisli-

nients of the wicked.—The five months meant, according to Andreas, the short term

of life ; so numbered because in it there are enjoyed five senses ! !

* Some, Andreas writes, explained these four Angels of the Archangels Michael,

Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel : a fancy repeated afterw.ards by Arethas.

^ On Apoc. ix. 21, " The rest repented not of the idolatries," &c, he notices rc-

lujious hyprocrisy and avarice, as included in that charge.

' " Post sex saeculorum periodum." I suppose six millennaries, as Ilippolytus.
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Book, and charge to prophesy again, was significant of his jiersonally

prophesying again to the end of the world, by the pubhcation of his

Apocalypse and Gospel. In the Witnesses' vision, the temple

meant the Church ; the outer court Infidels and Jews ; the Holy

City, or New Jerusalem, also the Church ; the three and a half years

those of Antichrist ; the two Witnesses, Enoch and Ehas ; (of whose

modes of killing enemies one perhaps might be the pestilence ;) the

scene of their lying dead, the streets of Jerusalem ; the rising of

the Witnesses, a literal resurrection ; the tenth part of the city

falling, the judicial fall of the impious, not even the Witnesses' resur-

rection having induced repentance ; the rest that glorified God, those

that, when the martyrs were visited with glory, might be deemed not

unworthy of salvation.—Then the seventh Trumpet figured the

general resurrection ; the temple's concomitant opening the heavenly

blessings of the saints ; and the lightnings and thunderings the

torments of the damned.

In the vision of the Dragon and Woman, Apoc. xii, Andreas (like

Primasius, &c,) makes the Woman the Church, bringing forth (just

as in Is. Ixvi, which he refers to) a Christian people : the moon under

foot meaning (so as Methodius had explained it) the Jewish syna-

gogue ; and the male Child and his iron rod having fulfilment in the

Roman Christian Emperors ruling the heathen. i Further the Dragon'

was the Devil ; his seven heads symbolizing seven devihsh powers, his

ten horns the ten anti-decalogic sins !—During Antichrist's three and

a half year's reign, the Church's abstraction from the world is to fulfil

the figure of the Woman's flight into the wilderness, with perhaps a

literal flight into deserts : God's providence, and the two Testaments,

being the wings supporting and preserving her from the waters, or

multitude of the impious, cast by the Dragon against her.—Then on

the Beast of Apoc. xiii, Andreas very much following Hippolytus, in-

terprets that this Antichrist, or Pseudo-Christ,^ is to rise after the

ten kings rising ; and, " adorned with the title of Roman king," to

overthrow their princedoms, like Augustus healing and restoring the

Roman kingdom, when dissolved into ten.—The second Beast's two

" Ecclesise populus filius masculus recte appellatur; per quern nunc Christus

Deus Romanorum manihus, quasi ferrum robustis, gentes regit." Andreas adds

that this people of God is to rule the nations after the resurrection also.

^ So Andreas three different times, on Apoc. xvi and xix.
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horns like a lamb he explains as indicating a show of piety, and pretence

of being a lamb, when in fact a wolf.—The Image of the Beast he sup-

poses to be hterally meant of images, through which the Devil would

speak, as by the heathen idols.—Antichrist's miracles he explains

as impostures : his name, with the number QQQ, as perhaps (besides

Hippolytus' KafAneTK; and ^evehtKToi;, or aiA:>oi; aSt/co.;) the Persian word

2apiA,vaio<; : a name evidently meant to be written Xoc^i^veo:;,'^ as

so only its number is 666 ; but the intent of which is not to myself

intelligible.—With regard to the Harlot seated on the Beast in

Apoc. xvii, he observes that Rome had been judged by the earlier

fathers to be the city intended, because of its being on seven hills :

but objects its having then for some time lost its imperial majesty

;

unless indeed, says he very remarkably, this should some way be

restored to her. Also he notices the fact of Jerusalem being called

a harlot ; and the special fitness of the Persian capital to be called

Babylon. " Drunk with the blood of saints" applied alike, he says,

to Old Rome, from Nero to Diocletian ; to New Rome, or Constan-

tinople, under Juhan and the Arian Emperors ; and to the Persian

capital ; for who can tell the sufferings of the saints in Persia ?—The

" Beast that was, and is not, yet shall be," he explains to signify the

Devil, broken by Christ's death, and sent into the abyss, yet fated at

length to revive in Antichrist. The Beast's seven heads he interprets,

as meaning the seven successive seats of the world's supremacy, Nine-

veh, Ecbatana, Babylon, Susa, Pella, Rome, Constantinople : or

perhaps, as Hippolytus, seven ages : the seventh, in either case, not

having come in St. John's time. The Beast, or Beast's eighth head,

is Antichrist ; called " one of the seven," because " ab uno ex iUis

prognatus." For he is to perish not as a foreigner, but as king of the

Romans. The ten horns that were to reign one hour with the Beast,

he identifies with Daniel's ten horns ; and construes the one hour very

singularly as perhaps a quarter of a year : I presume because uf-r) in

Greek means sometimes one of the year's four seasons.

Reverting to Apoc. xiv I may observe that Andreas views the

144,000 with Christ on the Mount Zion (or Christian Jerusalem) as

proljably different from those of Apoc. vii, because of their being

' So they numbered apvov^ai as if written apvovjxi, (see p- 331, Note 2;) the pro-

nunciation of the 01 and « being tlien, I presume, the same ; just as now among the

modern Greeks.
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noted (which the others are not) as virgins. The earth's harvest in

the same chapter, he makes to be Christ's gathering of the good, while

the vintage is of the bad. Then, advancing to the Vials in Apoc.

XV, xvi, he explains the harpers by the glassy sea to be the saved

ones ; and the glassy sea itself, mixed with fire, to symbolize their

tranquil happy state, yet as those that had been saved as by fire : the

song of Moses being that sung by the saved ones of the Old Testa-

ment dispensation, that of the Lamb by the saved ones of the

New. The statement that none might enter the temple till the

plagues of the seven Vial-Angels • had been fulfilled, he expounds

to mean that the saints might not enter on the inheritance of the

New Jerusalem, till after the finishing of God's indignation against

the wicked. The plague of the first Vial he makes to be the inward

coiToding ulcer of heart-grief at the plague suff'ered ; and perhaps

also litei-alhj outward ulcers, the fit symbol of that within. Again,

the statement under the sixth Vial respecting the way of the kings

from the East being prepared, he expounds as meaning that a way

would be opened for Gog and Magog to come across the Euphrates ;

or perhaps Antichrist, with other kings from the East, bringing death

with them, whether to men's souls, or bodies, or both. The pouring

out of the seventh Vial into the air, he supposes to indicate lightnings

and elemental convulsions, such as once at Mount Sinai ; in ful-

filment of Heb. xii. 27, " Yet once more I shake not the earth only,

but also heaven."—As to the great city tripartited as the result of

this seventh Vial's outpouring, he judges it to be Jerusalem, great

from its rehgious celebrity, rather than from its actual extent ; and

which is then and thereupon to be divided in respect of its population,

into Christians, Jews, and Samaritans.

I need only add that as to the millennium, he explains it ana-

logically, as Augustine : notes there being two deaths, that of the

flesh and of sin temporary, that of hell eternal : also two resurrec-

tions ; that by baptism, and that to incorruption ; the first, and its

accompanying millennial rule of the saints over sin and Satan, being

but an introduction to the other.

—

Goc/ and Magog meant the Scy-

thian or Hunnish nations ; even in Andreas' time a mighty power,

and only restrained by God till the time of Antichrist : that these will,

' In referring to the dress ascribed to the Vial-angels, he follows the curious reading

of \idov instead of Xtvov :
" Clothed in stone pure and white."
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on Antichrist's coming, gain the empire of the world ; surround the

Church, or camp of the saints ; and even assail the New Jerusalem,

the city loved by God, whence the Gospel went forth.—The Heavenly

Jerusalem he explains as the body of saints of which Christ is the

head : the state, one of perfect union, many mansions, and eternal

joy ; its full fruition taking place not till after the saints rising

again.' Such expressions as that the nations of the earth bring their

glory into it, he seems to explain of the Church's previous earthly

state, during which the draftings are taking place of the elect out of

the world, and so the New Jerusalem forming.—Let me observe in

fine that there is an air of much piety in this Commentary. I may

exemplify in his almost closing remark, on the sin of adding to, or

taking from, divine Scripture,^ Apoc. xxii. 18, 19. Andreas waxes

quite warm in speaking of the superiority of Scriptural to all clas-

sical or dialectic knowledge.^

Arethas, a successor of Andreas in the Bishopric of Csesarea,

was his follower also in great measure in the Commentary that he

wrote on the Apocaljrpse. Thus much he tells us himself.'* Re-

specting his date there seems to me to have been a considerable

mistake, on the part of most that have expressed an opinion about

it. Alike Coccius, the Editor of the B. P. M. (which work gives a

Latin translation of Arethas' Commentary in its ixth Volume,^) and

Cave too, and Lardner, and just recently Professor M. Stuart,^ as-

' Professor M. SUiart is quite mistaken in supposing Andreas to view it simply

as a state of the Church's earthly prosperity. Thus e. g. on the call on all to praise

God, both small and great, in Apoc. xix. 5, just preparatorily to the introduction ofthe

New Jerusalem, Andreas says, with reference to such as have died young ;
" Existinio

illos novissimo illo die magnos resurrecturos, Deumqueciim caeteris beatis laudaturos."

f So Andreas understands the passage ; and not as referring simply to taking from,

or adding to, the Book of the Apucalypse.

^ "• Quantum autem intcrvallimi inter eos qui apud nos celebres extiterant (viz. the

Evangelists and Apostles,) et eos qui apud illos, intercedat, id mente complecti vix

valemus." B. P. M. 634.

* On Apoc. viii, speaking of the incense-Angel, he says; " Huic Angelo Andreas,

qui ante me digne Ccesarea; Cappadoci;i3 Episcopatum sortitus est, quemque Pontifi-

cem assimilat." And the heading of his Commentary in the Latin translation, and I

presume in the original Greek also, is as follows :
—" Aretse, Cajsareas Cappadocise

Episcopi, in D. Joannis Apocalypsim compendiaria explanatio, ex beatissimi Aadreae

Archiepiscopi Csesareae Cappadocine, Deo gratis, commentariis concinnata." Dupin

is quite mistaken in saying that tlierc is* no ground for regarding this Arethas as a

Bishop of Cfcsnrca. * Pp. 711—7!n. « On the Apocalypse Vol. i. p. 268.
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sign to him the date of a.d, 540 or 550. On the other hand Ca-

simir Oudin and Fabricius inchne to identify him with a Presbyter of

the same Cappadocian Csesarea of the name Arethas, who, about

a. D. 920, translated a work of the Constantinopohtan Patriarch

Euthymius. But, says Cave,' Oudin had no argument or evidence

to adduce in favour of his conjecture. Nor indeed Fabricius either ;

if (not having access to his work) I may judge from the reference to

him in Lardner.^ I have observed, however, very decisive evidence

in the Commentary itself, of Arethas having lived as late at least

as near the end of the eighth century. For he speaks of the capital

and palace of the Saracens as being then still at Babylon, evidently

meaning Bagdad:-^—a capital not built till a.d. 762;'* and where

the Saracen Caliphs continued to hold a waning empire through the

ninth century, till its extinction, a.d. 934 by the Bowides.^ A
curious reference to Constantinople, which will be found in my page

349 following,*'' may possibly appear to furnish a further indication.

The identity of our Caesarean Bishop with the Csesarean Presbyter

that translated Euthymius, seems to me doubtful. But I think we can

scarcely err in reckoning his date as somewhere within the limits of

from about a.d. 780 to a.d. 920.

In the heading of his Apocalyptic Commentary there is, as hinted

by me just before, an intimation of its having been very much taken

from that of Andreas. He almost always indeed gives the opinions of

the latter : sometimes in the form of direct quotation, and by name ;

more often silently. Hence it is only the chief variations from An-

dreas that need here to be noticed. And these are as follows.

Under the Sixth Seal he singularly explains the earthquake, &c.,

there figured, of the hteral earthquake and elemental convulsions at

Christ's death and resurrection : ^ particularly dwelling on the adjec-

' Hist. Litt. i. 408, ad ann. 540. " Verum id gratis affirmat Oudiniis : nee enim

prsesto ei est argumentum qua sententiam suam confirmet."

2 Hug too, i. 230, assigns him to the xth Century, but without reason given.

^ On Apoc. xiii. 2 : " Per os leonis regnum designatur Babyloniorum : cui Sara-

cenorum regnum manifeste successit ; quod in hoc usque tempus regia eorum Baby-

lone sit.'''B. P. M. 771.—I have noted this already in my Vol. i. p. i3.

* See ray Vol. i. p. 432, and Vol. iii. pp. 385, 386. ^ See my Vol. i. 435.

« Note 1,

'' Like those alluded to by Andeas on the first Seal, as observed by me p. 341,

Note 3, and who explained the sixth Seal of Christ's sepulture.
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tive oXri attached to a-eXrjvrj in his copy ;
i the moon having been (just

agreeably with it) tvhole, and at the full, on occasion of its echpse at

the time of Christ's death, and so the ecUpse miraculous.—He adds,

however, a notice of the interpretation by certain other expositors,

explaining it of the destruction of Jerusalem ; and that of Andreas

referring it to the convulsions under Antichrist.

Under the Sealing Vision he suggests the possible reference of the

four angels of the winds to the desolations of Judaea by the Romans,

as well as to the desolations by Antichrist : then, in speaking of the

sealing itself, more distinctly and decidedly explains the sealed 1 44,000

of Jews converted to Christianity before the destruction of Jeru-

salem : asserting that Jerusalem was not destroyed when John re-

ceived these revelations ; the Virgin Mary having only lived fourteen

years after Christ's ascension, and John immediately after her death

removed to Ephesus.^ Which passage has been naturally adduced by

the advocates of an early date to the Apocalypse, in support of that

opinion ; but of which the value as an authority, small in itself as

being of so late a writer, is rendered yet smaller by the fact of Are-

thas having not once only, but twice, stated from Eusebius, that it

was under Domitiuns reign that John was banished to Patmos.*^—On
the Angel's charge, " Thou must prophesy again," Arethas observes

that it was hence that the vulgar opinion arose that John was to live

to the end of the world, and then to prophesy with Enoch and Elias

^ So Tregelles, as the true reading, Kat i) cnXrivr] 6\i) eyeuero u)s al/xu' it being

alike in the three most autlioritative MSS. ABC; i. e. the Codex Alexandrinus,

Codex Vaticanus, and Codex Ephraenii.

' " Nonduni enim vastatio a Romanis iliata Judwos involverat, ubi hsec Evange-

lista oracuhi suscipicbat; neque IJierosolvmis, sed Ionia quae apud Ephesum, Equi-

dem post passionem Domini quatuordecim tantuni annis permansit in Hierusalem

theotocum Domini tabern<aculum in hac temporarifi vita, post passionem ac resurrectio-

nem incorruptaj su;u prolis ; cui etiani (Joannes), tanquam matri sibi a Domino com-

mendatae, scraper aderat. Post hujus enim mortem nc(iuaquara jam in Judtta man-
sisse fertur ; sed Ephesum migrasse ;" &c..—The statement is palpably incorrect.

3 First on Apoc. i. 9 ; B. P. M. 743 :
" Relcgatum autem ipsuni in Patmos insulam

sub Domitiano fuisse, Eusebius Pamphili in Chronica sail citat." Next on Apoc.

iii. 10, B. P. M. 751 ;
" Iloram tentationis perseculionem illam dicit quae secunda

post Neronem sub Domitiano excitata fait, quemadmodum in Historia sua Eusebius

Pamphili testatur : quando etiam idem Evangelista in Patmum ab codem Domitiano

exilio relegatus fait." In wliicli last passage he docs not say that Eusebius asserts

that St. John was then banisiicd ; but latlior -iven it a.i his own assertion. See mv
Vol. i. p. AI.
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in the time of Antichrist.^—In the first part of Apoc. xii he interprets

the travailing woman to mean the Virgin Mary ; and the woman's

flight of three and a half years into the wilderness to have been ful-

filled in the Virgin's flight into Egypt, and stay there near three and

a half years till Herod's death : adding however the alternative solu-

tion also of the Woman signifying the Church ; and the wilderness

flight her retirement from the world during the three and a half

years of Antichrist's reign ; some of the chief bishops and ministers

acting like sustaining wings to her.—With regard to the Beast of

Apoc. xiii, or Antichrist, he suggests the following as possible

solutions of his name with the number 666 ; Aa//.TreT^-, retrav,

KareivQ^, o viki/jt/j^, kaKoq obriyoc, aXTjOrj; ^Xa^epoi;, TtaXat ^a<7Kavo<;, a/xvoi;

a.'biKOi; : and suggests that the second Beast would act the same part

to Antichrist that John the Baptist did to Christ.—On the de-

claration that the great city was to be divided into three parts, he

notices Andreas' idea, that it was the literal Jerusalem that was to

be so tripartited ; and that of others, that it meant the world and its

empire, as subjected successively after Christ to Pagan kings, Chris-

tian kings, and Antichrist : but he prefers to understand it of Constan-

tinople ; with reference to some apparently recent domineering of the

civil power over the ecclesiastical, which made that city in his eye

preeminently Babylon .^—On the summons to the birds in Apoc. xix,

to gather to God's great supper, he strangely explains them to mean

the souls of saints, called from a state of depression to meet Christ

in the air.-'^—And, finally, he makes the New Jerusalem to represent

the habitation of the saints after the resurrection, conjunctively with

Angels :
" Civitas quod omnium tum Angelonim tum hominum futura

sit domicilium."

' This is the earliest notice that- 1 have observed of this opinion of John being one

of the witnesses. That of his living to the end of the world arose, we know, from

Christ's saying, (John xxi. 22,) " If I will that he tarry till I come, &c."
^ " Et qusenam haec Babylon ? Nulla sane alia quam Constantinopolis : in qua olim

colebatur justitia, nunc autem in ea hornicidse habitant, ex mutua contentione, dum
cives laici Ecclesiasticis sequari contendunt ; irao ne sequales quidem fieri contenti

sunt, nisi aliquis etiam ex eis praemium referat, ad majorem divinae indignationis

accensionem." B. P. M. 778,

3 " Aves quae per medium coeli volant animas dicit sanctorum ;
quae, a depressis

humi rebus emergentes, juxta magnum Paulum procedunt ad occurrendum obviae Do-

mino in aera." B. P. M. 783.
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I now return back to the West from Greek Christendom, to note

a somewhat later Latin Expositor of the Apocalypse attaching to the

period included in this Section ;—I mean Berengaud.

In my third Volume, at p. 233, I noticed this Commentaiy ; and

that the writer (probably, from his reference to the Rules of that

order, a Benedictine monk) had in a singular manner intimated his

name under the enigmatic form of Greek numerals :
' also that by his

mentioning the fact of the Saracens that had overrun Asia, as well

as the Lombards that had conquered Italy, having had their kingdom

overthrown when he wrote,^ his sera seemed fixed as not earlier than

the end of the ninth century. This agrees with the approximation

to his real age that has been drawn by the Benedictine editors of

Ambrose, from his specification of archdeacons receiving hush-money

for over-looking the fornication of the priesthood, as a sin of the

times :
^ this crime being prominently noticed in Synods held at

Paris, Chalons, and Aquis-Granum, in the same ninth century.''

The Commentary is one too original to omit noticing ; and goes

on a regular connected chronological plan, which (however unsatis-

factory it may be as an exposition) makes it easy to read, in compa-

rison with the other Latin Commentaries of the sera under review.

This chronological plan is sketched at the outset, and adduced re-

peatedly, even to the end. It is founded on the frequent septenary

division of the apocalyptic figurations : to all which sevens (except

the seven epistles to the churches) Berengaud supposes that sub-

stantially the same chronological reference and order attaches ; a

chronology commencing from the Creation, and reaching to the

consummation.

Thus in the opening figuration of Christ, he remarks on eight

' " Quiquis nomen auctoris scire desideras, literas expositionum in capitibus sep-

tem visionum primas attende. Numerus quatuor vocalium quae desunt, si Graecas

posueris, est 81." Now the first letters of these seven parts, or visions, are

B R N G V D S : and if e € a o be inserted, which together make up (5 + 5

+ 1 + 70 z=) 81, tlic name will result Bcrongaudus.

* "Saraceni totam Asiam subegerunt, Gothi Hispaniam, Longohardi Italiam. &c.

Haec regna eo tempore quo visio ista Johanni demonstrata est potestatem nondum
acceperant : sed una liord tanquam reges potestatem accepcrant, quia sinciularrtm ista-

rum gentium potestas pauco tempore pcrmansit.'''' So on Apoc. xvii.

^ See my Vol. i. p. 442.

* Compare Haj-mo's notice of the purchase of bishopricks, ns a characteristic sin

of his time ; noted p. 337 supr^.
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particulars as given in the description ; his priestly garment, his zone,

his head, his eyes, his feet, his voice, his sword, and his face as the

sun : and of these the first seven are expounded as tjrpical of that

" Civitas Dei qu^e ex omnibus electis constat ;' et quee ab initio usque

ad finem tendit, in septem partes divisa." Which seven parts are,

1. the elect from the Creation till the Flood ; 2. the patriarchs and

saints from the Flood to the giving of the Law ; 3. the multitudes

saved under the ministry of the Mosaic Law ; 4. the prophets; 5.

the apostles ; 6. the multitude of the Gentiles that believed in Christ ;

7. the saints that are to conflict with Antichrist at the end of the

world. Tlie 8th particular noted in the symbol, viz. Christ's face

as the sun, he makes to prefigure the Church of the elect after the

resurrection ; when they too shall all shine as the sun in the firma-

ment.—The testifyings of the saints in these seven ages of the

world would be, he suggests after Ansbert, like Israel's seven days'

compassings of Jericho ; and that during their preachings in the

seventh age its end would come suddenly.

After this, the seven Epistles to the Churches having been ex-

pounded as lessons of warning and instruction to the Church in

general,^ Berengaud explains the heaven that was afterwards opened

to St. John as the Church, Christ being the door to it ; the

twenty-four elders as the twenty-four fathers of the Old Testament

dispensation ; the four living creatures as all the doctors of the

Church ; (Victorinus' explanation of their twenty-four wings being

here, though without mention of him, adopted :^) the seven-sealed

Book as the Old and New Testament ; (the New that written within ;)

and the seven horns of the Lamb that opened it, as the elect of the

same seven ages of the world that were before enumerated. The

Lamb's opening the seals of the book signified his opening, or ex-

* Observe how Augustine's view of the Civitas Dei, as made up only of the elect,

had travelled influentially downward.
^ On the promise, " I will write on him the name of the New Jerusalem,&c," Ber-

engaud observes, that it may seem marvellous that this New Jerusalem should be de-

scribed as descending from heaven, when it is known that the elect continually ascend

from earth to heaven, instead of descending. But he solves the enigma by explain-

ing it of Chrisfs descent ; in whom all the saints (the constituency of the New Jeru-

salem) were even then federally existent.

^ See p. 306.—Here Berengaud contrasts the incessant occupation in divine worship

of the twenty-four elders and four living creatures, with the earthly-mindedness and

earthly occupation of many in monasteries.
'
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plaining to the faithful, the spiritual meaning of the same successive

seras and histories. A very characteristic feature this in Berengaud's

Commentary; and which what follows will sufficiently explain to

the Reader.

1st Seal. The White Horse meant the righteous before the Flood,

white in token of innocence ; the rider God ; the bow in hand his

token of vengeance and conquering, as against Adam, Cain, and the

world destroyed by the flood.—The Lamb having opened the Seal, it

became understood how Adam typified Christ, Eve the Church, Cain

the Jews, Abel the Christians ; and so on.

2nd Seal. The Red Horse meant the righteous/rom the Flood to

the Law : red, as the golden colour, with reference to their wisdom
;

red as blood, because of their persecutions : the peace broken being that

evil peace with the heathen which God put aside ; the killed alike the

just and unjust in their mutual contentions.—By Christ's opening this

Seal, the spiritual mysteries of the ark were unfolded ; and those also

of the patriarchal histories, as of Abraham offering Isaac, Jacob's

vision at Bethel, &c : on each of which mysteries Berengaud dilates.

3rd Seal. The Black Horse was the Doctors of the Law till the

rise of the Prophets : the black marking the severity of the Mosaic

law ; the balance its rigid requirements of justice, as of eye for eye,

&c. The intent of the wheat and barley was very obscure. Perhaps the

chcenix (or bUibres) of wheat meant the two Testaments, the food for

souls ; the denarius marking its connexion with Christ ;i while the

barley might signify the good works of saints. Or the wheaten bilibres

might be the two precepts of love to God and man ; the denarius the

eternal life that is their reward, as in Christ's parable of the work-

men in the vineyard, Matt, xx ; the Church (in the voice from the

four living Creatures) praying Christ to give the denarius of eternal hfe

to them that observe those precepts. By the wine guaranteed from

hurt might be meant Christians of active life ; by the oil those

given to contemplation.

4th Seal. The Pale Horse symbolized the Prophets ; pale through

fear of the evils they denounced on sinners : the. rider still Jehovah

' "Denarius Domiinun designat. Biiite ergo librae tritici deiiario copul.antur;

quia quod sancta Scriptura loquitur ad uuius Dei omnipotentiam, inagnitudinem, boni-

fatom, atque severitatem pertinet." I do not understand how Berengaud means the

denarius to figure Christ.
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Jesus ; He being Death to the reprobate. (A rather harsh appellative

for Christ, Berengaud allows ; and that, but for the requirements of

the Seal's chronological place and order, its symbol might naturally

have been expounded rather of Antichrist.)—By Christ's apostles the

prophets' writings had been spiritually explained. Therefore, it being

needless to enter on that, Berengaud confined his spirituahzing illus-

trations to the history and doings of the prophets ; as of David, Elijah,

and Elisha ; &c.

5th Seal. Souls under the Altar. This vision referring to the

martyrs under the New Testament dispensation, Christ opened its

seal, when he explained to the doctors of the Church his parables

and dark sayings about the sufferings of such his disciples, and their

after glory.

6th Seal. The elemental convulsions, &c, here enacted, figured the

destruction of Jerusalem, falling of its priests and governors, darken-

ing of its nation, once bright by the revelation granted it, even as

the sun in the world's system, and passing away of God's covenant

and the Old Testament dispensation from the Jews to the Gentiles.

The cry to the hiUs and rocks for covering was illustrated by the ac-

tual hiding of many of the Jews in the cloacae from the Romans' fury :

as Christ had said, " Then shall ye begin to call on the hills," &c.

In the Sealing Vision the four angels are explained to mean the four

great empires, combined at length into the Roman, which desolated

other lands, restraining the winds of life and happiness : Christ being

the sealing angel; and the 144,000 the number of elect alive at one

and the same time.i Berengaud expounds the Christianized meaning

of each of the names of the twelve Jewish tribes ; last of all that of

Benjamin, meaning the son of my right hand. Whence, says he, a

natural transition to the palm-bearing vision. " Having brought down

the saints' history in their mystical names to this point of their collo-

cation at God's right hand in heaven, it is fit that this vision should

next, or 7thly, represent their heavenly blessedness."

His first chronological septenary thus ended, Berengaud makes a

singular break between it and the next, by interpreting the 7th Seal

as a kind of parenthetic notice of Christ's first advent : the half-

hour's silence figuring the general peace under Augustus, and

' This explanation of Berengaud's is cited bj' me in support of my own, Vol. i. p. 270.

VOL. IV. 2 A
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Roman toleration of the Church, continued till Nero's persecution.

^

Then, coming to the septenary of the Trumpet-Angels, he explains them

of divinely taught preachers, sounding forth the brazen trumpet, under

nearly the same septenary of seras as was noted before ; the six

first being the patriarchal,"^ the lawgiving,^ the prophetic,'^ Chrisfs

own (Era,^ that of the Gnostic-confuting primitive doctors,^ and of the

Rome-subduing martyrs?—And after a parenthetic exposition of Apoc.

X, as depicting the source of the Church's support and light, like as

of Israel in Egypt, under all the trials above noted,—the AngeVs

descent in which is construed of Christ's incarnation, veiled in the

cloud of humanity, with the iris of mercy, and light of divine

glory attendant, his feet the two Testaments, the Book opened

in hand that of the Scriptures, the seven thunders figures of the

seven virtues, unknown in their full spirituaUty but through Christ,

and sealed up partially from weaker Christians, unable to bear

them, the charge to eat the book, and prophesy again, true both

of John personally, returning from Patmos, and of all the apostles

and Christian teachers,— after this Berengaud supposes a sudden

transition to the times of Antichrist and the two Witnesses against

him : the transition, he says, being not unnatural ; as from Christ's

ministry when the Jews were cast out, to that of Enoch and Elias,

which latter is to restore them.

' " But why Christ's advent under the seventh and not the fifth Seal ? " A ques-

tion which Berengaud thus answers : Because on the seventh day was God's rest

from creation •, and Christ is our rest.

^ The fire of the symbol being the fire of the Holy Spirit, burning up what was

evil in the heart.

•'' The fiery mountain cast into the sea being explicable of Mount Sinai cast among
the Jews ; the faithful amongst wliom, dead to the law, lived to God.

'' Tlie prophets themselves being like burning stars to light the people ; and with

throats that had bitterness in them, acting so as to produce repentance.

'' By whose doctrine the elect Jews were struck, and Judaism eclipsed in them.

'' Doctors preaching against the first of the three woes ; viz. heretics, lapsed like a

falling star from heaven : during five months of which ;vra, a period meant to sig-

nify the present life, men that sought death by mixing in the world would be

sickened at it ; and so return, and live.

' Martyrs opposed to the four angels; i.e. (these being the same as the four

angels in Apoc. vii,) to persecutors out of the Roman empire ; an empire signified

also by Babylon's river, the Euphrates. These martyrs he supposes by their in-

vincible resolution and gospel-preaching to have stirred up the Roman Pagans to

persecute them:—the horses' heads being the Roman emperors; the sulphur from

the horses' mouths their blasphemy : and the fire tlu-ir persecuting proclamations.
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And, in the account of the Witnesses, Berengaud expounds the mea-

suring the court and its worshippers to signify Christian ministers,

ministering to their edification : the reed being the gospel ; the rod

church disciphne ; and those cast out as Pagans, the Jews : the fire

from the Witnesses' mouths signifying their doctrine kindled by God's

Spirit ; their heaven-shutting a judgment literally to be understood,

it might be, but rather spiritually : their place of death, the street of

the great city Babylon, consisting of all the reprobate ; and its dura-

tion three and a halidays, meant in the sense of three and a halfyears.'

Then, their revival and resurrection described, the prophecy passes,

says Berengaud, to describe the history and evils of the great Wit-

ness-slayer, Antichrist : a commencement being however made

from the Devil's first injuries to Christ and His Church, at his first

advent ; prior and preparatory to the last injuries through Antichrist.

—In Apoc. xii the travailing Woman might mean both the Vhgin Mary

and the Church : Christ himself being the male child born of the

one. Christians of the other ; the one snatched up to God at his as-

cension, the others at death : the opposing Dragon's, or Devil's, seven

heads figuring the reprobate of the same seven ages as before spe-

cified ; and his dejection eff'ected by Michael, through Christ's

ministry, casting him out of the hearts of the elect, into the reprobate.

Further the Woman's 3^ times in the wilderness, after the Dragon's

dejection, mean first, and on the scale of literal time, the early dis-

ciples feeding on Christ's doctrine, separate from the world ;
- as also

the feeding of the souls of the faithful " dapibus glorife ccelestis

patriae," on the glories of a heavenly abode, during the whole time

from Christ's passion to the world's end : while the wilderness of her

refuge symbolized heaven, (such is Berengaud' s singular explanation ;)

somewhat hke the wilderness of the ninety-nine sheep in Luke xv. 4.

—Then at length the Devil goes against the remnant of the Woman's

seed, left at the end of the world; and attacks them through the

Beast, i. e. Antichrist.

Of which Beast Berengaud explains the seven heads as the seven

principal vices, affixed like the seven wicked spirits in the parable ;

and the ten horns wearing chadems, as the nations subjugated by him :

Noted by me Vol. iii. 234.

^ This fact being the ground-work of the larger interpretation of the 3^ years, so

as with Ambrose Ansbert.

•2 A 2
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his mouth speaking great things, as of one boasting himself to be

the Son of God ; his blasphemies, as denying Jesus Christ's god-

head, asserting the worthlessness of the Christian rehgion, and in-

ability of martyrs and saints to profit men : also as ai-guing from

the fact of men's passions being implanted by God, in proof that

they might abandon themselves to licentiousness. (This is, I think,

the earliest suggestion I have noticed of Antichrist being in any way

an avowed infidel, and open advocate of licentiousness.)—^The second

Beast he interprets as the Preachers of Antichrist : its two lamb-Uke

horns signifying his constituency of Jews and Gentile reprobates ;

as the Lamb's seven horns figured all the elect : and the Beast's

Image, images of Antichrist, which Antichrist's priests will make men

worship.—As to his name andnumber, says Berengaud, I know it not :

for any one might at baptism have a name of that number given him.

—Then passing to the vision of Apoc. xvii, the Beast-riding Harlot

is explained (besides her general signification as the world) to be

specially Rome; and her predicated burning and spoiling by the

ten kings, as the destruction of ancient Rome by the Gothic barba-

rians : (with reference however, as Rome was professedly Christian at

that time, to the reprobate in her :) also the Beast, fhere the

Devil) ridden by her, as that which " was'" during his unquestioned

sovereignty of the world before Christ's coming; which '' is not"

i. 6. in the same power as before, since Christ's overthrow of Satan

;

and which " is to be'' again, on Antichrist's revelation. As to the

Beast's heads, they meant the same as the Dragon's in Apoc. xii. Of

these the first five had passed away when John had the Apocaljrpse

revealed to him ; the fifth being the Jews just then destroyed by

the Romans : the sixth signifying the then existing Roman Pagan

persecutors; and the sct'^«;^, Antichrist. The eighth, or Beast itself

of Apoc. xvii^ was, as just before observed, the Devil.

On other lesser points I have only to add, that Berengaud makes

the 144,000 of Apoc. xiv to be the elect in heaven,^ while the 144,000

of Apoc. vii were the elect alive on earth ; explains the earth's

' He seems to make the Heast of Apoc. xiii Antichrist ; of Apoc. xvii the Devil.

2 Without spot, says Berengaud, because of the pollution contracted from the world

having been washed away by penitence and tears, or by works of charity, or per fla-

ffella, by scourging, or at any rate " post mortem igni purgatorio.'''~Purgatory was
now established.
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harvest of the good, as its vintage of the bad; in Apoc. xv reads

"kiBov for T^ivov, like Andreas, of the dress of the seven Vial Angels ;

and explains the Angels themselves as preachers of the same seven

£eras as before. In Apoc. xvi he makes the Euphrates drying up to

mean the drying up of persecution, that so the way may be opened

to the Gentiles to believe ; explains the millennium as Augustine

;

and, on the Angel's showing St. John the New Jerusalem, notes

very distinctly John's representative character; "Johannes typum

gerit cseterorum fidelium."

On the whole, we see in this Commentary by Berengaud, and its

seven successive seras, (however unskilfully and unsuccessfully applied

to the solution of the prophecy,) an illustration of the natural ten-

dency of expositors' minds, then already acting, towards the adoption

of some chronologically consecutive scheme of Apocalyptic interpreta-

tion, in place of that so long prevalent in Christendom, which ex-

plained it as mainly significant of general and constant Christian truths

or doctrines :—some one more consonant in this respect alike with

common sense, and also with the precedent of Daniel's prophecies, as

expounded in great part by inspiration itself.^

» Before passing to the next Section, let me briefly notice a curious sentiment in a

Treatise on Antichrist by Adso, a monk of the Monastery of Derve in Champagne ; de-

dicated toGerberga, Queen of Louis D'Outremer, and consequently of about the date

of 950 A. D. Having spoken of Babylon as Antichrist's birth-place, of his being

educated by sorcerers at Bethsaida and Chorazin, then coming to Jenisalem, proclaim-

ing himself the Son of God, by gifts miracles or terror converting kings and people

to acknowledge him, and then at length persecuting the saints, and commencing the

great tribulation of 3.^ years,—Adso proceeds to state that the precise time for his

manifestation would be marked by the ' discessio ' of its constituent kingdoms from

the Roman Empire
;

(so, like some of the early fathers, he explained the oTroratria

of St. Paul
:
) which time had not then as yet come : because, says Adso, though the

Roman Empire has been in chief part destroyed, yet, so long as the Frank Kings last,

to whom belongs the Empire, so long the Roman dignity will not altogether perish.

And then he adds ; Some of our doctors affirm that there shall arise in the last times

a king of the Franks, who shall again re-unite under his rule all the Roman Empire ;

and after a prosperous reign shall go to Jerusalem, and lay down his sceptre and

crown at Mount Olivet :—that this will be the end of the Roman Empire, and then

immediately will follow Antichrist." (This tradition is noted in the Encyclopedic

Methodique : and it may perhaps remind some of the French Chief Bonaparte's mighty

empire, and Syrian expedition, in these latter days ; as also of certain prophetic specu-

lations propounded thereon, by expositors that deemed him to be Daniel's Wilful

King).—Adso further observes that the Antichrist would sit either in the Jewish

temple, rebuilt by hira, and there receive worship ; or perhaps in the Chrislian
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§ 4. FROM A.D. 1000 TO THE REFORMATION.

In this fourth Period it is my purpose to sketch most prominently

the partially contrasted, and partially accordant views of the Apoca-

lyptic prophecy, propounded very influentiaUy by Joachim Abbas and

his followers, on the one hand, and the early pioneers of the Refor-

mation on the other. A briefer notice will suffice of Anselm of Ha-

vilburg, Albertus Magnus, and Thomas Aquinas. At the commence-

ment of this period, the tenth century having ended without the

appearance of that Antichrist, whom the Latins at least had expected

at that time for Z\ years to oppress Christendom, in realization

of the Gog and Magog predicted as to arise at the close of the Apo-

calyptic millennium, (a point already illustrated in my first Volume,')

it could hardly be but that fact should exercise a certain influence on

subsequent Apocalyptic interpretation. As the period progressed,

and the twelfth century opened, the human mind in Western Europe

began to make decided advances to independent thought and vigour.

Hence an increased interest in some of the Apocalyptic Commenta-

ries that now appeared : the rather, as in the progress of time new

and important facts had occurred in the history of Christendom, with

which to compare the prophecy. Germs of thought now arose that

were to receive afterwards a fuller development ; and prophetic views

destined, in the course of time, to help towards producing great and

unexpected results.

Let me premise that I would fain have begun my list of the

Apocalyptic expositors of this period with some notice of a Com-

ment on the Book by the celebrated Berenger, soon after the middle

of the eleventh century ; for it is stated, says Bishop Hurd, that he

wrote such a Commentary, But no such writing of his is, I believe,

at present extant. It must suffice us, therefore, to repeat what I have

remarked elsewhere in my sketch of the Middle-Age Witnesses for

Church : also that after killing the two witnesses, Enoch and Elias, he would be

slain on Mount Olivet b}' Michael, or Christ, with the breath of his mouth. Soon

after which (not immediately) would follow the last judgment.

This Treatise is given in the .0th Volume of the late Paris Benedictine Edition of

Augustine, col. 1647— 1G52. It is the same that has been incorrectly ascribed by

Bome to Akuin, by others to Ilabanus Maurus. ' p. 441.
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Christ,^ that he declared the Roman See to be not the apostolic seat,

but the seat of Satan ,—a remarkable assertion certainly at that early

period : and which so exactly corresponds with what is said in Apoc.

xiii. 2, of the Beast that was afterwards (Apoc. xvii. 3, 9) exhibited

as in connexion with the City on the seven hills, viz. that the Dragon

" gave him his power and seat and great authority," that it may well

seem to us not without reason that Bishop Hurd refers these anti-

Romish sentiments of Berenger to this origin.^

1. And now, before proceeding to Joachim Abbas, I must first

briefly notice a short Treatise on the Apocalyptic Seals by Anselm,

Bishop of Havilburg, in the Magdeburgensian Diocese --^ a Treatise

composed A. D. 1145, as appears on the face of the document ;
and on

the following occasion. It seems that Anselm (who had been previously

Secretary to the Emperor Lotharius the Second) having been sent on

an embassy to the Greek Emperor Manuel at Constantinople, was chal-

lenged by some Greek bishops there, pubhcly to discuss the points of

difi'erence between the Latin and the Greek Churches ;
with which

request he complied ; and that having successfully defended, as was

thought, the Latin cause, he was desired by Pope Eugenius to write

an abstract of the discussion ; which he did, in the form of dialogue.

By way of introduction to this discussion, and with a view to answer

difficulties on religion, which might arise in some minds, from the

circumstance of so many different forms of religion existing in differ-

ent countries and different ages, he prefixed to the Dialogues a pre-

liminary book, showing that there had been from the first one body

of the Church, governed by one Spirit : that in the Old Testament

times, from Abel even to Christ, the Church had ever held the rite

of sacrifice, though with ceremonies often varied ; and been under

the influence of faith, though with imperfect knowledge of the arti-

cles of Christian faith : also, with reference to New Testament times,

that various difterent successive states of the Church had been ex-

pressly foreshewn, indeed seven different states from Christ to the

consummation ; the prefiguration of them having been given in the

Apocalyptic Seals. In this curious manner it is that Anselm's views

on this prophecy are given us. It may perhaps be called the earliest

' Vol. ii, p. 253, Note 3. ^ lb. p. 254, Note.

^ It is given in D'Achery's Spicilegiiun, Vol, i. Ifil

,
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Church-Scheme, properly speaking, of the Apocalyptic Seals ; and is,

in brief, as follows :

—

1. The White Horse typifies the earliest state of the Church,

while in the beauty of miraculous gifts :i the rider Christ, with the

bow of evangelic doctrine, humbling the proud, and conquering

opposers ; so that the Church (Acts v. 14) was then daily increased.

2. The Red Horse is the next state of the Church, red with the

blood of martyrdom ; from Stephen the proto-martyr to the martyrs

under Diocletian.

3. The Black Horse depicts the Church's third state, blackened

after Constantine's time with heresies, such as of Anus, Sabellius,

Nestorius, Eutyches, Donatus, Photinus, Manes ; men pretending to

hold the balance of justice in their discussions, but falsely weighing

words and arguments :- while, on the other hand, Church Councils

laid down what are rightly called Canons, (so Anselm seems some

way to have understood the voice from among the Cherubim in the

Apocalyptic vision,) by which the faith was defined.

4. The Pale Horse signified the Church's fourth state, coloured

with the hue of hypocrisy too generally prevalent afterwards ;
" as

pale is neither white nor black, but either falsely." And so, adds

Anselm, has the Church laboured with these, that the Rider may well

be called Death, Death the slayer of souls.—This state he makes to

have commenced from the beginning of the fifth centur}% and to

have continued even to his own time : nor will it teraiinate, he as-

serts, till the time when the tares shall be separated from the wheat

in judgment ; and the saints follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth.

5. Souls under the altar. Here is the Church's ^i?A state. Then

the souls of the saints which will have shed their blood for Christ,

considering the infinite miseries of the Church in its three previous

states, moved with compassion will cry out, " How long, O Lord,

dost thou not avenge our blood ?

"

6. The sixth state of the Church is when there shall arise the

most vehement persecution in the times of Antichrist, answering to

' " Equus albiis primus status est ccclesise, candore miraculoruni nitidus et pul-

cherrimuB."

* " Haeretici, qui duiii in maim sua dolosam statpram trutinaiUes liabent, aequitatem

de fide disputando proponunt; scd minus cautos Icvissimo unius vol minimi veibi

pondcre fallunt, et in partem crroris sui pcrtrahunt."
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the great earthquake of the sixth seal.' Then Christ the Sun of

Righteousness shall be hidden ; Christian professors fall from the

Church into earthly-mmdedness ; and the heaven, or Church itself,

pass with its sacraments altogether from the public view.

7. The seventh state is that of the saints' rest ; a rest in the beatific

vision : as it is said, " When he had opened the seventh seal there

was silence in heaven for about the space of half an hour."

So Anselm of the seven Apocalyptic Seals : a scheme chiefly

exhibiting views of the Church's progressive trials and evils.—

I

may observe, further, that in one or two passing notices of the

vision of the Dragon and travailing Woman, Apoc. xii, he makes

what is said of the Dragon's persecution of the Woman, or Church,

after she had brought forth Christ her male child, to be chronolo-

gically parallel with the times of the Red Horse of the second Seal

;

also the Dragon's going forth to persecute the rest of the Woman's

seed, Apoc. xii. 1 7, to have been fulfilled in the heresies introduced

after Constantine's overthrow of Paganism,'^ by heretics that bore on

their hearts the mark of the Beast.

2. I now pass on to Joachim Abbas ; a person of greater repute and

greater influence as an expounder of prophecy, than any other what-

ever in the middle age. He was a Calabrian by birth, and in early

life had made the pilgrimage to Jerusalem ; a city at that time

still held by the successors of the Crusaders ; though threatened by

Mussulman enemies surrounding it. The lively recollection of what

he then saw, had probably not a little influence on Joachim's interest

in, and views of prophecy. Indeed it was there and then, in the

Holy Church and Sepulchre, that the idea was first impressed on

his mind, of having a call to the illustration of prophetic Scripture .-'^

About the year 1 180 he had been elected Abbot of the monastery of

Curacio in Calabria, near Cosenza : but, having already at that time

become famous for his gift in Scriptural research and explication,

he received express permission from Pope Lucius HI, in the year 11 82,

' Norbert, a cotemporary of Anselm, and friend of the celebrated Bernard, is an

example of the expectation entertained at this time by some persons of reputation, of

the speedy appearance of Antichrist. See my Vol. ii. p. 322 Note 2.

^ Compare pp. 316, 325 supra.

^ So Moreri in his Dictionary, on the article Joachim.
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to retire a while from the Abbacy and its active occupations, in order

to give himself more entirely to these studies. In 1183, at the con-

vent of Casemaire, Luke, then a monk of the monastery, and after-

wards Archbishop of Cosenza, tells us that he was assigned as

secretary to Joachim :
' and that night and day both himself and

two other monks were employed by Joachim, as his assistants and

scribes in two works on which he was then busy ; one on the Concord

of the Old and New Testament, the other on the Apocalypse.^ It

was for a year and a half, according to this informant, that Joachim

thus occupied himself at the convent, " dictating and correcting."

At what time he finally finished his Apocalyptic comment seems

uncertain. In a. d. 1190, when our king Richard was at Messina,

on his way to the Holy Land, he was fuU of the subject. We have

in Roger de Hoveden an interesting account of the king's sending

for him, and hearing him lecture on it, induced by his high reputa-

tion for prophetic lore ;
^ together with a sketch of certam views as

to the future which he then propounded from the Apocalypse : views

partially contradicted however by the event soon after ; and which in

the commentary, as finally corrected by him, appear, as we shall see

afterwards, considerably modified. In the copy of the commentary

handed down to us,^ I observe a notice of something that he states

himself to have heard in the year 1195.^ Hence I conceive that

he corrected and improved the Work tiU near the time of his death ;

' I take my account from Fleury's Histoire Ecclesiastique, Liv. Ixiv.—Luke makes
this year, 1183, the date of the commencement of Joachim's writing :

—" II en obtent

la permission d'ecrire, et commenca a le faire." Ibid.

* " L'Abb^ me donna a lui pour lui servir de secretaire ; et j'ecrivois jour et nuit

dans des cahiers ce qu'il dictoit et corrigeoit sur des brouillons, avec deux autres moines

ses ecrivains."—The intimate connexion of the two Works will appear at p. 364.

^ " The same year (1190) Richard hearing by common report, and by the rela-

tion of many persons, that there was a certain ecclesiastic of the Cistercian order in

Calabria, named Joachim, abbot of Curacio, who had the spirit ofprophecy, and pre-

dicted future events to the people, sent for him ; and took pleasure in hearing the

words of his prophecy, and wisdom, and learning. For he was a man learned in the

Holy Scriptures ; and interpreted the visions of St. John the Evangelist, wliich the

same John relates in the Apocalypse, wliich he wrote witli his own hand ; in hearing

which the king of England and his followers took great delight."

What follows in Roger of Joachim's explanation of Apoc. xii, xiii, xvii, about the

Woman, Dragon, and Beast Antichrist, is given at p. 38i! infra.

* My edition is that of Venice, l.'i^? : of 2"24 leaves.

'' Sec p. 372. Again, lie in one place seems to allude to a.d. 1200, as the date of

his final recension. See my Note 3 p. 361.
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which happened, according to Fleury, in the year 1202.—I now

proceed to give a sketch of his exposition.

A brief Prologue, and then an Introductory Book, are prefixed to

the Exposition itself; which Exposition is itself divided into six

Parts.—In the Prologue he takes care prominently to state, that he

had not entered on the work presumptuously, and merely from his

own judgment ; but by the authority, and at the command of the

Roman See : a brief Monitory of Pope Clement on which point,

and one which alludes to the previous mandates of the two Popes

preceding, is inserted.' And, in the same spirit of deference to the

Roman See, he leaves also prefixed a solemn charge to the Priors

and Brethren of his Abbey, to have his writings immediately and

formally submitted to its judgment ; in case of his death occurring

before this was done.^

From the Introductory Book, one of several chapters, preceding

the main Commentary, it may suffice to note what he says of the

Three Ages, the Apocalyptic seven-sealed Book, and the Concord of

the Two Testaments.

1 . Noticing the old Jewish threefold division of time, before the

Law, under the Law, and under the Messiah or Gospel, he observes

that the last period of these three may be itself divided into three ;

viz. that of the Gospel Letter, Gospel Spirit, and Vision of God; so

making up five in aU : and that, omitting the first and last of the

five, he would mean by the Three States of the World, when spoken

of, the three intermediate seras ; viz. 1. from Abraham to John the

^ Breve Monitorium seu Preceptorium Summi Pontificis.

" Clemens Epi-copus, Servus Servorum Dei, dilecto filio Joachim Abbati de Curatio,

salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.

Canonis suadet, et debitiim evangelicse charitatis, ut in cunctis actibus nostris ad id

plurimum attendaraus, qualiter secundum veritatis evangelicae testimonium opera nos-

tra bona luceant coram hominibus ; ut ex eis proficiendi materiam capiant, et exem-

plum. Quum igitur, jubente et exhortante bonpe memorife Lucio Papa praedecessore

nostro, expositionem Apocalypsis et Opus Concordiae inchoasse, et postmodum auctori-

tate Domini Papse Urbani successoris ipsius composuisse dicaris, caritatem tuara mo-

nemus et exhortamur in Domino, per Apostolica Scripta mandantes, quatenus labori-

bus tuis in hac parte peroptatum et debitum finem imponens, (gratia Domini prose-

quente,) ad utilitatem proximorum opus illud complere, et diligenter studeas eraen-

dare ; veniensque ad nos quam citius opportunitas aderit, discussioni apostolicae sedis,

et judicio, ut prsesentas.'"

Datum sexto Idus Junii, Pontificatus nostri anno primo. (i. e. a. d. 1188.)

' The date given is MC ; which is evidently incorrect. I presume it should be MCC.
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Old Testament,

Baptist and Christ ; 2. from Christ to the time of the fulness of the

Gentiles ; 3. from that to the consummation.

2. He states that certain mysteries of the Old Testament history

were depicted by the seven Seals of the Apocalyptic seven-sealed Book ;

and that these mysteries were opened by Christ after his resurrection.

3. He illustrates the concord of the two Testaments ; and corres-

pondence of certain events affecting the Old Testament Church,

with certain that affected the New Testament Church, the latter

being a kind of fuller expansion and accomplishment of the types of

the former : and this in the seven seras following, signified under the

seven Seals.^ We have here the key to Joachim's Apocalyptic views.

New Testament.
3EAL

1. Fro7n Christ to death of John ilie

Evangelist.—Convict of the Church

with the Jews.

2. Death of St. John to Constantine.—
Persecutions of Pagan Rome.

3. Constantine to Justinian.— Vqv&i&xi

oppression of the Church. Schism of

the Greek Church from the Latin.

4. Justinian to Charlemagne.—Saracens

overrun and mutilate the Greek

Church and nation.

5. Charlemagne to tlie time noiv present.—
German Emperors from Henry the

1st (men worse than heathens) en-

deavour to destroy the liberties of

th« Church.

fi. Times, just about beginning, in which

the Roman Babylon will be struek

to death.

1. From Abram or Jacob, to Moses and

Joshua ; in which aera occurred

Israel's war with Egyptians.

2. Joshua to David.—Wars with the

Canaanites.

3. David ioElias and Elisha.Sc\i\&m

of Israel andJudah, and civil wars.

Also wars with Syria.

4. Elisha to Isaiah and Hezekiah.—
Wars with Assyrians, resulting in

Israel's ten tribes' destruction.

5. Hezekiah to Judah's captivity by the

Babylonians : the Egyptians under

Pharaoh Necho partially preparing

or co-operating.

6. Jews' return to Malachts death.—
Babylon conquered by the Persians.

Jews suffer from Assyrians under

Holofernes, and Syro- Macedoni-

ans.*

7. Malachi to John the Baptist and 7. End of the Second State in the world's

Christ.—World's First State ends. Conversion and Sabbath.^

" Apertio sexti sigilli," he concludes, " nuper initiata in paucis

annis vel diebus consummationem accipiet. Ut autem in tempore

' See his LeafG to 10.

- An evident anachronism ; as it was not till long after Malachi that the Syro-

Macedonians opprest the Jews. But he calls Hainan a Macedonian.

^ At Leaf 9, he allows two generations, or some 60 years from a.d. 1200 as the

interval of transition from the second to the third stale.— I shall have to remark after-

wards on certain inconsistencies and obscurity, in his statements about the 6th and

7th Times.
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sexti signaculi percussa est Vetus Babylon, ita et nunc percutietur

Nova. Et sicut tunc Assyria et Macedones deterruerunt Judseos,

ita et nunc Saraceni, et qui post eos venturi sunt pseudo-prophetse,

facient mala multa in terrS,, et talem tribulationem qualis non fuit ab

initio. Consummatis autem pressuris istis adveniet tempus beatum."

Other chapters are on the Dragon and Antichrist ;
" De duplici in-

teUigentia distinctionis ;
" " Pulchrum mysterium ;" " On the differ-

ence of sabbaths ;
" " On the perfection of the numbers five and

seven :
" &c. now not needful to enter on. Let me only in passing

call attention to the heading of one, " De vita activa designata in

Petro ; et de contemplativa in Joanne."—On various occasions this

view of Peter as type of the priestly order. John of the monastic, is

put forward by Joachim.

I now pass on to Joachim's Part ii. of the Commentary, and begin-

ning of the opening of the Seals : observing in transition that he ex-

plains the four Cherubim around the throne to signify, in chrono-

logical succession, the first, the apostles ; the second, the martyrs

and confessors ; the third, doctors of the 4th and 5th Centuries ; the

fourth, virgins or monks.

The \st Seal then having been opened by Christ, the first Cherub, or

Apostolic Order, as with a voice of thunder invited the world to con-

template.—^The White Horse was the Primitive Church : the rider,

Christ, with his crown of righteousness in person, conquering alike

the world, death, and Satan ; and to the disciples triumphantly as-

signing the kingdom, the Jewish perfidy being overcome. (Just as

Israel emerged from and conquered the Egyptians.)

In the 2wrf Seal, the Red Horse is the Roman army : the rider the

Devil, that great Homicide, or the Roman Emperors actuated by

him. So were wars kindled, and peace disturbed. And especially

what bloodshed of the saints in the Roman persecutions ; till the

Church's victory over Paganism under Constantine and Pope Syl-

vester ! (So in Jewish history the conquest of the Canaanites.) The

Order of Martyrs by their sufferings invited attention to this Seal.

Zrd Seal. The Black Horse was the Arian Clergy, masters of

error and darkness : the balance symbolizing the disputatio literae,

and cunning dialectics of the Arians. " Sed tu tene tuum pondus :

tu serva numerum quem audisti
! " viz. "a choenix of wheat for a
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penny." Which choenix (or bilibresj Joachim explains as having refer-

ence to the two Testaments ;
" or perhaps to the cry of the two Sera-

phim, Holy, Holy, Holy !
" Which ciy had the wretched Arians

heard, they would never have impeached the Deit}' of the Son or Holy

Ghost." (The order of the Catholic Doctors here proclaimed the truth.)

4th Seal.—The Pale Horse signified the Saracens, those destroyers

of much of the Greek Church and Em.pire ; the rider Mahomet.

For, " Quis tam recte Mors appellari potuit quam iUe perditus

Maometh, qui tot millium hominum facta est causa mortis !
" (Joa-

chim identifies this with the Little Horn of Daniel's fourth Beast.)

By " Hades following " was perhaps meant Meses Mutus ; a persecu-

tor of Christians then ruling in Mauritania.—It was the order of Monks

and Virgins that here answered to the fourth Cherub ; crying.

Come and see !—(Israel's fourth tribulation, from the Syrians and

Assyrians is the Jewish parallel referred to by Joachim.)

5th Seal.—By the altar of God, which is associated with this Seal,

as the four Cherubs were with the Seals preceding, is meant the

Romish Church, including both clergy and monks. As the four primary

persecutions originated in Judaea, Rome, Greece, and Arabia, so this

fifth in Mauritania and Spain ; where many Christians of the Romish

communion have been killed, even untU now. (The Saracens, who

seemed to have fallen, having been revived like the Beast's head inApoc.

xiii, caused this result ;
just like the revived Assjoian power under

Nebuchadnezzar.)—" And they cried. How long, O Lord, dost not

thou avenge, &c." A different cry this from that of the proto-martyr

Stephen ! For of the just some, like him, are more patient.—The

white robes given signify how the martyrs pass from mourning to joy.

—The words," till their brethren be judged, that are to be slain

even as they," show that after the fifth Seal, " in cujus extremitate

nos sumus," there remains still to be accomphshed a martyr-struggle.

6th Seal.—Earthquake, &c. Here is the beginning of the New
Babylon's day ofjudgment. (" Perpende verba haec misera Babylon,"

says Joachim ;
" ecce enim appropinquat desolatio tua ! Necesse est

enim ut in sexto recipias quod in quinto tempore contuhsti." He

includes here, the enemies of the Roman Church in the new Roman,

or Western Empire, especially the German Emperors :adding, as a

parallehsm from Apoc. xvii, xix, " Ipsi enim reges qui percussuri
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sint Fornicariam, ut emundent superficiem terrse, pugnaturi sunt cum

Agno, et Agnus vincet illos.") This day of judgment, he says, is to

be understood in a larger sense, as weU as stricter : the large for a

certain indefinite period of judgment ; as Paul, " Us on whom the

ends of the world are come : " a stricter, when the just shall rise

to eternal life, the wicked to eternal punishment.—Here the earth-

quake is the soul's earthquake of terror : the sun and moon darkened,

the spiritual eclipse of both the monastic and the clerical orders : the

heaven passing away, the passing away of the Church, so as that there

be no more pubhc preaching : (though some will still be in secret
:)

just as says Apoc. xiii, " that none might buy or sell," i. e. none offer

the gospel, but they that had the Beast's mark. The islands and moun-

tains fleeing away, are the Christian churches and monasteries. The

kings of the earth noted, are the same that in Apoc. xix are seen to

gather against the Lamb : and many thousands wiU fall in martyrdom,

to complete the martyr-number.—Then Babylon having thus been

judged, the Mahomedan nations (joined by false prophets apostatized

from Christianity) will prophesy triumph to their law. But the

Lamb shall conquer them.

Sealing Vision.—The four angels here are the same evil angels as

those that (Ps. Ixxvii) once afflicted Egypt ; judicially permitted to

withhold the life-giving influences of the winds ; i. e. of the Spirit. (Or,

if good angels, they may signify thefour preaching orders withholding

the word, as in Amos viii.) The sealing angel is either Christ, risen

from the dead, and having the name of the hving God as the Divine

Author of life : or perhaps the Roman Pontiff, charged like Zerub-

babel of old to rebuild Jerusalem and the temple ; Christ acting and

triumphing in him, " maxime cvim ipse solus principaliter teneat

locum ejus."—Whichever it be, he will arise as with the influence of

the morning sun, at which the wild beasts, or adverse powers of dark-

ness, will get them away to their dens (Ps. civ) ; while he preaches

with certain evidence the near resurrection of the dead :—that so, in

this breathing-time between the two last tribulations, the faithful

ones may be active to complete the mystic number of the elect

144,000 ; (the same that are re-mentioned in Apoc. xiv, and figured

too in the 144 cubits of the Holy City :) and to fight the remainder of

the battle, under the Lamb and his followers, with the Beast and
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kings of the earth.—^The interval will be like the six years after

the return from Babylon, in which the temple rebuilding was com-

pleted.—Besides which 144,000 an innumerable number wUl be

killed for Christ's name, whose blessedness is declared in the palm-

bearing vision : a blessedness partly in this world, where they begin

the ascription of praise to God the Saviour ; and lasting afterwards

through eternity : the angels (here meaning all the elect ones^) crying.

Amen ! and serving him alike day and night, or in times of joy and

sorrow, in his Church : as also in heaven afterwards ; when they drink

of the fountain of life in his presence, where there are no tears.

1th Seal. As in Luke xxiii it is said that " the women rested

(siluerunt) on the Sabbath, according to commandment," so the half-

hour's silence of this Seal may mean the sabbath-keeping, especially in

a contemplative life. So in Psa. Ixxxiv, " I will be silent to hear what

the Lord God may say concerning me."—In the corresponding sera

under the Old Testament, viz. after Ezra and Malachi, there was a

cessation too from writing Scripture. So under the coming 7th Seal

the time of expounding Scripture will have ended. (Did Joachim be-

heve the prophetic Expositor's office closed in himself?)—He adds;

" The half-hour specified, I deem, to be the seventh and last half

time of the three and a half prophetic times, whether literally or

mystically understood."

Part iii.—With the Trumpets Joachim makes the chronology of the

Visions to regress to the commencement of the Gospel-dispensation :

the seven Trumpet-Angels being New Testament preachers, appointed

to raise their voice like a trumpet ; just as Israel's trumpet-priests round

Jericho. With what those priests did in one week we may compare

what has been done, or is to be done, in the sixth age of the world :

the world being fated to fall, together with Antichrist, on the com-

pletion of seven times from Christ's birth ; which seven times are

all included under the world's sixth age.

The incense-Angel being explained as Christ, after his ascension,

offering (together with the saints) the prayers of his people, then

' " Omncs angcli in hoc loco omnes illi electi homincis iiitelligendi sunt
; qui, etsi

non sint enumcrati inter quinque ordines qui specialius pertinent ad civitatem, perti-

nent tamen ad suburbcana et vicos."
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sending down the fire of the Holy Spirit on the apostles and all

others of spiritual understanding, and the thunderings and voices as

the voice of the Gospel sounding forth thereupon to all the world,

—Joachim thus next proceeds to expound the Trumpets.

Trumpet 1 .—The Trumpet-Angel here is the Apostolic band, and

chiefly St. Paul, preaching against Judaism the spirituality of the law

;

while the hail, mixed with fire and blood, cast on the earth, signifies

the spirit of hardness of heart, mixed with fiery and bloody zeal, in-

fused into the Jews : the result being that a third of professedly believ-

ing Jews (the vain and self-satisfied of them) returned to Judaism.

Trumpet 2.—This Trumpet-Angel signifies the Martyrs and Doc-

tors of the post-apostohc age, preaching against the Nicolaitan he-

resy : Nicolaus with his hot malice being like a burning mountain

cast into the sea of Gentilism ; through which a third, as before,

were caused to die from the faith.

Trumpet 3.—The third Trumpet-Angel is the Christian Doctors

from the time of Constantine : the falling meteor Arius : whose pes-

tiferous error fell on bishops and priests, from whom should flow

forth streams of wisdom ; and embittered the waters. Scripture being

now perverted by them.—Which Arian .error, and Arian persecu-

tion too, continued till the time of the Saracens.

Trumpet 4.—The Trumpet-Angel in this case typifies the Holy

Monks and Virgins : who, as celestial luminaries, gave light to the

world ; but were in a large measure quenched by the outburst of the

licentious Mahometan heresy, and of the Saracens.

The Woe-denouncing Angel that next followed, I think, says Joa-

chim, to have signified Pope Gregory I : who wrote so much, and so

earnestly, on the world's end as near at hand, and the coming trials

of the consummation.^ If his predictions were not fulfilled, the failure

arose, not from Gregory's having been deceived, but from God's mercy

in withholding judgment, and prolonging the time of probation.

Trumpet 5.—" And who the scorpion-locusts of this Trumpet but

the Pathareni,^ the modern Manichees }" So Joachim expounds the

* Such the reader may remember is my own explanation of the vision. It is in-

teresting to find so early a propounding of it. But if so, how phice the Saracens, as

Joachim does, before, not after, the woe-denouncing angel ?

2 So A.D. 1 179 in the third year of the Lateran Council ;
" Hsereticorum quos alii

Catharos, alii Patarinos, alii Publicanos vocant." Also, in a.d. 1183, Pope Lucius III

;

VOL. IV. 2 B
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symbol. It is notable as about tlie earliest application of such Apo-

calyptic emblems by Romish writers to anti-Romish schismatics.

And here, let me observe, Joachim gives the current account

of these heretics (the commingled Waldenses and Cathari apparently)

just, no doubt, as it had reached him : nor can I pass on "without

briefly sketching it, as being a testimony hitherto unnoticed. He tells

then that they beheved all bodies to have been created by the Devil, and

Christ not to have come in the flesh; though plausibly' professing all

the while to be the holders and teachers of the apostolic faith : that

they lived a simple life, supported by their own labour, and made great

pretence to purity and righteousness -^ yet, when meeting at night

in their synagogues, did there the deeds of darkness : that their

origin was of ancient date , beyond known record :
^ that they were

divided into believers and perfect men ; the latter alone bound to ob-

serve their stricter rules of life -^ that they were bent on proselyting,

using, or rather abusing Scripture for the purpose ;^ and also arguing

from their own simpler and more primitively Christian hfe, in con-

trast with that of the Catholic clergy : that in doing this they made

light of the risk incurred ; even as if they despised the present life,

and counted on eternal life, if punished with death in consequence :^

in which case, and when burnt as heretics by the Catholic authorities,

they were esteemed by their brethren as men crowned with martyr-

dom/—Is not all this very corroborative of the view given by me of

these so-called heretics in my second Volume .''
^

" Imprimis Catharos, et Patarinos, et eos qui se Humiliates, vel Pauperes de Lugduno,

falso nomine mentiuntur:" Hard. vi. ii. 1683, 1878 : and in 1199 the Letter of Inno-

cent III, A. D. 1199, which has been cited by me Vol. ii. pp. 333, 350 ;
" Quosdam

qui Valdenses, Cathari, et Paterini dicuntur."

' " Verbis verisimilibus."

^ " Justitia praediti." Compare what I have said of the heretics examined at tlie

Council of Arras early in the 11th century, in my Vol. ii. p. 248.

•'' " Diu est quod confecta fuit Secta ilia : nescimus a quo fucrit inchoata vol aucta."

^ Compare what is said in my Vol. ii. p. 331, of the twofold division of the Wal-

denses into the Per/ecti, .and the gcnei-al body of the disciples • also, ib. p. 260, of the

division of the heretics examined at Cologne in 1147, into the general body, called

believers ; and those especially set apart, called the elect.

'' " Utuntur auctoritatibus Scripturarum ; immo non utuntur, sed abutuntur.'"

^ " Despicientes penit&s vitam temporalem, ac si per supplicia adcpturi eternam."

' " Nam et martyres Dei nominant suos, qui forte a Ciitholicis concremati sunt

igne ; estimantes illos principcs sectrc suw. Sicut asserunt, coronanturmartyrio."

" Considering ton what is said of their antiquity, p. 371.
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As to the Apocalyptic details, they are thus applied to the Patha-

reni. The oi-iginal opener of the abyss God only knew : it was pro-

bably some one of the clergy,' taught by the father of lies to probe

the depths of worldly science ; the scorpion-locusts being the Pa-

thareni heretics, emerging out of the smoke of the heresy :—again

the trees and grass, which the locusts are bid not to hurt, are the per-

fect and the simpler Catholics; the latter of whom, when interrogated

by the heretics, turn a deaf ear, saying that it is not for them, but the

clergy, to dispute on questions of faith. On the other hand the men con-

verted by the Patrini into " behevers " soon feel the venom of the

sting of their perverters ;
" the very paleness of their face" show-

ing them to be so wretched that they would rather die than live :

—

conscience meanwhile accusing them of having joined the heretics only

from regard to temporal benefit : it being a custom of these Patha-

reni to make collections at their meetings,^ and to hold out to poor

Catholics, with whom they express sympathy, that by joining them

they may both temporally profit, and also, keeping the apostohc faith,

gain eternal Ufe.—The breastplates indicate the hard-heartedness of

the Perfecti : the rushing locust-wings their noisy arguings from Scrip-

ture : the^ye months of their commission, a period probably of so many

generations ; five months being equivalent to five times thirty days, and

sometimes a day used for a y ear.^ For it is long since the sect first

began ; indeed no one knew when.*^—Finally, the locust-king Abad-

don might be the Apostolic man whom these heretics all profess to

obey.^

On the whole, adds Joachim, considering what St. John says,

that " whosoever denies Jesus to have come in the flesh is an Anti-

christ,'^ and also what St. Paul prophesies of apostates in the last

days, " forbidding to marry, and that there should be abstinence

from meats," we may I think conclude that Antichrist is even now

in the world, though the hour of his revelation has not yet come : the

time for this being under the sixth Trumpet, after the desolation of

the Roman empire, which still oflfers him resistance. But the fifth

' " Clericus quidam." ^ " Collectas bonorum suorum."

^ This should have been added to my other illustration of the year-day principle

from Joachim Abbas, given Vol. iii. p. 234. See too p. 37.'>. * Mark this.

* Compare what I have said of the Pope of the Paulikians, Vol. ii. p. 262.

2 B 2
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Trumpet-woe is indeed but a preparation to the sixth : so that

Antichrist may anticipate so far in his rise, as under the fifth to have

begun existence.

Trumpet 6.—Tlie Voice fi'om thefour horns of the altar means the

concurrent voice of the four evangehsts :

—

the four angels bound the

same four evil angels as in Apoc. vii, waiting only the summons to do

evil at any time, and for any time ; whether "the hour, day, month,

or year :" the Trumpet-Angel, Christian preachers ; whose it is to loose

the evil angels, either by ceasing to pray for Christendom, or sim-

ply, so as Jeremiah, in the sense of announcing then- being loosed :

whereupon the four angels are to lead on deceived myriads, as behevers

in Antichrist. Of these the Saracens will be the chief ; the same

that constituted the fourth Trumpet-plague ; now revived, after a tem-

porary decline, hke the Beast from the abyss : the Jews too joining,

and also the Pathareni. " Indeed a captive escaped from Alexandria

told me in 1195 at Messina, (a fact heard by him from a certain

eminent Saracen,) that the Pathareni had sent envoys thither to con-

clude an alliance with the Saracens, which had in effect been con-

cluded." Hence a foundation for the mystery of iniquity. By these

other savage nations are to be led on ; as the Turks from the East,

the Moors and Berbers from the South, and from the North savage

nations north of Germany : all which until the sixth Trumpet-blast

continue bound in, or by, the Euphrates, or Roman empire ; an em-

pire intended to be a bulwark to the Church. But when the sixth

Vial has been poured out, and the Euphratean waters dried up, then

these powers are to fall on Rome, the proud city. (Would that it would

take warning !) A prelude to which has been seen recently in the case

of the Emperor Frederic : who in 1189 crossed the sea with multi-

tudes ; but returned in 1191 with fear, nothing done.—The lion-hke

heads of the symbol, adds Joachim, indicate open force, the sei-pent-

tails secret poison ; whereby (the numbers being irresistible) the

enemy will both dominate over the body, and by torments seek to

quench faith in the soul. (He further intimates the identity of these

powers with the ten toes of Daniel's image ; as also with the ten

horns of the Beast ; or ten kings, in Apoc. xvii, that are to tear and

desolate the harlot city Rome.)

In Apoc. ix. 20, a notice having been added of the general non-
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repentance after the plagues above-mentioned, there is given in

Apoc. X. a vision of an Angel of light, sent to improve the respite be-

fore the last and greatest tribulation : the elect being thus helped to

salvation, and the condemnation of the impenitent increased.

But who meant by this Angel ? Probably some eminent preacher,

in the spirit and power of Enoch, if not Enoch himself:^ his /ace as

the sun indicating the communication of the light of spiritual intelli-

gence ; Yasfeet as pillars of fire the firmness of his tread (recog-

nizing their concord^) in either Testament, Old or New, the land

or deeper sea ; and his outshedding lustre on either : his lion-like

voice being a cry directed against the infidels remaining ; and the

seven thunders the concordant answering voices of doctors inspired

by the seven spirits of God : voices sealed however from the carnal ; as

says the apostle, " The natural man understandeth not the thmgs of

the Spirit of God ;" though the book of Scripture will be still

opened to all. The Angel's oath indicates that it will be one part of

the answering preacher's mission to proclaim the last time, and day

of judgment, as near at hand : though till the event it must remain

uncertain, as Augustine says,^ how long mav be the last day spoken of

in Scripture, or in what order the details of judgment ; save only that

the judgment must begin, and that speedily, at the house of God ; and

that the subsequent " time being no more" means the final sabbath :

which warning-cry, however, the children of this world wiU not hear

;

but say, " Where is the promise of his coming ?"

In the charge " Go take the Book and eat it," John is the representa-

tive of the monastic order ;^ (as Peter elsewhere of the clerical :) whose

special office it will be, when enlightened by the spiritual expositions

of the messengers of truth, to preach the Gospel of the coming

kingdom.—This will be the third preaching course opposed by the

' Joachim saj's, Enoch or Elias, but prefers Enoch : Elias being one of the witnesses

according to him ; Enoch not so.

^ " Sensus Concordim duorum Testamenlorum.'''' This makes me think that Joachim

regarded himself as mainly the Angel intended : one grand point of his views being

the Concord of the Old and Neiv Testament ; as stated p. 364 supra.

3 " In fine mundi, vel circa finem, has res didicimus futuras :—Elj'am Tesbytem

venturum, fidem Judaeorum, Antichristum persecuturura, Christum judicaturum, mor-

tuorum resurrectionem, bonorum malorumque discretionem, mundi conflagrationem,

ejusque renoyationem. Qiiaj omnia quidom ventura esse credendum est : sed quibus

modis, et quo ordine, magistunc docebit experientia, quam nimc ad perfectam hominum

intelligentiam v.ilet." Quoted by Joachim. ^ So in Joachim's Introductory Book.
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enemy : the other two being that by Moses, and that by Christ and

his apostles.

Apoc. xi. " And there was given me a reed hke a rod ; and the

Angel said. Rise and measure the temple, &c." The Holy City here

mentioned means (not Jerusalem, nor the Greek Church and empire,

which are rather Samaria, but) the Holy Roman Church and empire,

" tota Latinitas ;" ' the Temple symbohzing the ecclesiastical order,

the altar the cardinals : to which Church was the promise given, " Thou

art Peter, and on this rock, &c." The Greek Church, because of its

schism from the Universal Shepherd, and not being under the apos-

tolic reed or discipline, is the outer court cast out, and given to the

Gentiles. Already we see this in great part fulfilled ; the Saracens hav-

ing widely laid waste the Greek Churches : and it must be desolated

yet more ;2 just as the ten schismatic tribes of Israel were in Old

Testament times wasted and carried captive by the Assyrians.^—And,

adds Joachim, (here more fully stating his view of the judgments

coming on Rome and the Popedom, which views, already hinted

under the sixth Trumpet, will recur again at Apoc. xiii and xvii, and

call for the reader's special notice,) because of the Latin Church not

repenting, but adding sin to sin, therefore, after desolating the

Greek or outer court, the Gentiles are also to tread for forty-two

months the Holy City, or Latin Church and empire

:

— the time this

of the reign of Daniel's Little Horn, or eleventh king.^

On the Apocalyptic Witnesses there arise, says Joachim, the two

questions; 1. Who the two? 2. Whether to he t?^i.en personally or

figuratively ? On the primary question he states the general patristic

opinion that they were to be Enoch and Ehas ; but, with deference,

expresses his o^vn opinion that they mean rather Moses^ and Elias: the

* Compare what I have observed on Lateinos, as the name and number of the Beast,

Vol. iii. p. 211,212.

' On the capture of Constantinople, and overthrow of the Greek Empire by the

Turks, whom Joachim and others regarded as very much identified with the Saracens,

this exposition of Joachim's might naturally be recalled to mind as having fulfilment.

3 Compare aqain the Concord of the Old and New Testament ; as noted by me p. 364

from Joachim's Introductory Book.
• Here Joachim draws out a curious analogy between the Jews, Greeks, and Latins

on the one hand, and on the other Mary Magdalen, John, and Peter, successively

visiting Christ's sepulchre.

* Whose death is not recorded, adds Joachim, like other deaths ; it being said that

none knows his sepulchre.
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same that appeared together at Christ's transfiguration ,• and whom,

what is said in the Apocalyptic sketch of the Witnesses better suits :

viz. turning the waters into blood, which Moses did, conjunctively

with other plagues on Egypt ; and inducing a drought of three and

a half years, which did Elias.—As to the second question, he quotes

Jerom saying, when asked about Enoch and Ehas, the then supposed

Witnesses to come, " that all the Apocalypse was to be spiritually

understood : because otherwise Judaic fables would have to be ac-

quiesced in ; such as the rebuilding of Jerusalem, and renewal in its

temple of carnal ceremonies." ' Whence, argues Joachim, we must

suppose that Jerom only expected two individuals, or perhaps two

spiritual orders, to come in the spirit and power of Enoch and Elias,

as did John the Baptist previously ; to preach, and have the fight

with Antichrist.—On the whole ^ the leaning of Joachim's mind

seems to be to Jerom's view ; and that the spiritual or figurative sig-

nification was to be attached to the indicated Witnesses Moses and

Elias; the two orders of clerics and monks being perhaps intended : some

individual preacher having also previously appeared, as in Apoc. x, or

some spiritual order, answering to Enoch : which three he further iden-

tifies with the three Angels flying in mid-heaven, with gospel-voice

and warning cry, before the fall of Babylon, described Apoc. xiv.

—At the same time, when come to the notice of the forty-two

months of the prophesying, he enuntiates both as regards the Apo-

calyptic Witnesses, and the Beast also that they are to conflict with,

a larger and more general explication, as well as the more special :

" the forty-two months in which they are to preach, clothed in sack-

cloth, signifying so many generations of the cleric and monastic

witnessing order :"''^
i. e. according to his own explanation else-

' This ought to have been inserted in my notice of Jerom's Apocalj'ptic views.

^ In order to show that implicit belief was not due to the general patristic opinion

of Enoch and Elias being the two witnesses, he mentions that it involved a contra-

diction of another thing also stated by Jerom as a general patristic notion respecting

Enoch and Elias ; viz. that in their not dying these two were typical of those that

at the consummation are not to die, but only to be changed at Christ's coming. How
could they be such a type, argues Joachim, if they have yet personally to conflict

with Antichrist, and die in the conflict."

^ " Moses fuit vir Levita, et pastor populi Israel; Helyasvir solitarius non habens

filios aut uxorem. Ule ergo signiiicat ordinem clericorum, iste ordinem monachorum.

(^>uadraginla duo menses quibus pra'dicant indnti saccis significant totidc7H</eneraiiones;
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where,' on the year-day principle, 1260 years : during which time, says

he, the " gentiles," and anti- christian unbelievers, even till Antichrist,

are to tread the Holy City , though but partially, and not so as under

Antichrist proper : even as we have already seen the outer court many

years trodden by them. The Witnesses' shutting heaven during the

time of their prophesying, is to be understood figuratively ; so as in

Isaiah, " Make the heart of this people fat, &c.," and " 1 will com-

mand the clouds that they rain no rain on my vineyard :
" also the

fire evoked by them from heaven, of the power of the Spirit in their

words to confound their adversaries. Their being said to stand be-

fore the Lord of the whole earth, may mean before Daniel's Little Horn,

or xith King ; (as Moses and Aaron stood before Pharaoh ;) seeing

that the Prince of this world is to reign for a time times and half a

time, in judgment on the sins of men : or, if Christ be meant as the

Lord of the whole earth, their standing before him may indicate

that in the time of their witnessing (at least before its conclusion)

Christ is to appear in that character, and to take to himself this earth's

dominion : as it is said in Psalm ii,
•" I will give thee the heathen

for thy inheritance, and uttermost parts of the earth for a possession."

" And when they shall have completed their testimony, the Beast, SfC."

—By this Beast (as wiU be shovra on Apoc. xiii and xvii) seems

to be meant the unbelieving multitude that were to persecute the

Church, from Christ's birth or death down to Antichrist : the same

as the fourth Beast of Daniel.- Which Beast, towards the end of his

reign,'^ (false prophets assisting,) will both by fraud and force make

war upon the two Witnesses first, and the saints more generally

afterwards ;
'^ first however inflicting a death-blow on the Babylon (or

Roman power) resisting him.^—The place of their slaughter may be

c|iiibus (et verbis et excniplis) clamant dicentcs, Peiiitentiaiu ayite; appropinquat

ciiiiii regnum cculoruni."

Viz. on the^re monthsoi the scorpion locusts. See p. 371 supra.— I presume it is

on this and Joachim's notice ad. ]2(I0 given p. ;5fi4, that the Benedictine Editor of"

Bernard grounds his statement; " Abbas Joachim existimabat Antichristum iiilra

sftT«^i7i/a «//«os a suo tempore adfuturum. Vixit autem circa ainuun 1200." (Vol.

i. p. 84G. Paris 1839.) For I have not observed any more direct expression of opinion

to that effect elsewhere in Joachim's Commentiiry.

^ See on Apoc. ix. " " Circa linem regni sui factura est pra^lium contra sanctos."
'' " Praicuntibus eos duobus viris qui sint duces eorum."

5 " Prius dabit opeiam resistentem sibi diutius percutcre Babylonem ; ct postea

eripot contik Deum tormi tontumacia;."
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the literal Jerusalem, if the Witnesses slain be two men literally.

Against this, however, stands the fact that Jerusalem is never called

the great city, so as Nineveh or Babylon. Therefore we must ra-

ther understand by the phrase the kingdom of this world ; the body

of the citizens of which have in spirit participated in Christ's cru-

cifixion.'—As to the three and a half days of the Witnesses lying

dead, Joachim only says that if the three and a half years of the wit-

nesses be taken typically of the whole time from Christ to the con-

summation, then the three and a half days must mean some lesser

time, after which the kingdom is to be given to the saints. If the

specifying of time be taken literally, then there must be meant their

literal resurrection at that interval : though not the general resur-

rection of the dead, which is to be not till the end of the world.

He speaks of a large gathering of people, on the occasion, and to the

place ; and says that in the earthquake following, the tenth part of the

city, which fell, meant those clerics who, though professedly in Rome,

are yet really infideb, belonging to Antichrist, and will then openly

apostatize from the faith ; also that the seven thousand are men de-

ceived by him.

But if Enoch (or perhaps Moses) and Elias are thus to come in the

third state before the consummation, how need we to watch and

beware, lest any enemy come saying, " We are Enoch and Elias,"

and deceive many ! Because it is as clear as the light that a Beast

with two horns like a lamb is to come ; symbohzing false prophets,

such as Christ bid us to beware of.

Trumpet 7.—Now the mystery hidden in the Old Testament

from Moses to John the Baptist will be consummated.—The g7-eat

voices in heaven are preachers in the Church, announcing and rejoicing

over the coming good ; the twenty-four typical elders representing

the union of all prelates in the song. The time of the dead being

judged is that of the Beast and False Prophet being cast into the

lake of fire ; Antichrist and his fellows being specially meant in the

corrupters of the earth then to be exterminated : ^ at which time

* Joachim observes on the adverb ivhere ; (" where also their Lord was crucified ;")

" Hoc adverbium ubi plerumque in divina pagina non tam loci situni, quam aut popu-

lum qui aliquando fuit in loco, aut populi ejusdem similitudinem signat."

^ " Ad x\ntichristum ct socios ejus referendum est
;
quod, sicut praeter solitum

corrupturi sunt terram, ita prater solitum exterminabuntur de tend." He compares
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vvill begin the third or sabbath state ;i corresponding, perhaps, with

Apoc. XX. 4, " I saw thrones, &c :
" ^ until the saints in new bodies

ascend to inherit the kingdom prepared for them.

I think, adds Joachim, that there will elapse but a brief interval

between the sixth trumpet's sounding and the seventh's.

Part IV. Apoc. xii.

—

The travailing Womanhere figured he makes

to mean the Church generally; but specially that Church of hermits and

virgins, the children of which are the 144,000 of Apoc. xiv : this

Church answering to the prototype of the Virgin Mary, " Queen of

heaven ;" being clothed with Christ the Sun of Righteousness,

tramphng on all sublunary glory, and bearing the crovra of the twelve

virtues.

Of the figured Dragon, or Devil, the body are the multitude of the

reprobate; the Dragon's sewre heads (like the Beast's^) the seven

chief Church-persecuting kings of the reprobate ; his ten horns ten

kings that have yet to reign ; his tail the last antichristian tyrant at

the end of the world.

The Apostolic Church having brought forth Christ, its male child,

(as He said, " "Who is my mother ? Are not these } ") the Devil

tried to kiU him ; but he rose, and ascended into heaven.—In the first

battle of martyrs ensuing, Michael, the invisible protector of the

Church, acted chiefly through Peter ; the invisible Dragon through

the Dragon's two first heads, Herod and Nero. This great battle may

seem to have ended in the days of Constantine.'* If so, the Apocalyptic

this, and makes it parallel, with Zechariah's prophecy : " I will gather all nations ; and

I will pour out my spirit on the house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the

spirit of grace and supplication ; and I will take away the false prophet from the land."

' " Ad tempus illud referendum est in quo Bestia et Pseudo-propheta mittentur in

stagnum ignis ; et ad terlium statum mimdi, qui crit in sabbatum et quietem : quo,

externiinatis prius corruptoribus terra;, rcgnaturus est populus sanctorum Altissimi

;

quousque induti novis corporibus, et pacto judicio generali, ascendant siniul cum Domino

ad paratum sibi regnurn ab origine mundi."
* " Puto autem quod mox, ubi completa fuerit passio sanctorum, incipiet septimus

Angelus exaltare vocem suani ; ostendens jam omnino consunnnata essemysteria regni

Dei: apparentibus signis in sole et luna et stellis (Luke xxi) ; . . . nempe et quod

dictum est in hoc loco, ''• Et tempus mortuorum^'''' in septima parte hujus libri scriptum ;

' Vidi sedes, et sederunt super eas, et regnaverunt cum Christo.'
"

3 Joachim notes the distinction of the diadem being on the ten horns in the Beast's

case.

•* The reader will do well to mark Joachim's adoption of Constantine's own historical

rxp'anation of this fhajikT : after Tichonius. Aufcclm, and others before him.
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song of exultation is to be referred to the time when the saints then

surviving were crowned with glory.
—

^Thereupon the Devil, (cast down

to the earth, or into the hearts of the earthly-minded,) persecuted

the woman by means of the Arian heretics and heresy ; and she fled

to a hfe of retirement and contemplation : the two wings help-

ing her being wisdom and the love of God ; the time of her sojourn-

ing in the wilderness forty-two months, or the whole time of the Dra-

gon ; the water cast out of his mouth against her, Arian persecutors.

—

The Dragon's first war having thus been against Christ and his apos-

tles, his second against the early martyrs under Pagan Rome, and third

against the confessors against Arianism, his fourth was to be against

those that were given to contemplation, psalms, and prayer.

Apoc. xiii. The Beast here figured is a compound and combina-

tion, says Joachim, of Daniel's four Beasts.—In Daniel the first

Beast was the Jewish antichristian body ; the second the Roman Pa-

gans ; the M«>o? the Arians ; the fourth i]\Q Saracens i^ the first re-

sembling a lion ; the second a bear ; the third a leopard, with four

heads
; (signifying the Arian Greeks, Goths, Vandals, and Lom-

bards ;) the fourth very terrible, and having ten horns. All which

bestial resemblances were united in this Apocalyptic Beast ; and

which had similarly also seven heads in all, and ten horns.—How
terrible the fourth is told by its desolation of the churches in Syria,

Palestine, Egypt, Africa, Mauritania, and the islands of the sea ;

where Christ's name is abolished, and Mahomet acknowledged as

the prophet of God.^ Besides that the other Beasts submitted after

a while to the Christian Church ; this, though once humbled and

apparently dead, has revived and is ten-ible as ever. The ten horns

with diadems are ten kings yet to be, at that closing time of the cala-

mitous period, when the Beast's kingdom shall end.—" I saw one of

the heads as it were wounded to death, and the deadly wound was

healed." The Jewish, Pagan, and Arian heads were actually wounded

' One might be curious to know how Joachim satisfied himself in not applying to

Daniel's four Beasts, (signifying as they did the v.'orld's four great empires,) the

inspired explanation of the parallel four parts of the symbolic image, previously ex-

hibited : iis these were also to signify the four great empires, destined to rule succes-

sively till the consummation. I need hardly say Joachim's solution is altogether

original.

^ " Alas !
" adds Joacliini, " if Antichrist, when he appears, shall do as much evil

as this his precursor and preparer !

"
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to death ; and who ever heard of their revival ? though the Beast

itself indeed, (or antichristian body,) survived under another head.

But with the Saracen head many may think the prophecy to have

been already fulfilled. In the time of Pope Urban and the early

crusaders, a.d. 1095, ^ when Jerusalem had been taken by the Chris-

tians, the Saracens in Egypt and Asia made stipendiary, Sicily con-

quered by the Normans, and the Moors repeatedly vanquished in

Spain, the Saracen supremacy seemed wounded to death. But now,

says Joachim, it is revived, and as terrible as ever. He prefers,

however, to understand the deadly wound as still future when he

wrote, and to be effected by spiritual weapons rather than temporal :^

also the revival to be in a power answering to Daniel's eleventh or

Little Horn : a horn unspecified by St. John ; probably because of

his prominent specification of the Dragon, or Devil, that was to in-

spire and rule in it. Joachim dwells on the fearfulness of the con-

sequent apostasy ;
" All the world wondered after the Beast :" com-

miserating those that might then be alive ; urging mothers to teach

their children to flee for safety to the deserts ; and answering the

arguments of infidelity, drawn from the enemy's success and domi-

nancy, by reference to God's faithfulness and wisdom. " Here is the

faith and patience of the saints."

The second Beast, says Joachim, plainly signifies a false prophet,

or pseudo-prophetic sect or body ; the two horns being not impro-

bably, he adds, Satan's counterfeits of the Enoch and Elias that are

expected ; just as Antichrist will be his counterfeit for Christ. Hence

the double danger of receiving the counterfeit as true, rejecting the

true as counterfeit !
" What if Enoch and Ehas were to knock at

thy door to-morrow ?"—It would seem that these false prophets will

issue out of the bosom of the Church ; knowing and speaking the

Christians' language, and so more powerful to deceive. These may

confederate with the former Beast, Daniel's eleventh Horn, and make

the earth worship it : as Simon Magus confederated with the Pagan

' In mj- Edition it is printed 1015, plainly by mistake.

* Compare the report of what Joachim said to King Richard on this point, as given

p. 388, from Roger do Hoveden. The address to Richard was in the year 1190;

the Apocalyptic comment as transmitted to us, with Joachim's last corrections, sent

forth not till after the year 1195, (see p. 372,) or perhaps 1200, (sec p. 3G3,) after

the failure in main results of the Eiiglisli and French king's expeditions.
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Nero against Christianity, and the Jews with the Romans ; or as the

Pathareni, " the dregs of heretics," now sustain themselves through

worldly potentates. And so soon as " the new Babylon" {i. e. Rome)

shall have been given into the hand of the Beast to be desolated, and

Daniel's eleventh king (the last of these kings) have begun to reign

in the Saracen kingdom, then the false prophets may seize the occa-

sion of making an alliance with the Gentile king ; and preach up his

religion as true, the Christian as false. ^—But why two Beasts ? Be-

cause as Christ is both King and Priest, so Satan may put forth the

first Beast to usurp his kingship, the second his priestly dignity : the

latter having at its head some mighty prelate, some Universal Pontiff,

as it were, over the whole world; who may be the very Antichrist, of

whom St. Paul speaks as being extolled above all that is called God

and worshipped ; sitting in the temple of God, and showing himself

as God. 2 This may be while making use of the strength of the first

Beast for his purposes.—Other doctors regard the first Beast, or

Daniel's eleventh king, and also Gog, as Antichrist : which I, says

Joachim, regard as thus far true, because there are, as St. John says,

many Antichrists ; and what may be wanting of fulfilment in the one,

may be supplied in another.

The Beast's Image Joachim makes to mean '' some tradition com-

posed by the false prophets in memory of the first Beast," ^ saying

that his is the kingdom that is to endure for ever ; some expression,

I suppose he means, of the Beast's mind and doctrine.'^ Its receiving

breath and speaking is when the malignant spirit shall do miracles by

it. The character to be impressed is some edict of his commands :

the sellers and buyers that must bear it, preachers and hearers.

—

' Joachim suggests the resemblance of this second Beast to the goat's little horn

in Dan. viii ; as tliat of the first Apoealyptic Beast to the little horn of the fourth

Beast of Dan. vii.

^ I must give the original of this remarkable passage. " Ita Bestia quae ascendet

de terra habitura sit quendam magnum Prelatum, qui sit similis Symonis Magi, et

quasi Universalis Poniifex in toto orbe terrarum ; et ipse sit ille Atitichristus de qiio

dicit Paulus, Quod extoUitur, etc."—So Bernard thought the Antichrist might be an

Anti-Pope \ and Theodoret much earlier said that the Antichrist tv tj? (KK\riffta

apiraxTfi, ttjv irposSpetat',

^ "• Aliqua specialis traditio, quam componant pseudo-prophetae in memoriam ipsius

Bestiee ; dicentes hoc esse regnum illudquod mansurum est in eternum."
•* At p. 183 on the clause in Apoc. xv, " I saw the conquerors over the Beast's

image,"Joachim thus varies the explanation ;
" In imagine doctrina Bestias designatur."
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" The name and number 666^ is mysterious. We must wait and

know the name, before speculating as to the numbers ; which name

however is not revealed." This premised, Joachim proceeds to

a passing speculation on the subject, as fanciful surely as any of the

speculations of his predecessors. The number 666 may be fitly

typical, he says, of the whole time from Adam to the end of the

world. For 600 may represent the six ages of the world, or whole

time of the Beast ; 60 the six periods of the sixth age from Christ,

in which the Beast has more grievously persecuted the Church of

God ; 6 the time of Daniel's eleventh king, or Httle horn, in which

the persecution is to be consummated.—This however he admits to

be speculation. So soon as he comes, " tunc rerum exhibitio

apertum facient intellectum."

Apoc. xiv—XA'ii. We may hasten over these intervening chapters,

to resume and complete the abstract of Joachim's \aews on the

Apocalyptic Beast, and the Babylon connected with it.—Tlie 144,000

on Mount Zion he expounds as the monks and virgins of the Church,

opposed to those that had the Beast's mark :—the three Angels flying

in mid-heaven as identical not improbably with the Angel-prophet of

Apoc. X and two Witnesses of Apoc. xi respectively ;2 (though pos-

sibly the first might have an earlier reference to the Woe-denouncing

Angel of Apoc. viii. 13, or Gregoiy I :^) the voice of the last, perhaps

of the two last of the three, being after the destruction of Babylon

by the Beast and ten kings ;* and when, the Roman Christian State

having thus fallen, they will be hoping to destroy Christ's name from

off^ the face of the earth.—The voice, " Blessed are the dead, for they

rest, &c," intimates the glorious sabbath awaiting both those who,

after the completion of the sufferings of Christ's body in the sixth

period, shall then reign with Christ ; and those too who. Antichrist

having fallen, shall remain on earth in this life until the last day :''

' Some Latin codices for *' nnmcruxn nominis," read " numerum /iomj'wis," Joachim

tells us. « So p. 375, supra. •» See p. 369.

* Joachim must have remembered that the Witnesses are to be slain in the street

of the Great City. How then prophesy against the Beast after its destruction?

—

But

in that verse about the Witnesses he inconsistently explains the great city simply

as the empire of this world.

' " Adjunctum est de requic sahhati. Nimirum ut sexta die passus est Dominus,

sabbato autem requievit a laboribus suis, ita in sexto tempore (ut saepe jam dictum

est) complebitur passio cor| oris Christi ; i-t erit post hoc sabbatum gloriosum : sen in
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in which day at length will be the han-est of the good, and vintage-

treading of the bad.

So Joachim comes to his Part V, and to the Vials ; ' which though

specially called the last plagues, yet in a larger and more genei-al

sense might be regarded as having had an anticipatory fulfilment in

the same six or seven periods as were before noted under the Seals'

and Trumpets' septenaries :—the 1st on Judaizers, who worshipped

the Beast under liis first head of Herod and the Jewish synagogue

;

the 2nd on the Gentihzed recreants from the early Church before

Constantine ; the third on the Arian bishops and teachers after Con-

stantine ; the 4th on the hypocritical of the contemplative orders ; the

5th on false ones in the Clergy and Conventuals, who, though they

should be God's seat, have yielded themselves to be the seat of the

Beast ; the 6thrf)n the Roman State, as being the New Testament Ba-

bylon :
- the drying up of its Euphrates symbohzing the weakening of

its strength, through God's just judgment ; so as to disable it from re-

sisting the kings that are to come and desolate it.—After which its

desolation, that " Wicked One" is to be revealed, of whom St. Paul

speaks ; the three spirits like frogs, next figured, being meant of him

and his associates.—And then who can tell how soon Christ may

come ? " Behold I come as a thief. "—Finally by the air on which

the 7th Vial is poured out there is meant that spiritual Church which

will remain after the judgment on Babylon ; a judgment by which it

will be cleansed, and made meet for the bridal. So Joachim comes

to the vision of the Harlot and Beast in Apoc. xvii.

illis qui jam regnabunt ciim Christo ; seu in his qui, Antichristo ruente, remanebunt

super terrain, mansnri in hac vita pro velle Dei, quousque corapleatur illud tempus

quod vocatum est novissimus dies. In quo novissimo die, consummatis universis

mysteriis et laboribus sanctorum, quid jam nisi messis et vindemia restat.'"'

The aboA^e is important as bearing on Joachim's millennial views. Compare Note

3 p. 377 ; also p. 364 supra.

' It is to be observed that Joachim too, like Andreas and others before him, had

in his Latin Version the curious reading, " vestiti lapide mundo ; " agreeably with

the Greek KiQov-, instead of A.tj/oi', Apoc. xv. 6 : also that he explained the ol viKwvrf!,

in XV. 2, of those that received no other doctrine than that of the Roman Church, and

who were thus triumphant over the Beast.

• Joachim gives also, and indeed primarily, an explanation referring the Vial to

those imtlioiit Christendom , the Euphrates being so taken literally. It seems likely

that he may have given this about the time 1190, when he expounded to King Rich-

ard, and expected a speedy overthrow of the Saracens. The secondary meaning is

given again in his Comment on Apoc. xvii. 16, " The ten horns shall hate her," &c.
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Part VI. Apoc. xvii. The Angel-revealer of this vision is the 6th

Vial-Angel ; the 6th period, now current, being the time of its right

understanding ;i the harlot Rome :—not indeed the Church of thejust

that sojourn in Rome, but rather the multitude of Rome's reprobate

or opposing members : her place being also not in one province or

kingdom, but over the whole area of the Christian empire. The kings

of the earth that fornicate with her Joachim makes bad prelates with

the charge of souls : the Beast (as before) the infidel kingdoms that

have persecuted the Church, from the apostohc age till now : its

seven successive Heads being,— 1. Herod and his Judaic kingdom ;

2. the Roman Pagan empire to Diocletian ; 3, 4, 5, and 6, the four

Arian governments and princes, Greek, Goth, Vandal, and Lombard ;

7th the Saracen or Mahommedan, now stiU existing. Besides

which, says Joachim, seven kings are mentioned : not as identical

with the heads, but simply thus, "And there are seven kings;"

i. e. kings eminent among the persecutors. Which kings chronolo-

gically correspond with the seven periods of our sera ; though neither

chronologically nor politically correspondent with the seven heads

:

being 1. Herod, 2. Nero, 3. Constantius, 4. Mahomet (Chosroes also

perhaps included), 5. the German Emperor who first troubled the

Church about investitures, 6. Daniel's Little Horn, or eleventh king;

i. e. Saladin the reigning Saracen, who has just taken Jerusalem. This

is the " one that is ;" (the 6th period of the Christian sera being the

standard time present, used by the Angel in his statement ;) and

under whom the Roman Babylon is to be desolated : after which,

alike the 6th king and 7th head having perished, (the latter wounded

unto death,) a brief respite will be granted for the faithful, then the

Beast arise under its 8th head,^ to make one more persecution, and

after it to perish for ever.
—

"With regard to the ten horns, or ten kings,

that have not yet received power, but receive it one hour after the

Beast, there is a difficulty : for according to Daniel, it is while these

ten are reigning that the eleventh is to arise. Here however it is said

after the Beast, not after the 6th king?—That the harlot city reign-

' Joachim notes both the importance and phiinness of the vision. " Qui nescit

rjuod passura sit Merctrix pro erroribus suis, de facili dccipitur nutibus oculorum

suorum."

* One of the seven, says Joachim, as uniting all thr errors of the seven.

^ Probably, he says, " sub nomine sexti regis alius snrgere intelligatur post alium ;
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ing over the kings of the earth, and to be spoiled by them, means

Rome, is undoubted ; being told us not by other fathers only, but Peter

himself •} including however the members of its empire, not those

within the city walls only.^ The comfort is, adds Joachim, that

Jerusalem tarries in Babylon ; and that to it the promise is given,

" Thou art Peter, &c." So long as the waters she sits on remain,

the kings cannot prevail against her. But when her Euphrates is

dried up, then they will attack her ;^ God having put it into the

hearts of these " exteri reges " to give their kingdoms to the Beast,

or ruling chief of the Beast, on seeing his success against the sub-

jects of the Roman empire : the result of which alliance will be the

tearing and spoliation of Roman Christendom, together with perse-

cution of Christians and Christianity ; whence a general apostacy,

though not without some faithful martyrs.

In Apoc. xviii the kings of the earth that wail over Babylon are

wicked Prelates : the fire spoken of that of the eternal punishment

of her reprobate members, of which the temporal is but a pledge

;

the merchandize that of ecclesiastical functions, bartered by priests

for money.''—The song of exultation on the fall of Babylon, given

in Apoc. xix, Joachim expounds as the song of the Church on earth

;

escaped out of, and freed from, the New Testament Babylon : a song

which he compares with that of the Jews restored with Ezra from

the Ancient Babylon ; and such as had been never heard in the

Church since the days of Constantine. Its two subjects of con-

gratulation are "the destruction of the Harlot, and the liberty of

the Church :
" and alike converted Jews, (" for then the Jewish

people will be converted to the Lord,") and Greeks too and Latins

will join in it ; crying " Hosanna ! Blessed is he that cometh in

quatenus post ilium de quo dicit Joannes, Unxs est.''' But I do not exactly under-

stand the explanation.

' Referring to 1 Peter v. 1.3 ;
" The Church which is in DalijloH ;

" meaning, it was

understood, Rome.
^ Joachim here speaks of some that rested on Benedict's words quoted by Pope

Gregory I ;
" Rome shall not perish hy Icings'' attacks ; but by earthquakes, &c." This

however, says he, had reference to the Gothic Icijigs then attacking Rome.

3 So on the 6th Vial.

* He exemplifies in those who refused to impart the divine sacraments, entrusted to

them " pro salute vivorum et mortnorum, nisi aut accipiant aliqnid, aut accipere spe-

rant." Also in those who looked for the praise of men ; and so too resembled Judas,

who for thirty pieces of silver betrayed Christ.

VOL. lY. 2 C
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the name of the Lord." The song of the twenty-four elders, &c,

is explained to be the answering Alleluia in heaven, for the hberation

of the righteous, the conversion of the Jews, and bringing in of the

fulness of the Gentiles. And so, adds Joachim, will begin that kingdom

for which we continually pray, " Thy kingdom come."—O how good,

says he, will it be for us to be there ! Christ being our shepherd,

king, meat, drink, light, life

!

But after this so solemn a rejoicing, there remains yet another

tribulation, 1 depicted in the chapter following.

Apoc. xix. " And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white

horse, &c : and I saw the Beast, and the kings of the earth, and their

armies, gathered to make war, &c,"—So, says Joachim, Zech. xiv. 2 ;

" I wiU gather all nations to Jerusalem to battle : and the Lord shall

go forth, and fight against those nations."—Here is the Beast "which

had been, and was not, and is to ascend from the abyss and go into

perdition;'^ i.e. the Beast under his last head:—also the seventh

King, " which had not yet come, but was about to come, and to con-

tinue a short space :
" though indeed this king is not here men-

tioned ; as if to intimate that this is the Antichrist, in whom the Red

Dragon dwells bodily.—This last point however, says Joachim, is

doubtful ; and whether this seventh king, or the sixth, (the one which

is,) or he that is called Gog, or any other, be properly Antichrist.

What we know is that the sixth King wiU be worse than the five pre-

ceding, and the seventh than the sixth ; and that these will be the two

last heads of the Dragon. I think, too, that the first will be king

over the Beast from the sea, the second over the Beast from, the land,

or False Prophet.—y^heiher Christ's figured manifestation on the

white horse, to destroy the Beast in this his last form, be a personal

coming, or only providential, is a point doubted by Doctors. At first

(p. 207) Joachim decides on the view of its being a /x?r50«a/ coming :

because both of what Paul says, " Whom the Lord shall destroy by

the brightness of his coming ;
" and what Christ, " Immediately

after the tribulation of these days, they shall see the sign of the

Son of Man, &c." Afterwards he admits that it may be explained

of Christ's acting invisibly in his Church militant.—And what the

' This second tiilmlatidn of the 6th period is to follow, he fi<ay8, " post gaudiiim

illud tain solemne, quod post hebdomadani qure intitulatur de passione :
" i.e. after

the Easter sabbath, succeeding tlie Church's Passion Week. Compare Vol. ii. p. 131.
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armies of saints following him on white horses ? I think, says he,

they must signify either distinctively the saints that rose from the

dead when he rose, (Matt, xxvii. 52,) or all the saints dead in

Christ generally, as now to appear with Him ; i. e. if Christ's coming

be personal.' If not, then they may be Christ's saints on earth.2

—

The sword from the rider's mouth is expounded as what St. Paul

speaks of, " Whom the Lord shall consume with the breath of his

mouth:" his eyes like fire, as indicating the all-revealing brightness

thrown on things at the day of his judgment.

Part vii. Apoc. xx.—So, says Joachim, we come to the seventh

Part, in which we have to treat of that great sabbath which is to be

at the end of the world : a period which I have called The third State ;

and which may be termed the Age of the Spirit, as the two former •

were of the Father and of the Son. The idea of all secular time and

things ending with the fall of Antichrist, had been overthrown, he

adds, by St. Remigius ; showing that a certain time, of uncertain

length, would still remain after that event :—the idea itself having

arisen from want of obsei-vation, that the last day of Scripture is not

to be understood as signifying the last moment of the world ; but

rather the world's last age, or time of the end

:

—a point illustrated

by St. John's saying above a thousand years before, " It is the last

hour." ^ Whether Christ's coming is to be at the beginning of this

sabbath time, or the end of it, has seemed to some doubtful : but,

says Joachim, again reverting to the pre-millennial theory, both St.

' " Uimm e duobus arbitror esse tenendum :—quod aut mortui qui sunt in Christo

ciim 60 protinus apparebunt viventes, secundum supra scriptam Apostoli auctorita-

tem ; aut illi apparebunt suscitati cum ipso, qui cum eo pariter resurrexerunt a mor-

tuis:'" viz. as in Matt, xxvii. 52, referred to just before. P. 208.—The first view is

the completed pre-millennial theory.

- For saints in the mortal state may conquer even in suffering :
" qui, sequentes

passionem Domini sui, ita pugnaturi sunt in corporibus suis tradendis pro nomine

Crucifixi in tempore sexto, quomodo ipse in die sexto in candido illo equo suo snperavit

et vicit." Ibid.

What is said of the heaven appearitig opened, in order to the exhibition of the vision,

may be meant, he adds, of the opening of Scripture truth at the time ; so that all that

the vision relates may appear clear.

^ " Maxime cum jam sint transact! aniplius quam mille anni, ex quo dixit beatus

Joannes, Filioli novissima hora est."

A sentence which cannot but suggest the opening of the Waldensian Noble Les-

son; " Well have 1100 years been completed since it was said, It is the last time."

See my Vol. ii. pp. 320, .341.

2 C 2
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Paul's and Christ's own words, referred to above, seem to fix it at

the commencement of the sabbath period.'—As to this constituting

the seventh millennary of years from the world's creation, Joachim

speaks of the idea as set aside by both the Greek and Latin mundane

chronology : much more than 6000 years from the world's creation

having past, according to the Greek chronology : and much less

(though the time Joachim thought must be close at hand) according

to the Latin. His own view was, that the Apocalyptic millennary

period was specified simply as lieing a most perfect number : that

the binding of Satan spoken of might possibly have had an incipient

fulfilment from the time of Christ's resurrection ; and in that sense

the Apocalyptic millennium extend from that epoch to the world's

consummation : but that its perfected fulfilment would be in the sab-

bath time after the Beast's destruction :
^—which sabbath might be

longer, or shorter, as God pleased ; ^ indeed so short perhaps that

the real and chief Antichrist might possibly exist and act in the

great antichristian battles both before and after it."* But time would

unfold this.—As to the first resurrection he conceived it identical

with Daniel's prophecy, that, after the destruction of the Beast and

its Ijittle Horn, the kingdom and power under the whole heaven

should be given to the saints of the Most High : ^ and with that too

in Ezek. xxxvii, which speaks of a resurrection before Gog's coming.''

Perhaps, he says, on the clause, " The rest of the dead lived not till

tlic 1000 years were ended," the saints are then to rise, and enter

at once on life eternal, without that terrible ordeal of the judgment

of the white throne which others must go through.' But he admits

' Let it he here marked how, immediately that the Christian SBTa. had so far ad-

vanced as to allow of the year-day principle hciiig applied to the 1'260 days' prophetic

period, without placing Christ's second advent necessarily at a distance, it was soap-

plied. Compare Note 3, p. 364.

^ " Secundum aliquam sui partem incarceratus fucrit Draco ex eo tempore quo su-

peravit euni Christus die in mortis suic ; secundum vcro universitateni capituni suoruin,

ex efi die vel hora qua IJcstia ct Pseudo-propheta mittcntur in stagnum ignis." And
again :

" Secundum partem incepit ab illo sabbato (]uo requievit Dominus in sepulcro :

secundum plenitudinem sui, a ruina Bestire et Pseudo-Fropheta;." 21 1.

^ " Tunc erit magna pa.x ; cujus terminus erit in arbitrio Dei."
'' " Ista tria proilia " (viz. that of the ten kings destroying Babylon, or Rome, that

of the Beast against the Lamb, and that of Gog, the two first pre-sabbatical, the last

post-sabbatic) " tam fortassis erunt vicina, ut ille Homo Peccati possit omnibus inter-

esse; maxime autem in secundo et tertio." ib. ^ P. 212. ''" P. 213.

^ " l-'orte intelligaraus sanctos protinus pos-t resurrcctionem suam absque terribilis
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difficulties in the view ; and the need of waiting for further illustra-

tion—As to Gog, he might very possibly be the Antichrist.

The new heaven and new earth Joachim expounds to mean the

final blissful state, when the tares shall have been gathered from

the wheat, and the just shine as the sun in the kingdom of their

Father :
i—the New Jerusalem, on the other hand, to figure the

Church even in its earthly state, and from its first beginning at

Christ's birth .2

So I conclude my abstract of Joachim : an abstract which I have

made longer and more detailed than any other, because of what I

deem its peculiar importance and interest. For the same reason I

subjoin in a Note Roger de Hoveden's account of Joachim's Expo-

sition of Apoc. xii, xiii,^ to our king Richard ; whereby we shall

illius judicii examine, et absque intervallo dieruni, iiitraturos ad veram vitam ; cseteros

vcro non statim, sed post consummatioiiem judicii." Ibid. Compare Joachim on

Apoc. xix. 14, in my p. 387 supra. ' p. 216.

^ " Non est referenda ista visio, et iste descensus, ad horam illam ultimam in qua

manifesta erit gloria Hierusalem ; sed ad terapus nativitatis ipsius." Ibid.

" " The interpretation of this vision according to Joachim, Abbot of Curacio, is as

follows.—The woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet, signifies

the Holy Church covered and clothed with the Sun of Righteousness, which is Christ

our God; under whose feet the world, with its vices and lusts, is ever to be trampled.

" And upon her head a crown of twelve stars." Christ is the head of the Church :

her crown is the Catholic faith which was preached by the twelve apostles. "And
bringing forth, she was in pain to be delivered." Thus the Holy Church, which is

continually blest with new offspring, is in pain from day to day, that it may bring

forth souls to God ; whom Satan endeavours to snatch away, and draw down with him-

self to hell. " And behold a great red Dragon, having seven heads and ten horns.'"

That Dragon signifies the Devil : who is well said to have seven heads ; for every

wicked one is a head of the Devil. He puts seven as the finite for the infinite, for the

heads of the Devil are infinite ; that is, the persecutors of the Church, and the wicked.

But though they are infinite, nevertheless this Joachim in his exposition specified

seven persecuting powers ; whose names are Herod, Nero, Constantius, Mahomet,

Melsemut, Saladin, Antichrist. St. John also says in the Apocalj'pse ;
" There are

seven kings; five have fallen, and one is, and one is not yet come :
" which the same

Joachim thus explains : There are seven kings, namely, Herod, Nero, Constantius,

Mahomet, Melsemut, Saladin, Antichrist. Of these, five have fallen ; namely, Herod,

Nero, Constantius, Mahomet, Melsemut : and one is ; namely Saladin ; who at this

time oppresses the Church of God, and keeps possession of it with the sepulchre

of our Lord, and the holy city Jerusalem, and the land in which the feet of our Lord
stood. But he shall in a short time lose it.

Then the king of England asked, " When shall this be.^" To whom Joachim
answered, " When seven years shall have elapsed from the day of the taking of

Jerusalem." "Then," said the king of England, " Why have we come here so

30011.= " To whom Joachim replied, " Your coming is very necessary ; because the
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be enabled to compare his views in 1190 with those in 1196 or

1200 : ' and append moreover a Tabular Scheme of his Exposition.

Lord will give you victory over his enemies, and will exalt your name above all the

princes of the earth.

"

It follows; " One of them is not yet come ;
" namely, Antichrist. Concerning this

Antichrist the same Joachim says that he is already born in the city of Rome, and

will be elevated to the Apostolic see." And concerning this Antichrist, the Apostle

says ;
" He is exalted, and placed in opposition, above all that is called God :

" and,

" then shall be revealed that wicked one, whom the Lord Jesus will slay with the

breath of his mouth, and destroy with the brightness of his coming."

And the king turning to him said :
" I thought that Antichrist would be bom in

Aniioch, or in Bahylo7i, of the tribe of Dan ; and would reign in the temple of the

Lord, which is in Jerusalem ; and would walk in that land in which Christ walked ;

and would reign in it for three years and a half : and would dispute against Elijah

and Enoch, and would kill them ; and would afterwards die ; and that, after his

death, God would give sixty days of repentance, in which those might repent who

should have erred from the way of truth, and have been seduced by the pireaching of

Antichrist and his false prophets."

It follows ; " and ten horns."—The ten horns of the Devil are heresies and schisms
;

which heretics and schismatics set up in opposition to the ten commandments of the

law, and the precepts of God. " And upon his head seven crowns." By crowns are

signified kings, and princes of this world, who will believe on Antichrist. " And his

tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven ; " because of the great multitude of

men believing on him. " And cast them unto the earth."—He calls the inferior per-

sons who shall believe on Antichrist stars ; and says, " the third part of the stars

of heaven," because of the great multitude of men believing on him. " And cast

them unto the earth :"—that is, he casts all into hell, who shall continue to believe on

him. " AVhich stood before the woman who was about to bring forth ; that when she

had brought forth, he might devour her son." The Devil is always practising against

the Church ; that he may seize her offspring, and devour what he has seized : and he is

properly said to " stand ;" because he never declines from his wickedness, but always

stands stiff in malice, and inflexible in the craft of his fraud. Or, in another sense, his

tail signifies the end of this world : in which certain wicked nations shall arise who are

called Gog-Magog ; and shall destroy the Church of God, and subvert the Christian

race. And after that shall be the day of judgment. And in the time of Antichrist

many Christians abiding in caverns of the earth, and in the solitude of the rocks,

shall keep the Christian faith in the fear of the Lord, even until the destruction of

Antichrist. And this is what he means when he says, " The woman fled unto the

wilderness of Egypt, where she had a place prepared by God, that they should there

feed her 1260 days." But " her man-child, who should rule all nations with a rod of

iron," is especially our Lord Jesus Christ : who, after his passion and resurrection,

ascended into heaven, and sitteth at the right hand of God the Father Almightj', and

shall come again to judge the quick and the dead, and the world by fire. Whose fol-

lowers if we are, and persevere in the way of his commandments, we shall be caught

up to meet him in the air, and shall be with him for ever.

And although the said Abbot of Curacio maintained this opinion concerning the

coming of Antichrist, nevertheless Walter, archbishop of Rouen, and Girard, arch-

bishop of Auxerrc, and John of Worms, and Barnard, bishop of Bayonne, and other

ecclesiastics well versed in the scriptures, endeavoured to prove the contrary : and, al-

though many plausible arguments were adduced on each side, the matter still remains

undecided." (Maitland's Translation.)

' See Note .5 p. ^^2, and Note 2 p. 363,
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The observant reader cannot but have remarked the newness of

many of Joachim's views ; aUke on some of the later Seals, Trumpets,

and Vials; on the year-day construction of the 1260 prophetic days

of the Woman and Witnesses ; and the Dragon, Beast, Harlot,

and Millennium : also that they were both thought out, and urged,

with a measure of earnestness and conviction of their truth abun-

dantly greater than attached to any previous Apocalyptic Expositor

;

at least any subsequent to the Constantinian revolution.—And could

these new opinions on the Apocalypse, promulged thus pubhcly and

earnestly by one so venerated as the Abbot Joachim, fail of exercising

a marked influence on the subsequent interpretation of this wonderful

prophecy ? In truth we find the efifect marked and speedy. In the

Romish Church, while some still held mainly to the old generalizing

views of Tichonius or Ambrose Ansbert, Bede or Haymo,—of which

class Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, both of the xiiith cen-

tury, were much the most illustrious,—others, as Almeric, Pierre

(T Olive, &c, quickly followed in the track of Joachim with yet

bolder innovations : while- open dissidents moreoverfrom the Romish

Church, despised nearly up to this time as contemptible heretics,

began too to make their voice efiectively sound forth, on two

points at least in which Joachim had innovated ; a voice which,

after one temporary suppression, has even to the present day never

ceased. It is to these innovators, whether within or without the

Romish Church, that I wish to draw the reader's chief attention, in

all that remains of this present fourth Section : and I shall therefore

content myself with placing my notices of Albertus Magnus and

Thomas Aquinas below.'

' 1. Alhertus Magnus.

The celebrity of tliis man is hamlccl down to jiostcrity in his surname, Albert tftc

Great. He is spoken of by Mosheim as a man of vast abilities, and the literary dic-

tator of his time. JJorn early in the thirteenth centiuy, he was in 1'26"() made Bishop

of llatisbon : bnt soon retired aj^ain to the Dominican Convent at Padua, of which he

was Provincial ; and, after a life spent in study, died there in ]'2!{1. His works arc

said to make up twenty-one folio volumes. His Treatise on the Apocalypse was
printed at Haslc in small 4to, in 1506 ; the edition which I now have in hand.

His frequent reference to Haymo is stated in a commendatory Preface prefixed by
one IJernard of Luxembourg, of the order of Preachers. " Sa>pe in roborationc dic-

torum suorum allegans f/at/moncm ; unum de antiquioribus exi)ositoribus Apocalyp-
scos: qui fuit niagister Karoli Magni, monachi Ordinis Sancti Bencdicti." But he
refers to Bale as nuidi, 1 tliiiik, as to Iluvmo -. and also sometimes to one Gilbert

;
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3. The two hermeneutic innovations which I stated specially to

have been so taken up are Joachim's explanations, 1. of the Apo-

calyptic Babylon, as in a certain sense Papal Rome ; 2. of the pre-

who seems to have been a commentator of celebrity in the preceding centurj'. The
following points seem to me the most noticeable in Albert's Apocalyptic Commentary.

The Epistles he considers to have depicted the Church Universal, with reference to

its state in seven successive chronological periods : viz. of the apostles, of the post-

apostolic martyrs to Constantine, of the period of the Arian struggle, or 4th century,

of the confessors and doctors afterwards, during whose time Mahomet introduced his

heresy, of the still later time (I suppose commencing from Charlemagne) during which

the temporalities of the Church were increased, of the time then present, and lastly

the future time, apparently of Antichrist. In the second Epistle, to Smyrna, he sug-

gests as an alternative explanation of the teti days of tribulation spoken of, that it may
have reference to the ten persecuting kings designated by the Beast's ten horns ; viz.

Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Antonine, Severus, Maximin, Decius, Valerian, Aurelian,

Diocletian.

As a general view of the Seals, he cites and acquiesces in the following succinct

sketch from Bede. " Secundum Bedam in primo sigillo orditur status primitivee ec-

clesia; : in titbits sequentlbus bellum ciim ecclesia triforme : (viz. of Roman Pagan per-

secutors, heretics, and hypocrites :) in 9«into triumpliantium in hoc bello gloria : in

sexto persecutio Antichristi futura : in septimo quietis aitenise initium :
"—this last

being signified by the half-hour's silence ; of which says Bede, as Albert again quotes

him, " Post interitum Antichristi requies aliquantula futura creditur in ecclesia."

In the Trumpets Albert again follows Bede -, explaining them of judgments in

nearly the same chronological periods as before : the sixth being that of Antichrist's

invasion. In Apoc. x the vision passes, according to Albert and Bede, to describe

Christ's descent from heaven at his incarnation : the seven thunders being the voices

of preachers, terrible as the denouncing of seven-fold punishment ; understood by the

good, sealed to infidels. In Apoc. xi the Temple means the Church ; the casting out,

the excomnmnication from it of false brethren. The forty-two months are explained

to be generally all the time of the wicked trampling the Church, specially of the 3^
times of Antichrist; the tiuo witnesses, Enoch and Elias

; (though some, meaning

Joachim,had lately said Moses and Elias;) the place of their slaughter, the literal

Jerusalem, where Christ had been himself literally crucified, and would now be crucified

figuratively in his members ; the three and a half days of their lying dead signifying

three and a half _^mrs.— In Apoc. xii the woman is explained as either the Church or

the Virgin Mary ; the twelve stars of the coronet meaning, on the latter hypothesis, the

twelve prerogatives of the blessed Virgin ; while the Dragon's seven heads figure the

seven evil spirits, and his ten horns the ten kings, as in Dan. vii.—In Apoc. xiiithe

Beast is Antichrist ; or possibly, as Haymo, the Devil : the seven heads signifying

all powers adhering to him. God's Tabernacle, blasphemed by him, meant Christ's

flesh, in which dwelt the fulness of the Godhead bodily. (Might not questions about

transubstantiation have suggested themselves to Albert as he wrote this.') The
second jBeasi signified the preachers of Antichrist: the Image of the Beast, a. coniov-

mity to Antichrist, urged on men by the preachers
;
(" sic dicit glossa et Haymo ;")

or perhaps a material image. The name and number C66, construed in Greek words,

might be, as Bede says, avrefios or reirav ; the latter as the su?i of righteousness,

which Antichrist would call himself: or perhaps, adds Albert, with the same idea, in

Latin words, Die Lux ; in the sense " Die me esse Lucem "
! !

The seven Vials are described as the seven last plagues on Ihe n probate, in the time
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dieted Antichrist's elevation, as that which might have fulfilment

(and that speedily) in his possession of the throne of a Universal

Pontiff, the Papal throne. • The careful guards with which Joachim

ofAntichrist ; though the specification following might lead us to suppose a succession of

plagues was meant from the earliest promulgation of Christianity :
" In prima conti-

netur daranatio Judaeonmi reproborum ; in secunda Gentilium reproborum; in tertia

hereticorum ; in quarta damnatio Antichristi ; in quint^ suorum ministrorum ; in

sexta falsorum Christianorum ; in septima damnatio dsemonum."—The great city

£«iy^ow is stated to mean that " vanitatis mundanse:" the seven mountains, iill the

proud ; the seven kings, those of chief wickedness in the course of all time ; 1. those

before the flood ; 2. those from Noe to Abraham ; 3. those from Abraham to Moses ;

4. those from Moses to the Babylonish captivity; 5. those from that captivity to

Christ ; 6. those from Christ to the time then present ; 7- Antichrist. The ten horns

might mean either the ten kingdoms into which the Roman empire was to be divided

in the time of Antichrist, or all the reprobate.

On the MiUenniurn Albert repeats the old Augustinian explication. The New
Jerusalem he interprets as a figure of the saints' glorified state.

2. Tfiomas Aquinas.

This angelic doctor of the Romish Church was a pupil of Albertus ; but ran a shorter

career than his master : the date of his birth being 1224, of his death 1274. The

scene of his literary labours and triumphs was Italy ; chiefly Naples, where he died.

His canonization, or (as the recent Romish Editor and Annotator * of his work De

Antickristo,f which is the subject of my present notice, characteristically expresses

it) h\s apoiJieosis, was solemnized in 1323. Whence a question as to the supposed

early date of the MSS ; superscribed as it is as a work oi St. Thomas. But, it seems,

his fame was such, that the Pope's .act was anticipated by the public voice ; and the

title saint attached to him even before the year 1300, per prolepsin.

His subject, Antichrist, leads him necessarily to speak of Apoc xi, xiii, xvii, con-

cerning the Apocalyptic Witnesses, Beast, and Babylon.

He begins by noting what is to precede the preaching of the two witnesses, Enoch

ani Elias:—viz. a general religious hypocrisy, as predicted by St. Paul, 1 Tim. iv. 1 ;

a universal agitation of the people, as predicted by Christ, Luke xxi. 25, 26 ; and,

agreeably with St. Paul's prophecy to the Thessalonians, an oTroratno, or defection of

the nations included in its empire from the Roman ride : the Roman empire meant

being still existent, having only changed from a temporal empire into a spiritual
;

(so

T. Aquinas, in a rather remarkable manner, tries to overcome the difficulty arising

from the fact of the nations, once subjected to Roman rule, having separated from, and

broken up the old empire, yet Antichrist, as he would have it, not even then come :)

and thus a defection indicated from the Roman ecclesiastical government and faith,

as well as from its temporal rule.

In the Apocalyptic prophecy of the Witnesses, he explains the /ire out of their

mouihs figuratively of their " scientia spiritualis ;
" the city of their slaughter, like

* Hyacinthus de Ferrari 0. P. S. Theologiae Magistri, Bibliothecae Casanat Pras-

fecti.

+ This is the title of the first of Two Treatises by Thomas Aquiniis ; that of the

second being De Prmamlulis ad Judicium. They are connected Treatises ; and were

published at Rome, with the usual license, in 1840. They are each of about 130 octavo

jiagcs. The first Treatise is the one referred to in my Notes and Numerals, except

where the Numeral ii is inserted.
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fenced these opinions, so as that tliey should neither impeach, nor

be inconsistent with, his fidelity to the Romish See, are almost

amusing. Though Babylon meant Papal Rome, including its sub-

Albertus, of the literal Jerusalem ; the Lord's crucifixion intimated, like him also, as

both literally and figuratively meant ; and the witnesses " tormenting them that dwelt

on. tlie earth,'''' as those" quorum damnationem prsedixerunt, et contradicendo iniquitati

eorum."—On their resurrection he discusses the question whether they are so to rise,

like Lazarus, as to die again ; and concludes in the negative : and on the earthqtiake

concurrent with their ascension, explains the tenth of the city that fell to mean many
just that will then fall by the sword of the enraged Antichrist ; the 7000 being the

number that never bowed their knees to him. Thus he regards the city here meant as

the Holy City spoken of Apoc. xi. 2 ; which, as well as the Temple of Apoc. xi. 1, he

interprets (p. 121 ) to signify the Church.

Then, on Antichrist, he makes the literal Babylon his birth-place ; explaining what

is said in Apoc. xvii about Babylon " being drunk tvith tlie blood of the saints,'''' of the

blood of saints killed in Old Testament times, 6e/brc Christ's coming ; also, like Adso*

(after Augustinef), tells of his being nourished in Chorazin and Bethsaida, and infused

with the Magian philosophy of Babylon. The Beast's (or Antichrist's) seven heads

he makes all bad princes adhering to him ; the ten horns (like AndreasJ) his anli-

decalogic enmitj.—The second Apocalyptic Beast he expounds, after Albert, to be Anti-

christ's false apostles and preachers : the two horns iihe a lamb indicating their (profess-

edly) preaching Christ, holding Christian doctrine, and retaining the virtue of Christ's

miracles ; but all in falsehood.§ " They will in fact exalt their head Antichrist, as we
exalt C/iresi." He speaks (p. 37) of Antichrist making war with the saints, " per blan-

dimenta et promissiones et exhortationes," and even (p. 114) by urging the autho-

rities of scripture, as well as by violence : repeats the old patristic notion that he will

pretend to be Messiah to gain the Jews, and rebuild the temple at Jerusalem : also

(p. 92) that, to gain the Geiitiles, he will make oracular statues, answering to the

Apocalyptic image of the Beast, and Daniel's maozim. Elsewhere (p. 82) he adds

Albert's explanation of the Beasfs image, as meaning resemblance to him in the

heart.—He alludes to some of the Vials in the course of his argument. The
4th Vial poured out on the sun, (p. 104,) means poured out on Atztichrisf ; because

Antichrist " se solem existimabit, et dicet mundum illuminatum per eum esse :

ipse'enim sibi usurpabit nomen veri solis, id est Christi." (I have elsewhere quoted

this, viz. in my Vol. ii. p. 98, in illustration of the notable fulfilment in the Roiiian

Popes of some of the gravest Roman doctors' own declared anticipations of Antichrist.)

Further, on the 6th Vial, he advances the extraordinary fancy, that by " the waters

of the Euphrates being dried up^'' we are to understand the interdiction of the waters

of baptism, in order thereby to a preparation of the way for Antichrist. The de-

nounced going into captivity of those that send into captivity, &c. he explains ofAnti-

* See the Note p. 357 supra. f In Matt. xi. J See p. 343 supra.

§ " Doctrinam habens similem doctrinse Agni, id est Christi, et miraculorum Agni
similitudinem : sed veritatem coniuum Diaboli ; scilicet doctrinam foetentem, et virtu-

tem miraculorum phantasticam. Et inde aperitur falsitas Bestias, id est Antichristi

;

quia apostoli ejus simulabunt se bonos, et tamen mala suadebunt." i. 97. So a Gloss

from Gregory I, cited p. 96 by the Editor: " Cornua (sc. Agni), quia simulabunt se

habere innocentiam, et puram vitam, et veram doctrinam, et miracula quae Christus

habuit, et suis dedit."—The reader should mark the long chain of opinion on this

point of the religious hypocrisy of Antichrist.
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ject states, yet this was chiefly with reference to the evil-minded

multitudes in it : so as still to leave to the Papal Church its pro-

mised prerogative of infallibihty ;
" Thou art Peter, &c." ^ Again,

though Antichrist might sit on the Papal throne, it would of

course be as a usurper of it.^—But the fitting of Scripture pro-

phecy with the living reality of Papal Rome, m respect not of the

disaffected and evil-minded in it, but of the religious system, eccle-

siastical government, and head there enthroned, enthroned in mighty

supremacy over Western Christendom, (for the contingency of

Rome's revived empire, looked on by Andreas some six cen-

turies before as scarce imaginable,'' had indeed now more than

Christ's sentence to the prison of hell ; so perishing by " the sword" of divine justice.

And I may add that in one place, (ii. 67,) he makes the scorpion-loatsts' tormenting

power in Apoc. ix, (elsewhere, i. 99, expounded of Antichrist's false preachers,) to

signify the tormenting power of bad angels over the lost in hell ; so that these wretches

shall " wish to die, and not be able."

Finally, with reference to the consummation, he not only like Bcde and Albert

explains the hulfhour^s silence.'m Apoc. viii. 1, of a certain respito-time of tranquillity

for the gospel-preaching of the seventh Trumpet, before the end of the world, but makes

it to include Daniel's last 45 days of the 1335, following on Antichrist's reign during

the 1290 : a tranquillity soon issuing in a general state of carnal security, such as in

1 Thess. V. 3.—Of the millennial bindinf) of Satan he in one place (i. 119, 120) gives

the old Augustinian explanation ; as having reference to time past, and commencing

from Christ's ministry : yet seems elsewhere (ii. 63) to apply it to a judgment on the

Devil after Antichrisfs destruction. " In ilia sententia ultimi judicii praeenint exe-

cutioni Michael et omnes angeli, qui prseerunt malis angelis ad torquendura : qui et

religabit Sathanam et omnem virtutem ejus. Apoc. xx. 1." It was another step, in

the track of Joachim Abbas, to the abandonment of the so long received millennial

theory of Augustine.— Once more the New Jerusalem $ymhol and state U explained of

the saints' heavenly state after the judgment ;
(ii. 86 :) and among the hallelujahs of

prai-e attending its introduction (90), Thomas Aquinas somewhat fancifully expatiates

on the music of the seven planetary spheres.

3. In closing this Note on Romish expositors of the thirteenth Century, let me re-

call to the reader's recollection Pope Innocent Ill's interpretation of the Apocalyptic

number 666, as signifying the time of the duration of Mahommedism : an interpreta-

tion given by him A. D. 1214 to the 4th Council of Lateran, and which I have re-

ferred to in my Vol. iii. p. 215, on the Number of the Beast. It is as follows.

" Post tempora Gregorii pcrditionis filius Macohomettiis pseudopropheUi surrexit

:

cujus |)erfidia ctsi usque ad ha-c tempora invahierit, confidinius tamen in Domino qui

jam fecit nobiscum signum in bonum, quod finis hujus bestias appropinquat : 'Cujus

numerics,'' secundum Apocalypsim, 'intra scxcenta seaaginta sea' clauditur :' ex quibus

jam poene sexcenti sunt anni completi." Hard. vii. 5.

' See pp. 3G6, 383, 385, supra. « g^p p_ 3{ji_

•'' " Siquidcni antiqua Roma jam olini majestjitem amisit : nisi quisqiuun ailitra-

fitr pristinum dignitatem et majestatcm sun puslea tempore de novo recuperattirainP

(Quoted or referred to Ijy me at pp. 3.';9, 344, supr.i.
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had fulfilment,) this fitting, I say, when the idea had once been

bruited, was too striking not to impress itself deeply on many a

thinking mind in Christendom, Scarce had Joachim rendered up

the last breath among his brethren,' when Almeric and his disciples

(alluded to, I see, by Thomas Aquinas) declared that Rome was Baby-

lon, and the Roman Pope Antichrist i^ proclaiming too, agreeably with

the predictions of Joachim, that the third Age, the Age of the Holy

Spirit, a time of light and reformation, had even then begun to dawn

with the opening of the new xiiith century.^—A few years later

Jean Pierre cC Olive, another profest follower of Joachim, and leader

in Languedoc of the austerer and more spiritual section of the

recently formed Franciscan body, in a Work entitled Postils on the

Apocalypse, affirmed that " the Church of Rome was the Whore of

Babylon, the Mother of Harlots, the same that St. John beheld

sitting upon a scarlet-coloured Beast, full of names of blasphemy,

having seven heads and ten horns ; " "^ and the chief and proper

Antichrist a pseudo-Pope.^ The idea was echoed by not a few others

among profest Romanists.^ And so, however inconsistent these its

' Let me be permitted to quote- from Fleury a brief obituary sentence on this

remarkable, and I believe sincerely devout man. " Vers ce tems la mourut en Cala-

brie I'Abbd Joachim, fameux par ses propheties. II avoit environ 72 ans quand il

tomba malade a Pietrafittfj, pres de Cosenze ; et raourut au milieu de trois Abbez et

de plusieurs moines : a qui il recommanda de s'aimer Ics nns les autres, comme Jesus

Christ nous a aimez ; ce qu'il repeta plusieurs fois. II mourut le trentieme jour de

Mars 1202 ; et son corps fut porte en son Abbaye a Flore." Fleurj' H. E. Liv. Ixxv.

chap. 41.

" "• Quem (sc. Bestiam Antichristum, Apoc. xiii) quidam haireticorum jam sequen-

tes, dicunt omnes confessores qui fuerunt in ecclesia a tempore Silvestri Papse esse

daninatos, et in inferno."—On which says Aquinas' recent Roman editor, Hyacinthe

de Ferrari :
" £x Amalrici discipulis erant isti ; qui dicebant Romam esse Babylonem,

et Romanum Pontificem Antichristum ; sanctorum cultum idololatriam esse, &c."

Pie refers for authority to Berti Brev. Sec. xiii : and adds; " Ideo tempore Silvestri

PapcB, &c, quia ipse excommunicavit eos a quibus exulavit." Th. Aquin. De Anti-

christo, i. 102.

Mosheim states that Amalric was sometime Professor of Logic and Theolog}' at

Paris; that his disciples received with the utmost faith Joachim's predictions ; that

he held sundry heretical opinions ; and that his bones were dug up and publicly

burnt iu the year 1209. Mosh. xiii. 2. 4. 12, 13.

^ Mosh. ibid. " So Mosheim xiii. 2. 2. 36.

'' " Quod Antichristus proprius et magnus erit Pseudo-Papa, caput Pseudo-Prophe-

tarum." Gieselerii. 303, 304. To whose abstract of Pierre d'Olive's 60 Articles I

beg to refer the reader.

•^ e. g. Eberhard, Bishop of Salzburg, in the Council of Ratisbon held A. D. 1240,

declared that the Popes under a shepherd's skin concealed the wolf; that Hildebrand
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propagators, it travelled down through the xiiith century ; to be

stereotyped in the xivth for all literary posterity, in Dante's Inferno,'

and the Epistles of Petrarch.^

4. Meanwhile, in a different and purer channel,—I mean among

the Waldensian Schismatics, or rather Waldensian Witnessesfor Christ,

—the same idea, quite independently taken up, was never thenceforth

forgotten ; and was thus transmitted downwards by them, to the Wick-

litfites and Hussites of the xivth and xvth centuries. Before Joachim

had either published his Apocalypse, or made known his views on

this mighty point in the famous conference with Richard Coeur de

Lion, the Waldenses in their Noble Lesson had hinted (as I have

elsewhere stated) that whereas the Antichrist was to come, " even

then there were (evidently in the Romish Church) many Antichrists :

"

Antichrist being explained by them, not in its peculiar and proper

meaning, but as opposers of Christ.^ In 1207 we find the Wal-

densian Arnold asserting and defending, in a Public Disputation at

Carcassonne, the Proposition that Rome was the Babylon and Harlot

of the Apocalypse .-• About a. d. 1250 Reinerius tells us that this

representation of Papal Rome, and of the Pope being the head of

all errors, was one of the Waldensian heresies :
^ and somewhat

later, perhaps a century or more, the whole theory is developed in

their treatise on Antichrist.''—Then the mighty truth (for such I

170 years before had laid the foundations of the Babj'lonian Empire of Antichrist

:

that the old Roman Empire having been taken away from the earth, according to St.

Paul's prophecy, (the new Western Empire being but a name and shadow) there had

risen in its place ten horns ; "l^urcae, Graeci, .^Egyptii, Afri, Hispani, Galli, Angli,

Gerraani, Siculi, Itali
;
" and among and over them the Pontifical Little Horn, having

eyes and speaking great things. Aventinus Ann. B. vii.

' Inferno, Canto xix. 106 :

—

Di voi pastor s'accorse '1 Vangelista,

Quando colei che siede sovra Tacque

Puttaneggiar co' regi a lui fu vista

:

Quella che con le sette teste nacqnc,

E dalle diecc coma ebbe argomento.

This with reference specially to the simony and avarice of the Popes and Romish

Church. On which says his Commentator, Pompeo Vcnturi ;
" Dante empiamcnte.

intends qui nell' infame drama la dignita Pontijicia, come residente in Roma ; e, per

meglio gli dire, stessi Pontificii simoniuci."

* In his xxth Epistle he calls the Papal Court the Babylonian Harlot, Mother

of all idolatries and fornications.

3 See my Vol. ii. p. 344. •« See ibid. ]). 324.

" Ibid. " Ibid, p. .-54.5.
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must beg permission to call it) was proclaimed by Wicliffe,^ and by

his followers : among whom, a. D. 1391, Walter Brutes testimony

stands so conspicuous, as detailed to us by the venerable Foxe from

original documents,^ written and registered on occasion of his being

brought before the Bishop's Court at Hereford, that I think I cannot

better conclude this Section than by a brief abstract of it.

It seems then that this Walter Brute, by nation a Briton or

Welshman, who was " a layman and learned, and brought up in the

University of Oxford, being there a graduate," was accused of say-

ing among other things, that " the Pope is the very Antichrist, and a

seducer of the people, and utterly against the law and life of Christ."

Being called to answer, he put in first certain more brief " exhibits:"^

then " another declaration of the same matter after a more ample

tractation ;
^ explaining and settmg forth from Scripture the grounds

of his opinion. In either case his defence was grounded, as we

shall see, very mainly on the Apocalyptic prophecy.

For he at once bases his justification on the fact, as a point de-

monstrable, of the Pope distinctly answering ahke to the chief of

the false Christs prophesied of by Christ, as to come in his name ; to

the Man of Sin prophesied of by St. Paul ; and to the second Beast,

or Beast with the two lamb-like horns, in the Apocalypse : the city

of Papal Rome answering also similarly to the Apocalyptic Babylon.

No doubt, he admits, this had been a mystery long hidden. But

if so, and only recently revealed, it would not be unaccordant with

God's deahngs and declarations.^ " Make the heart of this people

fat, that seeing they may not see, &c," was said by Isaiah of a long

permitted judicial blindness gn the Jews; and again by Daniel, ch. xii,

in one of the self-same visions that would now come into question,

" Seal up the vision till the time of the end :
" also, as to the revealer

of them, Apoc. ii, " He hath the key of David, and openeth and no

' " Wiclif's days were passed in incessant warfare against ' this Master of the

Emperor, this Fellow of God, this Deity on earth.'' And whatever may at any period

have been his respect for the Pope in the ideal perfection of his character,— of the

actual Pope he scruples not to pronounce that he is ' potissimus Antichristus,' tJie

veriest Antichrist:'' Le Bas' Wiclif, p. iiSS.

Among Wiclif 's writings Mr. Le Bas mentions one in Apocalypsin Joannis

;

and as being in the Bibl. Reg. lb. 444. I have not seen any account of this.

2 Foxe, Vol. iii. pp. 131—188. (Ed. 18.37.)

s Foxe, p. 136. * lb. 13.9. * lb.
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man shuttetk :
" and, with reference to the persons revealed to, Dan.

ii. 30, " As for me, this secret is not revealed to me for any wisdom

that I have;" and Luke x. 21, "Thou hast revealed them unto

bahes."—Nor was reason wanting why the revelation should be made

now, in respect of time, said Walter Brute ; and here, in this nation.'

1 . Now : because there are signs of Christ's coming being near at

hand, " to reform his Church ; and by the disclosing of Antichrist to

call men again to the perfection of the gospel, from their heathenish

rites, and ways of the Gentiles, by whom the Holy City was to be

trodden for forty-two months." ^ 2. Here, in Britain, as being by

God's special favor the earhest kingdom converted to the Christian

faith; viz. under king Lucius, when Eleutherius was Bi-hop of Rome:^

and in effect the very loilderness (here begin Walter's special Apoca-

lyptic interpretations) in which the Woman, the Church, (after by faith

bringing forth Christ into the world, who was soon taken up to God

and his throne,) did, on the Dragon or Devil's persecuting her, thus

early take refuge : where too, when the Serpent, especially under Dio-

cletian, sent waters of persecution after her to drown her, " the earth,

i. e. the British stableness offaith,^ helped the woman by supping up

the water of tribulation ;" and where subsequently, for the 1260 days,

or, as was meant, 1260 years of the prophecy, (a period otherwise

exprest by a time times and half a time,"") the true faith had ever

since continued.

Then he passes to the great subject of Antichrist.—Very vain, he

says, had been the usual and long-received ideas about Antichrist :'^

—ideas as of one that was to be born in Babylon of the tribe of

Dan, to circumcise himself, give himself out as the Messias, or Christ,

come for the Jews' salvation, and preach three and a half years

where Christ preached ; then in three ways to seduce the people of

Christendom, viz. " vnih miracles, and gifts, and torments ;"'' and

to fight with the two Witnesses Enoch and Elijah, and kill them,

' Foxc, p. 141. ' Foxc, p. 141. •* About 180, a. n.

'' Compare Tichonius' explanation, " ore sanctre tcrrae," noted p. 324, supra.

^ His mode of identifying this with the 1260 days is curious. The time first

mentioned is the greatest time that we speak of, i. e. 1000 years ; the next times men-

tioned 100 years each, of which we have two here indicated ; these together with

the former making 1000 + 200 years; and tlicn the half-time added being about .50

years. Foxe 143.

* P. 1.45.
" So Also, p. 357 supra.
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and be himself finally slain by lightning :—vain too what was often

added, as to Daniel's 1 290 days, or time times and half a time, of the

abomination of desolation, applying to Antichrist's being worshipped

for that number of days in God's temple ; and then the 45 days ad-

ditional of the 1335 signifying 45 days of repentance granted to

such as should have worshipped Antichrist :
^—as also the appli-

cation to a yet future Antichrist of the Beast with seven heads and

ten horns. For aU this, argues Walter, both Scripture and reason

contravene. How is it likely that one avowedly of the tribe of

Dan should propose himself to, and be believed on by, both Jews

and Christians as Christ ; when it is notorious to both that Christ

is of the tribe of Judah ? Or how again, when coming as a man

of war and bloodshed : whereas the character of Christ's coming

is foretold as one of peace, under which men should beat their

swords into ploughshares and pruning-hooks ? Then he opens his

view of those prophecies. 1. That in Dan. xii. 11. which says that

" from the time of the sacrifice being taken away, and the abomina-

tion of desolation set up, there shall be 1290 days," refers plainly

to what was said before in Dan. ix :—how that " after seventy weeks

Christ should be slain, and the city and the sanctuary destroyed by

a prince that should come ; and that he would confirm the covenant

with many for one week ; and in the half week the sacrifice and offer-

ing should cease ; and in the temple there should be an abomination

of desolation : and even to the fulfilling of all, and to the end, shall

the desolation continue." For, as the 70 weeks after which Christ

was to be slain meant weeks of years, not days, so, similarly, the 1290

days of the desolation meant 1290 years: and the prophecy had ful-

filment in the fact of the Romans destroying Jerusalem ; and, on its

last desolation by Adrian, placing an idol, or abomination, in the

holy place : a desolation which has ever since continued, now nearly

about 1 290 years ; and which was to continue till the revealing, or

in other words the exposure, of Antichrist.—2dly. In Apoc. xiii, the

first Beast there figured in vision, with seven heads and ten horns, which

men explain of an imagined yet future Antichrist, meant rather the

Roman emperors; who did much persecute the Lord's people, both

Jews and Christians. For the Woman seen seated on this Beast after-

' So T. Aquinas, p. ?M supra.

2 D
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wards was expounded by the Angel to mean the city on seven hills,

which then reigned over the kings of the earth," i. e. Rome; "a city

upholden by her cruel and beastly emperors :"—and its power was to

continue 42 months, or 1260 days, i. e. 1260 years ; a day being (as

before) meant for a year : just as also the ten days of tribulation pre-

dicted to the Church of Smyrna signified the ten years of Diocletian's

persecution ; and the 5 months, or 150 days, of the scorpion-locusts of

Apoc. ix the \ 50 years of the locust-like begging friars, from their

first rise to their primary exposure by Armachanus. And the pro-

phecy was fulfilled in the continuance of the Roman empire just 1260

years ; from its commencement under Julius its first emperor, to the

death of its last emperor, Frederic.

But then " who the real Antichrist, lying privy in the hid scriptm-es

of the prophets ?"—" I now pass on to the declaration of that con-

clusion," says Walter Brute; " bringing to light the things which lay

hid in darkness. For what was said in the darkness let us say in the

light ; and what we have heard in the ear let us preach upon the

house-tops." If then, proceeds he, the high Bishop of Rome, calling

himself God's servant, and Christ's chief Vicar in this world, do make

and justify many laws contrary to Jesus Christ, then must he be the

chief of those false Christs foretold by Christ as to come in his name,

and deceiving many. Now 1st, as to the fact of the Popes calling them-

selves Christs, it is evident : since Christ means anointed, a character-

istic and appellation specially applied in Scripture to kings and priests

;

both of which the Popes claim to be, as both high priests and

chief kings, invested authoritatively alike with the temporal and spi-

ritual sword. Then 2ndly, as to the difference of Christ's laws and the

Pope's, the first of Christ's laws is that of love ; but the Pope wageth

war both against infidels and against Christians. And though it be'

alleged that miracles have been done by those who have preached or

engaged in such crusading wars, yet does not this justify them. For

" for no miracles may we do contrary to the doctrines of Christ." And,

as to miracles, did not the Egyptian magicians perform them ? Is it

not said by Christ that false prophets would rise that would do them ?

by Paul that Satan was transformed into an angel of hght ? by

Christ, again, that at the last day he would have to reject many say-

ing to him, " We have prophesied in thy name, and in thy name done
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wonderful works } " even as the second Apocalyptic Beast was said

to do miracles ? The standard of truth must be God's word. " Is

not my word like fire, &c ?"—Further Christ's second law might

be said to be that of forgiveness and mercy ; mercy to sinners. But

here too how contrary the Pope's and priests' law : giving judicial sen-,

tence of death, and perhaps exciting crusading wars against heretics.

In which there is an ante-dating of times too. For Christ said that

here the tares were to grow with the wheat ; and the separation to

be made by himself only at the time of the day of judgment. Whereas

the Pope would have the separation made by himself now ; so chang-

ing times, as well as laws.

Then next our confessor and prophetic expositor proceeds to argue

against the Romish doctrines of the keys, auricular confession, tran-

substantiation, and a sacrificing priesthood : and, after describing the

universal and awful habit with all classes of the priesthood, of " sell-

ing prayers, pardons, &c," in direct contradiction to Christ's charge,

"Freely ye have received, freely give," he breaks into the exclama-

tion ;
" I would to God that all the buyers and sellers of spiritual

suffrages, would with the eyes of their heart behold the ruin of the

great city Babylon, and that which they shall say after that fall. For

doth not the prophet say, " And the merchants of the earth shall

weep and mourn for her, because no man shall buy any more their

merchandize ; ciying, Alas ! that great city Babylon, because that in

one hour she is become desolate ? "—Then he expounds the second

Apocalyptic Beast, with two horns like a lamb, of the Popes with

their assumed kingly and priestly power; speaking like a dragon,

and allowing none to sell their spiritual pardons, &c, but such as

bore their mark : interprets the Beast's name, with the number GQQ,

to be Dvx CLERi ; and concludes with another earnest word of

warning from Apoc. xix : "My counsel is, let the buyer be aware

of those marks of the Beast ! For, after the fall of Babylon, ' If any

man hath worshipped the Beast and his image, and hath received the

mark on his forehead or on his head, he shall drink of the wine of

God's wrath, and be tormented with fire and brimstone in the sight of

the holy angels and of the Lamb ; and the smoke of their torments

shall ascend evermore.'
"

2 D 2
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§ 5. THE MKA AND CENTURY OF THE REFORMATION.

At the Reformation the Hght which had previously gleamed here

and there on the subject of Antichrist, but been for a while all but

extinguished, burst into a blaze ; and the voice of the Waldenses,

Wicliffites and Hussites, protesting against the Popes as the Apo-

calyptic Beast, and Rome as the Apocalyptic Babylon, revived, after

a temporaiy suspension, in power unparalleled. Vain was the autho-

ritative prohibition of writing or preaching on the subject of Anti-

christ by the 5th Council of Lateran.^ There was an energy in the

impression and the voice, as if derived not from books or earlier

traditions, but from the Spirit's own teaching. Alike in Germany,

Switzerland, France, Denmark, Sweden, England, it was received as

an almost self-evident and fundamental truth by the founders of the

several Protestant Churches ; mdeed as in itself a sufficient justifi-

cation of the mighty act of their separation from Rome.^ But the

difficulty remained to adjust and explain certain details of the Apo-

calyptic prophecies respecting the Beast, Antichrist, and Babylon

;

as well as to offer a satisfactory and consistent solution of the many

other mysterious visions of this prophetic Book. Nor was the

difficulty slight ; or one soon, or as yet, to be fully overcome.

1 . My illustrations of the history of Apocalyptic interpretation in

this sera must commence of course with a brief sketch of the views

of the great Father of the Reformation, Luther.—In my Vol. ii.

ch. iv ^ I have described the time and the manner in which the idea

of the Popes being the Antichrist broke upon his mind ; and also in

the chapter v, next following,'* how it was primarily fi'om DanieVs

' " Tenipus quoquc ptcEfixum fiiturorum malonun, vel Antichristi adventum, aut

ccrtum diem judieii, praadicare vcl asserere nequaquam prj^sumant." Harduin ix.

1808.— I have already quoted this in my Vol. ii. p. 82.

* " On this principle" (viz. " that the Man of Sin, or Antichrist, could be no

other than t/ie man tliut fUh the Papal chair ") " was the Reformation begun and car-

ried on ; on this the great separation from the Church of Rome conceived and

perfected. For though (mere) persecution for opinion would acquit those of schism

whom the Church of Rome had driven from her communion, yet on the principle that

she \% AntkhrisCs, they had not only a right, but lay under the obligation of a com-

mand, to come out of the spiritual Babylon." AVarburton's Works, v. 488.

3 Pp. 116 et seq. • Pp. 130 et seq.
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prophecies respecting- the little horn and the abomination of deso-

lation, that he drew this his conclusion. It was also there intimated

that in 1522, at the time of concluding his translation of the New
Testament, he had come to doubt of the genuineness of the Apoca-

lypse as an Apostohc or inspired Book.^ 1 find, however, from a

Latin Treatise of his now in my hands, " De Antichristo," dated by

himself at its ending, Wittenberg, April 1, 1521,^ (the very day, I

beUeve, before his setting out for Worms,^) that the doubt had not

then fixed itself in his mind : for he not only alludes in more than

one place to the Apocalypse, as an inspired prophetic book, but in-

terprets the prophecy of the scorpion-locusts in Apoc. ix, in consi-

derable detail. A few years later, viz. in 1528, he is stated to have

•found and republished an Apocalyptic Commentary, expoundmg Ijhe

Beast to mean the Popedom ; written some hundred years,"* or

rather, as Pareus shows, some 150 years before his time : ^ an evi-

dence of his inclining then again, as at first, to view the Apocalypse

as an inspired Book. Finally, in 1534, he prefixed to the Apocalypse

in his great Edition of the German Bible a brief explanatory sketch :

from which, and from certain notices found elsewhere in his writings,''

I may give what foUows as mainly his views on the subject.

Like most of his predecessors he judged that the Book must be

more or less a prefiguration of the chief events and seras of Church

History : the Seals chiefly prefiguring the physical or political evils

under which the Church and world connected with it was to sufter,

the Trumpets the spiritual ; and either septenary running on from the

commencement of the Christian sera to the consummation.—Thus in

the Seals, the 1st, or White Horse and Rider, indicated (as Zech. i.

6) the persecutions of tyrants ; the 2nd, or Red Horse, wars and

bloodshed ; the 3rd, or Black Horse, famine ; the 4th, or Pale Horse,

' lb. p. 130 Note 1.

^ " Vale in Christo, mi Vincilae ! Vvittenberga3, Anno M. D. xxi, prima Aprilis."

^ So Merle D'Aubigne. * Such is the general statement.

' " The Author disputing on Apoc. xx touching the 1000 years, testifies that he

wrote A. D. 1357 ; which, saith he, is our present date." So Pareus, p. 12, English

Translation. Amsterdam, 1644.— It seems from him that it contains the same Pro-

logue which Lyrain his Postill had noted, and which is prefixed also to Joachim

Abbas' Treatise ; in which latter it is ascribed to Gilbert of the xiith Century.

(Nicholas de Lyra himself died A. D. 1340.)

•' Where not otherwise stated, the interpretation given will be found in Luther's

Preface, or Marginal Explanatory Notes, to the Apocalypse in his German Bible.
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pestilence and mortality : all to have fulfilment, from time to time,

to the last day :—the 5th Seal figuring martyrdoms of the saints,

early begun, and ever and anon repeated, even to the end ; the 6th

great political revolutions ; the seahng and palm-bearing visions,

the preservation and ultimate salvation of the saints. The 7th Seal's

hsOf-hour's silence, he does not explain.—^Again, in the Trumpets,

the 1st figures the heretic Tatian and his Encratites, inculcating

righteousness by human works of merit, as did afterwards the

Pelagians : the 2nd Marcion, and the Manichees and Montanists,

exalting their fancies above Scripture ; (so as of late Munzer and his

Anabaptists ;) the 3rd, Origen and a false philosophy, revived in

our own liigh schools ; the 4th, Novatus and the Donatists, denying

repentance to the lapsed ; ^ the 5th, Arius and the Arians ;
^ the 6th,

Mahomet and the Saracens : cotemporary with whom was the Woe
of the Papacy ; depicted alike in Apoc. x, xi, and xiii.

And here, on Apoc. x, xi, is the most curious particular explana-

tion in Luther's Commentary. Deeply impressed with the Pope's and

Papacy's mock show of Christ and Christianity, and with an impres-

sion too, possibly, even now, of the resemblance of the seven thunders,

answering the rainbow-crowned Angel's cry, to the Papal mandates

and thunders,^ he was led to explain the whole vision, including the

Angel himself, of the Popes and Popedom. " The mighty Angel,"

' " Among these four," says Luther, " nearly all our clergy may be classed."

^ So in Luther's Preface to the Apocalypse. In his earlier Treatise " De Anti-

christo,'''' spoken of a little before, he explains the locusts to mean the Romish School-

men, " Scotists, Thomists, and Modernists ; " who, headed by Aristotle, introduced

the dogmas of free-will, merits, and the efficacy of good works for salvation. The
star that fell from heaven, and opened the pit whence the locusts emerged, he makes

to be Alexander de Hales, or St. Thomas Aquinas himself. G ii.

^ I am indebted for this idea to the Rev. C. Smith of Alfriston, who has lately

translated Luther's Antichrist: the following, he informs me, being in Luther's

Tischreden, (Frankfort, 1568) p. 254. " Great was the tyranny of the Pontiff:

who, without law, to gratify his own arrogance, has ever lightened and thundered

with ample puffed out cheeks. It was all in vain for a man to give credence to the

four Gospels, if he did not receive the Decretals of the Romish Church. These are

the great swelling and loud-trumpeted words of which St. Peter speaks ; these the

seven thunders of Papal intimidation in Apoc, x."—The information is to myself very

curious : having adopted long since the view of this being substantially the true

meaning of the symbol in Apoc. x ; though with quite a different view of the context

from that which Luther took : and never seen, or had an idea of, such a view having

been entertained of the symbol by any previous expositor. In my English Edition

of Luther's Table Talk I do not find the passage. — I need hardly say that the Table

Talk exhibits Luther's views exprest in later life.
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he says, "with a rainbow and the little bitter Book, is Popery;"

Popery in the speciousness of its spiritual forms and pretensions.

So the Popes, he thinks, are figured as a mock Christ on the scene

of vision : the opened Book being that of Papal laws, given the

Evangehst to eat, as representative of the Church visible ; the lion-

like voice and seven thunders, the great swelling words and thunders

of the Popedom.—Moreover, it is the Popes that are still symbolized'

at the commencement of Apoc. xi, as measuring the Temple, or

Church, with their laws and regulations; casting outrthe court

without
;
(in the sense, I presume, of anti-papal heretics ;) and esta-

blishing a mere formal kind of Church, with outward show of

holiness.—^The subject having to be renewed and more fully deve-

loped in the vision of the two Beasts, Apoc. xiii, Luther speaks of th^

interposition, for the comfort of God's people, of two intermediate

and very diflerent visions : 1st, of the two Witness-preachers, signi-

fying a succession of faithful witnesses kept up for Christ ; 2, of

the Woman with child, meant of Christ's true Church, and God's

provision for her, during the Beast's reign, in the wilderness.—In

Apoc. xiii Luther explains the first Beast to mean the Papistic

secular revived Roman empire, the second Beast the Pope's eccle-

siastical or spiritual empire : Popery now ruling by the sword, as

before by the book ; and constituting the third and last Woe, pro-

claimed by the seventh Angel. Of the seven heads of the Beast

the five that have fallen are, he says, those in Greek Christendom

;

the sixth, " which is," that of Papal Germany
;

(the head wounded

to death, or old Roman Empire, having been thus revived :) the

seventh, or " that which is to come," he considers to be Spain ; the

eighth, (" which is of the seven,") Rome or Italy. The ten horns

are Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, France, England, &c ; which, though

Popery's profest defenders, are yet sometime to attack and desolate

it. The Beast's Image is the new Empire, which is but the shadow

of the old.—The Number of the Beast, 666, Luther explains to

signify the number of years that the Beast may be destined to

endure ; measured, he says in his Table Talk, from Gregory, or

perhaps Phocas.'^—The seven Vial-Angels he interprets, of the gospel-

preachers of the latter days : the seat of the Beast being thereby

' So the Tibchreclen. 2 Xable Talk, ii. 12. (English Translation.;
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darkened ; and the Euphratean drying tip, under the sixth Vial, also

figuring the exhaustion of the wealth and power of Papal Rome,

the modern Babylon : while the three frog-like spirits depicted Papal

Sophists, like Faber, Eek, and Emser, stirring up opposition to the

Gospel,—Finally the Millennium is the 1000 years between St. John

and the issuing forth of the Turks ; (these latter being the antitype

to the Apocalyptic Gog and Magog :) Satan's incarceration and bind-

ing meaning only that Christianity and Christians will, during that

whole peried, subsist in spite of him.—I may add that he in various

places notes his view of the predicted Antichrist as one that should

be an ecclesiastical person. So in his " De Antichristo ;
" ' saying,

" The Turk cannot be Antichiist, because he is not in the Church of

God." And again, " Who ever so came in Christ's name as the

Pope?" 2

On the whole it will be seen that liUther did not advance far towards

the solution of Apocalyptic mysteries. His explanation of Apoc. x

—xi. 2, seems to me the most curious of what is peculiar to him ;

that of the two Beasts of Apoc. xiii, as signif)'ing respectively the

secvdar Roman Empire and the ecclesiastical, perhaps the most im-

portant. The first was never, I believe, adopted by any other

Expositor of note : the other has had its advocates and followers

even to the present day.^^

2. It will have been observed, that Luther does not enter on the

question of the meaning of the several Apocalyptic periods ; more

especially the 3^ times, 42 months, and 1260 days.—But it was

quite impossible that Apocalyptic interpretation could go on without

that question being considered and concluded on. Accordingly we

find, that almost immediately after Luther's publication of his Bible

it was discussed by the chief Protestant prophetic Expositors that

followed ; and in most cases the year-day principle apphed to explain

them. In my chapter on the year-day question. Vol. iii. p. 237, 1 have

illustrated the somewhat curious and originiil ground on which they

partly based this view, from Osiander's Book entitled " Conjecture de

Ultimis Temporibus, ac de Fine Mundi;" a Book first published at

' V. 10, Siuitir.s Translation. - lb. p. 41.

^ A practical ini]ii(ivcmrnt of the whole subject ends Luther's Comment.
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Nuremberg, a.d. 1543, and dedicated to Albert, Marquis of Branden-

burgh and Prussia. " Sunt duo genera annorum magnorum in sacris lit-

teris ; unum Angelicum, alteram Mosaicum. Annus Angelicus constat

ex tot annis civilibus nostris ex quot diebus nostris constat annus noster

civilis. Nobis enim qui coelo inclusi sumus cursus solis ab occidente

ad orientem, et rursus ab oriente ad occidentem, diem absolvit ; id

quod fit spatio 24 horarum. Angelis autem qui extrket supra globos

sethereos versantur, dies est quem sol in zodiaco ab austro in aqui-

lonem, et ab aquilone rursus in austrum, circumvolvendo conficit."

So that to an Angel's view the only mundane revolution observable

would be the annual ; and consequently our year be to them a solar

day?—Aretius of Berne, who taught theology with much reputation at

Marburg, and died a.d. 1574, urged a little after Osiander the same

explanation : 2 and so too Chytrceus, in his Apocalyptic Exposition

pubhshed in 1571, of which more presently. And, advanced so far as

they now were in the Christian gera, it became a primary element

with all such expositors, in calculations of the probabihties of the

future, to consider what the probable commencing date of these same

fateful prophetic periods : as the lapse of 1260 years from it might be

supposed to fix the epoch of the consummation ; except, indeed, in

so far as the Lord might in mercy shorten the days. By help of the

last consideration the early Reformers, German, Swiss, and English,

even though taking the year-day view, yet hoped for a speedy con-

summation to the world ; as I have already shown in my Part iii.

chap, v.^ Others looked to an epoch further forward, as supposable.

Said Aretius, " We may reckon Antichrist's beginnings from Con-

stantine's establishment of Christianity, a.d. 312; 1260 years from

which end in 1572."—Said Chytraeus :
" If numbered from a.d.

412, when Alaric took Rome and overthrew its empire, the end will

be in 1672: or if from the time of Phocas a.d. 606, when the

Pope's supremacy began, (I beg the reader's attention to this,) then

* Osiander adds that it was of angelic days that Christ spoke when he sent word to

Herod, " Behold, to-day and to-morrow I cast out devils, and on the tUrd-day I shall

be perfected." For this, says he, can in no way be explained of natural days ; but

must be referred to the three years in which Christ preached and did miracles, till his

crucifixion. He adds, the angels in Daniel xii, call this their year by the same term

that we call ours ; viz. Hebraice 73?*H3.

^ So Foxe reports of Aretius: " Vaticinium hoc (de Tcstibus) non dc communibus

sed dc angelicis mensibus et diebus interpretatur." ^ Vol. ii. pp. 132—140.
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the end may be expected a.d. 1866."—Other Protestant Expositors

however of this sera construed the prophetic periods less definitely.

3. Reverting to the more general subject of Apocalyptic interpre-

tation, I shall select Bullinger and Bale, as two of the more eminent

and characteristic of the Apocalyptic Expositors of the middle of the

period under review.

Bulliiiffers work, which is in Latin, is made up of the Conciones

deUvered by him at Zurich ; and dedicated, as a book well fitted to

furnish them with consolation, to aU the exiles from France, Eng-

land, Italy, and other kingdoms, taking refuge in Germany and

Switzei'land. The date is a.d. 1557 ; and during the reign therefore of

our Popish Queen Mary. The following are in brief the heads of his

Exposition.

Of the Seals thefirst he makes the triumphantprogress of the Gospel,

even under sufl^ering, whether from Pagan or Papal powers, from

its beginning to the end :—the second wars, including the Roman civil

contests, the Gothic and Saracenic desolations, the BeUum Sacrum

begun A.D. 1000, and then the Turkish :—the third scarcities, in-

flicted from time to time, even tUl now; e. 5^. that in 1529 :—^the

fourth pestUences, as under Decius, Justinian, Gregory, &c. &c :—the

fifth, martyrdoms of the saints, continued even till the completion of

the elect:— the siwth, " corruptela doctrinse sanse in ecclesia,"

from the heresies of Valentinus down to those of the Papal Anti-

christ : heresies whereby mens' minds were agitated, the sun of righ-

teousness obscured, the doctors of the Church fell like stars apostate,

and the heaven of Christ's Church was withdrawn. ^—In the Sealing

Vision there was figured the hindering of the winds of gospel-preaching

and Bible-reading by Pagan Roman emperors first, then by Popes :

while the sealing itself told of the multitudes saved all along,

even in Antichristian times -^ the palm-bearing the saints' ultimate

blessedness in heaven.

' In reference to a different view of tliis Seal, as figuring the last judyments, he ob-

serves that some of the Apocalj'ptic details were such as to make any application like

this impossible.

^ As to the JciL's restoration, which was urged by some from this figuration of the

sealing of the tribes of Israel, he says ; We must take care lest we fall into chiliasm, so

as Papias, Ircnaeus, &c. lie adds ;
" I believe that the predicted restoration of the Jews

is threefold : 1. historical and nulional by Cyrus ; 2. s]>iriliwl, of the election (chiefly
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Proceeding to the Trumpets, (the silence in heaven having been ex-

plained simply of the waiting on God's revelations in admiration, and

the Incense-Angel as Christ the intercessor, a remedial thought in all

trouble,) he thus expounds them ; premising that the use of trumpets

in Israel was for convoking assemblies, moving the camp, and war.

—^The 1st was war, as denounced by the apostles against Judaizers

:

the 2nd that against Valentinus, the Manichees, and Montanists :—3.

against the star fallen from heaven, or Arius :—4. against Pelagius

and Pelagianism :—5. against the first Woe, Popery : Boniface (after

Gregory, and under Phocas) having opened the pit of the abyss, by

becoming Universal Bishop ; the locusts figuring the Papal clergy, the

king of the locusts the Pope ; and the time mentioned (five months)

being the brief duration of the natural locusts. In Trumpet 6, the secon^

Woe, or Mahommedan Saracens and Turks, was figured with refer-

ence to their course of universal desolation •^ the Euphrates being

taken literally ; and the four angels loosed explained as Arabs, Sara-

cens, Turks, Tartars.

After a curious interpretation of " the rest of men non-repenting,"

in Apoc. ix. 20, as if meaning people, both nationally and individu-

ally, that were spiritually killed neither by the Papal nor Mahomme-

dan plagues, i. e. who, though neither Mahomedans nor Papists, had

yet not given themselves to God,^ Bullinger proceeds to Apoc. x, xi,

a part relating (as I believe in common with him and other Reformers)

to his own times ; and which he appears to me to have explained

better than all else in his Commentary. The Angel-vision in Apoc. x

he explains of Christ's intervention through the Reformers,^ against

the Papal Antichrist and Mahomedans ; the antithesis and contrast

between Christ, as here figured, and the Papal Antichrist being

drawn out in detail. The book opened is the Gospel, opened to men

by gospel-preachers, and with the aid of printing, in spite of the

Pope : the seven thunders anti-Papal preaching, begun by Beren-

Gentile election, adopted into the true Israel) from Christ to Antichrist ; 3. that " a

restitute evangelic, et extreme judicio, quod progrediatur usque in secula seculorum."

This last would be the most absolute restoration : and is the same that was meant by-

Peter in Acts iii. 19—21 ; and by Christ when he said, " Then lift up your heads,

for your redemption draweth nigh."

* He quotes Nicephoriis ; Tore ol 'S,apaKTi)voi rjp^wro tijs ts iravroi eptjuuffews.

* " Colligimus ex his non sufficere ad vitam piara et beatam ne quis sit Papista

aut Mahumeticus. &c." s As beginning however before Luther.
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ger ; the sealing up, that from the wicked : the oath (one deeply to

be noted') alluding to the 3| times of Dan. xii ; and showing to

Christians then hving that their redemption, as to be effected at

Christ's coming and the resurrection, was even then drawing nigh :

the charge, "Thou must prophesy again," meant of preachers of

John's doctrine against Antichrist in the last time ; and showing (I

beg attention to this, as a point in which I now first see that Bullinger

anticipated me) that God's own legitimate commission attached to

the ministers of the Reformed Protestant Churches, although not

ordained by bishops. Finally, " the court within^"^ cast out, he takes

to be the Roman Pontifex and Pontificii excommunicated by God

;

but does not apparently follow up his own principles by explaining it,

so as I have, of this excommunication as acted out by the Churches

of the Reformation.

So Bullinger comes to the Witnesses.—The number two indicated

them to be but few, yet sufficient. The 1260 days of their witness-

ing in sackcloth, and of the Gentiles treading the Holy City, are an

uncertain, yet, in God's purpose, definite time. For above 700

years we know that there existed such, who opposed themselves to

Papal abominations.—^The statement, " When they shall have com-

pleted their testimony the Beast shall kill them," he applies indivi-

dually ; in the sense that none shall be cut off till they have done

their appointed work. The 3f days of their lying dead, is the short

time before their revival in others ; as Huss and Jerom, killed at Con-

stance, were quickly revived first in the Bohemians, then in Laurentius

Valla, Savanarola, Luther, &c : the depicted joy at the Witnesses'

death being also illustrated from the rejoicings of the Romanists,

even when Bullinger wrote, at the news of Queen Mary's persecutions

of the Protestants in England. The Witnesses' ascent to heaven he

makes that of their departed spirits entering Paradise ; and the falling

of the tenth of the city, and killing of the 7000, to mean the rnighty

defections even then begun from the Papal Church and empire. He
notes too the taking and sack of Rome itself in 1547 by the Constable

Bourbon.—On the 7th Trumpet he says, " It must come soon: there-

fore our redemption drawcth nigh."

' " Quod (sc. Bacraincntum) res maximi est momenti, consolatione pleiiissima, om-

nibusquc omniiio saluUiris et ncccssaria honiinibus." Sec my Vol. ii. p. 137.

- BulliiiRor takcb the rt-adinp firaiee*'.
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Passing on to Apoc. xii, Bullinger explains the travailing Woman

like many of his predecessors, alike of the Virgin Mary and the

Church ; the triumph and ascent of his members being assured and

involved in that of Christ himself : but he gives a new interpretation

to the Woman's flight into the vnlderness ; as meaning that of the

Church from the Jews (who of old constituted God's inclosed

vineyard) to the Gentiles. The 3| times are expounded generally,

as before. And so too in a general sense the Dragon's seven heads

and ten horns ; as indicating that the Devil " preefuit monarchis impiis

omnium seculorum, et omnium cornuum vel regnorum."—Then, in

ApoC. xiii, the first Beast is rather remarkably made by him the old

Pagan Roman empire : remarkably, I say, as by Bullinger, a Protes-

tant. (In Bossuet and the Romanists it was quite natural.) The

seven heads might have allusion to Rome's early seven kings, or to thfe

seven JuUan emperors, ending with Nero : in whom the Beast suf-

fered a deadly wound ; which however was healed by Vespasian. The

ten horns might allude to Pagan Rome's ten persecutions of the Chris-

tians.—The second Beast is interpreted to be the Papal Antichrist,

the same as Daniel's Little Horn and St. Paul's Man of Sin, rising

up under Gregory I and his successor Boniface to be Universal

Bishop, soon after Totilas' utter destruction of old Rome ; just as this

second Beast was seen to rise after the first. The Beast's two

lamb-hke horns indicated his claims to both sacerdotal and royal

supremacy, in heaven too and on earth : agreeably with which the

Pope has the two swords ; and Boniface at the first Jubilee, a.d. 1300,

appeared one day in the Pontifical habit, another in the imperial

purple. Bullinger draws out here a contrast of this Antichrist and

Christ ; and notes his changing times as well as laws, substituting

his feriae for Christ's sabbaths, &c. In short one must be blinder

than Tiresias, he says, not to see the predicted Antichrist in the

Popes.—The Image of the Beast is the neiv Roman or Western Em-

pire : which is, indeed, says he, but the shadow of the old one.i The

explanation of the second Beast's giving breath to the image is, on

this hypothesis, obvious. Unless the Pope confirm the new Empe-

ror's election, his election is invalid ; and in the ceremony of his

confirmation he has to take an oath of allegiance to the Pope. So is

' Very much as Luther. See p. 407 supra.
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the Emperor in a manner the Pope's creature ; and, in case alike of

Councils General or National, (so Bullinger all but touches on what

I beheve the true explanation,) the Council " Papae spiritu regitur."

—But already he has had to meet difficulties from his explanation of

the first Beast. The second was to exercise all his power evuitiov,

before, or in presence of the first. How does Bullinger get over the

difficulty ? He refers to Aretas, saying, that it might be in the sense

offollowing and imitating ! I need not say how incorrectly. Again,

it was to make the earth adore the first Beast. How so ? By mak-

ing men regard the Romaii empire, says Bulhnger, as something

divine ! Further the miracles of the second Beast, said to be done in

sight of the Beast, meant in sight of himself !—On the name and

number he prefers Irenseus' solution of Aaretvos.!

Proceeding onward through the next three chapters, it may suf-

fice to observe that he interprets the Angel with the everlasting

Gospel in Apoc. xiv, and his two followers, of gospel-preachers then

in existence : that the Vials of Apoc. xvi are explained as the closing

judicial plagues on the Papal Egypt : the 1st being the " posca Gal-

lica," which first broke out, he says, a.d. 1494, in the Neapolitan

war between French and Spaniards, and was rife especially in the

Romish convents ; the 2nd pestilences generally ; the 3rd Popes and

Papal priests, stiiring up bloody wars in which themselves were slain

;

the 4th (on the sun) heat and drought ; the 5th, that on the Beast's

Seat, the darkening of Rome's majesty through the progress of

the Reformation ; the 6th, on Euphrates, the drying up of the re-

sources and powers of the Papal Babylon ; while the three frogs con-

sequent thereon were the Papal legates e Latere, issuing forth to the

kings of the earth, to stir them up to war against Christ's Gospel-minis-

ters, The 7th, or Vial on the air, meant elemental convulsions, such

as were predicted by Christ, Matt, xxiv, as to precede his coming :

and the three parts into which the Great City would fall in conse-

quence, those of true Christians, Papists, and neutrals.—Further, on

Apoc. xvii, feeling the difficulty of his original solution of the first Beast

as the old Roman empire, he speaks of the Revelation as here con-

' On the number 666 he further intimates a chronological solution. It was about

666 years from the revelation of the Apocalypse to Pepin's endowment of the Papal

See.—Under the witnesses he says. How long the duration ofthe Pope is to be from

the fated 666, God only knows.
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joining in the figured Beast whereon the Woman sate, both the Beast

midBeasfs image, old and new Rome, the empire and the Papacy. i The
" was and is not " he thus explains. The old empire was from Julius

to Nero, in the JuHan Caesars ; then, after a while, became great

again under Trajan. Or perhaps (we must mark this his aliter) it

was as the old Roman empire ; and " is not, and yet is," as the new

western empire, which is of the old but the shadow and image. The

"Jive heads that have fallen," were the five emperors that had fol-

lowed after the deadly wound under Nero ; viz. Galba, Otho, Vitel-

lius, Vespasian, Titus : the one "that is" Domitian ; the 7th, that

was to last but a short time, Nerva ; (so does Bullinger unconsciously

fall in with Victorinus ;) the 8th, Trajan : who might be also caUed

of the seven, as having been adopted by Nerva.—The statement that

the ten kings received power at one hour with the Beast, he makes to

have reference to the second Beast, or Popes, not the frsf ; (so again

showing the difficulty from his solution of the first Beast ;) these being

the ten horns, among which the Papacy was as the dominant little horn':

and, hke Luther, he explains that these ten kings wiU probably desolate

Papal Rome ; (this too is to be noted ;) though none but Christ will

destroy it.—Finally the bridal in Apoc. xix Bullinger makes to coin-

cide with the saints' resurrection : the vision of Christ and his army

on tv/iite horses to symbolize the last judgment ; the Beast then taken

with the False Prophet to be the Papal Roman Empire : (mark again

this necessary inconsistency :)

—

also the Millennium to be the 1000

years either from Christ's ascension to A. d. 1034, when under the

pontificate of Benedict IX Satan seemed loosed to deceive the na-

tions ; or from A. d. 60, when Paul speaks of the Gospel having been

preached over the whole world, to the pontificate of Nicholas II, A. d.

1060 ; or from A. d. 73, the date of the destruction of Jerusalem, to

the pontificate of Gregory VII, a.d. 1073. At the same time he

objects not, he says, if any prefer to follow the chiliasm of Papias.

—The Gog and Magog loosed he of course interprets of the Turks :

makes the first resurrection to be that from sin, the second from the

grave : and in the figured new heaven and earth, recognizes the

renovation of this our earth.

' " Conjungit Bestiam et Imaginem Bestiae, Bestiam et insidentem Bestise, super-

bum scortum."
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Bale, Bishop of Ossory under Edward 6, and one of the exiles

from England during our Popish Queen Mary's persecution, next

calls for our notice.—He published his Apocalyptic Commentary,

under the significant title, " Image of both Churches," i. e. the true

and the false ; in part, I incUne to suppose, before Bullinger's, in part

after.' For its Three Parts were published at three diflferent times,

paged as separate volumes ; the first with frequent marginal refer-

ences to previous authors, of the incorrect printing of which he com-

plains grievously ;'^ the others, in consequence, without. His first

Preface gives a veiy copious list of Apocalyptic Expositors, from

the eax'liest period ; which I think it may be well to abstract below .^

* He alludes frequently to the persecutions of the Protestants under Queen Mary
in England ; and this in his first Volume and Part, as well as the others. So in the

primary Preface ; " The boj'stuous tyrauntes of Sodoma with theyr great Nemroth

Wynchester, (i. e. Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester,) have of long tyme taken much

payne ; and many have they cruelly burned, as was scene of late years in Covcntrie,

London, and other places." Now the burning of Saunders at Coventry was in 1555.

Bullinger's Treatise is dated, we saw, 1557: but Bale does not mention it in his list

oi neoteric Apocalyptic Expositors' given in the Note 3 below. Later, however, in the

Work he seems to refer to it.

' "Two cruell enimyes have my just labours had.—The Printers are the fyrst

;

whose headie hast negligence and covetousncsse commonly corrupteth all bookes.

These have both dysplaccd my many allegacions, both of the Scriptures and doctors,

in the mergent of the first Part ; and also changed their numbers, to the truthes de-

rogacion." Preface to the 2nd Part. Bale was of a rather choleric'temperaraent.

3 1. Patristics.—Justin Martyr, Melito, Irenseus, Hippolytus, Victorinus, Ticho-

nius, Jerom, Augustine, Primasius, (" which volume I have redde,") Aprigius, Cas-

siodore.—(The Aprigius spoken of was, he says, Bishop of Pace in Spain, and made a

notable work on the Apocalypse a.d. 530.—Of Cassiodore's work he gives the title,

" Complexiones iti Apocali/psin," and the date 570.)

2. Benedictines.—Bode, Alcuin, Haymo, Strabus Fuldensis, Rabanus Maurus, (qu.

Adso ?) Ambrose Ansbert, Robert of Tuy, Joachim Abbas, a certain Benedictine

Monk of Canterbury, and Easterton, also Anglus.

3. Regular Canons.—Ricardus de Sancto Victore, Gaufredus Autisiodorensis.

4. Cartliusiuns.— Ilenricus de Hassia, Dionysius Rikcl.

5. Secular Priests.— AmhrofiC on the seven Trumpets, Bercnger, Gilbert, "Auctor

a centum annis," John IIuss, Paulus Burgensis, M.ithias Dorinck, .Jacobus Stralen.

6. Carmelites.—Bacontliorpc, Tytlcshale, Thomas de Yllcya, John Barath, John

de Vernone, NichoLis of Alsace, Bloxam, Elyne, Tilneye, Winchingham, Thorpe,

Egidius, Haynton.

7. Aurjustitdans.—Augustin de Anchona, Jordanes Saxo, Bertrand of Toulouse,

Augustin of Rome, Philip of Mantua, John Capgrave, Sylvester Meoccius of Venice.

8. Domi?iicans.—Jordanes Botcrgius, Hugo Barchinonensis, Albertus Magnus, Ste-

phanus Bisuntunus, Nicholas Gorh.ani, Bernard de Trilia, Paganus Btrgomcnsis,

Alvarus de Caturco, Frederic of V^enice, Jolin Annius of Vitcrbo, Savanarola.

9. Franciscans.—Alexander de Hales, llclias do Ilanibalis, Petrus J. Cathalanus,
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The Seals he explains, much as otlier Reformers, to prefigure, as

they were opened, the mysteries of the seven ages of Christ's Church:

— 1. Christ and liis apostles' triumphant progress; 2. the earlier

heretics and Pagan persecutors to Diocletian ; 3. Arius and the Pe-

lagians , 4. Popery, as commencing with Gregory I, and Mahomed-

ism with Mahomet; 5. the Publican,' Albigensian, and Waldensian

martyrdoms ; 6. the convulsions and revelation of Antichrist's king-

dom, begun under WiclifF,^ continued under Huss, and now experi-

enced yet more : the sun seen echpsed in it ; the stars or doctors

fallen from Christ's heavenly doctrine, &c ; their mountains too of

strength passing from before them, under the preaching of the Word,

and with a fearful looking-for of judgment.—In the Sealing Vision

the Angels of the Winds are explained to mean Antichrist seeking

to withhold the Holy Spirit ; and the seahng Angel of Christ's in-

tervention to mark and seal his true Church, especially at the time

then present. In the 7th Seal the half-hour's silence betokens the

peace then to be given to the Christian Church ; Babylon having

fallen, the Beast been slain, and Dragon tied for 1000 years. For,

as all the time elapsed since Christ is called by John " the last hcur,"^

this half-hour may well mean the 1000 years of Apoc. xx. " In the

time of which sweete silence shall Israeli be revyved, the Jewes be

converted, the heathen come in agayne ; and Christ seeke up his lost

sheepe, that they may appeare one flock, lyke as they have one

shepeherde."

The seras of the Trumpets Bale, like others before him, identifies

with those of the Seals : the 1st being figurative of wicked anti-

Apostolic Jews and Gentiles ; the 2nd of false brethren inciting the

John Walleys, Petrus Aureolus, Nicholas Lyraiius, Astesanus Astersis, Bernardinus

Senensis, Theodoric Andree of Thoulouse, Franciscus Titelman.

10. Neoterici.—Luther, Sebastian Meyer, George ^railius, Francis Lambert,

Zwingle, John Brencius, Calvin, Melchior Hofnian, " and many other more."

In this long list not merely direct Apocalyptic Expositors are included, but those

also that have in works on other subjects commented indirectly on any part of the

Apocalypse. ' i. e. the Paulikians.

2 " Anon I beheld a marveylous earthquake arise. Most lively was this fulfilled

suchtymeas William Courteney the Archbishop of Canterbury, with Antichrist's

sinagoge of sorcerers, sate in consistorie against Christ's doctrine in John Wycleve.
Mark the yeare month day and houre ; and ye shall wonder at it."

3 1 John ii. 18. A passage often alluded to, we have seen, by the earlier fathers

Jerome, Augustine, &c : see my Vol. i. pp. 367, 368 : and also by later e.xpositors :

see p. 387, Note 3, supra.

VOL. IV, 2 E
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Roman emperors against Christians ; the 3rd of heretics, such as

Arius and Valens ; the 4th of the progress of superstition, image-

worship, and hypocrisy, ending in Popery and Mahommedism.

—

Then the Woe-Angel he makes to be Joachim Abbas ; (as after him

Arnold and Savanarola ;) the locusts of the 5th Trumpet the Papal

Canonists, Thomists, and Sophistics ; the Euphratean horsemen from

the Euphrates, the Antichristian Papists, ever prepared for evil,

whether at the hour, day, month, or year : many, however, from

among the four angels having been graciously loosed, at this gospel

Trumpet's sounding, from Euphrates ; viz. " by the Lord with his

Spirit in this age preaching deliverance to the captive, and opening

the prison to them that were in bondage."

The Vision of Apoc. x Bale explains clearly and strikingly, just as

BuUinger, of the Reformation : the Book opened being the Scrip-

tures ; the Angel the gospel-preachers of the Reformation, whose

light is to be seen ahke in the isles and on the continent ; the seven

thunders God's fearful coming judgments : the time and times (Daniel's

3 times) mentioned in the Angel's oath, the ages of the Church from

Christ to the 7th Seal's opening, and the sounding of the 7th Trum-

pet ; (of which Trumpet the sounding must be near, though when we

know not :) the half-time the interval thence to the end.

In Apoc. xi (which begins his second Part and Volume) Bale

makes the measuring-rod to be God's word, " now graciously sent us

out of Zion ;" the temple the Church, defined and discriminated by

it from the synagogue of Satan ; the altar, Christ ; the Gentiles cast

out the Popish prelates; the Holy City " the living generation of

them that fear God ;" the two Witnesses faithful protesters for

Christ, that continue all through the time of the Gentile oppression

of the Church
; (a time figured by Elias' 3| years ;) and that were

never in more power than now.—Of the Witnesses' slaughter by the

Beast Antichrist, when they have finished their testimony, and

their reviving in others, much, says he, has been already fulfilled,

though something remains to be accomphshed yet. Again, the Wit-

nesses being seen by their enemies to ascend to heaven, is illustrated

from the acknowledgment often made even here by Romanists, as in

the cases of Berenger and Tindal, to their having loved God, and had

their citizenship in heaven.—" Thus," says Bale, in concluding this
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subject, " have we what is done ah'eady ; and also what to come under

the 6th Trumpet, whereunder we are now." The 7th Trumpet, he

adds, is to introduce the full declaration of God's word, and peace-

able time figured by the half-hour's silence. Which, however, will

not always continue ; as there is to be in that last age the outbreak

of Gog and Magog, and the last judgment.

Passing to Apoc. xii. Bale interprets the vision of the Woman and

Dragon much as others before him : the Dragon's seven heads having

a probable reference, he says, to the world's seven ages ; and their

likeness respectively, he conjectures, 1st (and before the flood) to the

serpent ; 2. to the Egyptian calf ; 3. to the hon ; 4. to the bear ; 5.

to the leopard ; 6. to Daniel's terrible and pecuhar Beast ; 7. to

man ; this last symbohzing the Papacy.—In Apoc. xiii he makes

the Jirsl Beast to be the universal or whole Antichrist ; comprehend-

ing all Antichrist's members from the beginning of the Christian sera,

and thus including the 4th Seal's Pale Horse, and 5th and 6th

Trumpets' locusts and Euphratean horsemen : his seven heads the

same as the Dragon's ; the deadly wound of the 7th head, that by the

Reformation ;i the healing of it accomplished by the partial re-estab-

lishment of Popery, as now under the Bishops Bonner and Gardiner

in England : the duration of which healed head however will be but

short, as shown us in Apoc. xvii.—As to the second Beast, it figures

false prophets and teachers, even from the world's beginning ; the

lamb's horns indicating their counterfeiting of Christ and Christi-

anity : the Beast's Image (Bale here follows BuUinger) Popish em-

perors and kings, now especially, speaking as dictated by their Con-

fessors : the Beast's name and number perhaps (as earlier Expositors

suggest) the names avteiAoq, app/^e, rtiTav, or Die Lux : or perhaps

Diabolus Incarnatus, or Filius Perditionis ; which two last want but

4 and 6 respectively of the fated number 666. Bale also adds as

from " a certain unnamed disciple of Wiclif," (rather Joachim Abbas,'-^)

the idea of the 600 indicating the world's 6 ages till Christ's coming,

the 60 the 6 seras since Christ to the ending sabbath, the 6 that sabbath.

In Apoc. xiv he explains the 144,000, and three flying Angels also,

much as Bullinger, with special reference to the time of the Refor-

^ " If this be not a deadly wounding of one of the beastes heads, 1 think there is

none." 2 g^g p_ 332 supra.
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mation ; and the earth's harvest and vintage as close at hand :i the

seven Vials of the same seven seras as the Seals and Trumpets ; the

drying up of Euphrates in the 6th, under which Bale supposed men

then were, as the drying up of the worldly spirit ; " till which never

shall governors rule according to God :" also the three frogs as the

spirits of idolatry, filthiness, and hypocrisy.—In Apoc. xvii John's

being carried by the Spirit into the wilderness to the vision of the

Harlot is resembled to the then recent escape of many of the Refor-

mers out of Babylon : that the Beast " was'''' is explained of Jewish

Antichristianism ; that it is not, and ijet is, of its revival in the Popes

and Mahomet : also its seven hills, or heads, of the seven universal

monarchies of the seven climates of the world : 5 heads having fallen

from Rome's universal monarchy, viz. all in Africa, Asia, and part of

Europe ; the 6th being the feeble Roman Western Empire remaining
;

the 7th the spiritual empire of the Popedom raised by Phocas. As to

the ten kings (which, says he, are England, France, Spain, Portugal,

Castile, Denmark, Scotland, Hungary, Bohemia, and Naples,) they re-

ceived authority at one hour with the Beast, when at the 4th Lateran

Council they were allied together for a crusade, and had Papal Con-

fession enjoined on them. And he adds, like BuUinger, that it is re-

served as their destiny to tear and desolate the Harlot Rome : a thing

already indeed begun, not only by seculai' princes, but even ecclesi-

astical, as Cranmer, Latimer, Luther, Zuingle, Calvin, Bullinger, &c.

In Apoc. xix Bale says, on the Lamb's Bridal ; " Since the be-

ginning of the world the faithful have been preparing for this hea-

venly marriage : and in the resun-ection of the righteous it shall be

perfectly solemnized ; such time as they appear in full glory with

Christ. In this latter time, when all the world shall confess his name

in peace, will the true Christian Church be of her full age, and apt

unto this spousage."—Yet on the Millennium, Apoc. xx, contrary to

his previous identification of it with this coming period of rest and

evangelization of the world,' a period destined to follow on the des-

truction of the Popedom, he reverts to the old Augustinian solution

;

making it the 1000 years from Christ's ascension to Pope Sylvester

II : as Wicliff, says he, in his book De Solutione Sathanee. Then was

the Devil loosed in the Papal Supremacy ; :nid the Turks also, as Gog

' Si'i! ]). 417 siiprii.
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and Magog : though no doubt the foundations of the Popedom were

laid 400 years earher by Phocas. It was now at length a plenary

loosing ; but only " for a little while :
" as Berenger, and then the

Waldenses, Wicliffites, &c, very soon after opposed the Papacy ; and

subsequently yet more the Reformers Luther, &c. "And I doubt

not within few days the mighty breath of Christ's mouth, his lyving

gospel, shall utterly destroy him."

On the new heaven and earth Bale professes to look for an earth

purified and renovated by the fire of the judgment ; very much as in

King Edward's Catechism, cited by me at p. 226 of this Volume.

4. A brief notice may suflice of the two interpreters Chytraus

and Marlorat, that pubhshed some twenty years later in the middle

ara of the Reformation : for they very much followed in the track

of their predecessors.

Thus in David Chytrceus' Explicatio Apocalypsis, pubhshed Wit-

tenberg 1571, the six first Seals are made to depict the gospel-

progress, wars, famines, pestilences, persecutions, and political com-

motions, &c, as from time to time repeated, or continued, throughout

the whole time of the Church ; and the Sealing Vision the mvdtitudes

sealed and saved through all this same period. Of the Trumpets

the four first Chytrseus interprets of the heresies of Tatian, Marcion,

Origen, and Novatus ; so as Luther, says he, in his Bible " ad margi-

nem Editionis Germanicae :
" the 5th, of the Papacy, as estabhshed by

Gregory, and Phocas' Decree ; the 6th, of the Saracens and Turks :

the Euphrates being specified, says Chytrseus, with a more specific

geographical reference than others, because of the Saracen capital Bag-

dad being situated by it.—The Angel vision in Apoc. x is Christ's suc-

couring the Church in those times of darkness, by opening the Scrip-

tures and raising up true preachers :
' Jolui's charge to prophesy

again being given him, not so much in his personal as in his repre-

sentative character ; the office assigned to these gospel preachers

being to attack the Papal and Mahometan errors, till the 7th Trum-

pet's sounding, or end of the world.—In Apoc. xi the figuration of

the Temple showed that even in the worst times, under Popery and

Mahommedanism, there would be a Church of God, recognizing the

' The seven thunders Chyti'teus makisthc seven-fold gifts of the Holy Spirit.
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true altar, or Christ in his characters of Priest and Mediator : and the

exclusion directed of the outer court meant God's own exclusion of

Papists ; boasting themselves to be the true Church, but rejected by

the measuring rod of God's law. The 1260 days of the Gentiles

treading the Holy City are to be explained, Chytraeus adds, a& angelic

dags, i. e. as 1260 years : and to be calculated (I noted this previously)

perhaps from Alaric's taking Rome, a. d. 412, perhaps from Phocas'

Decree, a. d. 606 ; on the former of which suppositions the date of

ending would be a. d. 1672; on the latter 1866. Correspondents

with which view of that mystic period the two Witnesses signified all

Christ's successive witnesses during the 42 months of Antichrist's

reign ;. such, says he, as have been recently detailed in the " Catalogus

Testium." ' Their death and speedy revival he explains, like Bullinger

and others, to signify the speedy revival of other witnessing and wit-

nesses, on each individual occasion of their temporary suppression

by Antichrist.—In Apoc. xiii he follows Bullinger in making the

first Beast the old Pagan Roman Empire ; explaining too its seven

heads after him : only he makes the wounding of the seventh head

to be that by the Goths. I should have observed that he notes on

the 1260 days, how some had explained them of the Interim, from

May 15, 1548 to the beginning of 1552 :—the first introduction

this, I believe, of the Interim into Protestant Apocalyptic interpreta-

tion. The second Beast is Rome Pontifical ; the Image of the Beast

the Western Empire, the shadow of the old one.—The Beast's Name

and N^imher some, he says, explained as a title, e. g. AaTeixoi; ; some

;is chronologically marking the time from Christ to Phocas or Pepin.

—The Millennium is the 1000 years from Christ to Gregory VII

and tlie Turks.

Avgustin Marlorat's Exposition of the Revelation of St. John,

published a. d. 1574, with a dedication to Sir W. Mildmay, Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer under Queen Ehzabeth, is professedly col-

lected out of divers notable winters of the Protestant Churches ; viz.

Bulhnger. Calvin, Caspar Mcyander, Justus Jonas, Lambertus, Mus-

culus, Qi^colampadiue, PeUicanus, Meyer, Viret.—The first novelty that

1 observe in it is on the 2nd Trumpet ; where the figure of the burn-

jiif( mountain cas^t into the bca is explained of tlio Konian Empire

'

( iiirip.ne inv iiolito ol thi'. ('al.ilocuc, \'"1. n. p. lf*l.
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swallowed up as in the sea, by Christ's kingdom. The 5th Trumpet

is appUed to Mahomet and the Pope ; the 6th to the Papal Antichrist

yet more strongly.—On Apoc. x, I mark the clear decisive explana-

tion of its Angel-Vision usual among the Reformers, as figuring the

opening of the Scriptures, and revived gospel-preaching at the Re-

formation ; and the exclusion of the outer court in Apoc. xi, as sig-

nifying the exclusion of Papists : there being here, however, in Mar-

lorat this variation, that on the Angel's oath, living securely as he

did under the Protestant Queen Elizabeth, he not unnaturally ex-

presses a strong opinion that the 2nd Woe had past, even though

the 7th Trumpet might not have sounded.—In Apoc. xii he inter-

prets the Dragon's seven heads like Bale : in Apoc. xiii, the first Beast

as Antichrist and his kingdom ; (the deadly wound, made by Mahomet,

,

being healed by the Popes :) the second Beast as monks and priests

supporting the Papacy : the Beast's Image as the images of saints :

the Beast's name and number, much as Chytrseus.—Finally, in Apoc.

XX he explains the Millennium as the period from Christ to Anti-

christ ; during which Satan, he says, was restrained : and takes

occasion on it to reprobate the errors of the Chiliasts.

5. In conclusion of my Historic Sketch of Apocalyptic Expositors

of the century and sera of the Reformation, I shall now briefly state

the opinions of Foxe, Brightman, and Parens ; expositors who pub •

lished in the last quarter of that century, as dated from a.d. 1517.

The Exposition by Foxe, our venerable English Martyrologist, was

written (as appears by two chronological notices in the book ') in

the year 1586 ; and had been only advanced to Apoc. xvii, when the

work was interrupted by his death. The next year it was pubhshed

by his son, under the modest title of Eicasmi in Apocalypsin ; (Con-

jectures on the Apocalypse ;) with a Dedication to Archbishop Whit-

gift : in size, making up a thin folio of about 400 pages. It seems

to me to deserve attention, not merely from the venerable character

of the writer ; but also from the learning and original thought and

views manifest in the Commentary itself.

Thus, to begin, he makes the horses and horsemen of the four first

Seals to signify the same four great empires of the world that were

' First, on the 6th Seal, where he says, " It is now the year 1586 :" secondly, on.

Apoc. xi.—Eicasmi, pp. 60, 123.
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previously symbolized by Daniel's four beasts ; the Assyi'ian, Per-

sian, Greek, and Roman :
i the fifth picturing the Christian martyr-

doms under Pagan Rome, from Nero to Diocletian. The intimation

added, " till their brethren should be killed even as they," he explains

of another and later succession and sera of persecutions and martyr-

doms, destined to make up the Christian martyrs' complement :

the same which, having commenced from the time of Satan's loosing

1000 years after Constantine, or about the sera of Wicliff, had when

Foxe wrote, amounted to the same number ten,^ and continued the

same length of near 300 years, as the successive persecutions of the

Christian Church under Rome Pagan.—::0n the sixth he compares

its symbols of the earthquake and the elemental convulsions with

similar ones in Isaiah denoting Babylon's overthrow ; and thence

infers its signifying primarily the overthrow, following on the first

sera of martyrs, of the Roman Pagan Emperors and Empire by

Constantine : yet so as to symbolize also, secondarily and chiefly, the

greater day of judgment, at the conclusion of the second and final

tPra of Christian martyrdoms. Which judgment might seem to be

very near at hand, if it was intended that the second sera should

only be of the same length as the first: 294 years from a.d. 1300

ending a.d. 1594 : i.e. within eight years from the time when Foxe

wrote.

The Sealing Vision, included in the same sixth Seal, shewed the

preservation of the saints at this period of the judgment, amidst the

physical disturbances of the mundane svstem ; (for the stagnation of

the winds, the literal winds, indicated a stop in the usual course of

nature ;) just as the fate of the antichristian and wicked had been

depicted in the previous figuration : the saved being both of Jews and

Gentiles.—Then the half hours' silence in heaven Foxe, dissatisfied

with other views, conjectures to mean the peace of the world under

Augustus, preceding Christ's birth : and that the prayers of all saints

' The same view that Mr. Faber has in our own days adopted. See his Sacred

Calendar of Prophecy.—Foxe criticises and shows the inconsistency and xmtenable-

ness of the old interpretations.

2 Viz. 1. under Henry IV and V in Englaud ; 2. in the Council of Constance;

',). under the Roman Pontiff in Italy ; 4. under the Emperor Charles V. ; 5. under

Henry VIII, in England ; (i. under Henry 11, in Gaul ; 7. under James II, in Scot-

land ; 1!. under Charles IX, in Franco; .''. under Mary in ICngland ; 10. under Philip

in Spain iuid Flanders.
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that followed, being prayers of the saints after Christ's death and

ascension, while under persecution from Jews and Romans, brought

down on their persecutors the judgments symbolized in the Trumpets.

Thus Trumpet 1 was the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans ;

Trumpet 2 the plague under Aurelius, after the third Pagan perse-

cution : Trumpet 3 the plague under Cyprian, and that far greater

one, together with all the other troubles, under Gallienus : Trumpet

4 the desolation of Rome and the Empire by Goths, Vandals, and

Lombards : Trumpet 5 the woes of the Papacy and Mahommedanism,

from Phocas and Mahomet ; the five months specified having re-

ference simply to the time of the natural locusts, that constituted

the figure, making their ravages : Trumpet 6 the Turks. On this

last point Foxe is very strong. " It is clearer than the light itself,"

he says, " that this is the main intent of the Trumpet." He dates

the Turks' power in Asia from a. d. 1051, when the alhance was

formed by them with the Caliph of Bagdad ; and traces their history

thence downward to a.d. 1573.

" And the rest," it is said, Apoc. ix. 1 ,
" repented not of worshipping

idols," &c. The Anglo-Rhemenses, observes Foxe, explain this of

heathen idols. But were the Greeks, that have been slain and enslaved

by the Turks, worshippers of such idols ?—Then he proceeds to the

vision of Apoc. x, xi, all under the same sixth Trumpet. In Apoc.

X the magnificent vision of Christ, there given, signified chiefly two

things:— 1st, the restoration of gospel-preaching, "Thou must

prophesy again
; " John being a representative person on the scene

of vision : 2nd, a declaration of the surely approaching judgment

under the seventh Trumpet. He explains both these of his own

time ; and particularly refers to the wonderful discovery of printing.

—

In Apoc. xi the Temple meant the Church ; its inner court true wor-

shippers, its outer false : also the measuring it indicated its repara-

tion and reformation, during the Turkish woe of the sixth Trumpet,

"as in our day." This reformation implies a previous corruption of it,

he adds, by Antichrist : the progress of which he traces.—As to the

42 months, during which the Holy City was to be trodden down,

it was no doubt the same as the 42 months of Apoc. xiii. And this

he deemed to be on the scale of one month to seven years ; (a sin-

gular scale, applied by him however to the numbers in Daniel also ;)
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or in all 294 years. This then would be the duration of the Turks

and Pope jointly oppressing the Church : and as, measured from the

rise of the Ottoman Empire, 286 years of this period had, when

Foxe wrote, elapsed, there would remain of it but eight years more.

—Similarly the Witnesses' 1260 days of prophesying in sackcloth is

dated by Foxe from a. d. 1300 ; and, on the scale before mentioned,

would have to end in 1594. At the same time he mentions Aretius'

view of the period, as one of angelic days, i.e. of years : ending, if

measured from Alaric, a.d. 412, in the year 1672 ; if from Phocas, in

the year 1866.—^The Witnesses' prophesying 1260 days in sackcloth,

and then being killed by the Beast, he explains of the proceedings

of the Council of Constance in the condemnation of Huss and

Jerome : (so too, he says, Bibliander :) its first Session having been

Dec. 8, 1414 ; the last. May 22, 1418, just 3| years after. After

which time their principles, thought to have been suppressed, soon

revived. Foxe dwells long and minutely on this history ; deeming

it evidently a very remarkable fulfilment of the prophecy.—Since

which time the revived Witnesses had come down to the times of

Luther and the Reformers.—All this had been under the sixth or

Turkish Trumpet ; which Foxe regarded as then, when he wrote,

near its end : the 7th Trumpet being thus close at hand ; when the

Church would have its time of blessedness accomplished, in Christ's

coming and the resurrection.

In Apoc. xii the Woman travailing was the true Church ; the

Dragon the Devil : seeking through Herod to destroy Christ at his

birth, and persecuting him afterwards till his death and ascension.

After which event the Woman driven into the wilderness, had for

1260 mystic days, meaning 294 years as before, i. e. until the time

of Constantine, to undergo persecution.—The first Beast of Apoc.

xiii, is explained by Foxe as the heathen Roman Emperors : his

seven heads meaning either, as BuUinger, the seven original kings of

Rome, or as Chytrseus, the seven Julian Emperors to Nero ; or

perhaps, as Peter Artopaeus and D. Fulco, the seven orders of chief

ruling magistrates, (the reader will mark the epoch of this important

j)oiiit of advance in Apocalyi)tic interpretation,) Kings, Consuls, De-

cemvirs, Dictators, Triumvirs, Caesars, and Emperors of foreign an-

ct.>try. The 42 mystic months of his ruling as a persecutor were
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to be taken, as before, to signify 42 ^ 7, or 294 years. And here

Foxe recounts, somewhat mysteriously, that his secret of the mystic

numbers, and true scale of computation intended, had been revealed

to a friend of his, a martyrologist ; meaning, I conceive, himself.

—

The second Beast he interprets of course as the Popes, or Anti-

christ : who revived the old Roman Empire that had been wounded

to death ; fulfilled the symbol of two horns like a lamb, in their hypo-

critical pretensions to Christianity
;
pretended too to miracles ; had

in Hebrew the name tt?^237^~l = 666 ; and, in the oaths of fealty to

the Romish Church, imposed on all functionaries secular and eccle-

siastical, stamped them as it were with the Papal character, or mark.

Of the Apocalyptic Vials the five first were explained by Foxe as

woes poured out on the old Roman empire ; the other two on that of

Papal Rome : 1. Gallienus 'eX/co? or plague ; 2, 3, and 4, the bloodshed

in the civil and foreign wars of the persecuting emperors ; 5. Rome's

destruction (the seat of the Beast) by the Goths ; 6. the Turkish

plague from the Euphrates, the same as in the 6th Trumpet.

The millennium, or 1000 years of Satan's binding, he explains,

as I before observed, of the 1 000 years from Constantine to the acme

of Papal supremacy, and the outbreak of Ottoman Turks, about

1300, A.D.

On the whole, the following points seem to me chiefly notable in

Foxe's Exposition : viz. his reference of the fifth and sixth Seals,

partially at least, to Diocletian's persecution and the revolution under

Constantine ; his strong and distinctive application of the 6th Trum-

pet to prefigure the Turks ; his apphcation of the visions in Apoc. x,

xi, as to the Angel's descent, John's prophesying, and the measur-

ing of the Temple, to the Church' s revival in the Reformation ; and his

explanation, after Fulco and Artopseus, of the seven heads of the

Beast ; all advances in the right path, I conceive, if not altogether cor-

rect :—also his date of Satan's binding, as to be computed from Con-

stantine. Foxe was, I believe, the first so to compute it. His grandest

failure seems to have been in that on which he regarded himself to

have been favoured with pecuhar discernment ; viz. the scale on

which the prophetic periods were to be calculated.

1 now proceed (o Brightman. Hi? Commentary appears to have
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been written and first published in the year A. D. 1600, or 1601, be-

fore the death of Queen Ehzabeth. It is one of great vigour both in

thought and language ; and deservedly one of the most popular with

the Protestant Churches of the time. He gives himself a brief sum-

mary of it ; which I here subjoin, with a few illustrative notes.

^

" Apoc. vi. The Seals. 1 . The truth is first of all opened, and over-

cometh under Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius ;
^ at the voice

of the first Beast, Quadratus, Aristides, and Justin Martyr. 3. At

the voice of the second Beast, (viz. the same Justin, Melito of Sar-

dis, and ApoUinarius,) cometh forth the Red Horse under Marcus An-

tonius Verus, confounding all things with wars.^ 5. The third seal

being opened, the third Beast, Tertullian, crieth out under Severus

the Emperor, when the Black Horse scourgeth the world with

famine and barrenness. 7. The fourth seal is opened ; and then speaks

the fourth Beast Cj-prian, Decius being emperor ; when the Pale

Horse wasted all with war, famine, and wUd beasts. 9. The fifth is

opened,'' and some intermission of the pubhc persecution given under

Claudius, Quintilius, Aurehan, and the rest, till the 19th year of Dio-

cletian. 12. Tlie sixth is opened, when Diocletian and Maximian Her-

culius rage : till at length they were cast out of their empire by the

power of the Lamb ; for fear of whom those tyrants fled and hid

themselves.^

" Apoc. vii. The seventh seal ofi'ereth first a general type of all the

ages following. 1 . When wicked men were ready to trouble all the

world with contention, ambition, heresy, war, they are restrained by

Constantine the Great ; till he had sealed the elect, by providing for

the faithful (who were few and hving in obscurity) in that great cala-

' In Apoc. iv the Book with seven seals is supposed to have been the Apocalypse.

^ This triumph of Christ's truth Brightman illustrates from Hadrian's Edict, that

no Christian should be condemned unless found guilty of some violation of the civil

laws. Euseb. iv. 2.

3 Especially the wars with the Parthians and the Marcomanni.
• The opening epoch of the 5th Seal is, according to Brightman, the persecution

ofGallicnus: i\\e ivhile robes given being an emblem of the temporary respite for

40 years; and the intimation about otJicr martyrs to he sacrificed, before the vengeance,

having reference to the martyrdoms of the next and last Pagan persecution under

Diocletian.

^ The elemental convulsions of the 6th Se.al are supposed to be those of Diocle-

tian's persecution, when the very Church itself seemed to be blotted out of the visible

heaven ; the kings' subsequently figured flight and terror, on the other baud, the over-

throw of the Pagan Emperors by Constantine.
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mity of the Church which straightway followed. 9. Which rueful time

being at last passed over, the prosperity and happiness of the faith-

ful grew great.i

'" Apoc. viii. Secondly, to this seventh seal belongeth the silence that

was in heaven : i. e. peace procured by Constantine. 2. The trum-

pets are prepared ; and Constantine calleth the Nicene Council to cut

off troubles, which yet by it are more increased. 6. The Angels

sound the trumpets ; at the sound of the first whereof the contentions

of the Arians about the word co-essential arose. 8. At the sound

of the second, the burning mountain of ambition is cast into the sea,

by the decree concerning the primacy and dignity of bishops. 10.

At the third the star falleth from heaven ; the Arian heresy being

defended by Constantius and Valens. 12. At the fourth, the third

part of the sun (the Church of Africa) is smitten by the Vandals.

13. The world is warned concerning more grievous Trumpets to ensue,

by Gregory the Great.

"Apoc. ix. 1. At the fifth sounding the bottomless pit is opened,^

and swarms of locusts crawl out : that is, of rehgious persons in the

West, of Saracens in the East.^ 13. At the sixth the Turks invade

the world, which is punished for the Romish idolatry.''

1 Brightman places the Sealing Vision distinctly under the 6th Seal ; but makes its

figured symbolization to give an aniicipative view of what was to happen afterwards

under the Trumpets. The contention, ambition, heresy, and ivar, specified in his sum-

mary, are made by him thefour evil a7igels of the sealing vision : the same, he says,

that were developed in the four first Trumpets ; and arrested all four by Constantine,

the sealing angel. The sealing was by means chiefly of the Council of Nice : into the

spirit of which, however, few entered ; so that the true Church, or number really

sealed, was small. The 144,000, depicted as the first sealed, were the first-fruits and

representatives of a true church of the elect, similarly sealed, down to a. d. 1300

;

when the palm-hearing vision began to have fulfilment, in the ingathering of a larger

multitude of Gentile converts, in the Waldenses, &c ; being intended to include ulti-

mately also the converted Jetvs, restored to the privileges of Chrisfs Church, (not

Jewish temple, as of old,) after their great tribulation.

^ The opener of the pit is, according to Brightman, the Pope.

^ The five months, or 150 days of the locusts, he explains of two or three different

periods of that duration, marked in the Saracen ravages ; such as that from their first

ravages of Syria, about a. d. 630, to their overthrow by the Emperor Leo, a. d. 780.

* " The hour, day, month, and year," Brightman reckons on the year-day prin-

ciple to be the 396 years of the Turks' duration, measured from their revival under the

Othmans, a. d. 1300 : and thus that the year 1696 would see their destruction. This

anticipation was naturally recalled to mind on Prince Eugene's victories about that

same year
; (indeed one of our Bishops had repeated Brightman 's prediction, pre-

viously ;) and the overthrow of Turkish supremacy consequent.
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" Apoc- X. 1. At what time the Turks rise up, the study of the

truth in many in the western parts is kindled.' 9. By whose endeavour

the interpretation of Scripture is restored again to the earth.

^

"Apoc. xi. 1. Prophecy being restored, there was a more full

knowledge of the past age : namely, that the Church from Constan-

tine's time for 1260 years was hidden in the secret part of the

Temple ;
^ the Romans in the meantime boasting of the holy city and

outmost court. 7. And that, at the end of those years,'' the Bishop

of Rome shall wage war against the Church, cut the throat of the

Scriptures with his Council of Trent, yea, make very carcases of them,

and triumph over them for three years and a half ; and should also,

by the help of force and arms from Charles the Fifth, tread upon the

saints in Germany : who yet, after three years and a half, lived again

in the men of Magdeburgh and Mauritius ; stroke the enemies with a

great fear ; and overthrew the tenth part of the empire of Rome. 15.

The seventh Angel soundeth ; and, about the year 1558, Christ get-

teth himself new kingdoms ; England, Ireland, Scotland, embracing

the Gospel.^

1 This prefigured revival of the study of the truth is supposed to date from the times

of the VViildenses : the little book opened being the Scriptures, especially the Apo-

calypse ; a book now /«/i/e, because so much of the wliole seven-sealed Apocalyptic Book

had been already developed. This is notable as the first step, if I mistake not, to

Mede's remarkable view of the Little Book, of which more in the next Section.

- He allots 200 years to the Waldcnsian and Wickliffite time of preparation, as

intended in the former part of this chapter ; then applies the eating of the book to the

Reformers : (John being a type of Christ's ministers :) and that through the unfolding

of history by Luther, Melancthon, Guicciardini, &c., the faithful were prepared for un-

derstanding the state of the church and Christian witnesses in former times, as

figured in the next Chapter, Apoc. xi.—This too is observable.

^ Here the reed like a rod had reference to Constantine's rod of authority ; by
whom the first defining of the temple.—IJrightman's " church hidden in the secret

part of the temple," may have furnished Mede perjiaps with a hint of his atrium

intcrius and ectterius.

* The two tf2<«csses Brightman makes to be the Scriptures, and tlie assemblies oftlm

fuithfid.—Their 1260 years he makes to be but 1242 Jidian years : which measured from

Constantine's accession, a. d. 304, ended in 154G, the year of the assembling of the

Council of Trent ; which in its third Session slew the Scriptures, by making the Vul-

yate the only standard, and the authority of tradition equal to that of Scripture. The
slaying of tlie assemblies of thefaithful was by Charles the 5th 's victory over the Pro-

testants, April 22, 1547 : against whom the Protestants of Magdeburgh rose in Oct.

1550, 3i years from the former date; and in 1555, having united with Maurice, over-

threw Charles's anti-Protestant plans, and procured freedom to the Reformed Religion.

'' This view of the epoch of the 7th Trumpet's sounding was peculiar, I believe, to

Brightman.
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" Apoc. xii. The first part of the seventh trumpet giveth yet a

more full light into the state of the age past ; the century writers of

Magdeburgh being raised up by God.^ The whole matter is repeated

from the beginning, and we are taught ;— 1 . that the first Church of

the Apostles was most pure, yet most of all afflicted by the Dragon,^

i. e. the Roman heathenish emperors, who endeavoured with all their

might that no way might be given to any Christian to the highest

empire :—5. at length that Constantine the Great was born, the male

child of the Church ; at whose birth, though the first purity fled into

the wilderness from the eyes of men, yet this Constantine threw down

the Dragon from Heaven, the heathenish emperors being driven out,

and put from ever reigning again in or against the Church :— 13.

that, all hostile power being taken from the Dragon, he presecuted

the Church under the Christian name by Constantius and Valens ;—
15. and that he sought to overwhelm her, fleeing from him, with an

inundation of barbarians rushing in upon the West; 17. which flood

being dried up, he stirred up the war of the Saracens.

"Apoc. xiii. 1. The Dragon being cast out of heaven by Constan-

tine, he substituted the Beast to be his Vicar there ; which Beast is the

Pope of Rome, who sprung up at once with Constantine, was made

great by the Nicene Council, was wounded by the Goths invading

Italy, was healed by Justinian and Phocas, and thenceforth made

greater than ever before. 11. The second Beast is the same Pope of

Rome, enlarged in his dominions by Pepin and Charles the Great

;

who gave him a new kind of springing up, whence he grew extremely

wicked.

" Apoc. xiv. For 1000 years from Constantine the Church, abiding

in most secret places, was hidden together with Christ, but did no great

1 Mark this reference to the Centuriators of Magdeburgh. And see p. 422 supra.

^ The Dragon's ten horns are explained as alluding to the Roman ten imperial

Provinces.

^ Mark here, 1st. Brightman's singular distinction of the two Beasts^ as alike the

Popes and their Empire, only at two successive times ; the earlier from Constantine

to Pepin, the second from Pepin and Charlemagne; the one being the /jrmar^

seventh Iiead, the other the secondaru seventh, or eighth : 2. the notice (the first I

have observed) oiJustiniaris Decree as an epoch of Papal greatness : 3. that Bright-

man makes the Beast's ten horns here to be the ten Christian Emperors, on the Beast's

seventh head, from Constantine to Theodosius, that gave power to the Pope : whereas

those that would in God's time hate the whore and tear her, as in Apoc. xvii. 16, were

a later sixasnon ofthem, on the Beast's eighth head ; the first being Charles V.
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matter famous and remarkable in the world. 6. Those 1000 years

being ended, Wicklif preached the Gospel in the world. 8. John Huss

and Jerome of Prague succeeded him, who threatened the fall of

Rome. 9. After these foUoweth Martin Luther, who inveighed most

bitterly against the Pope of Rome. 14. After that there is a harvest

made in Germany by Frederic of Saxony, the rest of the Protestant

Princes, and the free cities. 17. After that a vintage in England by

Thomas Cromwell and Thomas Cranmer.

" Apoc. XV. Hitherto reacheth the first part of the 7th Trumpet

concerning things past. 1 . A preparation of things to come, is of the

seven Angels with their Vials. 2. The reformed Churches dissent

amongst themselves ;
yet all triumph over the Pope of Rome, being

vanquished. 5. The temple is opened, and knowledge increaseth,

and the citizens of the Church are made the ministers of the last

plagues ; the issue whereof the new people of the Jews expect, before

they come to the faith.

"Apoc. xvi. The Vials are poured out. The first, by our most

gracious Queen Elizabeth, and other Protestant princes ; by means

whereof the Popish crew are filled full of ulcerous envy. 3. The

second by Martin Chemnitius upon the Council of Trent ; whereby

the sea of Popish doctrine was made fuU of filthy matter, and car-

rion-like contagion by the Jesuits, the masters of controversies. 4.

The third by William Cecil upon the Jesuits, who are the fountains of

Popish doctrine ; until when our times proceed.—The rest of the

Vials are to come, yet shortly to be poured out. 8. The fourth upon

the sun, i. e. the Scriptures ; with the light whereof men shall be

tormented, and shall break out into great anger and contentions. 10.

The fifth upon the city of Rome, the throne of the Beast. 12. The

sixth upon Euphrates ; whereby a way shall be prepared for the Jews

of the East, that after they have embraced the faith of the Gospel,

they should return into their own country : where there shall be a

great preparation of war ; partly by the Turk against these new

Christians, in the East, partly by the Pope in the West. 17. The

seventh upon the air, whereby the mystery shall be made perfect ; the

Turkish and Popish name being both quite destroyed, the Church

also being estabhshed in as great happiness as can be looked for

upon the earth.
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" Apoc. xvii. 1 . The first execution of the fifth Vial upon the

throne of the Beast ; wherein it shall be demonstrated by most cer-

tain arguments, by some man of no great account in the world, both

that Rome is the seat of Antichrist, and that it became that seat since

the Roman emperors were banished thence.

^

*' Apoc. xviii. The second execution of the fifth Vial is the final de-

struction of the city of Rome by three angels :— 1. the first descend-

ing out of heaven ; 4. the second exhorting the Romans to flight, and

describing both the lamentation of the wicked, as also the joy of the

faithful; 21. the third confirming this everlasting destruction by a

great millstone cast into the sea.

" Apoc. xix. The joy of the saints is described because of the de-

struction of Rome. The sixth Vial is explained, and the calling of^

the Jews is taught. A preparation likewise of war : partly in respect

of Christ the captain, and soldiers
;
partly in respect of the enemies.

20. The seventh Vial is declared by the destruction of the false pro-

phet, the Pope of Rome, the western enemy and his armies.

" Apoc. XX. 1. The whole history of the Dragon is repeated, such

as he was in the heathen emperors before his imprisonment : 2. such

as he was in prison, whereinto he was cast by Constantine, and bound

for 1000 years ; aU which space there was a contention between the

elect and the Pope of Rome : and after that was at length ended, the

first resurrection is brought to pass ; many from all places in the

West, with all their endeavour, seeking to attain to the sincere reli-

gion. 7. Together vsdth this resurrection Satan is loosed, and the

Turk, with the Scythians Gog and Magog : who now, destroying a

great part of the earth, shall at length turn their forces against the

holy city, i. e. the Jews that shall beUeve; in which battle the Tur-

kish name shaU be quite defaced. 1 1 . The second resurrection is

brought to pass by the second and full calling of the Jews.-

" Apoc. xxi. The last part of the seventh Vial describeth the hap-

piness of the Church after all the enemies of it be vanquished ; by

the new Jerusalem descending out of Heaven, being of a most glori-

ous workmanship.

' Between Apoc. xvii and xviii, Brightman inserts an admirable Treatise on Anti-

christ against Bellarmine.

2 An explanation of the rising of the dead small and great, and the judgment of

the great white throne, in which Brightman, I believe, stands alone.

VOL. IV. 2 F
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" Apoc. xxii. 1. It is declared how this happiness shall abound

both with drink and with meat, to the use of others, and shall remain

for ever.' 6. The conclusion confirmeth the whole prophecy, with

many most effectual arguments."

Parens' Commentary followed not long after Brightman's. It was

the substance of Lectures, dehvered in the year 1608^ to the Aca-

demy of Heidelburg, over which he presided ; but seems not to have

been pubhshed tiU the year 1615.^ My own edition is an Enghsh

translation by EHas Arnold ; printed Amsterdam, 1644.

In the/owr first Seals he makes the horse the Church, Christ be-

ing its rider : first white, with reference to its primitive purity ; chiefly

for the first 200 or 300 years : next red, with reference to its perse-

cutions and blood-shedding of martyrs, early begun, and running on

to Constantine : thirdly black, with reference to the heresies that

soon darkened it; Christ holding the balance of his word with which

to try them, and the words about corn, wine, &c. indicating a spiri-

tual scarcity : fourthly pale, as with the deadly disease of Antichris-

tianism : a disease prepared in the clerical and prelatical luxury and

pride consequent on the Constantinian revolution, and developed, as

having then taken hold of the whole body ecclesiastical, in the time of

Gregory and Boniface III ; the latter made Universal Bishop by Pho-

cas, and so sitting in the chair of "universal pestilence." The fifth

Seal depicts the blessedness of the martyrs slain in Christ's cause,

from Nero to Boniface, " the first Antichrist;" with intimation

added of another set of martyrs to be slain under Antichrist

before the time of vengeance : the siMh Seal, 1. the horrible confu-

sions and calamities from which the Church was to suffer, for 1000

years and more, under the reign of Antichrist; 2. the day of the

Lamb's wrath and judgment against the Antichristians ; 3. the pre-

servation meanwhile of a true Church to himself during Antichrist's

*reign, figured under the 144,000 sealed ones ; and 4. their ultimate

triumph and blessedness in Heaven.—On the seventh Seal's opening,

' i. e. as he explains, " all the time the world shall last after this."

' Pareus' Preface notes the date, being thus headed ;
" The Author's Preface on

the Revelation of St. John, happily begun and propounded to his auditory in the

University, Anno 1008. —It was the result of tliirti/ years' thought, he tells us, p. 20.

^ At p. 18 of the English Edition Parous gives an extract fiom a letter received by

him, apparently while preparing the work for publication, or while passing it through

the press, dated March 161.5.
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Pareus explains the half-hour's silence to be merely a break and pause,

during which St. John rested from the contemplation ; a new series

of visions being then marked as commencing.

For he makes these visions to retrogress to the times of the begin-

ning of the Christian Church. First, Christ, as having ascended, is

seen acting as the High Priest for his people ; and sends down the

fire of the Holy Ghost on his disciples, in answer to their prayers :

—

consequent on which are the voices, thunderings, and lightnings ; typi-

fying what before was typified under the red, black, and pale horses

;

and an earthquake moreover, answering to the revolution in the

church and world, caused by the rise of the Papal Antichrist and of

Mahomet.

The Trumpets Pareus refers to the same times respectively as the

corresponding Seals : the 1st being significant of the injuries to the

faithful, from the time of Nero to Domitian ; the 2nd of the blood-

shed of the subsequent Pagan persecutions to Constantine ; the 3rd of

the preparation for Antichrist, in the rapidly-developed ecclesiastical

apostacy ; an apostacy fitly figured as a starfallingfrom heaven, and

embittering the streams of Church doctrine : the 4th being the dark-

ening of the Church under the advancing apostacy ; the 5th and 6th

the rising of the Western and Eastern Antichrist, or the Popes

and Mahomet : the desolations by the former of whom were depicted

under the figure of locusts, the time five months having only reference

to the usual time of locusts making their ravages ; those by the latter

under that of horses and horsemen from the Euphrates. In the case

of the Euphratean horsemen the four angels bound were Arabians,

Saracens, Tartars, Turks : the " hour, day, month and year," for

which they were prepared, designating only their preparation at any

day that the Lord should send them. For Pareus, while noticing

Brightman's notable view^of this clause, as meaning a period of 396

years from a.d. 1300, measuring the Turkish empu-e's duration, hesi-

tates to admit it.—^The non-repenting remnant, Apoc. ix. 20, is explained

of the Papists still persisting in idolatry, after all the Turkish

desolations of Christendom.

In Apoc. X the vision of the Covenant-Angel shows Christ's pro-

visions for the preservation of a Christian ministry, and for the open-

ing of his word, during all the long times of opposition, especially

2 F 2
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that under Antichrist. (So that Parens, Uke Brightman before him,

made a less definite appUcation of this prophecy to the times of the

great Lutheran Reformation than most of his Protestant prede-

cessors had done.)—By the Angel's oath it appeared, he says,

that but one Trumpet more remained after the Turkish woe to the

consummation. " Thou must prophesy again,^' is applied by him to

the preachers of truth near the end of the 5th and 6th Trumpets ;

also the measuring of the Temple to the Church's reformation, as be-

gun about the time of Huss, continued a.d. 1517. The 1260 days of

the Gentiles treading the Holy City, he inclines to reckon as 1260

years, beginning from Boniface's grant of the title of universal Bishop

to the Roman Pope, a.d. 606 ; a period ending, says he, a.d. 1866.

But he leaves the decision of this point with God. The two Witnesses

he understands indefinitely for all true Christian witnesses. Their

symbolized slaughter in the great city, and the 3| days' exposure of

their- dead bodies, had respect to the repeated slaughter, and as

repeated revival very speedily of Christ's witnessing servants : Foxe's

particular case of Huss and Jerome at Constance, and Brightman's

case of the Council of Trent's temporary triumph over Protestantism,

and its revival through Prince Maurice, both included. The Witnesses'

resurrection he explains of the martyred saints' resurrection hteraUy :

and makes the tenth part of the city, that fell, to be the part that fell

off" from the great city of Papal Christendom at the time of the

Reformation.

In Apoc. xii the Woman (&$, usual) he makes the Church ; the Dra-

gon the Devil; his seven heads and ten horns symbolizing indefinitely

the multitude of earthly powers under him. The battle or war in

heaven, is explained 1st allegorically , of the conflict of Christ and

Satan ; 2nd historically, of Constantine's being advanced to the

throne of the Roman Empire.—The watq^s cast after the Woman
are heresies, such as the Arian, &c : and the Woman's 1260 days in

the wilderness to be dated from the Papal Antichrist's constitution by

Phocas, as before.—In Apoc. xiii the first Beast out of the sea, is

the Popedom with reference to the Popes' asserted imperial power and

authority ; his deadly xvound that of the Papal schism healed at Con-

stance : the second Beast being the Papal Antichrist in his character

of a seducing Prelate ; the head with the members, or whole crew of
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his seducing priests. The Image of the Beast Pareus deems to he

one image for many ; meaning the images of saints,, which the Papal

Beast requires men to worship. The name and number he makes

with Irenseus and Foxe, respectively, to be Aajfivoq and t27^327!2").—In

Apoc. xiv the first preaching Angel is explained as WichfFe ; the

second as Luther ; the third all faithful preachers since Luther.—In

Apoc. xvi. the seven last jjlagues are the plagues under the last of

the four periods into which the Christian sera is divided : viz. 1, that

to Constantine ; 2, that to Phocas ; 3, that to Leo and Luther ; 4,

and last, that after Luther. The 1 st Vial is the sore that fell on the

Popedom from Luther's Reformation ; the 2nd the deadly decrees

of the Council of Trent ; the 3rd, the persecuting Papal Bishops and

Doctors ; the 4th, a fresh heat and hght from the Scriptures opened^

by Christ, yet with the result of only the more enraging the Papists ;

the 5th, the darkening of Rome of its former lustre ; the 6th, the

drying up of the resources of the Antichristian Babylon or Rome ;

the 7th, the smiting of the air or natural atmosphere with pestilence,

and the universal destruction then following.

On Apoc. xvii Pareus explains the Beast to designate Antichrist

not simply, but as clothed with the skin of the Roman Empire : an

Empire which " was " under the old government of kings, consuls,

&c ; which " is not " because of the Roman ecclesiastical hierarchy

not having begun in St. John's time ; and which " is to ascend out of

the bottomless pit'' at the time of Phocas. Further the seven kings,

answering to the seven hills, are construed by him, after Aretius,

Napier, and Brightman,^ to signify Kings, Consuls, Dictators, Decem-

virs, Mihtary Tribunes, and Emperors, according to the enume-

ration of Rome's ruling magistrates given in Tacitus ; fve having

' This explanation has been ascribed to James I. (Daubuz on Apoc. xii. 3.) In

King James's comment I find the explanation stands thus. " The seven heads of the

Beast signify as well seven material hills, whereupon the seat of this monarchy is

situated ; as also seven kings, or diversforms ofmagistrates, that this empire hath had,

and is to have hereafter." He is said by the Editor of the Edition of his Works in

1616, the then Bishop of Winchester, to have written this commentary on the Reve-

lations before he was twenty years old; which would be a. d. 1586. And I see in

Watts' Bibliotheca that 1588 is put down as the date of its first publication. Now
this was the same year that Foxe's Eicasmi was published, giving the same solution ;

and giving it as from Peter Artopseus and Dr. Fulke, both some years King James'

seniors. See my p. 426 supra. Fulke published on the Apocalypse a. d. 1573, and

died 1589 : Artopseus earlier.
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passed away, and the sixth, or Pagan Emperors, holding the rule

at the time when St. John saw the vision : the seventh head being

the Roman Christian Emperors from Constantine, and the eighth the

Popes or Antichrist. " And is of the seven " Pareus miderstands

to mean, that this eighth would have the same power as the seven

previous. (He notes in passing, that other Protestant Expositors

made the eighth to be the French and German Emperors of the West.)

With regard to the ten horns symbolized, he supposes them to have

sprung out of the 7th head, or that of the Christian Caesars. The

statement that the ten kings, after rising at one and the same time with

the Beast, are to strip and make bare the Woman, or Rome, he

speaks of as a thing still future. ' But they are not, he adds, there-

with to destroy the Papal Antichrist : he being destined to survive

Rome's destruction, and to be destroyed only by the brightness of

Christ's coming.

On Apoc. XX the Millennium is explained nearly on the Augus-

tinian piinciple ; Satan having no power, says Pareus, after Christ's

first advent and ministry effectually to maintain Paganism : and his

destined post-miUennial loosing was at the time of Antichrist's full

development in Gregory VII; i.e. a.d. 1073. Meanwhile the saints

and martyrs did all reign with Christ in heaven after death during

that earlier part of Antichrist's reign, wlxich lasted from 606 to 1073 ;

in which, although he was not then fully developed, they had yet to

encounter and resist him. (Pareus here takes occasion to controvert

the Chiliasts ; the frst resurrection being spiritual, he says, not

corporal.)—^Then Gog and Magog are explained as the Tkrks loosed

about the time of Gregory VII ; and finally that it was the heavenly

glory of the redeemed that was typified under the figure of the

New Jerusalem.

By far the most valuable part of Parens' exposition seems to me to

consist in his interpretation of the two Beasts ; distinguishing between

them, as he did, to symbolize the Popes in their imperial supremacy,

and the Popes in their ecclesiastical and prelatic supremacy. The

application of the Papal pretensions as Chist's Vicar, (or Anti-

christ,) on which in fact the Pope's grand supra-imperial supremacy

' On this passage Parens strongly insists tliat the right reading is eirt to Orjpiov,

and not what liolhirminc would have, Kairo Oripiov.
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was grounded, was however overlooked by Pareus. Nor was he

more successful than his predecessors, as I think, in solving the

Beast's seventh head, though clear on the eighth. On certain other

points he appears to have retrogressed, rather than advanced.

The reader has now before him pretty much the state in which

Apocalyptic interpretation was left at the close of the cera and century

of the Reformation.

§ VI. FROM THE END OF THE CENTURY OF THE REFORMATION TO

THE PRESENT TIME.

Our sixth and last Section of the History of Apocalyptic..

Intei-pretation opens naturally with Mede, Pareus' immediate succes-

sor ; one whose works have generally been thought to constitute an

sera in the science. It then passes to Bossuet, Vitringa, and Daubuz,

as the next Expositors of chief repute among Romanists and Pro-

testants : and then, after a brief supplementary addendum, to what

may be called modem times.

1. Mede.—It was in 1627 that Mede first published his Clavis

Apocalyptica, in 1632 his Commentary. The reputation of these

works, especially in England, is well known. He was looked on,

and written of, as a man almost inspired for the solution of the

Apocalyptic mysteries. And certainly of his learning, as well as

of his modesty and worth, there could not be too high an opinion.

Yet, if it be permitted to express freely an opinion on so great a

man, it seems to me that his success has been over-estimated as an

Apocalyptic Expositor. For if on some important points he much

advanced the science, on others I conceive him to have very mate-

rially caused it to retrogade. This will appear as I proceed.

The Tabular Scheme of his views appended on my next Page,

and the observations on them scattered through the Horse, will do

away with the necessity of entering into them so particularly as

might otherwise have been desirable. Suffice it to say with reference

to the Seals,^YisX the 1st Seal is supposed by Mede to depict the

early gospel victories ; the 2nd, the wars of Trajan and Hadrian ;

the 3rd, the severe justice, and procuration of corn, notable in the
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reigns of the two Severi ; the 4th, the famine, pestilence, and mur-

derous wars of the sera of GalUenus ; the 5th, Diocletian's persecu-

tion ; the 6th, the overthrow of Paganism and its empire by Coti-

stantine.—Again of the Trumpets, the 1st is explained of Alaric
;

the 2nd, of the Gothic and Vandal desolators of the Empire that

followed, down to Genseric ; the 3rd, of the extinction of the Hes-

perus, or Western Emperor, by Odoacer ; the 4th, of the ravages of

Totilas, whereby Rome received its last desolations ; the 5th, of the

Saracens ; the 6th, of the Turks.—In most of which particulars I

conceive Mede to have made advances to the true interpretation :

adjusting the fifth and sixth Seals, as he did, to the times respec-

tively of Diocletian and Constantine, not of Claudius and Diocletian

like Brightman ; while following Brightman mainly in the exposi-^

tion (the Rome-referring exposition) of the four Seals previous :
'

and also in the four earlier Trumpets, instead of Brightman's " con-

tention, ambition, heresy, and w«r," applying the emblems to prefigure

the successive epochs in the Gothic desolations, and overthrow of

the Western Empire. In the evolution, however, of the particular

details he seems to me unsuccessful : the one third of the four first

Trumpets having no definite explanation; and the land, sea, and

rivers being expounded loosely and figuratively, so as I have stated

in my Vol. i. pp. 324, 325. The two prophetic periods in the fifth and

sixth trumpets are explained by him, as are aU the other prophetic

periods, on the year-day principle : the locusts' 150 days of the

ravages of the Saracens on the Italian coast from a. d. 830—980 ; a

solution certainly any thing but happy :
^ the Euphratean horsemen's

hour day month and year, much more happily, of the 396 years' in-

terval from the Turkman's investiture with the sword by the Cahph

at Bagdad, a. d. 1057, to the destruction of Constantinople, a. d.

1453.2 In his reference of the smoke and sulphur of the sixth

trumpet to the Turkish cannon, he well follows Brightman : ex-

plaining the figures definitely, and according to the analogy of

Scripture prophecies, from visible appearances: and adds too, as

' On the third Seal, I should observe, Mede, though explaining it to refer to the

times of Severus, yet makes it signify, not as Brightman, a scarcity then occurring,

but the justice and procurations of corn by the Emperor.

- All the main strength of the Saracens had in 830 past away, as I have shown in

my Chapter on the subject. 3 See my Vol. i. p. 494, Note 2.
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illustrative of the meaning of the emblem in the fifth trumpet, a

notice from Pliny of the flowing hair of the Saracens, on the same

interpretative principle.^

But novsr comes what seems to me to have been the most unfor-

tunate, as weU as most striking novelty in Mede's Commentary

:

viz. his explanation of the Little Book in Apoc. x, as a new and dis-

tinct prophecy from that of the seven sealed Book : the Covenant

Angel's descent and hon-like cry, the seven answering thunders, the

Angel's oath, and the giving John the book to eat, being merely

introductory to, and the ushering in of, this new prophecy. " The

former prophecy," says he, " was of the fates of the Roman Em-

pire ; this, by far nobler, of the fates of religion and the Church." ^

Hence, besides a departure from all simplicity of Apocalyptic

arrangement, the setting aside also of that which had been the most

striking and admirable feature in the Protestant Commentaries of

the preceding rera ; viz. the application of the vision of the Cove-

nant Angel's descent, of the prophesying again, and of the mea-

suring of the temple, more or less to the Reformation. Reasons

Mede gives none ; except that the charge " Thou must prophesy

again" indicated a new prophecy : that which assuredly the word

prophesy need not indicate :
'^ and which involves the setting aside

of the representative character of St. John ; a view so early taken,

so long cherished, and so excellently applied by the Reformers on

this particular passage, though never indeed fully carried out.

Unfounded, however, as was Mede's view of this vision, and of the

Little Book, it has been repeated and perpetuated by Apocalyptic

Expositors, to the great obscuration of the Apocalypse, even to the

present day.-*—The prophecy of the Little Book thus introduced,

Mede begins its development by the further very singular interpre-

tation, first of the measuring of the inner court and temple, then of

casting out the outer court and not measuring it, as indicating two

chronologically successive states of the Church of lengths propor-

' A principle which I have expanded in my application of the fifth Trumpet to

the Saracens.

' E. R. mark how the sounding of the 7th Trumpet, which belongs to the seven-

scaled Book, and is related Apoc. xi. 15, cuts into the prophecies of the Little Book.

See the Tabular Scheme. 3 ggg j^y y^jj jj p ]_^^^ ^^
* Alike Jurieu, Vitringa, Bishop Newton, and in our own days Cuninghame,

Fabcr, &c, have more or less followed Mede in the view.
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tional : ' the first the more primitive Church of the first three or

four centui-ies, which was conformed to the rule of God's word ;

the second that which succeeded, and was in character gentihzed

and apostate. With which latter coincide the 1 260 days, or years, of

Christ's two Witnesses' prophesying in sackcloth : the two signify-

ing many, or sufficient at least to keep up a vahd testimony.—So

Mede comes to the clause, Apoc. xi. 7 :
" When they shall have

completed," or, as he renders it, " when they shall be about finishing

their testimony, the Beast shall kill them," &c : a passage which he

construes as predicting what was still in his time future ; and that

which would immediately precede the fall of Papal Rome. For the

tenth part of the city, whose fall is mentioned immediately after the

Witnesses' resurrection and ascension, (ascension to political eminence,

says Mede) is made by him to mean the city of modern Rome, as

being but a tenth the size of ancient Rome ; a notion which he illus-

trates by an ichnograpliical plate, exhibiting the comparative size of

the two cities.

In Apoc. xii the vision of the Woman and Dragon is explained of

Constantine's war with, and overthrow of, the Roman Pagan Em-

perors and Paganism.—In Apoc. xiii and xvii the first Beast is the

Roman Secular Empire, or Decem-regal Body of Western Christen-

dom,2 under the Pope, as the Beast's last ruling head :^ the five

heads of the old Roman Empire, that had fallen in St. John's time,

being Kings, Consuls, Dictators, Decemvirs, and MiUtary Tribunes,

so as they had been interpreted by Fulke, Foxe, and others ; the 6th,

or head reigning when St. John saw the vision, the Imperial

Caesars
; (Caesars then Pagan, but destined in time to be changed

into Christian Caesars, which last might be reckoned a new head to

the Beast, says Mede, or might not •,'^) the seventh the Popes : the

Beast's deadly wound having been sustained in passing from the sixth

to the seventh or last head.^^
—

^The second Beast was the Pope and

' See the Tabular Scheme.
^ " Bestia decem-cornupeta sen Secularis, est Universitas ilia decern plus minus

regnorum in unam denuo Rempublicam Romanam, redintegrata Draconis impietate,

coalescentium." He adds that all the hotns were on the 7th or last Head. Pp.

4S8, 499.

^ " Decern ilia regna, Psetidopropli£toe capitis sui attspiciis, cum Agno pugnabunt."

So on Apoc. xvii. 16. 4 See my Vol. iii. p. 102.

^ " In transitu a sexto capite ad novissimum Bestia lethali vulnere occubuit."

P. 501.
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Papal clergy.' The Image of the Beast the first Beast itself, or

Secular decem-regal Empire ; as being but the shadow and revived

ghost of the old Roman Empire, or Beast under its sixth head.^

The Beast's name and number is Aareivo?.—In Apoc. xiv the first

flying Angel Mede makes to be Vigilantius and the early Icono-

clastic Emperors ; the second the Waldenses ; the third Luther.

—

In Apoc. xvi. the Vials, which he considers to figure the destruction

of Antichrist, are 1st, the wound given to the Popedom by the

Waldenses, Wicliffites, and Hussites ; 2nd, Luther's secession and

protest ; 3rd, Queen Elizabeth's secession and protest ; these three

Vials being past, the rest future. Of which last the 4th, on the

Sun, would be on the German Emperor, as chief luminary in the

Papal Imperial system ; and, while I write, says Mede, news is

brought of a Prince from the north (meaning Gustavus Adolphus)

gaining victories over the Emperor in defence of the afflicted Ger-

man Protestants : the fifth Vial, that on the seat of the Beast, mean-

ing one on Rome ; the sixth, that of the drying up of the Euphratean

flood, the exhaustion of the Turkish Empire ; by the which the

way of the Jews from the East would be prepared : the seventh, on

the air, being one on Satan's power, as the Prince of the power

of the air.

Finally, as all know, the millennium is construed by Mede, so as

by the oldest patristic expositors, Irenseus, Justin Martyr, &c ; the

frst resurrection being the literal resurrection of the saints, fulfilled on

Christ's coming to Antichrist's destruction.

2. Bossuet.

The Apocalyptic Comment of this Roman Cathohc Prelate deserves

the more attention from us, as being written by one who is, I be-

lieve, confessedly the ablest as well as most eloquent of controver-

sialists on the Papal side ; and written by him, deliberately and

avowedly, in order to wrest out of the hands of Protestants a weapon

1 " Bestia Bicornis, seu Pseudo-Propheta, Pontifex Ronianus cum suo Clero."

P. 505.

* " Bestia Romana capitis novissimi est imago Bestiae sexto capite mactatae." P.

506. And again, p. 505: "Qui" (viz. the Pseudo-Propheta, or Second Beast) " eo

sensimreges, ex dissipato Ca;sarum Iniperio nuper in orbe Romano natos, induxit, ut

sibi, cassaeque jam alioquin imperio Roma;, colla iinanimiter submittentes, pristini

jamque demoliti Imperii Ethnici imaginem induerent."

J
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used SO often and so powerfully by them against his Church.—For

some time following the Reformation the Romish Doctors were

very shy of the subject ; and after Thomas Aquinas, (as the venera-

ble Foxe tells us in the Preface to his Eicasmi,') had up to the year

1587 scarce ventured to write a word of Comment on the Apoca-

lypse. But just a year or two before his death, Ribera, a Jesuit

Priest of Salamanca, took up the question, and published an Apo-

calyptic Commentary ; which vehemently excited the indignation

of our countryman Brightman,^ and served to hasten on his own

antagonistic and masterly exposition. Again in 1604 Alcasar,

another Spanish Jesuit, but of Seville, published a copious Com-

mentary on the Apocalypse, still more Papistic in its character than

Ribera's, in time to receive the notice of Parens.^ Of these two

I subjoin a brief notice below.^ The more learned, however, of thfe

» " Post Thomam ilium haud quisquam fere sit ex tola ilia cohorte Pontificia, iiifi-

nitaque scribentium multitudine, qui vel verbura in banc Apocalypsim coramentare

sit ausus." Praefat

2 So in the Dedication of his Comment" to the Holy Reformed Churches of Britain,

Germany, and France." Says he: " But mine anger and indignation burst out against

the Jesuits. For when as I had by chance light upon Ribera, who had made a

Commentary upon the same holy Revelation, Is it even so? said I. Do the Pa-

pists take heart again, so as that book, which of a long time before they would scarce

suffer any man to touch, they dare now take in hand, to intreat fully upon it ? What

!

was it but a vain image or bug, at the sight whereof they were wont to tremble a

few years since, even in the dim light, that now they dare be bold to look wishly on

this glasse in the clear sunshine ; and dare proclaime to the world that any other

thing rather is poynted at in it than their Pope of Rome ?
"

3 In his Preface Parens specially notices him ; (see next Note ;) and also from time

to time in the body of his Commentary.
* " Ribera,'" says Parous, p. 16, " explicates the argument of the Apocalypse as

being nothing else but certain commentaries upon that prophecy of our Lord in Matt,

xxiv, touching the state of the Church, and the signs of the last times.'''' At p. 4,

Parens observes that Ribera makes the ten horns of the Beast to be ten kings that

shall be the only kings in the world at Antichrist's coming ; and that, three of them

being destroyed, there shall only remain seven, who shall fight for Antichrist against

the Lamb, being /•«;(/««, not Christian kings. (Is it not they that will have given

their power to the Beast, says Parens, that are to have it put in their hearts to hate

and tear the Whore ; their former support of her having been through ignorance ? )

Also Parens says that they (the Romanists, and especially, I suppose, Ribera) were

expecting their Antichrist to arise every day, out of the Jewish tribe of Dan.

On the other hand Alcasar, Parens tells us, p. 1 6, explained the Revelation as teach-

ing " that Rome, of old the head of Pagan idolatry, by an admirable vicissitude was

to be changed into the metropolis of the Catholic Church ; that the Roman Church

was gloriously to triumph both in respect of the Roman city and the whole empire

;

and that the sovereign authority of the Roman Bishop should always remain in the

height of honour." Alcasar exults, and gratulates the Pope, that he first out of the
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Roman Catholic Doctors seem not to have been satisfied with them.'

And when in 1685, just after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,^

M. Jurieu, one of the exiled French Calvinist Ministers, had pub-

lished his work on the Apocalyptic prophecy, (a work mainly based

on Mede's views, but with various new particular applications to his

own time and his own country,3) the Bishop of Meaux thought it

darkness of the Apocalypse should have showed this light. (Surely, observes Pareus,

this might cause laughter or shame even to the Roman Court itself.

)

Further, Pareus says, p. 17, Alcasar's general argument is that the Apocalypse

describes a twofold war of the Church ; one with the Synagogue, the other with

Paganism ; and a twofold victory and triumph over both adversaries. More par-

ticularly the development of the subject was thus:— 1. from Apoc. i—xi the re-

jection of the Jews, and desolation of Jerusalem by the Romans : 2. from Apoc.

xii—XX, both inclusive, the overthrow of Paganism, and empire of the Roman Church

over Rome and the whole world ; the judgment of the Great Whore, and destruction

of Babylon, being effected by Constantine and his successors : 3. in Apoc. xxi, xxii,

under the type of the Lamb's Bride, the New Jerusalem, a description of the glorious

and triumphant state of the Roman Church in lieaven.

1 Sylveira, a Portuguese Carmelite, had also published before Bossuet on the Apoca-

lypse ; viz. A. D. 1661 ; his Exposition being on a general historic principle. But it

was one little approved by Romanists.

2 Jurieu's date is given at pp. 203, 254 of my English edition ;
(London, 1G87 :)

at the latter page as the year of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

^ Jurieu avowedly takes Mede as his master in Apocalyptic interpretation ; except

in the parts of latest application.

In the Seals he only differs from him by expounding the first Seal not of Christ,

but of a Iioma7i subject, and Roman Emjjerors ; (viz of Vespasian and Titus, with

respect to their victories and general prosperity;) consistently with Mede's Rome-

referring explanation of the horses and horsemen of the three next Seals.

In the Trumpets he improves on Mede by expounding the falling star that made

bitter the third part of the rivers, not of the extinction in the Western Empire by

Odoaeer, but of an epoch and a part of the Gothic ravages of Western Christendom :

(viz. in the proOTKces, which might be viewed as the rivers; Rome and Italy being

as the sea :) the extinction of the Western Emperors being symbolized by the darken-

ing of the heavenly lights in the 4th Trumpet.

The Liillc Book he interprets with Mede as a new prophecy : and dwells with

admiration on the idea thrown out by our English Expositor, that as the unmeasured

state of the court, or Church, was to be for ?>h times, i. e. 1260 years, so the propor-

tion of the Jewish temple proper to the court, indicated the Church's previous better

and measured state to be about 360 years : an indication agreeable with fact. The

Beast too he explains as Mede: making its 7th head to be the Papal Antichrist ; and

the possible two- fold division of the 6th or imperial head into Pagan and Christian

Emperors, to be the solution of the enigma of the last head being both the 8th and

the 7th.

In his Chapter on the Witnesses Jurieu expresses his opinion, that the last perse-

cution of Christ's people had commenced in the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes :

the death of the two Apocalyptic Witnesses having then begun at least to have fulfil-

ment ; and their prefigured resurrection being anticipated by him either in 3.^ years

from that date, or 3.', years from some further act of the same persecution, as extended
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well to take up the matter ; and to apply his great talents to the

drawing up of an Exposition, such as might be conformable with the

dogmas and requirements of the Romish faith, and sufficiently strong

and solid (so he expected) to withstand the criticism of Protestants.^

—I now proceed to give a sketch of it. It is framed much more on

Alcasar's plan than Ribera's, on that of the praterists, not of the

futurists : though with reference in the Jewish part only to the later

calamities of the Jews ; not the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus,

which had happened, Bossuet judged, before the giving of the Apoca-

lypse. The grand subject of the Prophecy he conceives to be the

triumph of Christianity over Judaism and Paganism ; i. e. Paganism

as established in the Roman Empire : the details as follows.

The six first Seals exliibit the subject in the general. There is 1st

Christ's moving forth as a conqueror : then in the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th^

Seals, his judgments of war famine and pestilence, on the enemies

of Christianity : then in the 5th Seal, persecutions of Christians,

perhaps to the Waldenses, or other Protestant Christians ; such as might possibly fur-

nish the intended date of commencement to the 3g mystic days of the Witnesses lying

dead in the street of the great Papal City, or empire ; i. e. France. Further, he judged

that the tenth ofllie Great City destined to fall, on the Witnesses' ascent, meant also

France ; which would fall from the Popedom by embracing the Reformation. After

this, some time might probably elapse in order to the full eifect of the exposure of

Antichrist : and thus the epoch of the fall of the Popedom might be probably about

A. D. 1710 or 1715; this being the end of the 1260 years, as computed from a. d. 450

or 455.

In the details of the Vials Jurieu ^together deserts Mede ; though agreeing with

him in placing them mainly under the 6th Trumpet. Thus Vial 1 was the gross cor-

ruption of Popery, and outbreaking of its open sores in the 10th century: Vials 2

and 3 figured the bloodshedding in the earlier and later crusades : Vial 4 was the

intolerable scorching of the Papal despotism, from the 11th to the 14th century:

Vial 5, on the seat of the Beast, was the transference of the Pope's residence from

Rome to Avignon : Vial 6 wasthe drying up, as it were, of the Bosphorus, before the

Turks, and their consequent overthrow of Constantinople and Eastern Christendom
;

which Bosphorus had been previously the Eastern barrier to Greek Christendom, so as

had been the Euphrates in old times to the Roman Empire : Vial 7 was the earthquake

of the Reformation ; the great City, or Papal Christendom, being after it divided into

three divisions of Papists, Lutherans, and Reformed. (The English Church, being in

communion with the Reformed, could not be considered, he says p. 220, a fourth

division.)

On the Millennium Jurieu shows that it never yet had had fulfilment ; anticipa-

ting from it a reign of the saints on earth, the Jews' restoration, and fulfilment con-

currently of the prophecies of the blessedness of the latter day in the Old Testament.

He also decidedly inclines to think that the first resurrection is a literal resurrection

of the departed saints ; then at length to take part in the glory of the manifested

kingdom of Christ. i It was published A. d. 1690.
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and the reason of God's delay of judgments, viz. till the numher of

martyrs be completed : further, in the 6th, a picture of political

convulsion and revolution ; apphcable first to the overthrow of the

Jewish people ; secondly to that of the Roman Empire ; thirdly to

what the others might be considered in a manner typical of, that is

the general judgment.

Then to particulars.—After an illustration in the 7th chapter of

what was said in Seal 5 of the cause of the delay of God's judg-

ments, by a representation of the seahng of such as were elect unto

salvation among the Jews, and also of the salvation of Gentile

martyrs innumerable, from out of the Empire of Pagan Rome, the

first four Trumpets thus depicted the progress of God's judgments

against the Jews. Trumpet 1 showed the primary victory over the

Jews by Trajan : Trumpet 2, the victories over them by Adrian

;

Trumpet 3, the impostor Barchochebas, Son of a star, declaring

himself the Messiah, and so stirring up his countrymen to the war

:

Trumpet 4, the obscuration of the Scriptures, especially of the pro-

phetic Scriptures, (which were as luminaries to the Jews,) by the

compilation of their Talmud : the subjects particularly obscured

being Christ the Sun, and the Church the moon. In all wliich

Trumpets the third part, spoken of as affected, meant that not all the

Jews would be killed, not all the Ught extinguished, &c.—Then the

subject past from the Jews. In Trumpet 5 the scorpion-locusts were

Judaizing heresies, introduced soon a|^er Adrian's destruction of the

Jews by Theodotus of Byzantium, and continued onwards to Arte-

mon and Paul of Samosata; heresies concerning the Trinity and Christ's

Divinity : the commission not to kill, but only to torment, showing

that this plague was not one of invading warrior-foes. On the

other hand Trumpet 6 exhibited the woe of an invading enemy of

horsemen from the Euphrates : viz. the Persians ; who after a while

overthrew, and took captive, the Emperor Valerian.

In Apoc. X Bossuet, like Mede, makes the Little Book a prophecy ;

but only as the remainder of that of the seven-sealed Book ; its

contents being developed in the chapters following.—Thus in Apoc.

xi we have first a general view of Christ's witnesses and martyrs,

during the persecutions of Pagan Rome : some (for example that of

the Emperor Valerian) lasting near about 3|- years ; though that
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term of time, or its equivalent 42 months, signified rather a certain

Hmit of time, ordained by God to one and all of them. Next, and

when the Witnesses should have finished their testimony under Pa-

gan Rome, there is the prophecy of Diocletian's persecution of them,

(Diocletian, the Beastfrom the abyss,) and temporary suppression of

the Christian worship ; followed, however, quickly by a figuration of

the revival under Constantine :—the song in heaven, on the 7th

Trumpet's sounding, " The kingdoms of this world are become the

kingdoms of our God and of his Christ," having reference to the

establishment of Christianity then effected in the Roman Empire.

—

A more particular figuration of which, and of its consequences,

followed in the next chapter. For the male-child of the travailing

Woman, or Church, was Constantine : the war of the Dragon against

the Woman before her child-birth, being that with Maxentius ; the

war in heaven aftei-wards that with Maximin ; the floods cast out of

the Dragon's mouth, as the Woman fled to the desert, that with

Licinius. Then, in Apoc. xiii, came the figuring of the revival as it

were of Diocletian (the Beast that had killed the WitnessesJ in the

apostate Emperor Julian : the second Beast, with two lamb-hke

horns, being Julian's Pagan priests and philosophers, pretending to

miracles and moral maxims hke those of Christianity : the Image of

the Beast, images of Pagan gods made to speak oracles, &c, by the

Pagan priesthood : the Beast's name and number (here it is the

original not the revived Beast) Diodes Augustus.

Then in Apoc. xiv the prophecy proceeds to announce the fall of

Rome and of the Roman Empire, through the Gothic invasion. The

harvest judgment is that by Alaric ; the vintage that by Attila.—
The Vials trace out the same subject more particularly, and as be-

ginning from an earher date. The eX^o? of the 1st Vial was the

great plague in the time of Valerian and Gallienus : the 2nd Vial

figured the bleeding Empire, as if dead ; the 3rd, the civil wars and

thirty tyrants; the 4th, the drought and famine of that period,

commemorated by Cyprian ; the 5th, Valerian's defeat by the Per-

sians ; the 6th, the drying up of the Euphratean barrier, and opening

of a passage into the Empire to the kings from the East, i.e. the

Persians ; the frogs, the magicians, &c, who urged on Valerian to

his fated Armageddon, i.e. the field of battle where he was captured

VOL. IV. 2 G
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by the Persians : the 7th, on the air, with its earthquake and hail,

the capture of Rome by Alaric.

Yet again, Apoc. xvii reveals other important points in the subject,

more in detail. The Beast's seven heads were Diocletian, Galerius,

Maximian, Constantius Chlorus, the four Emperors in whose joint

names the first Edict of persecution went forth ; together with Maxen-

tius, Maximin, and Licinius, three persecuting Emperors afterwards

added. At the precise time to which the vision related, a. d. 312,

five of these hadfallen, viz. the first mentioned four and Maxentius :

one was, viz. Maximin : Licinius, the Vllth, had not yet come ; i.e.

as a persecuting Emperor. It was further said, " the eighth king

is of the seven, and goes into perdition." This was Maximian;

who was of the original four, but had abdicated : and then became

Emperor again,—(Jidian is not here brought forward by Bossuet.)

Further, in this chapter, Apoc. xvii. 16, 17, there was the very

striking prophecy about the ten horns on the Beast. They were to

give their power to the Beast tUl the words of God were fulfilled

;

yet to hate the Harlot and tear her. So were the Goths, Vandals,

&c, long admitted as soldiers into the Roman armies, and as aUies

into the Roman territory : (Bossuet here makes the Beast to be

Rome :) yet did they afterwards tear and desolate the Woman ; i.e.

ravage Rome and its Empire.—The millennium Bossuet explains as
^

Augustine : the new heaven and earth, and new Jerusalem, as figures

of the saints' heavenly glory.

3. Vitringa is the next Apocalyptic Expositor that calls for our

notice. He was Theological Professor in the Academy of Franeker

for many years, till his death in 1 722 : and from that petty Dutch

town, near the mouth of the Zuyder Zee, sent forth those masterly

and learned works on Isaiah and the Apocalypse, which have always

been regarded as placing him in a high rank among Biblical Exposi-

tors. His Apocalyptic Commentary, under the title of AvaKpta-i^

Apocalypseos, was first pubhshed at Franeker, a.d. 1 705. My notices

of it in the body of my work are frequent. Hence the less need

of any extended sketch.

Alike the seven Epistles, seven Seals, and seven Trumpets, (though

not the seven Vials,) were deemed by liim to be representations of



SCHEME OF VITRINGA S SEVEN EPISTLES, TRUMPETS, AND VIALS.

EPISTLES.
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the successive states and fortunes of the Christian Church, from St.

John's time to the consummation : with reference however not to

the same, but to very different aeras, in the respective septenaries.

The Scheme on p. 451 will best exhibit to the eye their mutual rela-

tions, in time and subject. It wiU be seen that though the main

subject of the Seals is made by him the external state of the Church,

that of the Trumpets the fortunes of the Roman world, connected

with the Church, yet they sometimes essentially infringe, so as might

have been anticipated, on each other. The third Seal, for example,

has the Arian heresy for one main part of its subject ; and so also

the third Trumpet. The fourth Seal refers to the desolations of

Greek Christendom by the Saracens and Thirks ; and so the sixth

Trumpet.—Having elsewhere referred to his Epistles and Seals,^ let

me here only add an obsen^ation or two on his Trumpets. It seems

to me then 1st, that his Gothic reference of the 5 th Trumpet was that

which very much fixed his general scheme of the Trumpets. Mede's

chronological appHcation of the /re months, or 150 years -period, of

the emblematic locusts, to designate the Saracens' latest and feeblest

ravages,^ justly appeared to Vitringa untenable : nor moreover had any

satisfactory solution of the locusts' not touching the grass and trees

appeared in Mede's Saracenic view. But the Gothic ravages, from

Alaric to Totilas, did last nearly 150 years : and if the grass and

trees were figuratively construed to mean Christians, (professing

Christians,) then Alaric' s sparing the Christian Churches at Rome, and

those who took refuge in them, might be supposed, Vitiinga thought,

a sufficient and obvious explanation, on the Gothic view, of that

clause also. Which being so, he evidently rests with much confi-

dence on this solution of the 5th Trumpet ; more so than on almost

any other part of his Trumpet Scheme .3 And, this point settled,

what preceded the Gothic invasion must of course be ascribed to the

Trumpets previous ; what followed to those subsequent. So the

Saracens, as well as Turks, were crowded necessarily into the sixth

1 The Epistles in my Vol. i. p. 78 ; the Seals in No. ii. of this Appendix, infra.

* See p. 441 supra.

3 So at p. 485 Vitringa argues from the undoubted Gothic application of the 5th
Trumpet, to the right meaning of the 4th :

" Gothos enim esse illas locustas quae se-

quentis Tubicinii viso depinguntur, si Deo placet, clarissime evincemus." And so

again p. 455.
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Trumpet. Yet not without obvious difficulties and inconsistency.

For example, in this Gothic application of the 5th Trumpet Vitringa

explains the locusts' hair being like women s hair, with reference to

the personal appearance of the Goths' yellow hair ; (though certainly

this was no feminine characteristic among Jews, Greeks, or Romans ;)

but " the faces as of men " he felt no longer able to explain of per-

sonal appearance ;
i and so fell back on the moral characteristic, (one

surely scarce applicable to the Goths,) of humanity. 2. As regards

" the thirdpart''' six or seven times noted in the first four Trumpets,

after a suggestion that it might possibly be intended of one of three

continents, he yet settles on explaining it to mean some notable part

:

and, after throwing out an idea in the first Trumpet, that the " land"

might be meant distinctly of the Roman Empire, the "sea" of the^

barbarians, construes land, sea, and rivers, all alike of Roman Chris-

tendom, in the same figurative sense very nearly as Mede.^

In Apoc. X Vitringa so far follows Mede as to make the Little

Book opened a Prophetic Section ; not (so as the earher Reformers)

the opened Scriptures or New Testament, The special subject of

which new prophecy he expounds to be the calamities of the Western

Church, or Western Christendom, cotemporarUy with the woe of

the 6th Trumpet :—the seven Thunders being significant of the seven

Crusades : the charge, " Thou must prophesy again," of the prophetic

knowledge imparted to, and taught by. Christian ministers under the

sixth Trumpet : the Witnesses prophesying in sackcloth (one grand

part of this new prophecy) of the anti-papal testimony from Peter

Waldo to the Reformation ; their 42 months, or 3| years, being per-

haps, so as Scahger had suggested, on the scale of a year for a cen-

tury.^ As to the Witnesses' prefigured death and resurrection, it had

been already j9ar^?«% fulfilled in the three cases following:—viz, 1,

in the death of Huss and Jerom, and their revival in the Hussites

' Compare Jerome's statement on this point, quoted in my Vol. i. p. 405.

^ See my Vol. i. p. 324 ; referred to also at p. 441, just before.

^ " Quara hoc docte et pie cogitatum !
" exclaims Vitringa, at p. 260, in report-

ing this explanation of the 1260 days of the Witnesses prophesying in sackcloth, sug-

gested by Scaliger. He adds, however, that he cannot think of any scriptural justifi-

cation of it ; unless what is said in Gen. xv. 10—13. might be deemed such : where,

the sacrifices having been divided into four parts to the four winds, the time prophe-

sied of is stated to be 400 years. (Vitringa seems not to have been aware of Ticho-

nius' similar idea. Seep 324 supra.)
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immediately afterwards, about the time of the 3^ years Session of

the Council of Constance :
i 2, in the anti-protestant Interim of

Charles Vth, and Prince Maurice's quickly following victory and con-

sequent treaty of Passau :
^ 3, in the massacre of St. Bartholomew,

and the Edict of Toleration obtained from Henry III within four

years after. Vitringa notices Jurieu's view also ; ^ calculating the

slaughter of the Witnesses from the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes, or some other persecuting act following it up : which view,

however, had not so far been verified by any such rise of the Wit-

nesses, and Protestant revolution in France, as Jurieu had expected.

And on the whole, Vitringa inclined to look to the prophecy as being

one in his time still mainly unfulfilled.—I may observe, that he con-

sidered that the tenth part of the great city, which fell concurrently

with the two witnesses' ascent, ought to be construed to mean one

of the ten kingdoms of Papal Christendom."* Which being so, how

was it that the fall of Papal England did not fix itself more deeply

in his mind, as an indication of the intent of the whole prophecy ?

After this, and the Witnesses' pohtical ascent, Vitringa expected that

the Turkish woe would cease ; and the sounding of the 7th Trum-

pet introduce God's judgment on the enemies of the Church, and

the blessed times predicted by all the prophets.

In Apoc. xii the vision of the Dragon and Woman is expounded,

1 . of Diocletian's persecution, followed by Constantine's establish-

ment of Christianity ; the Dragon's seven heads symbolizing both

Rome's seven hills, and the seven persecuting emperors of that pe-

riod : 2. of the Arian persecutions of orthodox Christians after the

fall of Paganism :—both explanations very much as in my Horse.

But the wilderness into which the Woman then fled Vitringa makes

otherwise to mean the barbarous nations of the West ; and the waters

1 So as Foxe. See p. 426 supra. - Like Brightman. See p. 430 supra.

^ See p. 446 supra.

' Vitringa p. 647. The opinion is thus exprest. " Quid commodiiis quara per

TO ZfKUTOv 77)$ iroAiois hic iiitelligere regnum alk/tiod illustre, quod inter decern regna

Enropoea, rnligionis causa Romne subjecta, excellebat, ejusque hactenus superstitioni

fuerat patrocinatum ? Id hic cusurum. dicitur mystico sensu, qiiando per majores illos

motus quibus concutiendum erat, cvcllcrctur a corpore Imperii A nticliristiaiii. Caderet

sic eorum respectu in quonim gratiam hactenus steterat et floruerat."—I quote this,

because, as Vitringa believed the event still future, it gives his unbiassed opinion on

the real moanrng of this prophetic clause: and strikingly confirms my application of

it to the fall of Papal England at the Reformation.
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cast by the Dragon after the Woman, the Saracen inundation, swal-

lowed up in France on occasion of the victory of Charles Martel.

—

In Apoc. xiii, after a notice and refutation of Bossuet's explanation

of the first Beast, agreeably with sundiy Protestants, as meaning

Rome Pagan, Vitringa interprets it of Rome Papal : its seven heads

however not including heads of the old Roman empire as well as of

Rome Papal, so as had been generally thought by Protestants ; but

only heads of it in its last Papal form. So he makes the five first to

be five most eminent Popes before the Reformation ;
(the Reforma-

tion sera being the point of time to which the Angel's words, "five

have fallen," is to be referred ;) viz. Gregory VII, Alexander III,

(wounded to death by Fred. Barbarossa, but soon revived,) Innocent

III, Boniface VIII, (the Beast's middle head,) and John XXII : the

sixth and seventh being two Popes after the Reformation, viz, Paul III

and Paul V ; while the eighth and last was the one that would be

ruling at Rome at the time, yet future, of the last persecution. The

second Beast Vitringa explains, after many of the old as well as the

then more recent expositors, to signify Papal preachers and doctors,

especially the Franciscans and Dominicans : the Beast's image the

tribunals of the Inquisition. Of the Beast's name and number ha-reivoq

was deemed by him almost too simple a solution ; and he proposes

some strange far-fetched Hebrew phrases from Scripture, which it is

not worth while to repeat.

I pass to Apoc. xiv. Here the 144,000 are explained of the Wal-

denses and Albigenses : the harpers, next noted as sympathizing

with the 144,000, of the Hussites : the first flying Angel, that had

the everlasting Gospel, of Luther, Zuingle, and the other Fathers of

the Reformation : the second of the voice of triumph over the Pope-

dom at the Treaty of Passau, in the second period of the Reformation,

and the disruption of the EngUsh Church from Rome : the third of

the Protestant doctors in the third period of the Reformation ; at a

time of affliction to Christ's Church, such as even then existed, espe-

cially with reference to France and the French Reformed Churches.

—In entering on the Vials in Apoc. xvi Vitringa acknowledges the

plausibility of Launeus' opinion, that these Vials were all contained

in, and the development of, the 7th Trumpet : Launeus having noted

1 . that these were the last plagues ; 2. the fact of the temple ap-
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pearing opened introductorily to their effusion, just as it appeared at

the sounding of the 7th Trumpet ; 3. their answering, on this view,

to the type of the seven compassings of Jericho on the seventh day.

But Vitringa could not make up his mind to suppose all these Vials

future ; so as he felt sure the 7th Trumpet's sounding was. And

consequently he explains all the five earlier Vials, if not six, as already

fulfilled in certain judgments on the Popedom. Thus the 1st, that of

the grevious sore's appearing, he traces in the Waldensian exposure

of the deep corruption of the Papacy ; the 2nd, that of the sea becom-

ing blood, in the bloody wars between the Emperors and Popes ; the

3rd, that of the rivers being blood, in the Hussite and Bohemian

wars under Zisca. &c ; the 4th, on the sun, (the regal emblem) in the

great heat with which the two French kings Charles VIII and

Louis XII had scorched Italy ; the 5th, on the seat of the Beast, in

the darkening of the Popedom by the Reformation, and taking and

sack of Rome by the constable Bourbon. In the 6th Vial, Vitringa

curiously explains the Euphrates' diying up of the exhaustion of

the power of France, as the chief bulwark of the Papal Roman em-

pire ; an event perhaps even then begun, by the banishment of its

multitude of industrious Protestant citizens at the Revocation of the

Edict of Nantes. The three frogs, issuing forth cotemporaneously,

he supposes to mean the Jesuits : and expounds the 7th Vial, on the

air, as typifying the dissolution of both the political and the ecclesi-

astical Papal empire.^

On the Millennium Vitringa adopts the view that had just before

been propounded by his learned cotemporary Whitby, to whom in-

deed he refers ; ^ regarding it as a spiritual millennium, yet future :

one in which the world would be thoroughly evangelized ; and the

Church, the bride, assume a character on earth answering to the

description of the New Jerusalem.

On the whole, Vitringa seems by no means to have contributed

directly to the solution of the many remaining diflSculties of the Apo-

cah'pse, so much as from his ability and various learning one might

have anticipated. Indeed his explanations are often singularly arbitrary

' See Vitringa's opinion on this point quoted at p. 89 of the present Volume.
' " Observavi aliunde cum voluptate nuper hoc arnumentum accurate esse pertrac-

tatum ab erudito viro, Dauiele Whitby, cujus sententiae h nostris nihil dissident."

Vitringa, p. 1141.
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and unsatisfactory. Indirectly however the value of his Commentary

has doubtless been considerable : illustrating each subject handled, as

he has, by a wide ranging erudition, alike in secular and ecclesiastical,

Hebraic and Greek literature : and often applying a just and acute

criticism to show the untenableness of opinions, more or less plausi-

ble, adopted by Expositors of note before him.

4. And it is chiefly in this indirect way also, if I mistake not, that

Daubuz's almost cotemporary, and yet more copious Comment, con-

tributed to the advancement of the Apocalyptic science. For it is a

Commentary quite redundant with multifarious research and learning.

—It is to be understood that Daubuz was by birth a French Protes-

tant ; found refuge in England on the Revocation of the Edict of

Nantes ; there took orders in the AngUcan Church ; and, while

Vicar of Brotherton near Ferrybridge in Yorkshire, wrote his " Per-

petual Commentary on the Apocalypse," which was first published in

a sohd foho, a.d. 1720. The following may serve as an abstract in

brief of his opinions. The reader of my Horse must already have

formed a measure of acquaintance with him.

The seven Epistles then, he explains, not like Vitringa as prophe-

tical ; but in the natural way, as depicting the actual state of the

seven Asiatic Churches respectively : albeit with application to the

Church Universal, in its earthly suffering state, to the end of time.

In the Seals Daubuz, though admitting a.d. 95 or 96 to be the

year of the Revelation's having been given to St. John, yet antedates

the subject of the 1st Seal; and makes it depict the victorious pro-

gress of Christ's gospel, even from his Ascension. Thus he is enabled

to explain the Red Horse of the 2nd Seal of the wars by which Jeru-

salem and the Jews were destroyed, from a.d. 66 to a.d. 135 ; includ-

ing as well the Jewish wars of Vespasian and Titus, as those of Trajan

and Adrian. The 3rd Seal, beginning a.d. 202, he expounds of scar-

cities begun in the reign and aera of Severus : (so Brightman before

him :) the 4th (hke Brightman also) of the Decian and Valerian sera

of war, famine, and pestilence : the 5th (as Mede, &c.) of the Dio-

cletian persecution : the 6th of the Constantinian Revolution, and

fall of Paganism from its supremacy in the Roman empire.—Then

comee the first considerable peculiarity in Daubuz's Commentary. He
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explains both the Seahng Vision and the Palm-bearing of the happy

constitution of the Church under God's Sealing Angel, Constantine

:

a Church including both many converted Israehtes, and multitudes

innumerable of Gentiles ; now alike admitted, from out of times of

great tribulation, to the peaceful enjoyment of Church-privileges :

—

a peace and liberty this further indicated by the half-hour's silence,

or stillness from hostility, at the opening of the 7th Seal ; and its ac-

companying representation of an act of peaceful public worship.

The Trumpets are explained by Daubuz, mainly as by Mede and

Jurieu, of the desolations and fall first of the Western empire then

the Eastern ; under the assaults successively of the Goths, Saracens,

and Turks. More particularly he thus divides the four first :— 1

.

Alaric's ravages from 395 to 409 a.d. : 2. Alaric's capture of Rome,

a.d. 410 ; 3. Attila's ravages, 442—452, a.d. : 4. the fall of the

Western Empire under Genseric and Odoacer, from 454 to 476.—In

the 5th Trumpet he made an important step of advance, as I con-

ceive, in true Apocalyptic interpretation, by explaining the locusts'

five months, or 150 days, of the 150 years from Mahomet's public

opening of his mission, a.d. 612, to the Saracen Caliph's removal

to Bagdad, " the City of Peace," a.d. 762. On the other hand, he

seems to me to have retrograded by not adopting Mede's definite

chronological view of the hour, day, month, or year, predicted of the

Euphratean horsemen ; but explaining it, like some before him, as

if only meaning at any time, and on any occasion.

The Vision in Apoc. x he applies, even more distinctly than the

early Reforming Expositors themselves, to the great Lutheran Refor-

mation : with the peculiar notion added of its figured Angel signifying

Luther, as the Sealing Angel had Constantine ; and the seven answer-

ing thunders to his voice being those of the seven States that received

and estabhshed Protestantism within them : viz, 1 . the German Pro-

testant States; 2. the Swiss Cantons; 3. Sweden; 4. Denmark; 5.

England; 6. Scotland; 7. the Dutch Netherlands:—the thunders

being sealed up intimating a stop to the progress of the Reformation,

soon after the times of Luther, and the first sounding of those thun-

ders. " Thou must prophesy again," was a charge given to Protes-

tants at the time of the Reformation, as represented by St. John.

And so too the measuring of the temple. The clause otav rtXto-fcxriv,
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&c, " when they shall have finished, or completed their testimony,"

Dauhuz construes most illegitimately, " whilst they shall be accom-

plishing it :" and so the 3| days of their apparent death as equivalent

to the 1260 days, or whole period of their prophesying in sackcloth.

Hence there is no special historical explanation oflered, so as by

Foxe, Brightman, or Jurieu, of the Witnesses' death and resurrec-

tion.
—" And the same hour there was a great earthquake, &c:" he

interprets to mean the same hour as that of the measuring the temple

;

in other words that of the Lutheran Reformation. And its solution

is sought in the fall of the Greek State and Churches under the Ot-

toman Turks ; begun indeed a.d. 1453, but advancing to completion

by the Turk's subjugation of Rhodes and Cyprus, in the years 1522,

1570; as also of Candia much later, a.d. 1669.—^The 7th Trumpet,

yet future, Daubuz explains as that which would introduce a time

when God's true worship would be seen in perfection, the ark of the

covenant then appearing ; evidently with reference to the time of the

Millennium.

In Apoc. xii he interprets the vision of the travailing Woman and

Dragon, much as others before him ; with reference to the crisis of the

Diocletian persecution, and Constantine's immediately following ele-

vation to a Christian throne, and casting down of Paganism from its

supremacy in the Roman empire. Only of the Dragon's seven heads he

offers a pecuhar solution. These were the chief subjugated king-

doms, or rather their capital cities, which then constituted the Roman

empire : the metropoles of Italy, of the Carthaginian empire, of the

kingdom of Greece, of thatof Mithridates, of that of Gaul and Britain,

of Egypt, and finally of Tlirace ; this last Byzantium.—The flood out

of the Dragon's mouth he explains to be the Goths ; the two eagle's

wings helping the Woman, the Roman Clu-istianized Eastern and

Western empires.—Then in Apoc. xiii the first Beast is the decem-

regal Republic of Western Christendom,^ under Rome as its head ;

Rome the earUest head of the Dragon, excised by the Gothic inva-

ders, but revived under the Popes. The Beast's 42 months of supre-

macy Daubuz reckons from the fall of th& Western emperor, a.d.

476, and consequently as to end in 1736. The second Beast is the

Beast Ecclesiastical, or False Prophet ; its two horns being the Ro-

' Here, p. 556, he notes Whiston's list of the ten kings, cis one that had preceded his.
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man Popes, and the Constantinopolitan Patriarchs. The Pope him-

self is the Beasfs image, as representing the Beast's power ; the

name and number IV^'D'D, in the feminine ; i. e. the Roman Church.

In Apoc. xiv Dauhuz interprets its primary vision of the 144,000

to mean the Constantinian Church, especially as gathered together at

Nice in Council : explains the first flying Angel of Vigilantius' and

Augustine's warnings against the increasing superstitions and coming

judgments ; the 2nd of the cry on the actual destruction of old Rome

hy the Goths ; the 3rd of warnings against the Beast, whose empire

was now about to be estabhshed, especially that by Gregory I : the

harvest of the Reformation, the vintage of the wars and victories in

Queen Anne's time over the Papists.—Then in the Vials there was,

he thought, a retrogression again to early times. The plague of

Vial 1 was the noisome sore of outbreaking superstition in the image-

worship that more and more established itself, from the seventh to

the tenth century ; Vial 2 the earlier crusades ; Vial 3 the later

;

Vial 4 the wars of Popes and Emperors ; Vial 5 the taking of Con-

stantinople by the Latins, and the Popes' removal from Rome to

Avignon ; Vial 6 the drying up of the power of the Eastern empire,

which was, as it were, the Euphratean barrier to Christendom, and

thereby a preparation for the kings from the East, or Turks. The

threefrogs, issuing forth coincidently, are explained of the monks and

Papal clergy of the time. Vial 7 on the air, or power of the DevU,

depicted the Reformation by Luther.

Finally, in Apoc. xix Daubuz interprets the hallelujahs and thun-

derings heard on the fall of Babylon, i. e. of Papal Rome, to indicate

the conversion of the Jews, and incoming of the fulness of the Gen-

tiles : explains the first resurrection in Apoc. xx literally, of the

saints and martyrs rising from the dead, and millennial reign with

Christ ; also the New Jerusalem as the habitation and state of the

Church after the resurrection of the saints, both during the millen-

nium and afterwards : the Church being in the saints' mortal state

betrothed to Christ ; but after the resurrection his yvvti, or wife}

' In speaking of the New Jerusalem Daubuz abstracts, as Mede had before him,

Potter's argument on the equal circuit of the Apocalyptic city and Ezekiel's citj',

described Ezek. xlviii. 16. Of the latter " the north side, we read, was 4500 mea-

sures, the south 4500, the east 4500, and the west side 4500; " in all 1800. And
these mcasjurcs appear to be cubits from Ezek. xliii. 13; where the cubit is also
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5. In concluding this first Part of my last sera, I must say a few

passing words on three briefer Comments, published in the interval

between Bossuet's and that of Daubuz ; and which, though less

elaborate than the four preceding, were too important to be altogether

overlooked :—I mean those by Cressener, Sir I. Newton, and

WTiiston.

That by Dr. Cressener, entitled " A Demonstration of the First

Principles of the Protestant Applications of the Apocalypse," and

first pubhshed a. d. 1690, well answered to its Title. Its one grand

subject is the Apocalyptic Beast of Apoc. xiii and xvii. And in a

series of connected propositions he incontrovertibly estabUshes,

against Ribera, Alcasar, Malvenda, Maldonatus, and Bellarmine, that

the Apocalvptic Babylon is not Rome Pagan, as it existed under the^

old Pagan Emperors ; nor Rome repaganized, as Ribera would have it

to be at the end of the world ; but Rome, idolatrous and antichris-

tian, as connected with the Beast, or Roman Empire in its last form,

and under its last head ; which last head is the seventh head revived,

after its deadly wound with a sword : with and under which the Beast

exists all through the time of the Witnesses ; in other words from

the date of the breaking up of the old Empire into ten kingdoms,

until Christ's second coming to take the kingdom. The 6th, or

Imperial head ruhng in St. John's time, must, he argues, have fallen

at the latest at the time of the HeruUan chief Odoacer, and Ostro-

gothic king Theodoric, reigning in the 5th century : and he concludes

(here exception might be taken T conceive against him) that the 7th

head was the Herulian and Ostrogothic, which continued but a short

time ; the 8th being the revived secular imperial, confederated with

described as one larger than the common cubit, being " a cubit and a hand breadth :

"

which common cubit Potter, after Villapandus, makes to be 2| feet. This admitted,

and that the proportion of the large cubit to the common is as 5 to 4, then the

length of each side of Ezekiel's city will be 4500 x f x 2i feet =: 'I2i2^l2<i, or 1405

feet. On the other hand, as St. John's 12,000 furlongs are to be considered as

giving the cubic dimensions of the Apocalyptic New Jerusalem, " its length and

breadth and height being equal," therefore the cubic root of 12,000, which is 23

nearly, (for 23x23x23=1 2, 167) gives the length of one of the sides : which 23 fur-

longs being 23 x 625= 14375 feet, this measure will only by just a little exceed the

length of one of the sides of the Apocalyptic City.—The coincidence is remarkable.

But there is this objection, that the assumed size of Ezekiel's cubit is by no means

certain ; it being generally deemed of much smaller dimensions. So Calmet, who

computes it at 1| feet, instead of 2J.
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a Roman ecclesiastical head, (somewhat as undei- the old Emperors :')

i. e. the secular Western Emperors combined with the Popes. And

he argues for Justinian's sera as that of the commencement of the

last head.—Altogether Cressener's Book was an important accession

to the Protestant cause and Protestant argument, against the

Romanists.

Sir I. Newton's brief Apocalyptic Comment, appended to his Trea-

tise on Daniel, was not pubUshed, I beUeve, till the year 1733 ; six

years after his death. It seems, however, to have been written some

considerable time before : his thoughts having been seriously directed

to these prophecies as early as 1691.^ Brief as is the Comment,

being of not much more than seventy pages, it yet contains much

valuable matter, and exhibits much careful and original thought ; so

as might have been expected from such an author. Alike on the

Seals and Trumpets he expresses his general agreement with Mede.

But the following differences occur. 1. He expounds the first Seal, as

well as the three next, not of Christ, but of Roman Emperors :^ I

presume with reference to the triumphs of Vespasian and Titus, as I

shedl have to observe again presently ; for the difference involves

matter of importance : also to Mede's view of the seventh Seal as com-

prehending the seven Trumpets, Sir Isaac adds, " and also the half-

hour'sprevious stillnessfrom the threatenedfour winds ofheaven;" (the

same that were let loose afterwards under the four first Trumpets :)

which stillness he explains historically of the respite during Theodo-

' The Emperor being Ponti/ew as well as Imperator.

^ In the biographical Notice of Sir I. Newton in the British Cj'clopjedia, a letter

of his is given, dated Cambridge, Feb. 7, 1G90-1, containing the following extract.

" I should be glad to have your judgment on some of my mystical fancies. The Son

of Man, Dan. vii, I take to be the same with the ^Vord of God upon the white horse

in heaven, Apoc. xix : for both are to rule the nations with a rod of iron. But

whence are you certain that the Ancient of Days is Christ ?
"

•' He says indeed at p. 278, (of Edit. 1733 ;)
" The four horsemen, at the opei^ng

of the four first seals, have been well explained by Mr. Mede :
" who made, we have

seen, the first horseman to be Christ. But this was a mere lapse of the pen. For Sir I.

expressly elsewhere gives to the first Seal, as well as to the other three, a Roman so-

lution. So p. 256; " The visions at the opening of these (the first four) seals relate

only to the civil affairs of the heathen Roman Empire." At p. 274 he speaks of " the

wars of the Roman Empire, during the reign of the four horsemen that appeared on

opening the first four seals :" and at p. 277 ;
" The Dragon's heads are seven succes-

sive kings ; four of them being the four horsemen, which appeared at the opening of

the four first seals."
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sius's reign, from 380 a.d. to 395 ;' an important approximation, I

conceive, to the true meaning.^—2. Dissatisfied with Mede's particular

and somewhat fanciful distribution of the Gothic ravages over the

four first Trumpets, he makes the distinction of the four winds the

principle of distinction in them; 1st as figuring Alaric's ravages on

the Greek provinces East of Rome ; 2nd as the Visigoths' and Van-

dals' on the Western Galhc and Spanish provinces ; 3rd as the deso-

lations of Southern Africa by the Vandal wars, from Genseric down to

Belisarius ; 4th as the Lombard wars in Northern Italy."^—3. In the

5th Trumpet he thinks the double mention of the locusts' quinque-

mensal period of tormenting, in verses 5 and 10 of Apoc. ix, may be

meant to signify two periods of 150 years each, as the times of the

Saracens.^—4. The Turks' hour day month and year, he calculates as

391 years, not 396, as Mede ; viz. from Alp Arslan's first conquering"'

on the Euphrates, a.d. 1062, to the fall of Constantinople, in 1453.

In Apoc. xii and xiii Sir I. Newton generally agrees with Mede ;

explaining Apoc. xii of the times of Diocletian and Constantine, Apoc.

xiii of those of the Latixi Papal empire : the first Beast being this Latin

Papal decem-regal empire, its name and number Aareivoj ;^ the second

Beast however (a singular explanation !) the Greek Church.^

—

And then he intimates peculiar views on the Little Book, seven Epis-

tles, and seven Vials. The Vials Mede ought, he judges, to have

made correspondent with, and explanatory of, the Trumpets. The

^ " These wars (in which Valens perished) were not fully stopped on all sides till

the beginning of the reign of Theodosius, A. d. 379, 380 ; but henceforward the Em-

pire remained quiet from foreign enemies, till his death a. d. 395. So long the four

winds were held; and so long there was silence in heaven." He adds; " And the

7th Seal was opened when this silence began." Pp. 294, 295.

2 Till my present abstracting of Sir I. Newton's Treatise, I had not been aware of

the very near resemblance of my own views on the holding of the vnnds, and the half-

hour's silence, to Sir I. Newton's. See my Vol. i. pp. 223, 295.

3 Sir I. Newton, pp. 296—302.
* " About five months," he says, " at Damascus, and five at Bagdad ; " altogether

300 years, from a. d. 637- 936 inclusive. lb. 305.

* Pp. 282—284.^Sir I. Newton gives us in his connected Treatise on Daniel his-

torical abstracts illustrating the division of the ten kingdoms, and progress of the

Papal power in respect of imperial law and historic fact, so careful and valuable,

that no Apocalyptic student should be without them. I have referred to them in my
Vol. iii, at p. 133 and elsewhere.

" " The second Beast which rose up out of the earth, was the Church of the Greek

Empire." P. 283. In the distinction oi earth and sea, he makes the earth the Greek

Empire. So p. 281.
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Epistles he adjusts to the state and times of the Church iadicated in

the series of figurations of the future that followed : the particulars as

stated below. ^ The Little Book he considers, like Mede, to be a new

prophecy ; the Angel Vision of Apoc. x being an introduction to it :

but that, as being when first tasted sweet, afterwards bitter, its com-

mencement should be considered as agreeing with Apoc. xii, and the

glorious prefiguration there given of the fall of Paganism in the Ro-

man empire : the sequel of it being the bitter times of the Beast's

1260 years, and the Witnesses' prophesying in sackcloth."

Besides all which I wish to direct particular attention to two cha-

racteristic and important points in this Comment of Sir I. Newton ;

the one regarding the distant past, the other the then quickly coming

future. 1. He, first of Expositors, if I mistake not, institutes a care-

ful and critical investigation into the evidence external and internal of

the date of the Apocalypse ;2 inferring it thence to be coincident with

Nero's persecution, not Domitian's : (quite incorrectly, as I think I

have shown :)'* which being so, a Roman explanation was obvious of

the 1st Seal, in harmony with Mede's Roman explanation of the 2nd ;

this latter having reference to the wars of Trajan and Adrian.—2. He

insists, with regard to the so far evident imperfection of the under-

standing of the Apocalypse and some of Daniel's prophecies, that it

was itself a thing foreseen and predicted ; Daniel having been directed

to seal up his last prophecy till the time of the end. And he adds that

this time of the end was Apocalyptically marked as that of the 7th

Trumpet, at whose sounding the mystery of God should be finished

;

the preaching of the everlasting Gospel to all nations being further

* The Epistle to Ephesus Sir I. Newton makes to depict the state of the Church

during the four first seals, and before Diocletian's persecution ; when the only " some-

what" of charge against it was, " Thou hast left thy first love : "—that to Smyrna,

with its ten days tribulation, had reference to Diocletian's persecution, depicted in the

5th Seal :—those to Pergamos, Thyatira, and Sardis, wherein mention is made of the

heresies and evils of Balaam and the woman Jezebel, .and of the Church's works not

having been found perfect before God, figured the gradual apostacy under Constan-

tine and Constantius :— that to Philadelphia, the faithful under Julian's persecution :

—that to Laorfecea, the Church's subsequent lukewarmness, so increased as that God
would spue it out of his mouth ; a state answering to the development of the apostacy

soon after the opening of the 7th Seal, or at the end of the 4th Century.

^ Pp. 271,272.

^ At the beginning of his Apocalyptic Treatise, pp. 236—246.

* In my opening Treatise on the Date of the Apocalypse, Vol. i. pp. 37, 38, 51.
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marked, both in the Apocalypse and in Christ's prophecy, as a preU-

minary sign accompanying it : and that the measure of success, albeit

imperfect, that had crowned the prophetic researches of the immedi-

ately preceding age, seemed to him an evidence that the last " main

revolution" predicted, when all would be explained, was near at

hand.^—I must add, not from his own pubhshed Comment, but from

Whiston's, the further remarkable fact, that Sir Isaac expressed a

strong persuasion, with reference of course to the expected "main

revolution" of the seventh Trumpet, wherein " they were to be de-

stroyed that destroyed or corrupted the earth," that the antichristian

and persecuting power of the Popedom, which had so long corrupted

Christianity, must be put a stop to, and broken to pieces, by the pre-

valence of infidelity, for some time before primitive Christianity could
^

be restored.^ An anticipation surely, fulfilled as it was soon after in

the facts and the character of the expected great Revolution, when

it actually broke out, that must be deemed not a little remarkable !

The Apocalyptic " Essay" by IJTiiston (Newton's successor in the

Mathematical Professorship at Cambridge) was first published, as

appears fi'om the date appended to Whiston's original Preface, in the

year 1706: a second Edition following in 1744, under Whiston's

own eye, improved and corrected.^—The following points in it appear

to me deserving of notice. While strongly contending for the Domiti-

anic date of the Apocalypse, he yet explains the 1 st Seal retrospectively

of Christ's triumphing in Vespasian and Titus' orterthrow ofJerusalem :

' "The time is not yet come for understanding the old prophecies, (which he that

would understand must begin with the Apocalypse,) because the main revolution pre-

dicted in them is not yet come to pass. In the days of the voice ofthe seventh Angel the

mystery of God shall be finished.—Among the interpreters of the last age there is scarce

one of note who hath not made some discovery worth knowing : whence I gather that

God is about opening these mysteries." Pp. 252, 253.

^ " Sir I. Newton had a very sagacious conjecture, which he told Dr. Clarke, from

whom I received it; that the overbearing tyranny aiid persecuting power of the Anti-

christian party, which bath so long corrupted Christianity, and enslaved the Christian

world, must be put a stop to, and broken to pieces, by the prevalence of infidelity, for

some time before primitive Christianity could be restored:"—which, adds Whiston,

writing a. d. 1744, seems to be the very means that is now working in Europe for the

same good and great end of Providence." (2nd Ed. p. 321.) N. B. The title page

of the 2nd Edition bears date London 1714 ; Whiston's own conclusion of its 3rd

Part, at p. 324, Jan. 20, 1743-4.

3 Whiston died a. d. 1752.—A little before his death, he drew up a brief Adden-

dum to his Second Edition, occupying in my copy of that Edition from p. 325 to 332
;

and bearing date at the end, May 7, 1750.

VOL. IV. 2 H
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the Other Seals as Mede, Jurieu, and Newton—In the Trumpets, dissa-

tisfied like Newton with Mede's vague principle of distribution, he takes

another, and I think better plan, for giving definiteness and precision

to the several shares of the several Trumpets in the Gothic ravages :

his principle being drawn from the thirdpart said to be aft'ected ; which

he construes as the European part of the empire, (in contrast with

the African and Asiatic,) and the land, sea, sxi^rivers, literally taken,

that are specified in it. Thus the subjects of Trumpets 1, 2, and 3 are

made respectively to be the ravages of Alaric and Rhadagaisus in the

landwardmtQYiOY, of the Vandals and Goths on the /H«?7'^me European

parts, and of Attila on the European rivers : (the last a real advance,

as I conceive, to the truth : *) the quenching of the third part of the

sun, i. e. the imperial sim, &c, being that by Odoacer.—In the 5th Trum-

pet, after other previously given solutions of the locusts' /ve months, he

at length concludes on the reading behig faulty, and St. John having

written le /*^va?, not e ; i. e. 15, not 5 : 450 years measuring the whole

duration of the Saracens, till their entire supercession by the Turks.

^

(Whiston does not seem to have been acquainted wnth Daubuz'

simple and satisfactory solution of these 5 months.)—In his exposition

of the Turks' " hour day month and year," the exactness of the

astronomer appears. Asserting that Othman could not be properly

recognized as Sultan, till the Hutbe prayers had been put up for him

in the mosques, and that this was first done for Othman May 19,

1301, he calculates the prophetic period of an hour day month and

year, or 396 years 106 days, as reacliing to Sept. 1, 1697, O.S. : the

very date of Prince Eugene's great victory over the Turks, which was

followed by the Peace of Carlowitz.-'^—On the Beast of Apoc. xiii

Whiston, after suggesting that the 1th head, which was to continue

for but a short time, might be the five Emperors noted by Lactantius

as reigning over the Roman world just before Constantine's victories,

(another approximation, I conceive, towards the truth,) makes the S>th

head to be that of the ten kings of the revived Romano-Gothic Em-

pire ; these ten kings being as it were a revival of the old decemviral

head :—an original view this that I have not seen elsewhere.''—The

' This view has been very much followed by Bicheno and Keith. I have also

mainly adopted it. ^ p jrjg^

* All this has been closely followed by Mr. Faber in his Sacred Calendar. See

his Vol. ii. p. 2.0.3-301. ' ' P. 1-2G.
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Papal supremacy he dates distinctly (and quotes Archbishop Laud

affirming the same) from Phocas's Decree a.d. 606.'—Besides all

which points what I deem particularly to be noted in Whiston is his

strong stand against Mede's classification of the Vials ; and assertion

that on every principle of consistency and congruity of things, as

the seven Trumpets are reckoned to be contained in, and the evolu-

tion of the seventh Seal, so the seven Vials ought to be deemed

contained in, and the evolution of, the seventh Trumpet.—A very

important and surely most obvious step of progress.^

6, And so I advance towards the conclusion of this Section, and of

my Historic Sketch. I do not purpose stopping at the names of

Bengel and Bishop Newton, Whiston' s immediate Protestant succes-

sors : who, publishing about the middle of the xviiith century,-^

served as connecting hnks, in Germany and England, between the

generation of Apocalyptic Expositors just described, and those on

whom the French Revolution broke ; that epoch of a new sera.

Bengel' s most characteristic principle, viz. of expounding the prophetic

periods in the Apocalypse on the scale of a prophetic day to 15

years,^ is so totally and plainly arbitrary and groundless, that no one

can now think of attaching weight to it ; highly valued though

Bengel himself must be for learning and piety. And as for Bishop

Newton's Treatise, it is too universally known to need description ;

besides that, however valuable as a compendium, (and I deem it

eminently so) it does yet scarcely put forth any original thoughts

on the subject handled. Nor will the Roman Catholic Comment of

Bishop Walmsley, that soon after followed, need any more to detain

us ; it being already pretty much forgotten by Romanists themselves."'

' Pp. 275, 277. 2 go LauHEcus. See pp. 455, 456 supr.\.

3 Bengel, a. d. 1740; Bishop Newton, a. d. 1754.

* His fundamental principle, one altogether conjectural, was that the Beast's num-
ber 666, construed oi years, must equal the Beast's numeral period 42months ; in other

words that one prophetic mouth ^ ?!!£=: 15 lyears. Hence, after various calcu-

lations, he inferred that the year 1836 would be the year of the final and great crisis
;

an expectation, I need not observe, never realized.

^ It was published under the fictitious name of Signor Pastorini in the year 1771 :

was in 1778 translated into French by a Benedictine of St. Maur, and into Latin
and Gei-man soon after. Its principle is that Seals Trumpets and Vials all relate to

the same seven ages of the Church : 1 . the first 300 years of the Christian rera to

Constantine, the age of Christian purity ; 2. the next 100 years, marked by the Arian
heresy

; 3. from 406 to 620 a. d. marked by God's judgments on ancient Rome and

2 H 2
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—But it does need that I call attention, ere ending, to the German

critical School that was about this time rising more and more into

notice and influence : a School characterized by great mental acute-

ness, research, and philological learning ; and at the same time by

much of the hardihood and rashness of rehgious scepticism. I

therefore at once proceed to it.

As early then as Bengel's time the celebrated Genevese Firmin

Abauzit,^ their precursor and harbinger, had published a work en-

titled Discours Historique sur rApocalypse, written to show that the

canonical authority of the Apocalypse was doubtful. On reading

Dr. Twells' Reply to it ^ however, he was satisfied ; and honourably

wrote (though in vain) to stop the reprinting of his work in Holland.

But soon after the middle of the century the sceptical spirit broke

out more freely. A work by Oeder, which Semler published after

Oeder's death, about the year 1765, entitled "A Free Investigation

into the so called Revelation by John," denied not only its apostolicity,

but even its literary beauty ; charged it with all the extravagances

of its wildest Expositors, and maintained that its real author v/as the

heretic Cerinthus. So began what has been called the Semlerian

controversy. Semler was replied to, and opposed by, Reuss of

Tubingen, a.d. 1767, 1772, Schmidt of Wittenberg, in his " Vindi-

catio Canonis," a.d. 1775, and Knittel of Wolfenbuttel, a.d. 1773;

to which works he and his friends made vigorous answer. The con-

troversy lasted to the year 1785.^ The celebrated Michaelis was so

the Western Empire; 4. from 620 to 1520 marked by three great events,—viz. the

rise of Mahomet and Mahomedanism, the schism of the Greek Church, and the con-

setjuent judgments on it in the fall of Constantinople ; whereon, however, the

spared Greek remnant " did not penance to give God glory," but persisted in their

schism ; 5. that begun a. d. 1520 in the Lutheran Reformation, which is to last "till

the pouring out of the 5th Vial," about 300 years : of which 300 years 250, says

Pastorini, are now elapsed ; so that the pouring out of that vial seems soon approach-

ing, and the cry heard, " Come out of her my people." 6. The Gth age is the last

of the Church militant on earth ; probably till the end of the world's COOO years : 7.

the 7th age that of eternity.

' He was originally French, but became a refugee in Geneva on the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes. He was in earlier life a friend of Sir I. Newton ; in later life

the subject of the eulogies of both Voltaire and Rousseau. His Apocalyptic 2>tscottr."!

was first published in 1730.

^ An Answer approved and translated by Wolf, and inserted in his " Cur.ne Phi-

lological."

•'' I'rofessor Stuart particularizes Corrodi and Markd on Semler's side, against the

genuineness and apostolicity of the Apocalypse : Slnrr and llartu-i;! in defence of it.
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far influenced by what had been written by Abauzit and Semler'spar-

tizans on the canonical question, that he concluded with Eusebius on

reckoning the Apocalypse, not among the undisputed canonical books,

but among the avTiXeyo/^eva. The work oi Herder, pubhshed 1779,^

vindicated with great earnestness and abihty the literary merits and

beauty of the Apocalypse ; indeed with such ability and enthusiasm

as to act strongly on the literary German mind : yet vindicated it

only as Herder might have vindicated a neglected beautiful Poem of

classic origin ; not as a work of inspiration. In 1786 Hernnschneider

published his Comment on the Apocalypse : explaining it as a Poem

describing the three things following ;—viz. the overthrow of Judaism,

the overthrow of Heathenism, and the final universal triumph of the

Christian Church. This was the model, in respect of general plan,v

of the more celebrated and elaborate work of Eichhorn, published

shortly after, viz. a.d. 1791 : a work of which Professor M. Stuart,

to whom I am indebted for this rapid sketch of the German Apo-

calyptic Expositors of the last half of the last century, thus reports ;

—

that though not equal to Herder's in respect of the perception or the

development of aesthetic beauties, it is yet in regard of philology,

and real explanation of words and phrases, far Herder's superior :

adding, moreover, that it is substantially correct in its exegesis, i. e.

in its view of the general tenor and meaning of the Apocalyptic

Book ; a statement meaning that it is substantially in agreement with

Professor Stuart's own views.

Such was the state of Apocalyptic exegesis, (to use the very

needlessly Anglo-Americanized Hellenic phrase,) such the different

views generally entertained, either in England, where the mental

powers seemed all dormant, or in Germany, where those powers

seemed all vigorously but badly active, when the thunder clap of

the great French Revolution burst upon a startled world. It was just

such an infidel outbreak, tearing and lacerating the Popedom even

from its very commencement, as Sir I. Newton had predicted and

expected. Was it not the Revolution connected with the sounding

of the 7th Apocalyptic Trumpet ?—In England very soon the cry

' Entitled, " Maran Atha, or Book of the Coining of the Lord.'''' Professor Stuart

almost warms into enthusiasm in speaking of this book ; and at the end of his Second

Volume gives a large specimen of it. It seems to me calculated to excite feelings of

a very different kind in the devout Christian

.
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was raised that such was indeed the fact : and the voices of Galloway,

and Bicheno,' and Faber, and Cuninghame, and others too VEiryingly

mingled together proclaiming it. A voice this which, especially in

England, has never since ceased.—Meanwhile the difficulties left by

older Protestant Apocalyptic interpreters remaining altogether un-

solved, and by not a few interpreters of the same general school new

mistakes and errors being multiplied, (very much from the circum-

stance of the English ecclesiastical literature having been at so low an

ebb at the end of the last century,) the Rev. S. R. Maitland, vfith. great

acuteness, and not a little of the ecclesiastical leai-ntng of the Conti-

nental schools, dashed in among Expositors of this class (as it has

somewhere been said) like a falcon into a dovecote : and made havoc

of those obvious errors with such effect, as to prepare the way in

England for the rejection to a great extent of the old Protestant anti-

papal School of Apocalyptic Interpretation, and the adoption of one

on the futurist system ; i. e, one that makes all the prophecy to relate

to things yet future, as first, or nearly first, suggested by Ribera.—On

the other hand in Germany Alcasar's prceterist scheme continued to

meet with chief favor. And as this is one of the grand rival schemes

that now claim the reader's acceptance, I think I cannot better con-

clude this Historic Sketch than by placing it before the i-eader's eye, as

drawn up by the learned Professor Hug, professedly from Hernn-

schneider and Eichhorn : its characteristic view being this, that the two

cities Rome and Jerusalem, whose fate (as they would have it) con-

stitutes the most considerable part of the Apocalypse, are only sym-

bols of two religions whose fall is foretold ; and that the third, which

appears at the end, viz. the heavenly Jerusalem, signifies Christ's

religion and kingdom.

7. The modern German Prceterist Scheme, as sketched by Prof. Hug.

" There are three cities in this book, on account of which all the

terrible preparations above, and here below, andaU the commotions of

' Mr. Bicheno, I believe, the first; his "Signs of the Times " being published as

( ally as January 17f>3. So in his Preface to the 6th Edition in 1808 :—" It was early

in the French Revolution that I commenced writing on these subjects ; and was, for

ought I knew, the first who wrote on them at any length." Mr. B. was one who

thought too favorably at first of the French Revolution. But the work is very in-

teresting from its evident sincerity and deep earnestness. His eyes were rivettcd on

the fulfilment, as it went on, of the (en kinrjs desolatinr/ the harlot Home.
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the earthly and heavenly powers, take place. One of them is Sodom,

called also Egypt ; the other is Babylon ; and the third is the New

Jerusalem, descending from heaven.

" The whole affair of the seven Angels with the seven Trumpets,

viii—xii, refers to Sodom. But we soon see that this city, long

since destroyed, only lends its name to denote another. For in this

Sodom our Lord was crucified : oira o Kvpioq rifA-uv eg-a-vfuQ-q' xi. 8.

In this Sodom is the Temple, the outer court of which is said to he

ahandoned to the Gentiles. Thus it is the Holy City itself, nco'Kn ay* a,

of which foreign nations will take possession ; xi. 1. As two mar-

tyrs have perished in it, its destruction is decided ; xii. 1 . (Josephus

the Jew likewise compared Jerusalem to Sodom at the same epoch.

Bell. Jud. v. 10.)

"After a long episode, in which a matron appears in the pains of

child-hirth, persecuted by a monster, and after the description of two

more monsters, which torment the adherents of this distinguished

woman, Apoc. xii, xiii, xiv, the destruction of Babylon also is decided

in heaven, xiv. 8.

" The seven Angels with the seven Vials of wrath are appointed to

execute the decision, xvi. 1 7—1 9 ; although indeed Babylon had stood

for centuries before desert, and amidst but half-distinguishable re-

mains of its magnificence. But this Babylon is built upon seven

hiUs; oTTs oftj etaiv kicTot.' xvii. 9—18. It is an urbs septicollis ; a

mark of distinction renowned throughout the world, which renders

it easy for us to guess the city which is pecuUarly intended. But

the other criterion that it possesses, the imperium orbis terrarum,

^a<rt\eia eici ^aa-iXeiuv ttj? y-q^, perfectly assures us, xvii. 18, that this

Babylon on the Euphrates is Rome on the Tiber.

" Consequently Jerusalem and Rome are the two cities whose des-

truction is here seen in the Spirit. These cities, however, do not

exist in reahty as cities, in the poetical composition ; but they are

images of other ideas. Rome, or Babylon in particular, is by the

author conceived to be opposed to the everlasting gospel, evayyeXiov

aiamov, xiv. 6, 7, 8. In this opposition to Christianity it could hardly

signify any thing but Heathenism : to represent which the capital of

the heathen world is most eminentlv and peculiarly qualified. Hence

John farther also describes it with such phrases as were used by the
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Prophets, to denote false gods and their worship. It is the habita-

tion of Dcemons, the seducer to infideUty to the true God ; i. e. iio^vna.

:

from the cup of whose fornication all nations and kings of the earth

drink : xviii. 2, 3; xvii. 1, 2, 5.

" If the capital of the heathen world symbolizes the religion of the

heathens, we shall easily ascertain what the capital of the Jews repre-

sented. What else but the Jewish religion ? Tlierefore Heathenism

and Judaism, the two prevailing religions of the ancient world, were

destined to perish.

" And what should now succeed to them ? A New Jerusalem, the

kingdom of the blessed, after this life ? (xxi—xxii. 6.) The New
Jerusalem is certainly so described ; and such is usually considered to

be its meaning. But if these cities be religions, and Rome and Jeru-

salem represent Heathenism and Judaism, the new Sion can only

be Christianity ; which has an endless dominion, and blesses mankind.

This the unity of the whole demands : nor would it be consistent,

if the idea of it was compounded of such an unequal representation of

its parts, as Heathenism, Judaism, and Eternal Blessedness.

" For what purpose should this kingdom of the blessed afterwards

forsake that long-beloved abode in the higher spheres, and in heaven

;

and descend among men, unless it were an earthly institution ? (xxi.

23). It could only descend upon earth as a rehgion ; for the sake of

supplying the place of the two former religions.

" The previous openings of the graves, and the return of the dead,

is here only one of those awfully terrible images, which the prophets

sometimes used to represent a total change of things ; the revival of

the national state, and of the religious constitution of the Jews.

(Ezek. xxxvii; Isa. xxvi. 19.)

" And if a last judgment also be connected with it, we well know

that such also is figuratively convoked by the prophets, for the pur-

pose of executing the punishment of those who have oppressed and

ill-treated the people of God ; or for the purpose of expressing Jeho-

vah's designs of introducing a new epoch of glory for his rehgion

and his people. (Joel iii. 2 ; Zeph. iii. 8.) This being admitted, the

whole passage of the seven Seals is only an introduction to the three

principal descrijjtions :—to the dissolution of Judaism, to the abolition

of Heathenism, and the occupation of the dominion of the world by
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the doctrines of Jesus, (v—vii. 2.) For a prophecy, according to

the ancient prophetical language, is a sealed book (Isa. xxix. 11):

of which the mysteries can only be developed by the Lamb, who is

on the throne of God ; the co-Regent with Jehovah, in whose hands

the events are. Terrible plagues, famine, pestilence, war, and an

entire revolution of states are impending ; from which those however

are exempted, who belong to the chosen of the Lamb.

" But the Epistles, which are preludes to the whole as far as

chap, iv, are Dedications or Addresses to those communities which

were particularly connected with the author in the district of his

ministry.

" Then, the Episode (xii. xiii), which follows the judicial punish-

ment of Jerusalem, the Episode relating to that noble Woman who^

struggles in the agonies of labour, and who is persecuted by the

Dragon, (Isaiah's ancient metaphor of idolatry,) exhibits to us Juda-

ism, which is still in the act of bringing forth Christianity ; as all the

circumstances, and the individual traits in the description prove. But

the other monsters which ascend from land and sea, and which are

in the service of the Dragon, signify according to very recognizable

criteria, the Roman land and sea-forces which protect the dominion

of Paganism (xiii. 1—xiv. 6).

" Opposed to this, after the punishment is executed on Rome (xvii.

1—xviii), another Woman appears on a scarlet Beast. The former

Woman, after her new-born child had been taken up to the throne

of God, henceforth repaired to the deserts and pathless regions ; which

is an excellent metaphor of wandering Judaism. But the fate of the

latter Woman is not so mild. Her destruction is soon after celebrated

in jubilees and triumphal songs. That this typifies idolatry, as the

former the Jewish religion, is evident from the representation."

§ 7. CONCLUSION.

Thus have I brought down my Sketch of the history of Apocalyp-

tic Interpretation from the earliest times down to the present day.

And, as a result and inference from it, I wish in conclusion to make

two observations.
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My first observation is, that after all the thought, learning, and

ingenuity that have been brought to bear on the elucidation of the

Apocalypse, there appear to be but three grand Schemes of interpre-

tation, that can be considered as standing up face to face against each

other ; with any serious pretensions to truth, or advocacy of any

literary weight and respectability. The first is that of the Prceterists;

restricting the subject of the prophecy, except in its two or three last

chapters, to the catastrophes of the Jewish nation and old Roman

Empire, one or both, as accomplished in the 1st and 2nd, and 5th

and 6th centuries respectively : a Scheme originally propounded by

the Jesuit Alcasar, as we have seen ; adopted with alterations in de-

tail by Bossuet ; and now, with their several mutata mutanda, urged

alike by the more eminent of the later German bibUcal critics and

expositors, by Professor Moses Stuart in the United States of Ame-

rica, and by the disciples of the German School in England, (Pro-

fessor Lee's respectable name standing prominent in the list,) whether

among Dissentei's or Churchmen.—The 2nd is the Futurists' Scheme ;

making the whole of the Apocalyptic Prophecy, excepting the pri-

mary Vision and Letters to the Seven Churches, to relate to things

even now future, viz. the things concerning Christ's Second Advent:

a Scheme first, or nearly first suggested by the Jesuit Ribera, at the

end of the 1 6th century ; and which has been urged, though under a

new form, alike by Mr. Maitland, Mr. Burgh, Mr. Newman, Mr.

Govett, and others, not without considerable efi'ect and success, in

our own times and aera.—The 3rd is what we may caU emphatically

the Protestant Scheme of Interpretation ; which regards the Apoca-

lypse as a prefiguration in detail of the chief events aiFecting the

Church and Christendom, whether secular or ecclesiastical, from St.

John's time to the consummation :—a Scheme not inconsistent so far

with the general views of the earlier patristic expositors : and which,

in its particular application of the symbols of Babylon and the Beast

to Papal Rome and the Popedom, was early embraced by the Wal-

denses, Wicliffites, and Hussites ; then adopted with fuller hght by

the chief reformers, German, Swiss, French, and English of the 16th

century ; and been thence transmitted downwards uninterruptedly

even to the present time.

My second observation has respect to the details of this last-men-
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tioned Protestant Scheme of Apocalyptic Interpretation. The Reader

will be in a position, after reading the Historical Sketch now con-

cluded, to appreciate better the meaning and correctness of what I

stated in my Original Preface, ' as to the defectiveness of this Scheme,

so far as it had been up to my own time unfolded, on " the (eai-her)

Seals, the vision of the rainbow-crowned Angel of Apoc. x, the

Witnesses' Death and Resurrection, the Beast's seventh Head, and

the Image of the Beast ;
" also what I there said ^ as to the origina-

lity of the solutions proposed in the Horse " of the three first

Seals, of the seahng and palm-bearing Visions, of the rainbow-

crowned Angel described Apoc. x, and its included notification on

the Death and Resurrection of the two Witnesses ; also of the

Beast's seventh Head, of the Image of the Beast, and of the Apo%

calyptic structure itself."

For it is to be understood that on these points the modem Inter-

preters of the Protestant Scheme had, up to the time of the publica-

tion of the Horse added nothing, at least nothing of importance, to

the lucubrations of their predecessors. It seems to me to have been

the chief office, and a most important one surely, fulfilled by them,

especially by those venerable men Mr. Faher and Mr. Cuninghame,

(of whom, though so often diff^ering from their opinions, I would wish

to speak with all respect arid kindliness,) to awaken the alarm on the

fact of the seventh Trumpet's having sounded at the French Revolu-

tion ; to bring out more and more into general notice the results of

the learned researches of their Protestant predecessors, further

fortified in vaiious ways and illustrated ; and to arouse and keep

up an interest, often too ready to flag, in the great subject of

Prophecy. So too, in regard to Messrs. Bickersteth and Birks,

and their joint-propounded Scheme of Apocalyptic Interpretation,

if the same want of advance seem to me to be stamped on it, and

that it is indeed in character a Scheme singularly fanciful, yet am

I well aware, and rejoice to think, how in other ways they have

promoted the cause of prophetic truth. How could it but be so,

with that sphit of holy love and spiritual-mindedness, which my

excellent friend first-mentioned has ever carried into its discussions :

—a spirit as congenial with the purer atmosphere of heaven, as it is

' Sec V'nl. i. p. iv. - Sec Vol. i. p. x.
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unsuited to the stormy and lower regions of literary controversy ?

And Mr. Birks has not only by his masterly work on the First

Elements of Prophecy, advanced the cause of truth, and shown

himself its martel and hammer against what I must beg permission

anticipatively to call the reveries of the Futurists : but moreover, by

his exquisite description of the City that is to be revealed at Christ's

blessed advent, has done much to enhst each hallowed feehng of the

heart on the side he advocates ; a description such that one might

almost suppose the golden reed to have been given him, with which

to delineate it, by the Angel that showed to the beloved disciple the

Lamb's bride, the New Jerusalem.—Whether as regards the solu-

tion of Apocalyptic enigmas left unsolved by previous interpreters

the Author of the present Work has been more successful, it will

be for the Reader to consider and judge.



II.

CRITICAL EXAMINATION AND REFUTATION OF THE
THREE CHIEF COUNTER-SCHEMES OF APOCALYPTIC
INTERPRETATION.

It was stated at the conclusion of my Sketch of the History of Apo-

calyptic Interpretation, that there are at present two, and but two,

grand counter-Schemes to what may be called the general Protestant

view of the Apocalypse : that view which regards its prophecy as a

prefiguration of the great events that were to happen in the Church

and world connected with it, from St. John's time to the consumma-

tion ; including specially the establishment of the Popedom, and reign

of Papal Rome, as in some way or other the fiulfilment of the types

of the Apocalyptic Beast and Babylon, The first of these two counter-

Schemes is the Praterists' , which would have the prophecy stop

altogether short of the Popedom ; explaining it of the catastrophes,

one or both, of the Jewish Nation and Pagan Rome : the second the

Futurists', which would have it all shoot over the head of the Pope-

dom into times yet future ; and refer simply to the events that are

immediately to precede, or to accompany, Christ's second Advent. I

shall in this second Article of my Appendix proceed successively to

examine these two counter-Schemes ; and show, if I mistake not,

the palpable untenableness alike of the one Scheme and of the other.

Which done, it will only remain to consider the main counter-Protes-

tant Scheme to the one given in the Horae : viz. that which, instead

of regarding the seven Trumpets in their natural way as the develop-

ment of the 7th Seal, just as the seven Vials also of the 7th Trumpet,

in continuous evolution of the future, would regard the Seals and the

Trumpets as chronologicallv parallel lines of prophecv, each reaching
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to the consummation ; the 1st unfolding the fortunes of the Church,

the 2d of the world.

§ 1. EXAMINATION OF THE PR^TERIST APOCALYPTIC SCHEME.

I have elsewhere intimated that this Prseterist system seems to liave

had its origin with the Jesuit Alcasar ,-' was subsequently with vari-

ations adopted and improved (after Grotius and Hammond) by Bos-

suet, the great champion of the Romanists ; then afterwards by

Hernnschneider, Eichhorn, and others of the German critical and

generally infidel school of the last half-century, with their several

variations ;^ finally, still with new points of difference, by Professor

Moses Stuart of the United States of America.^ In some way or

other all these explain the prophecy, so as I just before observed, to

have reference to the catastrophes of the Jewish nation and Paga7i

Rome. But some advocate a more definite plan of historic explica-

tion, vdthin these historic limits ; others a less definite. Some con-

tract the Jewish part of the Scheme, so as only to embrace the last

Jewish wars, waged after Domitian's time by Trajan and Adrian

;

others insist chiefly on Titus' previous destruction of Jerusalem.

Again, in regard of heathen Rome's part in it, some conceive the

prophecy to embrace the whole 400 years of Roman imperial history,

from Domitianto Rome's completed destruction by the Goths ; others

contract it mainly within the times of Nero, Vespasian, and Titus.

—

I shall pretty well exhaust whatever can be thought to call for exa-

mination in the system, by considering separately first Bossuet's or

the Roman Catholic most favorite form of the Prseterist Scheme ;

then the favorite German form of the Scheme ; as propounded by

Eichhorn, Hug, and Moses Stuart.

1 . Bossuet's, or the Roman Catholic Prceterisi Scheme.'^

And at the outset Bossuet's vague generalizing views of the five

first Seals meet us ; as if really little more than the preliminary in-

troduction on the scene of the chief dramatis persona, or agents,

' Sec p. 44.'i supra. - See Ibid. pp. 469, 470. ^ lb. p. 474.

" See gcnerallj', in illustration of the ensuing Criticism, my sketch of Bossuet's

Apocalyptic Interpretation, beginning p. 417 supra.
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afterwards to appear in action ; viz. Christ the conqueror, War,

Famine, Pestilence, and Christian Martyrs : followed in the 6th by a

preliminary representation, still as general, of the impending double, or

rather treble catastrophe, that would involve Christ's enemies ; whe-

ther Jews, Romans, or those that would be destroyed at the last day.

A view this that even Bossuet's most ardent disciples will, I am sure,

admit to be one not worth detaining us even a moment : seeing that,

from its professedly generalizing character, the whole figuration

might just as well be explained by Protestants of one kind of enemy,

as by Romanists of another.—Nor indeed is there anything more

distinctive in his Trumpets : with which, however, he tells us, there

is to begin the particular development of events. For, having set-

tled that the Israelitish Tribes mentioned in Apoc. vii, mean the

Jews hterally, and so furnish indication that they are parties con-^

cemed in what follows in the figurations, (though the Temple, all the

while prominent in vision, is both in the 5th Seal before, and in the

figuration of the Witnesses' afterwards, construed by Bossuet, not of

the hteral Jewish Temple, but of the Christian Church,) he coops

them up, and all that is to be developed respecting them, within the

•four first Trumpets :—the hailstorm of Trumpet 1 being Trajan's

victory over them ; the burning mountain of Trumpet 2, Adrian's

victories : (why the one or the other, or the one more than the other,

does not appear :) the Falling Star of Trumpet 3 figuring their false

prophet Barchochebas, " Son of a Star," who stirred up the Jews to

war ; of course however before the war with Adrian, signified in the

preceding vision, not after it : and the obscuration of the third part

of sun, moon, and stars, in Trumpet 4, indicating not any national

catastrophe or extinction, but the partial obscuration of the scriptural

light before enjoyed by the Jews, throvigh Akiba's Rabbinic School

then instituted, and the publication of the Talmud. As if forsooth the

light of Scripture had shone full upon them previously : and not been

long before quenched by their own unbelief; even as St. Paul tells us

that the veil was upon their hearts. Did Bossuet really believe in the.

absurdity that he has thus given us for an Apocalyptic explanation ?

—In concluding however at this point with the Jews, and turning to

Rome Pagan as the subject of the following symbolizations, he acts

at any rate as a reasonable man ; giving this very sufficient reason

for the transition, that thev who were to suffer under the plagues of
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the 5th and 6th Trumpets are marked in Apoc. ix. 20 as idol-wor-

shippers, which certainly the Jews were not. A palpable distinctive

this which, but for stubborn fact contradicting our supposition,' one

might surely have supposed that no interpreter of the same, or of

any other Apocalyptic School, would have had the hardihood even to

attempt to set aside.

So, passing now to the heathen Romans, with reference to their

history in the times following on Barchochebas and the Talmud, the

scorpion-locusts of Trumpet 5 are made by our Expositor to mean

poisonous Judaizing heresies which then infected the Christian

Church: (" Was it not a piece of waggery" in Bossuet, exclaims

Moses Stuart,2 so to explain it ?) Trumpet 6, somewhat better, the

loosing of the Euphratean Persians under Sapor, that defeated and

took prisoner the Emperor Valerian ; though it is to be marked that

Valerian was the aggressor in the war, not Sapor, and his defeat in

Mesopotamia, some way beyond the Euphrates.

—

AH which of course

offers no more pretensions to real evidence than what went before :

indeed its total want of any thing like even the semblance of evi-

dence makes it wearisome to notice it. Yet it is by no means unimpor-

tant with reference to the point in hand : for it shows even to demon-'

stration the utter impossibihty of making anything of the Seals and

Trumpets onBossuet's Scheme.—Let us then hasten to what both he

and his disciples consider to constitute the real strength of his

Apocalyptic Exposition : viz. his interpretation of the Beastfrom the

abyss, with its seven heads and ten horns, and of the Woman riding

on it; as symbolizations respectively of the Pagan Roman Emperors,

and Pagan Rome.

The notices of this Beast occur successively in Apoc. xi, xiii, and

xvii. First in Apoc. xi the Beast is mentioned passingly and antici-

patively, as the Beastfrom the abyss, the slayer of Christ^s two wit-

nesses. Next, in Apoc. xiii, it appears figured on the scene as the

Dragon's successor, bearing seven heads and ten horns
; (one head

.excised with the sword, but healed :) another but two-horned Beast ac-

companying it, as its associate and minister ; and its name and number

declared further to be 666. Once more, in Apoc. xvii it appears with a

' See my notice of this point, in the critical examination of the (lermun Prscterists

under the next head. ^ yg] j p 4(^j-_
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Woman declared to be Rome, riding on it ; and sundry mysteries

about its seven heads and ten horns are then explained.

Now then for Bossuet's explanation. This Beast, says he, is the

Roman Pagan Empire, at the time of the great Diocletian persecu-

tion ; its seven heads being the seven Emperors engaged in that per-

secution, or in the Licinian persecution, its speedy sequel : viz. first

Diocletian, Galerius, Maximian, Constantius ; then, Maxentius,

Maximin, and Licinius. Of which seven " five had fallen'" dX \he

time of the vision :
" one was," viz. Maximin : another " had not

yet come," viz. Licinius : and the eighth, " which was of the seven,"

was Maximian resuming the Emperorship after he had abdicated.

As to the name and number it was Diodes Augustus ; which in Latin

gives precisely the number 666. Further, the revived Beast of Apoc.
.

xiii, after the fatal wound of the head " that was" with a sword,

figured the Emperor Julian ; and the second Beast, with two lamb-

like horns, the Pagan Platonic priests of the time, that supported

him : the time of whose reign, forty-two months, was simply a term

of time borrowed from the duration of the reign of the persecutor

Antiochus Epiphanes ; signifying that it would, like his, have fixed

limits, and be short.—^With regard to the ten horns that gave their

power to the Beast, these signified the Gothic neighbouring powers ;

which for awhile ministered to Imperial Rome, by furnishing soldiers

and joining alliance : but which were soon destined to tear and deso-

late the Woman Rome ; as they did in the great Gothic invasions,

beginning with Alaric, ending with Totilas. At the time of which

last Gothic ravager, Rome's desolation answered strikingly to the

picture of desolated Babylon in Apoc. xviii.—As to the Woman

riding the Beast, the very fact of her being called a harlot, not an

adulteress, shewed that it must mean heathen, not Christian Rome.

Such is in brief Bossuet's explanation. Now as regards both the first

Beast, and the second Beast, and the Woman too, let it be marked how

utterly it fails; and this not in one particular only, but in multitudes.

Thus as to ihe first Beast.— 1. The seven heads, he says, were the

seven persecutors of the Diocletian era. But the Emperor Severus,

the colleague of Galerius and his co-persecutor, as Bossuet admits, is

arbitrarily omitted by him, in order not to exceed the seven. 2. The

Beast from the abyss, being the Beast that kills the Witnesses, is

made in Apoc. xi to be the Empire under Diocletian : but in Apoc.

VOL. IV. 2 I
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xvii the Beast from the abyss (and the distinctive article precludes

the idea of two such Beasts) is explained of a head that was to

come after the head that then was ; this latter being Maximin ; him-

self posterior to Diocletian. 3. The head that was wounded with

the sword being, according to Bossuet, the sixth head that was, or

Maximin, its heahng ought to have been in the next head in order,

that is Licinius. But this not suiting, he oversteps Licinius ; and

explains the healed head of one much later, Juhan. 4. The Beast

with the healed head being Juhan, the subject of the description in

Apoc. xiii, the Beast's name and number ought of course to be the

name and number of Julian. But no solution suitable to this striking

him, Bossuet makes it Diodes Augustus ; the name of the Beast under

a head long previous. 5. As to this name Diodes Augustus, it is not

only in Latin numerals, which on every account ai'e objectionable,

and which no patristic expositor ever thought of :
^ but, in point of

fact, it is a conjunction of two such titles as never co-existed ; Diocle-

tian being never called Diodes when Emperor, i. e. when Augustus.

^

6. The Beast " that was, and is not, and is to go into perdition," being

" the eighth, yet one of the seven," Bossuet makes to be Maximian

resuming the Empire after his abdication. But the prophetic state-

ment requires that this eighth should rise up after that " which was,"

viz. Maximin : whereas Maximian's resumption of the empire was be-

fore Maximin.— 7. As to the idea, of Julian s hatred of, and disfavour

to Christianity, answering to what is said in Apoc. xiii of the Beast

under his revived head making war on the saints, and conquering them,

it seems almost too absurd to notice. In proof I need only refer to

Julian's own tolerating Decree about Christians ;
-^ and the behaviour of

' See Vol. iii. p. SO.'i, Note 7 ; and compare the Greek patristic explanations of the

Beast's name and number given at pp. 311, 331, 335, 344, 349, supra.—The earliest

Latin solution that I remember to have seen is tliat of Die Ltia, by Albertus Magnus

in the xiiith Century. See p. 393 supra.

* So Rasche on Diocletianus :
" Donee imperium snmeret Dioetes appellatus : ubi

orbis Romani potentiam cepit Graecum nomen in Romanum morem convertit, dictus-

que est Diocletianus." Even after his abdication he still retained the latter naine. Ibid.

' OuScva yow avT<av aKovra irpos $a>nous ((Dfiev e\Kia6ai, It was almost an Edict

of toleration. So Ciieseler, Second Period, § 76 (Vol. i. p. 184) :
" He took away

the privileges of Christians," (i. e. privileges granted them by former Emperors above

Pagans,) " and forbade their teaching publicly in the schools ; but otherwise he pro-

mised to leave them unmolested." Rossuet indeed (on Apoc. xiii. 5) very much

allows this. " Du temps de J alien /'/ «;/ eul aucunc interruption dans le service public

lie rEglise :
" adding however; " Au reste il n'y a rien pu de plus dur d TEglise
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Bossuet's saints, i. e. of the professing Christians of the time, at

Antioch towards JuUan.'—8. The contrast of the Beast's reign of

3f years, with Diocletian's of 10 years, and Juhan's of 1-|, might

be also strongly argued from : but I pass it over cursorily ; as

Bossuet confesses to have no explanation to offer of it, except that

it is an allusion to the duration of the persecution of Antiochus

Epiphanes !
^

So as to the Beast's heads: and still a similar incongruity strikes

one about the Beast's horns. Take but two points. First, these

horns, "having received no kingdom as yet," i. e. at the time of the

Revelation, were to receive authority as kings //.loiv d>pav f^eTcx, ts Brjpis,

" at one time loith the Beast.''' So the doubtless true reading, and true

rendering, as Bossuet allows. But how then applicable to the kings •

of the ten Gothic kingdoms : kingdoms founded long subsequent to

both Diocletian and Julian ; and after the Roman empire under their

headships, (which is Bossuet's Beast,) had become a thing of the

past. To solve the difficulty, Bossuet waves the magician's rod

;

and, without a word of warning, suddenly makes the Beast to mean

something quite different from what it was before : viz. to be the

Roman empire of a later headship than the 8th, or latest specified.

" Their kingdoms," says he, "will synchronize with the Beast, that

is with Rome ; because Rome will not all at once (?. e. not immedi-

ately on the Goths' first attacks, begun about a.d. 400) have lost its

existence, or all its power !"^—Yet again, secondly, these horns were

with one accord to impart their power and authority to the Beast

;

of course after themselves receiving this authority ; i. e. as the con-

text of the verse demonstrates, after receiving their kingdoms. But

que les insultes de Julien ;
" &c.—Gieseler thus represents the worst that Julian did.

" Afterwards he was guilty of some acts of injustice towards the Christians ; too

often provoked by their unseasonable zeal : they suffered most however from the

heathen governors and populace." But how little to their destruction or subjugation

see in the next Note.

' "At Antioch he endured the scoifs of the Christian populace with philosophical

indifference." Gieseler, ibid.—See too the account in Gibbon ; who however on sub-

jects connected with Christianity is always to be read with caution.

- See p. 481, supra.

' Mr. Mylie overcomes the difficulty by silently adopting the reading juera to

Oripiov, after the Beast; though a reading unauthorized by Greek MSS, and re-

futed by the very symbol of the horns being upon the Beast's head. See, says he, (ii.

122) the marvellous fulfilment !
" The destroyers of the Western Empire of Rome

were all adventurer kings, daring chiefs from the wilds of the North and North East

;

who all succeeded in erecting certain fabrics of power upon the ruins of the Empire.'''

2 I 2
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how SO ? Says Bossuet, because of their giving their men to be sol-

diers of the Roman armies, and of their setthng as cultivators in the

empire, and making alliances with the Roman emperors. But, as to

time, could this be said of the reigns of Diocletian or Julian, when

the Gothic ten kings had received no authority as kings to ally with

Rome ? And, as to the character of the thing, were the terrible

Gothic settlements in the empire (e. g. that of the Visi-Goths under

Valens) a giving their power to the Romans ?

Then turn we to the second Beast. And let me here simply ask,

How could a set of Pagan Philosophers, zealots that blasphemed Christ

as the Galilean, answer to this symbol of a Beast with a lamb-skin

covering : the recognized scriptural emblem under the Old Testament

of false prophets who yet professed to be prophets of the true God ;'

under the New Testament of such as would hypocritically pretend to

be Christians ?
-

Once more, as to the Woinan. 1 . Instead of the word wo/jvtj, harlot,

fixing her to be Rome Pagan, not Christian Rome apostatized, so as

Bossuet asserts, the phrase most fitly suits the latter ; being applied

in the Septuagint to apostatizing Judah,^ in Matthew to an unfaithful

wife.'* 2. What the mystery to make St. John so mai'vel with a

mighty astonishment ,•''
if the emblem meant Rome Pagan ? Did he

not know Rome Pagan to be a persecutor ; know it alike by his

own experience, and that of all his brotherhood ? 3. What of the

total and eternal destruction predicated of the Apocalyptic Babylon,

" the smoke of it going up even ei^ ts? aiuva; tu<; onuvwv,for ever and

for ever," ^ if there was meant merely the brief temporary desolation

of Rome Pagan in transitu to Rome Papal .'' 4. What of its being

afterwards the abode of all unclean beasts and daemons ? Would

Bossuet, observes Vitringa, have these to be the Popes and Cardinals

of Papal Rome ? 5. Was it really Rome Pagan that was desolated,

by the Goths ; so as Bossuet and his followers would have it } Surely,

if there be a fact clear in historv', it is this, that it was Rome Chris-

tianized in profession, I might almost say Ro7ne Papal, that was the

subject of these desolations.

As this last point is one that, if proved, utterly overthrows the whole

Bossuetan or Roman-Catholic Apocalyptic Prseterist Scheme, the

' Compare Zech. xiii. 4. * Compare Matt. vii. 1.5, 22. ^ Isa. i. 21, &c.

* Matt. V. 32, xix. 9. " Apoc. xvii. fi. " Apoc. xix. 3.
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Romanists have been at great pains to represent the fact otherwise . So

Bossuet in his Chap. iii. 12—16 ; and Mr. MyUe, just recently too,

in his Rome Pagan and Papal. "It is well nigh a century since the

triumph of the Labarum," says the latter writer, in one of his vivid

sketches, with reference to the epoch of Alaric's first attack on Rome,

" and Rome stiU wears the aspect of a Pagan city :—one hundred and

fifty-two temples, and one hundred and eighty smaller shrines, are still

sacred to the heathen Gods, and used for their public worship.^' ' On

what authority Mr. M. makes such an assertion, I know not. Bossuet

takes care not quite so far to commit himself. The facts of the case

are, I beheve, as follows. Constantine did not authoritatively aboUsh

Paganism : but he so showed disfavour to it that it rapidly sunk into

discredit in the empire ; less however at Rome than elsewhere. With

Julian came a partial and short-lived revival of Paganism ; followed

on his death by a reaction in favour of Christianity. But " from that

period up to the fall of the empire a hostile sect, which regarded itself

as unjustly stripped of its ancient honours, invoked the vengeance of

the gods on the heads of the Government, exulted in the pubhc cala-

mities, and probably hastened them by its intrigues." So Sismondi,

with his usual accuracy, as quoted by Mr. Myhe.^ Of this sect were

various members of the Roman senate. On Theodosius' becoming

sole Emperor, i. e. Emperor of the West as well as East, one of his

first measures, a.d. 392, was to forbid the worship of idols on pain of

death.^ At Rome, however, by a certain tacit license, or connivance,

heathen worship was still in a measure permitted : until in 394 himself

visiting Rome, and finding a reluctance to abolish what remained of

Pagan rites on the part of many of the senators, Theodosius withdrew

the publicfunds by which they had been supported. On this the old

Pagan worship was discontinued :
'^ and, the Pagan temples having

in many places soon after been destroyed by the zeal of Christians,

the very fact of Pagan worship having been discontinued was given

by Honorius, the Western Emperor, as a reason for not destroying

' Rome Pagan and Papal, Vol. ii. p. 103. ^ Ibid. p. 108.

3 So Gieseler, Vol. i. p. 187 -, to whom I beg generally to refer the reader on this

subject.

* So Zosimus v 38 : Ttji/ Sn/xocriav SaTravrii' rots ifpms xopvy^^" apvriaaixivos,

airr]\avvovTo fieu lepeis Kai lepeiai, KareXi/jiTravero Se jraffiys Upepyias to. refj-evri.—
Prudentius says as to the number of the Pagans , that they were about the year 406,

ten years after Theodosius' death, " vix pauca ingenia, et pars hominum rarissima.''^
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the temple fabrics.^—Such was the state of things when Alaric first

invaded Italy : and it was only in 409, after he had begun the siege

of Rome, and God'sjudgment begun to be felt, that the Pagan /ac^iow

or sect, spoken of by Sismondi, stirred itself up : and, raising the cry

that the calamity came in consequence of the Gods of old Rome having

been neglected^- prevailed on the authorities, including Pope Innocent

himself, to sacrifice to them in the Capitol and other temples.^ But

this was a comparatively solitary act. As the judgment of the Go-

thic desolations went on, it was only in secret that the worship of the

heathen Gods was kept up ; and this in reference to such more trivial

Pagan rites, as taking auguries.'^ The dominant rehgion, that which was

alone legalized in Rome, as well as elsewhere throughout the empire,

and whose worship was alone celebrated openly and with pomp, was the

Christian religion with the Pope at its head. Insomuch that in 450,

just at the epoch of Genseric and Attila, Pope Leo, in an address to

the people of Rome on St. Peter and St. Paul's day, thus characterized

Rome and the Roman people :
—" These are they that have advanced

you to the glory of being a holy nation, a chosen people, a priestly

and royal city : so as that thou shouldest be, through the seat of

Peter, the head of the world ; and with wider rule through rehgion

than by mere earthly domination."^

Was it then Rome Pagan, or Rome incipientlg Papal, that was the

subject of Alaric's first attack, and of the subsequent ravages of

' " \5t profanos ritus saliArileije submovimus, ita festos coiiventus iion patiraur siib-

nioveri :
" and again ;

" ^des, illicitis rebus vacuus, iiostror\ira beneficio sanctionum,

ne quis conetur everterc.'"

So Zobimus iv. 59 : Te 6vT)iro\iKov Oecrftou \r]^c.vT05, Kai tw oXKuv ixjo.

T-r\% TTUTpiov TTapaSoiTf(jos T]V ev a/xiKfia Kiiixfvwv, q 'Paiixaiuv tiriKparfia fiapffapwi/

oiKi)Tnpwv yeyovf. So too Aumistiiie in liis C. D. v. 23.

AvajKawv edoKU tois 4\\i)vi^ov(n Tr]s ^vyK\riTov Oueiv iv rifi KatrtruKici) Kai

Tois aWois vaois' 'o Se IvvoKtVTWS, ri)v ttjs iroAtois auTrjptav e/j.irpO(T6(v ttjs oiKftas

Troi7\aaixf:vos So^rjs, \adpa t<pr)KiV avrots iroitiv atrtp laaci. lb. v. 14. Where
mark tlic iWijvi^ovTfs, as characterizing tliose of the Senators who were most bent on

bucrificing to the ancient gods ; and the ((t>riKfv, as marking the Pope's authority even

at that time in Rome. His consent was needed, asked for, and indeed given.

* So Salvian, a. d. 440 :
" Nunc quid non consulibus et puUi gentilium sacrilegio-

rum more pascuntur; et volantis penna; auguria quseruntur .'^
"

^ " Isti sunt qui lead banc gioriam prove.\erunt ; ut gens sancta, popuhis electus,

dvUas saccrdotalis ci re/jki, per sacram beati Petri sedem caput orbis eft'ecta, latius

praesideres religioue divina quam dominationc terrena." 1 have quoted this

elsewhere ; Vol. iii. p. 1'2)J.
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Genseric, Odoacer, and Totilas ? i I think the Reader will agree with

me that Pope Leo himself has pretty well settled that question ; and

therewith given the coup de grace to Bossuet's and Mylie's Roman

Catholic Version of the Prseterist Apocalyptic Scheme.

^

' Were the continuance of certain old Pagan rites and customs by the Roman
populace an evideace of Rome's Paganism, Mr. Mj'lie must date its Christianiza-

tion far later than the times of the Goths, or of Pope Gregorj'. In A. d. 743 we find

Boniface writing to the Pope Zachary, (see Maitland's Dark Ages p. 155,) that re-

ports were brought from Rome of heathenish customs celebrated in Borne hard by the

Church of St. Peter ; and that, seeing these things performed at Rome, he could not

persuade the Gennans or Franks that they were sins, or without ecclesiastical sanction.

Zachary acknowledges in his Reply, that " through the Devil's instigation these

evils had indeed ever and anon sprouted afresh."

^ Professor Lee is very much of the Apocalyptic s,c\iOo\. oi Bossuet ; or, as he would

doubtless prefer to say, Hammond. It may seem due to him, before quitting this head of

the Prasterist Section, distinctly to sketch his view : which however needs but to be

done very briefly ; on account both of its general vagueness, and of its general simila-

rity to Bossuet's. The refutation of Bossuct is in fact the refutation of Professor Lee.

The general subject then, according to him, is ChrisCs co7ni?ig, as predicted Matt.

xxiv. &c. : i. e. his coming to destroy both the Jewish Polity and the heathen

power, and so to establish his kingdom on earth ; which is the restitution of all things,

spoken of by Peter, Acts iii. 21.

The five first Seals depict the Apostolic warriors, wars, famines, pestilences, and

martyrdoms, all " of these times ;" (Professor Lee's perpetually repeated phrase : ) i. e.

" during the first ages of the Church," from Nero to Diocletian :—the 6th the " be-

ginning of sorrows," and " fall of kings and great powers," &c ; but what precisely,

is not said.—Then the Sealing and Palm-bearing Visions, depicting a limited number

of Jews, and unlimited number of Gentiles, gathered in to the Church and its privi-

leges, shows that the Gospel of the kingdom had at the time figured been preached to

all nations ; and thus that the end might come.

Of the Trumpets the two first, he proceeds to observe, depict certain judgments

" in these times ;" the third, that of the falling star, " undoubtedly the fall of heathen

Rome : " the darkening of the sun in the 4th Trumpet some visitation " in these

times ;" the locusts of Trumpet 5 undoubtedly the Roman power, and its destiny to

plague men for five months, i. e. an indefinite time; also the four Angels loosed of

Trumpet 6, Daniel's four Beasts or Empires loosed from the great sea. (Surely there

is almost a contempt for all order and chronology manifested in these explanations.)

And so comes the Vision of the two Witnesses., explained to be the Law and the

Gospel-, slain (as Bossiiet also, we have seen, interprets it) by the Beast Diocletian
;

revived under Constantine.—Further, in Apoc. xii the figured war of the Dragon

against the woman having signified Satan's ineffective earlier attempts against Christ

and Christianity, Apoc. xiii exhibits his instrument the Beast, or heathen Roman

Empire, arrayed against them : the five fallen out of his seven heads, being the chief

Roman persecutors after Nero, (which Nero was the precursor of Antichrist meant by

Paul, and had been previously taken out of the way,) viz. Domitian, Decius, Valerian,

Aurelian, Diocletian : after whom followed Maximian and Galerius, making up the

seven bestial heads ; then Maximin, as the eighth ; who was also "q/* the seven,'" as

being appointed by one of the former, viz. Galerius ! The ten kings are explained

(just as by Bossuet) of the Gothic kings, first Rome's allies, then Rome's destroyers :
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2. Proceed we next then to what may not unfitly be called the

German Version of the Prseterist Scheme.

The reader has already been made acquainted with the main com-

mon features of this German form of the Preeterist Apocalyptic

Scheme.' Differing on points of detail, yet (with the exception that

Hartwig, Herder, and Zullig pretty much confine themselves to the

Jewish catastrophe, and Ewald, Bleek, and De Wette to that of

heathen Rome^) it may generally be described as embracing both

catastrophes : the fall of Judaism being signified under that of Jeru-

salem, the fall of Heathenism under that of Rome ; the one as drawn

out in symbol from Apoc. vi to xi inclusive, the other from Apoc. xii

to xix."^ Whereupon comes thirdly in Apoc, xx a figuration of the

triumph of Christianity. So Wetstein, Hernnschneider, Eichhorn,

Hug, &c. in Germany ; M. Stuart in America and in England Dr.

Davidson.

In regard to which School, let me first advert for a moment to

what 1 have indeed already much earlier remarked on,"* the singular

dogmatism by which it is too much characterized. Instead of dis-

cussing and disproving the strongest, or at least the essential points

of other interpretative systems, the law is almost a priori laid down

that they are all totally wrong, and the Prseterist Scheme alone

conformable to the discoveries and requirements of " modern exe-

gesis .-"^—a dogmatism the more remarkable, when exhibited by a

man of calm temperament and imimpassioned style, like Professor

Stuart.^ On certain weaker minds it is likely that this may be

the woman riding tlie Beast being " lieathen Rome beyond all possible doubt ;
" and

the iivo-Jwrncd Beast, or False Prophet, the heathen priesthood.

As to tlie Jirst resurrection, it means a spiritual one, during the iraM'^yfvtaia.

(Matt, xix.28) of the first preaching of the Gospel; and the Nciv Jerusalem is the

Christian Church on earth, depicted in its beautj' and privileges.

Such is in brief Professor Lee's Apocalj'ptic Scheme ; and, I must say, it maryeis

mo much how such a man should have written such a Comment

!

' See p. 469—473 supra. - So M. Stuart, i. 1(51.

'' Eichhom makes his Judaic division of the Apocalj'pse to extend into Apoc. xii

;

and the Roman division only to begin with the Dragon's going to persecute the rem-

nant of the woman's children, Apoc. xii. 18. * Viz. in mj- Preface, p. xx.

* A favorite phrase, and almost argument, with many of this class of interpreters.

® i. e. in the body of his Work. His Preface is in the undogmatic style that one

might expect from such a man as Professor Stuart. Elsewhere however, not only

does he dogmatically pass sentence of condemnation on Expositions of the usual Pro-

testant view, (e. g. i. Kil, " It is time, high time, for principle to take the place of

fancii, for cdci/ctical j>ro<i/ io thrus^t out assumption,'") but even warms into such a
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imposing. But to others the question is sure to arise. What the

grounds of this strange presumptuousness of tone ? "What the new

and overpowering evidence in favor of the modem Prseterists ? What
the discovery of such unthought-of coincidence between the prophecy

on the one hand, and certain facts of their chosen Neronic sera on the

other, as to settle the Apocalyptic controversy in their favour at once

and for ever ? And then the surprise is increased by finding that

not only has no such discovery been made, not only no such discovery

been even pretended to, but that in fact they put it forward as the

very boast of the Prseterist system, that coincidences exact and parti-

cular are not to be sought or thought of : that the three main ideas

about the three cities, or three antagonistic rehgions represented by

them, so as above mentioned, are pretty much aU that there is of

fact to be unfolded : and that, with certain exceptions, (of which ex-

ceptions more presently,) all else is to be regarded as but the poetic

drapery and ornament. i—Now in German rationalists, like Eichhorn

burst as the following:—" In the name of all that is pertinent and congruous in pro-

phecy, what has a history of civil commotions and literal famines, &c, to do with the

object John had before him ? Are we to suppose him in a state of hallucination when

he wrote the Apocalypse ? Away with all such surmises : and away too with all the

expositions that are built upon them !
" i. 208, 209.

In Dr. Davidson, with whom of English expounders of the system I am best ac-

quainted, the characteristic can scarcely fail to strike his readers. So, when speak-

ing of myself and the Horoe, among other Protestant Expositors, in the Eclectic Re-

view for December 1844, p. 644 ;
" As an exposition of the Apocalypse it is a total

failure; it is essentially and fundamentally erroneous." A sentence this repeated at

the conclusion of his Article on the " Revelation " in Kitto's Cyclopaedia : yet without

the slightest attempt at encountering the evidence and arguments in the Horae ; to

wliich however he will now find himself called, in my Preface to this Edition, p. xix.

—So again of Protestant Expositors generally, in the same Review, p. 649 :
" That

the Revelation exhibits a prophetic view of the Church from the close of the Apostolic

age to the end of time, is a position that can never be rendered probable. All who

have attempted to expound it on this principle have totally failed." (Also Kitto p.

623, &c.) And on his own, or German view, ibid. 644 ; " The recent German works

on the Apocalypse have served to point out the true path of interpretation :" and p.

648 ;
" For the right interpretation of the mystical number 666, or 616, see Ewald's

Commentary." Again in the Article in Kitto, this German Praterist Scheme is given

in considerable detail, not as a suggested interpretation, but authoritativelj', and ex

cathedra, as beyond a doubt the true interpretation.

' So Stuart, i. 179:—" Substantial facts lie at the basis of the Apocalypse. But what

the draper)/ or costume ? All symbol is of course draper}^ It is the thing signified

which is the person •, the way and manner of signifying it is merely ihe/asJiiou of the

costume.^' Then at p. 200 he proceeds to state, with reference to the Apocalypse as

" a book of poetry," " that Oriental Poetry, especially the Hebrew, follows out the

detail of symbol and allegory to give vivacity, to a representation, much beyond what
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and so many others, men professedly disbelieving in the inspiration

of the writer of the Apocalypse, all this is quite natural and consis-

tent. For he wrote, they take for granted, as a mere dramatist and

poet ; whether at the time of the Neronic persecution, or in Domi-

tian's reign thirty years later, matters not : in either case throwing

himself in spirit into Nero's times ; and introducing into his drama,

with all a true poet's skill and effect, the thoughts, hopes, and anti-

cipations, especially of the Christian mind, then known to have been

prevailing. As to details, what the limit ever assigned to a poefsfancy,

except as his own taste or critical judgment might impose one ?

—

But that Christian writers, like Professor Stuart and Dr. Davidson,

men professing to believe in St. John's inspiration as a prophet,

should deliberately so view and pronounce on the matter, so resolve

even what seems most specific into generahzations,' and what seems

stated as fact into mere poetic drapery, is to my mind most asto-

nishing.

It is of course due to these writers to mark by what process of

thought they arrive at this conclusion ; and on what principle, and

by what reasons, they have justified it to themselves. First, of course,

the discrepant and unsatisfactory interpretations given hy former Expo-

sitors, of the school that seeks in the Apocalypse anything like a

prophetic " epitome of the civil and ecclesiastical history of Christen-

dom," figures, in allusion at least, in their announcement at the outset.

(On which let me just observe in passing that Prof. Stuart does not

we do in the Western world :
" and, at p. 203, reiirobatcs those who " seek ior his-

torical events AnAfads, in remote ages, as the fulfilment of tliese so-called predictions."

For " what defence can be made for converting episode into the main body of the

work ; or symbols of assurance that the Beast shall be overcome, into pictures of

veritable historical events?"—Similarly Dr. Davidson in Kitto, p. 627, adopts Hug's

remark :
" The particular traits and images in the Apocalypse are by no means all

significant: many being introduced only to enliven the representation, and for the pur-

pose of ornament."

' " Scarcely inferior in importance is the plain principle that <;e«cWc and not spe-

cisc and individual interpretations are to be sought for in the Apocalypse." So Pro-

fessor S. at p. 20.'?, after the extract given in my Note preceding.—As a striking exam-

ple of the extent to which this is tarried by him, I ni.iy refer to his Vol. ii. p. 146;

where, after setting forth the destruction of Jerusalem and Judaism as the first grand

theme of the Apocalypse, from Apoc. vi. to xi, he says ;
" If no history by Josephus

existed, the arch of Titus at Rome would tell the storj"^ that Apoc. vi—xi. had been

fulfilled." Nay !
" Kqually well would it iiave been fulfilled, had the Jewish perse-

cuting power been crushed in an;/ other ii'(i>/, or by «».'/ ot/icr 7«<;««.v." So too in hi'-

Vol. i. p. 20.5.
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seem to have seen my own Commentary, when he published his ;' and

so cannot include it in his condemnatory reference.-)

—

Next, the

intended use and object of the Apocalypse, at the time it was written

has- seemed to the learned American Professor to furnish forth the

true principle of exegesis, whereby to interpret it.^ And, supposing

it proved that it was written during Nero's persecution, and that the

Church, then " bleeding at every pore," "^ could take little interest in

information as to what was to happen in distant ages, (excepting of

course the final triumph of Christianity,) or indeed as to anything but

what concerned their own immediate age and pressure, whether in

Judaea or at Rome, therefore that to this the subject matter of the

Apocalypse must be regarded as confined. And whereas, on this

exegetic hypothesis, scarce anything appeared in the historic facts of the

particular period or catastrophe in question, which could be consi-

dered answering to the prophetic figurations, therefore that all idea

of any particular intent and meaning in these prophetic figurations

must be set aside ; and that they must be regarded as the mere dra-

pery and ornament of what was indeed but an Epopee, albeit by one

inspired.

—

Finally, for this generalizing view of the Apocalyptic ima-

gery Psalm xviii, which was David's song after his deliverance from

Saul, and Isaiah xiii, xiv on the fall of Babylon, (the former more espe-

cially) have seemed to the Professor to furnish a sufficient precedent.^

The reader has here, I believe, a fair and sufficiently full sketch of

the main principles, origin, and justificatory view of his Exposition

1 Though Professor Bush at New York Lad seen and noticed it soine time before

Professor Stuart's publication.

" At Vol. i. p. 204, after mention of the Gothic invasions oi i\\& Empire, &c, as sub-

jects supposed to be figured by the Protestant interpreters, he adds ;
" The misfortune

is that what applies to this particular battle, &c, would apply equally well to every

particular battle that has been fought." If this Edition of the Horae fall into his hands,

the Professor will see, by what is stated in the Note at p. xix of my Preface, that the

direct contrary to this is asserted as characterizing the specific historical interpreta-

tion in the Horse ; and if he will test my interpretations, he will, I think, soon find

how little the above statement can apply to me. I think I may say, with regard to

all the chief and detailed interpretations, that they are shewn to be applicable to

nothing else ivhatsoevcr with the same exactitude, as to that which they are applied to.

^ So in the Preface p. 4 ; "I take it for granted that the writer had a present and

immediate object in view ; and that he spoke intelligibly to those whom he addressed."

And so again and again, i. 15(), 159, 162, 1.94, 197, 208, ii. 310, 472, &c.

* A favourite expression of the Araeiican Professor. So i. 159, 207, 209, &c.—But

how does this square with what is intimated of the state of the Laodicean Church
;

" Thou sayest, 1 am rich, and increased with goods," &c ? ^ So Stuart i. 170, &c.
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put forth by the learned American Professor : as also very much,

though less consistently, by Dr. Davidson.' And on this the follow-

ing observations naturally suggest themselves.— 1. As to the date of

the Apocalypse, how unfortunate are these Christian Professors and

Critics, as compared with the infidel critics of German rationalism !

To the latter the Domitianic date serves quite equally well with the

Neronic ; seeing that a poet may make a Poem about times past, quite

as well as about times present : and that thus Irenseus' decisive tes-

timony, one corroborated from so many other quarters, may be re-

ceived, as Eichhorn in fact receives it ,2 without the slightest trouble

or inconvenience. Whereas with these other interpreters of the same

prophetic school, if this their foundation fail, the whole fails : and on

what a mere quicksand, in this respect, their structure is raised, and

in what imminent danger of being engulphed, the reader of my

sketch of evidence on the Apocalyptic date will, I think, soon see.^

—

2. As to the very limited use and object which they assign to the Apo-

calyptic prophecy, as if only or chiefly meant for the Christians then

living,—by them to be understood, and by them applied in the way

of encouragement and comfort, as announcing the issue of the trials

in which they were then personally engaged,—what right has Pro-

fessor Stuart thus to hmit it ? Was it not accordant with the cha-

racter of God's revelations, as communicated previously in Scripture,

especially in Daniel's prophecies, which are, of all others, the most

nearly parallel with the Apocalypse, to foreshow the future in its con-

tinuity from the time when the prophecy was given, even to the con-

summation : and this, not with the mere present object of com-

forting his servants then living, but for a perpetual witness to

his truth ; to be understood only partially, it might be, for genera-

tions, but fuUy in God's own appointed time? So, for example, in

the prophecies already fulfilled, concerning Christ's first advent

;

prophecies which even the disciples understood not, till Christ him-

' For Dr. D. in Kitto, p. G23, cannot refrain from the just observation ;
" The Apo-

calypse was dcsijrned to promote the instruction of God's people in all ayes. It does

not belong to the class of ephemeral writings. Its object was not merely a local or par-

tial one." Adding, however: "This general characteristic is perfectly consistent

with the fact that it arose out of spociHc circnnist^-mces ; and was primarily meant to

subserve a definite end." - Sec his Preface, p. xlv.

^ See especially my examination of Professor Stuart's evidence and argument in my
Vol. i. pp. .51-.51»."
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self, after he had actually come, explained them. So in Daniel's,

extending to the time of the end ; and which, till the time of the end

should come, were expressly ordered to be sealed up.^—Besides which

what historic evidence have we of Christians of Nero's time having

so understood the Apocalypse, as the American Professor would

have it that they must have done ? ^ Not a vestige of testimony to the

fact of such an understanding exists ; albeit quite general, according

to him, among the more inteUigent in the Christian body. On

the contrary, the early testimony of Irenseus, disciple to Polycarp,

who was himself disciple to St. John, indicates a then totally different

view of the Apocalyptic Beast from Professor Stuart's, as if the only

one ever known to have been received : a view referring it, not to the

previous persecutions by Nero and the Roman Empire under him, but

to an Antichrist even then future ; one that was to arise and persecute

the Church not till the breaking up, and reconstruction in another

form, of the old Empire.—Moreover the whole that our Professor

would have to be shown by the Apocalypse, viz. the assured triumph

of Christianity over both Judaism and Paganism, instead of being

any new revelation specially suited to add comfort to the Christians

of the time, had been communicated the one by Daniel, the other by

Christ himself, inuch more fully and particularly long before.''—3. As

to the Professor's gr^xvdiprecedent ofPsalm xviii, urged again and again

in justification of his explaining away nearly aU the more particular

symbohzations of the Apocalypse, as if mere poetic drapery and orna-

ment, is the parallel a real one, or the argument from it valid ? Let

us hear the Professor. See then, says he,"* how though the sub-

ject of the. Psalm be at the heading declared to be David's de-

liverance from Saul, yet under what varied imagery this is set forth :

—how in depicting them he makes the earth to shake and tremble,

and the smoke to go forth from God's nostrils, and his thunderings

to be heard in the heaven, and his lightnings shot forth to discomfort

* Dan. xii. 9. The sealing was evidently with reference to that part of the pro-

phecy which concerned the distant future.

2 See the extract from his Preface, Note 3, p. 491 supra. So again i. 126 ;
" John

wrote in order to be read and understood ; and therefore intelligent persons'of his day

might understand him." Also ii. 326, &c.

^ The only new point communicated, I believe, according to Stuart and Davidson,

is the enigma about Nero, as a head of the Roman Beast, answering to a certain

mystic number : and this indeed no discovery of the future about him, but or\\Y

a riddle about the then present. * i-.170, ii. 141, 146.
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the enemy : all mere poetical ornament ; not particular circumstantial

fact ; much less fact in chronological order and development. But,

let me ask, does the Psalmist profess, as his very object, to tell the

facts that had occurred in the period of DaA-id's suffering from Saul,

so as the Apocalyptic revealing Angel does to tell the things of the

coming future ? i Or with any such orderly division, and arrange-

ment for chronological development of facts, as in the singularly

artificial Apocalvptic division into its three septenaries of Seals, Trum-

pets and Vials, (each of the latter subordinate evidently to the former,)

and the various chronological periods so carefully interwoven ?

—Again, as to the symbolizations in the Psalm, is Professor Stuart

quite sure that they refer only to David and Saul ; and that David

is not carried forward in the Spirit, beyond his own times and his

own experience, to picture forth the future triumphs of a greater

David over a greater Saul ; triumphs not to be accomphshed in fine

without tremendous elemental convulsions, and the visible and glo-

rious interposition of the Almighty ? Surely what is said in verse

43, of his (the cMef intended David's) " being made the head

of the heathen," tells with sufficient clearness that such is indeed

the true exegesis of the Psalm ; and so most Expositors of repute,

I believe, explain it.

So much on the general principles of the German PrtCterist School.

Let me now proceed, more in detail, to consider the tico grand cata-

strophes laid down by it, as the two main particulars unfolded in

the Apocalypse ; and show, as I trust I shall, both in respect of the

one and the other, the many and indubitable marks of error stamped

upon them.

And,/rs^, as to the catastrophe of Judaism and Jerusalem, depicted

in the figurations from Apoc. vi to Apoc. xi inclusive.

Says Professor Stuart in brief thus.^ " It is for some considerable

time not unfolded who the enemy is against whom the rider of the

White Horse in the first Seal has gone forth conquering, followed

by his agencies of War, Famine, and Pestilence ; him against whom

the cry is raised of the Christian martyrs slain under the fifth Seal,

1 " Come up, and 1 will show thee a fitWft yii'taBai fxfra ravra, the things that

are to happen after the things now present." Apoc. iv. 1.

* See the Professor's Introduction to the First Catastrophe, Vol. ii. pp. 138—14.5.
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and the revolution of whose pohtical state is evidently the subject of

Seal the sixth. But in Apoc. vii the enemy meant is intimated. For

when it is stated that 144,000 are sealed, by way of protection, out

of all the tribes of Israel, meaning evidently those that have been

converted from among the Jews to Christianity, it follows clearly

that it is the unsealed ones of those tribes, or unconverted Jews,

forming the great body of Isrofil, that are the destined objects of

destruction. A view this quite confirmed in Apoc. xi ; where the

inner Temple is measured, as that which is not to be ejected ; in other

words, that whatever was spiritual in the Jewish religion was to be

preserved in Christianity : while the rest, or mere external parts of

the system, as well as the Holy City Jerusalem itself, was to be aban-

doned and trodden down." So substantially Professor Stuart ; and

so too his prototype Eichhom, and his English follower Dr. David-

son. Tliis is the strength of their first Part ; the details of Seals and

Trumpets being of course little more in this system than intimations

of something awful impending altogether general, or indeed mere

"poetic drapery and costume." Let us then try its strength where

it professes to be strongest.

The enemy to be destroyed, it is said, was shown to be the Jeivs ;

because it was the Jewish tribes (all but the sealed few from out of

them) that were to have the tempests of the four winds let loose on

them ; and because it was the Jewish Temple (all but the inner and

measured part of it) that was to be abandoned to the Gentiles. Let us

test this conclusion by what is shown us, 1 . as to the intent of the Jewish

symbolic scenery elsewhere in the Apocalypse : 2. as to the religious

character of the people actually destroyed in the Trumpet-judgments

;

3. as to the intended people's previous slaughter, in their thereby doomed

city, of Christ's two Witnesses.

1 . Already in the opening iVpocalyptic vision a chamber as of the

Jewish Temple had been revealed ; with seven candlesticks like those

in the old Jewish Temple,^ and one in the High Priest's robing that

walked among them. Was its signification then Jewish or Christian ;

of Judaism or Christianity ? We are not left to conjecture. The High

Priest was distinctively the Christian High Priest, Christ Jesus : the

1 So Stuart allows, ii. 46 : that " The writer had doubtless in his mind the passage in

Zech. iv. 2, where the prophet sees a candelabrum of gold, with seven lamps thereon ;"

with reference to the " light of the (Jewish) temple, its ritual, and services."
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seven candlesticks the seven Christian Churches. This explanation

at the outset is most important to mark ; heing the fittest key surely

to the intent of all that occurs on the scene afterwards of similar

imagery.—Further, in Seal 5 a Temple like the Jewish, at least the

temple-court with its great brazen altar, is again noted as figured on

the scene. Now we might anticipate pretty confidently, fi-om the

previously given key just alluded to, that the Temple was here too

symbohc of the Christian worship and religion, not the Jewish. But

there is, over and above this, independent internal evidence to

affix to it the same meaning. For the souls under the altar, who

depict confessedly Christian martyrs, appear there of course as sacri-

fices ofTered on that altar : their place being where the ashes of

the Jewish altar-sacrifices were gathered. Which being so, could

the altar mean that of the literal Judaism ; and the vision signify

that the Jews, zealous for their law, and thinking to do God

service, had there slain the Christian martyrs, as if heretics ? Cer-

tainly not; because on their altar the Jews never offered human

sacrifices, and would indeed have esteemed it a pollution. There-

fore we have independent internal evidence that the Jewish

temple and altar, figured on the Apocalyptic scene, had here too a

Christian meaning; depictuig (as both St. Paul, and Polycarp after him,

so beautifully applied the figure ') the Christian's willing sacrifice of

himself and his life for Christ.—Further in Apoc. viii the Temple again,

is spoken of as apparent ; with its brazen sacrificial altar in the altar-

court, its golden incense-altar within the Temple proper, and one too.

habited as a Priest, who received and offered incense, according to

the ceremony of the Jewish ritual. Was this meant literally of

Jeivish incense and Jewish worship ? Assuredly not. For the incense

of the ofi^ering priest, is declared to be " the prayers of all the

saints;" i. e. as all admit," of Christians distinctively from literal

Jews.—All which being so, what, I ask, must by the plainest require-

ments of consistency and common sense follow, but that as the

offeii'ers of Jewish ivorship in the Jewish temple depicted on the Apo-

calyptic scene meant in fiict Christians, so they that are called Jews

or Israelites in the Apocalyptic context must mean Christians also, at

least by profession.

' See my Vol. i. pp. 179, 180, 195.

^ So M. Stuart ii. 182: "It goes up before God bearing along with it on its fra-

grant clouds (so to speak) the prayers of persecuted (.'hristians."
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It might seem needless that I should proceed further, in corrobo-

ration of this view of the Apocalyptic Jewish scenery, to' show the

similar Christian purport of the Temple figuration connected with the

stoiy of the Witnesses in Apoc. xi. For our Professor himself ad-

mits, nay argues, that the inner and most characteristic part of it (the

same that was measured) signified that spiritual part of Judaism

which was to be preserved in Christianity/, as contrasted with the mere

externals of Jewish ritualism :
' thus construing it, not literally, with

reference to the worship of the national Israel, but symbolically, with

reference to that of the Christian Israel.^ I cannot however pass

over it without directing attention to the evident erroneousness and

consequent confusedness and inconsistency of the reasoning, by which

he yet advances so far towards what I must beg to call the right con-

clusion. For he makes the Jewish temple proper, to figure Christi-

anity, simply as being the inner part ; at the same time that its outer

court, as the outer, figured Judaism. That is, he makes the connected

parts of the same temple to symbolize two professedly different and

opposed religions : and moreover makes that part of it which con-

tained all that was visibly and by use ritualistic, (the sacrificial altar,

the laver, the incense altar, the shew bread, the candlesticks, &c,) to

symbolize the unritualistic religion of the two ; while the other part,

which had none of the ritualistic materiel, was to symbolize the reli-

gion of rituahsm !
^ Surely St. Paul might have taught him a very

1 " The design seems plainly this, viz. to prefigure the preservation of all that was

fundamental and essential in tlte ancie7it religion, notwithstanding the destruction of all

that was external, in respect to the temple, the city, and the ancient people of God.

Is not the preservation of the sanctum of tlie temple an appropriate emblem of this.'
"

Stuart ii. 214. ^'Christians,'''' he adds, p. 218, " are kings and priests unto God
;

and to them the inmost recesses of the temple are opened." So too i. 181.

- Dr. Davidson is as brief here, and shuns the difficulty as much, as in the case of

the witness slaying ; of which more under the next head. He only says :
" After

this the interior of the temple is measured by the prophet ; while the outer court is

excepted, and given over for 42 months to the Gentiles." I suppose in Stuart's sense ;

as I can divine no other,

•^ Professor S. indeed seems inclined to view the altar spoken of as the incense

altar : yet he includes the priest's court in the part measured ; which court \v<as the

one that had the great brazen altar in it.—I believe moreover that the altar, when

thus simply designated, means always in the Now Testament the brazen altar of

sacrifice. See Matt. v. 23, xxiii. 18,25, 1 Cor. \x. 13, x. 18, Heb. vii. 13, Apoc.

vi. 9. Nor again, I believe, were there ever said to be worshippers, irpoaKuvouvres,

at the incense altar. Compare Luke i. 10, 11; where the people are spoken of as

praying, while the priest at the incense-altar offered incense: also 2 Kings xviii. 22.

See too my Vol. ii. pp. 176, 177.

VOL. IV. 2 K
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different and more consistent mode of interjireting the symbol. Ac-

cording to his apostohc teaching the Jewish Temple on the Apocalyp-

tic scene figured the Christian visible worshipping Church, and its

worship, by construction of the old Jewish types to mean their an-

swering spiritual antitypes. Which being so, the Gentile outer court

figured necessarily the professing proselytes of the same Christian

worship and religion : whether proselytes consistent in hfe and doc-

trine, and who thus worshipped in the altar-worship ; or proselytes

false at heart, and false to the altar, and so to be at length openly

cast out as apostates and hypocrites. Methinks, had this single

point been carefully considered, the American Professor would not

have so laboriously spent his strength on such plain error !

2. As to the religious profession or character of those that were

to sufifer through the plagues of this first great act of the Drama,

(or rather Epopee, as Stuart would prefer to call it,') the character

is most distinctly laid down in Apoc. ix. 20, as actual idolaters.

For it is there said, " that the rest of the men, which were not killed

by these plagues, yet repented not of the works of their hands, that

they should not worship daemons, and idols of gold, and silver, and

brass, and stone, and wood : "—a description so diametrically op-

posed to the character of the Jews in Nero's time, and ever after-

wards, that one would have thought with Bossuet,^ and indeed Ewald

too,'"* that it settled the point, if anything could settle it, that Jeu^s

were not the parties meant. And how then do the Gennan Prseterists,

that take the Judaic view, overcome the difficulty ? Few and brief are

the words of Eichhorn's paraphrase :
—" It means that they perse-

vered in that same obstinate mind, which once showed itself in the

worship of idols / " '* Says M. Stuart :
' " In the Old Testament,

Jews that acted in a heathenish way were called heathens : and

' Sec Stuart i. 151— 155, controverting Eichhorn's view of it as a. Drama. He
dwells on it himself, i. 190, &c. as an Epopee. It really seems to mc a controversy

on matter of little worth. In either case he would have his resource of '^drapery."

- " Cela fait voir que le Prophcte a passe' des Juifs aux idolatres . caronnc peut

assez rcmarquer, que comme les afflictions des Ch. vii ct viii regardoient les Juifs, il

n'y est point parle d' iJoIatrie." Rossuet ad loc.

^ I loam this from Professor Stuart. " Kwald considers tiiis as decisive in respect

of those who aro the objects of attack by the horsemen." ii. 201.

* " Hoc est, perseverarunt in mente ohstinafa,(\»x olim in Hebrajis antiquis in tul-

tu idolorum cernebatnr." Eichhorn, ii. p. 41. ^ Stuart, ibid. 201, 202.
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moreover in the New Testament covetousness is called idolatry : and

moreover in the times of Herod theatres, and such like heathen

customs, had become common in Judaea." ' But surely such obser-

vations, when put forward in explanation of the descriptive clause that

spoke of men " ivorshipping idols of gold, and silver, and brass, and

stone, and wood," must be felt to be rather an appeal ad misericor-

diam in his difficulty, than an argument for the fitness of the descriptive

clause, to suit the Jews of the times of Nero and Vespasian : espe-

cially when coming from one who is led elsewhere in his comment

to state (and state most truly) that the Jews were ready, one and

all, rather to submit their necks to the Roman soldiers' swords,

than to admit an image that was to be worshipped within their

city.^ Indeed it is notorious that they regarded images altoge-

ther as abominations ; and that the Roman attempts at erecting them

more than once threatened desperate rebellions.— As for Dr. David-

son, he here exhibits more at least of discretion than the American

Professor. He passes over the difficulty, as if re desperatd, in dead

silence.

3. Try we next then the Judaic view of our German Prseterists

by the test of the Witness-slaying prophecy, including the place,

time, and author of their slaughter.—This is put forth as one of

the strongest points in the Judaic part of their view : it being stated

to occur in the city " where their Lord was crucified ; " i.e., say

the Prseterists, in Jerusalem.—But first, we ask, what witnesses?

" The Jewish chief priests Ananus and Jesus," answer Herder and

Eichhorn ; "mercilessly massacred, as Josephus tells us, by the

Zealots."^ But how so ? Must they not be Christ's witnesses, justly

exclaims Stuart ;'^ (as it is said, " I will give power to my witnesses ;")

and therefore Christians ? Of course they must. Which being so,

the next question is, Who then the notable Christians that Stuart

considers to have been slain in Jerusalem, in the witness character,

at this epoch; i. e. during the Romans' invasion of Judea? Does he

' " Enough this," says he, " to satisfy the demands of exegesis.''''

2 " When Pontius Pilate undertook to hoist the standard of Tiberius in the city of

Jerusalem, the Jews, knowing the obligation that would follow to pay homage to it,

one and all remonstrated ; and offered their necks to the swords of his soldiers, rather

than submit to its erection." Stuart ii. 27-5, from Josephus.

- Stuart ii. 220. « Ibid.

2 K 2
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not himself repeat to us the well-known story on record, that the

Christians forthwith fled to Pella, agreeably with their Lord's warning

and direction, so soon as they saw the Romans approach to beleagur

Jerusalem ? But, says he in reply,' " Can we imagine that all would

be able to make their escape ? Would there not be sick and aged

and paupers to delay to fly ; and faithful teachers too of Christianity,

that would choose to remain, to preach repentance and faith to their

countrymen ? These I regard as symbolized by the two Witnesses ;

"

and these therefore as answering in their history at this crisis to the

most extraordinary and circumstantial prediction about the Witnesses'

testimony, miracles, death, resurrection, ascension. But what the his-

toric testimony to support his view ? Alas ! none ! absolutely none !

In apology for this total and most unfortvmate silence of history he ex-

claims ;
" The Jew Josephus is not the historian of Christians ; and

early ecclesiastical historians have perished :
" adding however, as

if sufficient to justify his hypothesis ;
" But Christ intimates, in

his prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem, that there would be

persecution at the period in question." A statement certainly quite

unjustified (if he means persecution unto death in Jerusalem, and at

the time of the siege) by the passages he refers to.^ At last he

condescends to this : "At all events it is clear that the Zealots,

and other Jews, did not lose their disposition to persecute at this

period ! !
" Such is the impotent conclusion of Professor Moses

Stuart: such the best explanation he can, devise, on his hypothesis,

of the wonderful Apocalyptic prophecy respecting the Witnesses.

—

Nor is his need supphed by Dr. Davidson. " Notwithstanding God's

long-suffering mercy," says this latter, "the Jews continue to perse-

cute the faithful witnesses." This, I can assure the Reader, isthesMm

total of his observations on the point l)efore us."^—Nor is it here only

that the Judaic part of the Prseterist Scheme, applied to the Witness-

story in the Apocalypse, breaks down. Foj-, further, the city where

the Witnesses' corpses were to be exposed is declared to be the city

the great one ;
'* that which is the emphatic title of the seven-hilled

' SUiart ii.227. " Matt. xxiv. 9—13. a Ap. Kitto, p. 624.

* Ev Tj) TrAoTEioi T7JS ToKfus TiisixiyaXiiS. This, as the best reading, is given by

Tregelles. The omissidn of the first rrjs, as in other editions, makes no difference in

the point of the designation-
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Babylon or Rome, in the Apocalypse; never of JeriisaleniA (How

it might be Rome, and yet the city where the Lord Jesus had been

crucified, the Reader has long since seen !
'-)—Nor this alone. For

the Beast that was to slay them was to 6-^piov to ava^onvov €« t^j?

a^va-a-a, the Beast that was to arisefrom the abyss ;^ a Beast which,

with the distinctive article prefixed, (as I have before observed,)''

cannot but be one and the same with that which is mentioned

under precisely the same designation in Apoc. xvii. 8 ;^ and there, as

all the Prseterists themselves allow, designates a power associated

some way with Rome.—Indeed aUke the declared fact of the witness-

slaying, and of the great city as the place of their slaughter, and of

the Beastfrom the abyss as their slayer, (as also, let me add, the

period of the 1260 days, assigned alike to the Witnesses' sackcloth-

prophesying first, and to the Beast's reign afterwards,) do so inter-

weave the first half of the Apocalyptic prophecy, from Apoc. vi to xi,

with the part subsequent, that as to any such total separation, in respect

to subject, of the one from the other, so as the Prseterists urge,

on the hypothesis of a double catastrophe, it is, I am well persuaded,

and will be so found by one and all who attempt to prove it, an

absolute impossibility.*'

4. 1 might add a word as to the comparative time of the supposed

Jewish catastrophe and the Roman : the former supposed by the Prae-

terists to be first set forth, and the Roman figured afterwards ;

whereas the chronological order of the two events was in fact just the

reverse : the Roman persecution of Christians, and quickly conse-

quent fall of Nero, preceding the fall of Jerusalem. But the argu-

ment (which indeed might well be spared ex abundanti) will occur

again, and somewhat more strikingly, under our next Head.—To

this let us then now pass onwards ; and consider, as proposed,

1 Five or six times is the phrase used in the Apocalypse, and always with reference

to the great Babylon. See Apoc. xiv. 8, xvi. 19, xvii. 18, xviii. 10, 16, 18, 19, 21.

So Jerom of old, and others also ; remarking moreover that Jerusalem is never called

Egj-pt. So too Bossuet.

Dr. Davidson, on Apoc. xi. 13, explains the city of which the tenth part fell, as the

" Holy City ;
" \vherea:s it is evidently the same Great City (the one last before men-

tioned, viz. in verse 8) as that where the Witnesses had fallen.

2 See my Vol. ii. p. 377, 382. ^ Apoc. xi. 7. * At p. 482, supra.

^ ©ijpiov b eiSex tiv, Kai e/c eyi* koli. jxtXMi. avafiaiveiv eK ttjs afiuffcrov.

« Strange that in such a case Prof. S. should thus speak, i. 276 :
" If there be any

thing certain in hermeneutics, it is the reference in Apoc. vi—xi to Judaea and its

capital."
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Secondly, the German Prfeterists' second grand division of the Apoca-

lypse, and secoHrf grand catastrophe ; viz. that aft'ecting Pagan Rome.

And here, as before, I shall not stop at minor points ; but hasten

rapidly to that which is considered by the Prseterists as their strong-

est ground. It is to be understood that they generally make Apoc. xii

regressive in its chronology to Christ's birth, and the Devil's primary

attempts to destroy both him, and his rehgion, and his early Church

in Judea ; though in vain. Then, after note of the Dragon's dejection

from his former eminence, and the song, " Now is come salvation,

&c." we arrive at the Woman's flight into the wilderness, meaning

the Church's flight toPella, on the Romans advancing to besiege Je-

rusalem : some outbreak of Jewish persecution at the time, the same

indeed under which the Witnesses were to fall within Jerusalem,

answering probably^ to the floods from the Dragon's mouth ; and the

Z\ years, predicated of the Woman in the wilderness, answering also

sufficiently well to the length, not indeed of the siege, but of the

Jewish war. (Mark, in passing, how the symbolic Woman, first made

to be the Theocratic Church in its Jewish form, travailing with, and

bringing forth Christ, has now become^ not the Church Catholic,

which in Nero's time had indeed spread over the Roman world, but

the little Section of it which remained stationary in Judea !)—Then

the Dragon, being enraged at the Woman, " went away to make war

with the remainder of her seed, who keep the commandments of God,

and hold fast the testimony of Jesus." That is, enraged that the Jews,

his original instrument of persecution, should be destroyed and fail

him, he leaves the Jewish scene of his former operations, and goes

elsewhere to stir up a new persecutor against Christians in Nero.—But

did not Nero's persecution occur before the Jews' destruction ? No
doubt ! The anachronism is honestly admitted by Professor Stuart."' An

' What facts to verify this '' prolahly VTha answer is ;
" It is not improbable," (so

btuart, ii. 2C3,) " that St. John had in his mind some extraordinary machinations of

the persecuting Jews, about the time when the Witnesses were giving their testi-

mony !
!" An hypothesis upon an hypothesis ! Then, he adds, the Romans an-

swered to the earth helping the Woman, and swallowing up the flood. Ibid.—Of
course the Earth, or Romans, did not swallow up the flood of Jewish persecution, in so

far as the Witnesses were concerned within Jerusalem !

'^ Is the Church ever represented in Scripture as Christ's motJier ?

3 '• Nero began his persecution, a.d. 66. An attack was made on Jerusalem at the

same period : but the Jewish war did not really commence until early in the spring

of 67. And Jerusalem was t<iken and destroyed in August, a.d. 70." Stuart ii. 250.
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anachronism the more remarkable, because he makes the vision of the

144,000 in Apoc. xiv to be a vision of encouragement to Christians,

suffering under Nero's persecution : depicting as it did, according to

him, the Christian Jews occupying Jerusalem as a now Christian city :'

an event this which could not have happened till Jerusalem's destruc-

tion, some four years after the commencement of Nero's persecu-

tion ; and did not in fact take place till some years after.^ " But in an

Epopee, like the Apocalypse," says Stuart, " we are surely not

bound to the rigid rules of a book of Annals !"^

Thus then we come to consider Apoc. xiii, the Chapter on the

Beast ; and, connectedly with it, (for it does not need to enter on

the intervening chapters,)^ the further explanatory symbolizations

about the Beast in Apoc. xvii.

Behold us then now before the very citadel of theGerman Prseterists !

" And see," they say, " how impregnable it is ! For not only is the

Woman that rides the Beast expressly stated to be the seven-hilled im-

perial city Rome, so that the Beast ridden must be the persecuting

Roman Empire ; but the time intended is also fixed. For it is said

that the Beast's seven heads, besides meaning seven hills, mean also

seven kings, or rather eight : of whom five had fallen at the time of

the vision ; which must be the five first Emperors, Julius, Augustus,

Tiberius, Cahgula, Claudius ; and one, the sixth, was ; which of

course must be the next after Claudius, i. e. Nei-o. Nay, to make the

' Ibid i. 186". At p. 187, after observina; tliat before John wrote the Apocalypse,

the great body of Christians had probably fled in safety to Pella, he adds ;
" That he

presents them here on Mount Zion (the earthly Mount Zion) belongs to tJie tact of the

writer."'

2 For the Christians only came to resettle at Jerusalem by degrees, and in small

numbers, after its destruction. It was, I believe, several years before Symeon fixt

his Episcopate there. ^ lb. ii. 251.

* The figurations between Apoc. xiii and xviii are thus explained by Professor

Stuart. In Apoc. xiv the visions of the 144,000 on Mount Zion, of the three flying

Angels, and of the Harvest and Vintage, are mere general anticipative intimations,

or " pledges and tokens" (ii. 304) by way of encouragement, of results of triumph

to the Church, that would be depicted more fully afterwards. Also in the Vials

outpouring Apoc. xvi, where one might surely have expected to find specific pro-

phecy of fact, all is still mere generalization : notwithstanding the Professor's singular

preliminary remark, that St. John does here not only " by the variety in his com-

position satisfy ossthetios," (p. 309,) but, what is better, communicate also " a

sketch (qu. historic sketch ?) corresponding in good degree to the state of facts. Save

indeed that the seventh vial, that under which the air is affected, and a third part of

the great city seen to fall, " is construed to signify that the power of the Beast is

paralyzed, or persecution arrested when Nero dies." (ibid.)
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thing clearer, the Beast's name and number 666 are specified

;

or, as some copies read, 616. And so it is that in Hebrew "Ipi? "jil^,

Neron Casar, has the value in numbers of 666, which is one frequent

Rabbinical way of writing Nero's name ; or, if the Hebrew be that

of Nero Ccesar, without the final n, then it gives the number 616." '

No doubt the numeral coincidence is worthy of note, and the whole

case, so put, quite plausible enough to call for examination. It is indeed

obvious to say as to the name and numeral, that a Greek solution would

be preferable to one in Hebrew ; and a single name to a double one :

principles these recognized, as we have seen, by Irenseus, and all the

other early fathers that commented on the topic. ^ But in tliis there

is of course nothing decisive. A graver objection seems to me how-

ever to lie against the suggested numeral solution, in that a part of

the name being official, I mean the word Ccesar, this agnomen,

though fitly applicable to Nero while the reigning Emperor, would

hardly be applicable to him when resuscitated after his death-wound,

and so become the Beast of Apoc. xiii of whom the name was pre-

dicated. But this involves inquiry into the Beast's heads; to which

inquiry, as the decisive one, let us now therefore at once pass on.

The heads then, as they assert, meant certain individual kinffs. This is

not surely according to the precedent of Daniel vii. 6, where the third

^^eas€s four heads would seem from Dan. viii. 8. to have signified the

monarchical succession that governed the four kingdoms into which

Alexander's empire was divided at his death.—But, not to stop at this,

tlie decisive question next recurs. What the eighth head of the Beast,

on this hypothesis of the Praeterists : Nero being the sixth ; and, as

they generally say, Galba, who reigned but a short time, the seventh P

It is admitted (and common sense itself forces the admission) that this

eighth head is the same which is said in Apoc. xiii. 3, 12, 14, " to have

had a woutid with a sword and to have revived ;'
' and it is this revived head,

or Beast under it, (let the Reader well mark this,-') that is the subject

' So Moses Uliiaii and Dr. Davidson, after Bt-nary. See the Excursus iv, p. 4.57 in

Professor Stuart's 2iicl Volume.— Eiclihorn, ii. 1.34, gives Irenteus' old solution

Aaretvos. " Sec my Vol. iii. p. 96.

•'' For it is said in xvii. 8; " The Beast tvhich thou sawest (i. e. ridden by the wo-

man) was not, and is to rise from the .abyss ;" and in verse 11, " The Beast which

was, and is not, he is the ei<jlith, and is of the seven." Professor Stuart in his Ex-

cursus iii (Vol. ii. p. 434) admits the identity of the f'.ih head in Apoc. xvii, and

ri'vivcd head of the Beast in Apoc. xiii.
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of all the prophecy concerning the first Beast in Apoc. xiii, and all

concerning the Beast ridden by the Woman in Apoc. xvii. What
then, we ask, this eighth head of the Beast ? And, in reply, first Eich-

horn, and then his copyists Stuart and Davidson, all three refer us to

a rumour prevalent in Nero's time, and believed by many, that after

sufiering some reverse, he would return again to power : a rumour

which after his death took the form that he would revive again, and

reappear, and retake the empire.' Such is their explanation. The

eighth head of the Beast is the imaginary revived Nero.—But do they

not explain the Beast (the revived Beast) in Apoc. xiii, and his blas-

phemies, and persecution of the saints, and predicated continuance 42

months, of the real original Nero, and his blasphemies, and his three

or four years' persecution of the Christians, begun November 64, a.d.

and ended with Nero's death, June 9. a.d. 68 .'' Such indeed is the

case ; and by this palpable self-contradiction, (one which however they

cannot do without,) they give to their own solution its death-wound :

as much its death-wound, I may say, as that of the Beast itself to

which the solution relates.

So that really, as regards the truth of the solution concerned, it is

needless to go further : nor shall I stop to expose sundry other absur-

dities that might easily be shown to attach to it.^ But I cannot feel it

right to conclude my critical examination of the system without a re-

mark as to something on this head far graver, and more to be repro-

bated, than any mere expository error, however gross or obvious. The

reader will have observed that as well Prof. Stuart and Dr. Davidson,

as the German Eichhorn, explain the repeated direct statements,

" The Beast had a wound with the sword, and lived" " The Beast

that thou sawest is not, and shall be, and is to ascendfrom the abyss,"

&c, &c, to be simply allusions to a rumour current in Nero's time,

but which in fact was an altogether false rumour. That is, they

make St. John tell a direct lie : and tell it, with all the most

flagrant aggravation that fancy itself can suppose to attach to

1 Eichhorn, ii. pp. 209—221 ; Stuart, ii. Excursus 3 ; Davidson, ap. Kitto p. 621.

^ E. g. The second Beast, with the lamh-sMn covering, is made by these expositors

(as well Stuart, ii. 283, and Davidson in Kitto p. 624, as Eichhorn) to be " the hea-

then idolatrous priesthood :
" how unscripturally I have shown at p. 434 supra.

Stuart adds that John in Apoc. xvii. xviii. insensibly passes from the specific to the

fjeneric, from Nero to the Roman Pagan persecuting power; which after Nero's death

rose up again from the abyss, and renewed the contest till Constantine ii. 30.0, 351.
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a lie ; viz. under the form of a solemn prophecy received from

heaven ! Now of Eichhorn, and others of the same German

rationalistic school of theology, we must admit that they are here

at least open and consistent. Their declared view of the Apocalypse,

is as of a mere uninspired poem by an uninspired poet. It was but

a recognized poetical license in him to tell the falsehood. But that

men professing belief in the Christian faith, and in the inspiration as

well as apostolic origin of this holy Book, should so represent the

matter, is surely as surprising as lamentable. It is but in fact the

topstone-crowning to that explaining away of the prophetic symbols

and statements, as mere epopee, of which I spoke before i as charac-

teristic of the system. And how does it show the danger of Chris-

tian men indulging in long and friendly familiarity with infidel wri-

tings ! For not only are the Scriptural expository principles and views

of Christian men and Neologists so essentially different, that it is

impossible for their new wine to be put into our old bottles, with-

out the bottles bursting ; but the receiver himself is led too often

heedlessly to sip of the poison, and bethinks him not that death is

in the cup.-

§ 2. EXAMINATION OF THE FUTURISTS' APOCALYPTIC SCHEME.

The Futurists' is the second grand anti-Protestant Apocalyptic

Scheme. I might perhaps have thought it sufficient to refer the

reader to Mr, Birks' masterly Work in refutation of it,- but for the

consideration that my own would be incomplete without some such

examination of this futurist Scheme, as of the Scheme preceding

:

moreover that on more than one point (I refer to the 6th Seal and the

Apocalyi)tic Beast) Mr. Birks' own views, of the first of which more

in the next Section, must necessarily, in my mind, have prevented his

doing full justice to the argument. It may be right to add that the main

part of the present Section formed the conclusion of mv Chapter on the

' P. 490.

- I have not spoken in this Section of the day-dai/ principle of c.xpliiininp; the Apo-

calyptic chronological periods ; a principle of conrse espoused by, and essential to,

this class of intei-preters. In my Chapter on the i/car-dai/ (Vol. iii, Part iv, Chap. i.\)

I have, I hope, sufficiently vindicated that principle. An additional remark or two,

with reference to any later assailants of it, is reserved for the Section following.

' The Work referred to at p. iHi supra.
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Year-day in the former Edition :

' which Edition, though published aiiex

Mr. Birks' work was, up to the end of Part V, including the Chapter

spoken of, prm^ei? some considerable time before it; and indeed, in

the form of proof sheets, was in Mr. Birks' hands, as well as Mr.

Bickersteth's, while the former was engaged in writing his book.^

The futurist Scheme now to be examined was, as I have elsewhere

stated,^ first, or nearly first, propounded about 1590 by the Jesuit

llibera ; as the fittest one whereby to turn aside the Protestant ap-

plication of the Apocalyptic prophecy from the Church of Rome.

In England and Ireland of late years it has been brought into

vogue chiefly by Mr. Maitland and Mr. Burgh ; followed by Mr.

Newman, in some of the Oxford Tracts on Antichrist. Its general

characteristic is to view the whole Apocalypse, at least from after the

Epistles of the Seven Churches, as a representation of the events

of the consummation and second advent, all still future : the Israel

depicted in it being the literal Israel ; the days in the chronological

periods literal days ; and the Antichrist, or Apocalyptic Beast under

his last head, a personal injidel'^ Antichrist, to reign and triumph over

the saints for just B^ years, until Christ's coming shall destroy

him : of which advent, moreover, the symbols of the 6th Seal in par-

ticular are supposed to be a clear and decisive prefiguration. Thus,

while agreeing fuUy with the Prseterists as to the day-day principle,

and partly with them as to the literal Israefs place in the prophecy,

they are the direct antipodes of the Praeterists in their view of the

time to which the main part of the Apocalypse relates, and the per-

son or power answering to the symbol of the Apocalyptic Beast :

the one assigning all to the long distant past, the other to the yet

distant future. And here is in fact a great advantage that they have

over the Prseterists, that instead of being in any measure chained down

by the facts of history, they can draw on the unlimited powers

of fancy, wherewith to devise in the dreamy future whatever may

seem to them to fit the sacred prophecy.

On the subject of the year-day principle itself, it does not appear

' From p. 982 to p. 1007 of that Edition.

- Mr. Birks however made a point of not reading that particular Chapter ; in order

that his testimony and statement might be altogether independent of mine.

^ See p. 445 supra.

* Mr. Burgh's peculiar way of stating this will lie noted presently.
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to nie necessary to add anything of consequence to what will be found

in my chapter on that subject. It is there shown by a very simple

and clear example that the general principle of figuring the longer

tinjes of the thing symbolized by correspondent shorter times of the

symbol, is one not only suggested by nature, but recognized in

Scripture ; the longer youth and maturity of Israel ha\ang been

beautifully figured by Ezekiel under the shorter youth and maturity of

a woman :
^—moreover, as to the specific year-day scale of proportion,

that just before Daniel was appointed to receive and publish his

prophecies, involving the specific periods of the 1260 and 2300

days attached to the symbol, his brother prophet Ezekiel had been

directed to act out a figuration concerning his nation, involving spe-

cific periods of days also ; and with the distinct announcement from

God that the scale and proportion of time was to be a day for a year.

—It was also shown that, instead of the common sense of the Chris-

tian Church having been arrayed against this year-day principle, so

as that it was in fact unheard of for some thirteen centuries, the

principle was recognized by a complete catena of Expositors, from

Cyprian down to WiclifF and the Reformation. ^—Thus, if I mistake

not, not only was answer given on each point to the anti-yearday

futurists ; but, on their own chosen ground, the argument was shown

to be directly against them. Nor has anything subsequently written,

by any of the anti-yearday controversialists, seemed to me in the

slightest degree to have answered or disturbed my conclusions.^

1 See my Vol. iii. pp. 220, 221.

- On the Futurists' favorite argument from the diflferences and unsatisfactoriness of

Protestant year-day Expositors, and the challenge to them on the evidence of the

Horae, see my Vol. iii. 241.

^ The latest work of this kind that I have seen is Dr. Davidson's Essay in the

Eclectic Review of December, 1844. And it may perhaps be well to subjoin a

passing notice of one or two points in it : especially as it was evidently an elaborate

one; and referred to as such in his Article in Kitto's Cyclopicdia. (P. (J27, Note.)

Ist then he statos (p. ()32) that though an animal may properly represent unation,

" when a shorter space of time is used as a representation of a longer, there is in that

case no symbol, but merely a partfor the whole.''^ Is such the case in my e.xamples

from Ezekiel, under //<e ivomans i/outh depicting Israer.s youth ?—Of this example how-

ever Dr. D. takes no notice ; though lie had my Book before him.

2. On Ezekicl's precedent of acting out Israel's iniquity, by lying on his side a day

for a year, he says, p. 632, that the day was a representative of a year, because it was

so affirmed by God ; and argues that where this is not similarly affirmed, so as in Daniel

and John, the |)recedcnt is worth nothing. An argument wiiich is to the effect, as I

have stilted elsewhere, that wherever a symbol in a figuration has been once explained,
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Tliis premised, let me proceed to show the insuperable difficulties

attending the futurist system, with reference to the commencing time

assigned by them to the facts signified in the prophecy ; to the

sujyposed symbolization of the consummation in the 6th Seal, which is

an almost essential to their system ; to their literalistic view of the

Apocalyptic Israel : and, as to their expected Antichrist, or Apoca-

lypic Beast under his last head, from the contrast of the scriptural

view with their view, in regard alike of his political origin seat,

and of his religious profession and character. No doubt the Futurists

have an immense advantage in controversy over the Prseterists, in

their independence of past history, and immunity from its stern

testing by facts. But I doubt not also that the stringency of the

internal tests of this extraordinary prophecy will be found abundantly

sufficient to strangle the crude system.—It will be my object, in

proceeding with my examination of it, to mark very carefully the

difference between the system as put forth by this modern School

it is in all similar figurations, unless explained again, to be construed literally : for ex-

ample, that the sun, moon, and stars havini^ been explained in Joseph's dream, of the

heads of a nation, (the nascent nation of Israel,) but not so explained in Apoc. vi. 13,

xii. 1 , the stars falling on this earth in Apoc. vi must mean the literal stars falling on

it, though not so as to destroy it or its inhabitants ; and the woman clothed with the

sun, with the moon under her feet, a woman clothed literally with the solar orb, and

with the literal moon for her sandal or footstool. (See my Answer to Arnold, p. 70.)

3. As to the year-day theory he thus strangely repeats Mr. Maitland's completely

refuted assertion of its having been unknown in the Church till Wiclitf. " The
theory was unknown in the early age of the Church. The Jews, if we may judge

from Josephus and Aben Ezra, were ignorant of it ; and not till the middle of the

5th century do we find it unequivocally applied to the ?jh days by Prosper. This ob-

scure Bishop of Rhegium seems to have had the merit of the discovery :—a discovery

against which is arrayed ' the spiritual common sense of the Church in every age,

from the days of Daniel to those of Wycliffe ; for it considered the days as literal

days.'" Eclectic Review, p. G41.

On which I observe : 1. The Jews were not ignorant of it ; but gave both an early

testimony to it, and one too in the middle ages. (See my Vol. iii. p. 236, Note 3.)^—2.

Prosper was not the first discoverer: for, as I have shewn, (ibid.) Cyprian recognized

it
; yet as no discovery.— 3. Prosper was not (though here /am responsible for the

mistake, having copied the old error into my 1st Edition) Prosper, 1 say, was not

Bishop of Rhegium, or any Bishop. Also, instead of being an " o6«CMre " man, by

which epithet Dr. D. wishes to lower his authority, apparently knowing himself

nothing about him, except from the notice in the Horae, he was famous as one of the

most learned men of his day. So Cave, Hist. Litt. i. 348 • " Vir certe erat magnae

eruditionis :" adding from Photius that he was in fact the grand champion of ortho-

doxy in his day against Pelagianism.—4. For a complete catena of authorities for the

year-day principle, from Cyprian to WyclifF, see my Vol. iii. pp. 223.
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of Futurists, and as (to use a misnomer) by the early Patristic

Futurists ; with which latter the former are fond of connecting

themselves.

1. As to the commencing date assigned by them to the facts fgured

in the Apocalyptic prophecy ; as if at once passing to the events of

the consummation.

Now were there no direct statement of inspiration on the subject,

this would be so contrary to the precedent of other parallel prophe-

cies, that the idea might almost a priori seem scarcely credible. For,

looking to the very similar prophecies in Daniel, we see that they,

one and all, commenced from dates which were those, or nearly those,

of the times of the vision. So in the vision of the symbolic image,

Dan. ii ; which began from the head of gold, or Nebuchadnezzar. So

in the vision of the four Beasts, Dan. vii ; which also began from the

Babylonian Empire then regnant. So in that of the ram and the goat,

Dan. viii, which began from the Persian Empire's greatness ; the vision

having been given just immediately before the establishment of the

Persian kingdom in power. So in Dan. xi, where the commence-

ment is made so regularly fiom the Persian Prince, " Darius the

Mede," then reigning, that it is said, " There shall stand up yet

three kings in Persia; and the fourth shall be richer than they all,

and shall stir up all against Greece," &c : i. e. Xerxes. Strange

indeed were there here such a contrariety as they suppose to such

precedents !—But, besides this, it is in fact expressly declared by

the revealing Angel, at the commencement of the heavenly vision in

Apoc. iv, " Come up, and I wiU (now) show thee what must happen

[xtTa TavT<x, after these things.'" A statement evidently referring to

Christ's own original division of the subjects of the revelation into

" the things which St. John had first seen" in the primary vision, and

" the things that then were," (viz. the then existing state of the seven

Churches,) and " the things which were to happen after them."—Thus

inference of the immediate sequence of the figurations thereupon

commencing, or rather of the events that answered to them, after the

time then present, is, as it seems to me, not only natural, and ac-

cordant with all the nearest Scripture precedents, but necessary. And

it both agrees with, and is confirmed by, the other divine decla-

rations, made alike at the firsfit conmiencement and final close of the
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Apocalypse ; to the effect that the things predicted were quickly to

come to pass, the time of their fulfilment near at hand.i

Now there was nothing at all inconsistent with this view of the

continuity from St. John's time of the Apocalyptic prefigurations in

the expectation, as held by the early Fathers, of a future personal

Antichrist, of but 1260 hteral days' duration. For supposing, as they

did, the whole interval from St. John's imprisonment in Patmos to

the end of the world and Christ's coming to be but small, they

might, without any great violence to the prophetic figurations, on

this supposed brief chronology of the whole, explain such of the

visions prior to that of the antichristian Beast as admitted of any

thing like that general construction, of the commotions, wars, famines,

pestilences, heresies, &c,- that might more or less, and in one place

or other, have partially marked the interval between St. John's time

and their own : and, on the quickly-expected dissolution and division

of the old Roman Empire, anticipate in some brief crisis of Anti-

christ's coming and reign the fulfilment of the rest.—In fact,

though literalists as to Antichrist's 1260 days, so as our Futurists

are, (and for good reason, as I have shown elsewhere,^) they were

yet in their general Apocalyptic views altogether at variance with the

Futurists : holding in the main what have been well called by Mr.

Birks both the law of commencement and law of continuity . But what

when, after 1700 years, not the Beast's figuration only, but the whole

Apocalypse, is expounded to be still unfulfilled 1 Surely it must be felt

that there meets such expositors at the very outset the embarrassing

fact not merely of a departure in their Scheme from all the analogy

1 Apoc. i. 1 ;
" The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to shew to

his servants what must shortly come to pass :
" Apoc. xxii. 10 :

" Seal not the say-

ings of this Book, for the time is at hand."

Let me quote the famous critic Michaelis on this point. " If it be objected that the

prophecies in the Apocalypse are not yet fulfilled, that they are therefore not fully

understood, and that hence arises the difference of opinion in respect to their mean-

ing, I answer, that if these prophecies are not yet fulfilled, it is wholly impossible

that the Apocalypse should be a divine work ; since the author expressly declares.

Chap. 1, that it contains ' things which must shortly come to pass.' Consequently

either a part of them, I will not say all, must have been fulfilled; or the author's

declaration that they should shortly be completed, is not consistent with matter of

fact."—Introduction to the New Testament, Marsh's Edition, Chap, xxxiii. § v. p. 503.

^ E. g. the wars and commotions which in Adrian's time marked the final destruc-

tion of the Jews, the famine noted by Tertullian, the Gnostic heresies, &c.

•^ See my Vol. iii. p. 28.
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of similar prophetic Scriptures,' but also from the Apocalyptic reveal-

ing Angel's own explicit intimations ; at least if taken in their literal

and simple acceptation.

And what then their escape from the difficulty ? Mr. Maitland, who

alone meets it, in answer to the statements of the events figured

coming quickly, the time being at hand, thus argues :—that as Christ's

coming is said in Scripture to be quickly, and the Lord's day to be at

hand, though very far distant, we may similarly suppose these Apo-

calyptic predictions to be distant, though prophesied of as " shortly

to come to pass."^ That is, that because two phrases, to each of

which a double meaning attaches,—a lesser and a greater,—a nearer

and a more distant,—the former typical perhaps of the latter, which

last is avowedly veiled in mystery, in order to its being ever looked

for by the Church,—that because these have the word quickly attached

in dubious sense to them, therefore events that are altogether most dis-

tant in time, may be also so spoken of ; and thus all direct meaning of

the words quickly and at hand in sacred Scripture blotted out. Reason-

ing which who would have expected from so strong a literalist !—Fur-

ther, as by sleight of hand that sets language, grammar, and coritext

aUke at defiance, he shifts the whole scene of the seven Asiatic

Churches, which constituted the terminus a quo of all that followed in

the prophecy, (albeit that the seven Churches were addressed as co-

temporaries by St. John himself at the time of the vision,^) some two

thousand years, or nearly so, forward in the world's history. " I

was in the Spirit on the Lord's day,"-* he explains to mean, " I was

rapt by the Spirit into the great day of the Lord :"* and so not

' Mr. Burgh, at p. 431, strangely instances Daniel's prefigurations of the ftncuje

and the Four Beasts, as if a precedent for such a mightj' prophetic gap, because of the

last Empire heinf) most dwelt on in the explanation ; though at p. 248 admitting them to

figure the four Antichristian empires, that were to last from DanicVs men time to

Messiah. j

* Answer to Digby, pp. 46, 47.—I need hardly remind the reader that the day of

tlie Lord is frequently used in the Old Testament of God's interposition to inflict some

remarkable judgment on a guilty nation; as that of the locusts, noted in Joel i. 1.5,

which is one of the passages cited by Maitland :—also that in the New Testament

ClirisCs coming is used sometimes (as in Matt, xxiv) of his coming to destroy Jeru-

salem ; and sometimes (primarily and subordinatcly) of his coming to take his saints

to himself at dcatli. So we m.ay perhaps primari/t/ construe it in the passage, " Be-

hold I come quickly ! Amen ! Come quickly !

"

^ In Chapter i. 4, St. John salutes the seven Churches in Asia; "John to the

seven Churches which are in Asia, grace be unto you," &c. * Apoc. i. 10.

^ "In reply to this," (viz. the objection against Mr. M. of making things still
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merely sets aside all idea of sequence in the Apocalyptic visions of

the future from the definite commencing sera of St. John and his seven

Churches, but makes the final judgment day the avowed sub-

ject of all that followed that announcement, including _^rsi andfore-

most the epistles to the seven then existing Churches themselves

!

Now the violence done to the Greek original in construing its

simple verb substantive, with the preposition in and ablative following,

"/ was in the Spirit on (or in) the Lord's day,""^ as if it were a

verb of motion, with into and an accusative following,^ can scarce, I

think, but have struck even a superficial reader. Moreover the chief,

if not only reason, ofi^ered in favor of so harsh a rendering of the

clause, viz. that the Sunday, or Christian sabbath, was not then, or

till two centuries afterwards, called the horde's day, {'q Kvjua/cvj -^/Aeta,)

will be found on examination altogether incorrect.^ Rather it will

future of which it was declared that thej- should shortly come to pass) " I must say

that I believe the great subject of the Apocalypse to be the events of that period which

is called in various parts of sacred Scripture the day of the Lord, and by St. John the

Lord's day; and the Apostle was carried forward ' in spirit' to that day, and en-

abled and directed to describe what shall then come to pass." He adds in a Note :

" A principal and, as it appears to me, sufficient reason for this opinion is, that this

title {the Lord's day, ri KvptaKT] vixepa) is not used for the first day of the week in

the New Testament, or in any writer that I can find before the time of Constantine :

and in fact Nicephorus tells us that it was he who directed that the day which the

Jews considered the first day of the week, and which the Greeks dedicated to the

sun, should be called the Lord's day.'''' Answer to Digby, p. 46.— " Must he not have

been carried forward in spirit into the day of the Lord," says Mr. M. elsewhere ;

" when in the verses preceding he exclaimed. Behold he cometh with clouds .'"

Jewish Expos. Aug. 1823.—R. D. a correspondent of the Dublin Christian Ex-

aminer, of this same school, has urged very much the same translation, and same ex-

planation of the Apocalyptic text. See the nimiber for Februar}% 1845, p. 381. Mr.

Burgh, p. 18, also speaks of it approvingly, but doubtfully.

' lEyivofiTju ef YlvevfiaTi eu tti KvptaKri Tjfiepa. Apoc. i. 10.

^ Compare Matt. iv. 1 ; Then was Jesus led up by the Spirit into the wilderness
;"

av7ix0ri VTTO rov TlvevixaTos eis rriv egiiixoV or the parallel passage Luke iv. 1,

ify^To ev rw nvevfxari eis t7)v epriiJ.oV—also 2 Cor. xii. 4 ; "He was caught up to

Paradise;" ripwayr) fts rov Uapa'5ii(Tov : Apoc. xvii. 3 ; Airrjj/eYKe fxi eis epnfiov fv

nvevixaTi' Apoc. xxi. 10 ; AirrjJ'67Ke /xe eu Tlvevfiari fir' opos /.(.eya.' &C.

^ See the extract from Mr. Maitland in the Note preceding.— 5'i«'t'er, on the word

KvptaKTj, after quoting the passage from Nicephorus to which Mr. M. refers,—

'Hi/ 'E0paioi irpaiTijt' axov rjfiepav, EAA'/jfes 5'^Ai^ aue6iVT0, KvptaKr]u KaTavofiaae,

(sc. 6 Kojj'roj'Teii'os,)—observes; ^' Hoc falsum esse evincunt testimonia Patrura

Constantino antiquiorum :" and adds a suggestion that Nicephorus may perhaps have

only meant that Constantine brought the appellation into public use, and set it apart

as a holiday ; a fact noted by Sozornen in his Ecclesiastical History, Book I. Ch. viii.

In proof of Fathers more ancient than Constantine applying the Apocalyptic appel-

VOL. IV. 2 L
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appear that the great day of the Lord, or judgment-day , to which Mr.

M. would apply it, has never either in the Septuagint or New Testa-

ment the peculiar appellation kv^kxkvi in the adjectival form ; nor, I

believe, in the early Greek Fathers. i—Thus the verbal argument is

against, not for, Mr. M. ; and the difficulty remains, as it was, a mill-

stone about the neck of the Futurists' principle of Apocalyptic

interpretation.

2. As to the Futurists' construction of the Seals ; and especially

lation to the Sunday, or Christian sabbath, he quotes Ljnatius, calling it in liis Epistle

to the Miignesians t7\v KvpiaKrjv, rrju avaraviixov, Tr]v ^acriKtSa, tijj' iiirarov iraaoov

Tuv rjnepwv also an inscription of the ago of Alexander Severus
;

Erei A\e^av5p8 Kaiffapos

Tai A hpxv
'Ai KvpiaKai ts Tlaixxct

KoTa eras.

To which I may add, that Ignatius, in his Epistle to the Philadelphians, speaks

against fasting on tJie Lorcfs day , Ei rts Ki/pioKjjv rj aafi^arov priTevet, Tr\rjv ivos

(xaB^aTB'—that IrencBus states, To ev tj? Kvpianri firj KXiveiv yovv, the not bending

the knee on the Lord's day, to be a symbol of the resurrection ;—that Clement of

Alexandria (Strom, vii. 12) speaks of the true Gnostic observing the Lord''s day

:

KvpMKTiv eK€iV7iv Tt)v Tjn^pav TToief—that the Commentary on the Gospels by Theo-

pAt'te (Patriarch of Antioeh under the Second Antonine, as Jerom informs us) re-

ports the third day from that of Christ's crucifixion to have been, from the resurrec-

tion of Christ on it, called the Lord''s day ; " a resurrectione Domini Dominicus ap-

pellatur:" (I quote from the Latin translation, B. P. M. ii. P. ii. p. 171 :)—that

Melito, Bishop of Sardis, a cotemporaiy of Theophilus, is said to have written a Trea-

tise Uepi KvpiaKtts, on ths Lord''s day ; (so Whitby states in his Comment on Matt.

xxvi ;) and Origen (against Cclsus, 8) ; Eov 5« rts irgus ravra av6viro(pfpTi ra irepi

trap' rjfxiv icvptaKoif, i) ra vacrx'^i V ttjs TrecTTjKorjjs' also Dionysius, Bishop of Corinth,

Tr/v arjfiepov Trjv KvpiaKT}!' ayiav r)ixipav ^n]yayofj,fV and the Pseudo-Justin Martyr

Quaest. 1 ] 5.— I may add that TcrtulUan in sundry places, given by Bishop Kaye, p. 408,

calls it Dies Dominicus : and Comniodian, a cotemporary of Cyprian, or immediate

successor, (Lardner iii. 134,) also uses it ; "Dc die Z)o)«j«2'ca quid dicis ? "— Thus, in-

stead of no tvriter before Constantine calling the first daj' of the week the Lord''s day,

there is a chain of patristic writers, both Greek and Latin, that do so, from after St.

John's time downward, through the second and third centuries.

In turning to Mr. Maitland's Paper in the Jeidsh Expositor, Aug. 1823, to which

he refers for a fuller discussion of the subject, T find that he sets aside the quotation

from Ignatius to the A/a<jf«esta?is (and probably with reason) as interpolated ; also that

from IrencBus, (though here, I believe, without reason,) under a doubt of the word

KvpiaKf) being tliat of Irenseiis himself. As to TeriuUian''s and ClemenVs examples,

unnoticed by him, they are indisputable; and so too, I conceive, many of the others

cited.— Bingliam's view con-esponds : Antiq. xx. 2. 1.

' It is called in the Septuagint ^ W'P" Kupis, or j) fjntpa Kvpia f/ /xtyaKri,

but never, I believe with the adjective r) Kv(>iaKr} rjixtpa. Of the early Fatlicrs I can

only say that, in my limited reading of thorn, I have not met with the phrase.
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of the six/h Seal, as a f.(juration of Christ's advent, and the day of

judgment.

It is to be understood that a grand point is made of this view of the

6th Seal by the Futurists ; and as having a very important bearing on

their argument. Says Mr. Maitland :
" Can any unbiassed reader doubt

that this passage refers to the day of judgment F
''

^ And Mr.

Burgh :
" This Seal so obviously refers to the second coming of the

Lord Jesus Christ, .... that I must say there is no room for difference

of opinion." ^ So too a well known Correspondent of the Christian

Examiner, signed R. D. in its Number for December, 1844 ;
" Ifthere

be a day yet future it is the day of the ivrath of the Lamb, (i. e. as

in the 6th Seal,) when he shall be revealed from heaven in flaming-

fire :
"—with declaration added of the impossibility of rightly ex-

pounding the imagery of the Qth Seal, where his wrath is spoken of,

except with reference to that day. And so almost all other Expositors,

I believe, of this School. I observed that they regard this con-

struction of the 6th Seal as a grand step towards the establishment

of their general Apocalyptic theory. For, if granted, it establishes a

figuration of the judgment day early in the Apocalyptic visions : and

as the notion of a triple chronological parallelism of Seals, Trumpets,

and Vials, each reaching to the consummation, espoused by certain

Expositors of the opposed Protestant view, is generally, I believe,

judged by the Futurists to be untenable,^ and the more continuous

construction of the Apocalypse to be the only natural construction

,

therefore if the day of judgment be figured in the 6th Seal, whatever

follows, and indeed what precedes too,"* thus including the whole

prophecy, must, they consider, be deemed to have reference also to

the day of judgment.

Now, in order to understand here the real value of the Futurists'

argument, it is essential to enquire at once very distinctly, whether by

Christ's coming they really, hke R. D. mean his personal visible com-

ing to judgment ; and, if so, on what construction of the imagery of

the 6th Seal, literal or figurative P If literal does it not seem strange

' On Antichrist p. 21. - P. l.'iZ, 4th ed. ^ So, for example, Mr. Burgh.

^ For, on their hypothesis of the Seals Trumpets and Vials following each other

chronolooically, (a true hypothesis I doubt not,) if all thatfollows the Gth Seal in tlie

Apocalypse occupy so little time as to be intimately and altogether connected with the

event pictured in the Gth Seal, a fortiori the preceding five Seals must also be of very

brief chronology, just before it.

2 L 2
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a priori that we should have nothing represented of the flaming

fire that is to accompany Christ's second coming ; nothing shown

or said, of his own glorious epiphany ; nothing of the rapture of the

saints to meet him ? Besides which negative evidence against the

view, may we not say that there seems to be that expressly stated

that sets aside the supposition of a literal construction of the

figures ? For were the stars literally to fall, so as in the vision they

appeared to do, then the earth would not only reel to and fro like

a drunkard, but be altogether dissolved and destroyed : whereas it

appears from the vision of the Sealing which immediately follows,

and that of the Angels of the four winds preparing to blow upon it,

that the earth still existed afterwards, and that men were still living

on it, just as before, as its inhabitants. What then remains but to

consitrxiQ \he symbols Jiguratively P In which case the analogy of

similar imagery in other scripture prophecy would lead us to construe

it (so as I have done) of the pohtical or religious convulsions of

states and empires ; and the argument for its depicting the Second

Advent altogether vanishes.—As Mr. Maitland, the most eminent

leader, T presume, in this school, has maintained careful silence on

the point enquired into, it may be well to look for explanation to

Mr. Burgh, another popular wi'iter on the same side And,

strange as it may seem to the reader, it will be found that if the

passage quoted a little while since in part from him be completed,

and the hiatus represented by the dots filled up, it will read thus :

—

" This Seal so obviously refers to the second coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ, containing as it does the very signs and omens of his

coming, that there is no room for difference of opinion." Does

Mr. Burgh then mean, after all, that instead of depicting Christ's

coming itself, this Seal merely depicted certain signs and omens

showing that it was near? Such is indeed the case. So at p.

159. "When the several signs of Christ's coming shall have

been developed, (viz. in the Seals preceding) then the sixth Seal

opens with the day itself of his coming, or (I pray the reader to

mark this significant little word, or) with the signs by which it is

more immediately announced!!" And what then, we next ask, as,

to the precise signs thus immediately announcing the advent ;

—

the sun becoming black as sackcloth, the moon like blood, the stars

of heaven falling to the earth, and heaven itself removing like a scroll
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rolled up ? Is the description to be taken literally or Jiguratively, of

physical and elemental, or only of political change } For a direct

plain consistent answer to the question, I look into Mr. Burgh in vain.

In one place he seems to assigns a literal meaning to the 6th Seal.i

But, judging from the sequel, this can hardly be. For he considers

the Seahng Vision, 7th Seal, Trumpets, &c. all chronologically to

carry on the subject.^ And as the first depicted the seahng of a

Jewish remnant, to be preserved from the judgments about to fall

from the tempest-angels on the godless of the nation, and the others

similarly had reference to the existing earth, and men dwelling on it,

I infer that he cannot suppose any physical changes to have been in-

tended by the sixth Seal's vision, such as to have destroyed earth, and

sky, and earth's inhabitants; and must consequently have understood

its imagery not literally, but Jiyuratively . Further, I observe that

he explains the palm-bearing vision next following, as an anticipative

prospective representation of the heavenly blessedness of the saints

;

and infer consequently that their translation, and therefore Christ's

second coming, will not, even at this epoch, in Mr. Burgh's opinion,

an epoch subsequent to the sixth Seal, have yet taken place : nay that

at a much later epoch, that of Apoc. x. 7, the consummation will

not have occurred; "judgment having followed on judgment, but

the end not being yet." ^ Once more from his explanation of Apoc.

xxi. 1, I infer that the passing away of the heaven as a scroU, and

other changes depicted in the sixth Seal, wiU, in his judgment, have

nothing whatever to do with that passing away of the former heaven

and earth that we read of in Apoc. xxi. 1, as an event to be suc-

ceeded by the new heaven and new earth, wherein dwelleth righ-

teousness.

So much on the 6th Seal of the Futurists, and their argument from

its figuring Christ's coming, and the day of judgment.—As to their

explanation of the Seals preceding, as symbolizsitionoi Wars, Famines,

Pestilences, andMartyrdoms, that are toprecedeand be signs ofChrist's

coming, I ask 1 . in what age have such signs been wanting ? 2. Can we

beheve that all the solemn successive openings of aU the Seals, and

' P. 186, reprobating all figurative interpretation of ife Trumpets, he refers to simi-

lar expositions of the 6th Seal as " yet more needing confirmation."

- He says p. 164 ;
" The remainder of the book must bo admitted to be suhsequcnt

in order offidjilmerit to the opening of tlie seals."' So too p. 170, &c. ^ P. 203.
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all their elaboration of symbolic detail, was only to figure such mere

generalizations ?

3. Let us consider another essential point in the Futurists' sys-

tem ; their literal construction of the Israelites mentioned in the

.Apocalypse.—I say essential point to their system : for, I believe, if

the Apocalyptic Israel be shown to be not the literal, there is no

Futurist that would not admit that their cause was lost.

" The Jew," says Mr. Burgh, emphatically, (p. 432,) " is the

key to prophecy." And again (p. 165) on the same Apoc. vii, " I

can understand (though I do not think an undoubted instance of it

exists) how the name Israel may be supposed to be figuratively ap-

plied to the Gentile Church in Scripture ; but to suppose that not

merely the name of Israel is so applied, but that the names of every

one of the twelve tribes have also a spiritual meaning, and apply to the

Gentile Church," this he would have to be incredible indeed. Again,

on Apoc. xi 1, " Rise and measure the temple of God, and the altar,

and them that worship therein ; but the court without, measure not,

for it is given to the Gentiles, and they shall tread mider foot the

holy city forty-and-two months," he observes to this effect ;—that

every word marks to an unprejudiced reader that the passage con-

cerns the Jeivish nation ; and that it is matter for astonishment that

the passage should have been so allegorized by most of the Protes-

tant expositors, as to exclude all reference to the Jewish people.

i\i\A. so too Mr. Maitland, and, I believe, all the chief writers of this

school. Now in my chapter on the Prceterists,^ I showed 1st, that a

figurative explanation of the Jewish apocalyptic symbols was not only

accordant with St. Paul's application of them to the Christian Church,

l)ut accordant also with our Lord's own express explanation of the

apocalyptic figure of seven candlesticks, in what seemed like the

holy place of the Jewish temple, to signify the seven Asiatic Christian

churches : 2nd, and in objection to their literal system of explanation

of these Jewish symbols, that the Prseterists are forced into inconsis-

tency by it ; explaining, as they do, the temple symbol and its adjuncts,

elsewhere in the Apocalyptic drama, to signify things Christian.

And just as with the Praterists, so with the Futurists.—Let me

turn to Mr. Uvryhiox ilhistration of the inconsistency of the Futurist

' See pp. 405, 496fiupra.
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system, on this as on the former head. And with regard to the

Jewish temple, altar, &c., it may suffice to observe that he makes

the temple, and altar, and them that worship in it, to designate a

" converted" remnant of the Jewish nation, (pp. 172, 208) ; that is,

in other words, (I pray the reader to mark it) a Christianized rem-

nant ; whose worship consequently will 7iot be Jewish,^ but Christian.

Further, with regard to the twelve tribes of Israel, that he makes the

New Jerusalem of Apoc. xxi,—that same city "which had twelve gates,

and the names written thereon of the twelve tribes of the children of

Israel," viz. of Judah, Reuben, Gad, &c., the very same that were

noted in Apoc. vii originally, and that are here re-mentioned just as

fully and as specifically, he makes it mean what ? " No doubt,"

thinks the reader perhaps, " the blessed and glorious state of the

Jewish nation in the millennium." Nothing of the kind, (Mr. Burgh

well knows certain stringent reasons, of various kinds, against

this ;) but as the poUty of the Christian Church, completed and bea-

tified ; "the same," he observes, "that St. Paul meant in that mag-

nificent passage addressed to the Hebrew Christians, " Ye are come

unto Mount Zion, and unto the city of the living God, the heavenly

Jerusalem, to the general assembly, and church of the first-born,

which are written in heaven." " I view it," says he (p. 380) " as

identical with the final consummated blessedness of the whole

Church." I doubt not he is here perfectly correct. But what an

astounding exemplication of the inconsistency of the Futurists ! Of

course, if under the names of the twelve tribes of Israel, written re-

spectively on the gates of the heavenly Jerusalem, there be meant

the Christian Church in its heavenly completeness and beatification,

then the 144,000 sealed ones on earth, out of all the tribes of Israel,

must mean the completeness at any particular period of God's own

Israel, or true Church on earth ; and the Holy City, and the Temple,

still the same mystical body in regard of its poUty, and of its worship

respectively.—Such is the Protestant view : and on it all seems har-

monious ; as well as all accordant with Christ's own most illustrative

explanation of the Jewish symbol of the candlesticks, at the begin-

ning of the Apocaljrpse. Whereas on the other hand, enough, I

' Mr. Burgh indeed, at p. 138, strangely makes it "a Jewish service ;" and, still

more straugelj^ on Apoc. xi makes Antichrist to be sitting in this Temple. But while

illustrating yet more the difficulties of his theorj^, this mighty additional inconsistency

is not essential to it ; and I therefore pass it oyer.
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think, has been said to show that, in the Futurists' system, let the

advocate be able as he may, its most eminent and essential charac-

teristic will prove on real examination to be confusion, inconsistency,

and self-contradiction.

4. A fourth prominent difficulty that I would suggest, as embar-

rassing the Futurists' scheme, with its imagined personal and yet future

Antichrist, has reference to the Scripture declarations respecting both

the poUticalconnexion, and the religious profession, of the predicted

Antichrist:—a difficulty (like the first, just a little while since dis-

cussed) affecting the scheme but slightly in comparison, in the form

in which it was held by the early Fathers.

As to the political origin of the Apocalyptic Beast, Antichrist, out

of the Roman Empire, and his subsequent enthronization at Rome,

they are facts, as I have elsewhere had occasion to obsei-ve, strongly

and in various ways set forth in prophecy. First, as the let or hin-

drance, which prevented, and was for some certain time to continue to

prevent Antichrist's manifestation, was understood by the early Church

to be the then Eoman Empire and Emperors,^ (and for the correct-

ness of this their understanding, as on a point avowedly revealed,

there was almost apostolic voucher,^) the inference might seem one

to be depended on that Antichrist would be a power elevated in their

place, and on their falling. Secondly, the fourth Beast of Daniel,

from whose head in its last or ten-horned state the little horn of

Antichrist was seen to sprout, could only, (according either to the

acts of history, or the declared judgment alike of the best classical

wTiters and chief of the early Fathers,) be construed of the Roman

Empire:^ Thirdly the city of..Antichrist, the mystic Babylon, was by

the indubitable marks of a seven-hilled locality, and a supremacy in

St. John's time over the kings of the earth, shown to be Rome;

and its transfer marked as all but immediate from Paganism to Anti-

christ.^—Such, I say, was the trijjle scriptural prediction of the Roman

connexion of Antichrist. And the Fathers that lived in God's provi-

dence before the Gothic invasion and division of the Empire, with a

unanimity almost complete, formed their expectations accordingly. It

might be that they were inconsistent with themselves in interpreting

' See my Vol. i. pj.. 200-202, 205, 3C0—363. « 2 Thess. ii. 6.

=* Ibid. ' See my Vol. iii. p. 97, HO.
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the Man of Sin, or Antichrist, to be an individual, while they inter-

preted, "him that lettcth," as a succession or power. ^ And they

might be inconsistent also in expecting him, as many did, to be a

Jeiv, though a Latin, and to magnify himself in the temple of Jeru-

salem. 2 Still, on the Roman political origin and connexion, and on

his restoring the empire to Rome, at but little interval of time from

its great expected dissolution and division, they bore an explicit and

all but unvi^avering testimony .^ Nor did the day-day scheme, as held

by them, at all interfere with it.

But what when the theory of a still future Antichrist, (in opposi-

tion to that of the Papal Antichrist) is held at the present time .''

There is nothing, I think, that can more strikingly show the extent

and insuperability of the difficulties with which these various prophe-

cies encompass it, than the palpable and multiplied inconsistencies

and self-contradictions which mark the attempt of him who, of all

others of the literalist school, has set himself most fully and elabo-

rately to meet them ; and to whom Mr. Burgh refers with satisfaction,

as furnishing important corroboration to his Scheme :
'*—I mean the

Oxford Tractarian of the four Sermons (Tract, No. 83) on Antichrist.

To begin with the Thessalonian prophecy, and the difficulty from

the fact of its let (which with the Fathers he feels constrained to in-

terpret of the Roman Empire)^ having fuU thirteen centuries ago past

away, and so too the time for Antichrist's manifestation,*' the confident

answer given in his first Sermon is this,—that, whatever the apparent

historic fact, in the eye of prophecy the Roman Empire is regarded as

not past away, but still existing, and the let with it; viz. in its predicted

ten horns or kingdoms, the Romano-Gothic constituency of modern

Western Christendom.^ But scarce has he made the answer than he

contradicts it, forced by the strong facts of history : confessing in his

1 See Vol. iii. p. 79. ^ See my remarks on this point at the end of the present Section.

^ So Irencbus, Hippolytus, Tertullian, Cyril, Chrysostom, Jerom, &c. See my
Vol. i. ubi supra.—The name Latimis, supported by Irenseus and Hippolytus, was a

further evidence of the same expectation ; and the Sybil expressly assigned his local

seat to the banks of the Tiber. * P. 447.

^ " I grant that ho that withholdeth, or letteih, means the power of Rome ; for all the

ancient writers so speak of it. I grant that as Rome, according to the prophet Daniel's

vision, succeeded Greece, so Antichrist succeeds Rome, and our Saviour Christ suc-

ceeds Antichrist." p. 5.

" " He that letteth shall let until he be taken away : and ilien shall that Wicked

One be revealed," &c 2 Thess. ii. 7, 8.

7 " But it does not hence follow that Antichrist is come ;
" (this extract follows
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third Sermon that the very predicted breaking up of the Roman Em-

pire did take place, at the time of the Gothic irruptions.'

Which however being admitted by him, and the admission also

made, as we have seen, of the ten Romano-Gothic kingdoms of

modern Western Christendom, answering to the ten horns of Daniel's

and the Apocalyptic prophecy,—not only does the first difficulty from

the Thessalonian Epistle remain unanswered, but a new one rises out

of these other prophecies before him. For nothing can be clearer

from them than that Antichrist was to be a power cotemporanj tvith

the ten, horns of the symbolic Beast :—^like a little horn (of rapid en-

largement) ruffling it, as Mede says, among the ten,—or a common

head supporting, and furnishing a centre of union to them :—that

is, according to these admissions, a power cotemporary with the

Western Kingdoms of the middle and the modern age. He seems

to feel the difficulty ; and, reckless of the new self-contradictions

that it involves, casts away both the one and the other of these pre-

viously made admissions : asserts,—on the ground of the Romano-

Gothic kingdoms of the 5th and 6th centuries not having been

clearly and exactly ten,^—that the real decuple division intended by

prophecy did not then take place, but is yet future ; ^ and further, as

to the breaking up of the Empire, that it was not then really effected,

but only had a bare beginning :—the commencement of a long pro-

contimiously, it must be observed, on the one preceding) " for I do not grant that the

Roman empire is gone. Far from it. The Roman empire remains even to this day."

. . . Then, speaking of the ten horns of the prophetic symbol, he adds ; " As the ten

honis belonged to the Beast, and were not separate from it, so are the kingdoms into

whicli the Roman empire has been dividcdpart of that empire itself ;—a continuation

of thatempire in the view oi prophecy, however we decide the historical question. And
as the horns or kingdoms still^'exist, we have not yet seen the end of the Roman em-

pire. That which withholdeth still exists, though in its ten horns." pp. 5, 6.

So again Tract No. 90, p. 77 :
" God promoted in the way of Providence, and He

cast down by the .same way the Roman Empire. The Roman power ceased to be when
the barbarians overthrew it : for it rose by the sword, and it therefore perished by
the sword."—On the contrary Dcllarminc stakes his whole defence of the Popes

against the charge of being Antichrist, on the fact of the continued existence of the Ro-
man empire.—Bossuet and Mylie here agree witli the Tractarian! Seep. 481 supra.

' p. ;51. See ray Note .3 infra. ^ So Mnitland earlier. Also Burgh, p. 249.
•'' " Tlie Roman empire did breakup as foretold. It divided into a number of

separate kingdoms, such as our own, France, and the like.—Yet it is difficult to num-

ber ten acciu-ately and exactly. . . We must suppose therefore that it" (the decem-

regal division) is yet to come. With this accords the ancient notion that they were

to come at the end of tlto world, and last but a short time ;—Antichrist coming upon

them." p. 31.
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cess of dissolution which has in fact been ever since going on ; and

which, after full thirteen centuries, is not yet completed.'—Is this a

thing credible ?

And then there is yet another difficulty that here meets him. For

both Daniel's and the Apocalyptic symbol depict the Roman Empire

as a bestial monster until the precise predicted division into ten, as

well as under the ten and Antichrist afterwards : and thus his inter-

pretation seems to involve the consequence of Papal Rome (the object

in no shght decree of his esteem and reverence) having been a Beast,

or impious and persecuting Empire, in the view of inspired prophecy

(even though not Antichrist) throughout the long and (as he would

have it)2 still uncompleted period before the decem-regal division.

To get rid of this difficulty, he cites the two Apocalyptic notices of

the Beast in its last or antichristian form, as "the Beast that 7vas

and is not and yet is,'' and as that which had " received a deadly

ivound but revived :
" intimating that it is the very interval of the

" is not,"—the very interval of the death from the deadly wound of

the Gothic sword,—that has been filled up by the Papacy and its co-

temporary subject kingdoms of Western Christendom : the bestial

Roman Empire (I presume he means its bestial principle) being all the

while torpid, prostrate, dying ;
'^ and the long long protracted paren-

thesis of Papal rule one in character not bestial, but Christian.'* He

' " Such were the scourges by which the fourth monster of Daniel's vision was
brought low : such the process by which that which letielh (in St. Paul's language)

le(jan to be taken away, though not altogether removed even at this day." p. 34.

2 See the extract Note 3 p. 522.

^ So at pp. 32, 50, &c. So somewhat similarly the Lyra Apostolica :

The floodgates open wide
;

And madly rushes in the turbulent tide

Of lusts and heresies : a motly groupe they come :

And old Imperial Rome
Looks up, and lifts again half dead

Her seven-horned head :

And schisms and superstitions, near and far.

Blend in one pestilent star,

And shake their horrid locks against the saints to war.

• At p. 31 the writer says, that with regard to " any seduction or delusion to be

practised on the world, it has not been fulfilled in Rome,"' since the division of the

empire or the Gothic invasion : and at p. 45 that Rome has not, since that time, been
a persecutor of the Church ; for he speaks of the Church " having been sheltered from

persecution for 1500 years." Again at p. 37, after stating the guilt of old Pagan
Rome in persecuting the saints, and the consequent guilt and doom of the city, he as-

serts that the only assignable reason why Rome has not thus suffered the fulness of
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adds, in answer to the objections of the incredibihty of this torpor of

the Beast's dying or death extending through so many ages, that it

was the opinion of the early Church that the monster would lie torpid

for centuries, and not revive or wake up again till near the end of

the worldJ But what the authority of the early Church, unsupported

by Scripture ? And where moreover the early patristic authority to

any such effect ? Instead of y»fl<m//c opinion on the matter being

such as he has represented, the reader will see by reference to notices

on the subject in other and earlier parts of this work,^ that, although

the primitive Fathers slightly differed among themselves as to the

nearness of Antichrist and the consummation,—some one or two

thinking it distant perhaps one perhaps two centuries, the rest much

closer and even at the doors,—yet that, on the point of any long

interval of ages occurring between the expected breaking up of the

God's wrath, is because a " Christian Church is still in that cit}', sanctifying it, in-

terceding for it, saving it."—In a Note at p. 38, he intimates indeed that "no
opinion, one way or the other, is here expressed as to the question how far, as the local

Church has saved Rome, so Rome has corrupted the local Church ;—or whether the

local Church in consequence, or again, whether o</«er Churclics ehetvJiere, may or may
not be types of Antichrist." But the first clause in italics (and we may shrewdly

suspect too the Churches meant in the last clause italicized) will shew that there is

little in this note of qualification to the writer's previously quoted statements in favour

of Papal Rome.
' " Another expectation of the early Church was that the Roman monster, after

remaining torpid for centuries, would wake up at the end of the world, and be re-

stored in all its laws and forms." He gives, however, no authority for this statement.

Perhaps he had reference to the idea of Nero's revival mentioned in my last Section :

which howcTer was an idea that gained but little hold on the Christian Church. Our

Tractator's next quotation is from Hippolytus, (the same that Ihave givcnVol. i. p. 201

)

which however says nothing either of the torpor of the Roman Beast for centuries, or

of its restoration in all its laws and forms :—the laws and forms of old Pagan Rome
being evidently me.intby the Oxford writer. The purport of Hippolytus' observation

is to the effect that Antichrist would bo a reviver and restorer of the Roman Empire

as notably as Augustus was : not however b}' Augustus' or the old Roman laws ; but

bj' his otcn neiv law ; Sio tov t/n avre opi^ofievov vo/xov,

^ See my Vol. i. pp. 201, 202 ; where the expectations to this effect appear of Justin

Martyr, Judas, Terttdlian, Cyprian, &c. Hippolytus too (after Irenstus) thus exprest

the same expectations :
" What more remains ? what, but the passing of the iron legs

of the image into the ten toes ; or Roman Empire into ten kingdoms .' " Lactantius

and Ililarion arc the only Fathers, so far as I know, who regarded the consumnuition

as at the disttmce of one century or two : unless we include that Hippolytus of whom
Photius speaks, as reckoning that the end would be in the year A.D. 500.

Tlie idea of the seventh niillennary being the sahhatism may have a little modified the

expectations of Ireuwus, Hippolytus, &c. But there was not enough of definiteness

of opinion at that time on the mundane chronology materially to affoct their looking

for Antichrist as near at hand.
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old Roman Empire and Antichrist's revelation, during which the

Roman Beast was to He torpid,—the idea seems never to have entered

their imagination. i—As to Scripture prophecy, forasmuch as in Daniel

the bestial character of the fourth Wild Beast, or Roman Empire, is

represented symbolically as continuing uninterrupted even to the time

of its destruction, and in the Apocalypse the transition period between

the Empire in its Pagan draconic form and the Empire in its anti-

christian and bestial (i. e. between the Beast as it " was,'^ and the

Beast as it " is,") is both declared to be brief,^ and also described

as all filled up by the Pagan Dragon's stiU, though fallen, persecuting

the woman, the Church, in active hostility, and so driving her into

the wilderness,'^—it is evident that the Tractarian's hypothesis meets

in it a negative altogether decisive, and from which there can be no

appeal.

Yet once more the difficulty meets him of Babylon the Great, the

city of the seven hills, being the predicted seat of Antichrist :—which

local connection of Antichrist with Rome as his capital, constitutes

of course a very strong and palpable corroboration of the Protestant

view of the Roman Popes being Antichrist. And what then the

Tractarian's answer ? Overlooking altogether the decisive fact "* of

the woman riding the Beast in its last and antichristian form, he first

alludes to the circumstance of the Angel's speaking to St. John

about the woman-city symbolized as then in existence and power, as

if probable evidence that it was simply Rome Pagan to which the

guilt attached of the harlotry spoken of, and the being drunk with the

blood of the saints,^—albeit declared a bloody harlot to the very end

' Even Auffustine, though an innovator to a considerable extent in Apocalyptic in-

terpretation, at the epoch of the Gothic invasion, so as I have shown in an earlier part

of my Book, Vol. iii. p. 230, and introducer of the idea of the Beasiheing (secondarily

at least) a symbol of the ivorld and its city, in opposition to the City of God, and

likely to last some uncertain time longer, yet never, so far as I know, suggested the

probability of any long interval of torpor affecting the Roman Beast, before the last

paroxysm of persecution and wickedness under Antichrist.

- See Apoc. xii. 12.

^ See Apoc. xii ; and my Commentary on it in Chapters I and 2 of Part. iv.

* Compare verses 3, 8, and 11 of Apoc. xvii ; " I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet-

coloured Beast, having seven heads and ten horns :
"—" The Beast that thou sawest

was and is not :
"—" The Beast that was and is not, even he is the eighth, and goeth

into perdition."

^ " This great city (Rome) is described under the image of a woman cruel, profli-

gate, and impious. I need not relate how all this answered to the character and his-
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of her career;—then passes to the Angel's other statement about

the ten kings hating and burning her with fire,^ as direct evidence

that Rome could not be the city of Antichrist :—the order of things

being (such is his statement of the prophecy), that the ten kings were

to rise first, and, after rising, to destroy Rome ; then Antichrist to

appear, and supersede or subdue the ten kings ; and so Rome to have

fallen before Antichrist rose.''—But how Antichrist altogether pos-

terior to the ten kings, when they are declared, as the Tractator

admits,'* to receive their power at one and the same time with the

Beast Antichrist ? And how Antichrist the restorer of the Roman

Empire, which the Tractarian also admits him to be, and the beai-er

too of the Roman appellative Latinos,^ if locally altogether uncon-

nected with Rome, and only rising after Rome's final destruction ?

In fact he admits, a little after, both that Rome xvas to be his local

seat ; ^ and, as to his final destruction, that it would not be by the

ten kings' agency, but, according both to Scripture prophecy and the

expectation of the Fathers, through the agency of earthquakes,

tory of Rome at the time St. John spoke of it." p. 29.—With regard to the Beast

ridden by the woman, he says ;
" The Beast on which tlie woman sate is the Roman

Empire. And this agrees very accurately with the actual position of things in liis-

tory : for Rome, the mistress of the world, might well be said to sit upon the

world which she had subdued and made her creature." Ibid. Of the monster figured

being the Beast not under its siath head,—that which ruled in St. John's time,—but

under its eifjhth and last head, according to the Angel's explanation, he says not a

word. And Burgh even expressl}' makes it the sixth ! See his p. 325.

' Apoc. xviii. 24.

2 Apoc. xvii. 16 ;
" The ten horns which thou sawest on the Beast, these shall hate

the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn

her with fire."

' " Rome is to fall before Antichrist rises : for the ten kings are to destroy Rome

;

and Antichrist is then to appear, and supersede the ten kings. As far as we dare

judge from the words, this see'ms clear." p. .30. So again p. 39.

* " We are expressly told that the ton kings and Antichrist's empire shall rise

together." p. 32.

Let mo observe, with regard to Dan. vii. 21,—" The ten Horns arc ton kings that

shall arise, and another shall rise after them,"—that the Septuagint translation is

OTTjca. avTwv, behind, or locally after the ten. Thus Daniel's statement need not be

considered at all inconsistent with that of the Apocalypse, xvii. 12, "The ten Horns

are ten Kings that receive power as kings at one time with the Beast;" i.e. according

to the Angel's explanation, the Boast under its last head. Sec mj- Comment on the

Apocalyptic verse in my Vol. iii. p. 62, 67.

* Admitted p. 25. He adds p. 26, " He will knit the Roman F.mpire into one."

' " He will earn the title of the Latin or Roman Kini?, ;is host expressive of his

place and character."
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lightnings, and the fury of the elements :
'—an admission based on

prophetic truth ; - and in which he furnishes his own answer to his

own argument.

Thus, look where he may to escape fi-om the difficulties of his day-

day theory, and substitution of a personal Antichrist yet future for the

Papal Antichrist of the old Protestant interpreters, the prophecy

meets, and stops, and proves too strong for him. At last, in the

spirit of the ancient Academy, he takes refuge in doubt and scepti-

cism. Perhaps, he says, after all it may be that not Rome literally is

intended in the prophecy, but rather the world, or some other great

and wicked city :
^—or perhaps, if Rome be the city intended, her

sufferings from the Goths &c, in time past may be considered suffi-

cient punishment ; or the Church within her may prove her preserva-

tive, and so the final threatened judgments be averted.• Again, as

regards Antichrist and Antichrist's persecution of the saints. Perhaps

we may have been wrong in supposing such things to have been fore-

told ; and they may, after all, never arise.^—Such I say is the con-

clusion of the writer ;—a not unfit conclusion to a Treatise so marked

by inconsistency and self-contradiction. Now it is mainly doubtless

to the insuperable difficulties of his anti-protestant futurist theory

of Antichrist, that these inconsistencies and self-contradictions are

' He cites Gregory in particular :
" Rome shall not be destroyed by the (barbaric)

nations ; but shall consume away internally, worn out by storms of lightning, whirl-

winds, and earthquakes." p. 35. He might have cited further to the same effect Ter-

tullian, Lactantius, and others.

2 This will be found explained and illustrated in the last Part of my Commentary.

3 " As Babylon is a type of Rome, and of the world of sin and vanity, so Rome in

her turn may be a type also, whether of some other city yet to come), or of a proud

and deceiving world." p. 38.

^ *' Rome's judgments have come on her in great measure, when her empire was

taken from her : her persecutions of the Church have been in great measure judged
;

and the Scripture predictions concerning her fulfilled. Whether or not she shall be

further judged depends on two circumstances ; —first, whether the righteous men in

the city who saved her when her judgment first came," (that from the Goths,) "may
not through God's mercy be allowed to save her still ; next, whether the prophecy in

its fulness relates to Rome, or to some other object or objects of which Rome is a

type." p. 39. " Perchance, through God's mercy, it " (Rome's destruction) " may be

procrastinated even to the end, and never be fulfilled. Of this we can know nothing,

one way or the other," p. 38.

^ " 7/" such a persecution " (that of Antichrist) " has been foretold, it has not yet

come, and therefore is to come. We may be wrong in thinking that the Scripture

foretels it, though it has been the common belief of all ages : but if there be, it is

still future." p. 39; and so too p. 52.
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to be attributed.' And it is in this point of view that it has

been my duty to exhibit them. At the same time, considering

that it is no vulgar or inferior hand of the Tractarian school that

has penned the Tract, and that the palpable failure of his attempt

at diverting the prophecies respecting Antichrist from application to

the Roman Papacy involves in it the most conclusive disproval and

condemnation of the general Tractarian system of religious doctrine,

—allied as it is so closely to that of Rome,—must not the thought also

force itself on the mind. Is this the logic, this the theology, that half

Oxford has been wondering after ?
^

Let me just add, with regard to Mr. Mailland, that while avowing

that the old Roman Empire is beyond a question past away,^ and with

it that which, as he well knows, was understood by the Fathers to be

the let or hindrance noted by St. Paul as preventing Antichrist's

manifestation,—I say while avowing this, and also acknowledging that

the meaning of the let was a point revealed to the early Church,'* he

yet passes over the historical difficulty thence arising in perfect silence.

The only difficulty of this class to which he offers a solution, is that

of the prefigured origination of Antichrist's ten subordinate kingdoms

out of the Roman Empire :—that is, as prefigured according to the

received interpretation of the four empires symbolized by it, in Daniel's

quadripartite Image .^ In refutation of this he boldly suggests that

the Roman empire was the third rather than the fourth fore-

shewn in the symbol :—the Babylonian and Persianheing conjointly

the first, the Macedonian or Greek the second, the Roman the third,

and Antichrist^ s empire the fourth.^ But if by this hypothesis (an

' Perhaps in part too from intmiiional obscurity

:

—for such is avowed by some of

the Tractarians. Though surely on important theological questions, If on any other,

obscurity is above iill things to be deprecated, and light sought

:

'Ev 5e <paet Kai oXeaaov.

^ This was written in my first Edition ; I think in 1843. What has past since only

furnishes reason for my letting it stand as it was. (2nd Ed.)
^ " The Roman empire has surely long ceased to exist The empire founded

by themselves, and ruled by Augustus and Constantine, has past through a regular

decline, and fallen to absolute extinction." On Antichrist, p. 6. • ib. 18.

* I do not add the vision of the four Beasts ; because Mr. M. suggests, (contrary

to the opinion, not only of all the Fathers, but of almost all modern interpreters also,

whether of the ?/ear-rf(t^ ax anli-year-day i:\-n.^%,') that these four Beasts, instead of

representing the same successive great Empires as the four divisions of the Image,

represented rather four cotemporary Empires of the latter day ; the fourth and most

terrible being that of Antichrist. See ibid, p. .0. " Ibid. pp. 5, 6.
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hypothesis, I conceive, altogether untenable ') he escape the argu-

ment urged by year-day interpreters from the fact of the several

modern kingdoms of Papal Europe having arisen, just hke the ten toes

of the Image, out of the old Roman empire, the chronological argu-

ment that I have before stated apphes with full force against it. The

symbohc Image was palpably intended to exhibit those great mundane

empires in continuity, that would successively have supremacy in the

world, from Nebuchadnezzar's time to the consummation ;
^ and yet,

according to Mr. Maitland, there must be a gap of some 13 centuries

between the third empire symbolized and the fourth.

Further let me show the inconsistency alike with Scripture and

the ancient Fathers, of the Futurists' general view of the religion of

Antichrist ; a view inculcated however, as if accordant with both

scriptural and patristic authority, by Mr. M. and various other writers

of the same prophetic school.

For it is their general habit to speak of Antichrist's religion (if i

may use the phrase) as open avowed infidelity and atheism,^ together

' Ist, as to Mr. Maitland's argument for considering the Persian Empire as a mere

continuation of the Babylonian under a new dynasty, because of Babylon not being

destroyed on the Persians taking it, but continuing one of the capitals of the Persian

empire, the same argument might be used to show the identity of the Macedonian

empire also with both the Persian and Babylonian. For Alexander, after the conquest

of Persia, similarly made Babylon one of his capitals. In fact the Bible everywhere

represents the overthrow of Babylon by Cyrus as the overthrow of its emp«Ve.*— 2.

His statement of the Persian empire being not (according to the divine description

of the secowrf empire of the Image) inferior, but equal to or greater than Nebuchad-

nezzar's, is most questionable ; if we take the account which Berosus gives us of the

latter kingdom, as extending westward even to the straits of Gades.— 3. As to his

argument that the universal sovereignty ascribed to the ;/(zV(^ empire of the Image was

not attributable to Alexander's empire, the unquestionable limitation of the meaning

of that expression in sacred Scripture must be taken into the account, ofwhich I have

before spoken : (compare the similar statement made respecting Nebuchadnezzar's.

Dan. iv. 22, " Thy dominion, king, reacheth to the end of the earth :")—and, as to

the common use of it, the story of Alexander weeping because he had no more worlds

to conquer, sufficiently shows its appropriateness.—See too the confirmatory argument

in my Vol. i. p. 400.

^ The uninterruptedness of continuity hiown to have existed between the first,

second, and third empires symbolized, is of course the strongest confimiation of unin-

terrupted continuity being intended in the prefiguration between the third and fourth.

^ " The blasphemy of the Little Horn seems to be downright barefaced infidelity :

something more like what was exhibited in France during the Revolution, than like

anything ever seen in the Church of Rome." Second Enquiry, p. 105. Again;

* e. g. Isaiah xiv, Jer. 1. li, &c.

VOL. IV. 2 M
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with licentiousness as open accompanying ; the latter in legaUzed re-

nunciation of the restraints of marriage, according to the prophecy,

(for so they interpret it,) " forbidding to marry :
" '—very much in

short as at the French Revolution. And they make this the ground-

work of a new argument against our reference of the pi'ophecies

concerning Antichrist to the Popes and Papacy.—But how little this

representation of the thing accords with Scripture prophecy, appears

sufficiently, as it seems to me, from the very name Antichrist mean-

ing either Christ''s Vicar, or an opposing and usurping Christ :^—^from

St. Paul's designation of Antichrist's religious system as that which

would contain in it " the mystery of iniquity " and " all deceivable-

ness of unrighteousness ;
" ^ expressions surely most remarkable, as

implying that it would have much show of religion, while in reality

altogether at variance with it :—and from the Beast Antichrist's con-

junction with the two horned lamb-skin-clothed False Prophet in the

Apocalypse.—All this I have illustrated at large before. How httle it

" The language of Scripture warrants us to expect a 7-eal apostacy ; openly denying the

truth of Christianity, openly and avowedly denying the Father and the Son."

Ibid 129.

So too the Oxford Tractarian on Antichrist, p. 16 ;
" Both St. Paul and St. John

describe the enemy as characterized by open infidelity, and the blasphemous denial of
God : and St. Paul adds that he will oppose all existing religion, true or false." He
illustrates at p. 21 by reference to the atheisni professed at the French Revolution.

(Though indeed at p. 15 he thus differently expresses himself ; "Antichrist will be led

on from rejecting the Son of God to the rejection of God altogether, cither by implica-

tion, ov practicallyC and, at p. 1 8, remarks that he was, according to the Fathers," to ob-

serve Jewish rites.")—Mr. Burgh too, p. 265, effectively agrees in i\\\% atheistic \\&vi of

Antichrist; though with the peculiarity of making it a most rdiyiotis system, from

Antichrist's requiring the worship of himself.

' " The Scripture warrants us to expect that this apostate power shaW/orbid to

marry. Those who have any acquaintance with the re.al doctrines of apostates from

Christianity (whether French philosophers, German illuminati, or liberal infidels of

England) will require no proof that such a law may be expected, if an infidel apostacy

should become dominant Three j'ears have not elapsed since one of our most no-

torious political economists is reported to have publicly denounced the institution of

marriage, as one of three great evils to which the misery of mankind might be attri-

buted." Maitland, lb. p. 130.— So too the Tractarian (p. 21) illustrates his views

on this point, by reference to " the annulling of the divine ordinance of marriage," at

the French Revolution ; " and resolving it into a mere civil contract, to be made and

dissolved at pleasure."

Can Mr. M. reconcile his%otion of Antichrist's thus universally forbidding mar-

riage in his universal reign of 3.;|, years, immediately before Christ's advent, and en-

forcing the prohibition by a power as irresistible as universal, with what Christ says

of men marrying and giving in marriage at the time of his coming .'

2 See my Vol. i. pp. 67, C8, with the Note on the etymology. * 2 Thess. ii. 7, 10.
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accorded with the early Futhers views on the subject notwithstand-

ing their alleged agreement on it)' shall now be shown in detail.

For in the first place they considered " the apostacy " spoken of

by St. Paul, (and not without good ground for so doing,) as both

the t:pal§01^.0 (; or preparative of Antichrist, and that too which Anti-

christ on his manifestation would, as it were, sum up in himself, as

its professor, inculcator, and head. So Justin Martyr, for example,

and Irenmis, and Cyril?—^Then, as to the nature of this preparatory

apostacy, I find Irenaus heading his general sketch of heretics with

note of their wearing the garb of Antichrist's ^Apocalyptic associate,

the wolf in sheep's clothing : prominently setting forth their making

a Christian profession,'^ and their often inculcating their tenets under

falsified words of Scripture ; or where Scripture failed, asserting a

peculiar timvritten tradition committed to them as their authority.''

I find Clement of Alexandria, about the end of the 2nd century,

objecting to Tatian and other heretics of the time, who on principles

of asceticism, and as a Christian virtue, inculcated a rule of conti-

nency and celibacy, that in thus " forbidding to marry," contrary to

the liberty allowed in Holy Scripture, (so entirely does his view of

that prophetic clause agree with the common Protestant interpreta-

^ " The earli/ Church conceived of the aposta<!y as an actual departure, not merely'

from the purity of the Christian faith by professed Christians, hut from ChristianUy

itself;—a falling away from all profession of Christianity into open, blasphemous, and

persecuting infidelity." Maitland on Antichrist, p. 2, He had just before said :

" The opinions which I here attribute to the early Church were held, I believe, by

all Christian writers until the xiith century." lb. p. 1.

So again in his Answer to Cuninghame, p. 57 :
" I must repeat over and over again,

that the spiritual common sense of the Church of God in every age, from the days of

Daniel to those of Wicliff, is set in array against the fundamental point of Mr. Cun-

inghame's system : for it considered the days as literal days; and knew nothing, and

looked for nothing, in the character of Antichrist, but an individual infidel persecutor."

And so too the Oxford Tractarian, p. 16, &c. And Burgh p, 248.

^ Justin Martyr calls Antichrist 6 rr]S airosraatas avdpairos. Op. p. 336 (Ed.

Colon.)

—

Cyril {Catech. xv. 9)calls the apostacy irpo5po;uos AmxP's-s.

—

Irencetis (De

Haeres. v. 25) speaks of Antichrist as '^ diaboiicam apostasiam in se recapitulans."

The Tractarian (p. 11) writes on this point in accordance with the Fathers.

" The man of sin is born of an apostacy ; or at least comes into power throii-h an

apostacy ; or is preceded by an apostacy ; or would not be except for an apostacy. So

says the inspired text;" i. e. 2 Thess. ii. 7, 8.—Compare this with Mr. Maitland's

representations.

3 Lib. i. ad init. " Lupos ob externum ovillse pellis integumentum haudquaquam

agnoscentes ; ut qui eadem loquuntur, sed non eadem sentiunt."

* " Falsantes verba Domini mendacium abscondunt sub verbis Scripturse." So i. i,

6. And iii. 2: " Non enini per litterus traditam illam, sed per vocem."

2 M 2
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tion of it,) they answered to the apostates of the last days described

by St. Paul, and shewed themselves to be of the spirit of Antichrist.^

I find Cyprian speaking of separatists that profest the Christian

name, and appeared ministers of righteousness, as on Antichrists side,

though under the name of Christ.^—I find Cyril insisting on the less

palpable heresy of woTrarpta, or Sabellianism,^ as well as on that so

palpable of Arianism,'^ and on errors secretly admitted in the Chris-

tian Church at the time, as well as those that were open and avowed,

—moreover on the then too general departure from the love of truth

to the love of oratory and doctrines plausible and pleasing, and from

the practice of good works to the mere semblance of goodness,—as

all together of the nature of the great predicted apostacy. " This is

the apostacy," he wrote ;
" and the enemy (Antichrist) is to be ex-

pected." ^—I find both Jerom and Angustine speaking of false

teachers and bad livers as of Antichrist's spirit ; while professing to be

' " Adversus alt^rum genus hsereticorum, qui speciose per continentiam impie se ge-

runt turn in creaturam, turn in sanctum Opificem qui est solus Deus omnipotens, et

dicunt non esse admittendum matrimonium et liberorum procreationem, bsec sunt op-

ponenda :—primum quidem illud Joannis ; ' Et nunc Antichristi multi facti sunt, unde

scimus quod novissima horaest : ex nobis exierunt, sed non erant ex nobis.'— Jam

de lis qui matrimonium abhorrent dicit Paulus, ' In novissimis diebus deficient quidam

a fide, attendentes spiritibus erroris et doctrinis daemoniorum, prohibentium nuhere,'

&c." Strom. Lib. 3. pp. 125, 127, Ed. Paris, 1842.

Compare Irenseus i. 30 ; also 23 : " Per fictam hujusmodi continentiam seducentes

multos." On which Feuardentius observes that while thus discrediting marriage,

these heretics allowed " promiscuos concubitus." An observation well illustrated by

Czerski's notice of the encouragement given to the young priest of the Church of Rome,

to make his vow of continence :
" Non unam (mulierem) habebis ; sed mille pro una

habebis."—Czerski's Justification, p. 77.

The reader will contrast Clement's exposition of the text " Forbidding to marry,"

with Mr. Maitland's, given Note 1 p. 530 supra.— 7'rt<ia72's austerity of life, and rule

of ascetism and celibacy, are noted by Mosheim ii. 2. 5. 9.

^ De Unit Eccl. " Sub ipso Christiani nominis titulo fallit incautos Diabolus, et

ministros subornat suos velut ministros justitioe ; Antichristum asserentes sub vocabulo

ChrisUy

8 Suicer on 'TtoiroTcop and 'TiOTraropia thus observes :
" Haerctici quidam in Scrip-

turarum Trinitate Patrem, Filium, et Spiritum Sanctum non tres personas, sed unam
duntaxat trinomincm, esse docebant. Illis Filius erat moirarap. Sic Cyril Alexandr.

Lib. ii. in John viii ; ST/jnetoiTeo:/ b-rt Kar iSmv v-Kovaaiv aWos tTiv 6 narrjp Trapa

rov 'Viov Kai ovx, oKrxfp eSo|6 Ttirt tuv airaiStuTuv aipfriKwv, vioiraTup eKTcpeperai.

In the 7th Canon of Constantinople, he adds, they were called 2a/3fX\jai'Oj.

* Noted also by Athanasius and Hilary as the apostacy that was to precede Anti-

christ. And so too Ambrose in Luc. xxi.

' Catech. xv. 9. Cyril's conclusion follows on the enumeration of these various kinds

of apostacy, all in the professing Ctiiirck : Nuvi Se es-tv fi airoi-aaia- aires-r)ffav yap 6i

avepce-irot ttjs op^Tjj irtTtws. Auttj rotvvi/ (Tiv r] aTroTaata' Kai /u«AAei irpoaZoKMeai

6 «xOpoy.
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servants of Christ :' and Chrysoslom (or a nearly cotem2)orary writer

under his name^) speaking of false teachers, such as he then discerned

in the Church, (teachers with hidden deceit in their doctrine,) as

forerunners of Antichrist : adding moreover these remarkable warning

words :
" When thou seest the Holy Scriptures regarded as an abo-

mination by men that outwardly profess to be Christians, and them

that teach God's word hated,—when the people rush to hear fable-

mongers, and genealogies, and ^vXa/cToypa^e?, and teaching of daemons,

then bethink thee of the saying, ' In the last days there shall be an

apostacy from the faith.' " ^—In addition to all which I may remind

the reader also even oi Pope Grec/on/s intimation, two centuries later,

that in the ambitious pride and rapacity of the established Christian

clergy of his day there were discernible signs of that apostacy which

was to be the immediate forerunner of Antichrist.*

Further,—as to Antichrist's own reliijion after his manifestation,

—besides the general fact of his adopting and heading the previously

existing apostacy to which I before alluded,^ I find the following

ideas thrown out by the Fathers :—that he would not at first unfold

the true diabolical iniquity of his character, but for a while keep up

a show of temperance and humility ;
^ coming as a lamb, though

within a wolf ; '' yea, with semblance of an angel of light ; ^ being,

said Hilary, in profession a Christian ;^ and Hippolytus, in every

thing affecting a hkeness to our Lord Jesus Christ :
^^—that he

' Jerom in Matt, xxiv, after mention of Simon Magus, and of St. John's prophecy

of Antichrist, proceeds thus •,
" Ego reor omnes haresiarchas Antichristum esse ; et

svb nomine Christi ea docere quae contraria sunt Christo."

—

Augustine writes in Epist.

Joh. Tract 3; " Invenimus multos Antichristos esse qui confitentur Christum-''''

^ So the Benedictine Editor of Chrysostom judges.

® 'Otup iStjs 77JV ayiav ypa(pr]v l3Se\vxdeiiTav iiiro toiv eivat Soksvtwv Xpifiavmv,

Kai T8S \a\fiVTas rov Xoyov to 0€S mar\Qevras, tots inrofivricrOTiTi T&Kvpte fiirovTos,

El 6 KOfffios vfMas ixiaei yivaxTKen 6ti e/xe irpairov /xeixiffrjKiVj &c, Kav (K rcau

SoKevTuv fivai KoifXivwv iSrjs touto irpaaaovras (viz. hating the Holy Scriptures, and

them that teach them, and themselves giving heed to fables, &c.) tote viroixvrja07)Ti,

Ev us-OTttts fjixepais anos-naovrai rivts t»js ttis-ccdj, &c. Homily Tlepi \l/fvBoirpo(pTjTaiv.

— I do not understand his exact meaning in the <j)v\aKToypa<pes.

* See my Vol. i. p. 400. * See Note 2 p. 531.

* So Cyril ib. xv. 12 :
" At first he will put on a show of mildness, as though he

were a learned and discreet person, (^Koytos rts Kai avi/eTos,) and of soberness and

benevolence." Oxford translation. See too Victorinus quoted p. 534.

' Hippolytus de Antichristo, § 6 ; quoted p. 301 supra.

* Cyril XV. 4 :
" Satan is transformed into an Angel of light. Therefore put us on

our guard, that we may not worship juiother instead of thee." This is said introduc-

torily to the notice of Antichrist. ^ See my Vol. iii. 82. '" Hippolytus, ibid.
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would be professedly an enemy ' (not friend, as the Tractarian would

have it-) to Paganism and avowed Pagan idolatry ; and, attaching

himself rather to Judaism, would appear as a zealous vindicator of

the Jewish law :
^ that he would thus conciliate the Jews : and then,

showing himself as the Christ (a title the very assumption of

which implied a recognition of the Old Testament as inspired Scrip-

ture) would in that character claim and exact the divine worship due

to Christ ; sitting in the Temple, (whether the reconstructed hteral

temple of Jerusalem, or the figurative temple of Christian Churches,

was a point disputed,)^ and there shewing himself as God :—that

he would then at length (not before) display the real cruelty and

blasphemies of his spirit ; and begin that terrible persecution of the

1260 days against Christ's two witnesses and the saints, which pro-

phecy had so fearfully depicted, and which would be marked with the

very energy of Satan.

^

' " Idola quidem seponens." Irenceiis ibid, on which see the Note of Feuarden-

tius : also Cyril, &c.

- On Antichrist, p. •22.—He illustrates the (so represented) patristic idea of Anti-

christ restoring Paganism, from the institution of something very like it at the French

Revolution ; Liberty being then worshipped as a goddess, and a temple dedicated, and

incense offered, " Aux grands homines-'"'

Let me observe in passing, that in Note * Vol. iii. p. 196 the Reader will see how
singularh' the Pope and his associates in the apostacy, while solemnly sanctioning what

was virtually a revival of Paganism in the worship of the images of saints, made pro-

fession as solemnly, at the very time, of detestation of Pagan idols.

^ So Irenaius, Hippolytus, Victorinus, Cyril, and other early Fathers. " Ipse est

iniquus Judex," says Irenaeus, " ad quem fugit vidua tcrrena Jerusalem, &c :
" an

application to Antichrist and the Jews of the parable of the unjust judge, and the

widow calling on him for vengeance, that was made by Hippolytus, § 57, also.—The
statement of Victorinus see in Note 5 below.

* See my Vol. i. SCO—362 and Vol. iii. p. 81, Note 5.

* In further illustration of the several points on which I have quoted others of the

Fathers just above,—the Jeivish connexion of Antichrist, his expected speciousness

of profession and character in the first instance, and the change on his coming to

power, let me now quote another early Father Victorinus, and the venerable Bode.

1. Victorinus. He, expecting Nero to be the Antichrist, thus writes :
" Hunc

suscitatum Deus mittet, regem dignum dignis, et Christum qualem mcnierunt Judsei,

Ft quoniam aliud nomen allaturus est, allam etiam vitam institutunis, ut sic eum
tanquam Christum cxcipiant Judaei. Ait enim Daniel, Desidcria mulierum non cog-

noscct* cum prius fucrit impurissimus ; et Ntdlum Deum patrum cognoscet.f Non
enim seducere populum poterit circumcisionis nisi legis vindicator. Denique et sanctos

non ad idola colenda revocaturus est, sed ad circumcisionem colendam, si quos poterit

seducere. Ita demum faciei ut Christus ab eis appelletur," B. P. M. iii. 420.

* This explanation of a controverted passage deserves observation,

t That is, none of the gods of Pagan Rome.
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Such I believe is a tolerably correct abstract of the general patris-

tic expectations in regard of the religion of Antichrist

:

—expectations

how different from the views of those of the Futurist school, who

with Mr. Maitland would represent it as the openly avowed and

legahzed atheism and rejection of Christianity, and the as openly

avowed and legalized licentiousness of the French Revolution ! Fur-

ther,

—

after one important and evidently necessary correction,—how

consistent both with Scripture prophecy as predicting, and with the

Roman Papacy as fulfilling !

The point on which I conceive correction clearly necessary has re-

ference to the supposed connection of Antichrist with Judaism and

the Jews ;—his origin out of, and re-establishment of, it and them

.

And, considering its importance, perhaps it may be permitted me to

deviate a few moments from my immediate controversy with the

Futurists, (and indeed it will be found hardly a deviation,) in order to

its explanation.—It is justly observed by the Oxford Tractarian, that

there seems little in Scripture prophecy to sanction such an idea.'

In tnith the whole tendency of the prophecies concerning Antichrist

is to shew that he was to be an enemy both springing out of, and

reigning within, the pale of the professing Christian Church. For

how could he be an apostate, and head of the apostacy, and antitype

of the apostle Judas, (not to say how the Latin man also, and horn out

of the old Roman Empire,)^ if by nation and profession a Jew ? Or

again, as before observed, how with a false prophet for his abettor that

had horns like a lamb's, unless professedly of Jesus Christ's religion ;

2. Bede, writing on Apoc. xiii, says ;
" Ante tres semis annos non aperto ore blas-

phemat, sed in mysterio facinoris; quod, facta discessione, et revelato homine peccati,

nudabitur. Tunc enim dicet, Ego sum Cliristus : nunc vero, Ecce hic Christus, et ecce

illic."

' " At first sight we should not suppose that there was much evidence from the

sacred Text for Antichrist taking part with the Jews, or having to do with their

temple." p. 19. Nor does he proceed to give any such evidence : but only refers to

the fact of Julian's attempting to rebuild the Jewish temple, as a remarkable coinci-

dence with the patristic expectations.

- Irenceus' idea seems to have been that, after gaining supremacy in the empire,

though a Jew,— he would transfer the seat of empire from Rome to Jerusalem ;

" Transferet regnum in eam (Jerusalem) &c." p. 46. And so too I suppose Lactan-

tius ;
" Nomen imperii sedemque mutabit." B. P. M. iii. 669.—But the incompa-

tibility of the two suppositions is apparent.—Victorinus and others, as we have seen

in Note 5 p. 534 supra, expected Antichrist in the first instance to be of Romart ex-

traction ; being Nero raised from the dead : and that his connexion with the Jew»

would follow afterwards.
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the Messiah of Jewish expectation being the lion-like Messiah, and

t\Le lamb- like Messiah an abomination to them ?—It is difficult fully

to account for the patristic error on this matter. Did we judge

simply from the statements of Irenseus, and Hippoljrtus, it might

seem to have originated, in part at least, from a singular misunder"

standing of Christ's prophecy respecting the abomination of desola-

tion standing in the Holy Place at Jerusalem, (a prophecy which

doubtless had reference to the Roman besieging army and its idola-

trous standards gathering into the sacred precincts of the Jewish

City,') as if intended of Antichrist's later and very different abo-

mination. ^ Hence, it might be, their construction of the temple in

which St. Paul said that Antichrist would exalt himself, as the Jewish

Temple : hence perhaps their supposition of his being himself a Jew ;

and that the exclusion of Dan, as one accursed, from the twelve tribes

out of which God's true servants were sealed in the Apocalypse,

marked his tribe.—But the reasons for a different view of these

prophecies were too strong and obvious to allow of a general con-

currence in the misunderstanding of them. By Chrysostom, Jerome,

Augustine, and others of the Fathers, the prophecy respecting the abo-

mination ofdesolation was explained to have been then already fulfilled

by the Roman armies that destroyed Jerusalem ;
" and the temple in

St. Paul's prophecy construed of the Christian Church.'^ Moreover

a Christian appHcation was made by others of the Apocalyptic sym-

bol of the twelve tribes of Israeli So that on the whole there ap-

pears to have been nothing in these prophecies sufficiently Judaic,

according even to patristic views, to account for the first origination

of this idea of Antichrist being a Jew.

' See Bishop Newton in illustration. ^ Irena-us v. 25, Hippolytus § 43.

3 Chrysostom on Dan. ix refers it to the Roman armies of Adrian, that effected the

ultimate destruction of the Jewish city and nation ; Jerom and Augustine more pro-

perly to the Roman besieging army under Titus.

* See my Vol. i. 3G0—362 and Vol. iii. 81, just before referred to p. 534. It will

be seen that Chrysostom asserts unreservedly the fact of Antichrist sitting in the Chris-

tian Church ; and ihaX. Jerom decidedly prefers that view of the Temple prophesied of:

" Antichristus sedcbit in templo Dei: vel Hierosolymis, ut quidam putant; vel in

ecclesia, ut verius arbitramur." Augustine mentions the two interpretations, without

deciding between them : and Cyril o\\\^ decides in favour of the literal interpretation

from the feeling, "God forbid that it should be the Christian Church ! "—As to

TlieodoreVs apiranu Tr\v irfiodpiiav tv rais (KKKrjdiais, it is above all most striking
;

being nothing less than a distinct portraiture by anticipation of the Pajxil Antichrist.

Do we wish a 7^(//)«/ rocognitioii of the perfect justice of this Father's view of the

Antichrist of prophecy.^ The Anti-Popes were called .4)/<ic7i»«<.s by their rivals, in

the Middle Ages. ^ K. g, Augustine and Primasius.
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Which being so, and conjecture permissible in the want of a satis-

factory explanation on historic testimony, 1 would venture to suggest

one thing, upon conjecture, as a possible, probable, and I think I may
say, adequate originating cause of the error. It is well known with

how much earnestness and solemnity St. Paul warned the early

Church of the Judaic heresies that were even then stealing into it
;

—the Judaist's will-worship of asceticism and abstinence from meats

and marriage, their observance of days, undue and erroneous views

of the benefit of mere outward circumcision, attachment to the

Levitical ritual, and worshipping of angels with voluntary humihty

;

—the latter, I presume, under profession of unworthiness to make

direct use of the mediatorship of Christ.' Now it is difficult to

suppose but that St. Paul in all this spoke with reference to more

than the dangers of the time then present : and denounced therein

the first elements (Judaic elements) of the great apostacy of pro-

phecy, and leaven of that deceivableness of unrighteousness which

was first to prepare for, and then to constitute the religion of. An-

tichrist. If so, and this be the right account of the origin of the

patristic notion respecting Antichrist's Judaism, then there is a resi-

duum of important truth hidden in it. And adopting it, so expounded

and corrected, we shall find it to supply almost all that was wanting

of correspondence between the patristic anticipations concerning the

apostacy and Antichrist's rehgion, and the actual religious history and

character of the Roman Papacy, as history afterwards evolved it.

For we know,—and indeed have traced in history,^—how these

Judaizing errors increased continually in the Church, though under a

more seemly and professedly Christian form ;
^—including the vene-

ration of that austerity, asceticism of life, and celibacy that Clement

objected to Tatian,—the corruption of the simplicity of the Christian

ministry and service into resemblance to the Levitical priesthood and

Levitical ritual,—the undue and erroneous estimate of mere outward

baptism as before of outwai'd circumcision,—the perversion of Scrip-

ture, and substitution of the authority of an unwritten tradition in the

priest's keeping,—and the looking into things unseen, and worship-

' Col. ii. 16—29. See Macknight ad loc.

2 See Vol. i. pp. 253, 302, 375, &c.

^ I mean that whereas the Judaizers of the first age magnified the outward forms

oi Jein&hnies, and ceremonies, the successors of their sjnrit, in the next age, magni-

fied the outward forms of Christian rites and ceremonies.
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ping departed saints as mediators, to the supercession of Christ.

—

We know how, with all this, there was also more and more a depar-

ture on the part of the people from the love of gospel truth to the love

of exciting pulpit oratoiy, and then of fables and legends about saints ;

as also from real hohness of life to a fictitious and mere ceremonial

righteousness, somewhat like what Cyril and Chrysostom deprecated ;

and how a departure moreover (according to Chrysostom' s forewarn-

ing,) on the part of priests and teachers, from love to neglect and dis-

like of the written word ; together with a spirit of worldliness, lucre-

loving, and ambition. 1—^We know once more that then, and thereby,

a preparation having been made for him,—viz. by the estabhshment

of this irreligious system of rehgion, this unchristian kind of Chris-

tianity, with all profession of righteousness, and much of the deceiv-

ableness of unrighteousness,—the Pope of Rome,—at first prudent,

like the first Gregory, respectable in morals, professedly humble,^ but

crafty and pohtic,—adopting this whole system of apostacy as its head

and patron, and so gathering round him as subjects the great body

of the apostates of Christendom, did, conjointly with them, not only

establish in the new Romano-Gothic kingdoms, constituting the body

of the Apocalyptic Beast, but, as it were, authoritatively consecrate

the apostacy ; proclaiming it, with its ceremonies of an almost Judaic

ritual, to be the only orthodox Christianity, and Rome, (the Apoca-

lyptic Babylon), now vacated of its Emperors and become the Papal

capital, to be the Jerusalem of Christianity :

'^—at the same time

shewing himself in its temples and churches as not merely antitj^ie to

the High Priest of the Jews, but Christ's appointed representative

and Vicar for the rule of the Church on earth ; and in this character

claiming to himself, and receiving, the worship due to Christ, i. e.

to God.4

1 See the abstract of patristic views pp. 531—534 supra.

2 " Servus servonim Dei," was the title of humility adopted by Gregory and trans-

mitted to his successors in the Popedom.—Compare Gregory's character also with

Cyril's Koytos ris Kat (rwtTos. ^ See this illustrated in my Vol. iii. p. 257.

* Let me observe, with reference to another point in Antichrist's religious system,

on which Mr. Maitland seems to me to have expressed a most inadequate judgment,

—I mean the Pope's " forbidding to marry," *—that in the view of profest religion being

* Mr. Maitland speaks of celibacy under the Popedom as if,_^rs/, it extended only

to the parochial Clergy, and affected one sex only ;

—

secondly, as if it was only en-

forced on the Clergy from the view (
perhaps niistiiken view, he says) of their so better

l>crforraing their clerical functions. This is not the way Kanke speaks of it. See
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In concluding this Head, let me be permitted to express my delibe-

rate conviction, with reference to the Futurists' view of Antichrist's

religious or rather anti-religious profession, as if that oian open avoived

atheisf, that it is not merely unaccordant with the Apocalyptic and the

other cognate prophecies of Antichrist, but that it is, even intellectually

speaking, a mere rude and common-place conception of Satan's pre-

dicted master-piece of opposition to Christ, compared with what has

been actually realized and exhibited in the Papacy. My opinion of the

Popes being Antichrist is not indeed founded on any such a priori

notion of the thing ; but on the complete identification of the one and

the other, after a rigid comparison of the Papal history, seat, charac-

ter, doctrine, and doings with those of the Antichrist of prophecy.

Having however shewn this, let me now explain and justify the super-

added sentiment just exprest respecting the Papal system, as beyond

anything that the Futurists have imagined, or ever can imagine, the

very perfection of anti-christianism, by simply putting a case in

point. Which then, I ask. Reader, would you view with the

deeper amazement and abhorrence :—an avoived open desperate

made effectual to subserve both irreligion and worldly policy, it was pne of his measures

the most characteristic, and most extraordinary. Extending not merely to the paro-

chial clergy of Western Europe, but to the numberless communities of monks and

nuns, its first effect was to consecrate, at the same time that with the strong arm of

power it enforced upon them, that rule of celibacy which, under the semblance of

purity and holiness, opened wide the way, and almost precipitated them into it, of

licentiousness.t And when direct Papal rule was established over the convents (not

now to speak of the priesthood), then in those innumerable monasteries, male and

female,—containing within their walls members from most of the high and consider-

able families in the several Western kingdoms, and absorbing into their domains no

small proportion of the national territory, the accumulated result, it was said, of the

piet}', but rather of the superstition of successive generations,—I say in these monas-

teries, thus as an act of religion endowed, and thus as an act of religion peopled with

devotees, it was found that he had formed, and held in his grasp, so many almost-

inexpugnable fortresses, filled with hostages for its fidelity, in the heart of each king-

dom of Western Christendom.J Was there ever such a ''forbidding to marry,'''' in

any other Church or Sect that Mr. M.has put forward for comparison on this head.^*

And was it not then a fit subject for prominent specification {especially in an Epistle,

like that to Timothy, chiefly concerning ministers of tlie church) among the predictive

sketches of the Popedom ?

Vol. iii. p. 170. And assuredly it was not the master motive that induced the Papal

determinate enforcement of it at all hazards.

t See the historical illustrations given by me, Vol. if. pp. 12, 26.

X So Sir R. Baker, speaking of Henry Vlllfh's dissolution of monasteries:

" Thinking the work not sufficiently done, so long as Abbeys and Priories kept their

station ; which were as it were the ropc''sfortresses.'"' Quoted by Daubuz, p. 738.
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enemy sworn against your life, family, friends, property :—or one

that ivhile professing the utmost friendship, were by some strange

impersonation of you, in your absence, to insinuate himself into

your place in the family, seduce your wife to be as his wife,' your

children to look to him as their father ; then to make use of his

opportunities to train them (both wife and children) into unfaith-

fulness and rebeUion to all your most solemn and cherished wishes

and commands ; falsifying your letters and forging your hand-

writing, in order the more effectually to carry out his plan; and

even at length framing an image, and breathing.voice into it, and

by magic art and strong delusion making men beheve that it was

your own self speaking, in expression of perfect approval of his

proceedings, as those of your chief friend, plenipotentiaiy, and

chosen substitute ?—Such is somewhat of the view of Antichrist,

sketched in Scripture prophecy : such what has been realized in

the Popes and Popedom. And horrid as was the atheism of the

French revolutionists, yet must I beg leave to doubt whether in

God's view it was as horrid an abomination, even at its worst, as

the blasphemous hypocrisies and betrayal of Christ in the polished

Court and Church Councils of his usurping Vicar and impersona-

tor Leo X. Sharp as were the thorns and nails and speai* of the

Pagan soldiery, they were surely less painful to the Sa^^our than

the kiss of Judas.^

5. Reverting to the Futurists' Apocalj^tic Scheme, let me observe

in conclusion, that if on their literal view of the Apocalyptic Israel

considered singly, and their view of the Apocalyptic Beast, or Anti-

christ, as an open avowed infidel, also considered singly, the system

has been shown to break down, yet more wiU this be found the result,

when the two ideas are considered connectedly together, and com-

pared with the connected Apocalyptic notices of the Beast and Israel.

In proof of this no long statement is needed. Suffice it to say, that at

the very time when, according to them, the Jews shall have accepted

him as their Christ, and Jerusalem, their now reoccupied city, be his

capital, and when moreover he will be sitting, according to them,

in the Jewish temple, and there receiving worship, this temple is

' See my Vol. ii. pp. 78, 79, and Vol. iii. p. 148.

* I have in this Paragraph quoted from my Rei)ly to Mr. Arnold.
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in Apoc. xi. 1 said to be measured ; a phrase necessarily implying

God's favourable regard and protection, in contrast with the less

peculiar part of the temple, which, in the same time, is said to be cast

out. This, which is httle less than a contradiction in terms, is, it seems

to me on re-consideration, ^ essential to the Futurist system, and com-

mon, I believe, to all the Futurist interpreters.—In truth, instead of

Jerusalem being at any time the Beast Antichi'ist's capital, during his

3-| years' reign, he is absolutely tied down to Rome, as his capital,

by notices inserted with singular art from time to time, as if for the

very purpose. It is Babylon, or Rome, the great seven-hilled city,

that the Beast is depicted as united to, when under his last head,

" the Beast from the abyss." It is in " the city, the great one," that

the same Beast from the abyss slays Christ's two Witnesses, and

with bis gathered congress triumphs over their dead corpses. It is

in the same great city that was found at the time of her destruction

(Apoc. xviii. 24), the blood of all that had been slain on the Apoca-

lyptic earth ; including of course that of the Witnesses. It is she

(not Jerusalem) that as the world's religious mistress and apostatizer

during the Beast's figured union with her, holds out to it the cup of

her harlotry. Throughout, the Holy City, as God's, is opposed to,

not identical with the Beast's Great City.

§ 3. EXAMINATION OF THE CHURCH-SCHEME OF THE SEALS.

The Church-scheme of the Seals was made chiefly notable after the

Reformation, by Parens' and Vitringa's adoption of it : and it has

been subsequently adopted, with various modifications, by Wood-

house, Cuninghame, Bickersteth, and other English expositors.

^

With regard to Vitringa I must premise that perceiving the pal-

pable fitness, for the most part, of the symbols of the first Seal to

depict the state of the Roman Empire, from Nerva's accession, imme-

diately after the Patmos vision, to that of Commodus,^ he would

' At p. 519, Note 1 : I past it over too hastily, as not absolutely essential to the

system, so as I now believe it to be.

^ As regards its explanation of the first Seal with referenee to the Church, it was a

scheme, as we have seen, of early patristic origin. But after the first Seal, the idea of

explaining the Apocalyptic horse to mean the Church was not received, or the Seals

interpreted with reference to it, till Anselm of Havilburg in 1245. See p. 359 supra.

^ Dr. Keith cannot be counted in the number ; his peculiarities of view being too

considerable. For while supposing the tvhite horse to figure the Christian Church, he

explains the red of Mahommedism ; the black oi Popery ; the pale of Infidelity.

* " Sub bonis et laudatis principibus, a Nerva usque ad Commodum, facies Romani
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apparently at first fain have seen his way to some consistent continu-

ous scheme of Roman interpretation, could he have done so. But

having only Mede's scheme before him, which was indefensible, and

perceiving no better, he settled on that counter-scheme that I have

to review :—the grand characteristic of which is to view the Seals as

a series of figurations detached and complete in themselves, sjonbol-

izing the phases and fortunes of the Church, from its early origin

to the consummation.

As Vitringa's scheme, though in this main point like the others,

has yet difi"erences sufficiently marked to render a distinct view of it

desirable, a separate diagram of it is subjoined.

i

And there are three things to be particularly noted in his scheme,

when considered in comparison with the others ;— 1st, that he insists.

Imperii satis fuit sequabilis ; et emblemate, non rufi [as Mede], sed albi equt, c\m\

sessore victorioso, figurari potuisset." p. 310.—And, on the general scheme ;
" Neque

ego inficias earn, hanc interpretandi rationem " (viz. ofapplj-ing the six first Seals as

a prefiguration of the fortunes of the Roman Empire, up to the Revolution under Con-

stantine) " magna se commendare specie." p. 306, He gives two additional reasons

which much influenced him in its favour:— 1. that, except on this scheme, the im-

mensely important revolution under Constantine seemed left unprefigured in the seven

Seals:—2. that if, instead of the Constantinian revolution, the sixth Seal was made

to figure the revolution at the consummation of things, (the only conceivable alterna-

tive) then the seventh Seal would seem to have nothing of prefiguration attached to

it.—He proposes to obviate the latter objection bj' making the silencea.t the opening of

the seventh Seal (its whole subject, according to him) signify the millennial rest; the

former by reference to the vision in the xiith Chapter (i. e. in another series of the

Apocalyptic figurations) as supplying the defect, and prefiguring the Constantinian re-

volution. Thus he satisfied himself. But his followers, for the most part, are not

satisfied with it ; and offer consequently modifications of the scheme, some of which

will be seen in what follows of this Appendi.x.

Vitringa's schenie.

First Seal.
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again and again, on the point that it is the external state of the

Church, whether of the Church visible in the Roman world, or of the

true Church, (for he makes the four first Seals figure the Church

visible, the fifth the true Church) that is the subject of the symboli-

zation -.^—2. that he most strongly repudiates the idea of interpreting

the horse and his rider, in each of the first four Seals, separately,

and of making the horse, by itself, the representative of the Church

visible : his judgment being that the rider and the horse shoidd be

taken (centaur-like) together, as a composite symbol, to represent the

phases of the Church ;2 and that whosoever attempted more, and

explained the horse, as above-intimated, by itself, would, though he

might do well enough in the first Seal, find himself inextricably em-

barrassed in those that followed :3—3. that he includes in his first

prophetic series the seventh Seal, as itself figurative of the Millen-

nium ; while, of the other commentators referred to, most end their

first series with the sixth Seal, and make the seventh to include the

seven Trumpets, and so to constitute their second series.—I must

say that his declaration as to the impracticability of explaining the

horse separately, amounts very nearly, as it seems to me, to a con-

fession that he was unable, on the principle of applying the Seals to

the Church history, to make out a fully satisfactory intei-pretation of

them, or at least of the four first Seals. And enough will be stated

apphcable to Vitringa's scheme, in the examination, now to be en-

tered on, of that of the best known living commentators, who have

adopted an interpretation mainly similar, to confirm this view of its

unsatisfactoriness.

1 proceed to consider more particularly the schemes of Messrs. Cun-

inghame and Bickersteth :—schemes substantially the same with each

other, and which ahke take Woodhouse as their original ; being only

' " Sigillis hisce exteriorem ecclesiae datum depingi jam soepius monuimus." p. 3G4.

—He expressly makes the true Church the subject of the 5th Seal : saying that from

the calamitous state of the Eastern Churches in the fourth Seal, St. John " transit ad

statum externum verm ecclesuB in occidentali plaga." Ibid.

2 " Perspexi equum non designare suljedum rationale, a sessore equi distinctum ;

sed certa solummodo deTnonstvare sessoris attributa et proprietates.'" As, for example,

if the rider were to represent a minister of the Divine Providence, the Aorse would

represent the quickness of his executing the divine commands ; its colour the charac-

ter of the providential dispensations committed to him. p. 328.

3 " Videbam interpretes, qui per equum album hie intelligunt Ecclesiam Chrisii,

sive ajoostofcs super quibus dici potest vehi, vehementer laborare in sequente emble-

mate recte exponendo." Ibid.
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more elaborated. The subjoined Diagram gives a general view of

them.i

Nov? by these commentators, notwithstanding Vitringa's warning,

the horse is boldly taken as a separate symbol ;—to figure through-

out, they say, the professing Church visible

:

—at which preliminary

point let me caution the reader always, when the Church is named, to

mark distinctly what Church is meant, and in what point of view.

And, to justify its symbohzation as a ivar-horse, this Church visible

is called also by them the Church militant ; a confusion I must say of

two things very difi'erent r—in the sense (a sense, we shall pre-

sently see, that will iU bear the testing) of its being " the Lord's in-

strument," (so Mr. B. expresses it) through all the four Seals, " for

subduing the kingdoms of the world to himself."^ As to the riders.
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they are, says Mr. Cuninghame, the rulers or ministers of the Church

for the time being : says Mr. B. thefour Spirits of the heavens, some

bad, some good, noted in Zechariah ;^ though surely the mere thought

might have deterred Mr. B. from such a notion, that it makes Ze-

chariah's fourth rider, or the fourth Spirit of the heavens, hke the

rider in the fourth Seal, to be Death.—Tlien the colours of the horse

they expound to signify rather the imvard and spiritual state of the

Church visible, than its earthly and external guise, as Vitringa

:

though not so, if I rightly understand them, as altogether to exclude

the latter sense also.—And thus, according to them, the white horse

represents this Church in its inwardprimitive purity and earthly course

of conquest, from Christ's ascension,^ or the fall of Jerusalem, to Con-

stantine's estabUshment of Christianity in the Roman Empire :—the

red horse the visible professing Church in its state of discord andfeud

from Constantine to Justinian :—the black horse the visible profess-

ing Church (at least that part of it in Western Christendom), in its

state of spiritual famine under the Papal yoke from Justinian, for

some five centuries, to the time of Pope Gregoiy VII :—the livid

pale horse the Church visible in its state of spiritual desolation and

corruption, after the Popedom had attained its climax of corruption

and of power, from about 1070 to 1400 or 1500 :^—while the vision

of the fifth Seal, or of the souls under the altar, represents in its first

part the cry of slaughtered martyrs, from Huss to the Reformation

inclusive ;'* in its second part the vindication of the martyrs by the

Book and Homily Sermon, p. 28. Both Bickersteth on the Prophecies, p. 36.3, and

Cuninghame, p. 5, speak of the Horse as the Church militant.

' See the diagram.—The passage in Zechariah vi. 1—5, referred to for the explana-

tion of the riders, is as follows ;
" These are the four Spirits of the heavens which go

forth from standing before the Lord of the whole earth -, " and follows on a vision of

four chariots with their respective pairs of horses,

—

red, black, white, and gristed and

bay : but without a word being said either of riders or drivers. In Zech. i. 8, how-

ever, there is a vision of a red horse with his rider, and of some others speckled and

ivMte.—Both prophecies are most obscure. And if the riders be explained from Zech-

ariah's vision, should not the horses also ?

^ For notwithstanding the chronological intimation by the revealing Angel, " I will

show thee what is to happen after these things," Mr. C. boldly thus antedates the

prefigurations of the Apocalypse.—See Irenseus' decisive testimony on this point, as

well as other evidence, in the Preliminary Critical Introduction to this work.

3 In Mr. C.'s scheme the commencing date given is 1200, in Mr. B.'s 1073.

* Mr. Cuninghame's commencing date is about 1500. Mr. Bickerstetli's 14.38. But

I conceive the latter at le.Tst includes Huss.

VOL. IV. 2 N
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establishment of tlie Reformation. ^—Finally the earthquake, &c. of

the sixth Seal they suppose to figure that of the French Revolution ;

and the winds threatened afterwards to indicate some final desolation

and judgment on Christendom.

Now, ere we enter on the more particular historical examination

of this scheme, let me just suggest, in passing, the general unfitness

of the emblem of a horse to be the representative, so as they would

have it, of the Church visible. Even as an emblem of the Church, in

its course of progress, during its earlier purer state, the symbol seems

singular :—seeing that JudaKs victories, when God makes it (to quote

the text adduced as parallel) " his goodly horse in battle,"- are to be,

as is generally supposed, victories obtained by actual force, and in a

literal field of battle ; whereas those of the earlier Church were ob-

tained by the foolishness of preaching, and the force of its members'

holy life, and patience in suffering. Much more how in later days

the Church visible could be God's horse at all, " for subduing the

kingdoms of the world to himself,"—I mean after its purity had alto-

gether past away, and it had become (so as both Mr. C. and Mr. B.

most truly, I believe, assert it to have become fi-om Justinian's time)

the Church of Antichrist, not Christ,—how, I say, it could be God's

horse at all for subduing the world to Himself, appears to me not

only incomprehensible, but (especially if the rider be one of the dele-

gated Spirits of Divine Providence) even to savour of making God

the associate of evil. I know nothing in Scripture to justif^>^ such a

representation. Can the Devil's chosen instrument be God's chosen

instrument ? Can Christ have communion with Belial .'' or cast out

devils by Beelzebub ?

Fiom this general view I pass on to consider their explanations

more in detail. And here at once, as we enter on the first Seal, the

fact (as well as reason for it) strikes us, of their giving to the symbols

that characterize the Church and its state,-' a meaning chiefly spiri-

tual ; though with a sufficient measure of the earthly and visible to

introduce confusion. As what they call the conquests of the Church

in the second and third centuries, confessedly appeared in the exten-

sion of its visible limits, and increase of its adherents and influence.

In explanation, with Vitriiifjn, of the " white robes being given them."
- Zoch. X. .'{. •' In direct contrast to Vitringa.
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—indeed was so palpably a visible and earthly success and advance-

ment, that Gibbon's description of it is referred to by Mr. B. in

illustration,'—it might surely be expected, that to the crown, given

the rider of the horse of this Seal, there would be attached the

sense of an earthly crown ; and to the white of the horse that of

earthly triumph and joy. But not so. The croion is construed as

half earthly, half heavenly ; in designation of the horse and his rider

being heavenly warriors, as well as of their gaining earthly triumphs :
2

while the ichite of the horse is explained simply in a spiritual sense,

as indicating the then inward and primitive purity of the Church

Why is this ? Archdeacon Woodhouse had himself declared that

the ivhite was a symbol of " victory, peace, and happiness." ^ And,

notwithstanding Mr. Cuninghame's disclaimer,** the thing is notorious.

Again, the croivn was as notoriously a badge of earthly conquest,

and imperial supremacy. And, let me add, the circumstance of the

crown in the vision being given to the rider forthwith upon his

setting forth, and on the other hand of the heavenly crown being

never spoken of in Scripture as given to the Christian warrior, or

true Christian Church collectively, till after death, or at Christ's

coming, shows clearly enough that this former, not the latter, was

meant."'' But in truth these expositors must have known that the

symbols, taken in this their more natural sense, would be utterly

imfit to depict the visible state of the Church during the greater part

of these two centuries. Let the accounts be I'ead given in a pre-

vious chapter of this work, and illustrated by extracts from eminent

' Viz. Gibbon, chap. xv. On Propliecj', p. 373.

^ I will quote the sentence. " Being invested with the crown is the symbol of a

spiritual or heavetily warrior. And the whole complex hieroglj'phic denotes the host

oftlie Lord, that is, his Church militant, going forth shining with its primitive purity,

in a career of victory ; and it marks the triumphant progress of the Gospel during the

three first centuries." p. 5.

•''

p. 122, 2nd Ed. He shuns this meaning, however, like the rest, in his explana-

tion.

* " White is every ivliere used as the symbol oi holiness,'" p. 4. I presume he means

\\\ Scripture only . And even so, we might object the white of the asses of Jewish

judges and governors, the tvhite of Esther's royal robe ; &c. But the main point here

to be considered is, what authority has an expositor to exclude the Roman or Greeh

meaning of symbols; seeing that they are notoriously taken into account in Holy

Scripture elsewhere ?

' So Apoc. ii. 10 ;
" Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of

life." Also 2 Tim. iv. 8, &c. Similarly the crowns of the twenty-four presbyters,

&c. seem to be those of departed saints.

2 N 2
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Christians of the time.'—and it will at once be seen, that to have

applied the bright symbols of this first Seal in any earthly sense to

them, amidst their bitter sufferings, mockeries, and often tears of

blood, would have been felt as an act adding insult to injury.—At

any rate we may require consistency in expositors. If the crown of

the rider of the white horse be the heavenly crown, and the white

that purity which is described as belonging, or attributed, to the

saints and church collectively in the heavenly state, then let his con-

quests be consistently explained as those conquests over sui, the

flesh, and the devil in the inward heart, to which that crown and robe

of white are attached in Scripture. Alas ! if they attempt tliis, the

whole solution is found to crumble to pieces in their hands. For then

the white and the crown would belong not to the horse,—the whole

professing Church of the second and third centuries,—but to a part

' Part i, chap. v. See for example the quotation that I have gi ven from Ter-

tullian Vol. i. p. 191.

Let me illustrate this further by the subjoined inscription on a martyr that suffered

under the second Antonine ; the inscription being on a commemorative tablet in the

catacombs of Rome, and given by Boldetti.

ALEXANDER MORTUUS NON EST, SED VIVrT SUPER .AS-

TRA, ET CORPUS IN HOC TUMULO QUIESCIT. VITAM

BXPLEVIT SUB ANTONINO IMP. QUI UBI MULTUM BENE-

FITII ANTEVENIRE PRiEVIDERET PRO GRATIA ODIUM

REDDIDIT. GENUA ENIM FLECTENS VERO DEO SACRIFICA-

* TURUS AD SUPPLICIA DUCITUR. O TEMPORA INPAUSTA*

QUIBUS INTER SACRA ET VOTA NE IN CAVERNIS QUIDEM *

SALVARI POSSUMUS. QUID MISERIUS VITA. SED QUID MISE-

RIUS IN MORTE. CUM AB AMICIS ET PARENTIBUS SEPELIRI

NEQUEANT. TANDEM IN CCELO CORUSCANT. PARUM
VIXIT QUI VIXIT IN X. TEM.

This last clause is explained by Dr. Charles Maitland, to whom I am indebted for

the inscription, as an abbreviation for. In Christianis tcmporibus. " He scarcely has

lived who has lived in Christian times." If this may be considered doubtful, the

O tempora infausta ! and again the Quid miserius vita, admirably illustrate the un-

suitableness of the application of the ichite horse and his rider, to whom a crotiti teas

given, goingforth conquering and to conquer, to the Christian Churcli of the second and

third centuries.

Let me add a brief descriptive clause of the sad state of the Christians in Clement's

of Rome's time, immediately after St. John : Bioj i^fuxv 0AA.0 ovhiv «i jut; Qavo.jo%'

also in the third century, as given by Celsus, viii. 418 ; (^eiryoin-es km Kpxntroyitvoi, 77

aAJO'KO/uej'o/ Ka\ waoWvfXivou

* Here stands the monogram for Christ, the same as on the laharum: to signify

the devotion of the deceased to Christ.

* "' Here » palm-branch ; an emblem generally oi martyrdom.
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only (perhaps much the smaller part i) out of it ; and not to this

small minority during the second and third centuries only, but just as

much to the end of time.—In fact a consistent explanation of t\v& first

Seal on this theory cannot be given.

It wiU not need to say much of the second Seal, and its red horse,

whose rider had a great sword given him " to take peace from the

earth, and that they should kill one another : "—a symbolic picture

which the expositors spoken of explain to signify the theological

dissensions andfeuds of the Church visible, from Constantine to Jus-

tinian. It may suffice to suggest two questions in reference to it.

One is, on what authority do they apply our Lord's language, " I am
come to send not peace on the earth, but a sword," ^ in explanation

of this sword of the vision, to the feuds of the visible Church begun

and following after the time of its establishment in the Roman Em-

pire } It is usually explained, and I conceive beyond a question

rightly, of the enmity that would be shown by the unbeheving mem-

bers of each heathen and Jevsdsh family into which the Gospel might

enter, towards such of its members as embraced the faith. And if

so, Christ's saying about the sword sent, would rather apply in the

times before the imperial establishment of Christianity than after

;

i. e. to the times of the first Seal, rather than of the second.^—My
other question is, how many thousands of Christians do Messrs. C.

and B. suppose to have been killed by their brother Christians

throughout the whole extent of the Roman Empire, during the two

centuries alluded to ; and what the population of the whole empire '^

(now christianized professedly) out of which that number was slain ?

I suspect that the numeral returns given would show clearly enough,

by themselves, that the mutual slaughter of Christians which then

occurred in a few places, (much the most in the single African pro-

* Notwithstanding the representation given of the Church as preserving its primi-

tive purity through the three first centuries, the reader will see, on the testimony ofthe

most eminent of the Christians themselves, that such was far from the case. See my
Vol. i. p. 198 ; also Mosheim, and (though I think the work too severe on the early

Church) Mr. Taylor's " Antient Christianity."—Compare too the Epistles to the

seven Churches. ^ Matt. x. 35.

^ So Eusebius.

* Gibbon's second Chapter (Vol. i. 68) compared with his notices of the subsequent

decrease of the population, will furnish data for this.
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vince,') was utterly insufficient to answer to the fearful symbol of

the blood-red horse under the great sivord of its rider, and the fateful

sentence pronounced that its constituent members were then " to

kill one another." -

I turn to the third Seal and its black horse, with a rider holding a

yoke, (so they prefer to interjiret the %vyov,^) who had certain words

addressed to him from the throne about corn, wine, and oil :—a sym-

bol altogether, they say, of the spiritualfamine of the visible Church,

for some five centuries of the middle age, from Justinian till Gregory

VII.—Of course, as the horse appears again in his integrity, we

might expect the Church visible represented to be that of Roman

Christendom, in the same full extent as before. But this, it seems,

is not so. The rider's yoke being the Papal, the horse is to be un-

derstood of Western Christendom only ; and the other half of the

Church visible, at the pleasure of the expositors, excised.'*—Pass we

this, however, to consider the horse's colour; which, being black,

ought certainly, so as when applied elsewhere to pictures of famine,

to signify the distressed aspect, and thus the distress itself, of the

famished ; then when the appetite craves, and there is nothing to

satisfy it.*^ But how can this apply to the state of Christendom

during the time spoken of ? The ecclesiastical history of the times

negatives the idea of any such spiritual craving on the part of the

' By the Circutucellionen, a band ol' ruffians hired by the Douatists.—Much more

generally the war urged among them was one of the tongue .- Kar' a\\r}\wu avri

doparaiv eKivovv ras •yXwffeo.i. Theodoret, i. 0.

'^ It will be seen, on comparing Vitringa's scheme with t,he others, that as his

second Seal is included in their first, so his third in their second.

^ Wrongly I am persuaded. See my Note, Vol. i. p. 147.— Vitringa considers, as

I do, the concurrent mention of the chcenix to be a reason for understanding the word

fu7os in the sense of a balance. And the fact, if such it be, (and I believe it is) that

such an emblem as a yoke held in the hand is positivelij unknown in archauloffi/, fur-

nishes an argument pretty decisive of itself against the word having the meaning of

a yoke here.

•• Woodhouse indeed speaks of the yoke of &u|ier.stitl(>n impused upon the Greek

Church, and even on Afahommedans also, liut Mr. Cuninghanie understands it dis-

tinctively of the Papal yoke : and so too, I suppose, Mr. Bickerstoth ; as liis duration

of the Seal, reaching from A. D. .533 to near 1073, his date of the next Seal,—is a

period for the greater part of which nearly all connnunion between East and Western

Christendom was cut off.

'" So Lam. iv. 4; " The young children ask bread, and no man breakcth it unto

them." After which comes the description of the aspect of famine, (ascribed to

iinotlier cognate class of the sufferers ;)
" Their visage is blacker than a coaU"
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mass of the population. Not merely as seen by man, but (to adopt

Mr. Bickersteth's way of putting the case) as seen by the Holy

Ghost,^ there was then nothing, or almost nothing, of the distressed

aspect of spiritual famine. The general case was that of Judah in

Jeremiah's time ;
" The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests

bear rule by their means, and my people love to have it so.'"^

But it is the address to the rider about the corn, wine, and oil,

that perhaps most curiously exhibits the difficulties and infelicity of

this part of their interpretation. The spiritual state of the Church

visible being the supposed subject of symbolization through the

Seals, it is laid down by all who adopt it, (indeed by Vitringa, as well

as Woodhouse, Cuninghame, Bickersteth, &c,) that the corn, wine,

and oil are to have a spiritual signification :—though on the question,

what precisely is the spiritual thing signified, there appears a certain

diversity of opinion : some explaining those articles of food, all alike,

of Church doctrines,^ Church ordinances, and the Bible itself ; some

the oil and wine, at least, of the comforting, rejoicing, and sanctify-

ing influences of the Holy Spirit -^ which last surely ought not to be

omitted.^ But how reconcile the two clauses of the address,—the

first tantamount (on their view of the choenix intended^) to, " Let the

wheat and barley be at scarcity price,"—the second, " Hurt not the

wine and oil,"—with each other, and with historic fact ? Says

Vitringa ; " The first clause is rather a charge to moderate the scar-

city of corn, than to cause it ; and so in apposition, not contrast, with

the second about the wine and oil." Agreeably with which exphca-

tion of the symbol, he asserts that the councils and rulers of the

' Prayer Book Sermon, p. 2!). ^ Jer. v. 31.

^ So Vitringa, as illustrated in what follows; and, in part, Woodhouse and Bick-

ersteth.

* Compare, on the symbols oi corn and bread. Psalm Ixxii. 16, Ixxxi. 16, Prov. ix.

5, Amos viii. 11, John vi. 35;—on the tvine, Prov. ix. 2, Isa. xxv. 6, Iv. 1 ;—on the

oil. Psalm xxiii. 5, xlv. 7, Isa. Ixi. 3, Matt. xxv. 3.

^ Woodhouse explains the wheat and barley of the great saving doctrines of Christi-

anity ;—the wine and oil of the divine knowledge laid up in the Bible as a depository ;

which, he says, has been always accessible to some persons, (Qu. how many in the

dark ages?) and handed down to us with its text uncorrupted.

—

Cuninghavie under-

stands the tvlieat and barleij of the word and ordinances, dispensed to all within the

pale of the visible Church ; the ivine and oil of the comforting and sanctifying influ-

ences of the Spirit of God, imparted only to true believers, p. 1"2.

" They consider it the Attic choenix. See my remarks, Vol. i. p. 150— 152.
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Church, from the fourth to the ninth century, (in his view the eera

intended) defined and preserved the true doctrines of rehgion, espe-

cially on the great contested questions of Arianism and Pelagianism.

And so, very much, Woodhouse also. But, as I have already inti-

mated, the price specified for seUing corn, at which Vitringa would

have the rider moderate the scarcity, will be found to be a scarcity

price.' And moreover, on consulting historic testimony, it will ap-

pear that, though on the two questions noted by him, the councils

and rulers, at the beginning and end of the fourth century, did indeed

define and assert the truth, yet at the same time they had even then

begun, and in the four succeeding centuries went on, so to inculcate

superstitious idolatry, and so to make void God's word by their tra-

ditions,^ (not to add, to teach a system of semi- Pelagianism also,^) as

almost to cut off the people from all nourishment of the evangelic

doctrine of God's word, and so from the grace and influence of

Christ's Holy Spirit ; in short, to introduce a spiritual famine. Really

it is astonishing that by such a man there should have been pro-

pounded an ecclesiastical picture of the age referred to so incorrect.

—But even this is not so marvellous as that which attaches to Mr.

Cuninghame's and Mr. BickerstetJi s exposition. For Vitringa, in all

he says, supposes the aera represented to be prior to that of the

Apocalyptic Beast, or Antichrist."* But Messrs. B. and C. while

supposing the aera to be that of the Papal Antichrist, and indeed

most strongly and energetically insisting on the point, do yet, in

their interpretation of this Seal, assert an authoritative charge to have

been given to the then rulers of the Church visible, (whether the

popes, or priesthood, or Spirit of superstition,^)not to injure the wine

and the oil of spiritual grace and joy,^ at that very time when, ac-

cording to their own exposition of other parts of the prophecy,

' Ibid.—The Attic cliai/ir was the rmtprjcios Tpo<pr], a man's daily consumption of

whciit, as Vitringa observes, p, 34;5 : the denarius his daily waf;e. Now if a labour-

ing man's daily earnings could only buy brcjd eiiongh for his own consumption,—no-

thing more for himself, and nothing at all for his family,—would not this be a scarcity

price ? - See my sketch of the aera, Vol. i. pp. 374—382.
3 See my observations. Vol. ii. pp. 205, 206.

" Vitringa would prefer to regard the
3.f,

years of the reign of the Papal Beast as

niianing three and a half centuries. See his Commentary, p. G20.

* The latter Mr. R.'s hypothesis, it will be remembered ; the former Mr. C.'s.

" See the abstract from Mr. C. in the Note on p. 544.
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Christ's true Church would be living in the barrenness of the wilder-

ness,^ and the body of the Church visible, or constituency of the

black horse, (which of course was as well to profit by the conservative

charge about the wine and oil, as to suffer from the restrictive charge

about the wheat and barley,) would be drugged,—universally and

willingly drugged,—through the agency of these self-same rulers,

with wine from the poison-cup of the fornication of the mystic

Babylon ! !
2

Nor does their interpretation succeed better in \h& fourth Seal, and

its vision of Death on the pale horse, with Hades following, and all

the destroying agencies in operation, in reference to " the fourth

part of the earth," of the sword, famine, pestilence, and wild beasts.

—Wherever Death is impersonated, it always, I believe,—and cer-

tainly always when associated, as here, with Hades,3—means the

King of terrors, the destroyer of natural life. And Vitringa, sen-

sible of this, as well as of the necessarily hteral meaning of the sword,

(of which more presently,) forms his interpretation accordingly ; and

explains the Seal of the dreadful destruction of life made in Christen-

dom by the successive scourges of the Saracen and Turkish invaders :

—though hinting, however, the possibility of the spirittial injury

done by them to the Christian hfe and faith of the inhabitants being

also intended. The other interpreters too, that I have spoken of,

consider the rider Death to be an impersonator of the destroying

powers of life natural, as well as hfe spiritual .-'^ and, though explaining

his weapons offamine and pestilence spiritually, viz. of the pestilen-

tial doctrines and famine of the word and ordinances introduced by

him, yet admit that the sword must mean literally that of persecu-

tion. It is another example of their sliding scale between things

' Apoc. xii. 7. See my Vol. iii. pp. 33, 34.

^ Apoc. xvii. 2, xviii. 3.—Mr. Cuninghanie indeed would have the oil and wine,

spared by the rider, to be set aside for Christ's true servants alone. But there is no
distinction whatever in the words from the throne as to the parties to be affected re-

spectively by the charges respecting the ivheat and barl&y on the one hand, and the oil

and ivine on the other. And in either case it was evidently to be those that consti-

tuted the body of the horse.

^ Compare Apoc. i. 18, " I have the keys of Hades and of Death ;-' xx. 13, " Death

and Hades gave up the dead that were in them ;" xx. 14, " Death and Hades were

cast into the lake of fire."

* So W'oodhousc, Cuninghame, and 1 believe Bickersteth.
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spiritual and temporal.—And who then the sufferers from this sword ?

Of course (according to the purport of the symbol) they that are re-

presented by the horse

;

—i. e. the Church visible of the times. Yet,

in the nature of things, could this be so ? Tlie ghastly and putrid

colour of the horse, presignifying, it is said, the Church visible in its

then climax of corruption and spiritual death,' would indeed be of

itself evidence of its having suffered from the spiritual famine and

pestilence ; and from the wild Beasts of the earth, too, if interpreted

of false ministers " like wolves in sheep's clothing," so as Mr. Cun-

inghame somewhat curiously would explain the emblem.- But this

very putridity and moral corruption would be its safeguard from the

rider's sword ofpersecution. I say from the very nature of the sym-

bol, and character of the rider, as they themselves represent it, that

sword could only be directed at individuals of spirit essentially and

altogether distinct from that of the horse

:

—individuals spiritually

alive, not dead. Just agreeably with which view of the necessity of

things, the history of the sera supposed to be represented, describes

the subjects of the fierce Papal persecutions of those middle ages to

have been persons solemnly excommunicated and cut offfrom the body

of the Church ;^ nay more, depicts the members of the Church visible,

of that sera,—in other words, the constituent body of the pale horse,

—as the active energetic co-operators with their ecclesiastical supe-

riors, or animating mahgnant Spirit, figured by the rider, in this per-

secution of the excommmunicate Waldensian and other heretics.

Turn it which way we may, this palpable inconsistency will be found

essentially involved in the above scheme of interpretation of the 4th

Apocalyptic Seal.—How far it accords with scrijjtural theology to

represent God as commissioning a minister of his providence, and

arming him with the sword of persecution, against his own faithful

servants, is another and more serious question."' This, however, has

' Bickersteth on Proplipcy, p. 306, and Sermon fur Pniyer-Hook and Homily

Society, p. 29.

^ p. 1!).— Bickersteth exp^iins them of the idolatrous secular empires. " The
effects" (of Death's going forth) " were persecution, famine of the word, false doctriiie

full of deadly infection, and the Icimjdvm-s of the Western Empire become earthly and

idolatrous.''^ Homily Sermon, p. 20. ^ ggg ,„y y^j^ iji. p. 377^ 197.

* When God's servants apost^itize and are imfailhftd, then God, as the God of jus-

tice, is fre(|uently described as sending a sword against the people or land. In regard

of ihc faithful, Satan sends the trial, as in Job's case ; God permits and overrules it.
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been already hinted at. And I feel bound to repeat that I believe it

directly contrary to all scriptural representations of the deaUngs of

God.

Thus there remains only for consideration on this head the expla-

nation offered in the scheme we speak of, of that fourth part of the

earth on which the rider Death is presumed ^ to have had to execute

his commission. In regard of which. Dean Woodhouse by his gene-

ralism of explanation,^ and Mr. Cuninghame by his entire silence on

it, alike confess by implication their inability to offer a satisfactory

interpretation. Mr. Bickersteth, however, boldly meets the difficulty,

by identifying t\ns, fourth part of the earth with DanieV sfourth em-

pire .-s—a parallelism and identification of chronological order with

geographical division surely most extraordinar}^ ; and only to be jus-

tified, even prima facie, on the hypotheses that Daniel's four great

successive empires had each its peculiar and distinct territory, and

that the territories of all four united together, reaching from the

Atlantic to beyond the Indus, constituted the Apocalyptic earth. It

scarcely needs to say that not only is there no evidence in favour of

such hypotheses,"* but abundant evidence against them. If we look

but at the context, we shall find that both in the Seal next but one

preceding, and in that too next following, " the earth" used integrally,

means, according to Mr. B. himself, simply Western Christendom ;

that is to say, has the same sense that he now attaches to the fourth

part of the earth. And as to the third part, no sooner has he laid it

down as an axiom in his prophetic scheme that it always signifies (i.e.

territorially) the Greek, or third of DanieFs great empiires,^ than he

' The reader niaj- remember that the phrase admits of a very different explanation.

See Vol. i. pp. 174—176.
^ " It may perhaps be found that the Christian countries which underwent the rage

of this Seal bore this proportion (one-fourth) to the remainder." p. 140. The Dean

uses the word rage in reference to the sword of persecution, which he seems to view

as the main subject of this Seal.

3 So in his work On Prophecy, p. 365, and Prayer-Book Sermon, p. 22.

* 1st. I know not what territory could be assigned to the Babylonian empire, (ex-

cept that of North Africa, of which Berosus speaks, reaching to the straits of Gades)

that did not belong also as properly to the Persian : which latter empire began with

its subjugation of Babylon.

2nd. No evidence whatever exists of the Apocalyptic earth, in its original and

largest extent, having reached beyond the Euphrates or Tigris ,• the limits of the old

Roman Empire in the East.

' Axiom 52 :
" The third pari part denotes uniformly the third or Euslerti empire.""
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contradicts his own statement : explaining the judgment on the third

part of the sea, figured under the second Trumpet, as " the fall of the

Latin Emperorship of Rome."

After this it will not need, I am sure, that I enter at any length on

their explanations of the other three Seals. Suffice it to say that

they are all clogged with difficulties and inconsistencies, just hke

those before. For example, who can believe that the vision of the

souls under the altar, in the fifth Seal, crying for vengeance against

the earth's inhabitants, and then having white robes given them, and

being told to rest till other martyrs were slain like themselves, can

be meant in its latter part as a picture of the Reformation

:

—that

glorious event which was elsewhere partly prefigured, as we have

seen, (and Mr. Bickersteth owns the correctness of that part of my
exposition,') by the living representative of living Christians taking

possession of that mystic altar-court, and casting out their enemies ?

Not to add that the enemies of the Reformation, occupying still nine-

tenths of Roman Christendom, instead of thenceforth recognizing the

earlier Protestant martyrs' innocence, (according to the import of the

white robing in the symbol,) have ever since blasphemed them as

much as before.—As to the sixth Seal, it is hard to see what its earth-

quake and revolutionar}' convulsion of earth, sun, and stars,—the

prototype, they say, of the French Revolution,—had to do with the

spiritual state of the Church visible ; which spiritual state they affirm

to be the great subject of the Seals :—not to add that, so far as we

have yet seen, there has appeared nothing in the feehngs of the na-

tions judged under the French Revolution, to answer to that consci-

ousness of suffering u?ider the wrath of the Lamb, which was ex-

pressed by the parties judged under the sixth Seal.

And then, as to the notable sealing vision which follows,—intro-

duced by the Evangelist with the note of time, " After these things

I saw," and which consists of two cotemporary and parallel parts,

\az. Angels of the winds standing prepared to desolate the earth, but

—Axiom 54 :
" The second Trumpet (i.e. ' The tliirdpart of the sea became blood, and

the third part of the creatures wliich were in the sea, and had life, died,') relates to

the fall of the Latin emperorship of Home.'''' Ibid. p. 365.

' It having been communicated confidentially to Mr. B. So in the Sermon before

the Homily Society, before quoted, p. 29 •, where he refers to it with entire approba-
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temporarily restrained from it, and the sealing of God's servants,

as a safeguard from the winds, by God's seal-bearing Angel,—does it

need my suggesting that it adds its own strong evidence, ahke from

either of its two great subjects of figuration, against the scheme in

question ? 1 . With regard to the tempest-angels, if their temporary

restraining was of importance such as to call for particular symboliza-

tion, (an importance strongly dwelt on by Messrs. C. and B.i) much

more must their letting loose the tempests have been of importance

to call for it. Yet, in the scheme under review, the prophecy is

made to pass at once from the vision of these tempest-angels' re-

straint, and the cotemporary seaUng by the other Angel, to the palm-

bearing vision figuring (they say) the Millennium, without the shghtest

figuration in vision of the outburst of the tempests ; which, how-

ever, must notwithstanding necessarily have happened in the interval.

—2. With regard to the sealing and the sealed ones, here first depicted

to St. John in vision, there is a very observable notice in the figura-

tion of the 5th Trumpet,^ of a certain few then visible, or at least

then existing, on the Apocalyptic scene, not only of the same general

character as these sealed ones, but that bore, and were to be recog-

nized by, the precise mark and stamp here described as impressed by

the Angel : whence the natural, might I not say necessary inference,

that the chronological sera of the 5th Trumpet vision (just according

to its position in the Apocalyptic record) is subsequent to that of this

sealing vision. Whereas the Church-scheme of the Seals inverts

this order ; making the date of what the sealing vision figures no

' Mr. C. Pref. p. x. (4th Ed.), speaks of this as the key to our present position in the

prophecy : that is, on the understanding (in which Mr. B. agrees with him) of its sig-

nifying the restraining of the European nations from war since the Peace of 1815.—

I

must observe that, whereas in the vision the sealing-angel is plainly from the time of

his rising the restrainer, and the /otir tempest-angels the prepared iiiflictors of the

judgment, Mr. C strangely makes these last the restrainers : applying it to the four

allied powers, England, Austria, Russia, Prussia; and their endeavours, ever since

1815, to preserve the peace of Europe.—Vitringa makes the four angels the desola-

tors of the earth, as I do.

* Apoc. ix. 4.— I might refer too to the mention of the 144,000 sealed ones seen on

Mount Zion with the Lamb, Apoc. xiv. 1 ; since, according to the most natural sig-

nification of that vision, it seems to be one in general opposition to that of the Beast's

kingdom and followers, during the 1260 years. But Mr. C. makes its chronological

position identical with that of the seventh Trumpet's sounding ; and is therefore not

necessarily chargeable on this head of his schem' with inconsistency.
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less than 1 200 years later than that which is figured under the fifth

Trumpet ;—nor do either Messrs. B. or C. seem to me to offer any

explanation of the anachronism.

And thus at length, and through all these difficulties and inconsis-

tencies, the interpreters in question come to the seventh Seal : which

however they can ill agree what to do with. Mr. C. feeling justly

that at any rate this Seal ought to contain something, and also that

the palm-hearing vision, symbohzing the Millennium, is the fittest

possible termination to his first prophetic series, makes it embrace

the seven Trumpets, and so begin the figurations de novo ; with the

same commencing chronology as Xhe first Seal.^ On the other hand,

Mr. B. dissatisfied with this inversion of order, makes the seventh

Seal the termination of his first series, hke Vitringa before him ; and,

like Vitringa, finding no other subject matter for it (as it is not to

contain the Trumpets) but the half hour's silence before the Trum-

pets' preparation, is fain to make something sufficient out of this

:

and, after first supposing it identical with the pause on the restraining

of the tempest-angels,- has finally (I have reason to know) ^ settled

down into the view of its being some "pause at the return of Christ,"

as in Apoc. xix, xx ; whether in Vitringa' s sense of its figuring the

millennial rest, or what else precisely, I do not understand. Now

that one of the Seals should simply reveal a pause, seems to me very

incredible ; above all when the Scriptural evidence for such a pause

existing is so wanting, that we are given the large margin of Apoc.

xix, XX, in which to seek it.

Thus, on the whole, our full examination of this Scheme of the

Seals has issued, I believe, in its full refutation. Its total failure

seems evident, not as regards one Seal only, but every Seal ; not as

tried by one test only, but by multiplied tests : and, if I mistake not,

without one single strong point of evidence appearing in its

favour.''

' See tlic Diagram prefixed to his Work :—a Diagram wliich (like the cycles and

epicycles of the old aBtronomers) strikingly marks to the eye the want of simplicitj*,

and consequently (I should say) of probability, in the scheme depicted.

* So in his work on Prophecy, p. 363 ;
" Seal vii, Apoc. viii. 1, Pause before judg-

ment, A. D. ] 81 .5." ^ So in a corrected copy of his scheme, communicated to me.

* Let me take this opportunity of observing, that subsequently to the printing of
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§ 4. CONCLUSION.

In the foregoing three Sections I have, I beheve, considered all

the main counter-systems of Apocalyptic Interpretation that have

been actually drawn out, and that have attached to them any con-

siderable number of adherents. It only remains to add a word or

two on ?i fourth and different view from any of these three, as well

as from that given in the Horae : a view not drawn out into detailed

exposition, and which cannot consequently be said to advance pre-

tensions to being regarded as an Apocalyptic system ; but which, as

directly affecting the most prominent point perhaps of aU in the pro-

phecy, I mean the Apocalyptic Beast and Babylon, and as having had

for its advocates names of no inconsiderable authority,—among

others that of Tholuck in Germany, ^ and in England, that of the late

admirable though surely sometimes rash and speculative Br. Arnold,^

—it might seem unwise and wrong to pass over altogether without

notice.

The prophetic interpretative principle asserted by these writers,

and the declared grounds of it, are, as expounded by Dr. Arnold, to

the effect following :—that there attaches uniformly to Prophecy a

the larger part of my Work, (that is of its first Edition) I have had the oppor-

tunity of reading Mr. Fry's scheme of the Apocalypse ; and that I find it in

respect of the tivo first Seals to approximate to my own view more nearly than

any other expositor's with whose works I am acquainted. It appears from his

" Second Advent" and Appendix to his work on Unfulfilled Prophecy, that he con-

siders the sera represented in Xhe first Seal, very much as I do, to be that of the pros-

perity of the Roman Empire from Nerva or Trajan to Commodus, i. e. from A. D. 96 to

180 ; and the aera of the second Seal to begin with Commodus's reign, and to include

the rebellions of the Praetorian Guards, and civil wars consequent. Gibbon led him,

like myself, to this conclusion. In the details however (which may probably be con-

sidered the most important part of ray explanation) he differs essentially
:,
making

Trajan the rider of the first horse, Commodus of the second^ Septimius Severus of the

third : which third Seal he explains, not at all as I do, but as Medeand Bishop New-

ton. The important consideration had not crossed his mind of the representative

character of each rider; nor of the significant meaning of the crown, (distinctively

from the diadem,) and bow, and sword, and balance, as class-badges oi office, age, and

ountry.

' So Dr. Arnold, p. 8; referring to Tholuck's first Appendix to his Edition of the

Epistle to the Hebrews.

^ I refer to his " Two Sermons on the Interpretation of Prophecy." The refer-

ances in the Notes that follow are to the Second Edition of the Pamphlet.
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lower historical sense, and a higher spiritual sense, the latter only

being its full and adequate accomplishment ;
^ insomuch that " it is a

very misleading notion to regard Prophecy as an anticipation of His-

tory :" ^—the proof of this arising out of the fact oim&nj prophecies

of promise, spoken in the first instance apparently of the national

Israel, or of some one of its kings or prophets, as David, being in the

New Testament appropriated to Christ and his believing people, as

their truest and chief owners ; ^ and of certain prophecies of judg-

ment, for example those on Amalek, Edom, Moab, and the Chaldean

Babylon, appearing from history to have been but inadequately ful-

filled in the fortunes of those nations :
"* and the reason being that,

whereas history deals with particular nations and persons, prophecy

deals with the idea itself and principle of good and evil ; which in

either case is represented but imperfectly in any individual man or

nation :
*—hence that, although a nation or individual man may be

imperfectly the subject of prophetic promise or denunciation, as being

imperfectly the representative of the idea, the only adequate fulfilment

oi prophetic promise is in Christ, who was the perfect personification

of all good ;
(albeit embracing his true people, as being in Him, for

his worthiness-sake, not their own ; '') while the only full and adequate

accomplishment of the threatened judgments of prophecy is to be in

the final destruction of the world, as opposed to the Church : for

" the utter extremity of suffering, which belongs to God's enemy,

must be mitigated for those earthly evil doers, whom God till the last

great day has not yet wholly ceased to regard as his creatures."
''

—

This interpretative principle embraces of course the Apocalypse, as well

as other prophecy : and, with respect to Papal Rome, since its charac-

ter is " not one of such unmixt and intense evil," Dr. A. considers,

" as to answer to the features of the mystic Babylon of the Revela-

tion,"*^ he concludes that, as the ancient Chaldean Babylon was only

partially the subject of the anti-Babylonish Old Testament denun-

ciations of prophecy in the first instance, so Ro7ne (Papal Rome) is

only partially the subject of the Apocalyptic in the second instance

;

' So p. 7 ;
" The general principle of interpretation here maintained, that of an

uniform historical or lower, and also of a spiritual or higlier sense," &c :—where mark

the word uniform. * p. 11.

3 pp. ?,, 22—28. * pp. 4.0-62. ' pp. 12, 13, 1!).

« lb. pp. 27, 28. 7 p. 14. n
pp. 21, 22.
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" as other places may be, and I believe are," adds Dr. Arnold, " in

the third instance :" " so that the prophecies will, as I believe, go on

continually with a typical and imperfect fulfilment till the time of

the end ; when they will be fulfilled finally and completely in the

destruction of the true prophetical Babylon, the world as opposed to

the Church."'

It is to be observed that this prophetic view is put forward, not as

one true only in certain cases, and of which the application or non-

application is to be decided in each instance by the particular circum-

stances of the case ; but as the " uniform," ^ and only true general

interpretative principle of prophecy : insomuch that (notwithstanding

certain admissions made here and there which might seem somewhat

inconsistent with the statement^) Dr. Arnold declares " the tracing

out of an historical fulfilment of the language of prophecy, with re-

gard to various nations, to be a thing impossible ;" ^ and argues from

it, (as well as from the supposed reason of it,) even as from an un-

doubted and established principle, to prophecies such as that con-

cerning the Apocalyptic Babylon, of the primary and national fulfil-

ment of which the time is even yet future.—This premised, let us

proceed to test the soundness of his theory and of its application. And

I think it will tend to clearness in the argument if we divide our re-

marks under two heads: and consider, 1st, the general principle,

especially in its reference to prophecies ofpromise : 2ndly, its appli-

cation to prophecies of Judgment ; more especially to the particular

case in which we are ourselves immediately concerned, of the Apo-

calyptic Babylon.

1. And surely, with reference to the general principle, it must

already have occurred to the more considerate of my readers, that

the data from which so important and large an induction has been

drawn, are most inadequate and scanty. In order to its justification,

'
p. 32. ^ See the extract Note 1, p. 560.

3 So p. 33 : "I am by no means denying the literal and historical sense of the

Prophecies relating to the different cities or nations, but only contending that the

historical sense is not the highest sense." Again, pv 51 :
" Nay if it be edifying to

believe that they have in some instances their minute and literal, as well as their large

and substantial fulfilment, this too I do not deny, but fully allow : only it seems to

me dangerous to rest on them as on the great fulfilment of Prophecy." They are, he

adds, to be regarded as fulfilments " ex ahundanti.'''' Pp- 1^5 "-"•

VOL. IV, 2 O
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especially considering how startling its nature, and how contrary to

many literal and apparently express declarations of Scripture, it were

surely requisite that all the national and personal predictions in the

Bible should have been brought under review ; and the supposed

law of interpretation shown to apply to them all, or nearly all ; also,

in the cases of exceptions, the cause of exception shown in each case

to be such as not to affect the law. Instead of which, we have scarce

any cases oi prophecies of promise set forth, except the peculiar ones

concerning Israel and David, of which more presently : and for ex-

amples oi prophecies of judgment, those only of Amalek, Moab, Edom,

Egypt, the Chaldean Babylon, and Jerusalem ; examples of which I

shall have to speak under the next head, as exhibiting on the whole

much more, I think, of exception to Dr. Arnold's law, than exempli-

fication. As to more general prophecies about persons or nations,

let but the reader write down all the more prominent scriptural pro-

phecies of this character, from those of Ishmael and Esau in the

Book of Genesis, down to Daniel's most remarkable prophecies con-

cerning the four great successive empires of the world : and then he

will be prepared to judge whether the personal and national fulfil-

ments that history has exhibited be in the mass of examples only

partial and inadequate fulfilments, and with other and larger fulfil-

ments yet remaining ; or the fulfilments, meant by the Spirit of pro-

phecy, simply and entirely. I can scarcely doubt his conclusion.

No doubt in not a few instances where Israel, or where David, is

the subject of prophetic promise, there is a higher as well as lower

sense ; and with reference to some that would more adequately an-

swer to the character of good, than the nation Israel, or the individual

David. But why ? Not surely so as to be an exemplification of Dr.

A.'s general theory ; or because of Israel and David being but itn-

perfect representatives of the idea to tchich the promise in its higher

sense attached ; but, in either case, for quite difi'erent and pecuhar

reasons :—in the one case, because of David being the father ac-

cording to the flesh, and moreover the recognized type, indeed name-

sake,' of Him that was to be the ofispring as well as root of David :

in the other, I mean where Israel is mentioned, because of the double

' So in Isaiah Iv. 3, l, for example, and otiier passages written bj' Prophets who

lived long after the death of the Jewish King David.
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Abrahamic covenant, of higher and of lower blessing, the spiritual

and the temporal, due to Abraham's spiritual seed and natural seed

respectively, centering both alike in his grandson Jacob, surnamed

Israel ; and being through him transmitted, each and either, to the

two hnes of Israelites severally interested in them. On this latter case

I have elsewhere enlarged somewhat at length, i because of its great

importance ; and beg to refer my readers to the disquisition there

given, in order to comparison with Dr. Arnold's view, and in illus-

tration of my argument : ever bearing in mind that as our justifica-

tion for attaching this double sense in Old Testament prophecy both

to the term Israel, and the promises connected with Israel, we rest

not on the mere induction, whether carefully or carelessly made, of

ourselves, or any other expositor ; but on the direct statement of in-

spiration. See especially how St. Paul distinguishes between the

true Israel, as the subjects of God's highest covenant of promise

;

and the mere national Israel, with its national promises.—Nor indeed

is the word Israel, that ambiguous term of double meaning, always

barely used ; and the intended distinction left thereby to be inferred,

and under a veil. With reference to New Testament times, after the

Christian Church corporate had been engrafted into, and taken the

place of the ancient Israel, the reader will doubtless well remember

the striking manner in which in the Apocalyptic Sealing Vision, as

the very clue to all that followed, there was set forth the distinction

between the corporate professing Israel, and God's elected Israel

out of it; the latter, or 144,000, being alone stamped with the seal,

not of mere baptism, but of his own Holy Spirit.^—Altogether it will

be seen, I think, how little the double sense attaching to these two

' Vol. iv. pp. 195—206.

^ I cannot but remark on the accordance of Dr. Arnold's language, as well as views,

on this point with the Apocalj-ptic Sketch. It was the result, not of his prophetic

theory, but of the spiritual discernment of his own spiritual mind. " Twice has

God willed to mark out here the guests to the Lamb's marriage supper; that alj

who belonged to his Church on earth, all who were circumcised, all who were bap-

tized, should be the heirs of the promises of Prophecy. But twice man's sin rendered

this impossible. The seal of baptism has proved no surer a mark than the seal of

circumcision : again have the people whom he brought out of Egypt corrupted them-

selves. Still there is, and ever has been a remnant ; still there are those whom
Christ owns now, and will own for ever. Theirs are the promises in all their ful-

ness ; not because their righteousness is proportioned to such blessings, but because

they are Christ's, and Christ is God's." p. 27.

2 2
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peculiar sets of the prophecies of promise, those respecting Israel and

those respecting David, helps Dr. Arnold's general prophetic theory.

More especially in its apphcation to scriptural prophecies ofjudgment,

it is plain that it must be left to its own independent evidence in that

application to bear it out ; above all when applied to the exemp-

tion of Papal Rome from aU proper and peculiar interest in the

symboUzation of, and the judgments denounced on, the Apocalyptic

Babylon.

2. Pass we next then, as proposed, to this second class of pro-

phecies, the pirophecies ofjudgment.

And let me here first justify the passing opinion expressed under

my former head, to the efi'ect that the very cases selected by Dr.

Arnold in proof of his prophetic theory, seem to me rather to dis-

prove it. For, turning to the two most circumstantial of these pro-

phecies, and those consequently which may best serve as tests, the

prophecy concerning the Chaldean Babylon's destruction, and that

concerning Jerusalem's, what find we ? That the predicted circum-

stantials concerning Babylon s fall were with most remarkable par-

ticularity historically and nationally accomplished :—her river dried up

from its channel, to give the enemy entrance ; her gates of brass

opened ; the time that of a festival night's carousal and drunkenness
;

•the manner a surprise ; the instruments the Medes and Persians ; the

period that of Israel's preparation for returning from capti^^ty ; the

result, first Babylon's utter and final overthrow from her imperial

supremacy, next that of her becoming a desolation, and heap, and burnt

mountain, and the river-waters coming up and stagnating upon her,

and wild beasts becoming her only inhabitants.' All which Dr. Ar-

nold allows ; though most strangely would he have us regard it as ful-

filment altogether ex abmidanti,'- and which might have been dispensed

with ; the simple fact of Babylon's fall from supremacy being suffi-

cient to satisfy the requirements of the prophecy. And against it all,

what has he to except ? Only this, that the fulfilment of the latter part

of the prediction was delayed for centuries, after other races had min-

gled among her inhabitants,^ though then at last accomplished : an ex-

ception of which let the reader estimate the value, when weighed against

all the rest.—And so too as to Jerusalem's predicted destruction, how

' See especially Jer. li. 1 : and Bisliop Newton's historical explanation.

» p. 50'. •' lb. 54.
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striking the fulfilment ! The Roman eagles gathered round her, as to

the carcase of jjrey ; the abomination of heathen idolatrous standards

planted in her holy precincts ; the trench cast about her ; the fencing

her in on every side ; the fearful tribulation of the siege ; the over-

throw of the glorious temple, one stone not left upon another ; the

dispersion of the Jews into all nations ; and Jerusalem being (until

the return of the Jewish captivity, an event not yet accomplished)

not a desolation hke Babylon, but trodden by Gentiles, a Gentile city.

Against all which,' if we ask again, what Dr. Arnold has to except }

The answer is, simply what Origenmore early said ;'—that there had

appeared few false Christs up to his time, though some had, he

admits ; (and indeed the indisputable authority of Josephus assures us

of the fact : 2) that few false prophets had so far risen up in the Church ;

though the apostles assure us that many had even in their time :
^

and that the gospel had not even then been preached in all the world

;

i. e. taking the world in its largest sense : a sense by no means re-

quisite ; and in regard of which, construed as elsewhere to mean the

Roman world, St. Paul is our witness'* that the prophecy had had its

fulfilment even in his time, and so before the fall of Jerusalem. In a

noble passage, which I take pleasure in subjoining, Dr. A. urges the

fact of Christ's passing, from the particular prediction of the judg-

ment on Jerusalem, into the prediction of the world's greater judg-

ment.* But, instead of this helping Dr. Arnold's prophetic theory,

it needs, I think, but attention to two things, to see that it has no

bearing whatever upon it. Tlie^r*^ is the fact of a twofold question

having been put to Christ by the disciples, as he sate with them on

' lb. pp. 82, 83. 2 See Bishop Newton generally.

3 1 John iv. 1. * Col. i. 6.

^ " It cannot be doubted that it (the prophecy) proceeds from an immediate his-

torical occasion ; and speaks of the approaching siege and destruction of Jerusalem.

Nor yet can it be doubted that it does not rest long within the narrow limits of its

historical subject ; that the language rises almost iramediatel}', and the vision mag-

nifies ; that the outward and historical framework bursts as it were, and perishes,

while the living spirit which it contained alone supplies its place : that Jerusalem

and the Romans became the whole human race, and God's true heavenly ministers

of judgment ; that the time fixed definitely for the fulfilment of the historical sense

of the prophecy melts away, and becomes an ineffable mystery, when it would in fact

be no other than the date of time's being swallowed up in eternity ; that the coming

of the Son of Man, imperfectly shadowed forth in the power which visited Jerusalem

with destruction, is in its full verity the end of all prophecy, which can only find its

accomplishment when prophecy shall cease." p. 82.
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Mount Olivet overlooking Jerusalem: viz. 1. "When shall these

things be ? " 2. " What shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the

end of the world ? " Questions these about events which Mey sup-

posed to synchronize, but which Christ knew to be separated by a

large interval of time : though, for reasons elsewhere enlarged on by

me,i He would not on this point undeceive them. The second is St.

Luke's distinct separation of Chri.st's answers to the two questions ;
^

by his statement of " Jerusalem's being trodden captive by the nations

till the times of the Gentiles were fulfilled," as what would mark the

interval between the judgment on Jerusalem, and that on the world

at his second coming. Of course, if this be correct, and the two

parts of the prophecy thus distinct, the case has no bearing on Dr.

Arnold's prophetic theory : the essence of which consists in the sup-

position of the same prediction having a loicer historical or national

sense, and a higher spiritual one.

It is as being imperfect representatives of certain ideas of evil, that the

nations on whom judgments are denounced, are imperfectly and ^;ar-

tially to suffer those judgments. Such is Dr. A.'s assigned reason for

their partial inclusion in the denunciations. Accordingly, let me ob-

serve in passing, he seeks out the particular idea of evil attaching to

each of these nations ; though not without difficulty, as might be ex-

pected. " In the case of Babylon," he says, " it is easy to perceive the

prophetical idea of which the historical Babylon is made the repre-

sentative." 3 I presume he means that of the opposing and perse-

cuting of the profest people of God. In Amalek and Edom he deems

it that of offending one of Christ's little ones :4 in Egypt that of

" the world in a milder sense ; needing God's grace, but not resisting

or opposing it." * AH which surely is very fanciful.—But I

pass from it to something more important. It is because of the

nations having so imperfectly represented the idea of evil, to which

idea, pure and unmixt, the perfection of the judgments alone at-

taches, that Dr. Arnold judges an imperfect and mitigated national

fulfilment of judgment to be in each case alone admissible : and for

the same reason the notion to be in admissible of any perpetual curse

attaching to the locality and soil of the nation's habitation." Let us

Vol. iii. p. 228.
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then consider, what the bearing of this on the past, and what on the

future.—And first the past. Man fell under Satan's strong tempta-

tions in Paradise ; and, we read, the ground was cursed for his sake.

Perhaps however, Dr. A. would have said, that here there was pure

and unmixt evil. Let us then go on. Before the flood, man's wicked-

ness was great. But was it pure and unmixt evil ? Was there at the

time no admixture at all of servants of God } nothing of the more

amiable and kindly afiections in any of the world's myriads ? no-

thing of any mitigating circumstance ? but evil only, and evil pure

and unmixt, as in Satan's own breast ? I know not what Dr. A.

would have replied. So it was, however, that there followed no

imperfect fulfilment of the judgment predicted through Noah. The

world, so soon as Noah and his family had been provided for, was

overwhelmed with a flood of waters ; and the very earth's crust

bears still aU over it the impress of the diluvial judgment. So yet again

in the case of Sodom and the cities of the plain ; which one and all

remain to this day covered by the sulphureous waters of the Dead

Sea. Surely these past facts do raise no dubious voice of pro-

test against the reasoning in Dr. Arnold's theory.—And then as

regards the. future. Says our Expositor ;
" These several prophecies

of judgment are to go on, meeting only a typical and imperfect

fulfilment till the tinie «f^he end ; when they wUl be fulfilled

finally and captlv^ly in Jhe destruction of the true prophetical

Babylon, (and true apostate Jerusalem also)/ the world as op-

posed to the Church." ^ And will the world then, i. e. this our

earth's inhabitants, be at that time of a character of evil altogether

worse than that which any evil people have ever yet exhibited in the

world ; so as to be no longer imperfectly the representatives of the

idea of evil, but its representatives (even as Satan himself might be)

purely and perfectly } I know no scripture warrant for so supposing ;

but the contrary.^ And if mankind are likely to be then much as we

have already seen them, in their devotednessto evil, and moreover then

as now to have a seed of true believers among them, it seems to me that

they will still be imperfectly the representatives of the idea of evil, and

by consequence such as should only imperfectly (jACCordimg to Dr. A.'s

theoi-y) siifter God's judgment. A conclusion this which, it is evi-

' p. 85. 2 p. 32. 3 e. g. compare Matt. xxiv. 38, 39, xxv. 10.
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dent from these very sermons, Dr. Arnold himself wonld have re-

pudiated : and yet I know not how he could have escaped it, as a

necessary inference from his prophetic theory.

After the observations just made on the general theory, it will

not, I think, be deemed necessary that much should be added in

refutation of his particular application of it to the case of Papal Rome,

the Apocalyptic Babylon. " Grant that Rome is in some sense and

in some degree the Babylon of Christ's prophecy, yet who that

knows the history of the Roman Church can pretend that its charac-

ter is of such unmixt or intense evil as to answer to the features of

the mystic Babylon of the Revelation .^
" • So he concludes, as we

saw long since, that Rome's part in the judgment is only o. partial,

imperfect, and typical one ; partial, because of other places being

equally included ; and typical, that is, of the final judgment. ^ A
word then on Papal Rome's asserted mei'e partial and typical concern

in the judgment : a word too on the reason for it; viz. its freedom

from the intense evil which might alone justify the fidl judgment.

And 1st, let me observe, that, as if purposely to prevent the pro-

phecy being applied to anything but Papal Rome, Rome is not itself

exhibited, as if perhaps a symbol of something else: hut another symbol

exhibited, viz. a Woman sitting on a Beast ; and this expressly ex-

plained by the Angel to mean Rome only. So that Dr. A. has to deal

not with a symbol, but with the Angel's explanation of a symbol.

And if the vei"y thing that a prophetic symbol is explained by an

Angel to mean, be itself expounded to mean, principally at least,

something quite difierent, then there is really an end to all certainty,

I might almost say to all truth, in Scripture. As well might it be

said that the seven years of plenty and of famine, which the seven

fat and lean kine seen by Pharaoh were declared to signify, meant

this only in a lower sense, and that something quite different was

chiefly meant by it ; or that the three baskets and three vine branches,

Feen by Pharaoh's butler and baker, meant mainly something alto-

gether different from the explanation assigned to them by Joseph.

2dly, and with reference to the ground of Dr. Arnold's thus ex-

cepting Papal Rome from the curse assigned to the Apocalyptic

Babylon, viz. that the intense evil attached to that Babylon,' cannot

' p. -2 1,22. 2 p. 32,
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be deemed to have attached to the Romish Church, the question

must be asked, Does Dr. A. refer in this his plea of mitigation to the

system as less evil in itself, or to there being many individuals of a

different spirit from the system, professedly included in it ? If to the

system, I think I may say that I have shown from the recognized and

most authoritative exponents of Papal doctrine,—its Papal Bulls,

Canon Law, Decrees of Councils,—doctrine not proclaimed in^ idle

theory only, but practically acted out, that the system is one marked,

so as no other professedly rehgious system ever has been, by that

which must needs be of all things the most hateful to God ; I mean

the commixture of the foulest corruption of Christ's religion, that

most glorious exhibition of the divine attributes which the world

ever saw, and Angels ever wonder at, yea and of the foulest blas-

phemy and mockery of Christ himself, with the veil of the most

deep hypocrisy.—If, on the other hand, it be because of individuals

professedly belonging to antichristian Rome who yet partake not of an

antichristian spirit, the very voice of the Angel, " Come out of her

my people," just before the destruction of the Apocalyptic Babylon,

shows that up to the very eve of her destniction there would

also be in what was meant by the Apocalyptic Babylon, just similarly,

some of a different spirit, some of God's people. The characteristic

is one to fit the symbol to Papal Rome, not to separate it.

No ! the existence of some of his own people in a guilty nation

may make the Lord spare it for a while for their sake. But at

length their very presence and protest, by life at least, if not profes-

sion, but all vainly, will be judged by Him to be only an aggrava-

tion. And while He wiU know how to deliver those godly ones from

the judgment, yet will it not then any longer prevent the fate of the

guilty people. So in the case of the old world, when the destroymg

flood came, as predicted. So in the case of Sodom and Gomorrah.

So too in the case yet future of Papal Rome, the antitype, the only

proper antitypcj to the Apocalyptic Babylon. For, as the symbol has

been so tied to it by God's infinite wisdom, that no human ingenuity

can ever put them asunder, so most assuredly the fate predicted on

the same Apocalyptic Babylon, shall in Papal Rome have its fulfil-

ment. Nor can I see any reason to alter my exprest conviction,

that even when a better state of this earth shall have succeeded to

the present, the ruined site of this antichristian city and empire
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will remain a monument to the future inhabitants of our planet of

the most astonishing system of human ingratitude and ungodliness

that the old world ever saw : the smoke of its burning going up for

ever ; and its volcanic crust being hke an ulcer, agreeably with

Isaiah's awful prophecy, on the face of the new creation.'

' See my Vol. iv. p. 243.

THE END.
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persecuted by the Arians, iii. 31, 32
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the Reformation, ii. 35, 52 ; in France
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of the Papal system, iii. 309
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453—455
Attila, the scourge of God, i. 351—353
Augsburg, anti-protestant decree of, ii.

395, 400
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;

iii. 15, 107
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;
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285, 286
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i. 349

B
Babylon, fall of, predicted, iv. 66, 101
Bagdad, i. 432-435, 462; the place
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bound and loosed, 462—465 ; the site

of ancient Seleucia, iii. 385
Balances, the Roman Provincial Govern-

ors' emblem of equity, i. 165
Baptism, magical virtues ascribed to, in

Constantine's time, i. 246—249, 255—
259; delay of it to deathbed, 257,
258 ; doctrine of its ex opere operato

efficacy allusively condemned in the

Apocalypse, 253 ; became an inveterate

error in the visible Church, 253—259,
375

Bartholomew's (St.) day, massacre of, ii.

420, iii. 157; retribution of, iii. 316
Basil (the 2nd) his long reign, &c. i. 443
—449

Baxter, Rev. R. iii. 268
Beast from the sea, with seven heads and

ten horns, (the_^?-s< Apocalyptic Beast)
the Dragon's substitute and successor,

iii. 57,69. (See Popes.)

identical with Beast^from abyss, iii.

61—72
the principal of the two Apocalyp-

tic Beasts, iii. 91 ; and not the West-
ern Secular Empire, 91, iv. 27.

ten horns not kingless democracies

friendly to harlot till 7th Trumpet, iii.

Beast's eighth or last head identical with
Daniel's 4th Beast's Little Horn, iii.

72- 75
eighth head identical with St.

Paul's Man of Sin, iii. 76—86
seven heads figure Rome's seven

hills, iii. 94
seven heads also figure seven

classes or lines of Roman supreme f;o-

vernoi-s, viz, kings, consuls, &c., iii. 96 ;

whose several badges given, 1 06
of its 7th and 8th heads, former

Expositors' opinions unsatisfactory, iii.

101, 102
Christian Emperors no head to,

iii. 96
first seven same as Dragon's

seven, iii. 96
8th or last head same as the

revived head in Apoc. xiii, iii. 96 ;

and one of the seven, as visible on the
Beast symbolized, ib.

7th head shown by the diadems
on Dragon's heads (or Rome's hills) to

be Diocletian's tetrarchv of the Roman
Empire, iii. 104, 105

7th head wounded to death by
Roman Christian Emperors, iii. 1 08— — 8th head realized in the Popes,
iii. 110—112

——•— ten horns, or Romano-Gothic
kingdoms, iii. 113—122; list often
for 476 A.D. 115—118; list for 532 a.d.
118— 120; their connection with the
Popes as their common spiritual head,
iii. 122, 137

development of 8th head as An-
tichrist, iii. 123—132

legalization as Antichrist, iii. 132
—135

early supremacy over the ten

kings, iii. 135—137
in his maturit}-, iii. 142—158 ; his

pride and blasphemy, 145—152 ; his

domineering supremacy over kings and
people, 152—155

his oppression of the saints, iii.

1.55—157
mouth as lion, iii. 145

— mark, name, and number, iii. 198
—218 ; figure derived from slaves', sol-

diers', and devotees' marks, 199, 200
;

number of name illustrated, 200- -204
;

name Aartivos, 205—212 ; list of other

solutions, 212—214
his mark, meaning profession of

devotion to Pope and Romish Church,

imposed on all by Romish Priesthood,

iii. 215—217 ; Recusants interdicted

from buying and selling, 217

in xi'ith Century makes war upon

Christ's Witnesses, ii. 367 ; succeeds

in killing them, 372—374, 386, 387

finaljudgment on the, iv. 1 10— 1 14
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Beast, the second, or itvo-horned like a
lamb, the chief minister of the first

Beast, figures the Romish Clergy, iii.

159. See Clergy Papal.
Beasts, of the earth, (Apoc. vi. 8) plague

of, alluded to by Amobius, i. 173
Becket (Thomas A'.) pilgrimages to, and

riches of, his shrine atCanterbury, ii. 17
" Before him," force of the expression,

as referred to Christ and to Antichrist,

iii. 159, 171, 258
Believers, Ttiroi, (Apoc. xvii. 14) differ-

ence of Apocalyptic and early-received

ecclesiastical view of the, i. 233, 236,
249. See Saints

" Beloved City," the, what ? iv. 240
Berenger, some account of, ii. 251—253;

his notable statement respecting the
Romish Church, 253, 364

Bernard (St.) an exalter of Papal autho-
rity, iii. 179

Beveridge, Bishop, iii. 268
Bible, ignorance of in the middle ages,

ii. 14 ; P. Valdes' translation of, 19,

20 \ finding of a, by Luther, ii. 89; the
then general ignorance of, among Ro-
manists, 90 ; Luther's translation of,

166, 167 ; significant use of, at the or-

dinations of the Church of England, 174
Bibles, price of, in England in 1274, ii. 19

/3i/3Atapi5<0f (Apoc. x). Mode's grand

error in interpreting, ii. 43, 44 ; St.

John's taking it from the Angel signi-

ficant of what, ii. 173
Bishop, universal, the fitting title of An-

tichrist, i. 372; Papal assumption of

the title, 382
Bitthis, Greek epigram on, i. \?S
Blasphemy, what ? iii. 151, 357 ; Papal,

ibid.

Blessedness of the dead, iv. 72
Blessedness of the world, promise of fu-

ture, iv. 194, 207; cotemporaneous
with the first resurrection, 207

Bonaventure, his blasphemous Psalter, ii.

24
Bondari. See Emadeddin.
Boniface, St. See Wilfrid.
Boni Homines; iieretics so called, con-

demned at the Council of Lombers ( a. n.

1165); ii. 266—269
Book, the seven-sealed ^Apoc. v), open-

ing of, by the Lamb, i. 94—96 ; form
of, 104

Bow, a Cretan symbol, i. 132—139
Bread, deified, ii. 11. See Transubstan-

tiation.

Bride, the arraj^ed in fine linen, iv. Ill

Brown, Rev. David, iii. 432
Bull, Unam Sanctam, iii. 155
Buonaparte; his first campaign, iii. 329

liis disposal of kingdoms, 336 ; his ar-

tillery, 338 ; his ravages. 338; despoils

the Papacy and Rome, 346— 3.')2 ; liis

concordat with the Pope, re-establish-

ing Romanism, 358

Caesars, title of the two junior emperoi-s,

under Diocletian, iii. i5
" Called and chosen and faithful," con-

trast of the ecclesiastical and the true
view of, i. 244, 249, 278.

Candlesticks, the two (Apoc. xi. 4) mean-
ing of, ii. 196 ; the Waldensian, 353

Canary Isles, grant of, by the Pope to

Portugal, ii. 70
Canonization, Popes' of Papal saints, iii.

147
i^ V ,

Canon Law, Papal, iii. 1 47
Caracalla, famous edict of, i, 156 ; Provin-

cial oppression of, 169
Carcassone, disputation held at, (a.d.

1207) between Albigenses and Roman-
ists, 11. 324

Cavalrj', Turkish, Apocalyptically co-

loured dress of, i. 476
Cecil, Rev. R. iii. 427
Charlemagne's donation to the Popes, iii.

141 ; his Pope-favoring decree, 169
Charles V Emperor, his providential

embroilments with divers nations, ii.

400, 401 ; attempts the subjugation of
the Protestants, 402, 403

Cherubim, the angelic nature of, i. 88, 89
Chiliads, seven, of the city, (Apoc. xi.

13), meaning ofthe temi, ii. 408—410 ;

fall of, 411—413
XiAmr, Septuagint use of the word, ii.

408
Chinese mundane Chronology, iv. 259
Choenix, various kinds of, i. 149—151 ;

the Roman intended in Apoc. vi. 6.

151—154
Cholera, wastes the Turkish dominions,

iii. 3.96

Chorepiscopi, ordination by, ii. 168, iv. 58
Christ, said to be present in Leo X.'s

procession, ii. 56, 57 ; discovery of, as
the Saviour, at the Refonnation, 88—
101 ; his divine commission to the mi-
nisters of the Reformation, 172, 173;
crucified afresh in the Romish system,

379, 380; his coming in 2 Thess. ii.

his second coming, iii. 78 ; sec Coming.
Christ's Vicar, assumption of the title by

the Pope, i. 382, iii. 131

Christendom, Eastern, apparent security

of at the beginning of the xith century,

i. 443—449 ; Turkish invasion of, 4(15

496
Christendom, Western, retrospectiveview

of, during the former half of second

woe, ii. 1—37; its dajmonolatry and ido-

latry, 8— 11 ; its corruption of morals,

12—14 ; sorceries, 14—16 ; thefts, 16

—19 ; murders, 1.0—21 ; stubborn im-

penitence, 23—29; its hopeless state

as to religion, 29—37 : its present po-

sition, iv. 24
Christianity, organized, i. 312 ; establish-

ment of in Ronv.in Empire, iii. 18, 20

Christians, persecution of, under Diocle-
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tian, i. 181—183 ; prior to Diocletian,

183—193
Chronological periods, iv. 250 ; conver-

gency of, 251, 263
Chronology of the 12G0 years, iv. 251

;

of the world, 254
Church, the, in Pcemrfise, represented by

the 24 elders and 4 Zcca, i. 92- 94

the true, figured by the sun-clothed
woman, iii. 7 ; after Constantine be-

coming more and more invisible, 35— 38
prefigurations of it, during the

Vials, iii. 404
the visible, view of by the Anglican

Church, the Reformers, and Bossuet,

iii. 52, 54—56
origin of the word, iv. 274 ; present

duty of the, 280
Churches, Christian, state of in St. John's

time, i. 62—66 ; early heresies in, 64
66 ; the seven of Asia, epistles to, 76—81 ; Vitringa's and Girdlestone's

schemes of the epistles to, as prefigu-

rative, 78
;
promises made to the faith-

ful in, 81 ; ecclesiastical establishment
and constitution of the Reformed, ii.

175—189
City, the great, (Apoc. xi. 8) answers to

Roman Antichristendom, ii. 375—380
;

fall of the tenth part, and seven chi-

liads of, 405—413
Clement of Rome, his view of God's

true Israel, or Church, i. 239
Clement of Alexandria, frequently quotes

the Apocalypse, i. 27, 37
Clergy and laity, early distinction of,

iii. 160
Clergy, corrupted gradually till prepared

in the 6th century for a heading Anti-
christ, i. 379—381 ; subjection to

Bishops ; then of Bishops to Metropo-
litans, and Metropolitans to Patriarchs,

iii. 163; final subjugation of all Wes-
tern clergy and hierarchy to the Pope,
in his character of Western Patriarch,
165—169; as vassals to their lord,

and with oath of allegiance, 169
Papal, with horns as lamb, speaks

as dragon, iii. 173; exercises Pope's
authority ''before him,,'''' 174, 175; in-

cluding that of, excommunication, 177
miracles, 175, and transubstantiation,

176
Claude of Turin (a.d. 820), the Protes-

tant of the West, ii. 218; falsely

charged with Arianism, 218; vast

effect of his protestations, 222—224 ;

228
Cloud, investiture with, a proper ensign of

Deity, ii. 38 ; Angel's descent in,

ibid ; ascent of the witnesses in the
same, 404

Clovis, iii. 121

Coena Domini, at feast of a, general ex-
communication of heretics, iii. 177

Coincidence of time, between Israel's

conversion, and the saints' resurrec-
tion, iv. 194—201 ; also between the
blessedness of the world and the
saints' resurrection, 207

Cologne, account of the heretics burnt at
(a.d. 1147), ii. 258-263

Colonies, advances of Popery in the Eng-
lish, iv. 39

^

Comet, at time of Attila's irruptions, i.

352, iii. 292
Coming of Christ, signification of the

term, iv. 192; suddenness of the,

221
Communion of saints, iii. 55
Concluding remarks to the Horse, iv. 245
Confession, private, begun, i. 380; its

evil and abuses, ii. 14, 26
Confessors, Christian, restored by Con-

stantine, iii. 25
Constantine, raised up by God for the

destruction of Paganism, i. 210; his
vision of the cross, 211, 212; esta-

blishes Christianity, 216 ; his baptism
and death, 258, 259 ; trisection of the
Roman world under, 331—334 ; other
notice of, iii. 16

Constantine (the Armenian) originator of
the Paulikian sect, ii. 230—233

Constantinople, curious prophecy re-

specting its conquest by the Russians,
i. 447 ; besieged by the Turks, 471

;

taken by Turkish artillery, 478, 479,
496 ; late conflagrations in, iii. 397

Constantius I., iii. 15
Constantius II., iii. 31

Consummation, the, early patristic ex-
pectations of, i. 201—204; probable
physical changes attending, 219 ; im-
pression of its nearness towards the
close of the 6th century, 266—272

;

again in the 10th century, 439—442;
among the Reformers, ii. 127^142;
near approaching under the 7th Trum-
pet, 424—427

Contrast, allusive, principle of, i. 112,

113; various examples of, 241, 242.
See Allusive.

Convents, profligacy of the, in 9th cen-

tury, i. 442 ; in 13th, 14th, and 15th,

ii. 13, 26 ; Papal fortresses, iv. 539
Convention, National of France, iii.

306
Conversion of Israel promised, iv. 194
Convocation of the States General of

France, iii. 293
Corrie, Bishop, iii. 432
Council of Nice, iii. 31 ; on the Roman

bishop's precedency at, 164
Council of Coiistantinople, iii. 45
Councils, iii. 163
Councils Papal General answer to Beasfs
Image, as representing Papal Christen-

dom and the Popes, iii. 181, 184—186 :

convened by Pope as Western Patri-

arch, 188, 189; inspired, and made to

speak by him, 189—194; to laity at-
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tendant no voice allowed in, 191
;
pro-

nounced death on all that would not

worship the Pope, 194—198 ; Trentine
Council compared to an image speaking

by priest's jugglery, 194
Councils General, early history of, traced

;

first eight in Eastern Christendom un-

der the Emperors ; twelve next in

Western Christendom under Popes;
" representatio totius nominis Christi-

ani," iii. 183; the members Bishops,

with a few Presbyters, ibid: anciently

represented in images ot pictures, l<i6
;

originally convened by emnerors, 192.

This power reclaimed for trie reigning

Emperor from the Popes, by Protes-

tants at time of Council of Trent, 193
;

canons of, sworn to by every Romish
priest on taking a benefice, iii. 196

Covenant Angel, intervention of, at the

Reformation, ii. 37—42
Creation, the, its waiting for the manifes-

tation of the sons of God, iv. 211

Crescent, a Turkish ensign, i. 469
Crete, famous for archers and bows, i.

133—136 ; Nerva's family came from,

139
Cross, Constantine's vision of the, i. 211,

212; worship of the, resisted by the

Paulikians, ii. 298, 299
Crown, the Pope's imperial, account of,

ii. 50. See Papal Crown and Triregno.

Cruelties against Protestants in France,

consequent upon Papal principles, iii.

316-332
Crusades, the, i. 467 ; against heretics

proclaimed by Innocent III. ii. 368;
succeeded by others sanctioned by 4th

Lateran Council, 369 ; against saints,

iii. 156

Chrysostom, his allusion, though but
rarely, to the Apocalypse, i. 33 ; his

prophetic views, i. 361, iii. 82, iv. 533
Cyril, of Jerusalem, a rejector of the

Apocalypse, i. 32 ; his prophetic views,

360, iii, 82, iv. 531

D
Dsemonolatry, of Western Christendom,

ii. 8-11,23
/^aifioviov, the term as used in Scrip-

ture, ii. 431—436 ; as used by writers

of the early Church, 437—440
D.imasus, (Pope) his ode to St. Felix, i.

305
Daniel's prophecy of the little horn of

the he-goat, iii. 369—393. See he-coat.

last prophecy, iv. 114— 172;
date of, 114; introduced by Messiah,

116 ; told by Gabriel, 117 ; fulfilled in

the contests of the Ptolemies with the

Seleucidae, 122—137; period of, 166

Days, (year-days,) the 280 to Constan-

tine, iii. 18; the 1260 of woman in wil-

derness, 55 ; and of Gentiles treading

the Holy City, and Beast's reign, 111,

248-253; also of the 1260, 1290, and
1335 of Dan. xii, 166,251

Decius, the Emperor, determines to crush
Christianity, i. 192

Deliverance of God's peopie, as " written

in the book," iv. 166

Democratic principles, advocated by the

Jesuits, iii. 31 3 ; dissemination of, 319

;

infect the symbolic sea, 323; united
with spirit of infidelity, &c. iv. 29

" Desert Place," the locality of " the
Farlot,"iv. 96

" Desire of Women," what.' iv. 150
AiajSoAoj, scriptural use of the word as

contrasted with Sia[j.oviov, ii. 429—431

Atadrifii, when first adopted by the Ro-
man Emperors, in lieu of ffTi(pavos

i. 130
Diadems on the Dragon's heads, iii. 13,

14 ; of the ten Romano-Gothic kings^

121
Diocletian, the founder of a new Empire,

i. 181 ; persecution of Christians under,

181—183; further noticed, iii. 15; his

change of the government, 105—108
Dionysius of Alexandria, an impugner

of the genuineness of the Apocalypse,

i. 3-8
Disciplina arcani, i. 260
Divisions of Roman empire at different

times, i. 331

Dissent, auti-Church spirit of deprecated,

iv. 287—290
Doddridge, Dr. iii. 268
Dominicans, the rise of, ii. 31

Domitian, the Apocalypse written under,

i. 49, 50
;
persecution of Christians bv,

186
Dragon, a Roman standard, iii. 13, 14

great red, iii. 13, 18, 21—— Constantino's picture of, cast

down under cross, iii. 21

bound 1000 years, iv. 174

Drought, spiritual, of Christendom, ii.

156, 354
Drying up of the Euphrates, a sign of

the times, iv. 263. See Euphrates.

Dutch United Provinces, seven, answer-

ing to the seven chiliads of the city,

(Apoc. xi. 13)ii. 411—413

E
Eagle, the great, iii. 40, 42, 43
Earth, the Roman, literally meant in

Apoc. viii. 7, i. 325 : (see Sea :) to be
burned up, iv. 217 ; stored with fire,

224
Earthquakes, st/mLolic, of 6th Seal, i. 208,

distinct from that of the 7th Vial, 220
—222; previous to the 1st Trumpet
sounding, 344—346 ; of the Reforma-
tion, ii. 405 ; of the French Revolu-
tion, iii. 284, 289

physical, at destruction of Je-

rusalem, 291 ; before the Gothic Woe,
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•291
; ill Syria, 396 ; to precede the

Millennium, iv. '224

East, Angel rising from, i. 267
kings from the, iii. 399—403

Easter-da}% the Lord's day kot' e^oxriv,

i.71
Eclipses at the destruction of Jerusalem,

iii. 291
Edicts against German Pietists, iii. 270
Egypt, a figurative appellation of Rome,

ii. 376 ; Its contest with the Turks, iv.

163

HKsffa, the true reading in Apoc. xi. 12,

ii. 396—398
Elders, the twenty-four (Apoc. iv. 4) i.

86, 87 ; their last act, iv. 106, 110
Elect Church, iii. 257
Election by grace, Augustinian doctrine

of, i. 276—282 ; its contrariety to an
ecclesiastical system of salvation, 284,
285 ; its accordance with the doctrine
of the Anglican Church, 286

Elephant made to do homage to Leo X.
ii. 68

Elizabeth, Queen of England, gives God
glory, ii. 416, 417

Emadeddin, extract from, on Thogrul
Bag's investiture, i. 492

Emancipation Act, Roman Catholic, iv.

28, 35, 279
Emperor, Christian, no head to Dragon

or Beast, iii. 96
Emperors humbled before Popes, iii. 152
—154

; Henry, 154 ; Frederic, 177
Empires, the four great, iii. 73
Emperorship, badges of, presented to Ro-
man Emperor, iii. 105

England, the tenth part of " the city,"
(Apoc. xi. 13) ii. 406—408 ; establish-
ment of Protestant Church in, 407,
408 ; the bulwark of Protestantism,
417 ; _

her escape from revolutionary
principles, iii. 422 ; the promulgator of
the true faith, iv. 278 ; her abandon-
ment of Protestant principles depre-
cated, 279

EfmuTos, prophetic value of, as a measure

of time, i. 488
EiriviKiov, of Constantine's establishment

of Christianity, iii. 22—27
Epiphanius, worthless character of his

book, i. 41, 42, 45
Erastianism, iv. 288
Eunapius the Sophist, his charge of relic-

worship against the Christians of the
4th century, i. 307

Euphrates, river, the four angels bound
in, i. 462 ; and loosed from, 463—465,
472 : drying up of, iii. 368, 390

;

causes which operated to the drying
up of, 391 ; the drying of, a sign of the
times, iv. 263

Eusebius, questioned the apostolic au-
thorship of the Apocalypse, i. 5, 21

—

23, 32 ; his glowing anticipations of

the future on Constantine's establish-
ment of Christianity, i. 227

Evangelic missions, sera of, iii. 406, 421
-434

Events, origin of all, in the throne of
God, i. 107

Evervinus, his letter to St. Bernard re-
specting the heretics burnt at Coloane,
ii. 258-263

Evidence in the Horse, review of, iv. 1

—

24 ; of the Seals, 2—7 ; of the Sealing
Vision, 8; of the Trumpets, 12; of the
Witnesses, 17 ; of the Beast 19 ; of the
Vials, 23

Evil spirits, present locality of, i. 409
" Eyes as of a man," iii. 74, 143
Excommunication, Papal, iiL 146, 149

177
Exposure of Papal Rome, iv. 91—101

" Faithful and True," Christ the, iv. 112
False Prophet, or two horned lamblike

Beast, see Beast ; the judgment of, iv.

Fatimites, the, i. 435
Fig Tree, the, budding of, iv. 265
Firmament, Apocalyptic, symbol of, i.

102 ; dissolution of Pagan, under 6th
Seal, i. 206—222

Flood, the, out of dragon's mouth, iii.

47—49; in the time of the Gothic ir-

ruption, 292
Flying Angel, the 1st, iii. 405, 429; the

^
2nd, iv. 66—69 ; the 3rd, 70

Franciscan friars, rise of, ii. 31
Franke, iii, 268
Frankfort, great council of, (a.d. 794)

ii. 214
French wars on the Rhine, Po, and
Danube, iii. 328

French Revolution. See Revolution.
Frogs, the three Spirits of infidelity,

popery^ and priestcraft, let loose under
6th vial, iv. 26, 27, 69, 87 ; described,

29, 33, 44, et seq.

the " old arms of France," iv. 63, 64
Fulgentius, ii. 209
Furiongs, the 1600, iv. 83
Future, Apocalyptic prefigurationsof, iv.

69—114 ;
preparation for, 266

Gabriel, perhaps the " strong Angel" of

Apoc. V. 2, i. 94
Galerius, his persecution of Christians, i.

182; his edictof toleration, 205, 214;
iii. 16 ; his remorse and death, i. 214

Gathering of saints to Christ, iii. 79
Genseric, his conquests in the Mediter-

ranean, i. 349—351
Gentiles, court of the (Apoc. xi.) sym-

bolic meaning of, ii. 178
Geological structure of the earth illustra-

tive of its predicted destruction by fire,

iv. 225

2 P
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(iibbon, an excellent illustrator of the

Apocalyptic prophecy, i. 11,5, lit)

Glassy sea, song by the, iii. 281, 407,
418; interpretation of, 411—418

Glory, primary vision of the heavenh', i.

83-86
Gnostic heresy, two branches of, i. 66, 68
God, " all that is so called," (2 Thess. ii.

4.) iii. 81

Gog and Magog, prophecy of, iv. 170
Gorres, his view of the spiritual progres-

sion of Christendom, ii. 22
Gospel-preaching, duty of, enforced in

Scripture, ii. 14.0—151
;

progressive

neglect of in the Christian Church,
1.51—157 ; revival of, at the Reforma-
tion, 157—167

Goths, ravages of the, under the first four

Trumpets, i. .-521, 344—3.57
Grace, Augustinian doctrines of, i. 276
—282

Greek insurrection, iii. 391 ; remarkable
chronological parallelism concerning,
392

Gregory the Great, i. 357 ; his belief in

the nearness ofthe judgment, 370, 371
;

his expectation of Antichrist's coming,
.371—373, iii. 162

Gregory Thaumaturgus, i. 306
Gregory Nazianzen, his opinion respect-

ing the Apocalypse doubtful, i. 32, 33

H
Hail, symbol of, in 1st Trumpet, i. 33.0,

348 ; and at the 7th Trumpet's sound-
ing, iii. 282

Hailstorm, iii. 289, 292 ; iv. 89
Hall, bishop, iii. 268
Harlot, Papal Rome represented by the,

iv. 92, 94, 484—487
Harmony of the Reformed Confessions,

iii. 263
Harpers. See Glassy sea.

Harvest of the earth, iv. 74 ; emblematic
of judgment, 75 ; reaped by the Son of
man, 78

Heaven, the firmamental, of the Apoca-
lyptic scenery, i. 102 ; figurations in,

207, 292; half-hour's silence in 289—
298 ; dragon and woman existent in,

simultaneously, iii. 10, 14, 15
Heber, bishop, iii. 432
He-goat, of Dan. viii, signification of, iii.

371 ; his horns, 372 ; little horn of, 372
;

historical fulfilment of, 376 ; applica-
tion to the Popedom inadmissible, 376

Heptarchy, English, a kind of monarchy,
iii. 116

Heretics, (so called by the Romanists)
adjudged to the flames, ii. 370 ; tongues
of to be cut out, 370 ; supposed total

extinction of at the opening of the 16th
century, 373, 374, 385—387 ; denied
Christian burial, 388, 389 ; rejoicings

at Rome on their supposed extinction,

390, 391

Hernias, book of, i. 10—12

High Churchmen, who are the tnie ? iv.

280
Hippolytus, his commentary on the Apo-

calypse, i. 29, 30; his martyrdom,
191 ; his views of the prophecies of the
future, 201 ; ii. 85; iv. 300, 533

Holland, Protestant republic of, its rise,

ii. 413
" Holiness, His,*' the Popes self-appro-

priated appellation, iii. 148
Hooker, iii. 268
Hopkins, bishop, iii. 268
Horn, little, of Daniel's 4th Beast, iden-

tical with 8th head of Apocalyptic
Beast, iii. 72, 75. { See He-goat)"

Horns, ten of the Beast, iii. 113—122;
three plucked up before the Popes, 138
—141

Horns of golden altar connected with
rites of atonement, i. 452

Horse, symbolic meaning of,i. 121—123
;

white horse of Apoc.xix., iv. 112
Horse-tails, Turkisli badge of, i. 480

—

483
Hour day month and year, the prophetic

period, fulfilment of, i. 483—494 ; fur-

ther notice of, iv. 261
Howe, iii. 268
Hugonots, persecution of, iii. 314
Hundred, &c. 144,000, their mystic num-

bers and sealing, i. 233, 234 : character

and history, 242—245; their square

number compared with the cube of the

New Jerusalem, i. 270 : seen with
Lamb on Mount Zion, iii. 264 ; obser-

vation of, 256 ; contrasted with the fol-

lowers of Antichrist, 257 ; their cha-
racter, 268

Huns, ravages of, under Attila, i. 351—
353

Hurricane, in tlie West Indies, before

French Revolution, iii. 289
IIuss, his dream at Constance, ii. 393,

394 ; his prophecy, 394
Hussites, Bohemian, ii. 27, ,371, 384—386

I

Ignatius, probable allusions to the Apoca-
lypse in his writings, i. 12— 18 ;_^Bishop

of Antioch while St. John in

63; his martyrdom, 189, 195
Image, Nebuchadnezzar's, i. 389— 401

Image of Beast, iii. 180—198; various

former interpretations of, 180, 181;
means Pupal General Councils as re-

presentations of the Beast, or Papal
Christendom, and its head the Pope,
191 ; (Council of Trent actually liken-

ed to speaking image, 194;) which
convened by Pope as Western Patri-

arch, through the Papal Bishops, 188
;

inspired by him, 1 89 ; made to de-

nounce death to whoever would not

worship the Beast, or Popes, 194—198

(See Councils.)
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Images, tlie lirst axf'poToirjroi a.d. 5iJ!),

i. 384.

Image- worship, begun at beginning of 5tli

century ; finnly established in the 6th

century, ii. 203 ; object of Satan in, 21 1 ;

a popular passion in the 7th century,

212 ; declared lawful by the 7th Gene-
ral Council, i. 438; protest of 300
bishops against, in a. d. 794, ii. 214

;

warmly fostered by the Popes of Rome,
212.

_
.

Immorality, progress of during the Vials
of French Revolution, iii. 360,361

Incense-offering, vision of(Apoc. viii. 3.)

i. 298—301.
Indulgences, Papal, immense sale of in

1507, ii. 26; issued by Leo X., 63-
67 ; specimen of, sold by Tetzel, 69

• Facsimile of, iii. 149
Infanticide in Roman empire, Constan-

tino's attempt to check, i. 169
Infidel philosophers, French, iii. 288
Infidelity, spirit of, answering to the first

of the"three frogs, iv. 29—33, 220
Inquisition, the, prepared a.d. 1183, first

institution of a.d. 1233, i. 21 ; re-orga-

nization of in 1478, ii. 28 ; cruelties

practised bj% prior to Reformation, 28 •,

re-instituted in the present century, iv.

34, 35
Interdict, Papal, iii. 154, 178
Interrex, Roman, no separate form of

government, iii. 98
I renaeus, his testimony as to the date of

the Apocalypse decisive, i. 25, 35—37,

49; his prophetic views, i. 200, iii. 82,

iy. 298, 531, 535.

Isaiah, apocryphal vision of, i. 70
Israel, the twelve tribes of, (Apoc. vii.)

mystical sense of, i. 229—232 ; appel-

lative of, and promises to, assumed by
the Church corporate established under
Constantine, 236,238; God's Israel, the

144,000 elected out of, 233, 234.

James, king, not the discoverer of mean-
ing of Beast's seven heads, iii. 98, iv.

437
Janizaries, massacre of the, iii. 393
Jansen, certain of his propositions con-

demned by the Pope, i. 285
Jehoshaphat, the valley of, prophecy

concerning, iv. 171
Jericho, the mystical, of the New Testa-

ment, i. 319, 320
Jerome, his virtual defence of saint-wor-

ship, i. 307, 308 ; his view of the pro-

phecies respecting Antichrist and the
consummation, 361, 367 ; his list of

the ten kings, iii. 121

Jerusalem, destruction of, by Titus, i. 59
—61 ; on Jews' restoration to be a cup
of trembling to the enemj', iv. 171

;

afterwards the Mother Church of the

Christian Universe, 240; its connexion
with the new or heavenly Jerusalem, ib.

•lerusalem, the heavenh/, self-applied by
the Romish Church,"ii. 79, iii. 267

neiv, iv. 228—239 ; not identical

with that of restored Israel, 232 ; mil-

lennial, 233 ; objections regarding it an-
swered, " no more sea," 237 ;

" no more
death," 238 ;

" no more curse," 238
Jerusalem, the symbolic, on the Apoca-

lyptic scene, i. 101, 110; called the
Mount Zion, iii. 256

Jesuits, iii. 179; restoration of, iv. 34
Jesuitism, in France, the preparation of

the French Revolution, iii. 309—318
Jews, mystical meaning of the term in

the Apocalypse, i. 74, 229—232
missions to the, iii. 432

;
probable

time of their conversion, iv. 109; re-

storation, 171 ; interest in, a sign ofthe
times, 263

Jewish Chronology, errors of, iv. 259
John, St. the Evangelist, the writer of

the Apocalypse, i. 1—35 ; banished to

Patmos, 55—57 ; his probable reflec-

tions there, 57—7l ; his representative

character on the Apocalyptic scene,

102, 263-267, 455, 474, li. 110

Journalism, the age of, iv. 31

Jubilee, the papal institution of, ii. 17,

25; last in 1825, iii. 365
Judgment, on Papal Rome, iv. 106

the final, iv. 244
Judgment day, mention of time of, for-

bidden to the Romish doctors, ii. 82

Judson, the Missionary, iii. 432
Justification by faith alone, held by all

the reformed Churches, ii. 185,187;
strenuously maintained by Claude of

Turin, 221
Justin Martyr, a witness to the authen-

ticity of the Apocalypse, i. 24, 25
Justinian's Decree in favour of Popes,

iii. 134, 167 ; authorities for it as be-

ginning of the 1260 years, 248, 249
250

Justinian's civil law, iii. 167 ; its abro-

gation at the French Revolution, 355,

Ka\aMos, meaning of, ii. 180

Key, Mahomet's, i. 418, 419
Keys, Papal, iii. 129, 141, 146

King, the wilful or apostate, iv. 149;
applied to the Pope, 153; comes to his

end, 165

Kings, often humbled before Popes, iii.

152—154
Kings, the tcn^ to tear the Woman, when

the Word of God fulfilled, on 7th

Trumpet's sounding, (not before,) iii.

343
Kings of the north and south, iv. 120,

&c. ; 161, &c.
" Kings from the East," hardly to be ex-

plained of the Jews, iii. 399 ; who ?

401-403
Knight, Mr. J. C. on the genuineness of

the Apocalypse, i. 14

2 P 2
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Labariun, the, description of, i. 211, 213
Lamb, upon Mount Zion, iii. 254 ; the

marriage of, iv. Ill, 242
Lamb passant, not the Papal flag, iii. 173
Lament over Babylon, iv. 105
Lamps, the seven ( Apoc. iv. 5.) i. 85

Lateran Church, the, at Rome, descrip-

tion of, ii. 74
Lateran Council, the 4th, sanctions cni-

sades against heretics, ii. SG-O ; transub-

stantiation, 11 ; auricular confession, 14

(5th), description of, ii. 73
—84; alluded to in Apoc. xi. 9, 381 ;

its insults and rejoicing over the dead
bodies of Christ's witnesses, 386—391

Law of Gratian and Valentinian, subject-

ing Western Clergy to Popes, iii. 1 65
Valentinian and Theodosius, iii.

166; subjecting the universal Clergy
to the Popes.

Lawless One, the, iii. 79, 85 ; characteris-

tic of the Popes, 145, 169
Leighton, Archbishop, iii. 268
Leo X., his assumption to the Papal

throne, and splendid ceremonial ii. 48
—58 ; ascription of Christ's honors and
offices to, 53—54, 76—80 ; his voice

as a lion roaring, 83 ; his death, 189

Lesson, the Noble, of the Waldenses,
enquirv into its date, ii. 318—330; its

probable author, 330—332; extracts

from, 341—344, 365; given in full,

462
Let, the, or hindrance, to Antichrist's de-

velopment, iii. 83 ; its removal, 143
Licentiousness in France, the result of

the Papal system, and preparative to

the Revolution,- iii. 311

Licinius the Emperor, iii. 16, 21

Lightning-struck ])laces anciently deem-
ed accursed, iii. 178. So with Papal
anathemas.

Literature, revival of, in the 15th cen-

tury, vain so any moral reformation, ii.

33, 34
Living creatures, the four, of Ezekiel, i.

88, 89 ; Romish application of, 92
Locusts, the Apocalyptic, (Apoc. ix.) i.

402—409
; sera of their settlement, 432

Lollards, the witnessing of, and the perse-

cution by the Roman Pontiifs, ii. 371
Lombards, a horn of the Beast, iii. 120 ;

plucked up, 139
Luther, the master spirit of the Refor-

mation, ii. 87 ; his early struggles, 88;
enters a monastery, 89—91 ; comforted

* by Staupitz, 92—94 ; his discovery of

Cnrist the Saviour, 94, 95 ; appointed

a Doctor of Divinity at Wittenberg,

96 ; publishes his Theses against in-

dulgences, 98 ; discovers the Pope to

be Antichrist, 116, 117; burns the

Papal Bull that excommunicates him,
117, 118; his impression as to the

nearness of Christ's kingdom, 130

—

134 ; takes the office and title of Evan-
gelist, 157— 167

Lyonnese Martyrs, the, i. 25

M
Mahomet, the fallen star of Apoc. ix. 1

;

i. 414—418 ; his birth and family, 415
—417 ; origin of his imposture, 417,

418; hiskejs 418, 419
Mahommedism, rise of, i. 411; progress

of, during the first woe, 419—424
Mahuzzim, meaning of, iv. 151, 156, 157
Man of Sin, identical with the Apoca-

lyptic Beast's eighth head, iii. 76, 86
;

apparently a succession or class, 79 ;

how to be manifested, 83, 84
Manchild, the sun-clothed woman's, bom,

&c., iii. 10, 11

Manicheism, false charge of, against the
Paulikians, ii. 288, 441—446; more
applicable to the Church of Rome, 289

Manifestation of the sons of God, iv. 213
Martin of Tours, superstitious reverence

of, i. 305 ; his notion about Antichrist,

363
MapTupia, sense of the word (Apoc. xi.

7) ii. 360 ; completion of, by the Wit-
nesses, 363, 364

Martyrium, or Martyr Church, i. 311

Martyrs, sera of, i. 182, 194; cry for

vengeance under 5th Seal, 194— 198;
memorials of early Christian in the

catacombs at Rome, 197 ; investiture

of the, with white robes, 204—206.
further notice of honors paid

them, iii. 25 ; worship of begun in 4th

century, 302—311
Martj-n, Henry, iii. 432
Mary, Virgin, progress to worship of,

ii.'296 ; in Italy, iii. 362, 364 ; after

Peace of Paris, iv. 157. (See Virgin.)

Maxentius, iii. 16

Maximian, iii. 15

Maximin, iii. 16, 26
Megiddo, derivation of the name, iv. 86

Mehemet Ali, his revolt against the Tur-
kish Sultan, iii. 394

Melancthon, his opinion as to the near-

ness of the second Advent, ii. 134

—

136
Melito, Bishop of Sardis, his testimony

to the Apocalypse, i. 26
Mendicant orders, origin of, ii. 31 ; their

vices and hypocrisy, 32
Messiah's kingdom predicted by David,

iv. 200
Metropolitan Bishops, iii. 163, 166
Michael, ii. 125; iii. 21

Michaelis, an impugner of the genuine-
^

ness of the Apocalypse, i. 3, 8

Milan, edict of, by Constantine, iii. 16, 19

Millennary, termination of the sixth, iv.

252 ; the seventh, 2,52

Millennium, the, iv. 172; opinion of the

earlier Fathers concerning, 1 75 ; of Au-
gustine, 177, 181 ; ofGrotiusandHam-
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mond, 178, 182; of Gipps, 179, 183;
of Professor Bush, 180, 183; of

Whitby,Vitringa,andFaber,180,184;
introductory events to, 219—227 ;

the glorious state of, 240 •, sequel to, 243
Milner, Rev. J. iii. 427
Missionary action of the Church pre-

figured, iii. 406 ; fulfilled, 421—434
;

societies, 427, 428 ; interest in, a sign

of the times, iv. 264
Miracles, lying, of Antichrist predicted,

iii. 80
^ false, of Romish Priests, ii. 15

Monks, subject to the Pope, with their

abbots, as vassals, iii. 170 ; the Pope's

great supporters, 179
Months, the 5 of second Woe, i. 426

—

434
Moon, symbol in the Apocalyptic hea-

ven, i. 102. See Sun.
a sandal to the travailing woman,

iii. 8
Mortality under the 4th Seal, i. 171—174
" Mother and Mistress," the title of

Rome, iv. 95
Mouth, the Beast's great, iii. 74
Myriads of myriads, i. 473
" Mystery of Iniquity," iii. 80 ; contras-

ted with the " Mystery of Godliness,"

151, 152
" Mystery," the superscription of Rome,

iv. 94, 95

DTlplD meaning of the word, i. 264

N
Name and number of the Beast. See

Beast.

Nantes, edict of, and its revocation, ii.

414
Napoleon. See Buonaparte.

National Assembly. See Assembly.
National Convention. See Convention.

Nations, the, " angrj'," iii. 280 ; restless-

ness of, a sign of the times, iv. 264

Naval victories of England, in wars of

the French Revolution, iii. 324
Navarino, battle of, iii. 393

Nearness of the consummation, iv. 245 ;

causes of former errors about it, 248
Nebuchadnezzar, his seven times, iv. 260
Neology in the German churches, iii. 265
Nero, the first imperial persecutor of

Christianity, i. 186

Nerva, the Emperor, of Cretan extrac-

tion, and founder of the Roman-Cre-
tico-imperial line, i. 139

Nestorius, opposed to the Virgin Mary's
title of Qi070Ko%, i. 388

Nestorian Syrians, in China, ancient mo-
nument of, i. 35

New Jerusalem, iv. 228—240
New Song, the, of the Reformation, iii.

262
Newman, Rev. J., his mistake reb.pecting

a passage in Isaiah, ii. 192

Newton, Sir I., erroneous opinions of,

respecting the date of the Apocalypse,
i. 37, 41-47

Newton, Rev. J., of Olney, iii. 427
Nice, Council of, i. 225. See Councils.

Number. See Beast.

Oath, the, of the Angel (Apoc x.) ii.

123- 126
Odoacer, abolishes the office of Emperor

of Rome, i. 354 ; his kingdom, iii. 1 17 ;

does not wear the diadem, 121

Olive-trees, the two (Apoc. xi. 4.),

meaning of the symbol, ii. ] 96, 197

Ominous presentiments of the French
Revolution, iii. 287—-293

" One hour" (or at same time) with
Beast, iii. 67, 68

Opisthographism of Apocalypse, i. 105 ;

iii. 4
Oracles, Popes' decrees so called, ii. 106

Ordination clerical, early ceremonial of

the traditio inslrumenti, ii. 158
;
power

of, rightfully assumed by the Reformed
non-episcopal Churches, 167—173;
and recognized by the Church of Eng-
land, 171, 172; often anciently con-

ferred by Chorepiscopi, 168—170
Origen, received the Apocalypse, i. 30 ;

his Hexapla, 194 ; his hermeneutic

principle of avaycayfj, iv. 303
Orleans, Council of, a.d. 1022, account

of certain heretics condemned by, ii.

242—248 ; their noble testimony, 247

Orleans, Philip Duke of, his immora-
lity iii. 312

Ostrogoths, a horn of the Beast, iii. 119
;

plucked up, 140
Othmans, Turks revived under the, i. 468

Our present position, iv. 245, &c.

O.xford, Council of, (a.d. 1160) account

of the Puhlicani condemned by, ii. 264

—266
Oxford Tractarianism, a voice of the false

prophet, iv. 45 ; its character and doc-

trine, 46—55; circumstantials of its

advances, 55

Paganism, in Roman Empire, its last

conflict with Christianity, iii. 19 ; de-

jection of from supremacy, 19, 20

the invincible of Rome and

Italy in xvith century, ii. 52

Paintings exhibited at the festival of

Leo Xth's enthronization, ii. 51—56 ;

allusive reference to in Apocalypse,

58, 59, 73
• the Apocalyptic counter-pamt-

ing fulfilled quickly after the enthroni-

zation of Leo X, ii. 85—87

Pallium from Popes, necessary to the

Metropolitan bishops of Western

Christendom, iii. 168
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Palm-branches, use of in early Church, i.

251, 252; sculptured on early Chris-

tian martyrs' tombs, 270, iv. '548

Palm-bearing vision (Apoc. vii. 9) pros-

pective, i. 27 1—273 ; its doctrinal

meaning, i. 274 ; realized in Augus-
tine's doctrinal views, 280

Papal triple crown and mitre, ii. 50;
iii. 158, 171

Papias, a believer in the genuineness of

the Apocalypse, i. 20—24
Parallelism of the two Apocalyptic series

of visions, within and without, iii. 2,

274
Passagini, appellation of Paulikians, ex-

plained as meaning pih/rims, ii. 305
Patmos, Isle of, scene of John's banish-
ment, and of the Apocalyptic visions, i.

55-72
Patriarchs, Constantinopolitan, contrast-

ed with Roman Popes, iii. 125
Paulikians, sketch of their earlier eastern

history, ii. 229—241
—; origin of the name, ii. 231

;

its changes, 264
continued line of, through-

out the middle ages, ii. 241—269

—I their protest against prevail-

ing superstitions, 272 ; view of the
Churches established as apostate, 273,
274 ; conversancy with Scripture,
275—277 ; moral excellence of, 277
—281

; fortitude in suffering, 281—
287

true witnesses for Christ, ii.

269—306 ; correspond to the figured

Apocalyptic Witnesses, ii. 27 1— 287
sundry charges of heresy

against refuted, ii. 287-306
; special charge of Manicheism

against, examined and refuted, ii. 441
—461

Paulinus, early advocates ofpatron saints,

i. 305
Peace, interval of, in Europe, before the

French Revolution, or 7th Trumpet
sounding, iii. 286

Pepin's donation to the Popes, iii. 141
Persian kings, Dan. xi. iv, 119
Pestilence, groat, a.d. 250—265, in the
Roman Empire, i. 172

Peter's patrimony, iii. 141

statue in St Peter's at Rome,
once Jupiter's, iii. 149

Peter de Rruvs, ii. 254 ; tenets of his

followers, 2.55—257
Petrus Siculus, his mission to, and

charges agiiinst, the Paulikians, ii. 238
Phenomena, physical, before French

revolution, iii. 288—291
|

Philosophy of history, Romish, iv. 2G7
; |

Apocalyptic, iv. 273 '

Phocas's pillar, iii. 252 !

decree in favour of Popes, iii.

J|35 ; authorities for it as a commenc-
ing date to the 1260 vcars, 250—252 '

Phylactery, baptismal, i. 247, 248 : true,

245, 251
Pilate staircase, the, at Rome, ii. 96
Pilgrimages to saints' tombs, in the 4th

century, i. 306 : in the middle ages, ii.

13,17,25
Pitt, Mr., dies of a broken heart, iii. 424
Plague-boil of Egypt, iii. 301
Plants, instances of the appropriate use of

emblematically in Scripture, i. 392
UKareia (Apoc. xi. 8), answers to Rome,

ii. 380, 381

general council (a.d.

1512—17) assembled in, ii. 381
scene of the Witnesses,

exposure and death, ii. 381—391
Political ascendancy of Roman Christen-

dom, a sign of the times, iv. 264
Polycarp, his testimony to the Apoca-

lypse, 18—20; his martyrdom, i. 195
Poor men of Lyons, ii. 307, 331, &c. See
Waldenses.

Popery, spirit of, revived after wars of

French Revolution, iii. 358—367, iv.

33. See Frogs.

Pope Pius VI. imprisoned and exiled,

iii. 347
Pope Leo X. addressed as God, ii. 62;
by the Portuguese ambassadors, ii.

68, 69
universal earthly supremacy, as-

sumed by, ii. 69—73
excommunicated by Luther and the

Reformers, ii. 187, 188
Popes, the Beast's eighth, or revived

seventh head, iii. 1 1

1

progress of their ecclesiastical power,
iii. 126, &c. ; primacy, first as bishops
of the imperial metropolis, 126, 127:
next as Peter's successors, with power
of the keys, 127—130 ; then as Vice-
Christ, or Antichrist, 131, 132

Pope's claim ofsupremacy over kingdoms,
iii. 146 (also ii. 69, &c.)

claim to Christ's honors, titles, and
offices, iii. 147 (also ii. 53—56.)

husband to Church, iii. 148 (also

ii.50, iv. 93.)

above scripture, iii. 147 ; with
power of Heaven, purgatory, and Hell,

149; command angels, 149 (alsoii. 18.)

Vice-God, and so as God, iii. 15(1,

151 ; sit on the high altar to be adored,
151— Bulls called oracles, iii. 154 (also

ii. 106

only head to Church, iii. 155
blasphemies against siiints, and per-

secution of them, iii. 156, 157
kings' submission to, iii. 152, 153;

peoples' submission, 154

recognition of absolute power over
clergy, first by Wilfrid, called Boniface»
then bv all the Western Clergj', iii.

168 '

—— double headship in ^V('st('l•n Chri>t-
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endom; over clergy (or second Apo-
calyptic Beast) as Patriarch ; over

kings and people (the first Beast) as

Christ's Vicar or Antichrist, iii. IGi),

170 ; signified respectively by Papal
mitre and triple croim, 170

Popedom and Rome, the subject of the

.5th Vial, iii. 341
Portents preceding the destruction of

Jerusalem, i. 59
in the age of Justinian, i. 369

Portugal, king of, his magnificent pre-

sents to Leo X. ii. 68
Prgetorian guards, revolutionary licence

of at Rome, i. 145, 146

Pragmatic sanction, use of the term, ii.

80
Prayers for the dead, origin of, i. 377
Preparation for the fiiture, iv. 266
Presents given and received by Leo X.,

ii. 68; also 389—390
Present position, our, as to the mundane

chronology, iv. 245
Priesthood, povjrer of the, under the Rom-

ish system, i. 379—381
impurity of, i. 442, ii. 13, 26 ;

their open heathenism immediately
before Reformation, ii. 35

Priestcraft, spirit of, iv. 44 (See Froc/s.)

Primasius, an eminent early commenta-
tor on the Apocalypse, i. 40 ; iv. 328
—332

Printing, restrictions imposed upon by
Leo X., ii. 81, 82

Pro-consuls, provincial i. 155 ; their pro-

fession of equity, 165 ; their oppressive

administration, i. 166; and its conse-

quences to the empire, 167—169
Pro-dictators, Roman, no separate form

of government, iii. 98
Promises to the world of a time of bless-

edness, iv. 194—207
Propaganda, Papal, revenue of, and pro-

ceedings, iv. 43
Prosopopaeia, scripture symbols founded

on, i. 396, 397

npoffKWKu, the tenn applied to the wor-

ship of saints by the Romish Church,
ii. 10

npo(fTjTewftj, true meaning of the word,

ii. 144—147
Protestants, meaning of word same as

Wit?iesses, u. S96 ; union of, at Smal-
cald, 396, 399

attempted subjugation of, bj'

Charles Vth, ii. 402
political elevation of, in Ger-

many, ii. 403; and in England, ii.

407
Ptolemies, their contests with the Seleu-

cidae, as predicted in Dan. xi ; iv. 121

—137
Publikani, a name given to the Pauli-

kians, and why ? ii. 264
Purgatory, establishment of the doctrine

in the Romish Church, i. 377—379

" Quod semper, quod ubiqiie, &c." prac-
tical absurdity of the rule, iv. 59

R
'Pa/SSos, meaning of, in Apoc. xi. 1 ; ii.

180, 181, iv. 287
Rainbow, symbol of the, ii. 38, 94
Ram, Persian, of Dan. viii., iii. 371
Reason, goddess of, iii. 307
Recared, king of Spain, becomes a Catho-

lic, iii. 51

Red Sea, appearance of the, iii, 413, 414
Reformation, the, commencement of, ii.

87 ; early progress of, 1 18, 119
position of, recognized by the

Reformers, as before the /th Trumpet,
ii. 119—142; ecclesiastical establish-

ment of, 175—189
three Apocalvptic seras of,

ii. 187
new song of the, iii. 262

Reformed Churches, history of their de-

clension in France and Germany, iii.

264 ; in England, 266
Regeneration, the world's, iv. 206, 208,

209
Reign, millennial, of the saints, iv. 174 ;

their reign for ever, 244
Relics, early, worship of, i. 305
Repentance, not effected by the judg-

ments of the Vials, iii. 340, 356—367
Restitution edict, a.d. 1626, ii. 414
Restoration of all things, iv. 207
" Rest of the dead," Apoc. xx. 5, signi-

fication of the phrase, iv. 186
Resurrection, the first, iv. 175—219;

literal, 184—188
of the just, premillennial,

arguments to prove, iv. 190—218
the order of, iv. 217

. the general, iv. 244
of the Witnesses; ii. 391

Retrogression in Apocalyptic visions, iii.

2, 274
Revival of Popery after wars of French

Revolution, iii. 358—367

Revolution French, the offspring of the

Papal system, iii. 309—318
its general corres-

pondence with the symbols of the 7th

Trumpet, iii. 278—285
noisome ulcer of.

iii, 304
Rhine, confederation of the, iii. 330, 336

Rivers and fountains, signification of the

figure, i. 325—328 ; iii. 300, 327

Robinson, Rev. T., iii. 427

Rod, iron, of Roman Christian empe-

rors against Pagans, iii. 20

Rogation days, institution of, i. 349

Rome, derivation of the name, i. 399

state of early Christian church at,

i. 64
Panan, empire of, its prosperity,

A.D.) 96-180) i. 125 -128 ; its fall, 216
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Rome quitted as capital by Christian

emperors, iii. 109
its revival by Antichrist foretold

by Hippolytus', iii. 112
Christian^ extinction of its im-

. perial sun, i. 354—356
Papal, profligacy of, in 9th and

10th centuries, i. 442
early venality of, ii. 18, 25
identified with the irAareia of

Apoc. xi. 8, ii. 380, 381
ring of espousal with the church

•worn by the Pope, ii. 50
Apocalyptic Beast, or Popes, tied

tojii. 94
mother and mistress, iv. 93^95
as woman riding on Beast, ibid.

Romanists in Rome, but not of Rome,
iii. 55, 56, 246

Roman Catholics, appeal to, iv. 290
Rosary, the revival of, in 1460, ii. 23, 24
Russia, its last war with Turks, iii. 394

Sabbatism, millennary, iv. 215, 252
Sacraments, early unscriptural notion of,

i. 256
Paulikian doctrine respect-

ing, ii. 299—303
Saints, synonymous with the 144,000, or

sealed ones, i. 233—238, 242—245,
249—252,267—270, 301, 312; iii. 254;
iv. 112

blasphemed and made war on by
Popes, ii. 19,27, 368-, iii. 156,157.
(See Witnesses.)

relics of, hawked for gain, i. 305 ;

Church built over, 314
Saint-worship, prevalence of in the 5th

Century, i. 302—312 ; Gibbon's sketch
of, i. 304 ; in 10th Century, i. 455

sanctioned by Gregorj',

Thaumaturgos, and Gregory 1st, i.

306, 376
Saint-worship, denounced by Vigilantius,

Salvation, Papal decree declaring it im-
possible without subjection to the Ro-
man Pontiff, ii. 83

Satan, meaning of, ii. 430
bound 1000 years, iv. 174 ; loosed

to deceive the nations, 243 ; cast into

lake of fire, 243, 244
Saracens, invasion of Christendom by, i.

40.0, 411—41.3, 420—42 aggression

on, bj' the Christians, i. 433 ; decline

of their power, i. 435, 436
Savanorola, his martyrdom, ii. 27

Scene, symbolic, of primary Apocalyptic
vision of " the things that are," i. 72
—76

Sceneiy, Apocalvptic, of the visions of

thefuiure, i. 97—103
Schlegel's Philosophy of History, iv. 267
Scripture, reading and preaching in primi-

tive Christian worship, ii. \ol.

Scriptures, reading of, by laics, forbidden
in 8th century by the Greek Church,
ii. 235 ; also b}' the Romish Church, ii.

20, 90, 369 ; only to be explained in

conformity with the recognized fathers

of the Romish Church, 82
Paulikian conversancy with,

ii. 275—277
Sea, the third part of, in 2nd Tnimpet, i.

340, 349, 350 ; in 2nd Vial, iii. 300,
322—326

for overflow of river, iii. 59 ; Beast
emerging from, 68, 69

the glassy, before the throne, i. 84,
85

the glassy, of the vial angels, iii.

411—418 ; harpers by, 408—411,433,
434

Seal of the living God, (Apoc. vii. 2) i.

243
to a Papal Bull, meaning of the

term, ii. 117
Sealing vision, the, (Apoc. vii.) explana-

tion of, i. 224—288 ; realized in Au-
gustine, 278, &c.

Seals, the first four, general view of, i.

117—124; subject of, i. 118
Seal 1, explanation of, i. 124—139

2, i. 140—146
3, i. 147—170
4, i. 170—176
5, i. 176—206
6, i. 206—222
7, opening of, i. 289—291

"Xefiacfixo,, ScjSatrTos, iii. 81, 146

Secession, Scotch, iv. 287
Secular Western Empire, not the first

Beast, iii. 91, 157
" Seed of the Woman," promise of, the
germ of all the promises, iv. 194

Seleucia, the site of Bagdad, iii. 385

Seleucidse, their contests with the Pto-
lemies, iv. 121—137

Semlcr, iv. 468
Septuagint, chronology of, iv. 254—257
Sergius, the Paulikian, account of his

conversion, ii. 234—237 ; extracts from
his writing, ii. 270, 271

Serenus, (of Marseilles) a protestor

against Image worship, ii. 210
Seven hills, the scat ofthe Harlot, iv. 100
Seven Seals, &c. See Seah, Trumpets,
and Vkils.

Sign, (Trifxeiov, meaning of, iii. 6

Signs of the times, iv. 263
Silence, the half hour's, in heaven, i.

289—298
Societies, Missionary and Bible, iii. 428
Sodom figurative of Rome, ii. 377, 382
" Son of," the Hebraism illustrated, ii.

197, iii. 79
Son of perdition, iii. 79.

Souls under the altar, i. 180, 195
of the martyrs enthroned at the

Millennium, iv. 174
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Song on the Lamb's opening the book,
i. 95

of the temple-harpers, iii. 262
of Moses and the Lamb, iii. 418

Spanish Colonies, Revolation of, iii. 325
Spener, iii. 268
Spirit, being in the, what.'' i. 71 ; iv. 101
Star, the fallen, (Apoc. ix. 1) explained,

i. 414-418
of Balaam's prophecy, iii. 291

Stars, symbol of, explained, i. 75, 217
the twelve of the Woman's coronal

(Apoc.xii.), iii. 9

Staupitz, ii. 92
2Te<pavos, Roman imperial badge, i. 129
—131 ; contrasted with StaSr]fj.a, 129,

iii. 104

Stracture of Apocalypse, i. 104, 105 ; iii.

1—5 ; iv. 239.

Sulpicius Severus, inclined to saint wor-
ship, i. 305 ; expectations of Antichrist.

363
Sun, symbolic, of rulers in the Apocalyp-

tic heaven, i. 102; in 6th Seal dark-
ened, 215, 217 ; in 4th Trumpet, its

third part eclipsed, 354—356 ; in 5th

Trumpet darkened, 410; 4th Vial on
the, iii. 335

of Righteousness, Christ, as re-

vealed to Luther, ii. 94
Sun, Angel standing in, iv. 112
Sun-clothed woman, iii. 8, 9.

'SvveKdr]jxoi, in sense of "fellow-exiles,"

an appellation of the Paiilikian minis-

ters, ii. 304
Superstition advances towards ; see Sa-

crament, saint-worship, Purgatory, &c.
Symbolic character, St. John's, i. 263

—

"267, ii. 110—112, iii. 256, iv. 235
Sj'mbols, Scripture appropriateness of,

i. 389—401 ; iii. 14 ; the principle ap-
plied in explanation of the 5th Trum-
pet, i. 401—419, &c.

Sword, the Roman military badge, i.

142—146

Tabernacles, Jewish feast of, i. 319
antitypical feast of, i. 320

TeAecrojffiv brav, Apoc. xi. 7, difficulties

about, ii. 358 ; explained, 359—362
Temple, the symbolic, i. 97, 98; se^

Altar : opened in Heaven, ii. 428 ; iii.

281, 282, 403, 405; fulfilled, 433
of God, Antichrist sitting in, iii. 81

Ten horns of the Beast; iii. 113^122,
(see Beast :) hate the whore, 349

Tertullian, his testimony to the Apoca-
lypse, i. 27 ; his apology, 190 ; his

views of the Apocalyptic prophecy,
201,203; iv. 299

Tetzel, ii. 65—67
Theodosius, Gothic tempests hushed dur-

ing his reign, i. 297 ;
" the great eagle,"

iii. 43 ; destroys Paganism and Arian-
ism, 43—46

Theodosian code, iii. 137
Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch, his tes-

timony to the Apocalypse, i. 26
" Third Part," the Apocalyptic, i. 328
—336 ; iii. 14

" This generation shall not have passed,"
&c, iv. 262

Thogrul Beg, chief of the Seljukian
Turks, i. 464 ; his invasion of Eastern
Christendom, i. 489—493 ; ceremony
of his investment at Bagdad, i. 491

Thousand, the 144. See Hundred, and
Saints.

Throne of God, man-child caught up to,

iii. 12
of the Beast, or Rome, yielded to

Beast by Dragon, iii. 94—97 ; fifth

Vial poured out on, 341, 347
Thunders and lightnings from the

throne, i. 107 ; before first Trumpet,
338 ; on seventh Trumpet's sounding,
ii. 428, iii. 282 ; on seventh Vial, iv. 89

Thunders, the seven (Apoc. x.), ex-
plained, ii. 101—109

Thunderbolts, the Papal, iii. 177
Tiara, Papal. See Triregno.

Time, the, " shall not vet be" (Apoc. x.

S.),ii. 120, 121; iv.261
of the end, iv. 159, 161—164, 167
of trouble, iv. 166
the standard of the declaration,

" Five have fallen and one is," iii. 70,
93

Times, the seven of Nebuchadnezzar, iii.

224
Daniel's 3^ iv. 166, &c. (See Year-

day.)

Toleration, Galerius' edict of, iii. 16
Traditio instrumenti. See Ordination.

Trajan, his conquests,!. 127 ; his rescript

concerning Christians, i. 187—189
Transubstantiation, ii. 158, iii. b50, 176,

177, iv. 94
Tribulation, the great (Apoc. vii. 14),

i. 273
Tripartition of Roman empire, iii. 16

— of the Popedom under 7th

Vial, iv. 90
Triregno, the Papal super-imperial crown,

ii. 50; iii. 141, 158, 171

Triumvirs, no proper head to Roman
Beast, iii. 99

Trumpet-soundings, the, meaning of, i.

317, 320
the first four, general character-

istics of, i. 321—336
imagery of, sketched,

i. 338—344
Gothic fulfilment of, i.

344—357
the fifth, its symbols analyzed,

i. 401—419
fulfilled in Mahomet and

the Saracens, i. 411, 413, 416, 419—
434

the sixth, occasion of, i. 450—455;
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sounding of, 455 ; fulfilled in the Turks,

455—496
Trumpet the seventh sounding of, ii. 424 ;

importance of, 424—427 ; general view
of, iii. 273; developed in the seven

Vials, 276 ; noted as following quickly

after the passing away of the second

Woe, 278
Turks, executors of the second Woe, i.

463-496; the Seljukians commissioned

from the Euphrates, 464, 465 ; Seleu-

cian local origin of, iii. 382 ; continued

in the Othmans, 467—472 ; numbered
by " mj^riads," 473—475 ; Apocalyp-

tic colouring of their dress, 475, 476
;

their artillery answering to the fire,

smoke, and sulphur, 477 ; the horsetail

standards of their Pashas, 479—482

;

their Pashas' oppressive rule, 482, 483

;

Constantinople taken by, after " the

hour, day, month, and year," i. 496

no longer a Woe, made evident

just before' French revolution, iii. 283

;

rapid wasting of, begun 1820, a.d. (at

the ending of the 2300 year-days of

Dan. viii), 391—395 -, last war with

Russia, iii. 394
Contest with Pasha of Egypt, iv. 163

U
" Unam Sanctam," the famous bull of

Boniface VIII., adopted by Pope Leo

X., ii. 83; iii. 155

United Brethren, Papal persecution of,

ii. 27, 384
Universal preaching of the Gospel, a

sign of the times, iv. 263

Union among Christians, to be sought,

iv. 287
Unity of the Church, early unscriptural

view of, iii. 137 ; Papal, ii. 82 ;
scrip-

tural, iv. 214.

Val Louise, extirpation of its Christian

inhabitants, ii. 28
Valentinian's decree in favor of Pope, iii.

133
Vandals, conquests of the, under Gense-

ric, i. 348—357
a horn of the Beast, iii. 11 7, 119;

plucked up, 140

Van Mildert, Bishop, his opinion, that

Popery is the great predicted Apos-

tacy, iii. 157

Venn, Rev. H. iii. 268
Vial, a frequent Scripture emblem, iii.

298
Vials, the seven, development of the 7th

Trumpet, iii. 276 ; signification of, 296 ;

remarks on, 297

\\:\\ 1, iii. 2.95- 321, 301 ; ulcer of (a

not unfrequent emblem) 318; spreads

over European kingdoms, 319

2, iii. 322—327 ; fulfilled, 323

3, iii. 327—336 ; fulfiUcd, 328

Vial 4, iii. 335—340
5, iii. 341—354 ; fail to produce re-

pentance, 340, 356—367
6, iii. 368

Victorinus, author of a Commentary on

the Apocalypse, i. 31, 37, 38 ; iv. 303,

&c.
Vigilantius, witness against errors of the

apostacy, (5th century) i. 315, 316 ; ii.

206
Vintage of the earth, iv. 79
Virgin Mary, image and worship of, in

xth Century, i. 455
immaculate conception of, ii.

24
undue exaltation of, resisted

by the Paulikians, ii. 295—299
winking images, iii. 362,

364
undue veneration of, affect-

ed by the Oxford Tractarians, iv. 49
Voice from heaven, " Blessed are the

dead," &c. iv. 72
Voice from the throne, iv. 110. See

Altar.

Voices of many waters, iii. 262
in heaven proclaim the kingdom

of Christ, iii. 278
Volcanic eruptions, before French Revo-

lution, iii. 289
Volcanic eruption predicted to break up

the earth's crust, like that of Sodom,
iv. 224

Volcano fire, symbol of the Vandal, i.

349—351
eruption of, in Auvergne (a.d.

458), i. 349
Voltaire and the infidel philosophers, iii.

Waldenses, the, epoch and origin of, ii.

306—338
existed before Peter

Valdensis, arguments from Peter's

name, 308 ; from Valdensic testimo-

nies, 312
hostile testimonies to their an-

tiquity, 314—317

Waldenses, their antiquity proved from
extant documents, 317 —338

local site of, 328—330
true witnesses for Christ, 338

—355
their doctrine, 341—347 ; mo-

rals, 347 ; and missionary zeal, 347—
350

sackcloth dress, and symbolic
candlestick, 352, 353

their "Noble Lesson," 341,
462

Papal persecutions of, 21,27,
368

among the 144,000 figured on
Mount Zion, iii. 256
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Waldo, Peter, rather Valdensis, origin of

the name, ii. 307—312
perhaps the author of " The No-

ble Lesson," ii. 330
Walker, Rev. S. iii. 268
War, Papal, against Christ's witnesses

and people, ii. 19—22, 27. 28, 366—370
European, against the Turks, ii. 423

Watchfulness, peculiar duty of, at the
present time, iv. 64

Waters on which the Harlot sate, iii. 69
Waterworth, Rev. .1. ii. 24
Watts, Dr. iii. 268
Wartburg Castle, Luther's Patmos, ii.

161, 162
Weeks, Daniel's seventy, iii. 226, 227
Wesley, iii. 268, 427^
Wheat, price of in St. John's time, and

at various epochs of Roman history,

i. 162—164
Whitfield, iii. 268
White robes, ofmartyrs, i. 204—206, iii.

25, of neophytes, i. 225, 248; of

Christ's saints, 245, 251
horse, i. 125, 128; iv. 112

Whitby's theory of Millennium refuted,

iv. 184—216
WicklifF, ii. 21 ; his probable connexion
with the Waldenses, ii. 371.

Wilberforce, iii. 424—434
Wilfrid, or Boniface, iii. 168, 1 79

Wine-press trodden without the city, iv.

83,114
Winds, four .Angels of the, i. 228

silence of the, i. 294
Wings, two, of great eagle, iii. 39—41

Witnesses, the two, (Apoc. xi.) retros-

pective view of, ii. 1 89—396
described in prophecy, ii.

194—202; their personality, 194; cha-

racter, 195; emblems, 196; number,
(why only two) 198 ; condition, 199

;

avenging power, 199; commencement
of their testimonv, 201 ; its comple-

tion, 357-366
earlier Western, ii. 202—229
earlier Eastern, (or Pauli-

kian) ii. 229—241
joint middle age, ii. 241—269
"the Paulikians true, ii. 269

—

the Waldenses true, ii. 338
—354

——

•

Papal war against, ii. 357

—

370
• death of, ii. 370—387 ; and

papal exultation thereupon, ii. 387

—

resurrection of, ii. 391—396
ascent of, ii. 396—405
terror of their enemies, ii.

415
they give God glory, ii. 415

—418
still in sackcloth, ii. 410—

421

Woe, cry denouncing it to inhabitants of
the earth, iii. 27, 28

forewarnings of first woe, (Apoc.
viii. 13) i. 357, 358

the first (or Saracenic) origin of, i.

401—419 : progress of, 419—424
chronology of, and limits

to, 424—434 ; total termination of, 439
the second {or: Turco-Moslem), occa-

sion of, i. 450—455 ; origin of, 463

;

chronology of, 483—496
• cessation of, ii. '421—

423; iii. 284
Woman, the faithful Church, travailing,

iii. 7, 10—12 ; brings forth manchild,
18

;
persecuted by Dragon, 30 ; flight

to, and sojourn in, wilderness, 33, 52
-56

Woman, the harlot Church, holding out
cup of her apostacy, iv. 92—94

Worship, object of, or ai^aafia, iii. 81

"Write" and "write not," (Apoc. x)
meaning of, ii. 104, 105, 115

Writing within and without, i. 104, iii.

4, 276
Wormwood, the star, iii. 327

Xavier's missionary proceedings, charac-

ter of, iii. 431

qY
Year-daj's, thc^J^O, period ot the Chris-

tian Church's travailing from Christ's

ascension to Constantine's establish-

ment of Christianity, iii. 18 :—the 1260
of Woman in wilderness, 55 : the

Beast's \2QQ, primary beginning of on
Justinian's decree, 530 a.d., with pri-

mary ending 1790, a.d. 134, 248—250 ;

fulfilled, 342—355; secondary begin-

ning from Phocas's decree, a.d. 606,

to end 18G6 a.d. 250 :—Daniel's 2300,
their beginning, iii. 388 ; their ending,

390
Year-day principle discussed, iii. 218

—

246
general a priori evidence for,

miniature time of miniature symbol
answering to longer time of thing sym-
bolized ; exemplified. 220,221 ; specific

year-day scale, otherwise probable

from Scripture analogv, actually laid

down by God, 223, 224 : veil of the

time of the end, arising from the year-

day prophetic periods, consistent with

Christ's declaration, " Not yours to

know times and seasons," and intended

to keep the Church watching, 228
objections to, answered, iii.

225—246
;
year-days symbolic, as the

rest of symbol, 228 ; chain of authori-

ties recognizing it, Cyprian, Prosper,

Tichonius, Primasius, Ambrose Ans-
bert, Berengaud, Bruno, Joachim, Al-

bertus Magnus, 229—239 ; also Jew-
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ish Rabbins, ancient, and of middle

ages, 286, 237 ; discrepances of j-ear-

day expositors equalled by those of the

literal days, 239 ; unsatisfactoriness

of the former answered, a41 ; objec-

tion of Christ's saints not having

known Antichrist (if the Popes) when
manifested, answered, 242—244 ; ob-

jection of all Papists having perished

answered, 245, 246
Years, the 70 of Judah's captivity,

double commencement and double end-

ing of, iii. 252
the 75, between end of Daniel's

1260andl335, iii. 253

Zoa, the four, (Apoc. iv. 6—9) i. 87—92
representatives of the Church tri-

umphant i. 92—94
identical with the four living-crea-

tures of Ezekiel, i. 88—90
Zion, Mount, on the Apocalyptic scene,

i. 99, 101

the 144,000 seen on it,

symbolizing Christ's polity on earth,

or true Church, iii. 256

Zvyost meaning of the word, i. 147



II.

CHIEF TEXTS IN OTHER BOOKS OF SCRIPTURE ILLUSTRATED.

Gen. iii. 15 ;
" The seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent's head." iv. 194

xiii. 3 ; "In thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed ;" compared with
Gen. XV. 13; " Thy seed shall be a stranger," &c. iv, 195, 197

Psalm exxvi. 4 ;
" Turn our captivity as the rivers m the south." iv. 171

Isaiah viii. 18 ;
" I and my children are for signs from the Lord ;

" (also Zech iii.

_
8; " Men wondered at ; ") i. 263, 264

ix. 5 ;
" This shall be with burning and fuel of fire ;" &c. iv. 78

liv. 9 ;
" This as the waters of Noah before me ;" &c. ii. 94.

lix. 21 ;
" My spirit that is upon thee, and my words that are in thy mouth,

shall not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy seed. &c. for
ever." ii. 192

J'er. Ii. 25 ;
" 1 am against thee, O destroying mountain, and will make thee a burnt

mountain ;" &c. iv. 107.

Dan. iii. 40 ;
" The fourth shall be strong as iron." i. 399, 400

vii. 8 ;
" In the horn were eyes like the eyes of a man." iii. 74, 143, 144

Matt. xvi. 18; " Thou art Peter, and on this rock will I build my church :"&c. iii.

123, 124 ; iv. 282.

XXV. 31 ;
" When the Son of Man shall have come in his glory ;" &c. iv. 223

Luke xxi. 32 ;
" This generation shall not have passed away," &c. iv. 262

xvii. 20 ;
" The kingdom of God cometh not with observation," &c. iv. 221

John V. 17 ; " My Father worketh hitherto and I work." iv. 242.
xvii. 9, 21—23; " That they all maybe one,—that the world may believe that

thou hast sent me." iv. 214
xviii. 36 ;

" My kingdom is not of this world," iv. 289
Acts i. 7 ;

" It is not for you to know the times and the seasons ;" &c. iii. 228, iv,

.

^'^'^

iii. 21 ;
" Whom the heavens must receive until the times of the restitution of

all things;" &c. iv. 289
Rom. viii. 19 ;

" The creation waiteth for the manifestation of the sons of God." iv.

211
xi. 25 ; " Till the Gentile ir\r)paiixa be brought in," iv. 227

2 Thess. ii. 1 ;
" The coming of Jesus Christ, and onr gathering unto him ;

" iv. 191,

192
3; " Till there come the apostacy first ;" &c. iii. 76—86
4 ; "He as God sitteth in the temple of God." 360, 365

Heb. xii. 22; " Ye are come unto Mount Zion ;" &c. i. 109

2 Peter iii. 7 ;
" The heavens and earth which are now are reertfravptfTntvoi trvpt,

&c." iv. 224
13 :

" We, according to his promise, look fer new heavens and a new
earth," &c. iv. 237

1 John V, 20 ;
" We know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us under-

standing to know him that is true ;" &c. i. 241



III.

AUTHORS CHIEFLY REFERRED TO ON MATTERS OF
CONTROVERSY.*

Arnold. Dr., on Prophetic Interpretation, iv. 559—570
Btckersteth, Rev. E., on the Seals, iv. 541—558 ; on the Beast, iii. 91

Bossuet on Apocalyptic Interpretation, iv. 478—487 ; on the Chnrch visible and
invisible, iii. 54

Burph, Rev. W. on the futurist Apocalyptic Scheme, iv. 509—540
Cuninghame, Mr. on the Seals, iv. 541—558 ; on the little book, ii. 44 ; on the death

of the Witnesses, ii. 375 ; on the Beast, his seventh head, and his imac[e,

iii. 91, 101,181
Dattbuz about the 144,000, i. 377
Davidson, Dr., on the Apocalyptic date and Scheme of interpretation, i. 51—54, iv.

488-506
Dnwling on the charge or Manicheism against the Paulikians, ii. 288, 440—4()0

Faber, Rev. G. S. on the four first Seals^ i. 119; on the four Angels loosed from the

Euphrates, i. 457, 483 ; on the little book, ii. 44; on the death of the Wit-
nesses, ii. 375; on the Beast and his image, iii. 95, 181 ; on the millennium,
iv. 208—210

Gresley, Rev. R., on the Church, iv. 285
Hook, Dr. on the Apostolic succession, iv, 58
Lee, Professor, on Apocal.yptic interpretation, iv. 487
Maitland, Rev. S. R., on the dark a^es, i. 442 ; ii. 10 ; on the Council of Orleans, ii.

247; on the Paulikians, ii. 288, 440—460 ; on the year-day question, iii.

219—246; on demon-worship, ii. 439, 440; on Antichrist, iv. 529—538 ;

on Apocalyptic interpretation, iv. 512.
Manni7ig, Archdeacon, on the apostacy and mystery of iniquity, (2 Thess. ii. 3;) iii.

78
Medc on the 144,000, i. 237; on the third part, and land, sea, and rivers of the three

first Trumpets, 325, 329 ; on the little book, ii. 44; on the seven thunders,

ii. 102; on the Beast, iii. 101
Mylie, on Apocalyptic interpretation. See Bossuet.
Newton, Sir /., oil the date of the Apocalypse; i. 37, 38, 45—47

Bishop, on the 144,000, i. 237 ; on the seven thunders, ii. 102 ; on the Beast's

seventh head, iii. 102
Oxford Tractalor on Antichrist, iv. 521—528
Stiuirt, Professor M., cm iho date of the Apocalypse, i. ,5d—54*; on Apocalyptic

interpretation, iv. 488—506
Tilloch, Dr., on date of the Apocalypse, i. 37, 45—47
Whatelcy, Archbishop, on Christ's kingdom, iv. 289
Whitby on the millennium, iv. 180, 184-216

* This Index of living Writers, or of such as have their living representatives on
the points referred to, is added with a view to the Author's correction, if in any
case he may inadvertently and unconsciously have mistaken and misrepresented
these writers' opinions or arguments.
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